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The Intrroductlon to the Pentateuch

Pentateuch 4 1

In relation to the subject which might keep us busy for

Introduction to the Pentateuch. It is quite different from the last
Old Testament

semesters course, the Introduction to the ASentatetteh. The two are inix order.
They do not have to be taken in any particular/

dependent courses. They do not build on each other./But the two courses
In

are quite different. /the Introduction to the Old Testament, I would say that
t

three quarters of our time was spend' in exmaining facta'ual material or in looking

at the material in relation to a subject which might keep us busy two or three-fl

three weeks, which could be taken as an isolated unit, apart from the rest of

the course. There was only one section of the course, wh ere for -n-- maybe

six weeks or less, we dealt with a-pro4el-- problem which could become a vety

very vital problem though it is not much discussed in the church at present, the

problem of the development of the three-fold canon of the Old Testament, and
examined it is

we,4a'u'e the different theories that are held ii a matter which could x have become

of tremendous importante but w1- which had not as yet . It may never, and

then again, it may. Now, this semester's course is .... that we spent on that

one sttg- subject .... and the whole semester is dealing with one specific problem.

We have, of course an occasional odd use of . or that , but ... this semester is

very closely related. It is extremely important in eefte- connection with any

.of the class to have ... just what we had at the previous class. We would

have to repeat it more, and that would be ax waste of your-ti--e- time and mine.

It is closely interrelated. It is a matter of development which has occurred in

theological thought and has resulted in an attitude which is spread all over

the world , andit etet- started with the Pentateuch, âã and that is why we call
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our course Introductlcn to the Pentateuch. We might say w1 t we are dealing

with is Introduction to the Higher Criticism, or Introduction to the Destructive

Higher Criticism. Now, the question that I asked you just now, who x wrote

these different books I think would bring to focus in your mind the fact that 300

years ago there would har e been quite a number of the books of the Bible in wh ich
any i.x body would

no body would say, Who wrote the second Samuel? I do not say

&xxxx Samuel, because Samuel was dead in the middle of the 1st % Samuel.

And certainly, he could not have written the book telling about the events 50

years after he had died. That is, I would say that the Lord, x of course,

could do whatever He chooses, but we have no evidences that the Lord
long

had Samuel write those thin that happened/after he had died. Who did?

Some people think that Nathan the prophet did. We are not told anywhere.

We do not know who wrote it. We noticed last semester wedo not need to

know who wrote these books of the Old Testament, because we do not believe

that they are true because who wrote them, bric&ke We beliebe they are

true because they are part of that group of books upon which our Lord Jesus

Christ set seal as k,oec being the Word of God, as being books written by

men inspired of God's purposed and intended to be authoritative for His people.
to Christians

And so it does not matter,4qho wrote the book, but settles that .. . because

he specifically speaks... It is part of the question of the dependability

of the Book... to accept the statements that are mainly in them as to their

authorship, and in other cases we are told nothing about their authorship.

About 400 years ago there were many people who would have assumed

who wrote every book of the Bible, not knowing .. . about the subject.
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I am sure that intelligent and ... people 400 years, intelligent, well-

trained Christians knew that theákxx the Christians... knew many of the
the apostle

books ... they would not question thaMatthew wrote Matthew, the apostle

rk wrote Mar John theGospel ofJohn. 'Luke Luke) that Paul wrote

the epistles... Athat Moses wrote the first five books of the Old Testament,

that David wrote a great number of the Psalms, No irtelligent person

would say that David wrote all the psalms, because some of them are specifically

labelled as having been writeen by other people, but a bulk of ... are the books...

they would have said.., we do not know, but 100 years ago.practically

every intelligent poem= Christian know much about the Bible would have

accepted it as .the fact that these books came from the tine of the events described

in it, and ... were as a unit.., at the time when they were written.., and the

books were dependable as having been passed cxxx down onto us in substnt1ally
same very of

the/Nay it was written at the/time w1u the events to which they refer.ta.

Now, ±kic that would be the attitude of the probably all the intelligent

Christians 400 or 0 500 years ago. And that would ox be the attitude of

he great bulk of the Christians, of the people who are going by the name of Christians.
if

years ago, but today am you go into almost any theological $'eminary, over
almost

40 years of age, if you go intc/any universitywhere anything is taught abc*it the
book of Nu.nbers

Bible! today, they will refer to Moses not having written the /4($t(g//or
not as it

to Matthew ix having written the book of Matthew, ikkocdurs in our Bible.

People would simply look at you in amazement and wonder how ignorait you

must be, because what is taught in most of thq' ( ~, ;-r-)
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those schools today ... practically every book of the Old TEstament, and

a great many booi6 of the New Testament were not written as a unit, but these
the

are $ummation of the materials that have come down together from many different

writers, often hundreds of years k between the different writers. So that,

you have two or three verses from one period and four and fives" verses from

a period of kKdx hundred years later, maybe half of a chapter from another period,

axd quite different from these that come together to form books that reach

the present one hundreds of years off. At least, in most cases, many years

after the events described. Now, there is a complete change in attitude
a

from what; you would have found in our educatinal institution/hundred or hundred

and fifty years ago. And what you would have found in ... professing Christians

xiiid*CX comparatively recently. Now this change began with the Pentat..&
with most of

thac±ukIsa1ah, and from there the method was extended to ild/the books of

the Old Testament, and then it was extended to the books of the New Testament,
the books of

the great part of/the New Testament. And these views have been taught so many

years in theological seminaries and universities that today these schools where

they are taught you will find very few iie students who could make much of

a reasonable argument for them. They simply take for granted that. Everybody

simply believes it. Every educated person knows &x that it is absolutely ....

Now, that is the attitude that they have. And that is the attitude which has been

iaxkRxinculcated in the breat bulk of our theological san manes at least 30 or

40 years now. However, the great bulk of ... until very recently adopted
said

these in their seminaries, but/very little about the ... I was rather surprized

about 20 years ago 38&RRx- in the Southern Presbyterian Church there _ a man
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preaching... $' where I happened to be a Sunday evening came, and hear him
the

give a sermon orVflood in which he started himself, and said, I am sure
in

that if you find it very confusing to distinguish/Mathew between what comes
it

from Mark and what comes from Q, maybe you have found/at very confusing to
are

read the story of the flood, because of the way J and D documents kKiw inter-

spersed together. So, he said, I am just going to read from J document, and
some places

ignore the D document altogether. So he read, and he was reading/fen or fifteen

verses, and then in another place he would read half a verse, but he read a

continuous presentation which he said was J document story of the flood, which

implied to,x contradict the P story of the flood, and having read that,this

particular man proceeded to give quite a good evangelical sermon on the basis
as

of the J document of the flood,,aazihe presented...

A great many of the ministers today are j convinced of these views xEthcx but

do not say much x about them. Just within the last yearx that all...

free consorted plan, Sundayschool literature, and five or six denominations
almost

have come out with the/identical argument, presenting the J, E, D, P zxi*zx

theory of the Pentateuch as an established fact. And to my amazement

many x ministers believed it but did not say much about it. Now this Ig.X is now
beginning to be

presented in public. And many of you, I am sure, saw this magazine

which came out at Christmas time. Some of you have givai Mr. Butler 50 cents

for a copy of it, and he gave it to me and I sent for copies for you, and I can

bring them to you tomorrow morning and give them to you. If you should be

interested, if there should be a couple of students who Ø want The magazine

The Bible issue of Life, a magazine which has the most beautiful pictures in
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general
it, and a very romantic presentation of the $istory in the Bible, but which is

very interesting to see the viewpoint that is taken as to the authenticity and

accuracy of the Bible. In the first part of it it does not x take the documentary

attitude which was widespread in the seminaries, in the liberal seminaries
conflicting

thirty years ago that J, E, D, AND P made up a stories
xg contradicting
lkbnccone another repeatedly, but a thought is assumed that thtere are

documents written hundreds of years apart, but introduced new ideas which

you hardly find anywhere else that the fact of these documents therexMxx was

a formal tradition which the writers cf the documents did not dare

change in the slightest degree. But after all they are simply tcadzcti reproducing

this oral tradition which goes back to the time of Moses. You might say

that this should not make such tremendous difference whether it goes back to

t he time of Moses, or whether it was written later.

It is a new idea two or three scholars who' receive the ... of the

earlier mark of this magazine. If you read it superficially, you get the documentary

criticism. If you read it carefully, you/ will find that it introduces the

jqxx principles which really make the documentary criticisms comparatively

unimportant, and then as you go on through)( the magazine, you will find tint

when you come to the garden of Eden the documentary criticism in its freeing...

in its extreme attitude it held. Here is an article, Who was the man Jesus? in

which the author practically reaches the conclusion that actually we know nothing

about Jesus. The gospels are a combination of various things that came together.
I notice

We cannot be very sure anything about it./,Iere $' he says, page 93, it was... he

says that the great ... scholar Mcod±x Morris ... Goble maintained that Jesus
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did not foresee the Church, He did not... but He desired to proclaim

P2

We know practically nothing about Jesus. The gospels are a combination/ O(

of various things that came together, and made many decades after his time.

And we cannot really be very sure ac of anything about it. I notice here

in page 93 it was.. . he says that the great French scholar Morris
found

MAINTAINED THAT knomw Jesus did not foresee the Church, he did n dwxit, -

but he desired to proclaim was not the Church but the kingdom of God. zwz
intimated ? the kingdom was in them, and the

He then maintained that the earliest Christian/ prospect
was all absorbing (?)

the
and the prophets wbth all authority. In,4e-circumstances it would have been

for them
pointless even to spend time and energy/to write about.hHt- It was only as they

years past,without the second coming arte- and ... Christianlty slowly and painfully

began lrc transforming itself, from an apocalyptic , Messianic vision of

the new age, it w1-efte-. . . satisfying religion to live byin the present age it

lives dxIn. But the need began to be felt ... and mission and teaching. And

thus the attitude was taken in documentary criticism for the books of Moses,

and they ... regarding the gospels. But th this issue ci Life ... is making this

a more present issue than it has ever been before . Now, five or ten years ago

i you were to go into the average liberal seminary. For almost any writer...

you would be looked ' at k as if you were a little out of your mind. What a

eree- crazy ki ignoramus you must be. On-t-ye- the other hand you go into
start

the average fundamentalist school five or ten years ago and yotyare talking about

some people's
the J E D P document, and,4'e.r-attitude is .What a w4ek-ed-Mng silly foolishness,
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You would be looked at as if you were a little out of your mind . . ...wo grgoups

of people, each of which the other is talking nonsense. And all they can do

is make faces at ±c each other. And in the end there x is not much accomplished.

And in this course I want to look faKirly obJzectively and impartially at the

and see just am exactly wia t the evidence is. I wan t to look at the way in which

the Critical theory developed and see the attitudes that were taken, and to see

what was the view that was held and he& how it developed, and I want to look

at the arguments and examine them fairly and I don't watit to brust anything aside,

because it doesn't agree with ... just to see exactly what the facts are and what

do the facts prove. And since the argument as it is built up is found in a good

many different arguments fitting together to sone extent and where one

had the x weakness it is am made up by the strength of another, sorb like

the man who can't jump across the river in one -in- a jump, so he makes it

in three jump. We will want to look at each one and see what its strengths are

and what its weaknesses are and just to see what- how much strength and weakRness

there are. You can go on in church and peach very positively on4he-v- one view
back cf it,

or the other on this and not know very much about the evidence/an d a-geød-

you can do a good spiritual work in helping people, but if you have people in

your church that get ah- ahead in life, if they are good , hard working Christian

people, you will find that some of their children will be going to engineering school.

Where these schools are more and more deciding that the students should not be

we merely technicians but also have an understanding and so they are requiring

that they take a certain amount of courses, and they are teaching the document

theory as part of the established knowledge of our day, and your children come

home, and if all the parents can do is to say what foolishtness it is, and if all
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the pastor can do is to say that no sensible man believes that, it puts the

child in a very difficult situation of deciding 1etw3e between the learned people

under whom he is studying and the good Christian people who are not working

actively in the scholarly fields who feel differently, and many, many person

has lost their faith k because basically this problem is having someone we-who
him

is able to take the facts and oshor'exactlywhat they are, so this course, we

could take the whole Old Testament and look at each of the books and see the

arguments, see the questions that have been raised, but the whole thing begins

with the Pentateuch and with Isaiah, and in the Pentateuch the method has been

developed that the method has k been thought to have been established, and if

it is established there, .. .and-ap1an-to- you have a basis on which to go on by

anaxiogy and apply it to other books of the Old Testament. On the other hand

if it does not establish itskelf there, your evidences in practically any other

book are far weaker than they are in the Pentateuch. The Pentateuch is the course

of the...Now , we could take our whole three years, and spend all of our time

studying the ... that is not our purpose. We are trying to ... to serve the Lord

and so we do not give a great deal of time, but in this one two unit g course,

we are going to concentrate on this and I hope that you will... to get the real

understanding ... of it, because it underlies the whole question of all the Old

testaint. So that is our purpose, and ncw, I suppaclied my material for tis

course the heading. Roman N-tther Numeral one I called Introductory, and Capitol

A I called The importance of the subre ct, and that is what I have been talking

about this far, the lmportartce of the subject. We are taking the standard example

of the method of what is sometimes called Destructive Higher Criticism. -We-- And
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it is not the straw man that we are investigating, but it is a vital force in our

world today. Something of which we s+&1¬1- should be aware , and something

that is the gebe- general world- world of the lay people is much more profitable
in

today than even Mc a year ago. This is the basic forcecc this field, and
if you miss a class

I must urge you to keep up to da)cte, and/to be sure to get an idea of what was

covered before the next class to be able to right along with it as we go, now
do certain assignments in the course

we are going to/.. 1 had Mr. Dieterle to hold fDr me there the first two assignetx

mentw, and at the end of the class as you go out you can get a copy. Rather

than put it on the board and have you copy it, at the end of the class you can

get this from Mr. Dieterle. The course is a two hour course and you understai d

that one credit here is one hour class for two hourse of study, but it may be two

hourse in class for one hour of study, In this particular class it is a two unit course

which will make it six hours we will-spend- a good bit of the time meet three

hours and I will only expect that you have two hours of study outside the class,

although occasionally we will meet only two hourse. Most courses are a little

slow getting under way and pile up towazrd the end of the am year, so we will

try to go a little faster in the beginning, so the 90c as siznments may be a little

bit longer at the start, this first assignoanent is suppose not to I take over three

h ours, and the second one should not be over two hoir se, but please get them

hi on time, because t se are asslgnmerts that do not represent a certain amount

of study that you do, they are studies that you do that p epares you frc to get

more value out of the lecture, therefore it means far more . . than afterwards,

so please get these air- a assignments in at the time that is k stated on

the aseM assignmnt that you can get k at the end of the hour. Now, they

said .Every is related to every other part. This couse , every is
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related to other part. You deal with a certain area, and then another area,

& and all cf this fits together in one, very vital question. The question of
and

the appr ch to the unity f4he-authorship of the Pentateuch, which is w

XiR background to the appraoach to all the x other books of both tge Old
that was

Testament and a great many of t1 New. Now,/Capitol A.19-The importance of

e subject. Now, we go on to B, the importance of the Pentat.euch. No. 1 the
As you know,

claims in the Old Teatatment./Wxzg the Jews re-tae referred to

the Bible, their?c Bible, the Old Testament, as the Law and the Prophets and

the Writingsc. The word Law is sometimes KK used for the whole Old Testament,

but ix it I s also very frequently used just for the five books ci Moses, that is

t he basis that they ... through in their synagogues every year. They read collections.

It is the foundation of the Old Testament. You might say that the third chapter of

Genesis is not- the turning point... there are two turning points in history thus
greatest turning point

far, there is one yet to come. The/. .. thus far was the third chapter of Genesis

--the next one i s the death of Christ, and the third thx turning pointing is the

return of Christ to establish righteousness ai d happiness throughout this earth,

but the first turning point is one wit out which it is much more difficult to understand
As you you

the wodi at all./** look at out world n1-we-see what a good world we are living

in. You ' see the marvelous principles that God has emplanted in nature, and you

see the goodness of humaniAty in general.-aRd It is amazing that in sections of the

world that you have never been in, you get into some difficulty or trouble how

kindly and helpful aat people will be . Ordinarily the goodness that you find

in this world is very, very .. xxigreat, and of this people one hundred years

ago, people were extEmely .. it is a marvelous world that od has made.

I remember when I was a young man, hearing my father who was a physician,
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talking with another physician, and this other man said, Most sickaresses 3v nature

will cure . The main thing -that-- Is that the doctor will not do anything to make

it worse. He says if a man comes to me and tells me that he has a certain trouble,

I know that nature is going to cure him k but I just tell him to go home aid don't

worry about it, he will think I am no good, so he says I give hima little sugar

water, and some of them take x them, and if ik it doesn't do him any harm I feel

happy about it.

P3

How kindly and helpful people will be except in unusual tine s of crisis. Ordinarily,

the goodness that you bthc findx in this world is very, very great, and d this

people 100 years ago were extrenely conscious. It is a far ... that p God l s

made. (above is repetitionof previous record)

Well, I think medthlne has moved forward since 40 years ago, but I think that xx

still any pysician who knows much about medicien will recognize that all that ne dicien

does is to give a certain amount of help to the natural, the-wern- wonderful , natural

curative processes that God has implanted into the human body. The goodness

of this world is tr mendous, ad of coi.rse Genesis 1 brings that out very clearly.

God saw what he had made and it was good. 100 hundred years ago American writers

were constanxtly impressed with the goodness of this wonderful wrld, this wonderufl

universe in which we live. And we will in a different general environment. There's

a different feeling in the &idx air, and even though science and technology has
ne

goane way ahead of k what it was 100 years ago, and medici and other fields

of study have advanced wa beyond what they were then, today the tendancy is to

look at the other side of the picture ard to see what a terrible world we Id live

in, and the writers that are most per praised today are Mx the ones that present that

much of the nightmare and the terrIbcle wickedness and sin, the general attitude

today I s
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today is one of pessimism, of worry and despair, and indeed, if one looks

at that side of the picture you have a valid reason for thinking that it is a

very terrible world in which we live, you find wickedness and ggreed and

you find frustration and disappointment, aid you firri . .and you look at that

side of the picture and you say what a terrible sitwt ion we are in. This century

there are a great many ... 1 forget whether it x was who one _- of those

two I remember said, a person ought to think of himself 3C as if he were in a

.where everybody else was so low and wicked that the ' less that they have

to do with them the better, and that was his attitude toward life, and when you

pick up your newspaper and read about the crime, and the terrible things that

occur constantly in most parts t of the, youreally can see what a terrible

world we live in, and how do you put the two together, the only explanation that

really makes sense is the explanation that we find in Genesis 3 that into this

wonderful world that God made there came a terrible thing, there came sin. Man

chose to disobey God, and as a result of this we have this wonderfkul creation

cursed on account of man, for man's good. We have the curse upon the creatxxxIon

--we have the wickedness and sin of humanity and even nature ... nature filled with

suffering, and with destruction. And how they fit together is explained in Genesis

three. The 4 solution of it ioc is worked out in principle. And so the Pentateuch

contains the foundation of our Christian understanding, our understanding ci the world.

It contains the first prediction ...When they asked him, what was the gra-t-greatest

commard ment, what was the second greatest, heoc He quotted from the Pentateuch,

the Pentateuch gives us t1 foundation, of the J-tté.eh-and-e-the Judaism and the
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Christian religion, the place in the Old Testament of the Pentateuch is a very

very, important one, but did the Pentatuech . ..we are efet left with somelxbeautiful

4eret-ure literature. and so the PentatKeuch is a very important matter, we could

spend a year or two studying its contenot. I hope t1 t you will spend a good bit

of the time cLyour life studying contena , it ha- has so much in it that is so wonderful

for every believer, but let's go on to capitol C. Iwmportance of Authorship of

the Pentataeuch. Now act ..ask you abciit who wrote certain books, and sone of

these questions we . ..are of no importance as far as we are concerned. We are

interested ...and we don't know who wrote them. I know people who are very,

very insistent that Paul wrote the book of the Hebrews, and I know others who are

just as sure that Paul didn't write it, and as far as I am concerned I don't care whecther

he wrote it or not. It is part of God's Word . It is God's inspired Word and

who wrote it doesn't matter as far as I am concerned, it is God's truth, but when

it comes to the Pentateuch we can have certain evidence regarding authcorsh1p

and if we reject the Mosaic authorship we are rejecting this evidence, and there

fore it is important tt that we see just what this evidence is. And here we ne

number one, Internal evidence. Now under this, a sna 11 a. I Direct statements

of authorship. Now there are not a great many x direct statements of authnDccl rship,

but there are not a great many. But .... go back to very early times among the Jews,

but as far as the internal authorship is concerned we haw a few passages, we have

no-,4è.enee- passages in Genesis which makes any reference to Moses at all.

In Exodus 17:8-14 ., would you read us Exoduxs 17:8-14 from the English. Now,

Mr. Green read us from the English, if he had read it from the Hebarew he would

have kad said, Write it in the books. The Hebeiew has the article there, the a
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books. Now, of course the difference consists of hairing a pathah and a shewa
that

under the beth, and having the first letter doublezd, an4/of course is pointing

and pointing wasn't put in until about 500 AD; therefore, we uld not fasten

much importante on the pointing. But that is the way that the tradition was passed

on and the way that the passage ... so this statement makes the claim that Moses

was writing something and that he adx ha d a direct command of God to write

a specific thing in that. . it does not say that Moses had written the book of

Genesis or tht± he had written the entire Pentateuch, but ho ..now, Mr. Green

will you read us Exodus 24, verses 4 and 7. It refers to the book of the Covenant

and we usually consider . ..and we consider these three chapters adc as the Book

of the Ccwenant, we have much to say about the book o4h- of the Covenant before

this. And we consider these three chapters as the book of the covenant. It definitely

maintains here that Mosses wrote this book of the cot enant, now, Mr. Green

would you mind reading to us. Would you want to read to us. Mr. Green , w read

it to us again please. Verse 4 and verse 7. Read verse 7 now. Yes, now, Mr.

Eyrich thinks that Moses may have had a secretary who wrote the words down,

I donut think that we are particularly concerned with the actual, physical writing,

--Moses position of being responsible... or whether somebody else in the actual

writing.., if I dictated the words. As being responsible for the writings. He

could write... he would be the ' right...Winston Churchill used to have microphones

all around, and he would get up out of bed and he would walk back and forth and

vi-hem- the minute he started talking he would turn on his soundscriber and what

he said ... d then he would turn the record offand ... you would certainly say

that Churchill wrote it k even if he never put a hand to the page. Now, Mr. Green

would you read us .. Anything that isn't clear please interrupt and ask.
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Anything that isn't clear , please interrupt and ask. If my aq argument
33:2

doesn't seem to fit together. Now, Mr. Green will you read us no. 3-2- please.

P4

- . .1 would say that I wrote somebody a letter, even if mk my hand never touched
up

the papers if I kdicthted the weld-- wordsc. This connects Moses4s being

responsible for the writing, and I certainly don't think we should ... I don't

think we ha've any question that he could write, he was learned in all the wisdom

of the Egyptians, but whether he did the actual . . (repetition of the record before)

ityxm #4-thet4e&to1eaF- -plea oe4rAeFr

Here in Numbers 33 we have the proceedurie of the Israelites in Egypt

and the promised land, and did someone hundreds of years later think up what

might have kbeen in ..which they followed. That is not the claim of the book

of Numbers. The Book of Numbers claimed not merely that Moses did this but

that Moses wrote it down or had itwritten down. And then Mr. Green could you

read us from Deut. 3l:9-]2. You see, Deut. claims that Moses wer4- wrote the

Law. Does it i an a part of Deut. or does it; n an the whole ci the five books

--this we say k that it is claimed in the book ci Deut. that Moses wrote something
considerable

of /eir4 e impDrtance which He commands to be read aid which would be at least

a portion of the Pentateuch as we have it. Now, I wnat want ask Mr. Green to

read 24-26 which has further information on the same line, and you m--ht might

sometime compare Deut.28 :t8--58-6l. I wont take time to do that now. We have

these few statements , direct statements of authxorship by Moses. We readily

admtthat no one of them claims that Moses wrote the entire Pentateuch, but

they both claim that sections were written by him, that is definkitely claimed.
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Then, that is a direct sRe- statement cf authorship. Then a small b. The Pentateuch

claims to contain Ic aformation t.t came through Moaecses. It claims to contal

information tkk that came through Mogses. I don't lx think we need a specific

reference for this. Genesis seems to be introductory to what follows telling the

background which is necessary to understand what is ..but k from Exodus on it

is dealing with events ccnnected with the life of Moses and it does not tell of

anything that would not have been known ... eitter by vison from God or by

his halting observed it. Everything in the last four books is connected W. th what

w e are told of Moses' life. And the Pentateuch iGc claim to have information that

came through Moses, and if this were all the evidenbe you might say that the

unity of the Pentateuch. that it is true and unified, the matter of the unity... that

it is cx... is of tremendous importance to the Christians, but you might say tl t

thewe- these verses... an erroneous . and only tradition could have developed

that he had written parts, that he had written all of it, what great difference

does it make to us. Well, it might not make such a great diffexrence if it were

not for the fact that we have definite statements by the Lord Jesus hat-about

it. This is number two. Just look for a moment at Matt. 8:4. We read , And

Jesus said unto Him, See thou tell no man but go to thy people and & offer the

gifts that Moses commanded for a testImecc ny unto them, now, here is a statement

in Leviticus. Jesus said, Offer the gifts that Moses commands. ac And He says

offer the I gifts that are prescri&ed in the law. He could have said Offer the

gifts that are prescribed in the sacred book. He said Offer the gifts that Moses

commanded, and certainly it specifically ties up that section of the Pentateuch

with ... somebody had a question.. and then left look at Matt. 19. Matt. 19:b?x 7-



we read they say unto him , Why then did Moses command that they give her

a bill cf divorcement to put her away, and Jesus said unto them. Moses,

for your la1-n hardness of heart, suffered you to put away your wives, but

from the beginning it has not been so. Thus there is a reference to something

in the Pentateuch. Jesus could have said this ... Look at Mark 7:10. There

we read that Jesus said unto them . .. .For Moses xdc said Honor thy Father

and thy Moth-- r , and he that speaketh evil of father or motle r, let him die the

death, but he said. He could have said, Now , He could have 34a4- said,

It is written k in the book of the Law. He is cr4.eem- criticizing him here for

making k the Word of God of none effect by their tradition, but He says Moses

said. He explicitly takes the attitude toward this that it is ax statemert that

comes from Moses. Now, let's look at Mark 12. In Mark 12:19 one of the

Sadducees said to Jesus. If a man's brother die, and leave a wife behind him,

and in verse 26 is the answer, Have you not read in the book of Moses in the

place concerning the ... How g God s ke -twket unto Him, saying I am bec the

God of Abraham, Isaab, ard the God of Jacob. He refers to him as the book of

Moses. Now, R we look at Luke , Luke 16:29, and there we have the story of

azarus going to Abraham's bosom.. .and Jesus said to them in verse 29, and

Abrahma said, They have Moses and the Prophets, let them hear them, and

he say said, Nay, Father Abraham, but if one go to them from the dc dead they

will repent. And he said, Ifk they hear not ±kx Moses and the Propthezts,

neither will they hear if one Ic rise from the dead, Now Jesus told us that . He

didn't have to say , If they hear not Moses and the Prophets, He used language

which specifically implied that these books were the writings of Moses, and

then he turned to the book d John the 7th a chapter. and there we read that
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Jesus said, did not Moses give you the law and yet none of you do the ]c law.

In verse 22 he says Moses hath given you clrcumcisgion, and he didn't have to

use that language, he could have gottifi the point across very . and very

clearly, and incidentally Right there ic there is a point that I think is W rth

observing when you m areA discussxlrg with somebody. Put your iemphaiss

upon the point t at you are trying to get across , and if there is a point , a

finer point on which you differ with others, do not speak in such a way that that

point gets dragged in . or else that you seem to take a position and you don't

believe and can be quotted for something that you don't mean. You can easily

avoid it, and keep to the main thing that you are trying to present. If we- you

can do that I hope that g you will. It is so z.sy for people to get carried off

on points that thn't ma*tter. These people all believe that Moses wrote the Pentateuch

--they all believed, He didn't have to say it. If He as the Lord cf and Glory knew

that Moses didn't write it, He could have said that as written in the book of the

Law. He could have said that this is the Holy Book. He could have used any
that fit

kind d terminology. But He used the languag/w4t-h precisely the4f with their

ideas that this law came from Moses.

P5

... (L1fem-ge- magazine distribution) Now, in ourdis cussion we were looking

at Number 1, Introductory, aid under that Capitol C, the importanceof the authorksh1p

of the Pentateuch, and there we had looked first at Internal Evidence and we notice

that there is not a great deal of Internal Evidence , but there are some definite

statements that. . Moses wrote and that he wrote certain things, &n¬1-we-hae

that we have definitely taught in the scriptures . As we go through the rest of

the Old Testament, we find many referencesto the law of Moses, we find evidence

that this book was considered at the background of the nation, ifx it was their
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duty to obey it, and the only way that we can get rid of those statements is

to say that most books were k written later, and those statements were later

inserted, if you take the Old Testament as it stands, the Pentateuch is interwoven

with all the rest of the Old Testament, and then we looked at number two, the

atti1- attitude of the Lord Jesus Christ, and thc here we nee4eed4he- noticed the

statements in Matt. 8:4 and Matt. 19:7-8 , Mark 7:10, and Mark 12:26. We looked

at Luke 16:29 and 31, ii where yeM-he said , If they will not hear Moses and

the Prophets, neither wi- will they be persuaded. . . He could have said , If they

wont read the book that is stressed in their services, they will not follow the sacred

scriptures , there are many things he could have said , but He specifically said,

If they will not hear Moses and the Prophets, then we turn mere- over to the book

of John, in John 5, verses 45-47 we find that our Lord said , Do not think that I

will accuse you to the father, there is one t at will accuse you, even Moses in

whom you trust. But if you had believed Moses, you would have believed me,

for Mc he wrote of me. But if you believe not his writings, how shall you believe

my word. Well, if Moses didn't write, if it didn't come from Moses at all, and

written by people later on who tried to make people think that it came from Moses,

this is not much of a challenge that Christ had given them, He aethc sã said

if I you had believed Moses, you would have believed me. Well, many people

today 2: do not believe Moses,-that wae- and yet some say they believe Christ

but not Moses, that was not the attitude that Christ ...Now there are many other
to its

references to the Law, references/of- r-o#yauthority, its importances, statements

regarding the whole Old Testament, but what we are interested in right now is the

question, What-Was this law which was suppose to be basic in life, which was

suppose to be God's Word to them, was that-eotitethet---something that God 've
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through Moses. The New Testament speaks of it repeatedly, and Jesus

Christ said Himself, Moses wrote of me. If you wont believe His word, how
him

can you believe me. If you believe/me, you should believe my sayings, he eou

could have avoided that kg- kind of language. It wasn't necessary to use it

in order to get across the point in which he was dealing. As I mentioned yesterday

you can be trying to -betget± something-That across to someone else, and there may

be a point on which you disagree. That is not important to your discusslcn. You

can easily sidestep that. You can use languageac that doesn't infer that you disagree

with them but doesn't infer that you agree with them. There is no necessity of

getting into argument. When you use language that specifically shows that you

agree k with them, and later on you find that you don't, they have a perfect right

to consider you -tkfe thoroughly unreliable. (Q) First, I would like to be sure that

we have it definite that what Christ did, was not to sidestep these points. He spe

cifically referred to it as the work of both. He specifically referred to these books

as what Moses had written, a d if you should believe Moses, you should believe

my Word. He didn't leave room for the suggestion . We will believe what you say,

but we don't believe that Moses had anything to do with it. Now, what do we mean

by Mosaic authorship. Do we mean t1t Moses wrote every word of the Pentatuh

as we have it today. Now, it kz has been passed down to us, and no translation

is very k accurate. Our translation is an approximation of the original. Our trans

lation is rm de from many- manuscripts. These manuscripts have been eo4ed- p copied

and recopiedand recopied before they have gotten to us. In the process there w4al

w ill be error , and we have noticed in our course last semester that the transmission

is more accurate, -mev- more careful than that of any other book from ancient times.

Yet, there is no question that erce- errors have crept in, I believe that they are

conparatively few, but we do not have exactly the Pentateuch as it came originally
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from the pen of the writers. This, then , if somebody would say that here is

a section that was inserted later, ... God .... Moses didn't describe his own

death. God had somebody else add it into the book. Such a statement doesn not

defect greatly the 4.-ne-m&ttec- . matter that the five books ci Moses as a whole

are the work of Moses from Him, and has his authority , Now, I am not saying

it is necessary to say that there is as much as one verse that was added later.

j am saying that if wei- somebody thinks that that is necessary to hold about a

small section of it. The book as a whole , th3- the five books of Moses are the

works of Moses. Now, we look under two , the attitude of Moses toward Jesus
New

Christ, andof course the attitude of the whole ,61d Testament. The New Testament

±k is constantly referring to the Pentateuch as God's word and as dependable...

But now, we as Christians are ot-s.o--particularly intereEted h-the in the-a -hFey

authority of Christ, and so we go on to number three, the authority of Jesus Christ

is involved, Now, what are we to believe about the Pentatuech. It doesn't matter

one t- third as much atte what we believe about the Peatee Pentateuch as

what we believe about Christ, we can believe that Mces wrote the PentateuchAx

and that every word of it is true. The important thing for salvation is what we believe

about Christ, so we must take a few minutes on this, so number three we will put

a small a. The ... Mr. Eyrich suggested that there would be some tlt would say

that Christ was a mere man, what would k He know about it. So we will call that

Number one, Number one in parenthesis, a mere man. According to this theory

Christ was only a man, and this is a theory that was brought out in this issue

of Life, which some of you are paying 50 cents to get copies of, and if there are

still one or two who didn't pay 50Cents before and would 4ke like a copy & I have

mom an extra one or so and can supply them to you, and here is . ..Who was the
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man Jesus. As I read to you xiyesterday, one of the many statements that gc

could be taken from this article as to who was the man Jesus, it is clearly proved

that for these early Christians, the Kingdom was within them, they didn't came much

about 4ct,- Christ, it was only as the years passed and of cairse Christianity

slowly transformed itself from a p apocalyptic, Messianic ..of the new age into

a satisfying religion to live by. When a child is born, the doctor s say this child

is born dead. Another child they say is vroboe- vioble, it is born * th the potentiality

of living, if proper care is taken for it. And it says here, Ii it transforms itself

from an apocalyptic, Messianic vision into a vioble religion, into a religion

that would have some possibility of living--Into a vioble , satisfying religicn to

live by. Now, that is a view that ;many modernists take today. Jesus was a

man and it really doesn't matter what he did, but later on around people's axd

mystician and recollection of this man, there grew up a mythk which became the

eetrcenter upon which Christianity developed. This is the so-called Neo-Orthodoxy.
believes

It is very different f from the old M&ie- fashioned religion which )days that Jesus

Christ was a very good man, who thought of sone wonderful ethickal principles and

gave them to people, and they liked Iff these ethical teachings of His and gradually

they ;myth sprang up that He was supernatural and that He could do miracles and
was raised

that even H1eou4-rMse--peeple from the dead. But ±k* both of these views, the

Old fashioned liberalism, that thought a great deal of what Jesus did, though

He was only a man, and the Neo-orthodoxy which thinks that k it really doesn't

matter vth at He did, because what matters is the myth that grew up about Him later,

both of these views hold that Jesus was a mere man. I don't see how anyone can

be saved eterinally by believeing either tI these views, because they both completely

sidestep the scriptures of salvation through the death of Chrisb on the cross as
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our substituted. If you take this view that Christ is a mere man, iai naturally

His authority doean't matter -met much as far as you are conAcerned. Now, that
but not a can

is one view/-Another view which a non/take who k accepts the Biblical view of

salvation, who believes that ... because Christ is God who.. and take our place

and bare our sins. --Neq-fl'twe-- Now there is a second view which Mr. Eyrich

didn't mention which I don't believe that . . .the second view is the view of

Gnosis.

P-6

Christ God, who came to this earth to do what only God can do, to take our

place and be our substituted and bare our sins, now , there is a second view

which Mr. Eyrich didn't mention. (repetition). This view of Gnosis is a view

that was taken by some godly Christian leaders in England about 75 years ago,

these men in Englxan d were men who were tremendouksly interested in the Blblocical

teaching of salvation through the Lord Jesus Christ, acx and men who thought it

extremely valukable tht we give out the message of att- faith thc in Jesus Christ,

and they believed that He was God, that He was virgin born, that He was raised

from the dead, that He ascended into heaven, and ±k k they believed in all the

great Biblial teaching about the miraculous and supernatural, in connection with

Christ, but the,-- they were t impressed with the arguments and the emphasis that

was then being presented to show that the Pentateuch was not from Moses but con

... that it jconsisted of h& things that had been written long after the tine of

Moses by many different people and fit together gradually into something that

told us knothing whatever about the time of Moses, and that wee-one may sound

extreme to you. Today, nobody would say it, because so many evidences have

come to light ha.t-- of remarkably accurate historical sequence that all scho rs
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agree that it contains at least a certain amount of truth, whether actually in

the . whethere there was a man Moses or nci, but 25 years ago a great r fly

of the proponents of the Higher Criticism were -me w1e teaching that the vhole

thing was a myth , Moses never was in Egypt and this whole idea was a n idea

that developed ...the whole story contained in the Pentateuch. Well, their

arguments found it very ... very carefully, and I trust very objectively , but

these godly men heard these arguments and didn't see any way to ansr them

and they said , Well, what can we do. Shall we give up our faith in Jesus Christ

a nd say that we were wrong, or shall we say we don't accept the truth of approved

scholarship. We can't do either one. So, how can we get around it, so we find

t ese statements in Ph4a1- Philappians that Jeus- Jesus x Christ had -the-f-- humbled

Himself, being in the form of God, had not tried to hold on to the form of .. . but

took ic upon Himself the form of the servant, and they took the Greek words cf

for humbling Himself, and the Greek words... and from tt formed the noun Gnosis

--and the second I view of Gnosis is a view which godly men advanced in order

to prove that the New Testament is thr-o- thoroughly true, thoroughly inspired but

that the Old Testament is a . .of fables and legends _ which have come together

in a strange way and we don't have to believe the Old Testixament, because after

all, thoughk Jesus Christ was fully God, the creator of the universe, and died

for our salvation, when He became man, emptied Himself ... He only knew vi at

He had learned, Well, that is not the claims that Jesus makes about Himself,

Jesus claims that He knew man. He did not need that man should teach Him,

because He knew man. He said , before Abraham was, I am. He had the knowledge

of God the picture that we have is a picture that it would be impossible for any

a man to advance... because the natural , real picture of a real man and yet
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and yet was tempted in all points like as we are, yet without sin. It is a

marvelous picture of one who was truly God and yet at the same time truly

man. He emptied Himself of the form of God, and yet did not seek to be Himself,

having divine knowledge so the- this view has not been found cix satisfattory

by Christians. You will find very Re-few today that would hold this view. It

is the attempt of people to cling to the New Testament while giving up the Old

---k it doKesn't work. The attitude was taken that after alithat ... they are

just a picture of later things that we,- have gradually come together, a-i d of

course the evidence , and the epistles, but at 4iai- this point I mention this

matter of Gnosis as one of the methods 4x that have been used to try to continue

with the -fe teH- related statements of Christ about the Old Testnent and wh-en

you a lot of which you may have to deal vth definitely but with somebody who

has been a real Christian and a lover of the truth as presented in the New Testament

a nd have become convinced that they cannot accept the Old. . and it is trying to

hold the faith of Christ, but they cannot do c it, because it is woven togetle r and

when you tear it out , and the Gnosis movement is largely a movement that Jesus

was a mere man who didn't know, or else He was God Himself and knew all things.
In other words,

And ec the third view is the view of .. accomodation / Jesus knew that Moses didn't

write the Pentateuch. Jesus ktcee._ knew that this was a lot of .. with a certain

amount of historical evidence, which has gradually come together wft-h- through the

work of doMzens of different scribes over a period of hundreds of hears and gradually

this book came into existince which has very little relavences to anything that
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ever actually happened. He knew this, but why should He argue with people

about it. He came to g1e them the great things that it was necessary for them

to know. Why should He argue with them as to who wrote the Pentateuch or

even whether it was true or not. He just rx.r used their language, speaking

as they would speak. He referred to Moses as they would refer to Moses . He

accomodated Himself to their language while all the time He knew that what

He was saying was incorrect. This is a place where we will have to be careful

because as I said a few moments ago it is also necessary ... it is this way that

you avoid raising unnecessary questions . I was very disgusted that a month

ago when I gave a paper, in a large .. trying to peeei't present evidence of the

-accuracy of the scripture as regards the creation of the world and the nature of

the universe and after I presented the evidence which I thought was very importanø

evidence, I made reference to the fact that we couldn't be sure x of any £date

within a couple of hundred years back of the time of David. And immediately

someone said, Oh, we can know exactly when the exile was., and brings in

evidence from the scripture that he thinks dates the exile . lathoAnd I thought

why didn't I have -senes- sense enough to say 2, 000 BC instead of back of the

time of David, because I raised a question which he stet-e- started an argument

about and we had a few minutes discussion and it diverted attention from the

big, vital thing I was trying to get across. Now, if I had written a paper on the

date of the exile-,- exodus we could have discussed that at length , but I don't

think it is a hundredth as important as the point I was trying to k get across.

And I made a statement which raised a question and got him excited about it

and while I am quite convinced that we do not at gesent know how to .ay-date
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before the time of David, I am ie-e- quite conirinced of that. While I am

quite convinced of that, I don't think that is a fraction as important as the

accuracy of the ik scriptures about the . and t1 universe, and I wouldn't

be speaking the least b44t-bit less truly if I had said back of 2,000 BC, that

would have been 500 years back of David, and I don't think anybody would

have gotten exeet--excited about it, but when a s4ameR-statement of mine

lead somebody to ' raise the question of the Exodus, it confused the whole

matter. Now, Jesus Christ could have told the people in His day all about the

difference between , and He could have told them about how rapidly a plane

would cross the ocean, and they would probably have laughed, and said

that He was out of His mind, He could have gotten the people all upset about

matters that man was d todiscover 2, 000 years later, but there was no point

in raising the questionx for argument about them. Md-I do think that if Jesus

did not think it mattered whether .. . as many say, He could ye said

He could have made statements , even the Book of Moses wouldn't have been

quite so bad...Wha we call the book of Moses. Did ... with everybody in His

day that ... but He sidestepped a questic.n that

p-gg 7

He could have accomodated . ..by sidestepping the question which . . but afterall

not the purpose in His mission, of solving literary. He could have done it but

He didn't do it, He used language which .... referred to Moses and the individual

a,- who wrote of Him, who spoke of Him, whose writings were important for

their lives. And I would say that Jesus as the Lord of Glory specifically used

ax language like t4'is--this, He was not side-stepping the expression of
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disagreement with people,
but making clear His agreement with them, .. so that the view of accomoda-

tion ic when it comes to a person wanting to believe in Christ, but not wanting to
believe in Moses. You are not saved by Moses

%. it is very silly to go out and try to take an unbeliever and try. to convince Jfk

him that Jesus wrote the Pentateuch and-as if He were thereby , but if an ur

believer had difficulty ... you may be able to help him, but the thing is to get him

to . . of Christ as rapidly as you can, but the believer, the one who accepts

Christ as Saviour and Lord, the one who believes that he is saved for eternity

through Christ, if he is going to live his life, it is vital that he receive t4'ie-t

the blesIng from the Old Testament ... and that he . . so accomodatlon is not a

help in this polbt. Now, w e have mentioned three possible attitudes toward Christ,

Now there is a fourth attitude which is the attitude which the Christian should

take that Jesus Christ is the omnipotent Lord of Glory . He is the omnipotent

Lord of Glory . Jesus Christ Is God. Jesus knew-&:-t-- all things .

Jesus could have gone up the pinnacle of the temple and jumped off and larded on

the earth without being hurt. Jesus had all this pov r and he used 4t4-a

this tremendous power in a very sparing way, ar4- In certain specific miracles

of healing or of proving His diety, but He abstained from using the power that

he had, and He abstained from displaying the knovedge that He had. He could

have told them about the map of America and described to them the Rocky Mountains,

a nd arouse curiosity aid i-ne-- x interest , but there was no purpose. And when He

specifically referred to Moses as the one who wrote ... If they will not believe Moses,

how will they believe xixlf he is raised from the dead. When He refers to Moses

in this specific way, dx if we believe that He is the omniscient Lord. Soon the con

clusion to this is that the authDrship to the Pentateuch is vital to our &th-- faith.

If we believe that Jesus is the Lord of Glory c it is vital that we believe lAhat
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He says. We can't just say, Oh, I believe everything that the New Testament

but the Old Testament, it just doesn't natter. If we accept Christ, we accept

what He says... 't is important that it is true , k that it was written by Moses.

Now, number three , the authority of Jesus Christ, Number four is the questi on

of the qx authorship of the Pentateuch. The question of the authorship ... if you

want to know what the devisive theories are, Read what Life magazine says about

the gospel. What it has done,, . but this started with the 0entateuch, then it

was carried on . . If you wet- want to have . and at the sane time tragic x ex

perieEnce, go to the lib&rary to the International Critical Commentary and

get out a volume on the Psalms by Professor Briggs of Union Seminary, and there

is hardly a Psalm but which you will find this Psalm cone s in two or three com

positions. Or the p first halt is a Psalm is written in such and such a time ....

an d the las. .there is hardly a Psalm that is one unified . and I doubt that there

is any one that he would have mentioned that .David actually had written, but

this method went to such a great extrixeme that within the last fourteen years

most of the critical scholars adx reacted strongly against the extxxreme to'iic

it went. . .divided tlPentateuch up into two documents, then four documents,

and then the same methods that divided it up into four edocuments wheul4

would divide each of them into five or six, so there are some commentaries that

will tell you this verse is from J, this from E, this from D, x but they will go much

further and say, this one is & Dl, D2,D3,Dt. This is from Pl,P2,P3,P4 and they

all have been combined together, and this devisive method ... and to most o

the old Testament and to most of the New. Ezekiel ... but the same method was

applied to ... and it is a method of approach which was widely used for all sorts
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of literature 150 years ago, but which has been given up regarding almost every

thing today, except ... you don't find . ..the Cambridge ancient history, people

are surprised, that Moses did not write the Pentateuch but that it is the work

of i fly different writers for a period of more than a thousand years, h Ich gradually

came together. On the other hand , these people who believed the writings of

Homescr came from many different writers... but ... great poets who actually com

p&e-posed these great writings... Now, there was this method that was applied

to all kinds of literature 150 years ago was given up except regarding the Bible.
We are not gotng to take twos or three years,
Looking at every book and examining all the arguments... k what was the method

I would not at this point in the class say
used and how valid was the method./We believe that Christ is God, therefore,

we must believe that the Pentateuch is true. That is I believe, a valid appraoch
for a Christian
but I am saying t for this atx class. We believe that Christ is God and Christ

said that the Pentateuch is the work of Moses. Therefore, if kChrist is God

±k it is strange indeed if evidence thot should be found that the Pentateuch is 4i't

the work of Moses. Now, let's look objectively at this evidence. Let's see how

strong or how weak it is, and how much reason there is to say that the Pentateuch

is not the workof Moses. Is the*'e the situation such athata person who knows nothing

about .. will have to say that the Pentateuch is not 4i-e- the work of Moses, therefore,

of course I can't accept the New Testament, or is the evidence such that clearly

&P8r--- apart from the testimony of Christ, x you examine the evidence and

you say that it does not prove that ... and it is our purpose to look at this material

and see poc objectively apart from all religious çresuppositions, and at this point

I am not g4ven- giving the authority of Christ as the reason why for this course...

is to show that the-vaiiet*s--x- very fundaenta1 nature of our faith is involved in the

problem. It is therefore a very important ae ea14-the- problem. To just jump
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to an tc attitude and say I am going to take this. It is a problem ±k&c to look

at objectively and to lean over backwards to give fair ad and full apfepl

to gall proper evidence. I feel that it is very important x. .1 feel that on

the one hand we meet must go to the Bible with absolutek objectivodty, and Mk

say what are the facts. We must kit study carefully and see wo to it that we

are very objectixve, then I think that it is an entirely different adx activity when

we find out what the truth is to make it known, because people are moved, the

bulk of people, by emotional ideas, x mae than they are by intellectual, and

so I say make up your zc mind clearly and objectively on the basis of factari

then utilize the method that will get your method across.

P-8

But we don't have to put the emphasis in the strict, intellectual way, but in

a way that will get the thought across, Now, this particu&lar course is not a course

in which we train to get things across, but of course to examine just what t e

evidence is. And it will not be of help in reaching people on the level of the high

school graduate, in reaching the great mass of people it will not be of great help.

But in the period of 50 years it is not the people on th-4eve-ef the level of the high

x school graduate who determines what the countryc thinks, it is the educated people

who determine what the country thinks, and the materl that we are going to

examine in this course rightly used, should be able to enable many of you to help

individuals who are on the point of giving up their faith or their convictions by

showing them exactly what the facts are in the-iittec- matter, showing them in

an objective personal way their confidence. It will not win a great number but

it kwlll win individuals who will affect a great number, so it will not be tremendoubly

important in the short interval, but over the long period, it is of tran endous lmportrae
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So much then for c. the importance of the authorship of the Peraeoh- Pentateuch.

Now, in our Introductory material there is another ... whlch it is important for

us to be familiar with. We gldx call that capitol ixx d. Suivey xxk of t1 contents

of tie Pentateuch. Now, here number one, type of material. The Pentateuch consists

of the five books of Moses. The word Pentateuch, as you know , is a Greek woitd

which means the five old books. The books in division. The Jews referred to c

.1x The critics today don't talk about the Pentateuch , they talk about the Hexateuch

and some of them talk about the Oxateuch, eeua because they continue the documents

that they think that they find in the Pentateuch on into Joshua, and if you look it

up in a liberal Bible dictionaryx written 60 years ago, you find an ariticle under

Pentateuch , if you look under one written 50 years ago... therex's apt to be only

a statemert. And it would have to be under Hexateuch. and it w ntlnues on into

judges and I Samuel. But after all, what is in a name. My wife came home the other

day and she said she was with some people dx who were having a big discussion.

'Was Abraham a Jew, and it is an interesting question. Was Abraham a Jew, and

I mention it as a point because it is a good illustration of this vital point that most

people overlook in discussion, that words are only symbols. What matters is not
asking is

the words but the things. A word is a symbol , it's like/a Chillan a an American.
we

Well, if he is , what right doc have to speak of our selves as if we re the

only Americans. Actually, the chances are that Americ&us Vespucius, that Florentie

who visited South America '&g was never here in North Arre rica. and it is a matter

of semantics, here is a person who travelled to S. America, he wasn't a k tenth
this continent

as important a in the th4ser-yic history of 1-r.as Columbus was, but he understood

...and so it is called America. One ci our missionary friends came with a Chillan

religious leader from the north, aid they came .... why should I go in a gate tia t
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says non-AnEricans. It's just a matter of terminology . America is the name
man who wrote a book.

of a4artg-It .. now, we are as far as I know the only aam country that has

it as a part of its official name. We could call it the United States but it wouldn't

sound very good. It doesn't say anything about whether other people are, or are

not Americans. It is a x term that can be used. It is a term that can be used

of two continenets, applied to certain viewpoints. Was Abraham a Jew. Of course

not, a Jew means -tl'.t- a descendant of Judah, A Judah was Abraham's great grand

son, and how can a man be a descendant from his great-grandson. Abraham couldn't

be a Jew if you use a Jew in the historic sense ofthe word, it rans somebody descendAed

from Judah.-4e- Abraham was a Hebrew. What's a Hebrew. A Hebrew was a type

of people in the xx time ct Azi-hma Abrahmam of which there were a good many

others besides Abraham. We read in Genesis that Abraham the Hebrew did so

and so. It was a type of occupation. Many of them ex were not related to Abraham

but the name Hebrew came to be used not for the descendants of Abraham, because

we never call the descendants of Ishmael Hebrews, in fact the Arabs were be quite
incensed Hebrews
&tt1te if we calleid them Hebrews. We don't callkamx the descendants of

Abrahams. Because. and they surely were not Jews . The Kingdom of Israel

divided into two parts and the smaller part zx had as its largerkx section the

tribe of Judah, so the name of Judah came to be applied to the whole section,

so they called them all Jews. When that Kingdom came back, the term k Jew

came to be applied to them all, whether they were descended from Judah or not,

sc± so the term Jew as used today, means not a descendant of Judah but a descendant

of Jacob, -tdga--- Judahs father, including the descendants of the other eleven,

but the word has changed its meaning, but the importabcnt thing is we think of
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meanings, not of words, and -the-i- you picks up a book on physics of a hundred

years ago, it probably could be calledtF philosophy of natural forces. A hundred

years ago the word philosophy ne ant the arrangement of experimental knowledge

arid such things to draw conclusions from it. While dx a hundred years ago the

word sclenkce meant great theories of the universe, whether they have ai y foundation

occ other than imagination or not. These two have exactly changed places.

You wont find any book on physics today that is called Natural philosokphy.

Today, science is more-a t-tebe what philosophy was 100 years ago, and philosophy

is today wia t science was 100 y ears ago, our words are eo&- constantly

e&i changing meaning. And the important thing is that we get back to the idea

not tot he words, and thee-e-- now the Pentateuch then, we mean these five x books

of Moses , and for a survey of its w ntent we look nunber one, at the type of material

which it contains, and if you open the Pentateuch at random, you might strike a
common type of

narrative . Arid narrative shows that Abraham went, and it is/literary material.

And you will find a good bit of it in the Pentateuch, but it is far from being the

majority. Now, e. you will find the logicã lists and enumerations. You will find

that cl pter 36 of Genesis will give you lists of t1 kings of Edom, you will find

that the first few cia pters of Numke rs tell you how many people were in t he different

tribes at a certain time, and you will find geological lists and that sort cf thing,

there are a small list scattered through the Pentateuch. Now, some people will
belong

say that Genesis one $elone- in class b insstead of class a. And beoc

Genesis two it says On t God did such and such a thing, and that Adam... i

Genesis one ... cf course it is narrative, and k God did certain things and it

is narrative, but it is narrative very differs t in form from the narrative in chap er
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two, and it says that it was . and it was morning one day, and it says about

certain things, God saw certain things and it was good, it was evening and

it was morning, a third day. And there is a sort of succession as if God
someone had made a tabulation, there is a definite arrangement with repetition of

and so some people will say this is entirely different from what . and chapter
certain things,

p

one... and so fDrth, well that requres a little thought. Is it narrative or

is it en
\umeration.

The fact of course is that it is in between. But there is

a definite difference in appr ch. And I am sure that there is a definite difference

between a letter that I write to a friend and an income tax -fepeFat report that I prepare

a rx send in to the Internal Revenue. There is a difference in style, k well,

there is ... a third type, C, is law. The Jews speak of a five books of Moses

as law. I shouldn't just six say the Jews, the New Testamezt ... and the Old
1
&xand actually, both are,., actually host of the Levitical law,is law, half
of the




Exodus is law, the great bulk of Deuteronomy is law, and so it is quite proper
it

to refer to the zˆ Pentateuch as the ... between half of bdec... probably , maybe
5/8

about ... of it is law. It is giving prescription, it is like giving regulations.

That is a very impoInt part of it. That is very different from there. What other

types are mentioned? D. Poetry. There is not a great deal of this, but there are
chapter 49.

few short poems. There is gong poem in Genesis t9tiç/ When I hcx*k taught
the beginning
zek*4Iebrew, I used to read the whole Genesis through, but we always skipped

the chapter 49. The rest of it is good for the 1st year Hebrew. But I would

recommend chapter 49 to the h third year. Poetry is very difficult to read. Poetry is

very much difficult to understand. It does not necessarily mean that different men

wrote them.
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Please don'ttake any books out of the library itath --either comgmentaries,

or any books in Old Testatement Introduction, any phase of it. With such a large

class as this,Iwould like to have what booksthere are in thisx subject available
for

wii everbody. Please don't anybody take any books related tothis course

out of the library, but use them there. I am not goingto put a few on Reserve

Shelf because I want you to hunt among the books available aid- with whatever

tire you have in relation to .. . but please doh't take any book out of the library

in connection with thisz course. And I do hope you have the assignments done

Monday morning
as soon as possible because it Ex will make our discussion/so much more worthwhile

if you have completed it before then, particularly if you have completed the

... which call for your owi study rather tia n the commentarcy investigation.

I stated on the first assignment there three hours as the length of the a-ng-meit{

assignment. You may be able to put three hours of your owi time on qes4ns

questicns one and two without looking at the commentaries. But ereLt_ don't

spend just mainly trying to work something out. It shouldn't take you anywhere

nearly that long on one and two but if it does then k fine, I would like your owi

thought first , not the thought of any ndduaindividual or of any book. It

may be that you can't think of much in annection with one,or in connection wt

two, then go on to three. And four and&xx* five, and I am sure that they will
important

open your mini to a numbero'things in that connection. This is not a course

in which I simply wont to give you some material that youwrite in a notebook
give

--because the purpose of the course is entirely different. It is to try tc/et you

to mde an understiding cf these problems, so that -yeti- when you have

contact with , as you will, in &k later years with many who are thoroughly convinced

of a view thoroughly different from that which we hold and whic I believe consistent
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with any bibliclacal view ,you wi--be-will be able in a gracious, reasonable

objective manner to find particular points of flaw in th1r thinking, that it wont

make them angry but it will make them think. T-r-e-They might have been

brainwas htxaed and given a lot of ideas without a proper foundation, and you

cannot aeae-0+&t- acquire that ability without thinking through and listening

and writing it down. I want everybody here at the beginning so you can participate
thinking and the discussion of this course

fully in the/. .and I simply wofte-want-yett- mark you absent and that will make

a very definite difference in your semester's grade unless I have this note.

Now we were looking k at capitol b, .. the contents cf the Pentateuch. Now,

we could spend three or four months in a worthwhile way in a-stttef- survey of

the contents cl the Pentateuch. There is a good bit of time spend on that in the

Old T tiaie--Testament. There are many problems in connection with the

interpretatn and understai ding of the narrative of the Pentateuch that is very

vital for us to look into . But in this particular course we have to assume such

knowledge as you have in that direction. And I hae- have to .. . such knowledge

as is particulark vital in that connection with the understanding x cf the Critical

Theory that we are going to examine. So I w4l- look at Number one, Types of

material, and we noticed that there is a great deal of merit a d it is easy to
if you would

recognize narrative from amething else, and,?tere-we find a letters from the

" . . written to his wife telling of his trip to visit Churchill and MhaL he saw

happen there and then if you would take his report on the budge that he turns in

to the President, and cmpare the two you would find them '-- utterly different.

One would be narrative, and the second would go under the gi heading of Geneological

Lists and enumerations and so forth,and ... like we have in Genesis five and

in other sections, begat sons and x dmK daughters and he lived 20 years and he
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begat sons and daughters, and he died and then someone else lived and begat

sons and daughters, and they had regular formula.. geneological lists and

enumeratiicons may be very important for the understanding of history, arid

as I mentioned at the end of the hour, when you look at the first chapter of

Genesis, . . in the beginning God created heaven and #eaf earth, and the

earth was without form and void, and darkness wawwas upon the face of the

deep, and the Spirit of God was moving upon the face of the water, On t sounds

like narrative, but as you go icon , and you read that God saw that it was good

and kxt it was evening and morning, one day, and then you read a few things

and He saw what He had made, and it was evening and morning, second day,

and you read about something else, and then it says God did so and so, aid

God saw that it was good, and it was evening and it was mortiing , a third day,

and so on. And you do have a -s-ar-style that is very much like enumeration

or a listing, and so an argument can be made, if you are going to divide it strictly

into two types of pi material under which type of material does Genesis one come

If we know such questi.wKons about Genesis three, Genesis two, from verse fair

on is strictly narrative, and when you get on to the geneology they id Lffrdbeu+ei~~undoubtedlybelongtothissecondtype,whenyougettochapter36...thatisun-

doubtedly geneologlcal list, and there is w some , though not much in K which
though not much, in which there would be question as to what to

there would be question./. Now the third is .. that is perhaps more than half put,

of the contents of the section. It is the least known among our Christian people.

Most of us are 4aim familiar with a great part of the narrative, but you have a

tendancy to skip over ... Much of it applies to particular situations which are

we take thetc ten commandments which ive them moral law that is valid

for all times and in all places and we give a certain amount of attention to that,
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and the next three chapters ... and the 4&e-e,- law of the sacrifice . . . and

the scattered law of . and when you get to thebookof Deut. most of the book

is law, but there is a difference .... but that is . and I now mention a fourth

type , poetry which is not particularly common in the Pentateguch. Now, we

mention number two, the five books of Moses. And we note ice ma-very- in very

ancient times the Jews referred to it as the five -.. it is . these ar the *iem-

nans of the Sons of Jacob that went down into Egypt,aid it tells about theft

and how God brought them out . -&tew--Well, you say between the death of

Moses at the end of Genesis and the situation of the oppression under the Pharoah

who knew no%t Moses, you 4we- have the story of . and a4- quite a list...

500 . . but you have a big break there , between that and when youstart with

Abraham, it is . . . and you start with Abraham, so that there is a big bra k,

and it is more logical. . Genesis one to Genesis 19, a narrative account of history

up to the giving of the law. And under tc number two, the five books of Moses, did

/1 Moses give Genesis the name, doyou think, or was it or who do you think
it was neither Adam,Abraham, norMoses

it was. Anybody who know s any Greek knows that/... and it is a descriptive word

that describes the name of the book. It tells about the events, and then about

one family in a fair amount of detail up tothe time kwhen Joseph died in Egypt,
where a large goup

and you have the preparation made for the situation in Exodus,/and we owe thinks
is under oppression and God delivers them and brings them out cf Egypt.So Genesis is

c?o the unknown Greek who-have-gave the name to the book. Now, the Jews were
y well titled the book of beginnings, and we owe thanks

not ixaôcustom to that . It seems strange why they didn't give a titi e to a book.

It seems strange to anybody brought up in Europe that we in Americackxgx say

12 inches in a foot, three feet in a yard, .. . how many yards in a c rod, how

many rods in a milex, I don't know because it is a crazy , antiquated situation
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that you wouldn't think that anybody budx above the level of save-savagery

would maintain. We stick to this old sstem because it is what we have got

and we keep it oxx own, and advances in civilization have mostly aa
of people

been made against inertia ,4'nsistikng on what they were used x to. We insist

on using a Farenhite the mometer tl"athas . and boiling at 212. Now, a hcw

like
can anybody with any sense use a type of temperature,'4,t-h that. In a Europe

they have centergrades, .. . but if .. . .you'reklike the English woman in Italy

and she said Oh, this crazy ilx Italion money. Oh, to get ba-k-e- back to England

where we have 12 -wa-- pennies in a shilling and 20 shillings in a pound.
the simplest idea in the oworld

People like what they are use to and so the idea,.. and all the . ..simply for the
you might think is a zero, but up to 500 years ago we had no zero, and all mathematicd].
lack of a

P-b

Then the 1 history of this particular world .. in a fair amount of dextail up to

the time when Joseph died in Egypt. Where a large group of people are under

oppression and God delivers them, so Genesis is very well titled the Book of

Beginnings. And we owe je-n,ec±kzEdx thanks tothe unknown Greek who have

gave the name in the Greek. The Greeks were accustomed to givaing names

to books, and they would give us some idea of what the book was about.

Now, the Jews were not accustomed tothat. It seems k strange that ...wel.lq

it 9ee3-m- (repetition).

All mathematical efforts took ten times the effort they take today, simply for

the lack of a zeto. So the dt idea of getting a title to a book is a xxx simple

thing t which was a real adaadvance incivi1ization and whalch was kept

up until the last years. My wife brought home a book the other day, No Darker

Room, and I said what on earth is that talking abot, and we looked into it and
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it was a story of o the life of one of the great Reformers of the 17th century.

A th-k1.1-- thrilling story of Baxter's life, but at one point in it the phrase x

occurs in it, we are referring to saver-- savagery, but this Greek idea was

a very good fx idea of giving a title tothe book a1 -s-we-a-ll we all ø owe

this grat4tutde- gratitude , but perhaps not so much gratitude as we might. The

Jews as a rule ,,, . . if you talk about the _. story of the Babylonian creation

" . . but they r e4o-the say that lxx it is from Emil Alesh , but you know a little

Babylonian and you know that Emil Alesh means When from above, those are the

first two words of the Babylonian Story of Creation, but b at least they don't do

whet- like present day publishers, pick up 9eRe- some obscure words ictx in

the middle of k a book for a title, they take the first two or three, and entitle

it by that, and so maoc Genesis starts with the statement , In the Beginning

God created heaven and the earth, and to this day the Jews call Genesxis ---the

first word in the Hebrew is the title , In the beginning. So wh&e- wheher the

Greeks . Now this book of Genesis then is a unit, it tells of the history of

the universe in one verse. This earth aid man ... so that it is a . . but narrowed

down ... it describes the beginning of ... many of the facts tt-to which we

are accustomed in our litres. It is a good title, an excellent title for the book.

Actually, Meee- Moses didn't God could have done so. If Moses had certain

documents written by Abraham and others which he studied and fran which

he made selections, and he put thea together ard . . K the Holy Spirit watched

over him and kept him from error as he did so, so that what Moses wrote

is inspired by God, we donot know the method that Geds- Moses , but it has

been the belief of the Jews from the very earlies t times, and the belief of
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most of the Christian Church, which ec deals with events long before the time

of Moses was written by Moses and far more important thati that it- waa is that

the-- most sections , almost all ' sections . . .you can study Genesis 3:15

--perhaEps it is a reference to the virgin birth, we can't be dogmatic about that

but the seed ofthe woman shall bruise the serpent's head. Thus we have tdo a

prediction c of the death of Christ on the cross, and of deliverance from the terribel

curse .in Genesis 3. So that is a very brief references to .. .now, I would say
in their sending out birds and

this , that the ... so similar to the story of creation /. . that you wouldn't necessarily
the other details like flat.
find k in the story on the flood. It-is-a-true I have no doubt that the two are related.

I think that km the true story of the k flood was passed xon by word of mouth,

axx btit the so-called K In which many people say that it is borrowed

from Genesis one:l. Why doesn't it just say the story of creation. When it

comes to i-ndi- incidental things. . . some say t kt Creation was 7 days and

this referes to 7 days.It had nothing to do with the action. Whdle many would
any

disagree, I don't think that wEldx careful study would warrant maintaining /eal

relationships ock between this account, and ... the inc1dentats .. . so much for

Genesis. Now, Exodus, .. and . . .-per-ha&p perhaps he got the iox idea from Exodus

--he forgot that Genesis had just been.. these ar the names of the children

of Israel, which came into Egypt , every man in his household.,. the Jews calld

this ... that's the name of the ir ... and so the Hebrew. . is a very poor title..

now the great . . and a very interesti g..

P-il

" ..He didn't do that in Exodus, perhaps he got the idea in Genesis. When he

came to Exodus, he started these ac-the are the names cf the children of Israel when

they
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These ar the x names. These don't tell anymore about Exodus. ..and so

the Hebrew title for Exodus is a very poor title, it's like Emil Elesh , and

the giat great.. and perhaps it would have been better if it had been called t e

Book of departure in &ei4- Exodus , for deliverance, because Exodus is

an account ... x an oppression in Egypt , how God delivered them from Pharoah

and that take sthe first 11 chapters, a1d then the next chapter tells about their

coming on Egypt, sand then ..which is almost entirely narrative. Be It has

a chapter... and Exodus l-)9 1s a list of the en;meratlons.. and it has the

Song of ;Miriam.. it has;the-le law about the Pxassover, and so

but then after chapter 19 Ii we have the lax moral law first, and then we have

the account of the regulations of the priests, and the particular law, and

then the third book we ikaU Leviticus, but bc the Lord gave to Me-e- Moses

tie laws of our offering, and so . . and called the Lord untko Moses. In any

synagogue today if theyx are going to read from Leviticus, they say we are

going to read from... and that doeth'-t doesn't tell us too much about the content

of the book tt1ee unless you want to switch it around and make it . . God gave

a revelation. most of it is God tolxd then how ±tx. . he wanted the;m to worship

he told them about the laws of the sacrifice, about the laws of the priests, the

most of . and so Leviticu is moecre of a unite , . . but practically all of Leviticxus

is law... thou shalt not steal, thou shalt not commit adultery .T-heo--Through

the Middle Ages there were men who memorized the whole book , when it comes

to Leviticusl , and he says Oh, you take the gall bladder and put it here and k

we take the Iei**±jgxcx dcix. it xc is all written cut there ,-a-but it is

the sort of law that could be ... consulted, and in connection with the sacrifice.
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We have in our Bible Presbyterian Church a form of government, tlu t tells exactly

how people are to be ordained and installed. andyou go on and you think that

every Bible Presbyterian -mire minister would have it memgorized, a- but it

is amazing how... it is law that was not intended to be memoricxzed.

It was intended to be in the book to be consulted and applied when the occasion

arrived. And unfortunately there are many things are to lazy to look it up

but that is the 4e- kind of law that is not intended to be memorized kbut

to be bole d up and applied. And that is exactly the situation, ard that is unfor

tunately the situation with many of our denominaticn s. They make wonderful

doctrinal statements and ei4-their ministers when they are ordained , declare

they accept these statements and then go on and preach for fifty years and never

look at them again, so they don't remember what is in them. There is nothing

to edj-t& deduce them to go and study and ... when ... well Leviticus is snot

the sort of thing that the person wDuid expect from the Lord, ate- and so the style

is necessarily quite different from the style -9- ±e-4eeftt of Exodus. The Law

---when I tell you I want you to get your papers in on time and give you the reason

for it, I use quite a different style than when I write a statement for a catalog and

what are the requirements for admission. There may be a certain amount of enumera

tion , but there is no attempt to give it in . . and the Greeks said that this k is

the law of the. priests. The priests are descended from Levi. We will call it

the Levitical book, and so the Greeks call it Leviticus, and we in English simply

take the word Leviticus and use it and it is not a bad title for the book, and very

few people spend much time reading or studying Leviticus. It is a very fine book

to study c for Ieefetees-to- lessons and comparisons to the sacrifice. . . and there
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are one or two interesting incidents in it. Most Christians don't take the

time to thc find it, so tk Leviticus is the least used among Christians cf the

five books. Now, we come to the fifth book, and the fourth book is the

;unto Moses in the wilderness. And I think the Jews when they look at thz.is

book , they said, sc shall we call this, And He spoke. Shall we take the first

word, S*kx And He spoke. Well, he said, we have alreuyd-already Ecailed

Leviticus , and he R called. It wouldn't be very good to call this, And He spoke.

And then . .furthermore, we don't want to take the Lord's name iRx. and so

we skip back . The Lord spoke in the wilderness. Aid- in thc Sinai . . . .Lezi's

call it In the wilderness. They looked in the Hebrew Bible and this is ... it is

not only . . . but it is a book which .. At starts and ends in the wilderness...

To my ;mind, for the Christian, this is one of the most important of the books

of the Pentateuch. Many a Christian doesn't realize that if he is a trw Christian

he has to pass through the experience of the Exodus. Ii We have to go back to
yet 'e constantly pass through it

it constantly to be aware of it, and he-am ... Christians-n&t-emly6- some of

t'em mourn. How can God forgive such a sinner as I am. Well, if you have

accepted Christ as Saviour, you have come up from Egypt, aid the Lcrd has given
but

His life on the crossc for you, you are c a terrible sinner/God has forgiven you,

now, you want to go ahead , aid so Exodus is a wonderful book showing what

we have gone through, we wait to go back tothe time time , and many a Christian

has the idea ... all Christians are wondeifu1, fine people, and other/,/-/and they

haven't yet reached the promised land, and probably ... 1 wrote a commentary

on Numbers a few years ago for the English Intervarsity .. and ... and they asked

me to



In other words, they are in the wilderness, exactly in the situation ofthe

Book of Numbersg. I; wrote a little commentary on Numbers X a few years

ago wit-h- for 1c the English Intervarsity, which was going to get out a one

volume commentary on the whole Bible and it is called t1 New Bible x Commentary

and they asked n to write up Numbers. And as I did it I was impressed

with the x great relevance of theithls wonderful book In the wilderness.

He came out of Egypt but he is not in the Promised Land, and Numbers starts

ei4ft-H4l-- telling these people who are in the wilderness that they are to gepare

to march through the wilderness. Arrange the order x of the campZ put things

in an orderly fashion, and tell ... tell how to receive their leadership from God

and how to follow Him. It tells of rebellion again God, tells about the people

who thought they could go right into k Palestine and take it when they were not

ready ;yet, and how God... and tells about the people who thought they would

find themselves, and not realizing that God is strong enough to do whatever

he wntwants to do .. . Numbers , or In the wilderre S s--a far better title is a

wonderful book for the Christian, and yet it is not used a rxitx tremendous

lot for the ...Nw , why isn't it used by the Christian, fox one reason is

the unfortunate way in which it begins. It begins ... they count the number of

the people in the different tribes. They count the number of k people and describe

their different organizations, and thecn they tell abocut their . and they go thorough

the .. . Henry Smith, who is the prince of the tribes of Reuben came forwardand

he gave 30 shekels of gold, and 100 shekels of silver and two . . of bronze a -.d there

three candlesticks, and then t.hey say Henry Brown, who was the prince d the

tribe of Issachar came fI forward and presented his offering which consisted
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of thirty shekels cf silver and a hundred shekels of gold, and two . ..made

of bronze and three candlesticks, and they say Henry Brown who was the prince

of the tribe of Issachar came foratward and he presented his offering wh ch-eeie4¬Ie

consisted of thirty shekels of silver and a hundred shekels of gold and two

wagons made of bronze, ann three candlestigcks. In other words, the exactly

the same offeiring given by everyone .. . of them, which , when you go through

12 tribes like that , by the time you get through, it ... and so the way that Numbers

starts has led Christians to uk miss .. . after you get through the dull e4i

some of -the4--. I would say that not over a .. .of the book is actually. but unfortunately

did come at the beginning. It has chapters th t are just filled with lessons of

... 1 was amazed with what I found.. but to the conduct of ... this is not the

spiritual commentary, so I kept them brief, but I tried to include them, and I

got a tremendous lesson. In the wilderness for that time, but Christians have

been unfortunate in that this book in the wilderness, 4&e&-the Grekeks didn't

copy the Hebrew dialect. Some Greeks worked out a . and a good size. .and

by that time he was tired and he &k atithx took the book of numbers which was in

the wilderness... and again... from the first words like these are the names, so

chapter one... according to Lhe number e+ of their years, and Ix thecn he read

about . . and so he gave a good time of the first two chapters. If they had

only stop to the Hebrew title in the wilderness, it would have k been a perfect

title for the g book but they call it ... and who thought Genesis, and Exodus and

Deut. copied these extra , so that many , many people don't know what they

are talking about, so they translated th to Numbers, and ee- one book of te

five at had a very , ery poor title Greek, and -t--a-t- tFt was translated into

Englzkxlsh instead of beings, it& Into Greek. I---now-that- And so we
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a e -tmeft-twe-te-l* hat-.Utle-trafie te1- o-Eie4i-4n&tea4-- I don't think

would have scared nearly as many people away from it, as ..and so we

are unfortunate in having a book that starts with an uM-tn- uninteresting chapter

and worse still, a book that has a title which describes only the first two chapter,

and still worse that in only .. and put x it into English and see about the

meaning of the title, so x if anybody says that the devil hasn't been active

in Bible Translation and Bible planning, then he is ignorant of k; wha t has

happened, for he has done his best to get Christian people to make silly mistakes

and from getting the blessings that are in the Bible. I think that Numbers is

every bit as 4uae1'ae- as valuable. and yet it is the one book that is translate

into &gI-s4hr English and it is one of the poorest and most misleading of titles

that you could possib].Ey get. Now, it hae-M-wondcrul Is one which has a

number of chapters of law given in connection with situations that occur. Some

of them laws .. . but it does have *quite a bit of enumerations. Near the ixend

--present day2 scholars, many oftcthem say, II Samuel. and one of in them...

well, that . ..but we have a few chapters of enumeration, which is the same

and that kx.. but if you skip over tJ that, and read the kA-others aubc and

get the k blessing from them, and then come back k and do the Book of the Law,

and in the light of the new- knowledge of t1eese-those chapters, but taken

first, . . . and not to get the blessing that they all ac had, and now there might

be a question as I mentioned, whether the dvIsIon really ought to come, logically

on the basis of ... and t ere might be a question whether.. . or followed b

Numbers which continues... and that we have a few .. which the order of the

Numax bers and Levlticus/...When you come to Deut. thereis no question but

that it is the last of the five in logical order. There is no question of that,
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and there is no questxion but what the title to it is a good title, and no

question but what it is a unit. The Book of Deut. begins with the Words

These are the words which Moses spake unto all the-Israel this side Jordsan

in the wilderness. Now a good title might be Moses' words, that would give
it is.

some idea of what/.. . or Moses farewell address. It Is Moses farewell

words to Israel and exhorting them to c ..and to obey His law. That is what

Deut. is. Now , . . He looked, and he said Deut. recapitulate what he has done

before. Moses now, in the end of His life, s;mmarlzed the law for the people
of it and to obey it, so he sayed the second law

to remind them/. .. iec&pta4- recapitlation --repetition of the law. But why

didn't they ... translates in the .. it describes what . .ac it is the recapItulxtxion

of the law. It is the Book of the Deut. R Three farewell addresses, these are the

words. Repetition ofthe kwc Law, and in English we translate the Greek, . . . that

is narrative with a purpose. There are only a few chapters in the book.

P-l2
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In other words, it is the wilderness, exactly thes' ationx In the wilderness

has a good bit of enumcerat n, but it has chapt s that are just filled with

lessons for the spiritual life. I s amaze what I found . . IxwAdx which

related not merely to the Jews but tot uct cf . . . this is not a spiritual

commentary . It is a discussion ;. Again, the Jews had just given

it a title with the words, Th, are the names . what is in It... and according

tothe number of their y s. . etc. c If He hadonly uckk to the Hebrew title

in the wilderness, t would have been a perfect title for t book. in the

Greek, some ol ..and copied these excellent names, exact from the Greek

into the $lish. So many , many English speaking people don't ow what they

are talking about. So he trans ated it into Numbers.
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easily suggested by what I was talking about last time, and I think it particularly

important to take a few minutes to get a clear understanding. Let me read k you the

question, Dr. MacRae, can we conclude from your remarks about the titles of the

books of Mosesxxcc and especially the title of Mx Numbers, that the titles are

not only the inspired Word of God, but that the y are actually the work of the devil.

Thus they scare people and keep them from reading their Bible. That's a very excellent

question. There are two parts to the question. Can we conclude that not only the

titles are not the inspired word d God, and that I think is tremendously important.

The na-pr4 inspired Word of God is- t-erty-tke the Bible as it came from the hands

of the original writers in the Hebrew and the Greek, and in that case it was free

from error, and some errors gk have crept in in the coir se of copying, but far less

than in any other book that has been preserved from ancient times, k yet there

are errors that have crept in in the course of copying. Then, when we make a ran-

translation, that translation cannot be an exact translation , it is impossible to

translate exactly from one language to another . And so my translation i is an

approximation of the inspired Word of God. The R King James Version was a remarkably

ae accurate approximation into the language of the 300 years ago. Many of the

Words are not understood by anyone today, but if you make a good study of Elizabethan

English and learn exactly what those words meant, you can find out exactly whEa

what those translators thought the original Bible meant. bc It is the original that

is the inspired Word of God . Now, our Bible as it is today, has titles in it. They

are not titles that were in the original. It has verse divisions which were put in later

on. I heard a man s c say, I don't want to use the Scoffield Bible. It has the

Word of God and the Word of man on the s;ame page. They have human notes telling

what things mean, along with the Word of God. Well, if that is true then t± he should
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not use any Bible except an original unpointed Hebrew with no chapter or verse

divisions, because the point by point. .by the Massoretes in the 5th centuray

AD and the chapter divisions are the wcr&k of the Archbishop an someKtimes

correctly put in. The verse i divisions ar the work of some early interpreter

and are often incorrect, and there is much c on the pagge that is definitely the

work of man. This work of man may be very helpful, we don't expect all the

people in our congr&gaton to be able to read the original , unpointed Hebrew.

But we should be able to explain to±kc them what is the original of God's

word and what is human interpretation, and this title , whether we call it Deut.

or Exodus , or Numbers. These are t work of man, not a part of the work of God

That of course is more related to Introduction to Old Ibstament than to Pentateuch,

but no* a second part ofx the question. Can we conclude that the titles are not

only not the inspired Wxord of God, but they are actually the work of the devil

if they scare people and keep them from their -b4Ie Bible, and lx this is especially

the title of Numbers, now, I meant today to bring that copy of ... with me again

but so many of you have copies, if I had ... in the Introductory artIclez that came

up, it says tt the Bible CX contradwxIcts itself repeatedly and as an outstanding

that you read in the Old Testament that Satan inspired David to make a census

of the people, aid then later on you read that it x was God. One place it says God

and the other it says Satan inspired David to make a census, aLld it-des.edoes

seem like a flat g eoit-radtteI-oft-contrad1ctIon, doesn't it. And realize tha t

almost everything that everyone does includes.. . and I can look at any one of

you and say I know your father and mc'e- mother. It would remind me of them.

And±kc you say, I can't help myLsl.e myself , I am the way that I am, and
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there is a lot of truth to that , everyone of us is tremendously affected by

our ancestors, but it is also true that everyone of us has a choice. Whether

we will go on as our parents were or whether we will change in certain regards

and now, the question, was it God or was it Satan that inspired SC David. The

fact of the mtt matter is that David was lead of the Lord to conquer the nations

round about him and to establish a state of peace there in the land where the

land could develop mx normal fashion without constantly having to defend itself

and God used David for this purpose, but Datrid said ... then and thought that

he would mae*- make a ... one of the g-fagreat empires of the world, and at

this point ... God let David follow out the thought s of his heart into an outward

action of this military settlement which would be contrary to God's . ..which

would make ec it easy to show David how he had disobeyed God and it was

only right that God punish him and would bring David back tothe place where

David repented and confessed and took his aa choice of the three alternatives

that God gave in the situation. But it is also true that Satan was a as4-on

anxious to have David go ahead in doing the things that he was doing, but to

know further what was God's will and Satan was leading Him to go ... and to
bui a
thec military power was-ea-d--be-hat would be a protection for the nation instead

that it might enjoy the peace that x it ought to have, and so Satan was leading

him thci in this direction, and God also for his own good let him go in this direction,

and so it is true that Satan led David, and it is a-lee- also true that God led David.

So the purpose was very different in each case. So now when it comes to our books

of the Bible, I would say tFa t very definitely it had not been to the advance of the

work of -the- God to have the book of the wilderness joumexys so full of spiritual

lessons called by a name that would lead these people ... typical of the k whole
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book. Certainly Satan scored a victory I the putting of the name over

that book, and it is k still a greater victory to lead the English speaking people

who didn't have sense enough to .... so that all the people would . ..the names

of the those two wonderful books, who actually made the translation into English

in just this one .. . so I would say that we ... .shall I do this or that .... that way

I am going. .1 say Watch out, -that-4o-Ow--how do you know whether it is God or

Satan. -De&4-that sent that particularx. If you decide on the basis of the Bible

what is God's will. Martin Luther went into a church to preach when he was txx
being ordered tocoma beocfow re the




Emperor , art! he went --t-into this church to

preach and as he was preaching there too many people had cone, and broke one

of the side-walls and ne of the walls x fell down and the people said , What

a terrible heritic this was that God destroyed the church that Luther preaches

in. And Lut1e r yelled at the people, Come back here , the devil is trying to keep

you from hearing t e Word of God, and in that case it was the devil, -t-was

We decide on the basis of the Bible what is right and what is x wrong, a nd an that

basis whexther it is the devil or the Lord, but don't look for little signs or .. . unless

we have some way of being absolutely sure k that is tA God and not the devil directing

those particular signs . This is a little sc aside from our particular discussion, yet

it is closely enough related to it that I thought that it would be god good to take

a couple of minuKtes to. and if you think of k good questions , please hand them

into me and we will see 9dx if t- re4-eft gh-tfletake--- we should take time

in class for them or not. Now, we will get back to the direct matter of the Introducticn

to the Pentateuch. And we were under the survey of the contents and there w will

be under Number one, the materials in the Pentateuch, and then we looked at number

two , the five books of Moses, and th4 then number three, the structure of the Pentteuch.
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Now, the Pentateuch though it is divided into five books, is a definite unit.

It is ... it has a marvelous unity as you go through it, it is a progress of tl creation

of the world up to the time just before kthe Israelites were ready to go into the Promised

Land, and there is a steady progress through it, it is a wonderfully unified production.

When you divide it up into a lot of separate sections you loose that marvelous

unity which most students wet-he-&1e-t-o through the ages would have seemed
iscri

to be there. And it is not possible At-this particular Mx for us to go ... but it

is necessary for the understanding of certain portions of the course that . . . arri

some of these are very ... tohave a good idea of some of the features--i.. . so that

t ere will be a little remuneration . . at the structure of Penta,teuch as a whole.

Now, Narrative, Geneological lists, and so on. But two of these that consume

the greatest amount of space are narrative, or history, rather, and as the Pentateuch

stands you could ... to-Genes- Genesis one to Exodus 19--that would x be the

logical questbn -would be after chapter 19 of Exodus. From Genesis one to Exodus

19 there is a little poetry and there are some geneological lists and enumerations

and a few.. it is mostly narrative, and the account starts with creation where

God's dealings with man before the flood and after the flood the setting apart

of one family and the selection of one individual to be the ancestor of the nation

to keep alive the 1 knowledge of his government and prep re the way for the coming

of His Son, a--,d we have this in Genesis and ... Exodus continues right on, with

the suffering of this family. God delivers them out of Egypt and

P-14

it is predominantly history through Exodus 19. Now, from Exodus 20 on tothe

end of Deut. we have in Acts . You have an occasional chapter of narrative, particularly

in Nurbers but youhave predominantly law in this section from BcGefte.54s-Exodus 20 on.

And this le-s- law that you fidcnd from Exotts- Exodus on has ees considerable variation
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as the type of the law that it contains. It deals in Exodus 20 with the foundation

of the Moral Law. God spoke the ten commandments so that everyone could hear

it. Some people say they don't believe that God dictated the Bible. I don't see

any reacson that He couldn't if He choose. I don't believe that He choose to.

It is ekw-ely- definitely stated tiat He dictated this portion of it. He spoke

these words so that all the people could hear them. And so we have the ten

commandments which are the foundation of all the Law , given right oc there in

Exodus 20. The, after the giving of the ten commandments , in Exetid- Exodus

20, we have a little section to which is not so well known among Christian

people, but when you get into the study of Pentateuchal criticism, it is the most

important section 1 n the whole Pentateuch. That c consists of Exoidus 21-2i.

This is a section which we call the Book of the Covenant. God gave the Moral

Law. He gave the 10 commandments. Then He proceeded to give the details of

the Covenant, which is a series ci ... three chapters, and then chapter 2 24
formal of the covenant between

you have a/t-of1n-ratIfIcation/etwee1 God and Israê. And so this book of the

Covenant between Exodus ..and the Moral Law in 20 and the specific ordinances

77ae-&iet has an extremely important place in the structure of the Law of the

Pentateuch and it comes to have an extremely important place in Pentateuchal

Criticism . . ..Then we will have a great deal of ... this section of the Law is

more important than this section between.. That's a matter of terminology. Chapter
basic 10

20 is the/. chailer 24 is the ratification, 21-23 is the ordinances. It could kbe

used in both places. It is ratified, and .. . other terms could b3 used, but this ss

is a setee-sense that could be used. This is the first presentation of the gospel.

This is the first presentation, so we call that the Book of the Covenant. Then, after

ths has been given, then God proceeds to give directions for worship, a n d afte
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after the Covenant has been formally ratified, Moses goes up into the moutitain,

the directions for worship are given specifically and directly to Mees-- Moses,

and he brings them down to the people, and so they are given to him up there

in the mountain, the directions for the building x of the tabernacle and for the

setting up of the priest-hood, of chapter 25-3k1, and then you go on with a brief

sectim of history again, and this history here is caused by the fact that while

Moses is up in the mountain , the pep- people apostasize . There it says . . out

came this calf, what could they do about it. And k so the people auix began to

wo ship the cat. And they carried the 10 commandments on tie tables of stone,

and they saw what had happened ... and he proceeded ... and the covenant was

renewed, there was a gn renewal k of the covenant in chapter 31, aid so right

from the beginning of the histcry a et*g4-t-- God deals with the people ard

He showed the weakness of humanity, k so soon after the covenant had been

made, people would apostasize --it was necessary that God resort to serious

actions, in order to establish His covenant. In it, after±k chapter 34 you haw

the actualk ik ce setting up of the tabernacRie , and God tak-eig taking up Hi

abode, an so ac after the Book of the Covenant, the greater part of the rest

of . . except for this small narrative ... was taken up cz with preparation for

wcr ship, now, you mh might say that Exodus ends at a natural place, and Leviticus

begins at a natural place,-aid- because Leviticus starts in telling you about

" . . something quite clever from the latter... and yet, in ethef-anotl-e r way you

might say there is no division there . When Moses was in the wilderness, God

told him first how to build the tabernacle and c second how . and what they

should wear and how they should be ccnsecrated, and eviticus tells what they

a re to do. And so the latter part of Exodus ... and Leviticus goes right on and
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takes the rest of it, and so actually thereis only a very . . between Exodus

and Leviticus, they are not two distinct books, -they-are- it is just a continuatia-i

in the Pentateuch, and Leviticus continues then . and Leviticus is the least interesting

o f the Pentateuch , if not of the whole Old Testament. And that is . . it is concerned

almost entirely with matters which apply directly with matters that apply directly

to the Israelites, but-who- have only an indirect relationship to us. Leviticus
I

tells about the type of sacrifice that should be performed, which are to look Ix

forward to the coming of Christ,x and to His death on Calvary, and we dont see

through a glass darkly and through the sacrifices. We know that there-the real

thiscng is that they happened, and . . our attention is centered on Christ, rather

x than on prefiguration ... is not nearly so much ... andin the latter part of Leviticus

and various kinds of purification, much of which were...and therefore .. as

important for us only as . . fifty laws that would apply to it. Now, Leviticus is

nearly all law and we xx don't try to ... but there is a brief section of narrative

in itx which tells about the . .of two of Aar&on's sons, and dx how they refuse

how to follow God's prescription for worship. They cffer strange fire before the

Lord and as a result . . . this vital is the beginning of ... it must be made clear

tht . . because . . burning to a point where ... lt's the same as the sltualon

and in the beginning of the Christian Chirch God worked ...God does not

do that today. But at thRat time, ihm God's particular protection... so ordinarily

God does not perform the sort of miracle . And if some . . because of tFe . . . but

the punishment is ... so the book of Leviticus is really a continuation of the law

of . ..and when we get to Comfort as we not ice the book of Numbers is the account

and as I pointed out, we today as Christians are in a wilderness journey, we

have , and we are .. b;t for instance there is a law given in N;mbers that
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when a man expected his wife of infidelity , the ... would write out thexik nature

and they would take the . . and it would come out . and it would

P-l5

The book of Numbers has many laws of temporary nature, not so many of permanent

nature as those kx in these other books. For instance there is a w law gixven

in Numbers that w*when a man suspected his wife of infedkelity the woman

could come to the priest and the priest could write out the nature of the accusations

and they would take the paper on which it was written and it they would pronounce

a curse upon her if the charges were true, a-&hewed-thk-4t-and-s-he--wkkx

woo-Ad and she would be taken sick and die if the charges were true, but if they

were false 1hey-wei14 there would be no in.. . now this would not involve. . . ard

we ) have no further I reference to it in later parts of the k Old Testament, but

at this time when Israel was becoming established in the naticn and take it over,

God worked this special miracle and- at this time to shcw His demands of purity

and faithfulness on the part of the people. I would not say that . but God has

chosen in the bible - Bible, you go through a large portion of the Bible, but there

are certain jxf1&wherc that thefe-are- places where there are crucial sitiations

and the way that he did it, we do not ordxinarily .. God actually is acting in

but God is of course acting in Providence, that is a very good question.

No, I don't think so. -But-I am just wna4g-wanting you to have a general

idea of the progress of t1 Pentateuch. But there is a particular stress on certain

sections, like Exodus 20-25. Now the word . of course is the Latin, and the

Greek word actually means . . . particularly .. . the idea that a miracle and many of

these miracles. Now, we are getting . . but in ... this is really the only course
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in the Seminary that is devoted strictly to the study of km the Christian.

And x two-thirds of the people who are being trained for the Christian ministry

today are being given the higher critical view as that which is accepted a d believed

by w all scholars, and it is important the-when you meet these people that you be

able to know the real facts that they can disprove, and it is more important that

you be able to deal with those that-who are given these teachings and x simply

swallow them wt without thinking and who may be led away from the things of

Christ, I wanted this course to look at Hk evidence objectively and clearly and

see just what they are. I am not sure that ... so other matters , as important and

interesti g as many of them are, I think that it is better that you simply write out

and give me, and some of them I can give two or three sentences on and occasionally

it may seem necessary to take a little more time. But we must get through , and

it is a very important one.. " now , the structure of Pentateuch we notice that

Numbers is a wilderness journey, ..but in Old Testament history they should be

dealt with. Numberse could go right on, but Deut. is a ;nit by itself, and Deut.

is very different from either the hookof the Covenant, or from Leviticus. How

important that is, it is very differa-Lt.The word Deuteronomy means as we notice

means the second law, but Deut. is very d4 e*t different because it differs from the

-oed-ef-the Book of the Covenant in that it is not theflrst presentation of the essentials

of the law, as ... it is not that they had the law before. And it is very much

not like Leviticus, a detailed regulation for

the priests, which have to be . and specific and detailed, Deut. x--his message

to be given to the nation as a whole. It is mostly law, the first is .. andthat

is the first four k chapters. And in this recapittion of the law. Moses is trying

to drive home . . andnaturally there c are certain changes I the law which fit
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the situation just ahead. Mostly -they--ar-e- it is a recapitulation . It is Moses'

farewell address . It Is Moses' repetition of the law, but still it is hortotoray

presentation of the law. We occasionally have a little of that earlier, but not

much, -rew-Now, we have had three main types of law. We have had the k Book

of the Covenant, which is the first presentation of the Law, as God makes the

Covenant with the ..We have had Leviticus and similar sections, that are detailed

presentations of the Law to be consulted as particular situkations arise, an we

ec have had Deut. the exhortation, an the repetition of it, and you see there

are three very ã different types, even though the content may have baax been

identical. Three very different ways of ... and that is tremendously . ..well,

x it takes time to go into some sections of the Pentateuch much more fully.

But that is not the first...We must move along to ea$t-il-capitol x E. is

naturally .. .-4es4geiie¬i-designed . . Early questions regarding the Mosaic authfosMp

authorship. In the Old Testament i you frequently find references to the Law of

Moses. In the New Testament you find references tot he Law of Moses. We have

no evidence of any questions in those days as to whether ;Moses had written the

Pentateuch . Weth en we studied the ear-early Church History. But there were

some individuals which ..We don't have ...We do iwhave.. about the authorship

of the Pentatetr h . ... The first evidence tia t we have somebody really questioning

Moses' authorship of thm anything comes in the eleventh century a.d. and

here we k&xi.x do not have any evidence in that century. We have evidences

from the next century where somebody refers to thoix back to a man named Isaac.

Some say that it was Is,(aac We are told that he said that Genesis

36 was much later than the time of Moses.
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.It's a century later when we are told that he said that Genesis . ..was much

later than the time of Moses. Now-t4t-i-s--the-eer14eet all of you who have done

today's assignment know of course why he c was lead to make such a suggestion.

But we go on and there are eert i-deti4te- first definite literary evidence of

questions about Mosaic authorship. That is a Jewish commentator named , Ibm

Ezra, it means the son of Ezra. He was a man living in an ... whereix... but this

Jew wrote a commentatxry on the Pentateuch which is found in Rabbinic Bibles

today, and Eben Ezra in his discussion of Deut. 1:1 said, Thus is a great mystery.

Anyone who understands -ht-t+=A4- the mystery of the 12., the Canaanite was

then in the land, ãx will understand this mystery, ai d he said nothing more.

They didn't have ... but I amc sure that all of you recognize that ... as

ard since he refers to a number of verses concerning which . and raised questicns

a s to whether Moses could have written them, it is usually thought that Ibm Ezra

is u saying I don't believe that Moses wrote Deut. 1:1, and I don't believe that

he wrote these particular verses. -But-the-et4 One statement that he made,

the x mystery ofk the 12, people aren't quite sure at all as to wl the rreant.

But the others are Ic references to particular verses, verses ac in connection with

which± there is some difficulty as to Mosaic authorship, but he is considered

the i first to write anything that was a serious questicning of Mosai c authorship,

so some of these early questions regarding Mosaic-at±tweshiauthorship I wil 1 say

given as number one, Ibm Ezra, , and others. Now, Ibm Ezra was

in the 12th century, -he--had- we have nothing further, until we get to the 5t 17th

centurEy. In the 17th centurKywe have the Jew Spinoza, and the iman who had the

considerable in ingfluence, and we had someone 'ho tried to answer, and others

who accepted some of them, and so in the 17th centucey we have several ... of which
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whom the most .. who are discussing cert n passages ... Now, as we said

before if we believe in Mosaic authDrship, we don't necesasarily mean that

he wrote every sentence. Personally , I think that a great many of those which

are questioned are not a sufficiencoct grounds for ... but even if particular verses

were put in later by inspired men, thaat does not do away with the possibility of

the entire Pentateuch substartially coming from the hand of Moses, and so it

could not be a serious problem of Mosaic authorship of the book as a whole.

There was one writer in the 17th century sbc zd said that the whole Pentateuch

s written bya Samaritan priest, and sent by the King of Assyria.. to instnc t

the heathen colonists in k the land of Israel , and he was the .. and the writer

of this suggested... and the criticism of the Pentateuch as it is widely held add

taught today doesn't iecactually rest on these particular verses which were...

but most of the books of criticism quote these verses in such ac way as to suggest

that they in themselves are I sufficalent evidence of the truath of x the critical

theory, so it is vital tFa t we know something about these verses, something of

a complete situation regarding them. Now, under this leading, number two, I am

going to lxx look at certain of these verses.. .and-the- que ton e&4on--that

were questioned I the 17th cebtury . ..Now, small a here , Deut. 1:11 kax gave

as part of the assignument. A5 it stands in our English Bibles reads , These are

the words which Moses spake unto all Israel on this side Jordan in the wilderness.

over against the Red sea. The King James verion says on this side Jordan, hit

some other translations say;, Beyond Jordan, and the Hebrew word there is quite

frequently translated Beyond, and this is the versex where [bin Ezra iac ma*ade

his note, hisp point was, If Moses ... over across the Jordan how ..could Moses

say;, These are the words tia t Moses spoke b kc beyond Jordan, but the King
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James Version gets around it and translates it on this side Jordan, b t the

King James in other places translates it on the other side, or beyond Jordan

so here is a am case where you have no problem if you just follow King James

and after all, if the King James was good enough for Paul it ought to 1e good

enoughk for us, but if you w take the Hebrew ax you find there is a real

problem, hwuc Let us suppose that this is beyond Jordan, would t1 t

be a serious reason against the Bible, am after all. It is ett- something

that has been put at the be4n- beginning of the book by Joshua, and

It wuld easily be a title for ...at that later time, k if you are to translate it

" . .besid3 of Jordan. It would not be a serious indictment aa1nst Moses having

w rttten the lx whole book. . even that would not be necessary because God has

promised -that- the land of Canaan tothe Israelites , the land of Canaan is mostly

on the west side of Jordan, that would be the center of their main city. Even

if he were over there beyond... and go into the k main part of the land. . . but you

don't have tolkA take that viewpoint, because in Deut. 3 you have a very interesting

--in Numberse 22:19 we have a very interesting verse, --that's not the right reference.

Numbers 32:19, in Numbers 32:19 we have the sentn ce there where it is referrig

to the peopbc e on one side of Jordan and it aye-- says , because our iite4-- inheritance

" and the words are translated... are these same words. 'ecx The words translated

beyond.. and it is.. . so it is a matter of the e of the word... and there are a half

dozen cases where it is used.. and so it. Does not follow
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.and so the insistence of Ibm Ezra and others have made that it must;mean

across the Jordan does not follow the examination.. when you examine it

it is one of the weakest arguments against Mosaith authorship forthis particular

reason that;I have ii given. We have looked at some of them already today...

I'm not putting them together on the reserve shelf, I think that it is better for

you to look at them there because the y will deal with different subjects but

please don't take them out of the library, please leave them there. Nevertheless,

and I think that it is worth our taking a couple of minutes in class for, the

c question is this, when ;you ... when these lawas & were first laid down,

to what extent are you expressing a detailed interpretation of tramnsmickssion

from the Hebrew and to what extent, if any are you expressing ... of otlr courses

and so on. This question, I think is a very important one for us to have a clear

idea in mind, . . there are more people affected by the noise, but when I inquired

a little bit, he began to talk with me and he said I have a patient that I just like

to talk with, it is a girl who is a p spiritualistz. And he said, Every time I hurt

her, every time her tooth pains when I push a little too hard, she says , Don't rry,

it's some sin I committed lately. It's not your fault at all. And that is very nice

to have a pc pat efee-who- patient who doen&Lt_ doesn't blame him when he hurts

him, Our suffering is not proportionate to our sin. Some of the greatest sinners in

this world,x seem to have the happiest lives with t1 least suffering and some of the

finest people in this world seem to have the most uncomfortable lives, but if they

are real Christians God is using their suffering for His Glory, God punishes sin,

but not necessarily in t is life. In eternity all who have been agairs t God will

suffer for it, -e4 but such punishgment does not necessarily come in this life.
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And so in t4s this life the suffering that we have may be the result of our sin,

but or it may be the result of the mistake othci that we make, there would be no

suffering, but the sin of indif'iduals, .. .and so when God in the Bible strikes a

man dead who has just done something wrong. That doesn't ran that he msti-

but it; may mean that when there are certain particular circumstances tla-t--God

wishes to teach a lesson to the people round about, or it may ne an that,c the result

that would © me from this particular sin getting established. kAnd thus we have

that in t e wilderness that when a man went out to gather k sticks on the Sabboth

Day God caused that *e-9he4d- his Mt life should be taken from him. -thousands

of people... ard the ... & because ... but because the Christian Church was just

getting started, and to let this hypocrisy get into it right then would have made it

humanly speaking , .h1g1t1y highly questiivnable whether it would last long, and

God gave a special protection, but after.. .God allowed people by their sin to wreck

His work in certain places as long, and has gotten new ..back to the pe1dx places

in which ;man sinned. Mr. ...? Let's say t}a t many who are godly have the

most miserable lives, humanly speaking, a person It who is godly who ha s a nxt

miserable life, can kncw that he would not have except that God ...and God is

perathaps g bringing blessing to others, by the way tFa t he ... and it is not punishment

for his sin, but irc it is a special opportunity... 1 would say this that on the average

the godly will... you take a group of a thousand people, and they come to know Christ

and to follow him, au in the course of two generations, their descendants will have

two or three times the amount of this world's goods that anotherf . .that has definitely

.but individuals ...and individuals may be suffering .. but the person who is

not living for himself. . -we who is living for Christ knows tIa t God new- never
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allows anything in life except that He has a good purpose, while the person

who has ...the person... may be happy and prosperzous or unfortunate because
But in any event he k is headed for perdition because of his sin,

bo of other circumstances./ Now, if there - are any further questions on this

point, otherwise we better get bek4 back to our main subject, which is the

historyof the Pentateuchal Criticism, and ... now, let's have it clearly in mind

tt'at the most vital thing in the world i&-the- isn't that we believe in Mosaic authorship

...it is a question ..and ' see what the truth is upon it. We have noticed that

" . . it refers to it in a special way, is a book that cone s from Moses. Does that

nan that Moses wrote... does it even mean that the present form is arranged..

those t*x are questions ... he did not specifically go into them. But he did say

if they wont hear Moses, they wondct hear... thozugh . be rose from the dead.

The question is that Mooses?c is a n essential question.. in the idoc diety of the

Lord Jesus Christ. Now, These are questions ... the attitude ... until comparatively

recently ..and certainly that means ... .Is... the Book of the Law shall not depart

from ". .Now, today we 1a ye acx and we have another portion.. .nobody udx bt

a fool could believe that Moses wrote it. And in this particular course we are

going to see exactly what the evidence is.. and have got a solid . . on 'h ich

and in order to do tia t it is very important that we se e how present Ithc attitudes

d evelop,. how they came into existence , but the re are certain views which
many people today think are absolutely clear.
b;t when you look at the way that these ideas develop you see another equally

brilliant and a very brilliant... and you see how the ideas develop, and the understanding

±x adds tremendously in dealing with people who have set ideas in rex.latlon, and

so we notice that the first clear expression that we find anywhere of ... is the

first ...k that we find anywhere about tit authushIp about the Pentateuch is

from Ibm Ezra , a Jewish writer of the 12th century AD , a man whose writings
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are still read by the Rabbis and are considered very

P-18

the first detail, or specific statement that we find anywhere about &hieel4p

authorship of the Peita4te-- Pentateuch is given ... by the Jewish writer of the

12th century AD a man whose writings are still read by t1 Rabbis and very important
many portions

for insight into/.. .of the scriptures and this man, Ibm Ezra , on Deut. 1:1 has a

L
very peculiar statement, --AA-- In Deut. 1:1 where the iebrew says which

is tranated in some trait atlons k Beyond Jordan. He c said in His commentary

ai that, if thoux under standest the mystery of the 12 and Moses wrote and the Canannite
discern the truth.

was in the land , in the mount of . ----thou shalt ./ . now I am sure that many Rabbis

who & read that wondered what on earth... but he gatlE red together a x group of

and- . " from different parts of the coun try. arid he put them teeh- together and

if he said if you are going to understand this -phcas- phrase Beyond Jordn,

he did not... and he never said anything beside this that would-uff- suggest anything

that... but he makes this statement which later on was suggested that x he did

not think that Moses had certain things ... and he referred this statement to particular

verses which were not quite " .and others four hundred years later, and otle rs in

the 17th century... and some of them said that there never was a Moses. How x would

Moeses write this. But xc there e were quite a few who .--.4-- quxestioned 2

certain sections of the Pentateuch.. as to whetle r ... which did not... and we want

to look at some of these verses. Now, them statements. ..are ... and the Christian

w orid as a whole . . .felt that most of them are satisfactory . and we wfatte want

to look at some of these verses. Now, these verses in the 17th were all fully

discussed at that time, and the G- Christian world as a whole felt that . as

far as the authorship of the Pentateuch is conzcerned
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Our present textual e4t4eMin criticism comes from an entirely . it does not

come for from that, but books on . will nearly all of them quote some of these

verse, ard give them as evidence of the present attitude of Textual Criticism.

And so under that, A. we said that Deut. 1:1 , and we noticed in Deut. 1:1 that

these are the words that Mose s spoke in . ..the wilderness, and many will say

that this word... had to be translated.. .1 looked up this morning in Young's Concordance

--and it said tt ... indtheKlng James Version.. translated 19 times.. over once

and this side 27 times. You notice the King James Version translates it Beyond 19 ard

other side 24 times, and that is --t+1-9-- 43 times, 27 times they translate it this

side. And . .1 am inclined to say thd . and one translates it this side, but when

it is trand. ated it ... g this side, a nd ... it seems that . it is pretty good evidence

--and you notice the verse goes on to say Beside the Jordan, in the wilderness.

The word is used for one side, or the otler side, it is more... but it is ..

I read to you yesterday from one verse, where it says x that certain people...

and other people are to be . . in other words...so this verse does not ix seem

to me any great problem. Because actually it does not specifr which . ..even

though . because actually it does not specify which side. But even if one

were to insist that . .this must mean the other k side, and say that Moses . because
Jordan

Moses is across the4or.ay, it could have been . added later, a later writer

could have edited these are the words that Moses wrote over the other side of

Jordan, and -et--e-- it even cal Id have been written by Moses. But o--e- Cf coursex

actually we don't think that any of theosthcse are necesszry because... like

in one versex, as far as Deut. 1:1 Is concerned, now, we go on to small b. Gen.l2:6.

And in Gen. 12:6 we read this statement, Arid Abralzm passed through the land

under--.. and the Canaanltes were then in the land. Now, as you look at this,
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does this bring- raise any question about Moses life, to say that the Canaanite

was then in the land. Well, now, supposing that you were to write a statement

about the ...and the other fighters of k that day, and you were to say, and

San Antoniox was then in Mexico, now, that would iiB ke good sense wouldn't

it. Because these Americans had colonized Mexico, and then when the attempt

was made to break away from Mexico, now, it wasn't as if they ... they attacked

the city, a d sons body today. and so if you'ere .. now, suppose you were

4- living... before Mexico was taken and suppose if you were to make a statan ent

about San Antonio, well, you would say , Of course, what do you mean by saying

that 1x it was in Mexico. Suppose I re to write an accountac about... arrl I were

to say I went to Chicago and saw somebody and because it was then a it of the

United States. Well, then suppose x th e Canadian army were to come down and

were to k Chicago became a part of Canada, well, Chicago was then a part of the

4JMve- United States, and an accDunt of Abraham eng coming up k out of

Egypt into Palestinb , and they said that the Canaanite was then in the land. You

say that after Moses died, Joshua led the armies ag nst the Canaanite, and many

of the Canaanites were , and finally they died out within the centurxy but at the

time of Moses to say that the Canaanite was then in the land, why should Moses

say it. It z naturally arouses the question did Moses ma)e the statnement the

Canaanite was then in the land, and so this ws-the-- was ax strong objection

that was raised by certaxin individuals, and n, as k to aim examining the

situation and seeing how . e-etti4onvalid the argument is, the situation is

much like that of Deut.l:l, This is the . ..when did the Canaanite come into the

land. When did... The word £inna Canaanite . We know that the word Canaanite

actually came from the reöion north of Palesting e. We mean by north the region

of Syria, but I have read Cuneiform t-tablets...they se-p- speak of Canaanite
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.referring to a speae4a- special color that came from ec Tyre, the region

now called Lebanon , north of Palestine, and th t was the center of Canaanite

life. Now, when did the Canaanite str tch down. People.. and then when

Abrakin and Lot came into this land.

P-l9 (a great deal of static)

The writer of this story was to show that Abram and Lot car up here into this

land, the Canaanites were there at that time. This need not mean the time before

the Canaanites were xx rooted out of the gland . It n mean after the Canaanltes

were- came into the land in order to place it in its perspective so that you

will realize t1 situation, not coming into-the- a. where you can just see where

watever land they want and settle where there were alreayd towns and people and

they have to watch their .. so that it is a possibility . Our evidence is yet

not x -&uffiee4 sufficient to kncw whether they came in about that town or whether

it has been a long time... but it is altogether possible that that is vhat was

and why this statement was made. Not that the Canaanites were k still ... but

the Canaanites were already in the land --now, let us assume for a moment that

that is not the case. Let us assume for a moment that it does not mean that the

Canaanites were then in the land, that it means that the Canaanites were-&A-

still in the land. It could not be at all impossible th t if Moses wrote the whoe

Pentateuch that this particular phrase could have been put in by an inspired man

at aix later time, in order that later ' readers would realize that considen ing

the story of Abraixham and Lot, that this was a time, not of going into a n empty

land, but a time of going into a land ... and so it could be that this phrase the

Canaanite was then in the land was Ieriter a later insertion of an explanatkry

statement inserted by an rs-pr4- inspired man, in order to make tie Esituation clear.

You see the situation. I don't think personally that it xic is . later insertion. I think that
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it is necessary to think of it as a later insertion. It is entirely possible that

--but I do not at present feel that it is impossible tlt we insist t1 t the Canaanites

had been e- there so long before that that particular oiei explanation

would not be satisfactory. And if . . it still could be a later explanalicry insertion

put in by an inspired man, not affecting the truth of the book and not affecting

the question of whether the book as a whole was written by Moses. Just when

Joshua conquered the lard. But there weecre otFe rs who were lexft in the land,

but these others gradually came into the sea, and they of course ... and we don't

know exactly when they disappeared. Possibly the great bulk of them did under

Joshua. Well, that is the situation on this second z verse then, Gen. 12:6.

Now, ac small c. Gen.14:14. Now, here is a very interesting statement. It is

not the usual..1± would not consider that extrmely ... but it is not impossible

--yes, Mr. ? I would say Yes, the reason for it is obvious. When the early

went into the Western area, they found great stretches k where there were no

people found. They built houss and started planting, but they found other parts

where there "re-were ethe te-e- large tribes of war-ligke Indians. . But as

we look back to those days, it is rather important that . . and so we could say

the Indiana were then in kx the land. I watited to ...now , c. Gen. 14:14. Now,

in Gen. 14:14 you read Now when Abrakm heard that his brother was taken captive

and-- 318 and pursued them unto Dan. Well, where is Dan. I; hope that all cf

you realize that there was a son of Jacob named Dan . And there was a tribe named

after him, and they settled there after the time of Joshua. Later they moved to Northern

Palestine, and x up there was that region which was named after that;tribe, and

now, how would Abrahxiam, long before the time of the Exodus, pursue ..up to
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great
a place named after A .hm&-s--gFeat--Abraham's grea'grandson. Des- And does

it seem reasonable that Moses would refer to a p1acee3c --maybe this isn't that

Dan. And actually the word Dan means judgment and that is a rather common m me

for a mw-.-town, a place of judgment. We have e1t- City Line over here -- in

Philadelphia, a very natural thing to name a road tha4- at the edge of the city,

and Dan is not an unnatural thing to name a town. But personally I don't thirk

it does. Because as you read the context, Abrahamc and his men pursued them

to Dan, and which direction did he pursue them, and th en you read the next verse.

Aid they pursued them unto ... which is on the 1& left hani of Damascus, and

so where Abraham was there was --t1 place that was later called Dan was half

of the waty to Dan. And in addition to that , you look at judges 18:9, I think that

I mentioned that on our as4-- assignment . And if you look at judges 18:9 you

you read here how the children of Dan who were in the Southern part of Rk Palestine

were not very well satisfied with the section that Joshua had given them, had gone

clear up to the North of Palestine, and they c attacked this town of Laish and

they conquered it, and in verse 29 you read it that they call the name of the city

Dan, after the name of Dan's father who was born unto ... ari-- howbeit the name

of the city was Laish zk at the first. Well, here is a town, that the Genesis

context suggests to the . ..and right in that area is an important city called Lalsh

at the time of Moses, but the name of it was changed to Dan, na ybe a hundred

years after Moses death. Now, who- how would Moses say that they pursued

them unto Dan. And so I said that Genesis 12i6 , but in this verse it is my

persa-ial guess that Moses wrote ... that and it is my personal geuee- guess

that ... and practI&cally very few people have ... it IEx . .sImp1y
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How could Columbus discover America... he was fifteen years after Columbus

discovered America... and they named both continents after . it couldn't be

now, if we are going to be precise... but

P-20

Btthiwe4iL__ But we don't do that. We say Columbus discovered America.

I spoke a few minutes ago about the Indians out here. k Of all the silly things

9a-t- to say, to k talk about Indians. How could they get all the way here

from Indiax He was looking for a new read-te- route to India when came

across the ocean. He thought he was plotting a new way to India . And so

when he saw some people here ...You go out into our ix Middle WEst and

you see a big reservation with many people therethat don't look a bit like

.they wouldn't even find that he could understand our language arid he

would think that it was a craz lest thing to call those people Ina Indians

lztx because they were utterly unlike the people that he lived with all of his

life, and we call them Indians because Columbus made a mistake. But that

is the way it is with names. Names can change through ;ueer mistakes , but

when wer are writing about something. We use a term that we are now familiar

with, yes, --It's entirely possible that with another town, but personally I don't

think it likely that ... about this . . .acnamed after Abraham's great grandson, the

Bible constantly x speaks about from Dan to Beersheba. Now it is possible tlu t

.my personal guess is that sore body later on . .nobody; todayx knows where Laish

is, k but in th3 e days they didn't have chapter divisions or verse divisions, and

t they didn't have pages. You would ... and they would get so far down the page

and the next. ..might be different. Yett-m4g'M-ay-the When you take the name

that everybody used s today for a place ard pit ix,c. you are not eh&Mg- changing
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a meaning. Without affecting the truth of it in the least, Where did you find

that? Itisanoun. Butlwould not say ...Yes, N. Joshua gave ...we

are not told what day they . . the next one is . ..Genesis 22:14 . Genesis

22:14 is a rather ..It reads this wayx in our King James Version. Now, the

King James version says Jehovah Jeareth, is simply the Tetragrammaton of the

name of God. It is a Hebrew word for the . . Abraham callis that place

Now, that is ...w the word ...but in Hebrew you can use the word ...and where

Abraham offered up Isaac. And God stopped his hand and said . and Abrahxm

looked around and saw " now, this phrase continecues ... and of course the
was n't built there until the day of Solomon

t4m- temple /.and so for Abraham to say . tbe day of Moses. Even thought the

temple wa n't built there until 3-400 years after. Moses, they say that this

...Well, now, the difficulty there is that we don't know enough . We have

no reason to think that . it deee do not seem to me a particularly strong argument

but the very natural thing... it is said to this day, In the mount of the Lord.

You can't ..and so while the verse is a rather obscure verse, it is not in my opinion

" . yes, It is altogether possible that ... of course ... what I am anxious for us

todo is to ...so that we are not simply.. .some people .. but as we look at the

evidence and that is why I am anxious ... 1 don't ... 1 believe that . . and inspiration

keeps from error, and .. .but one . . .this doesn't relate to . .and so this verse

I don't think it is particularly important problem in this connection. Now, Genesis

36:31, this is the verse that occurs . . Gen. 36 Is a ... the whole chapter is given

over to . and particular verses. is verse 31 and these are the . that . . how soon

was ... now then, after the period of the judges. So then, whxx these are the kings

that reigned in the land of Edom before there re/n 1 of Israel.

That implies that there are going to be kings For anot1r few cent-ire-- cX'turie
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now. So when Jesus said ...and these-k.e-the- people in the 17th centura'

--again, it would seem to me entirely possible th t a later time an inspired nan

would have inserted this ... but in this case I think it extremely unlikely, because

it is also stated in Genesis about Abraham's . . shall come out of his loins.

They are saying that there is going to be a day when they will be reigned over

b ... aixl yet in the time of Moecses . andone of the descendants of Esau

already have zk had, and so it would be a very natural thing. or Moses to

say, These are the kings that reigned over the Edom before there reigned any

king over the children of Israel.

P-21

-;Tend--ye-The children of Israel had been in bondage in Bdx Egypt k, and

-pc-eventually of course God gave them peace and they had many kings, and

so --ve,e-eeu]c4-heve- this particular 'ucase.. entirely possible

..the second assign&ment was due, and I have it from most of you,and I hope

from all of c you . . the third er- assignmert will be posted on the Bulletin

Board, and at the end of class you can see.xlt. It is not necesary to give

you me- mimeographed sheets for it, because it is a very simple assignment

though it is a little belt complicated to explain. he explanation is on the board

and the latter part of it. . It is not due until next Wed. and it doesn't require

any books. It is an interesting assignment, Now , yester, day wer were speaki g

about the verse in which Abra.ham pursued the men as far as Dan,

and Imentioned 4erett there are ". . up in 1ecthe northern part of the land, which

m4 might be te the town referred to there, even though there was a very importatit

town, and we are told in judges that the name was changed from Laish to Dan at

a later time, maybe a hundred years after the time of Moses. And this land is often
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refeorred to as them whole land from Dan to Beersheba, and doubtless most

of the Israelites referred to this town that was made 100 ya*e-- years after Moses

timeg, so Ic as I ;mentioned yesterithy , it is possible that in Genesis that

Moses wrote that statement referring to a place of secondary impcrtobcxance,
since

butAere is a place of primary importance right in that area , I suggest the

possibility that Moses pursued them as far as Laish. and this ...and an inspired

writer later on substituted the word Dan, which the people would understand

for Laish which was an old out of-date name, and sons body would say k-a-k

Bxbeccftk the Pilgrx.im fathers a de a trip to New Amsterdam, well, immediately

you wonder what ... 1 would say that the Pligram k Fatrs represetLected . which

was stil in the hands of the Dutbh. I ix ... 1 suggested the possibility of

that a later writer substituted that for Laish. A later writer would be just as inspired

as Moses was. We believe that these books are inspired k because Jesus Christ

set the seal of thc his approval upon them. He ±dx did not tell us who wrote the

books of the Old Testament. lx But he does refer to the five books of Moses in

such a way as to ///... that these books were true, that Moses had written and

spkoken. And so the substantial Mosaic authorship, as to whether an inspired

man made later changes in ft it xx... but which I do not think should be rooted

out altogether. Sine 1c it was a question w right on the point which we are dealing.

Do you really think that we can believe that what x an inspired man wrote could

be neither corrected nor k changed who was eq18 equally inspired. The question

is worth a little thought because it is quite important. What do you mean by

inspired and kept from error. We believe that Paul 'z was just as much inspired

when he left his cloak at Troas, One is a more ... equally true and equally tree

from error. He had left it in Troas . He might have been ms itaken --also there seems
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Also, it seen d...God miraculously.. .God had chosen that someone had

given him a new cloak. But it is God's will that thee His servants

be eheete4careful with the things that He gives them, and that they see that

they last and see that they have them when they are needed. -iey- There are

lessons for our spiritual life in this verse even though they ... are eqt4Iy equally

inspired, but not equally important. Now, we wa t to call your attenticn for a

minute in this connection to a verse that I think is quite important, reMr-r4ng-4e-

We turn to Mark 10. We have a parallel there to Matt. 19. We have a teaching
the Holy Spirit

of our Lord Jesus Christ, which-$etheht t4oe4ily- sufficiently important

to have preserved for us in two of the Gospels. And here in Mark 10 lxxx paralleling

Matt. 8 we find a statement that is quite relevant to this particular E g point.

We read k here in verse 4 that the Pharisees sent to Jesus . The Pharisees

said it was lx lawful for a man to put away his k wife. And he asi answered

a nd said, What did Moses command. and they said Moses said to write a bill

of divorcement and to put her away. And Jesus answered and said , For the hardness

of your heart He wrote you this precept, but from the beginning of creation God im de

them male and female, for this cause shall a man leave his father and mere- mot1 r

a nd they twain shall be one flesh, so that they are no more twain but one flesh.

For what God hath joined together, let not man put asunder. Was Jesus saying

Moses was wrong, certainly not, but He sad said Under certain circumstances

with these people just out of the wickedness of Egypt, with these people being

brought out of the wilderness , to be taught the Word of God and to be lead into

being the people of God, eiv4e-through whom He would eventually bring His

son, that long as He permitted certain things, the levelx of holiness that He wants

His true people to maintain, He says this temporary regulation which Mees- Moses
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gave was not God's ordinance from the beginning, because from the beginning

there is established one of the principal lessons that it is God's will that

the man and his wife be one flesh and that no human being break this bond,

but he says . . as God's representati&ve... Moses gave a very detailed ..of

s aicrifice, it was very important that these sacrifices be carried out. But

they knew... and their warnings were very important in the teachings of the people

a s they looked forward to Christ and as they saw through a glass darkly but then

when Christ came and these things were fulfilled, then they were removed and

there were substituted two new ordinances , and they are given in such general

terms that Ewe find very fine Christians that- who think that the Lord's Supper

should be given in one particular way, and others a different idea, and the scripture
decide remembering

does not/. ..We are looking back to the def1ni1on, and we are Iese irg these

things which are far less importance than the sacrifice, and now, we are looking

back and being reminded of them, and so God has changed His will for His people.

We are remembering these things by His ordinances ... look forward, and were

now, we are looking back and being reminded of them. It seems that His will

in the situation. And the same was true zt In that transitional state Moses

for the hardness of the heart ...whlch was not i line with God's purpose and

which God does not decide or shall ever fall in line with. It was God's will

for the times, and then when God provided different situ tions a-t4a-wae-e

He made a change, and If we should follow God's will for us. Now, Moses

in writing about Abram pursuing the King -e--
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If people would have to look up in the Enclyclopaedia to find out what they

meant by it, they would have forgotten . . . instead of that, exactly the same

thing, the previous . so you see that the principle that whatever ,oGod gives

is free from error k but that certh. n things have application to a particular time

and God may cause that a change in certain other circumstatices. You mean

sacrifice . You mean the name of that . The Old Testament clearly says that

.ncw, tdc rxwhere in the Bible does it say, . .beginning . .but k9w when

we read k,ec the New Testament we find it very clearly given , arid tia t God lead

thex Apostles to take the teaching x about the Sboth and that is a change

which we mutt infer but which we don't find... that is t-aut . There are

a few cases where there are ... 1 don't have the ... Yes, I it I don't say that

it never happened. I k*wnErely say that ... Now, I tried to make w clear

that in our cxx world today we have a group of very earnest Christians , many

of whom have never read the Bible, th and h en I was in college the professor

said, Are there any of you lx who believe in ake&ng-takIng the Bible literally, and

sefle--weme--someone said, es, we dox,axi so he tw'en- turned to me of them

and eef4hefHzk 31a-a+-said, Do you believe in taking te

the Bible literally, Why, he said,

e*neoee4-weei-x Do you believe when it says that God will bring

His ... to a land flowing with mileck and honey. Well, he sat d, No, -when-well,

he said, You don't take the Old Testament literally, then, do you. Well, he

&4e4, said, Maybe there is somebody here who doesn't take the Old Testament

literally but they take the New Testament literally, Well, maybe ... he said

somebody came to Jesus and with a message from Herod and said, Go tell that

fox, did Jesus think that Herod was a four-footed beast. He said, No, well,

then , you don't think that the New Testixament is literal, then do you. Well,
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they were free to go on using their mind s, ..Well, now, if those
been

young people had/prepared beo--beo before . Dow they went to ..to know

that they ... we don't say that we don't take -kow.41'asay tia t we take 'every

word in the Bible literally. Everything that ever was written contains figures of

speech, and we must take the figures and examine it and see what it means,

they would have been far better prepared, and they would not, 90 percent ofthem

come out, enemies of the gospel. And for us to take a position which is not

taught in the Bible which isbeyond what is taught in the Bible , I admire the
who

man 1eh says I am so much against worldy pride that I am not going to wear

buttons on my coats. I am far more . .1 think k He wants us to see what the facts

are, and the facts are that Jesus said that Moses wrote the Pentatuech,Jesus said

If you will not hear Moses , he will nd hear my words. Jesus said, Moses

is the author, I know some x very godly men who thinks that Moses wrote-eee

mportant- t/ 4s thet--and it was all jilt togetle r in the time of David. I don't

think that ... is necessary, but to try to go to the other extreme to believe that

every ac word is exactly accurate , I don't think we advance the cause the-of

Christ, but I do think that t is absolutely proven

in any case, but I do think that there are a number of cases wie re it wcu id be

prea4be probable, but what I wait to do in this class is not to. He is just outside

the pale. T1t is . this man is objectively, adc and when we see that--is tt ght

in the critical schools , that nearly everything k-th-8: in the Pentateuch was written

100 years afterwards, anthdxx as taught by Wellhausen very little of it ... archaeology

so that many parts are ... but to take those views and see how many, rw fly a

godly Christian is gradually led into this until he no longer has any longer confidence

--to see the arguments on which that is based, and to see how far short he is
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individual . and whether particular onefills in the gap vth ich another doesn'

reach, to have an understanding of it, wk so that whenyou are pastor of a church

and you have godly people who will take anything you say and sac accept it,

when there children go off thc to college and come 4&k-o-back and say Of corse,

Moses didn't write the Pentateuch, you say , Wc Well, what ix is the ;matter,

giving up your faith, you may save 1 out of five that ic way, but to know the

arguments better than their fellow students know them, better than . . and they

have bothered to study the arguments on them, a d they simply have been

iac taught it and have accepted it, and they haven't bothered to study the arguments

much. They say the evidence for evolution is very, very weak, but it is -tagh

taught in our schools as if it were an established fact, and to*. note some of

the eiridences and to be able to give a reasonable argument is of tremendous

value in dealing with . And so I wet- want to look at these verses and see e-ott4y-

exactly what the facts are and in Gen. 13:6-31 at the end of the hour we were noticing

that statement, These are the kings that -laH-reigned in the land of Edom beofe

before ft re reigned any king over the childrenof Isreal. 'Jc You notice that the-9&

say--there are those who say that this proves that the list of the Kings of Edom wasn't

written at least until the days of Saul. Because it says These were kings that

reigned there before there reigned any king oix over the ... but we notice that it

isn't necessarily taken that way, because it is alreayd promised in Genesis , that

the children c of Israel are going to have kings, and the great kings are going to

descend from Abraham. Since that has been ,promised, anyone that tudies the

word of ... knows that the Israel was going to have a king, yet here is Israels,
slaves

just a group of pccg who escaped from Egypt, and wandered in the wilderness,
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and ... have a long ... And so these' are the kings that reigned in the land of

Edom, before there was any king among the people of Israel. The argument based

on this verst is not a strong argument. If somebody wants to think that this Ia

a strong argument, and to say t*Zt'I do not believe that Moses would have said

this one statement, I say, supposing this one statement was put in at the time

of Moses, I do not think it was, but suppose it was, it would not affect even a

chapter, and would not affect the integrity of the book, that is what I want to make

clear. Now, I do not believe this particular one was, but I say that if it was

it would not prove that the chapter was ... certainly it would affect the entire clxx

book of Moses. (Q) Yes, yes, Moses was the author of the Book, ... Now, we

want to see what the evidences are... The usual attitude of the critics of 30 or

40 years ago was that mustae none of them actually came from Moses at all.

It was after 30 years later that

P 23

Yes, Moses is the author of the Boo in the sense that it is the expansion of

Now, we want to see ... certain portions of it... The usual attitude of the critics

of 30 years ago that none of them was actually written by Moses. That was about

30 years ago. Now,since then, there has been some swinging back and

They say now that some of them came though Moses . Z0OCXfXXkXKX I studied

in the university of Berlin under Prof. , who said the ten commandments

came through Moses, and nothing else, but just the ten commandments. The only

thing that came through Moses .. . when it came to Moses, he reinterpreted the

ten commandments to make such primitive statements and ideas.., there is

no revelation ... ... (Q) There is absolutely no evidence that ...now, we

cannot prove it, but ... we have no cc&the4x reason to think that ... between

Esau and Moses there could have not been as many .. . as , but we have no
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we might one of these days discover something that might .. . All we know is

that ... Now, let us look into the next ... that is xc Numbers 12:3. Some

think that Numbers 12:3 is the evidence that Moses did not write it. There is a

blx parallel., in Numbers 12: 3 which is not nearly so important as the

so I do not put it in our outline, but J. want to mentioné these other two. Exodus
In

11:3. /Exodus 11:3 we read about the children of Israel coming out of the land of

Egypt, and in English Bible it says, "(In English Bible in verse 2)"Speak now in the

ears of the people, an let every man borrow of his neighbour, and every woman

of her neighbour, jewels of silver, and jewels of gold. " That word, borrow, is

an unfortunate translation, in Hebrew, it simply means to ask. They did not

borrow. If;you borrow, you must give; it back. They asked for them. They

worked all these years in Eguptooxk they were in bondage in Egypt all these

years, c working in slavery for nothing. They asked the people to give them

the jewels, and they were very glad to x get rid of them, to get rid cf the plagues
came upon

whichIotEgypt, as the result of their ... so they asked them,6 for these
As

things. That is Exodus 11:2 that I just read. kctx an introductory ... to

Exodus 11:3, where we read "And the Lord gave the people favour ins' the sight

of the Egyptians, Moreover the man Moses was very great in the land of Egypt, in

the sight of Phraoh's servants, and in the sight of the people." Now, a very
S

godly man h4 written a book in which he says, Moses could ( not have possibly

written this book, 'Moreover the man Moses was very great in the land of Egypt,

in the sight og Paraoh's servants, a nd in the sight of the people.' Moses could

have not written this ,k, verse, or he would Vbe the most self-concebOeKted

person that has eveIved on earth. He says, Moses could have not written this

book, or he would be the most self-conceited man that ever lived." I do not see that
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at all. Moses is telling us that (10.50) they gave all these things to the

Israelites, and ... Moses had predicted this tremendous plans

which God ... God had sent them, and Moses had an access to the court
in order

of Pharao}3/to present the demands to Pharaoh, and to discuss things with Pharaoh,

and Moses g had ... the people had the impresssion thedxMo3e3c of Moses

which concerned directly to their willingness to give these things to Israel.
land of Egypt in the

And so, to explain it that the man Moses was very great in the/sight of Pharaoh,

and in the wight of the people is simplying pointing out the situation. I do

not see how Moses is self-conceited at4' all. I am not calling that F, because
of it

while this one man may make a good deal. /. I do not think most critics students

make it so much of ... but they do make a good deal of Number 12:3. Numbers 12:3.

I mention that verse, because it is a similar probablem. Numbers 12:3 is greater.

raøssz Numbers 12:3 reads:'(Now, the man Moses was gnat very meek,

above all the men whih were upon the face of the earth.) This very godly man

whom I mentioned, who wrote a book against the higher criticism has an excellent

examination of the ... of the article, and wcthc shows therex that this verse

could have not possibly been by Moses, because,he says, Moses would be

the most self-conceited man to write such a statement out of the man ... Moses

was the most meek man, above all the men which were upon the face of the

earth. Now, I do not follow it. I do not see that at all. I think that this particular

verse is necessary to the understanding of the chapter. I think that

one of the most remarkable things about the Bible is that the Bible is different

from4most other books in,( depecting the characters as they are. ié tells

about the great king David, but it shows David's sin, it shows David's errors.
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It shows Abraham/the reat father of faith about his telling J lies. It tells about
leaider

his mistakes. g it shows Moses as a great /.. but it tells about-his'TMs-tke.

t-9hew-M&-e-8#t&gd4Het-Ged how Moses sinned against God and God--fee

refused to allow him into the Promised Land, it tells about the wcaa-!e weakness

of his character and of the plain dirett way such as you find in hM¬i hardly anything

else that is the national literathre of any language. I k can't imagine any Jew

today writing about Jewish leaders today and speaking . about their weakness.

One of the greatest evidence -Jew4&'-- inspiration of kx the Bible, the fact

that it paints a picture as they was are, and shows their weaknesses , their

frailtiesi, and e- the . now, it also shows their strong points in a way that

many ....Why should it not w±i show their . . Now, furthermore , look at this statement

does this statement Eer-e-- here say that Moses was such a meek, humble man that

anyeeanybody could walk right over him, anytine they wanted. He was very
It's contradicting the rest

meek , above all men upon the earth. Well if it says the t./Because Moses was
sue1'-a--mcckr4'timb1e of the Pentateuch.
a.n-who-r-e---because Moses was a man who fought with the rest of the Egyptians

--Moses was a man who said to the-Israelt1ee- Israelites. He was a man who

---and here is ac. and it nans that Moses was all clx oier the ... ut as you

r-eepth- read the context, you find that .... beca.ise Mx of the Ethiopian woman

whom he had married. And they said, Has the Lord indeed spoken only by Moses,

has it not also oc spoken by others, and the Lcrd heard him. Now, the man Moses

was meek above all the ;en upon the lace of the earth, and the Lord spake suddenly

to Moses and to Aaron, and to Miriam, and ...now , most men, if somebody starts

knocking their wives and started;talking about their wives and their relathn to their

w ives like this , they would make a fuss. Now, ix Moses as he looked c back at

that situation and sic said, Isn't it a;azing how I kept my temper in that situation.
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He sad- said, when these people started to talkk about my family and they began

to question my right to marry this dark skinned woman and started to criticize

me for having married her, when they started k doing that , I just kept qti4te

quiet, and the Lord intervened and the Lord called them out, and Moses said

People wont understand a man like this... but he said the Lord gave me marvelous

grace . . when the c cause of God was at stake I stood up and I fought for it,

but lxxc te re was a case wie re the cause of God was at stake I stood up and I

fought for it, but he said , Here was a case where it wasn't the cause of God,

it was my own personal situation and it was a mazing that a man should sit qte

quiet but he said in that situation, I sd-sat quiet and ... he was meek above

all men upon the face of the earth. to have sat quiet when they ... my observation
c if we . ..valiantly when theLord attack is attacked and

is that /..and he said the Lord gave me marvelous...when the cause of God

was at stake, I stood up and I fought for it, but he said, Here was a cas e w
and criticizing us,

and then when people start telling lies abut- aID ut us,/to sit quiet and let your

Lord . We will find that the Lord ... but the whole story... doesn't make a great
ç _ ' - e---

deal of sense... it I necessary to explain why it was that the Lord intervened%c.
/

and loses didn't sa a word aboti it. And among other thiigs.. and there are
c k-) -L

eae5--cases wie re he didt in this particular s4ta situatiorye was meek
tS - ,1 fQ-o(, ft

above all men upon the earth. (And when I wrote that Itle commentary on... that

I dix told you about that was & to appear in that ±i Intervairsity Commentary,
C CA-- VV_aL_1

this very wonderful.A.who was a professor at the Free University/,Was writing one

of the splendid Introductory articles to the book aid when I de my strong state
a=n;.

about this .the editor ... and I said No, this is my section and I feel very strongly

on fns, If they wa-any want to say something 1p another section let them sa, but

.\-LJc 'I LA

I feel very strongly ictM- was x wrong on that particular point, and that this

is not in any sense an argument against Mosaic authorship ofthe Pentateuch. Now,
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the--a-M e-w-wa -qery-meek-

M4he-Jer4 - ok-etden e-M¬eee-afta-M¬m-.---New-mo&t-1er7 of course

if somebody feels that it is and thinks that this is inserted later so that people

would understand the chapter better, that an inspired man put in the statement

that the man iese--Niaes- Moses was very ' meek. How could he subjunit

to this partek11er personal attackx that way . That wouldn't prove that the

whole p Pentateuch wasn't Mosaic, that wouldn't prove the Critical theory.

Today, in books on the Critical theory you f4- find these particular verses

given as proof that Moses didn't write them, but actually the Critical theory

as held today devkeloped after most of these were felt to have been satisfactorily

answered. It is devkeloped from a different kdlrectlon

P-2 4

You find thes particular verses given as proof that Moses didn't write it.

But actually the Critical theory as held today developed after most of these were

felt to have been satisfactorily arw ered . It developed in a differen t direction

and we wt'&t-- want to get into th t as quickly as we can. We are g looking

now ac at this devkelopment of the 17th century--d--the- -That was number

12; 3. Let's rapidly look at G, numbers 22 21:14. Wherefore, it is said in

the Book of the Warts of the Lop"-Lord, what He did in the Red Sea, and the

beek brooks of Arnon. Now, here is a reference to another book, and I am

not quite sure but it is my impression that this is one of the verses tha t Ibm

Ezra quotes, raising a question about the Mosaic authorship. Moses tells

about something that happened and they were going through the wilderness

not many years before Moses's death, in fact, a comparatively short time.

I would say tk within a year. And he said, Wherefore it is said in the Book of the
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Wars of the Lords what He did in the Red Sea and the Brooks of Amon and the

stream e-th-- -ef-the 4reek7 --r i-and -thie- - - of the brooks that go eth down to the
they say

dwelling of Ar, and lieth upon the border of Mokab. And s'this must prove that

this is quite a while after the time of Moses when they must refer k back to the
that is a valid arguie nt.

--but it does not seem to be tha Books of son, celegbration, . . details in

a war period like that are written rapidly, ad within that year there could easily

have been a book written ..and Moses makes a quotation that seems very ap propriate
is a

--I don' t see why /. }&t proof that Moses ha sfi't written... But yet books h--that

contain fine historical memoirs, and inspired books can refer to-They.They don't kmean

the rest of that book... the only thing inspired is.. .now, go on to H. which is

Deut. Now, they wrote such a book and that book contained these wod words.

The only thing that is inspired is that these words are contained ac in that book

and now we go on to H. which is eut. 2:12 and & we have a few that I want

to look at hurriedly in Deut. because wont spend much time in Deut. but

Deut. 2:12 says that the hoaring also dwells in S4e-Sefr before time but the

children of Esauxw*k,h-succeeded them when they had destroyed them befee

afld4erae1- from before them and dwel t in their stead; as Israel did unto the

land of his peesee#s-- possession, which the Lord gave unto them. And the

statement is made rT4'iAs Israel did in the land ... which the Lord gave unto

them, must have been written at ak later time, because Joshua had not yet

conquered Canaan, but of course we do -_ know that the ... they had conquered

the country of trn3-- Transjordan, and so a small part of; theland of Israel had

oeen conquered, and so-the-atatement- this statement, as Israel did unto the

land of His possession would certainly have ui*i4l-led-been fulfilled to

s ome extent already, so I don't see why it could not have been by Moses. Also,
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there is the possibility that it includes what L3r,ea Israel was going to do in the

future, zx but even here again if someone were to say that the somebody were

to say .. .to make clear-tha1-te*e-K Just what . somebody ins erted that later

mw the margin and s eed-8eFted-a-&l-f-e- vefse-lteI"-te-iiake -cIear-ti-st

wt-r-ra4-it got in the text by mistake. There could be such an inarrect

addition in the text that occurred at an early time, I don't think it is necesary

to waste ...but if it did happen it is not an evidence against the Mosaic

authorship of the book. Well, that was G. Now , H. and I. was Deut. 3:11.

Deut. 3:11 is one of those ... For only.. 1,&iedl behold his bedstead was a bed

stead of iron. After the cubit of a man. Now, this bedstead of iron argues against

Mosaic authorship, but it seems to me that it has been given an importankce far
the of this king of Bashan,

beyond its desert. Moses had led the people 1n4 conquering/ and +o_-deaeAb"

this-eeette---.-they-ha4oeft-they had conquered that land, they had seized

it, and that had x happened the year before he is not-now giving this farewell

address. And in this farewell aew-- address he is reminding them of the way

that the Lord has brought them, and he refers to their conquest, and he says that

Og was the only dx one that-of those Ibd2 kings that were in that are a before.

Jc And he said, His bow bede#eed- bedstead was one of iron, and it is preserved

in the mue-ue-museum there, arid . ..to remind them of the strength of this man

whom they conquered. Now, -thef-is-- there is no reasonAxx why you couldn't

point back tothe museum-e-4that contained a reminder of a great victory two

LO 'j'-'-
years ae but in addition to that there Is new evidence that he--has come

last
to light in th e%t-' few years that makes all the rn
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that the . . really didn't get into full swing until the time of David. It w

the reason that David was able with a small number to overcome the great hosEts

" which he had gotten fromthePhilxistines, and çr- .ieot- previous to that a ix

small number of people had held a great number of Israelites in subjection because

they had a bcxDcerw-iron. and it is n- one of the new archaeological discoveries

accepted by all studenzts now that the iron age came into full swing just about

at the time of David and before that the Philxlstines had great scess because

of their -oppression-of- possession of iron instruments and knowledge of how to

use them, in fact, we see in I Samuel how there was no Smith in the land of Israel.

But they had to go k down to the Philistines and have their agricultural instruments
permit the Israelites

sharpened and The- only the Philistines had iron armor. They did not predi*eethee-e
to have them .
... well, here is the beginning-c'--just the first- 4h1_--army7A+A&t- -trace of the

iron age, that this King of Og was able to have a bedstead of iron, when ..was

practically unknown and unused, most 4rtsimplements and instruments were of

bronze,which is K just 83c about as good as iron but much more expensive , and

it takes longer to work ... and iron is prepared quickly and in ± greater amounts

aid-was-a--mjas a tremendous aava- advance ... lf somebody read this fifty

years ago, why on earth did it stress so much the; fact that he had a bedstead

of iron, but in the day of Moses that was a rare thing to have a bedstead of iron.

And so , it would be quite natural txc, but with Moses, c it is the natural thing

to do. Now, that " . .now, James .. .14, and that is the k statement ... and the

coasts... so there is no problem there. We know ... how Manassah had conquered

this region and . but the problem here is the last three words, unto this day.

Manassd-i gave them this name and that name stickEs to it to this day. The name

has been changed by the man who did it, and today ... and people say that it

couldn't have been by Moses. In your assignment I divided your assignment into
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two parts, Deut. 34 is one of the ...why couldn't it have been by Moses. WEll,

because it x tells about his death and his burial, and how could he tell about

his death and his burial. In the first verse it isayssays, . . and the Lord showed

him all the nd of Gilead unto Dan. and all Naphtali, and the lard of EphraiKm,

and Manasseh, and all the land of Judah, unto the uttermost sea.

And then it says in verse 6, No ran knows of his sepulchre unto this day. God

bnried Moses in a valley in the land of Moab, over against Bethpeor.: but nc

man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day. And then verse 9--eays- 10 says,

And there arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew

face to face.

P-2 5

.Joshua... if he did .... and .. they have the prophets now, but ..., and I

.personally it does not .. .this is what he has been doing ... He said finish

up the book... So put it down this way, and I am going to reveal this to you.

I am going to carry you there, and but not quite like . . it's not impossible but

if Am it does not affect the questlbn, and so these objections well ar wer

They will well answer ... and someathing to refer.t back to... that will no...

We have discussed each of them to sane t extent. Now, I want to go or to Num er

3 . Number two was ..of some of the verses involved. N;mber 3 was the conclusion

regarding these verses. The material is suppose to k be that we have advanced.

It is nothing new, and the objections i'as4 raised . And t4lefe-w-they were qult4

well answered at that time, and they did not play any great roll in the ... in the

18th century. But the later criticism was from an entirely different viewpoint and

yet it takes up this verse as arguments ... so it is very important that you be familiar

with them. Now, the conclusion regarding these verses is small a. In most cases

there is little difficulty in accepting the idea that Moses wrote these particular
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verses. In most cases there is little difficulty in accepting the idea that Moses

wrote these particular z verses. In most cases dhee there is little difficulty

when accepting the idea that Moses wrote these particular verses. You notice

how in tx Deut. 1. :1 the difficulty comes from a mistranslation . Abram was

always . . in about 2/3rd of the cases it is used fir

this c side of the river away from where you are and 1/3 of the ± river on which you

are. Actually the side of the Jordan doesn't tell which one. You should examine

the Hebrew stth . there is no real difficulty in this case in the dc idea that Moses

might kxK have written that verse exactly as it stands . In the case of the

1ese-account of Moses' death we notice that it is not at all impossible that

God might have revealed this to him. There is more difficulty in believeing that

Moses wrote that than there is in Deut. 1:1. However, it is not at all impossible

to consider that it may be that Moses did write the account of ±kx his death and

.in the case of Numbers 12:3 where it aey-. . Moses could be the most conceited

man in the world. You notice that in the context it is not the case at all. Moses

in speaking of his attidctude g in a particular situation. And I am sure as he

looks back , k We have looked at . ..and there are otter places ... which may

have been referred to. And so I say in most cases there is no difficulty in accepting

the idea that Moses wrote these particular verses, but what I think is more important

is B. Even if some of them should be later interpolations, even--eeme-ef-thet---therc

-their number is far too small to disprove Moses' R authorship as a whole.--Eve-

-,e-ef-the- Now , when we say later interpolaticn s , what do we mean by that/

9-peW-e--te Well, what do we mean by that? One possibility indicates

thatn any one of them is aft-that an inspired man later , x inserted a correct statement

under the leadership of the Spirit ofGod or changed a name that no longer meant
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anything to peopl&e because the name was no longer usedx, into the name

which then was used. So t"at was one possibility. And- Another possibility

which & cannot be completely ruled oit is the possibility of an error, &1-4

having cme into the text. I think that it is extremely lxx unlikely that--in any

one of these cases. I believe that it is extremely unlikely that some scrive

made a footnote on the side of±k his ntiee- manuscript and in the course

of copying it got into the text, but my point here is that even if that had been

the case, in ec the case of one ack or two . othc or half a dozen , that would

not dispgKrove authorship of the Pentateuch x as a whole. I think that

is tremendously important. To me it is a hundred times more important than

whether one particular word or ox one particular versec. And now we go ont

to C. 1 and C. is not clear at least until we have gone on and had more related

material , but it is an ix important point . ..C. is at most hey-w- it would not

prove the Critical Theory as it is taught today. Am At most it would not prove

the Critical Theories that are taught today. That is to say , you take the

critical Theory that is today is coming to be ttag-h-- taught in Sunday Schol

literature more and more. They are very dogmatically taught in this book, Know

Yur Bible series , published by the Abington Press, . ..Dr. ReayRoyal ... Number

five , the first zi Dewey Bible , he presents very clearly and dogmatically the

view that is wec widely taught today, if all these verses did not come from Moses.

Or even if they--i&it would not prove this whole Critical system which is taught

dogmatically as a fact today in many universities and seminaries in many parts

of the world. We w.xant to examine this theory and see just what it is . We am

want to c see just what the evidence is for it, just hcw much eve4yevidence

there is for it, and we want to examine ve- it very clearly and obacjectively,
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but before really examining it we want to see hi it develops. We can see

how the thing develops and you can understand it much ix better than otherwise.

Somebody would say why on earth in the United States do they have a meeting

of the electoral college along in Dec. or Jan. There is a certain day-date when

in every state certain men sit together and cast their vote for-p 9e4deftt- President.

And k all the men in these states have to vote for the same man as president.

In a state 51% may vote for one and-man and 49% for another. And all thevotes

go fot that one. Why do we have an electoral college. Well, you look at the

syt tern as it is carried on today, and you would say how could anyone invent any

such system, and Ic in fact, I don't hm- think anyone today weed--would think

it was a sensible system. They would say that it should be changed to a

done away with, but nobody igets excited enought about it to do it. And so you

w onder how this crazy thing ever start. Well, you wc rover would be able

to understand it unless the facts . and when the constitution was made very very

fiane ideas were worded-worked out. But instead of having people all over the

country vote for a man on account of his personality , the nice things they ar

told about him, the people would vote for a man in their district that they hae

confidence in , an thus a electoral college will eee-hMT-- be elected.

P-26

And these electors who are men of Irorninence and ediration and experience and

wide knowledge will decide who will k be the re xt man who wlwi1l president

cf the United. States. It 's a wonderful idea, and it still works t at 'ay, but

&wthis- within , ..the whole system . . . as far as 4& it's reality is concerned
system was

and entirely differenc/established When-they but yet the system, the externals

of the Electoral College still is maintained... Yet, we still keep it .. ard instead

of getting the c .. which it should have gotten , we In ye the disadvantage of
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ax having a ... and sometimes actually a minority candidate is actually electe

president. Now, you couldn't possibly understaid this , if you didn't know how

it developed. You x go to the Western end cf the United stq tes and you wonder

why do they call it California. And somebody says Don't you know anything about

You say Yes, but what does that have to do 'Mk with California. About a group

of women quakers whcse leaden was called...and this romance Cortez carried

I n their napsack which they caught in Mexico and when some of them crossed over

the gulf in this little penisula which they now z call... they said this must be

land, so they called that California And now the name has etert

extended north. When you ix,dx kno the history you see how itc developed and

you understand the tistuation, you know how much was logicac and reason and

how much was ...Now , in this book of ...the Pentateuch is made up in thi

way. Ii This is how it came into existance. How did that viewpoint come into

existence. Semeoey- Somebody...on the basis of evidences ...or did it devd op

in a certain way , and-thece-ar there traces of its development. Can we under

stand it better when we see how it came into existence. And so we go on now

to Rom. Num. II, the Rise of the Theory of Partition. This was a development

entirely eeiunconnected with the development of a hundred years earlier at which

we d.ooked at those particular verses. That instant was not until it had been under

way for a considerable time. The rise of the theory of partition, under that Capitol
1753.

a. Astruc's clue/ Now, most of you have given me this assignment which ansve rs

certain questions about Astruc. I don't need then to take much time with Number

one, Who Astruc was. Under the title Astruc's clue, I have mentioned the

date 1753, because it is a good date to remember, and of course togive you an

idea of just about how far back this first beginni5ng of this came. In 1753 Astruc
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wrote his book. Now, who was Astruc? I asked you to look up certain facts

about him. The Hugenots had been driven out of France, and managed to continue

a parallel, but many of them, and still more of his children joined the Roman
thus

Catholic Church ,4t-e,*ea- escaped these fanatical French kings, who

were trying to find reliexf from the future punishment of their sins. And John

Astruc was the son of a Hugenot minister, himself a Roman Catholic, whether
zQsons

his father had/. .. or whether . .1 don't know. But this was his background and
with the ideas of

the many books referring to this , tI critical theory began/..and I don't know

whether they call xx. ..I have felt that it would make *s-t- much difference...

I personally regretted thet--when a . ..when ...what was...He was a man who

had written a book on veneral diseases. But what I am interested in is Astruc's

theory, and that is number two. And after Astruc's theory, is small a. And

Astru&zx tells firmly .. the Mosaic authorship. Astruc not only stated tt he

thought that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, he stated it very strongly. His

bookK . it was Astruc's conviction as ... that Moses was the athfoeh4- authors4

of the Peita4ueoh Pentateuch, & and Astn.ic as far as I know , idd dø did not

say anything .. questioning the divine authority of the Pentateuch . His question

was where did Moses get the material, and that is an interesting question.

And if there is objective evidence on it, it is very irteresting, but that is a.

He fell firmly to Mosaic authorship. B. his theory is
ap

only,to
?emiS/,, _"

and Exodus one and x two. Now, whe re did Moses,..probably much of that

he was told by other people, certhinly evidence of events ... questions and x

names of those... that he certainly got ....
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from others. -eybo- When it comes to Genesis , how did r Moses get
in

the informationM Genesis. We have no way of knowing because the Bible

does not te&I1- tell us. G Did God simply say Moses , I want you to
In the beginning God created heaven and

write the book of Genesis this way./But the greater part of the Old Testament
earth and the earth was without form and void, hardly likely
was not dictated by God to the writer it seemed/kg4eal' tk t God dictated the

Book of Genesis. Did God give Moses a vision in which he saw these x events

occur and he wrote out a description of k what he saw. That would have been

a very natural way of .. because no in n was there. And the events in Exodus
most of the events of Genesis

one and two may have been told c Moses by somebody but/. .. some centuries

before the time of Moses and so C. is Astruc thought that Moses used Documents.

Paul said c The . .and the parchments , Bring them when you come . . Luk

said that ... .he doesn't claim to have known first-hed f hand what ak* *-d- he

described in his gospels but had gotten it from those that had ... and ee4med

there is nothing wrong that-with thinking that Moses had eeu docurr nts. My

first guess h&t-is that thc he did have documerts. I think that God in inspiring

him kxkept him from error and kept him from including in Genesis possibly some

erroemeous things or some mistakes that may have cone in. And so he was inspired

in the writing of GenIs but he may very well have used documents so 4.hathere is

n othing whatever wrong in Astruc thinking that Ate- Moses used documents,

but now we come to the important thing, small d. He thought that xk these docunnts

could be separated from one another by the eIi*4clue of divine names. And sinEce
matter

this/... of divine names played very great . in the historyoc±x of the -.--ri-t-i-e he

has been given
'---

ety.gceat--1 . in the history of criticism . He has been given
in critical books for havingx been

much acclaim/1c t.e- thve4--beei-the first to write a book. Now, a German pastor
some years before Abtruc

wrote an article in which he made the &u&1- suggestion -that-as KAstruc.
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No one seems to have known about it, it doesn't seem tohave had an; influence

x and ... there is certainly nothing wrong in advancing that as a conjecture for

investigation and to see if it works out or if it doesn't. This book by R.L. Smith

published by the Abingdon Press on the first Jec Jewish Bible tells how you can dividRe

the Pentateuch into documents and it k says Vat this . can g be recognized by

certain tell-tale evidence, and it says...What is the first characteristic, there

are large sections of Genesis and some portions of the first five chapters of Exodus

in which the names of Yahweh are used systematically. Other sections in the

same limits ... Elohlm, both names are used elsewhere in the Old TesiRtament

of course but there are pcxx of discourse which seems to follow a definite plan

so tM--that scholars became conivinced nany years ago t1t they were dealing

with two different documents. Suppose 1hat- for instance that one should come

upon an early history of the Aer--American colonies. And-the-hen for the space

of soI chapters it should tg suddenly be changed to New England, would it not

e xcite eety- curiosity ? We should probably undertake to make sure that both

names refers tothe same land, and having done so zk we should be apt to conclude

t hat one attto- author had wrltwten, alde#-another had written theNew England

section, &that means that we should decide from two sections written from two

different viewpoints, this is something similar to -some-h+4 the thing that has happened

in the case of two names for God, in S ot4u&end--Genesis and Exodus 1:5, that
In New Testament study today

is a very conxclusive explanation of this theory./The argument is used today

of something just the opposite of . ..the ... because... sggested that the we

portion- &-.-.-e- in the book of Luke card he used we when he was on hand

and they wFe n he heard from other people. It's a similar argument used in the opposite

direction. Now, this is an & argument but used ;in the opposite direction. Now,
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this is an idea which Astruc advanced ard it sounds like a very interesting approach

and there is certainly nothing wrong in the ... apprca ch and seeing how well or

how poorly it would .. .andl am speaking of the average graduate of a liberal

semira ry, is 1 00 S convinced of it, and has little tex idea of how littgle or

how poor he is. Because it simply has been given him and he has to take it and

it's good to know what the facts are about him, but it is tremendously .. to kncw

e xactly what the thc facts are,xax but k before we go on in that directirvn we
Small e

want to ..what I think is rather ilmportant E wWo-e which is . He

thought that 10 sections didn't belong to either side. Astruc made a guess.

HetHe 3ipd-said this section was written by Joshua, t4-seetkft-w-s

w4tei-b-y- It's itg-x interesting that while he divided the great bulk of

the Pentateuch into the two main documents. He found ten sections that didn't

belong to either one. A very interesting theory and one which it would be ... good

to look at the details of and . to seek if it actually does work out. Now, number

3 a brief discussion of Astruc's view. Astruc's view we are e- not gogig to

study fully because nobody today accepts it in the form that Astruc presents

it. He is consi ered to have found the clue, but the c4tise-4& clue is worked

out in many regards altogether different ... he thought that . . even according to
his

his ideas, and then it is important tonote thatM-#he theory rests on the assumption

that Moses copied the mater1 directly from his sources 'L th little or no change, and

that is rather RI important. Moses ma1av might have had4ooe documents and

read them and got his mind filled with it k at and then wrote it in his own words.

Astruc copied it jst about exactly a it was, ad--except in the ;any

places whe e it doesn't fit with their theory x wheRre they say that a redactor

made minor changes, and we look at thc att that later on, but Astruds book was

published and various French and German writers spokeN in rather ridiculing terms

of it. It got comparatively little attention . ..it had practically noix influence upon
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the scholarly world ... before 17.. .30 years later , and that would be a different

ran, . . was many t41- times as great as that of Astruc, but a Astruc . . gets ±x the

name because he ..now, this man is called Elckorn, We will call B, EKlcForn's

Doetie-Documentary Theory. E#ee4s--spe- Elchhorn Documentary theory.

Now, number one, Who E4ehwa-EIchhorn was. Elchhorn was a professor in Germany.

A man who kz had an enclyclopaedic mind, a man who is often referred to as the

k Father of the higher criticism. He wrote extensively in 01 d Testament and on

New Testament and he w covered a tremendous range of material, he wrote a

grea deal and mu&h-much of it is very carefully worked out and very well presented.

His book on Introduction to the Old Testament went through four editions. The

first was in 1783 and the last in 1823. Over a period of four years while he was

busily writing ac Introduction to the New Testament and other books as well, he

got out a three new editions of his Introduction to theOld Testament. He was

not familiar with Astruds book, but he had read a review of it, ari k whether

he got the idea of it and And- 9u-found that the review . or whether he got

it from his review of Abtructs book. But he rqe4?-carried the theory WLDC quiz te

a bit more t in detail than did Astruc ,.Number two, k Eichhorn's origlal attitude

toward Mosaic authorship. One thing that he stressed very greatly was the unity

of the Pentateuch. He said that there was a system to it , a plan to it, and that

it all4ffe-fitted together in a most remarkable way. He said that k it was inconceivable

that such a remarkabigy unfied weM-as-the-wec1--awork as the Pentateuch could hive

come into existence except as k a resttresult of one .br4ll--brilliant I ndivldual

and who eel-,else could that have been except Moses, and Thre was no one that

could have done it, except Moses, and so in this introduction Eighhorn strongly

maintains Mosaic authcr ship of the Pentateuch. Number -thethree, -her--E4e,-

10
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Eichhorn's theory regarding enesis, in his first edition Eichhorn's extends

the period only to Genesis , as has been done by Astruc, and Eichhornc

maintakined that there were two documert s which took up the greater part of

Genesis, and the details differs from Astruc somewhat we-.. .and as number

four we meitne--ment1oned Eichhorn's four arguments, now these four k arguments

ar e of tremendous importance . They are a g mRt-arguments which are still used

to this day, and-t-hece-they are arguments which we will have to disctcuss at eeie4ef

considerable length, and tetgt4--though I mentioned that you should learn wha

these four arguments are in order to Ce d#-ee- consider each of them very

carefully. The first of these is small a under four, the argument from Divine

Names, and as you notice in your assignment on Genesis 1:1, it uses theword

God right straight through, -wheh--arrI then after k 2:4 for the next; couple of

chapters it speaks alee-almost entirely of the Lord God with Lord in four

capitol letters, this represents t1 Hebrew , arid in the -pree present

day , gec English speaking critical zk scholars write _Yahwah, nobody knows

how the name was actually pronounced. In our Hebrew;we have these four letters

which represents the Lord God , the American Standard says the-Jehovah God

and the name and then the word God is used for about two charters , as if to

say t1 t God in Genesis one is the same one that is called Jehovah or Lord i

chapters two and three and after that the term Lcrd God is xtx - rarely used.

After that it is mostly just the Lord or Jehovah , and the critics say. . and so

the book of Genesis is the ... ee#rbegins. .and then we have about -he--three

ca rters Me-; using another name for God, and . you have a similar process

the alternation is much ... and I think that you have found that it is not that way

allthrough Genesis. But there are sections where
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In
Eichhorn s theory regarding kx Genesis. /)is first edition Eichhorn extended

the theory only to Genesis,, and then the early part of Exodus, as has been done

by Astruc. Eichchorn maintained that there were two documents which formed

the great part of Genesis and the early part of Exodus, as has been done by Astruc.

And Eichhorn maintained that there were two, whk h took the greater

part of Genesis. 4e-It became the .. from Astruc 9me-somewhat but the general

and as number four we mentioned thet- EichhoKrn's four arguments. Now them

four arguments are of tremendous importance. They are arguments which are

still used to this day, they are arguments which would have to be discussed

at considerable 1erth , and so I would imagine that you would have to learn what

these four arguments are in order to consider each of them very carefully. The

first of these , small a under four, is the argument from divine names. The argu

ments from divine names. And if you will notice in your assignment on Genesis

1:1 ic it uses the word God in our English Bible right straight through which translates

the Hebrew word Elohim, and then after 2:4 for the next couple of chapters it speaks

almost always in the King James Bible of our Lord God, and -the-this represents

the Hebrew , which ..Nobody knows how the name was actually pronounced.

In the later part of the Old Testament times , did not pronounce the name , just

the Lord. Butin het our Hebrew we have these four letters ... ard then in our English

Bible the Lord God... it is the name and then the word God used for quite a few chapters

--adc after that... and so , the ..begins with ax section ...and the n we hae- have

about three chapters .. .a-eR--euusIng another name for God, and I had you

look at other chapters of Genxesis to see whether you have a similar problem

and then after 2:4 for the next couple cf chapters, almost always in our King James

Bible , the word, represents Lcrd God with Lord in four capitol letters,
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which x represente the Hebrew yodh,he,waw,he. In present day English

speaking critical scholars write Yahwah. Nobody knows how it was actually

pronounced. The Jews in later Old Testament times did not pronounce the name,

they simply said the Lord. But in our Hebrew we have these four letters Wi ich

represent the name of God, and it says in our English Bible the Lxd God , and

the American Standard Version says the Jehovah God, it is the name , and then

the Word God is k used for about two chapters. And the God of Genesis one i

the same one that is now called Jehovah in chapter two and three, and after that

the term Lord God is rarely used. After that it is iaaal-1--. . all through you have

a long section and I;think that you have found that Itis not quite that way in most
alteration in some se44.iesections than it is right here

cases. The ./ . is much more frequent/, but Ate-r- there are sections where it is

.this is the clue which certainly...
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There are sections wie re ... this is a clue which would certainly be wcrth looking
and checking

into/. to see if it would work out, if you are k interested in knowing c the source

fromwhe1 of the ø documents. Now, lam honestly uncertain wh.efhe- of the

two arguments which to give second and which to give thirdc. Smoth Smith

here gives one as second which I usually give as third . . ..I will give second

an argument which meant at great deal to Eichhorn ,. which they are not quite so

apt to t put so much stress M on today, but which if provable is a tremendous

important argument. This is an argument from continuous narrative. When we

were going to found Faith SemNSeminary, I satdown one day at the tyep

typewriter and I said, What shall k our-p-& purpose be in the Seminary. The

purpose should be so and so, and I wrote about a third of a page of .. . purpose,

and then I sat down the next a day and made a new attempt, and I kx hadn't

even looked at the former. And this one I felt was rather cop-complete, and yet
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when I looked at them I found that in each case I had expressed some things

better than I had expressed some things better than I had in the t other, and

I ended up pre.et4e&,4y- practical 1 y with a sentence from this , and a sentence

from that, and you will find it in our catalog today, a good part of what I wrote

which was combined in that way,-and-from two documents, and put together and

inter-related, and youwill separate t-Pow-those two into the original form I had

" . you would find that each had a fairly complete account of tie pir pose of

the Seminary, but it is much more ..when you have the m combiAned, and yet
Lk~, %~ V\.Oi:, ~~

fi,4wI am very, very serf-j- skeptical that any of you would take the statemertz and

" . . inkx just the way that I originally l d it, before I combire d ± them. Now,

here Elchhorn said Here is a clue, the word Elohim . .4ha-take the Jehovah passages

and put them I here, and see if you read right straight along . . .and you have tie

a
whole story here. Now, you have the whole sthry in both of thernand the prgunnts
\, ctr

4 f rom continuous narrative. Now, ,4n-thebeginnir Pvehow it looks vy much like

that, and you beleve-believe the Biblaical story of creation . Well, which do

you believe , the story in Genesis 1 or the story in Genesis 2. Well, you read
ra le and female created He them,

the story in Genesis one, How God created man, ,ánd you read in Genesis 2 that

God took the dust of the earth and breathed into k it the breath of life, and man

became a 1M living soul, and you read a little further ona, i how he took a rib

out of his side, and fashioned it into a woman and na de ...Well, now, there

are two accounts of creation of manxc. Well, people say, you have the creation

hFe-here and the -ereaten creation here, and you have a flood there and the call of

Abraham and the call of Abraham ther and so ac on, you have two complete stories.

Well, some will speak very dogmatically ... lt is a matter of-and see does it make
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a.complete story or is it necessary to assume a lot in one of them as being

having been there and then left out because that portion was k taken from the

other You see, it would be perfectly easy to have two complete stories and read

and study them both and then have one new one, but if you did it the -- way th t

most would do itr-theft-c the way tia t most of us do it, then yeti-weti-4- it vould

be ix impossible to divide it up 4i-again and show k where the two sources

a1er-the-were, the places where . ..you can divide it up, and on the basis of the

divine names. ..and you can ha've a eeepcomplete set story, a complete narra'tive

in each case, and that is an argument whith is important to be well informed. You may

not expressed K quite that way a great deal but you cannot take up any critical book

on tI Pentateuch, or any critical commentakry whet-where this argune nt will not

" . be the backbone of the statements. And closely allied to this argupient is

C. the argument from -Pa-I-Parallel Passages. Now, this argune nt can be expressed

in different ways. It can be expressed in parallel passages , it can be expressed

pIieeet-repct-i4o-.- as duplicate narrative or repetition. It says here

on pat page 29 thece-"there are certain repetitions in amarrative whi ch oheK call

for explanation . There are duplicate reports of the acts of creation. Genesis l:l-32:48

asø over agairE t 2:4b to 25 . He says a careful reading of chapters 6-9 of the
we have here

book of Geniesis r-eveF-reveals the facts that/heFe-ae4wo accounts of E man's

wickedness and God's p-lea-auei-d1spleasure. Some passages speak of one
being taken into the ark

pair of every kind of animal/ while other passages speak of ... and state that

7 pairs were preserved in tie case of the ... obvlously There-these are two different
of the sane story

versions/ Some verses say that the flood lasted forty days and etheT-e~ others
promise

that it a& lasted 150 day s. The re are two accounts of the/c&]1 of Abraham.

Gen. 17:]6-l9 and Gen. 18:9-15. The father in ]zlaw of Moses is referred to
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3:1
under two names, Exodus 2:18, and Id. and there are two accounts of the

sending of manna and the quakils , Exodus 16 and Numbers 11. Thus we

have a brief statement here of the article. He contixinues in the preceding

paragraph .. . but it provides illustration and reasons 'Wiy scholars believe

that theyare dealing with two different accounts fc of fe-the same circumstance,

when they read the books of Genesis and Exodus. Similar duplications of different

d etails carry on into the book of judges, now this argument from parallel passges

is an argument which may be closely related to the argument from continuous

narrative. You are ger-not going to have a complete story if you &W--don't have

duplicates , if you don't have repetitions if you &x don't have parallels. Well,

s-emple-some people will tell you that ... you have a whole set of parallels here

and a whole set here. They are tie evidence of two documents . Well, we

wait to look into the evidence, how great or how small it is and if the argument

holds water. AM--- But it is an argument wt-that we should be familaciar with

and what our ..and then small d. ic argument from style. That xb. is a complete

narration. One man, a friend of mine that was crossing the ocean once talking

with a liberal minister, and this man said to him , Why, there is ii just as much
P

difference between the style of the J and the/sections of the eet4oe- Pentateuch

as there is between Cathaucer's EngiKish and our English. Well, now if you were to

read half ac page of G-he-¬-hente--Chaucer's English and half and eu

E1.1&t-modern Eng].xish you would -k-nw know exactly one ended and one began,

and it would be very obvious if it would be anywhere;near ... it would have

been thcreIe---eteha--er-known to the Apostles you n be sure of that.

There is no sharp tremendous reason in style but there are differences in
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style k suffiucient to establish different authorship, sufficient for us to separate

out documents what are the basic doe e -4eF--efle-of these arguments, for

one thing it sya--is said makie and female and another says a man and his wife.

Bring theui animals into the ark, the man and his wife. Certal nly the fact that

of using two expressions doesn't prove two different authors , you pick up any

sports article , any paper, ;you will -rsee het-a read that the Minnesota twillers

came rushing into the field, and the tigers did such and such aid- --theywill
the

have maybe six different titles for the same u baligame, and they use4 different

titles in order to avoid it being the same sort of thing , they will zu use different

things. You read almost any Russian novel and you wil find that each persora

has about six names , sometine s they w1llx use all six, and sometimes they

will only use the first name. They are just constantly using different ways for

variety. We don't do that in English so much . We aren't quite so apt todo tIa t

We are mor apt to do one thing and to do it consistenztly, except in sports

writing where t4'e--this cx used to be done a very great deal. But if you can

find ceto4econsistent variety of style, consistently agreeing with these otFe r

criteria, it can make a pretty good argument. Now, this is much the sort of

argument. and one thing that somebody might say, is that after all .. is simply

a portion of D . Actually it is . Because x the z use of the divine names is simply

a differertce in style. Smith makes the statement in here that one of the documents

always speaks of the ancestor of the Jwc Jews as Israel, and the other always

as Jacob. I think that in that case that Smith is writing sorre thing without having

examined the facts. He will find that each of the eeuM--documents u se

both names. He mae-makes that as a dogmatic statement here, and if you have

two documents. This one always au-uses Elohim, and thuis one always uses

Jehovah. And this one always uses a-feu-easy, flowing style, a nd the other other
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.a. repetitions, statistical style, you would have a number of places like that

you have a ste strong argument, but watch odxi out that the nature of theargument

" . . you can twist it around before you. It would be very easy for him to give

an evidence against.

P-29

It is exactly as if you were to take the telephone book and I were to lay it

down without any fear of contradlkction that at least one out of every 7 numbers

of the telephone book will have a 7 but that doesn't prove the inspiratxion

of the telephone.. the thing with an argument like this is that it must be used

with a high degree of consistency if it is to be a valid argument. k 1th And

it ha s to be a valid reason for acceptance to it, . . .we.ll, now, is the evidence

f or Zc the dev-division ei-theof the Pentateuch into documents , is it a.. . like

the numeriKcal arguments... or is it . ..without any . but where is it in between.

Now, these arguments are four arguments and are tremendously i* important argumMkents

but I dont think the criticism as it is today would ever have become established

on the basis of these, eFe-there are a number of other very important developements

and we _- want to look at these. But pri-eaw please bc look at these and think

them through.

I have known people who -h&ve-will x not wear buttons on their clothe mcs because

th'ie-yhy- they think k it shay s worldly pride. We had a student from a

Quaker background who was 4 1-te---- visited by an old quaker and told that

he was showing worldy pride c by allowing people to address him as mister.

Now, that seems ludic4crous to us. They are cert nly a hundred times than

the attitude cf the mc person whose wc4y worldly pride and advancement

is the thing that counts. The fact is tIa t there are manV people who are in the
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Lord's work d efter-have accomplished a fair amount in the Lord's work,

but who have nevertheless h-ave--in their hearts are looking out for their

own advantage and their own more y and comfort and the Lord looks on the

heart, and kit is the heart that matters, and I dcn 't see any r son why

a Christian should not dress so tiat he looks respectiable and so that 4e

his appearagnce is a great honor to the cause of God , rather than the other.

But I would much prefer the man that goes to an extreme in avoiding in what

he thinks of ... than the x one who takesk the attitude of ... and becomes the

Now, when it cone s to our attitude toward revival there is a very definite similarity

The person who will not wwr buttons on their clothes and will not wear w clothes

that le4-look at all in line with the present standgards, the person who does that

sort of thing k puts himself off from our world and asa rule has little . .---there

is an occasional one who everyone thinks of as a freak but nevertheless by

great consecration really accomplishes a grt-great deal for the Lord, but they

are rare. Most of them, if they depart on fiel't-se-non-essential. they cut off

our influence and have far less .... NNow , when we come to the Bible I have known

people to say that this is God's Word, I believe every word of it, I take it all literally,

I believe even the ooma-- cover, because the cover has Holy Bible. It says

here is God's word and JI find somethix in it the t is a good statement and I find

something else ard so I don't accept it. If it is God's Word then it judges us

and not we it, and wheat-whatever it really says we must accept and stand upon

whether it is reasonable to us or not. And so it is very vital what out-our attitude

toward God's Word is, but then it is very vital that we decide really what is
verse

God's Word, and it doesn't take much investigation that the eF4 division c

ar not a part of God's Word. The Chapter divisions are . ..I think that is much
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" ..Cambell Morgan says that 9/lOs of them are wrong. I think that is mukch

too extreme. But the cp-itkel chapter divisions are a human devise. The

translation into English cannot be perfect. It is impossible. We cannot translate

one language to another exactly... perfectly. And the King James translators

made a wonderful translation into the language of their day. There are places

where their interpretations are definitely wrong, and there aramany pdx,cx points
so said

where the lanugage has changed.. . and/.',hat theyzxmeans nothing to us

today... ... We stand by God's Word, and it is God's word in the original,

as God gave us that is the Bible infallible upon which we can stand.., they

say, when somebody says somebody takes an extreme position.., that means

that the Bible is placed on the top of a shelf and worshipped like a shrine...

that is bad. I would fear that that might be what he is j doing, because tbadxx he
when

c takes everything literally. I am sure that jt nobody thinks that xc it says

that the field ccx and trees clapped their hands.,. that it means that trees had

their hands. Everybody understands that it means that the whole nature will

x enjoy the Word of God... they would not take it literally. I do not see

how they could take it literally. While we say that most of the Bible is

literal, yet, there are certain parts that are figurative.., but I do not see

how we can say that ... But the ... is what is literal and what is figurative, that
is true of

is, other than what is literally written. This xii.*r.cevery wji of the Pentateuch.

Well, I say, I do not x know. Every word ak there is ... whether Moses

wrote every word x with his own hand or whether he did not write every word with

his own hand. I do not think that this )( should make the slightest difference,

LQ'LQ-
but 1 think that the words that ar written were the words that Moses decided
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to be that under the leadership of the Ho4ly Spitit. So, I think that he did

write it, whether he specifically wrote himself or not. Now, how did Moses

get this information? Did God all dictate to him? It seems to me that very unlikely.

It seems to be much more likely that he did write what he ziwc saw, that he described

what he saw. There are of course certain portions that were dictated. .. and
comes to

the Holy Spirit j kept him from error. When it vAum the account of Abraham,'s days,

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, ... passed along... lWhether k,w he wrote them

down from hearing traditions or not I do not know. Maybe Moses had some

documents, which he read over and selected from them ... he stated them accroding

to time.., errors came in, but what Moses wrote in the Scripture could not have

had errors (because of the guidance of the Holy Spirit), although the documents

might have had errors. What Moses wrote was correctly preserved. What Moses

wrote was not in cc error in the sense that it was correctly preserved from
the

documents,xExuxx. It was Inerrant in the sense that it tellsAruth about

what happened. It is the document that has mistakes in , and the Holy Spirit'

kept him from putting mistakes in the writing. And what he wrote, what he gave

was the part of the Bible upon which Jesus Christ sealed his approval that that

is the Word of God. Q. Moses is somewhere between 1450 and 1250 B.C. Nobod'y

knows where... We have thousands of writings in Egypt, and Mr. Greene has

called attention to something that is not quite closely related to what we are

dealing with now, but has a definite bearing upon it, andtk I think that it is

very important and fitting to have a word about it at this time. When criticism

develops, take for instance, Astruc, 1753, he says that nobody has

nearly the time of
that has been written in 500 B.C. That was thousand years afte'Moses



scrab or athin ....
There was not a single strap of paper th&t-was has been ... that was feasible

kx and ... to the people at the time of Adam which they can say with certainty...

this was wtitten before 2 500 B.C. And Moses was ... before that. It was
long

only/after the time of Adam, then we discovered the life of ... that was before...

there in Egypt they saw thousands of pictures of men and of animals, and all...

some kEiqc kind of magical ... but it was not. It was the hieroglyphic of the

Egypt. AndttD' to arrange them in chronological order and to get them connected

together with ... divisions to find x out that the bulk of them come from thacx

before the time of Moses. At the time of r.kk Eichhorn, jtR*,X we could

(3.00) .ziQt read any of the hieroglyphic writings, aid so it was natural enough

for anybody when the criticism started ... why, it must have been passed on

Today we know that at least some hundred years

before the time of Moses Hammurabi put up the squares in a big monument in the main
squre in

/Babylon, on which he says, these are the laws of Babylon, they are written here

so that any thinks that he is unjustly treated, he can come here and read and see

what his rights are . Now, in Philadelphia i you want to know what your
pay to your

rights are, you have to ... /40 dollars kxxxx lawyer, and then he will

hunt in the law book and he would figure out what 4rour rights are. But

Hammurabi. thought that everybody should be able to read something in the public

square, and find out what his rights were, and some of them were pretty dlfficulW

to understand.. . At least this fact assures that he expected that either everybody

in Babylon was able to read or at least that everyone would have access to someone

who could read to him. .. czithc Beyond that, if you read the whole 1ammurabi,

you read the law of the Hammurbai, you will find in it that if you think your

property is in someone else' hand, and that you can prove that it belongs to you,
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you go to the judge, and you say that he has robbed the property that belongs to

you, and that he is a thief. And the judge can sentence that man to death, and

he is killed, unless xx1c he can bring witnesses to

prove that he got somewhere else and paid for it, and of course you can get witnesses.

P30

Beyond that, if you read the law in the Hammurabi, you wilW find in it that

if you think that your property is in someone else' hand, and you can prove

that that belongs to you, you go to the judge and say to him that he has got this

property that belongs to me, he is a thief, and the judge condemns that man to be

put to death, and he is cx killed, unless he can bring witnesses to prove

that he got it átz from you legally, and paid for it, and,of course, that

you could get hold of witnesses at a particular time would be very, very difficulty'.

But to have kk the tablets sealed off... would be just as good. So, if a

person is going to be. a little ... so you can see that reading and writing
the ancient

was much more common i4/Babylon hundreds of years before the time of Moses,

and it is in many other countries of the world today. Great many countreis today
with all the wisdom of the Egyptians

are much less literate than ... Moses . /. it would be very, very strange

if he could not read and write. So, ... in fact in many people's mind

hundred years ago or one hundred and sixty years ago, after all, this would have

to be .. . with the words of mouth... because the writings., but rather the

writing was rather common. But that does not mean that Moses could simply

wtite down out of ... He had to have had some source to get the material.

If somebody zx must say that I believe that God gave every bit of it

through Moses in a dream every wcrd of it, then, see , what happens, kwuaxwx
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he wrote down all that is absolutely true and he expanded it ... God's Word....

I say that the Lord bless him in his work hundred times profitable for the Lord's

work. . . But I think that a person dx who takes an extreme position unwarranted

by the evidences ... he may be able to exert far greater influence for the Lord

if he studied the fact as to just what they are, and thus make a firm stand
on

for that/which the Bible makes a firm stand , and thus go beyond... it is

as it may make it more difficult to have ... so in this light I would like to look

at this evidence with absolute fairness, and I would like to lean over backward

this minute... by the end cf this semester, we will look fully at the ... on these
the truth is

points that I do not think that we ( have much time to study what kx4

am on major points, but as we go through, I would like to pay the closest possible,

the fullest possible attention to the zgtx,n&tboc arguments that the critics

have presented, in order that we may have the sympathetic understanding of the

viewpoints they give, and then see exactly how strong or how x weak the

evidences are which they present. And our present point ch our discussion

we are dealing with the history of the development of the critical theory.

And this is a thing that I think we ought to know more about them than most

people do. Because when you find great scholars today who would say that

this is absolutelyt clear and there is no question about it... and if you find

equally intelligent and critical scholars who got not long ago said that the

exact opposite and said that it was absolutely so... nobody would cast doubts

upon it. It is good to be.m aware of that fact. 1873... you see how

it gradually developed... without this.. . I( do not think ... whatever become

established. Now, we are looking at the Eichhorn, and an extremely important

one is number 3. Eichhorn's four arguments. That is number four
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It is easy to see when we think of the first argument from the Divine name, and

when we think of the second argument from style, and it is easy to see how

once these arguments are presented, then along with that, the arguments from the
continuous narratives

the arguments from parallel passages, it is easy to see how the first two

chapters of Genesis to be able to immediately say that this us very lovely...

Here we read in this first chapter of Genesis... we have the word God all the

way through to 2:4. God did this, God did that... Here in this first chapter of

Genesis, you find that a sort of enumerative ,kEx sort of style. You find that
he called

God called the light day and the drkness4iight. There were evening and morning,

and ... one day. And God called the taxi firmament
'
heaven and there was

evening and there was morning and the second day. You find in verse 12, God

saw that this was good. Rather than God said that ... what did happen...

almost identical except '.that verse 11 is a command... "And God saidlj, Let the

earth bring forth grass, the herb yeilding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit

after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so." And

the earth brought forth grass, and herb yeilding seed after his kind, and the

tree yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, ad after his

kind: and God saw that it was good. " It is a sort of enumerative stuff. In

verse 11, the command is given, and then carrying on of it is given in the

next verse. And then God saw that it was good. And the evening and the
to

mroning were the third day. " And then you get on k verse 14, and it is again a

command, and then in 16 and 17 He fulfilled the command and almost word for word,

and v. 19 says, " and God saw that it was good. and the evening and the morning

were the fourth day." In verse 20, then, 7And$ -
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God gives commands and then in 21 God fulfills the command. In 23 there

was the evening and tie morning were the fifty day." And thus you have a

succession oixx through sixth day, chapter 1 and the next three verses...

you have the seventh day. You have the style that repeats the command in full,

and then the fulfillment cf the command... a nujnber of cases... God saw

that it was good... in number of cases God saw that what he had made was good.

God saw that it was made and that bow was very good, on the sixty day.

He repeates this particular expression a number of kixba3c times. You have

there there was the evening and the morning a first day, a second day, a third

day, and so on. How does that phrase repeat six times? You have a sort of

enumerative style. It is much more like the style of the law, particularly the

a laws, particularly the laws that ... where you are to take. this animal, and

this part and that part, etc. This is this, that is ... and so %' on . You have

a -a-tpesa style, a rather distinctive style, one, one, tw, four and the first

half of ... It is a very distinctive sort of style. It uses )( the ward God all

the way through. It is tie story of the creation, and it includes the creation

of man. And then in chapter 2, you have the Lord of the , this repetitive sort

of thought. In chapters 2, 3, and 4, you read a continuous account of the

events that occur, and then it is a narrative. And your general impression of

it is quite different from your impression of it... in the first chapter. If you

look into the matter, and see how the style is ... quite different from a narrative

style. So you have here two things ... you might have a ... one feature of

but it is a very distinctive feature. God, God, God.., all over in chater

one . Chapter two, Jehovah God, the Lord God. The Lord God, the Lord God... yodh,

he, waw, and he. over, over and over again in chapter 2, 3 and then 4, it just
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all
Jehovah, Jehovah... and put together. . /through . these three chapters, through

chapter 4, They put the word God after Jehovah in order to make it evident that

he is talking about the same thing ... And so, you have the name Jehovah then.

God in one, Jehovah in almost every case of the other... you have the enumerative
a

style , you have a style here that is very definitely,eautiful style and you

have in the first chapter of Lhe account of the creation, the second one you

read about the creation of man. (3.00) And when you read the statement about
in the second chapter,

the creation of mars you will findthat the way it is told is quite different from

the way it was told in the first chapter. The first says, God created man in his

own image. Verse 27 says, In the image of God created he man, male and female
them

created he . In the second it says, Jehovah God formed man of the dust

of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became

a living soul. Then later on in the chapter he says, And the Lord God said, It is

not good that the man should be alone; I will make him an help meet for him.

And in verse 21, And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he

slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof;And

the rib, which the Lord God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought her

unto the man." Now, you are going to insist upon squeezing every verse

as hard as you can... you eox mean the chapter one... " You read in tdx

xR chapter one, In the/image of God God created man in his own image,

in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them." Somebody

will say, Why is it that nobody there? Why does he say when there is nobody

there? Not a woman was there. In the image of God created he them...

male and female created he them.., in chapter two we are dealing with
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In the image of God created he them... we find that in the 2nd % chapter

God created man.., but he took of the dust of the death, and he breathed into

the nostrils of the man the breath of life, and he became a living soul, and then
the man was existent

the man was ... as ... before the woman was made, and there was . . /for

some time before the woman was made. The man was made out of an inorganic

matter, out of the earth, but the woman was made out of the organic matter.

The organic chemstry is much øx higher and much more complex than the inorganic

P-31

Man was made out of an 0 inorganic matter, out of the dust of the earth, but the

woman was made out of an organic matter. Organic chemistry is so much

higher and complex than inorganic chemistry. The woman was made out of a

finer stuff, a finer material than the man... There is difference in the creation

of man and woman. But Genesis 1 simply says, male and female created he them.

Genesis 2 tells us how man was made out of an inorganic matter, woman out iI

organic matter. And so we have much more detailed account in Genesis 2,

and Genesis 1 is actually a very much condense0d statement of something

which is far,nore than you would be justified In assuming... So we have now

three different lines of evidence. dx We have the name of God, we have the

different names of God. We have very different names of God. And we have

a creation story, kx told in Chapter one and another creation story told in

chapter 2, and we have a creation story of mail,...., hapter 2 hs all the

creation of vegegations, animals, and .,. . I think that it is very; Important

that we are aware of ... I think that that is an incorrect understanding of chapter

2.
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But at this point I am not attempting to go into the arguments as to whether

chapter one and chapter two are different documens. What I am trying to

show instead, what an impress4e-4-otiw impression it would Mwetia inevitably

make on people when they would read Eichhorn's brilliant book and they would

see the tremendous differenkce k between chapter one aid chapter two. . and

most of them have-had sat in church 1. . and said thatis wI-woeefwonderful

--those are God's words. . they are just wonderful great wordsk that God has

given. Of course they are and God wants x us to... and it is obvious that both

of us bockt tell about the creation of man, and they tell about the creation of

man in x quite different language, and someone would say, Yes, they tell also

about ... and they contradict each other, and I don't think they said that... but

the . as compared with two, three, and four evi±s-l-- obviously raises a strong

argument .. Jor Moses having had two documents which he combined, it immediately

raised s 1hei this sg-strong argument, and we are going to look at this argument

later this semester. What I now want you to realize is how strong the argument

appears if you look just at the first four chapters cIGenesis, and the questicn

is what ...as you go on through the book or 4ees do we find that the ... is comparatively

simple, becone s great ly complicated as tc you try to make the diviion along these

lire s. Well, now t-ha-t4e--these are the three aru-ne--arguments, and the fourth

is narrative, aid--and they have four passages, Ix so it would not be so immediately

apparent...we have two .. . or do they not. But we wta-t-want to go on now to

Capitkol C. Now, number c is the further developments of Eichhorns documenary

theory, and -the-ki under this number one is . .--te-tesserel4e-thez-extension

to lathe rest of the Pentateuch, I have mentioned to you that Eichhorn- rrWk

L
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emphatically said that the Pentateuch is such a wonderful, unified work with

such an interrelation . so wonderfully put together, c that there is no questi n

that some great fine composer and who else could it be but Moses, in his f4
strongly

first edition he very/e&dI.y espoused Mosaic authcr ship, but & Eichhorninsisted

t at Deut. was written by Moses, and that this is the einal-oratIon Moses gave.

One of the middle parts he wasn't quite so sure, but other people took the arguments

that te he gave and extended them to the rest ofthe Pentateuch, and that

te--&eee4o-t1e--makes quite a difference with the effect of the . . If anybody

can show n, ..the documents where--were from which Moses . ..I would be inter ted.

I'm not tremendously interested in Astruc's moral life, I am! more interested in
.s u.S

what the arguments are, vJiether they are any good, we are terrible sinners before

Gal, even the best of us, it is only the wonderful grace of-ø-that enables any

ci us . .1 am not going to determine the value of the argument by the moral life

of the man ... and similarly&*-yu
11

believe Moses gave us the Pentateuch,

whether Moses did or not, I believe that Jesus Christ set the seal of His approval

upon the books th t the Jews accepted as canonical in His day, -e]:ieve--

-Meees-ge-ve-f4h---I believe that the mesages in the g book are written by inspired

man, and .. but Moses got an aoc or whether he had an account... and ... he

z-dx had written them together... orwhether . some were written by some of Abraham's

servaritz.a. . . . I4ls--4e-Abraham's servants,, .. but also . . It doesn't make much
I know the Pentateuch as we have it is God's Word

differenkc if we can find with

certainty evidence of the _- nature .. . or may be or may not be ... but when

you k extend it oc to the rest of the Pentateuch you find that in . . . you have

and ... he describes it exactly .. and then it says ... and it describes word

for wew-word what it says... and tdx it says ... so you have . . .12 times regardi g
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wor4or-werd--cepe&te4-ever&n4-ove--l2 different I tribes.. and that keeps

them from going on and studying the k whole book. For each one ... they are

all ** but to us that is ... . because there are three to four differifi t versees, and

it is repeated. and enumerated... ther-eaie--and there were soiewhat similar to

Genesisl:l,a nd tk he said that you hxx have in Leviticus, Numbers, you have

pa9ea- passages which are numerous , which are similar in style due to

so they extended it to the rest of the ;... and now, in connection with that there

are two subpoints . Small a, note on the matter of diirine names. Now, if-t-oedy

today's class Fad not come .. three or . . .1 would have given you an assignmxkent

similar to the one that you did yesterday, in order tosee the difference, kma because

afteryou get through the first five chapters,x of Exodus, you do have-not have

the4e-thls observat1or...that youhave in. . in fact , from there a-i the word God is

comparatively it is .. from the re on it is JeeahJehovah or Lord wett1fi-use.

which is used, and so the divine name as ... Is used only in Genesis and the

beginning of Exodus, ;ut you have there x evidence of a great varietyo of style

ar- we do have that, andyou have there ... but the ;main thing is this argument

from styci style.. and no longer . the explanation that is .. . in 4e--the nature c

dreams... In Exodus 3 we read that God said unto Moses , I ;am Jehovah and I appeared

unto Abraiham and unto Isaac as God Almighty, but by my name fx Of Jehovah
) r))\




was not known. God pae4spake unto Moses, and said I am Jehovah, and in

the King James Version I am the Lord, Capitol L, Capitol 0, Capitol R, and Capitol D

which represents the divine name. I am , . ..k it is a name, not a designation,

and ... by my name Jehovah I ;was not kncwn to ec them, at- but I ya-t-wantpd i
I ô-v- C Cd 16V( I

you to be -awayr--aware of the problem, aid I want you to see ... Christians should

have an idea of how to interpret it, and we will give a little tilme to it later on, but
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This statemelat says that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob knew God as God Almighty

not as Jehovah, therefore, according to this statement, Jehovah should not

be used in k Geneis , and therefore we have a document here ... in Genesis

.because Jehovah's name is not yet known, but they say that ....we have

the name Jehovah used, so aeee41-according to that argument, there is a x different

viewpoint, , and so according to one document. . but according tothe other

document, but to this point, 1,1 .... it is natural that from then on. . and so that

is the explanation that was given .. now just how valid* the statement was

that ..is not ... but since we have much more time ... of course everyone...

that we get the progress that .... so tia t we will be aware of the problem...

but at the time of Eichhorn t ere was a=.. 7Ee4IEichhom 'z didnot make much

" ..According tothat view the Divine Name is no longer much help . ..it is the

A
sctyle h-which makes the difference... well, that was a. nd there I present

to you the problem that ... a problem which I would hate to ... but which I would

much rather . .. than watch it developec, so c is that the effect of this extifision

on beliec f in Mosaic authorship, x yousee a lot of. ..Moses had a mat document
Abraham and about Noah, etc.

w hi ch told him about creation, aid about /. and he had anetyeranot1r document
and he pieced these documents together

whllxch /. well, if you can prove that's the way that Moses wrote it, k it wul

would be very interesting, but there is no particular harm in what Moses wrote

was iipclnsplred of God... however, he got the material. And " it is a very

interesting... but it certaMinly is no harm, but then you extend it... to the rest
now

of thePentateuc1/4he-you are dealing with events which Moses ... personally
It must have been a later

when Moses saw that .... Moses could k not have done it. And so EIchhorn's theory
time.
which was at 4e--in its first staboge . . it is hriful.. .and pr...but ,imply

t-._&-- / C a4i fe,!

as a proposition it-&he&- If it should be proven ,,and that is .. and in Exodus
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6:3 c it speaks of contradiction, and as it is &
P*y C.. '° which were fit to

said t Ythe rest of the Pentateuch consists of two different documents/then geher,

it must be much later... so now, the theory ... rules out Mosaic-a-u-thre-authorship,

but that development is k very important, and even more i-tpernt-important

is number two, -exft8 e4-he-r claims of contradiction and disagreement
presented this in 1783 fore

and now we find that when Eichhorn/. . . he x was perhaps in the,4otff-front of
something cf

a skeptical movement in Germany wh--which reached/ climax in about 1800

which took the writings of Homer and wf4t4R-ge--divided them up into all kinds
which came together in -see some way to make the Iliad and the

of different documents/ a and he did the same with all different ... and there
Odessey, dobgng that toward everything, and evei¬-uer-te Goethe
was quite a z period of.. and they even took the writings of ... eand evei

fairly recently they even took the writings of .77whether-Goethe and divided

them up into what he wrote a s a young man and U0 -w--e-what he wrote as an older

man and how he changed, and that is very 4e'et-interesting , if you can take

how-the different ed4edi-d-editions of what a; man has writgten... an e4d-edition

of it came out , aid a se second edition . And scholars spent a nurrber of hours

trying to do that. But at that time, they were doing this with all the ancient k

writings, dividing them up into sections and documents,and so many men took

this up and began to do this, and number two, the claims of contradikction and

disagreement s between documents, now, how great an extent Eichhornk may or

may not have come into this attitude , but I do know that long before this time

t ere were-htiis--of-wF4tev-s--- kx other9cwr-t±-writers who were doing it, look

at . . you don't just have the story of creation , you have two eeiathet4eR contra

dictory stories, one sad-said he made-t-le-the ploft&t p1aanri-t-a-t-he-- planxts

then he made the animals, and the other says that he made the plants, then the

animals, and then he made the woman. Genesis one starts vYL th the world of
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watery chaos, and the Spirit of God brooding over the face of the earth, and

Genesis 2:5 tells that the earth was dry and there was no rain, ±kx to make

the plants grow , ore starts with tc wet andthe otle r starts w4-with draw, one

has man and woman created instanteously and t e other man has man created
they say.

and then the mplants and animals./. S&-e--Some say plants and animals and

then woman, sc and so there ewee-was woman, and there wr-e--were thowe

t at went through and found tc contradictions, and when you look for contradictions,

i4-t- it is not difficult to find, The other day I came in ere and found that I had

left a book in the office and I was very anxiouE to hve--hee- have the book,

one person might say this morning I sic sawc Dr.MacRae about 9:] or 9:20

when he was comaing in and somebody else said I saw Dr. MacRae at that time

and he was going in the opposite direction, and they contradicted each other,

and .. . ye,zt-eeu4.d.- et we-deete*ie- -that-s-h&rpy- doe ee adAeted e&th

ete-aid-I-said- someone will interpret that I have ... aiil you can get two document

which sharply contradict k each other,when you get down to the basic principle.

And actually, both statements were true. -t-4s In any account you don't tell every=

thing, you tell the things thaL-uve-are vital to your purpose. ':hey may fit bet- together

perfectly if you know the whole story, but if you only kncw part of it, they

and if youtake . .ec we had one ci outr students who . . he saidbut these

two cars hit each other and xxt one through the x other, and so his car was damaged

and the car that was thrown against his car .. . udc sued hixim for 350, 000 dollars,

and about two years after it happenegd they had a tr41--trUal -the of lax the man

who hit the other. and I appeared as a witness in trial. That would ... the lawyer

said you would never imagine it was the same man, when you see the account

and then the discussion. k& This is what they do in Law. if we were here in

a law class sometime in the course of the three yea s, all of a sudden soi one would
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come rushing in through that door and would come up here a, d take make

some crazy accusation against me and he would pu-a- pull a gun out

of kx his pocket and fire point blank at me, and I would drop to the floowr

and he wttl-- would run odsx out, and then I would say, Now, Gengtlemen,

would each of you write anck account of exactlywhat happened. Someone

would have seen two people come in, and some would have seen in this

direction , some would have seen me shoot at him before he shot at ne,

sore would say I had no weaponand some would say I had one, there would

be all kind of contradictions. Bc It is very difficult to get thing s to exactly

agree, and e even if you get two accounts t1t are just exactly true, and

on different de4 details , they have noticed different things which may be

true but which were-wchwhen taken alone, seem to contradict. And so, in

the next period, there were individirieua1s who were going through the Pentateuch

and noticing contradiction k, contradiction, and w ntragiiction. But you take

an ordinary critical commentary today and you find. . .there are some that need

very careful consideration. But that led on to b. And Capitol B is the Fragmentary

Theory and other developmen of the early 19th century.

P-33 (this record is very, very poor)

.for Monday I wish that everyone of k you will do a definite assignment, ±

on which I would like k you to spend at least three hours. As one of the rr ime

illustrations of ... so that . . . and the material ... Now, this is quite a difference

.aril these chapters. In tat ekase-x case... Actually, but that is the claims

that was ;magde. But you -he-a story fc followed by another crazy ....

To look at the two stories . To see what is -the -contalned -e-- each of them,

and you will find that the same thing is told in both . And you will find that
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Oe of them has something that the other does not have.

This record is too bad for typing




A
But that led up to c. Now, caplto1(ls the fragmentary theory . . . but when

what I wanted to.. As that it is a logical development.. .those that think that

the critical theory is taught as establikshed fact usually. . .the present views

is that ...we can understand it far better if we can see how it is developed.

We can u efstn- understand it far better and see how it is developed.. . one

hundred and fifty years ago. Sometimes.. and sometimes without... and so for

tomorrow. For Monday , I wish that everyone of k youcould do anef a definite
first Biblical story

a--s4 assignment ... In order to do it, I should refer/to .. it is about t±'e/.. of

the flood. Now, the Biblocical stoxy of the flood as you know occurs Inthe

Book of Genesis, I believe you can sac saythe beginning bEx was the beginning

of the sixth chapter. There it starts to tell about the condition preceding the decision

ckx of God .. and then we have the flood . . until you get to Genesis 9:17 it

begins with the story of the flood. And there.. . but this story of the flood as

pertaining to Genesis :6:1, and Genk.9:17 once considered and is ccnsldered

is a prime tI-u illustration of the way in k which two documents are said to have

been interrelated so flat one ... and back arxi forth and so Gen. 1:1-4... in-t-ha-t

ease- and t e-su-ee- succeeding chapters. In t-that case you are to have the

whole story of creation followed by another whole story of creation. And that

case does not hold up when you examine the facts, and but that is the claim that

is made and Ax it is examined in such a va y that thousands of people accepted the; m

without examining them, and taking for granted... but you have a story of creation

followed by another story of creation. You have a story of the flood followed by
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another story of the flood but the two interlaced and I want you this time to

look at the two stories and see what is behind in each of them and see how

many times... and how many times YOU Find that bc the same thing is told

in both . Or how many tirs you find that one has something that the other does

not have. And of course the question can be res4e-raised as to whether k the

material that one has and the other does not have are really essential to the

story. Well, I wonder ... this one f the laces where critical analysis

P 34

It agreas-with-agrees with it ... for at least fifty years it was considered that

the Q document, the document that uses the name God was one eeepI- complete

unit, which belbnged together and which was the foundation of the Pentateuch.

Now, ic it is discovered that 11gm said No, the document is divided into

two parts, the one part that you can name Elohim and-there is a first Elohist

and there is a second Elohist, and t-h-ey--these two fit together .. Just as the

documents of Elohim and the documents of ...that was what he had planned in

his book, but what he said belonged to the II Elohist was entirely different frm

what . . .He waw-- was in no sense... became deMet-n-dominant with Welihausen

alg-h-u- although... but he was a -bee- forerunner ci dividing up the beautiful theory

that Eichhorn presented that here are two documents that interrelate together. He

w as the & forerunner. It actually. and so Elgin began .... and I have placed

another... now, number two. Alexander Geddes and the date is 1792. the date

that his book. and that is earlier than E Ilgin's date, Alexander Geddes... now

the reason that I put this second is tha!t-the---because the ... of the development

that we are looking at now occurred in Germany, ai d Geddes arose in England

and his book had no influence in England but it had tremendous influence in Germany
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And it took a little longer . . . than it does today. I was amazed . but today

there ..I don't know how long it takes a German ... to see ± in the bookstores

the latest trashy novexls translated into German that had been printed in America

3 months k before. I was amazed but today I don' L know how long it takes the

German thought to am reach & America, but American thought, particu rly trashy

thought, that sort of thing is translated i-te--into German and printed and distributed

at ri- tremendous. . in recetit years. So I mention . though chronologically ±t--he

comes before 11gm. Alexander Geddes was a Scotchman, a Scotch Roman Catholic.

He was educated on tFe continent and returned to Scotland and became the priest

of the Roman Catholic parish of Seho-Scotland .... but he made themistake of being
(he attended the service ox of the Presby

ecumenical tc 200 hundred years ahead of time, and for this he was droped from
terian Church)
the church, that is from the church of which he was priest, and he moied to London

writing,
and hex spent most of the rest of his life-here, and published a number of books.

And with-rle ner-Ge4Kdes-this book which Alexander fxthc Geddes published in
took

1792 t-ook-the tatih"the theory that was advanced by Eichhorn nine years before
in his Introduction to the OldT estament than EiBn d
'nd applied these eec-theories in a more thoKrough-going way,. And,e went

Geddes advanced what is called the Fragmentakry Theory.
way beyond \vhat .... in1798. ,eddes divided the Pentateuch up into ailsections

sort of thrown
each of which he thought was by a different writer, which had bee r/pu1'ed together

long section.
to make one/snail- disconnected/ Now, 4ig-in---Geddes in wrkiting this took . a. view

actually carrying to an extreme.
.which was/. ..he took so many..-where the same idea was expressed by

the diffeirent . . . different-appae-f*approach. You can prove anybody c is a liar

if you set out to do it. All you have to do is to take two or three of his statements

whi h don't fit with ... it's very easy for a misunderstanding to occur on one side or

the other. But Geddes advaiced a very thorough -going idea of the differs t thc

ideas .... but Geddes wen t to quite an extreme in this and tI
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and his book had no influence and that it 4%a&---was Under number

three I am mentioning the two leading proponents of the Fragmentary Theory

in Germany. The first is Vater. Now, Vater wrote ... and the other one I want

to mention under this heading Is.. . And Vater's books were close to Geddes.
d

He was tremendously ... wlth Geddes and he in turn influence/the great bulk

of scholars .... was the fragmertary theory. So for about 20 years the dominant

theory among critical scholars was the fragmertary throy-- theory, that the Pentateuch

came into existence . . . somebody writing an account of . . the flood, sore body

writing a et-- ard all this came together, the fragmentar;y theory. --it-eei'tk-l

Now, actually the view that was held about 30 years ago was t1-- very close

to tl actual fragmentary thee--theoryix except that it was more organized and

about 30 years ago in most of the critical theory, the documents of X ... and

all sorts of material... the fragmentary t'eory went to such a great extreme ti-a t

ever since then .. Now, to mention another German, number fair. Dfvet4e-.- Dewette.

vett-e--wree-a--beek-i-n---Dewette wrote a book in 1805 in which he uppeesupported

the Fragmentary theory . Dewette has a great name in the history of criticism.

Aea4yand so it is important that we mention him here. He did give it up

later, but ka he advanced and Idea which came to be very widely accepted, and

I will mentonec this... He advanced the idea that the book of Deut. is the law

book that was discovered in the . . temple at the time of Josiah. Now, Eieh Elchhorn

had very positively declared that Moses wrote Deut. . . ard it sc was Moses' farewell

address. Dewette said k Look at the account in II Kings 22, and in the parall1 in

Chronicles, the aeo- account of the h-ni-finding of the books in the temple and

the writings. . and he said You see what . and w-h-and Dewette said that Deut.

had-J-et.-had just been written. And they t ought... he would be much interested
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but if they found.. well, they took the book and wrote it, and . . Elchhorn

carry out the excellent reports.. Well, this theory which Dewette had

r Now, the comparison between what was d e d what is in Deut.
Is very evident
--there is no question that that is what he found. What did he fli1, just the book

of Deut. or the whole eek Pentateuch. If that is 'that he found, had it just

been written, or had it been written long before. There has been much argument
pious

about that for many years, critics said that it wa/y fraud, and then many peopi

decided that . . and when I was studying k under Professor at the University

of Berlin there was a young man there studying M under Professor Welch. who had

wete-wanted to present the er-theory that WElch was aec advancing, tF t Deut.

w as aed-actually written in the Nort'ern Kingdom and that someone after the

destruction of the Northern Kingdom had come down to Jer. into the temple

and the part about worshipping. ..was added...We will taeke time later to

exan me the problem of Deut. This has been more or less Isolated by itself

but it has a relationship to the deveopment, so at this poiknt I am simply nEntloning

the origRin of that Idea. kia--And to suggkest that this brilliant young scholar

Dewette. who had much sway upon the develkopment of the pc.. . but my observation

of these four exponents of the fragmentary theory, the ra last name Dewette ultina tely
refutation

gave it up. I told number five, Ewald,4rec aat4-o-of the fragmen&tary theory

and Ewld was one of the great est-e-t1e- Old Testament scholars of the many middle

portion of the last century, one- his study of she- interpretation of exegesis. He

made many advances . He was a very great scholar, and Ewald presented in 1883

his first writing which was a refutation of the fragmentary theory, and Ewald said

the dim idea that something so wi1-wonderful came together with such a progress

of thought and such a definite arranEgenEnt as the Pentateuch could have come,

just a lot of fragments like this is absolutely Inconvelvable. And he wrote it so
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effectively that it disposed arx of the fragmentary theory as far as the great bulk

of the leaders were concerned. X Dewette gave up the fragmentary theory and

adopted a new theory which 'e will look at next. But ..vie notice even 8 years

later wrote a book ... but there were very few after Ewald's brilliant r-ettat4o

refutation. Now, Ewald's book ... ls of great importance in the develojnent

o--t- of the , but now, there had been a period of 30 years in which

the ldeaxx that you could divide Genesis into two documents and go on and divide

it into more and more had been spread among scholars d and it was not

possible to bring these leading scholars back to the idea of the unitky of te

whole Pentat=euch r-ow- Now, probably Dewette's teaching that Duet, was so

late had considerable to do with it. There were a number of xk scholars during

the next few years who mainatained the Mosaic auhr-e-authorship of the Pentateuch.

We will not take much time in this class to talk about some of those brilliant

men who-we*'e-- some of those able writers , bec&se--because our en- emphasis

now is seeing the development of the critical theory, but Ibefore we do that we

want to spend a few minutes discussing thefragmertary theory and noting the

arguments which were effected against it, and so I will call number 6 the discussion

of the fragmentary theory . Since the fragmentary theory today is a dead thing,

has been dead for ac3O years, since that is the case you mighty. say t at it is not

a great feature. But k yet these later theories had much in common with the fragmentary

theory and it ck is good for us to be aware of these arguments to see how they
under 6 discussion of the

may fit in the development, and I am going to mention three.,. ..small a b, and
fragmentary thexry
c. and the points that are worth keeping in mind in our examination of ... Now

small a is something that is ev- often

the present day Mx critical theory. Small a i -something that i4e-ofTen
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overlooked and forgotten by adherents of the present day critical theory. Small

a is that the fragmentary theory and also manV others . . involve the assumption

of umeufete--umefettr--- humorous writings about the Mosaic and pre-Mosaic

periods. Noe, there is no evidence ofany such thirW. We do have references

to the book cfDaniel and the book There ma' very xwell have been some
w!#9-whichwere

writings about them, but certainly a great many fragments like this/. .. were ultimately
preserved,
brought together . Certainly there is absolutely no evidence of any such thing

... you notice &t-the Documentary Theory ;and the Fragmentary Theory bc.bQth assume
adjusted

that the documents were put in as they were and were not ./ .If I should ask one

o f you to K write the life of Charles Sumner, you could go to the library and Kprobably
six the life of

get out/c+e-books or/Charles Sumner, and lx you could read those books and 4u-then after
you read those books , outline occasionally
could make your own . ./oand write your account cf him, and you might /.oe
think a sentence from one of these books was worth quoting in quotation marks,
but yix if you simply copied a few pages from one of them, and copied a few pages

copied
from the other, And a few pages from the third , I would be very x dissatisfied with

plagiarism
the work that you did;, and under the 4aw- laws of ,eday , you would be unable to

vqx print such a work without ecmeng-coming Into serious difficulty. It certaiknly

is a big assumption that Moses or anylater writrs simply took documents and

fitothem together without e,k4*ig-t4enx--changing them. But this is the first

--it assumes the existence of a k large number of writers , .. preserved and eventually

put together, there is no evidence. It would be very &tagr-strange if there were,

that we did not come across some tablets which would have some of these documents

in them, we ha e discovered o-mtie1--ef- in Mesopotamia thousands of tableKts.

but s;uch things as these.. we have no evidence except aM-that we take ... and

divide them up. Just like the idea that was advanced by a Devisive School of about

1800 which divided up a really ancie t thing z± about Homer. Homers Illiad and th e
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up into many different fragments, many different writings. In recent years scholars

77therc-thRat there is no evidence of such wr tg&wr1ters at all. W&41-

-While Homer may have seen such things... that-A49-a- theretsx was one man

w ho wrote . of the Illiad and one man who wrote most ci the Odes sey. X Some

people think it was a woman who wrote the Odessey, but ac .. . . i-t-41es--We

do not have evidence of a k lot of writings which could then fit together in

that way, x so that is the first part of . . the lack of any evidence of-ei

such a number . ..in t1s way, an this is something that will be of id Interest

to us as we go on, in all of the otlEr forms of the theory, until it reaches this one

that establishe=d and Eaeepee4accqted by the younger scholars , the older

scholars would not have accept Itx. When they died off, the younger scholars

and it has been generally maintained 34e- since. But number two , the arguments

that Ewai Ewald made so much of in his writings. ma lot of fragmerts that
would form a lot of disconncected anecdotes

were put togetle r. ./it wouldn't havethe orderly ,, ehe coherence that the

Pentateuch has , and I think that you will notice as ;you do your reading of the

flood for next Monday, that if you start at the beginning of chapter 6 aid r d

to the end of ic chapter nine, you have an orderly cm sistent picture of a series

of men, but if you simply read the verses that are at the one document and the

verses for the other document, youwill find that aetita--actually there are eeadsgaps

of beadk-brEeaks , and there is not the unity fc at all in either of tI se ... when

they are united together, and .. . this is very similar to our flod story bu w>l,ch
( 1(C' & 79

had points from each of these stories and therefore,,(/ -saying that they were...

but we will look into that later. The unity that we have in the Pentateuch is not

71a,bqc. like we would aaeft-arrange books today, but , nevertheless, there
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is--is; a 4e t4-definite progress of structure, it s4mply is hardly scinething

that could come into existence as just a series of fragments, Yes, (q) the second

argument, or consideration concerning the t1ry is that a large group cf fragments

could not form a work with the unity of conception that we have and that is what
unity and in

Ewald ...-he stressed that-in his major publication, the great/z& progress/ok thought

through the Pentateuch , which Ewald said reached its climax in the book of

Deut. written from the time of Isaiah, nor of Isaiah but of Josiah, but there was

this previous progress up to that k and all the rest ... he might say it iwas written

in the tim- tine of David, (Q) ....

P-36

unity of conception that we haveø in the Pentateuch , and tat that is what

Ewald stressed in his major publication... I stressed that, the great unity and
of

progress 4-and thought through the Pentateuch, which Ewald said reached its

climax in the book of Deut. written in the time of Isa. . . but this progress up

to that .. he might say it was written in the time of David.. . (Q) Wegli, in

any field that you get into you will #d- find many items ... any field that you

get into. It is a weaknes s of the human mini . And the 4--poitat- important thing

for us is to see how much there is evidence k for and how much is based on -t

ufe-- pure assumption. Now, at that tt--e-time k it was a widespread idea that

it was possible to take an ancient wi44.writing and divide it up into-and on the ase

bases of its style arrange it into separate documents, and think how .. . and that

idea is not used-toda-y) in aieine---ancient documents today, k but it is still

maintained --the4-n the--regarding the Pentateuch, and it is taught dogmatically

as fact , and in I most seminaries over 40 years old and most universities.

It is the weakness of the human m44;-a--4t-mind , and it is very easy when we
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have one idea to say k well, the others are based on assumption, but we

want to examine the evidence and see whetle r they are, and at this point

we are trying tome )x the progress of the thought, now, the school of -Bau

Bul4*, the s&eieli-school that was dominant in general hst-oy- history in that day

took that- the idea that any ancient writing that- was suspect.-0-t- unless you had

additional proof elsewhere. It was-pFea probably at ak later time, DweDewette

said we learn nothing about the time of or earlier from the Pentateu h,

.that was the general attitude up to within the last 2 0-30 years when archaeology

.but i-t-p- up to . . Now, archaeology has shown point after point 2-1343--w.efe

where we have specific historical facts observed but ecu4--could not have

.lt wasn't so much an assumption , you might say, it is funny how words change

their meaning. Somebody assumes, I don't know whether fifty years ago. . . somebody

assumes that electricity ran in a direction, ard kg

a wire in any building will have an aerial showing the direction that electricity

goes, and they will have a plug by it, showing the terminal from whih the electricity

comes and the minus show ing the terminal to which it goes and everybody who knows

anything about phsy-physics knows that it goes in the exatt opposite direction to

what everyone assumes . ..and so today if you look at an electrical chart and find

an arrow pointing that way it means this way, and if youz see minus, it is positiive,

and if positive, then minus. Well, kno that and they th1r-tha1think that it

would be too confusing tochange the signs around IR and make them say kdX what

they mean.. but the assumption was made and ... c they were 100% wrong in

their tk idea of the direction of the flow of electricity. So me people try to

get around it now by saying that electricity that flowsthat way but the electr--
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flow this way, and our arrow show the way that electricity flows rather than

the way that electrons flow, and by electriity we mean the opposite to the way

that the electrons do. Of course that is using language without any meaning,

but ix if they once started changing there would be so much confusion in the

process... (Q) No, Ewald imposed.. . attacked the fragmentary theory so strong

that it lost its hold in Germany. It was Ewald's refutation of the fragmentary

which pointed out particularly the great unity of the Pentateuch and the fact

that you could not divide it up into a lot of little documents. The-As far as

Deut. is concerned it -has- had not entered Intodiscussion a great deal, and it

was Dewette that- who advanced the idea that Deut. was k at the time of

Josiah, and he advanced that with so much evidence toshow how it fits with

what was done, and t at sort ... ai1 Ewald gave up the fragmentary theay k but
there

he t-}&-thought that . .1 mention that $ecause chronologically it is at the time

that itc occured. And so the Pentateuch would have come to an end according

to his idea .and-- Well, that is the seccxid of these points in favor of the fragmentary

theory, a group of fragments thrown together could not form a unit of structure

such as we have in the Rwx Pentateuch. I wit-want to be sure that you understand

how it developed and so we woru spend much time on discussion of it, but go on

to number three. Number three is a very important point which Ewald also brought

out very clearly. That the Pentateuch has ... many reeee--r- allusions from

one part to another, many references from one section to something t1 t occurs

in another section and z consequently ... and that Ewald stressed and was accepted

for the next fifty years, the . . and it was accepted what was proven . ..but for

fifty years.. and now....while speaking on this point ... xew- not only the unity

of &t-ti- structure which is . . but the . we notice that the Pentateuch ... has the story
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of J, verse 26 of chapter 224-and- four, and to say to him also a son was born,

and then they began to call upon the name of Yahweh, and then the next verse
is chapter 5, verse 39

they put in/. and they wrote his name and saying this name will ee-

". .ano defection whatever... but the genealogy so ... 1 have here the book

called . . the -euea-- oldest book in Hebrew h-&tre-- hisotory, giving the

J documents in order and leaving off the rest, and in it is a footnote at this point,

saying verse 29 and following, saying this is a fragment of the genealogy of the

... the writer of the Hexateuch abc omitted the rest because of the fragment

of the ... well, in erthef other words , hewetk1- it was nct in this document

at all. And just all of a sudden , ic with no introduction wa,h&eet tohim

whatever, and the same thing occured in relaticn to Abrakm. You look over to

ehae chapter 11. In k chapter 11 you read about the tower of-B&3Ie- x Babel.
called

in the J document. -There-the --name--ef-- Therefore , the name of it wa/hen- Babel

because Yahweh there confused the speech of the whole earth, and Yahweh . ..and

the J Document then. . .4em- from that verse... which was ... cotitinued... an.

a nd Ur of the Chaidexes and Abraham ai'td-4J-- ir Ur took them wives, aril the name

of Abraham's wv- wife was Sarah, and the name ofSareW-s-- .. and all of a sudden

it x just introduces. . and so, when you dividek it in this way there is a great

dangerñ of finding that each Wrt assumes things which ... this interrelation, and

Ewald .. Ahat the different sections assumes that whichis stated in t the other

s ction, and since the Fragmentary Theory was displaced ... . Now, the fragmentary

theory .. a development which, and for fifty years nearly all critical scholars in

Germany adopted, and ... there were those that ... lt was mainztained until Wei-aI

WellhaKusexn demoxlished it, and it has been merely a relic ever since, Ic but
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for fifty years or more it was-dc- coxnsldered established and considered by

so -the E Is the Supplement Hypothesis, and I wilimentlon three men here just

briefly the',-their ra mes.. . the first of these is Ewald , a second is Bleek, and

a third is Dewette who was convinced by Ewald's writings and gave up the

Fragmentary theory and adopted tie Supplementary Hypobehesis, and speaking
as

about the Supplementary Hypothesis , I waited to mention ./.number one ie-a rather
incidental factor, number one is
g Extension to Joshua, -1#wes-a4d-ii--accord1ng tot he styles that were found

in b t4et*s-a1--Genesls, Exodus, Leviticus were ite noted in Joshua, and so

it was said when the Supplementary Theory began to get e3tablsthed--established

it is not just f1ve books, it is six books. aid if

P-37

... the Supplement theory , aid there were those who were attacking it ac that--

but among the critical scholars it was maintained until Wellhausen demolished
1878

It and it has been a relic ever since/ But for fifty years or mom it was considered

established , and considered by some very great men to be e3tab1se&-establIshed

and so e is k the supplementary -hy&- hypothesis, aid I will mention three men

here (Just mention t4ie4-there names, among quite a number who held it). The

w- first is Ewald, a second is Bleek, and a third Is-we-Dewette , who was

convinced by Ewald's writings and gave up the fragmentary theory and adopted

the Supplementary hypothesis, Now, in thinking about the Supplementary Hypothesis

k Iwtewanted to mention as number on a very incidental factor and you wedetwonde4

what it reallyis. Number one is Extension to Joshua, the points of style that were

found in Genesis and Leviticus and Numbers were noticed in Joshta, and so it

was said when the Supplementary Theory began to be established, it is not ji.s t

five books it is six 1900e*-books, and if youwill look at the Hastings Dictionary

d the Bible Today --or look up Petat-ue-oh- Pe ntatteuch as I did last night, you

5
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will find that it will say, see Hexateuch, and the Hexateuch means the six

books. Today, Critical scholars hold t1t it is the six books k & rather than

the five that make up the Hexateuch. Now the extent of Joshua occurs that

earlier, but incidentally you will notice that the similarity of the other books

rather shatters... but not here... but the Hexateuch idea c is widely taught to

.his day. -k-began-But number two, the nature of the Supplement Hypothesis

The Supplement Hypothesis is the idea that you do not have two different

documents that came together like Elchhorn said, a-ns-and somebody içc Just

cut out a piece of this and a piece of that and put them togkether, but you have

one document which uses the name God, and this is the document x Q. or P.

At this point, I dont care which you call it, but it's the documert that uses the

name of God and has the four . . . .-it has the . of the Pentateuch. This is the origlrl,

foundational writing. This , for fifty x years has-t#te- Is considered the foundation

and this includes maybe about twok thirds, and then the K writer is a 3imp

supplementary and a later writer, and so a supplementation by J Is added, and

th&4s this is . .thementlon . you have a continuous story about iwo two thirds

of the Pentateuch and when you get the name Yahweh, you have a supplementary

for God. Airl so the J material in Genesis and Exodus up to there. an the material

s imilar in style. They ac call-ht--that the Jac ra terial. Some call it the JK document

a nd some calls it, the ---. . . to see whether it really stands or not is comparatively

seldom intimated, simply taken for granted and often that part of teaching is getting

the thought firmly es a-1b-established.--GaFe---in a person's mind that a ' careful

consideration of a thought would be, and when a thought is firmly esa-b4hsre-

established in a person's mind, it is quite difficult to get it out. I believe that

be ready to e4e-look
it is important that echx of us ought tq('objectively at the whole matter and
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to see how the present theory develops and how stiong or how weak the evidence
e-s-H-all through everybody

was for them, and/alee the Middle Ages/knew that the earth was flat

and back in ancletit times it was not so-A ii-Giee tttaH-y-ma-- meeetwed

e4Fej±eeftoe-ef-the--ear-ht -ea-rth and came very close. Aristotle gives

evidence k that t e earth was a sphere. But in the Middle Ages everybody

knew it was flat, and it was so solidly imbedded in people's minds it was very

hard to . . them of c the idea-was--sel- It was proven false by the evidences

that were presented , eventually when Magellon managed to go clear around

the earth, t- that completely disproved the theory, the number of people hwo

who believe a theory doesn't prove whether it is true or not. My son is anxious

to take an examination for a driver's license, and- having thc attained the great

age of 16 and the question , Why should he go ad take the examination today,

and we found there were three reasons why he should,and only one reason why
And there is i only one reason why he should not. So,

he shouldn't. It seemed very wiseck tia t he should go and take it d today.

One reason why he shouldi is because he does not have school today. Therefore

it is an ideal opportunity for him to go. Another reason why he should is because

his mother who has Bible classes practically everyday has none today, and so

it would be an ideal day for her to go with him. Another reason why he should

go is because we have a good weather. There are three good reasons why he

should go. But there is one good reason why he should not, i. e, that the place

is not open 'v-here you take the examination. So, even though there are three

reasons in favor, and only one against... We could not have him go today.

So, you see the number of reasons does not really determine, but it is the

importance of the reason, and ±dEc when it comes to this matter of the

importance of the Pentateuch, we will not merely list the number of reasons
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but we want to examine them and see whether they support the weight that may
be

k" Am= placed upon them. And I think that we are better able to do that if we

see how the ideas develop. So we notice the original development of the documen=

tary theory based on the very interesting alternation of the names for God

in the first few chapters of Genesis. Thus we notice that the first 34 verses of

Genesis you have God called, Elohim. In 34 verses he calls him ElohIm 33

times. Practically one time to a verse. Then in the next 45 verses you have

called him Jehovah Elohim. 20 times in the 45 verses and the following 25 verses
a

he calls him Jehovah ten times. So we have/very interesting alternation here

in the beginning, and it is very strange, you might say, tec ... not until 1753

before anybody suggested. Here is an arrangement in sections ... maybe
did this thing

somebody/before... but did not work out. The man by the name of Astruc
could

noticed in the beginning and suggested that c.it4e carried through the j book

of Genesis , and then Eichhorn c made it widely accepted. And today we

have this theory of document. One writer always called him Elohim. tkx The

other writer called kix always called him Jehovah. Oh, yes, but if the sections

which ... where 4x he is always called Elohim... we find that in chapter three

verses one to five he called him ... he just oed,e,c called him Elohim. It

breaks it up, does it not? Well, maybe that is another thought. Now, of course,
serpent Has

an answer is given... You would not picture the syRk. i. to say/Jehovah. said? using

7he sacrd name of God... naturally, the serpent would say God rather than

Jehovah. So, there is a logical reason in this ... so we do not need to
As you go through this,

break up Jehovah's section here, even if we do have Elohim.. . /You make division

on this basis, and thus you have two documents which will carry the first two

Genesis. .then carry clearly through Deuteronomy. But then we notice that
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other people KxRdbecR wc the same arguments and divided

these up &x into smaller sections, until they came to have fragmentary theory

where a lot of sections are cluttered together. And this fragmentary theory

practically, all books of the history of the Pentateuch of criticism, whether

liberal or very conservative look upon as carrying of the eventual absurd

extremity... evolve in these writings.w.kWx which is a ... in Ewald in 1853

we noticed in 1853 shows this wonderful unity of the Pentateuch. The progress
the pdnt

of the action of the ... rooted in the creation right on up tc"whèe the Israelites
The series

were ready to enter the promised f land. Ecacof Covenant. which God made

with different leaders, with Adam,with Noah, with Abraham, with Isaac. .and with Jacob.

the progress end the interrelation of the section.. he says, these should come

together simply by a lot of fragments strewn together in this way ... is simply
by writing another book,

impossible. So, even though Harrnann did in 1831. /. advancing again the fragmentary

theory, yet, Ewald kix's Refutation in 1823 had in most people's mind given

a deathblow to the fragmentary theory. We noticed the trhee very strong arguments,

ke against the theory, but we went on at the end of the hour to the new
1 original

theory which replaced it. The new theory lasted much longer than the 4ocumentary

theory had lasted. About 30 years mostcritical scholars followed either

the supplementary hypothesis or .... we notice in number one that the supple

mentary x hypothesis involves the extension fc to Joshua. That was done right

at that time. It was not particularly.., the idea of the supplementary hypothesis,

but xx of course, once you extend it to Joshua, Moses could have not written

about him after his death.., the conquest came through the extension ... to

Joshuapretty well. .. all accepted this view, any idea given up

any Idea Number 2 x under E we noticed the nature of the supplementary
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hypothesis... at the end of last hour.
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involves the extend to Joshua. That was done right at that time, and that was

not particularly vital to the idea of supplementary hypothesis, but of course, when

you extended it to Joshua, Moses could not have written about him after his
So

death, after the conquest of the Canaan. /,he extension to Joshua pretty well

all the way to accept this view ... Now, Number 2 under E, we notice

the nature of the supplementary hypothesis... we spoke about that at the end

of the last xx hour. Sulementary hypothesis represents thcidxx a swing

back from the fragmentary theory. It represents, it recognizes what Ewald

thought lxxx kx out so clearly. The progress of the thought of the Pentateuch,

its relation of its parts, the bulk of the progress of the ideas, the unity of

it as a whole... but Ewald and others had been so much impressed by the FYi

arguments advanced by the documentary theory that instead of saying that the
of

whole thing comes from Moses, they said, yes , we have this alternation/the name of

Jehah and Elohim... So, the way they explained it was xbece'x to say

that there was an original writing, the foundation writing, in German, "Grundschrlft,

in English, literally, ground writing, the foundation writing. Now, this foundation

writing uses the name... this foundation is called Elohim all the way through.

And that is called Elohim all the way through, until you get xx over ... you

find that Elohim is not much used any kx more. So, you say that W at that time

the name Jehovah was revealed, and consequently, then on, that was the regular

name of God. We notice that in Genesis the name Jehovah is used ± 146 times,

and Elohim 164 times. Just about the same amount of times. But in the rest

of the so called that is the five books that follow, t .11 i

icL
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the name Jehovah is used 1800 times, and Elohim alone less than 100 times.

So, the ratio is 1: 1 in Genesis, but in the following five books, it is 18:1. That
in

is a tremendous change. So, they say, here is a book originally written, 4Nhich

tells about*a'n God xx Elohim, and the Grundschrift, the foundation

writing, Elohim is told about his 2.t relation to the time up to the time of Moses.

And there he reveals in Exodus 6:2 and 3, "And God spake unto Moses, and said unto

him, I am the Lord: And I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob,

by the name of God Almighty, but by x my name JEØHOVAH was I/not known to

them." Jehovah, how do they pronounce? It is difficult to know kbcx how to

pronounce this. Nobody knows.... Jehovah is undoubtedly not the pronunciation

of what it was ... but whatever it was, it is represented by the four letters,

yodh, waw, yodh and he. And these letters occur 1800 times in the next

five books, and only one hundred times when it is simply called Elohim. Now,

if you will take the styled of the parts of the Genesis which use the name of God

Elohim, you notice in Genesis one how it goes, it was the evening and the morning,

God commanded... the command was executed. God said... Xk,oc God saw that

it was good. It was the eering and the mroning, the second day. God gave a

command. The commandx was executed. It repeats in all details. God saw

that what he made was x good. It was the evening and the moming.tt.was the

third day. The statistic tabulating style . It is the style of genology. You will

find that that is a style of the book of Leviticus. It is detailed and ... So, its
Exodus

very large part of the Leviticus.. its large part, its last half of ,(fr'would be pretty

much the style. Maybe half or a third of the Numbers would be the style.

Deuteronoty, one fifth. It is an exhortation. But the rest of it is ... But you have
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this foundation writing that tells the story, and then you have the supplementary

xmm one that adds to the story, bcdi xctkxx... that is a theory which has

been heif more than thirty years, and in fact, it might be that fifty years... most

critical scholars held the supplementary
'
theory that the original document which

uses the name Elohim up the 2nd chapter of Exodus, so we might call that Elohim,

then Jehovistic document, some others call him Yahoweh... and then Jehovah...

he added places ... chapters two and three.and four. Then in connection with

flood,. Then the Jehovlstic/ asks.., a new chapter giving much more details...

the people were incjk ... among the others... Then the Jehovist added
of details rost of

a fair amount/about Abraham and Isaac and/the story ofoc Joseph...

The Elohist document was the foundation writing, and the Jehovist document

was added sections, and thus it was a supplementary document.., that is why

it is called the supplementary hypothesis .... It was held by critical scholars,

and most of the scholars .... Now, Number 2. The nature and feature of

the ... Number 3, . The criticism of the supplementary hypothesis. The criticism

of the supplementary hypothesis. The criticism of the supplementary hypothesis.

Under this we have two points, a. It does not fully explain the interdependence

of hte E1Ihst and the Jehovist documents. Ewald said that we cannot

a lot of sections thrown in together, because there is such an interrelation.

He said, that lye have this foundation writing, and then the Jehovist added to it.

If the Jehovist assumed thing concerning the chapter 2 of Genesis, what does it

say about the creation of the sun and the moon and stars? What does it say

about the creation of the stars? What does it 1i say about the creation of the

vegetatlons? What does it say about the creation of the vegetations? Some say
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that it tells about the creation of vegetatlons, but in different order. Then in

what order? But when you let ... it does not say that God created the vegectations

but he said, He planted the garden... I can plant a garden anytime I want, but I

MxcertaInly±obcgeXkxx plant some vegetatlons, but they are rather two

different things. It is one thing to create a garden and it is another to create

vegetation. And so, there are aax many things which would create which we see,
by the Jehovist document, but

and which we are not told about.. /they are already... And the Jehovist adds

but the Elohist assumes things that Jehovist tells i us about. The Elohist bzxx

tells us about how God created the world, and that it was very good. Then the

whole story of the fall is given by the Jehovist document, supplemented later

on. Then you read on the Elohist and he says thatk* the earth was fulfilled...

How did the earth ... when it says that God saw that it was good? How did the

earth which was so good certainly become filled with violence? See, there is

an inserted element... not only the Jeohvlst story depended on the Elohist story.
many things

There is an kx Interdependence. The Elohist takes/for granted that are in

Jehovist story, and Jehovist sto y takes many things that are in the Elohlst Z.

story. So, a very strong argument can be made against the 9pdxx supplementary

hypothesis on this Rz±mc ground. However, among those who accept the

supplementary hypothesis there are many who maintain ±kkx the Mosa'ic

aushorship, but among those who accepted the aupp$lementary hypothesis,

who depended strongly among them as those ... they were impressed with this

problem. Some of them tried to find an answer to this problem. And we are going

to see about that later. Small b. The same type of division could be extended to

the parts of the foundation kkwritings. There was an English bishop. Bishop
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ski. Most of the English rejected the critical theory. It did not c have

much acceptation in Great Britain or in America. But the English bishbp Colenso
South

who was the bishop of thacxfrom/Africa found various points in the

Pentateuch he could not explain... The people there, and the missionary work.about them
and

/he could not answer them. And so, he zexthoq tkxc began to raise questions

and the expressions that he raised were not about the Jehovist acxøxxxx

kk±kEowHc supplementation, but about the actual foundation writing. And he

began to write a criticism of the foundation O' writing, and his criticism of it
various

were taken i cthecxxxxd3o&3I on up into the continent, and the,/continental

scholars

reacted like this to the criticism, and the - movement that we saw...

which took the documentary theory ... and carried on... fragmentary theory

began to g the application thereof to the supplementary theory. The coecx same

hee types of division that was divided into the foundation writing and suppments,

and divided up the foundation writing . Similarly it showed the differences of the
two

styles and different parts of it... So, those are the tbre criticisms that ought

to supplement hypothesis which we tnention at this time. And then e go on to

Number 4, the attempted revision of thu by - that crystalization

hypothesis. He has attempted a revision like (Ewald) 1843. Now this

suggestion by Ewald . We noticed how Ewald killed the fragmentary

theory by his argument from the general unity of the Pentateuch. Ewald as he

studied the Pentateuch saw that more and more the simple supplement K-tion

did; not fully explain the interdependence of the J and E documents. So, he

advanced what is called "crystalization hypothesis" which really means that
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not one supplemnntatin, but a series of supplementation. In other words you

have first a writing which is comparatively free, then you have a supplement

adding to it, and hen you have another supplement and another one, and another

one. Andy. you have one writing, and a second one ....

p-39

" ..then you have a supplement added to it... etc.And you have one writing named

E]ohim, and a second one named Jehovah, and a third named Eloh1m and a foirth

named Jehovah, and you can recognize which they are by the. .- btlt-you-ea-n- use

of the Divine names7-1-but you can see this series of supplements. Now that

did not get anything like the accentation like tFe Supplementary. Hypothesis.

The Supplementary Hypothesis had an apparent simplicity to it , an apparent

logic to it, starting in with the E Document , the Elohist, saying the-it seemed

to have great logical force but this ... but this have-&- having a whole series

of supplementatlons, some thought of Ewald as a very great scholar and-but

he never had the following that the Supplementary theory had for the following

30 years. Now, another attempt was na de to prove the difficulty of the Supplementary

theory. It did row- not seem to be as good as what Ewald suggested. But it

was a line that was later followed. In view of that I am going to give it a separate

capitol letter, a separate heading, capitol K.. F. The modified docurxE nts---N.ew

theory of Hpfie#Hupfeld. Now, this theory will be very easy for you to remember

when it was advanced. The reason that it will be easy to remember, that is becausd

It was exactly 100 years after the yearsc when Astruc first presented his original "

theoy . You all know that k Ic was 1753, so it will be easy to remember that this,,

was 1853. If you ever have -de4f-difficulty remembering when A5truc made his
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so he kx has the second Elohist which starts about Genesis 20, and to the

second Elohist he k gave the greater part.. from Genesis 20 on into the greater

part of Exodus, the pc greater part of the material that is considered to be

Elohist , he k gave to the second Elohist. And thus he left comparatively 4t-te1

little in the 1st Elohst . the Greager part e4- of that material in Genesis 20 and

Exodus 6 , the greater part of the material there that had been coscnsidered part

of the Elohist he gave to the second -Ee1's4t- Elohist, -&r with only an occasional

word and a eep1 couple of chapters , like the list of the kings of Edom. Well,

that was Hupfeld's modified document. And to day, all critics consider 1853 as

as--an important age, cand that is when Hupfeld advanced this theory andwhich

had elements in it that are still k held today, but at the time it was not considered

a very important step by Ewald. Because he was going back to the DoNcumentary

theory. He was having three separate documents , each written separately iv1

independent of the other, contradicting the other and then fit xtogether, so he

was going back to an earlier day but he was going back to a more complicated

era, because he was dividing upthe Elohist, the foundation writing, the original

.he was dividing out these two and taking out . ..Now, that is still done today,

so that it is very important to know . . First, Divine Names, then Supplemert ary.

except that . ..well, you will enesay one is one and the--one is the oc other.

And it may be necessaryh. Yes, .. well, ...Everybody that took the critical

viewpoint during the whole of the century. ..Well, this is the m--ed4e-

modified documentary theory of Hupfeld, and this was taken up later on into a

new theay which was *eei1.e4 so different from the Supplementary thry that

it wa/Copernican Revolution in critical hought, and yet, 4-t-came-te-e-this
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change that was made, a -theetheory... took into 4ts-I- Itself. But the actual

cause of it came from another source, and so G-.-e--we go on to G. G will

naturally stand for D Gaf, -e*- Welihausen theory, and that is the theory

that is held today by most scholars of the critical theory. Usually the UK two

names are put together -Graf Welhausen . While there are differences in detail

in the main the Graf Welihausen theory is what is taught in most seminaries

over 40 years old and in most universItites. Now, beforeahx we can see the

sweeping change that the Graf Welihaus en theory .... in all previous views.

Before we can see that, we want to see a little of w1 t led up to it, because

the Graf Welihausenk theory combines into itKself a new force which had not

beenp present in the previous theories, and it was this new force that made

it become ... and it has been maintained so consistently. And so we ed.x will

cell number one, here , them Rise of the Naturalistic Theay about the Origin

of the Pentatttee1li Pentateuch. Well, somebody mM-might say that is

what we have been talking about, but if so, it simpi...sufficiently distinctive

to show just what I meank. I mean here a different approach which will combine

with the app oe-approach-w4eh-that we have been looking at thus far. We have

been looking thus far at studies from a literary viewpoint, and together with these

It began with these . in Germany, which about 1800 began to &ppraeeh approach

all aRe4e-ancient writings from a viewpoxkint of literary study 4t-e -and divided

them into sources and documents and see how these various sources came together.

Now, this appr ch was carried on for about 50 years tcward all the ancient

writings. But it hth been & practically given up , except as aoc regards a

the Old ! And New Testabment ....
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it was
you just know thaVlOO years before 4 peHupfeld. Hupfeld was 1853, Astruc

was 1753. And so I am asking you to remember these days. And xtheyax are
seemed

easy to remember. Now, this mo 4e-modified theory of Hupfeld ,6eems to be-

*he--eet-most kpecple to be a retrograte movement. It was back towardx the old
thought to be

document theory. It might be even/sack toward the fragmentary theory. It gave

up the idea of supplementation, and it stressed the thought behind the idea

of further... Hupfeld devoted his attention to--particularly tot he Elohist and

the Elohist, we noticed , is another na- name for the foundation k writings.

And the name Jehovah from there on, now, Hupfeld said you say that you have

the original writing of the Elohist, an the)cn you have the Jehovist, but right

in your Elohist documeit, right in MiK your foundaU on writing, you will find a

great deal ofmaterial that is so similar in style to the Jehovah that you can hard'

tell it apart, except it has the name Elohizm instead of the name Jehovah, ard

he says &ifelyRea1ly, your Elohist is two different documents, and he said

Really we have three different documert s. I will call one of them the k 1st

Elohist, and one of them the second Ee tT-ed-E1ohist, ad so, he said sometime

... then Icc he said the Second Eloschist. and Eventually in the time of Josiah

the book of Iut. And so he divided up the Elohist as far as the book of Genesis

is a concerned, into two documents, which he calls the 1st Elohistand the second

Eloe,-Eje Elohist, and the first and the second Elohist both use the name Elohim.

But the second--E.ehsk-t--Elohist has a style so similar to the style of the Jehovist

that you n hardly xtell it apart. , (Q) People at that time wee were not very

definite, but in general the ground of writing was thought of as written in the time

of Solomon, probably... and then the Jehovist... and of course t1 Deut. was last

" and he put the seccnd Elohxist between the ldxlst Elohist and the Jehovist. And
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" ..in Germany, which about 1800 began to approach all ancient writigngs from

a viewpoint of literary study andtc to divide them into sat rces and dett- -documents

and see how these souices come together. Now, this approach was carried

on for about 50 years toward all ancient writings, by this school , .-t- but

it has Igx been practically given up except as regards the Old & and New Testament,

it is used hardly any ... but at that time it was very, very widely used and

it was applied to Homer . . but bax not to any great extent any more. Now,

today , or mew-- no one thir ks today of . . . but at that x . ..and so this

literary appcoach which wk was applied to the ...which x probably have

thseppefa- disappeared if it were not for a union with this other movement.

And this other movement had been going on to some extent fro'-toward the greater

part of the 19th century, anf1- . . and not only se rate from it, but comparatively

little noticed, that is the great mass of scholars weren't much interested or paid

much attention. Howevei the first name that we could mention in connection iy4h-

with it, is a name that we have already observed in our 14e- literary section, and

that is the name of w- Ièwette. We noticed that Dewette had in 1805 advanced the

suggestion that Deut. came from the time of Josiah. Now, Dewette was
adopted

notix interested ti the literary development. X Dewette d-goeto the fragmentary

theory, and wehnwhen Ewald destroyed the fragmentary theory, Dewette adopted

t he supplementary theory, and-but Dewette along with his interest in literary

--was interested in the idea of how the ideas had developed and in that he took

a naturalistic appiaeeapproach trying to see how people came to develop such ideas.

And Ic he had considerable influence at the beginning of this movement WAI-4and

which was
w.iUylittle notice outside the classrox*om until the coming of the Graf Wellhausen

theory whikch incorporates it. Now, Dewette had a part in this, perhaps and even
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greater part was Professor Reuss t tie University of Strassburg --Prof.

Reuss was much interested I the Hegelian theory. And in the attempt to explain

everything in the world as a result of a natural process and in tLe attempt to

explain everything in the world as the result of k a natural process in natural

development, and he was interested in seeing the inter-play of forces, 'hich

produced things as-ft-and caused developmeit, Now, it is true that life is

filled v1tth development. You see a man who is taking a prominent part inthe

world today, and you look at his background, and the experiences that he hs

has had and very often you will see how many of these things have played a

lmpoi2tant part in the developmen in the ideas, and thoughts and attitudes that

he thc has now. Yet, the strange thing is that you find two people with exactly

identical background , almost identical experiences, reacting quite opposite

directions, so, forces, the development, neurotics.., something in human life...

there is something else , there is something more in human life. There is

something else thi t is very important. Developments and natural forces are

very important. in the lives of us all. And when it comes to the Bible, we believe

that the Bible relates to the forces which which we find in the world. We believe

that it tells us about 'sundry interplays of such forces, but we i&kc believe that

there is also other forces that are supernatural forces, of God's revelation, of God's

directions. God controls. But if you leavebdxjx out God's control, if; you can leave

it out, then you will never ... then everything will fall apart. Natural forces,
high

it gives you k14J entirely different approach, an entirely different IXxw. result.

In German there were innumerable scholars who in their classrooms during the

first half of the last century were very interested in " developing this approach.
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they explained
In time... /everything in terms of social and psychological forces whk h

face each other and interplay, do synthesis, have some new syntheses... a
not

gradual development produced different things. Now, this waspplied among
among many thinkers

but it was prominent Germany a dteckxx. But iacdxxcgxx

In England it was not much practiced in the first quarter

of the last century. But the first ;half of the last century... the natural science...

it was much more interested in the natural science. In Scotland it was practically

unheard of. In Germany, how interesting it was... in the first half of the 19th

century in Germany there was great interest in the Hegelian philosophy in forces, interactii
While

interacting and reacting . .//,n England was interested in natural sciences/ within

the last half of the century, they reversed. And in Germany the major interest

was in natural science, whlè in England during the last gj half of the last

century ij the Hegelian philosophy7. 75) and the explanation of eycy cvccr

everything by natural forces of the tc-Darwinian theory, and so on, had come

to a be a matter of central forces... but at any rate this had not been much of

a factor in England nor k had it been a widespread factor in Germany, z but as

early as 18&3- 1833, Prof. In his classroom was trying to explain the development

of the teachings of the Pentateuch, the development of the sacrificial system of

the Old Testamert, as a result of ±k an interplay of forces and trying to see a progressive

movement in the development of it all, applying Hegelian philosophy in a way that

would be much related to the later development in England , this little-me-group

of men were trying to apply this to the Old Testament but with comparatively little

interestk taken in what they were doing. I'll mentim two more names here. Vatke

in 1885 wrote a book along this line and in 1861 a Dutch scholar, pr-of-- Prof. Kuenen

at the Un. of ... advanced the idea of this de'e-lopem-development ... he advanced
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these ideas but it was a pupil ci who made the vital step fcrward in

the Graf Welihausen theory, so number two, k I will call 2. K.H.Graf and

Abraham Kuenen. Now Graf was a pttl- pupil of Pceu-Ruess, and Graf was interested

in Reti--Ruess's idea that everything developed by natural forces, natural interplay

of thought, and Graf was trying to show a development in Evolution , a px progress

and so in 1866 Graf made a suggestion. Graf said as you eklook at the Pentateuch

you find that you have Leviticus and the last part of Exodus and rra nycnad Numbers

which gives you a very detailed legal systepi. Well, he said, they -sadsay this

is the eal4epart--earliest-pacts-writings, thEis kis the part of the 1st Elohist,

now, he said, 'k if this advanced legal system came at the beginning, and the

Jehovist, and the sectio ns of Exodus 20-24 wIre you have N-,-the Book of the

Covenant , that is a much more simple than the more detailed law, andso the

Jehovist writing in the Book of the Covenant is the 1st writing and go--from this

simple beginning later developedtle complicated lawas -of-th--of Leviticus and

parts of the story of the account of how to make the tabkernacle, and so Graf

said, What a silly idea, anybody who will read Genesis one , the very beginning

of the foundation writings can see that this is a thing that is enumerated tire

andK again. He said that Genesis me x and this earLty Elohistic writing , the

Covenant where God lay deew-down. . .he said this is the same kind of creative

writing that you have in Leviticus. Now, he said, How can you get it separated.

Exeeu Exodus is early and Leviticus is late. Kuenen said it would be much mae

sensible to c say that Leviticus is late and that the Elohist is late too . It is

a Copemicain revolution. And Graf and,J Kuenen advanced this idea that ... and

for 100 years. And the Jehovist is the late... and so Graf adopted Kuenen's idea

on this, and the ideas which t'ey presented united the idea of the k . Hekgelian
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Darwinian development of natural processes.

P-41

kAnd a man was on hand to make attack. Julius Welihausen. He was a
1878

young man, born in 1844. And so in,48-38-1 he was 38 years of later when he

was great book. He had a great mind, but he combined with it was what was

comparatively rare among German scholars, he eem4i'i- combined with it an ability

to write a clear, simple , easily understood language that the ordinary person

who dith't have the scholarly background at

all could follow what he presented and do it effectively, and tough--zk so

Julius Wellhausen adopted a theory of Graf and Kuenen and expressed it so well

in his History of Israel -which he wrote 1n1878 that it was a turning point in

the critical study of the Pentateuch. And the older scholars never accepted

" the famous older scholars of the day still held to the basis of the supplementary

theory and-but the younger scholars were all attracted by WE1]zhaus en's brilliant

presentation of the Graf and Welihausen theory. And the result is that the theory

of today often is called the Graf Wellhausen theory. Kuenen who-pec-hpa- perhaps

had mo re to do than either one e4- of them with the actual formulation of it, is

sometimes called the Kuenen-Wellhausen theory, .. now, Julius K Welihausen

in 1878 pr -- presented ... which combined two entirely different movements

---it wasn't just a study of ideas. How did primitive man every reach the ac

id that he had only one god. How did primitive me man ever-eventually develop

such a complex am sacrificial system as tht-that found in the book of LevIticus.

He combined the two and attempted to show that it began with a very eeF simple

writing of Jehovah, and the Jehoirist who was the latest now is the first,

after the Jehovist wrote his simple, primitive, rather narrative story, the n the

Elohist wrote a different document, which covered much the same ground. Now, this

is what Hupfeld ...and so you have the Jehovist first, and then the Elohsc.lst...
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and the Jehovist and the Elohist get combi eâand the combination ey-they

call J-E.And the J-E is so well combied that it is hard to tell which is which,

but it is combined k so that there is little . and then you have Deut. and it

was written in abait the time of Josiah, and it consisted mostly of the book

of Deut. and then you have the first Elohist added on last, and so the second

Elohist is now called... they have-M-ni-the give him the Id name E. In the first

g Elohist they call it the Priestly writings, because he is the one that gave

... and so they call him E. So you now have the theory in which both critical

scholars... J. E. D. P. theory. (Q) Well, there is still Kuenen. . the main agreement

is on the order. The book cf Deut. was found in the temple in 642--621, and

} would thoroughly agree that Detit. was found in the temple in 621, only I would

not be sure that it was only Deut. At any ratex, J Deut. was included, and many

...but that ...yes,

in which we show how the process of the pentateuchal criticism reached

the point at which it has substantially remained ever since... The variations...

but no variations have become ... individual' sc+iolars xxxx asked why

variant theories and different aspects of the theory ... but none of these

and the central teaching of the ix main points are accepted today by all critical

scholars ... and these are apt to beco me. .1 would say that 3/4s of the people

who teach Old Testament today teach it almost exactly as Wellhausen presented

it. Most people don't c. .. (Q) Well, I will reseme that a little biEt. Now,

it would be difficult to prove. I have a book by a German scholar written within

the last year which deals with about 30 0 different scholars , tells about their

advances and the-a very full discussion of their views. It may be that .. or
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written i America or Englardand you would almost think that Kuenen did more

abo.t it than Graf did, but it isn't so particularly that we know exactly what

Kuenen did or exactly what Graf did as to know how they fit together. It is

tremendously importrnt that we know what the main features are of the theory

Today it is taught as established fact o all over the world. Nine the-tent&'t

tenths of those who teach it as -ea-established fact could not give a reasonable

argument foir it to explain on what basis it rests. And they have been taught

it by the people under whom they study, and the books that they used had

reerer-referred to J, E, D, P. They were just as well knowxn as Washington, ard

England. And it is a question-eas to whether they existed or not, xk it doesn't

enter their heads , they- there ar many who have it... but . . Now, the main

thing yesterday aeit-the- g of course, the supplementary theory Is been
critical

supported 50 years. The great ,cholars of Germany all held that the supplementary
existence.

theory was the way in which the Pentateuch came into aqc. And i,/ then we
Graf and Kuenen

notice that documentary theory... 1853 ... a few years later M kook up Hupfeld's

ctheory, not something new but something that cx . had already been

to have the establishment of something ... was put for-ward with a new arrangement

and the answer to the whole problem... to their answer ... the others...

P-42

he supplementary theory was the way in which the Pentateuch came into existence.

We noticed adopted the documentary theory, in 1853, did

not make .... at least it got into press, and some people felt that ±k it was

and a few years later Graf and Kuenen took Hupfeld' s theory, not as something new
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but as something that had long been ... for years, and so he had had the

establishment of something .. We were under consideration of ... last time.

This looked forward to the new arrangement,c& as an answer to the whole problem.
the later scholars

Its arrangement was thei answer to this ... in the minds of all I even

though the older scholars did not accept the ... the reason why this is this:

It was combined with another movement altogether. This later movement has aroused
the Great Britain and in

great interest in Germany, and a fair amount of interest in the United States during

the previous century. Did Moses write the Pentateuch Or is this made up of

different documents? written by different writers? Or at is it , is the

substantial part of the original writing and then some other writer have added to

it? Or perhaps it may amount to the supplemntation theory. What was the truth?

on this? On this matter great bulk of people were interested. Because they are

interesed in the Bible. Many people are interested in the Bible. , Did Moses

write the Pentateuch? Or did it actually come into being through .*.? They

were interested in that . ... were writing on this other question. How
ever

did people come to get the idea of one God? How did they4ome to get

the idea of Israel being God's people? How did they ever come to get the idea

of having sacrifices such as are described in the book of Leviticus? How did

these come tnto existence? These people actually depended on these assumptions/

that there was no ruling Divinezx providence. It is like Darwin's theory presented

as a result of chance.., forces acting and reacting toward each other... resulting

in certain changes. This is the Hegelian ideas... zbopipcbmwauxNE from the

simple to the complex... so common in Germany... Then in the last fifty years
explanation of" the naturalistic, purecly accidental ../. how the religion came into existence...

was combined thcRX.xx Kaw%Ymww"vi by ... such people

as Gra, by Abraham g Kuenen, Leiden... combined with these people over
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All this very involved thing is the complexing. ..Well, now, that--let us

briefly sumn rize again the attitude of all the doctrine. Astruc and Elchhorn noted

-tha4--te4dvanced wl t was -the-eaone of the earliest things written.

They did not put mn attention. Their main k lit erest was in dividing o.t what

they thought were two distinct documents. Now, the y said we know ... and then

we have k for three chapters. and then we go through Genesis and we put the
Elohim together with

parts by the word. /.Jehovah-twe. together with Genesis 2 , 3, and 4. At-tb-

And after Exodus 6 ... less than 100. ..the use of the Divine Names is no longer

a help in defihing the documents. Or they say that Genesis one... is enumerate

is just like Leviticus. And they say all the material is tx..

p-4 3

But then other scholars after that went on and after Exodus 6 you have 1800 terms

of Jehovah, and less than 100 terms of Elohim, the use of the Divine Names is

no longer a help in dividing documents, but they say the question of fact

that in Genesis one where you have Elohim, Wi ere you have 7 . .fits exactly

with Leviticus and with t e laws of the tabernacle in Exodus and with the statistics

of Numbers they say that all of the material of this type is a part of the Elohist

document, and so they said that from that is the one docunEnt,and the otle r document

is Jehovist, Aid Ewald said... actually you have the Elohistin the original... so accord-

lug, to the ". . Ewald and others, theo riginal foundation document is Genesis
in

1 ]e idc geneology icGenesis 5. !kx Ore story of flood is taken out

section by section out of the first account of flood. Then parts of the name Elohim

is used in the rest of the Genesis. SimilarW' parts in the early ... and a considerable
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section of Numbers, and then Deuteronomy... which came into being later in the

time of king Josiah. So, this is what they held almost half a century, nearly
supplementary

all the critical scholars maintained the kgzo4xotheory, Any body can see the

difference in style. W,yx Anybody can see the difference in style in Genesis

1 and in Genesis 2. Anybody can see the difference in style between the J*DIxbcx

Elohist and Jehovist insertions. Where Elohist is brief, the Jehovist ixx has

inserted a longer story. V... But it is Jehovist that is late. Jehovist has about
the first part of

half the material in Genesis ... a considerable part oVthe book of Exodus ... nothing

practically nothing in the book of Leviticus. Certain sections of ... very
it

little in Deuteronomy. And then they extend/to Joshua,. dividing into ox . various
k

documents. Then Hupfeld said Y ... find the striking difference in the style of

cx Genesis one and Genesis 2, the enumerated style of Genesis 1:l-42:4.

The narrative style of 2:4-5:. But he said when you get on further xfkiocx on in
2:

xDec Genesis, tc The narrative style of/4 and 5: but he said, when you get on further

in Genesis, you have the material there which you call Ellhist. This is the name

Elohim, which uses the name Elohim, which has a narrative style exactly like

almost like the style of Genesis ... and so he id, your foundation document

is actually two documents itself. This he calls.., the first section the 1st ElohIst

and the second one 2nd lohist. 2nd Elohist took a greater part of Genesis 20 and Gene

sis 50... they have been considered as a part of the foundation writing, part

of the Elohist. So, you have the arrangement of Hupfeld... where the lost

Elhist which is Genesis 1 , genologpY, ... the rest of Geneeis, the story of

the flood. And also, if you think in the eatly part of the Exodus, but most of the

last half of the Exodus.., practically all of the book of Exodus and ... that is the

1st Elohist and that, he says, was written at the time when ... Ewald and others
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movement over here who wanted to explain how the documert s came into

existence. And the em--bem-combinat1on cgave the forice tot he movement

and established it and it has remained so ever since. Now, we are t going

to look before the end of the semester at the argu ments that can be explained

on a naturalistic b3cx basis showing wlrw these are arguments came into existence

--before we get to tiat point we are going to continue our main emphasis-r--hv

eetate*e on the litereary aspect of it, how the Pentateuch comes into existence

,but wew-wt to realize how from Welihausen's time on the other was a very

special factor in4eeiflg- arousing support for it, Now, yesterday, I mentioned

a pupil of ... trying to explain the instances of the institutions cf Israel. The

Trying to explain that . Where . that represents the results of the long

development. He ik said , Despite the fact that you have all this Levitical

..he said the IAev-Levitical Laws , that all comes at the end c instead

of the end. k There were already. And when Graf , and he s4- -said the fouxi ation

writings, all this xwritings. . and All this statistical . . that is the same as

the Levitical laws, you can't separate these two. You must be wrong tx ix in that
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said that the Q"riginal foudation writing was written at the time of Solomon. And

after that he says that the second Elhisted was written and inserted into the

1st Elohist. So you have the inserted £lboc ... into the 1st Elohist... tkxx before

the story from Genesis where ... are. The rest of Genesis is certainly inserted

in the early part of the Exodus, and it is very ... In that., by the second

Ethhist . ... No, the 1st Elohist according to Hupfeld includes all , practically

all of Leviticus, but not over a fourth of Genesis, and not over a third of

The second Elohist is largely confined to Genesis , though he has certain amount

in other books. And according to Hupfeld the second Elohist which was fifty years

all critical said that it was part of the Elohist sharpyl.y distinguished...

from Jehovist document. He said it was a separate document incorporated in

the 1st Elohist. Then he said the Jehovist is incorporated into that. And Jehovist
which uses the name Jehovah...

is . is, all the sections of Genesis /.. The portions from Genesis are Jehovist

from Genesis 2:4 to ,19; Genesis 20: on most of the rest of the book is Jehovistic.

A little less than a half of the bo book of xx Genesis is ... and later
some argue with

incorporated... Then Jehovist is incorporated into that... although,4upfe1d and

£UC?C others, How do you know that the second Elohist is cxckx incorporated

Jehovist document? Well, he says, I am not so sure of that.., It maybe that

Jehovist was the first one of those ... but I am sure that the 1st Elohlst is the

foundation writing. The first Elohist was earlier than the second; the second

Elohist was the later than the 1st... whether Jehovist comes first or not.., If you

are going to argu over that.., the king Josiah.. 625 B.C... ddzx Deuteronomy..
d 50 years ago

those four documents.., then ... most of the critical scholar/said that the

foundation, the earliest part of the writing gives the main ... into which all the
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REST were incorporated... The 1st Elohist is the most foundational ... Deuteronomy

was written during the time of ... they call this the Copernical Revolution...

the older schois say, it is cc ridiculous.., to think of l1 that early

and the other would say, how g1x could you believe that ... all details rules

and everything woulc çz( come into existence ... ? Of course, it is... Why should

it not? We believe that Moses gave the simple body of the law of ØCovenant

in the book of Exodus 20: to 24: , x±kgoduqexx, at the beginning of the wilderness

journey. After that was given in details.., the Leviticus was given him,zxx by

God for the study of the priesthood and their applications not for general men ....

and then the book of Deuteronomy was finly an exhortation ... . But certainly

to start it with V the book of Leviticus is ricidulous ... . if you are going to

spread it 0 all over a long period of years... How can you v start with Jehovist?

They say that P Is thcxdxzcx those sections of Genesis , part of ... Genesis

is partly Jehovist and partly Elohist. This was their argument against...

The older scholars insisted on tkx hldlng their view that the earliest...

died off.., the younger scholars were so convinced that the evolutionary develop

ment tx natural forces that either acting or reacting ... and they found that

expd1ent... clear and interesting presentation.., so those scholars...

(Q) About the time of the beginning of the supplementary theory, thEec these

documents were all traced and carried forward to the book of Joshua. And

today most f' any critical book ... where they speak of Hextateuch .... It is

interesting that in Joshua they do not have anywhere nearly as much ... as they

have in the earlier ... although they hold that 1l these four documents are found

in Joshua. There is not exactly... d/
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with except to note that it
In this class we are hot dealing4nuch of Joshua, zi xxtkXis included in

the Hexaeuch.... There are some today who would say that judges and even

parts of the Kings should be classifd accord ir to these documents zfzr'z

There i/ is a certain chapter in the Kings which says,
"

wrote
(Q) ... No body would ever V' think that the Jehotrist i Genesis 1:1-...

In Genesis 11 the word Elohim is used 33 times and and then the wcrd Jehovah

times... lAnd it is trite that the 1st 34 c/ verses of Genesis - Elohim is

used all the way through... Nobody has ever suggested that Jehovist had written

Genesis 1. For Jehovah never occurs in that chapter. And then after 34 verses

which lxxx include all the Genesis ... one of the first verses of Genesis ....
Then you will find used

then; you have first the expression , /Jehovah Elohim./ Tkex twenty times/

in the next 45 verses. And right after that .' In the next x 25 verses
used

you have Jehovah Xen times. So, Jehovah Elohim used here 20 times, and wht h

is very rard y used elsewhere.., has a reason to show that

P-44




the word
I wish that it is clear to everybody that Genesis II: ... you notice /Elohim...

three times, and z' it never uses the word Jehovah. and that is true cf the 1st

xcx 34 verses of Genesis .. . xaaxk Elohohim straight through. Nobody

has kux ever suggested the name of Jehovahist writers had written this part

of Genesis, Genesis 1. Jehcwist never ic wrote. Genesis 1. After this
34

very/verses which included all tibepk of the Genesis l:J7 and the first four verses

of chapter 2, then you have the word Jehovah; Elohim used 20 times in the next 4cx

45 verses. And right/ after that, the next 25 verses, you have Jehovah used

10 times.., the assumption which is very reasonable that Jehovah Elohim which
h ere

used 20 times in Genesis and very rarely elsewhere, has a reason to show
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that Jehovah here in chapter 2 is the same as Elohim in chapter one, and on that

assumption we can say that Gene sis uses only Elohim and 2 , 3, and 4 and vbeb&j

ly uses the word Jehovah. Here we have ix an interesting alternation.

And if you go on this way through the Pentateuch, there are two or three chapters
all Jeovah, and 2 or 3 chapters all Elohim...

is a very strong argument. saying

ckocxx.
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all the Jebovah chapters " over here and all the Elohim chapters

over / here.., and I gave cdt about ten days ago to take some other chapters

and see the ce source of the contiguous, the continupus sections like

that... We noticed that there is hardly ever such an arrangement ... right

there when you get to Exodus 6, from there on, they practically all use the

word Jehovah... 1500 times , only 100 times of Elohim used ... in the rest of

the book... Today which of these too Elohists, 1st and the second, is the
earlier

earlier, no body knows. Some say that the 1st Elohist is .zifrwthan the x 2nd

Elohist. x c bI1cMxmRtnxumm The second Elohist they call the Elohist.

The 1st Elohist now they call the priestly document. So, they use the letteç. P,

(Q) ... Because you have 50 )( chapters in Genesis...
and; you have nearly 10 chapters in Exodus...
Exodus 6:3, God said/ to Moses, "And I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto

Jacob, by the name of God Almighty, but by my name JEHOVAH was I not known

to them'. So, they say, The 1st Ellhist and the second Elohist called him

Elohim, and they did not use the word Jehovah, but the Jehovist x forgot that.

So, when he wrote, he wrote ,& and called God Jehovah fr' right from the beginning.

See, that is why we find a contradiction here.., which is pretty hard to fit ir
theory

with the supplementary theory. For the suppimmentary/would read/ the first thing
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and find it clearly taught ixDc without ignoring what is put into.., that is

what is called the supplementary theory. ' That is why you have to make a

documertary theory rather than a supplementary theory. Yes? (Q) Of course,

the Elohist wrote more of the Leviticus.. . the whole book of Leviticus... the

last ... the whole book of Leviticus, and the last fourth of the book of Exodus

has many ... many parts of the Numbers, all of g' Genesis one, all of Genesis

23, and 36, and the whole story of the flood and a lot of other material.

YES?(Q) Never, never. Never.., never.... Well, I think you all have many

in mind so that; you do not forget them ... when we go on with special

passages .... Number 4. Thea o&1xbc Spread of the Gauf-Welihausen

theory. This is far less important than what we have been dealing with now.

But I thought I had better give; you a very ... Yesterday 4 times ... and times

today. So, please study the notes on it, and get it in your mind as early as possible...?

a. The oppositions from the older scholars in Germany. This I have already

dealt with previously . ... The older scholars ... did; not immediately adopt

the Graf-Well hausen theory ... though they maintained the divisive documentary

theory .... %uch as Elohim, Jehovah... p.... Franz Delitzsch... was a --y

great Christian writer in Germany in the latter part of the last century.

Franz Delitzsch has written cx commentaries on many of the books of the

Old Testament in which he presents axexaminatiorof which are
even

very, very useful today. He was a great scholar, highly recognized by people

of all nations And he translated the New Testament into Hebrew which

but Franz Delitzsch opposed the supplenentary theory and opposed the

naturalists, and maintained the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, mainted

the unity of, the Pentateuch and written by Moses... the unity ci the book

of Isaiah... Franz Delitzsch's son, Gregory Delitzsch became a strong
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support of Graf-Welihausen theory. And Gregory Delitzsch wrote so strongly

in favor of the Graf-Welihausen theory that ... the father who ... to look

into the critical arguments... 1= carefully in order that he may answer them,

and he was a man of great fairness ... he was a man of .... he gathered a
(Franz Delitzsch)

tremendous amount of archeological discoveries.., he did a great deal

of amount of studies to .... He tried to fit in the theory in terms of

this verse as is written by this writer, that one was writteh that writer, etc.
as if

He said that he felt e was tempted to tear into pieces the Bible ... the integreity

of the Pentateuch... But he went on and studied and ... consequently x

he came to be convinced xzo of it. And so his subsequent editions of his commentary

adopted the theory. The latter edition of Franz Delitzsch's commentaries are

not nearly as j useful to Evangelical students as the earlier editions, because

in his latter editions he adopted the features of the Graf-WellhØaisen theory,

while at the same time, endeavoring to maintain all thc represents icx really

what God inspired through human agencies or th ugh others, and it really all

depends on ... and he expressed anything ... he still has some doubts concerning...

but, nevertheless, ... He studied first Assyrtology, and then studied the
studies

babylonian ./. he did óe make A great contributions but he kept on turning

more and more ... he kept on turning more and more against the Bible, Dthcx until he cam
wrote a book which he called "the greatest FRAUD

kdtøux..w.6 uth#rj._-L_tMui where; he

denounced all tlckx the Old Testament as fraud.At the University

of Pennsyvlania some years ago ... , a great Assyriologist,

Grafi-Welihausen theory.. . I askdd him what he thought of it... he said,

inaudible..
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I met a man who had4 great gard
At the University of Penny1vania some years ago wkx

for Rc Gregory Delltz'sch, the great Assyiologist,

and considerable regard for Graf-Wellhausen theory. Why, I asked him what

he thought of Delitzsch's book " Thereatest Fraud"? Oh, he said, (beginning of the

record) As the older scholars died off, the younger ones all followed the

Gra(f-Wel1hausen theory. In Germany as the older scholars died on, the

younger ones all followed the Graf-Welihausen theory. (Q) Yes, Mr. ?

The thing is that there is quite a bit of ... occasionally in spaces between,

he (Delltzsch) discusses to which documents certain passages belong, etc.)

But his interpretation all have to do a great deal with these documents. But I

would recommend that you. can 1 look into W one of these commentaries

and find out yourself... That was b. Franz Delitzsch... c. W. Robertson

Smith. One of the most brilliant men that have ever 3ived in the British Isles.

Robertson Smith was brought up in a very orØthodox home in Scot(]and, and he

was a brilliant studnet. He has a phenomenal memory and tremendous gxxcx

ability to think.., he went over to Germany after he had finished theological

studies in England. There he vd studied in Germany. There in Germany

he was shocked to find that the seven which was so bgzxxxkx rigorously

maintained in Scotland in 1920 and it is ot any more now. *Qé&c 1947

one of the main ... In Scotland... the railroad station, and it was almost like

a ... no trains, no bus, nothing to... As he sec studied in Germany, he

became convinced of the Graf-Wellhausen theory.. The way the Lord

has shocked. z xkxçot to study their ideas. He did not say much about

it when he first came back... He came to be convincv-d of Graf-Wellhausen

theory.
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He came home and became a professor at Preacher's Colèege, in Aberdeen, Scotland.

There he was writing an article. . on the history of Israelcd for the Encyclopaedia

k BrttannicaT and he wrote an article in which he presented the Graf-Well

hausen theory that he learned from Germany. And as a result, the Scotch

Christians were so shocked that they demanded that he be ... ed from his

professorship. And there was much discussion , and there was a big $ trial
the Free Church of Scotland, and

in a xxxKR eventually he was dropped from his professorship and

instead was made professor in Cambridge University. So, A as the Scotch

was troubled by his positiori.. . kw&xx and he was dropped from the Free Church
had

of Scotland, then the EncyclQpedaea Britcannica /liked his article so much that

they asked him to become the Editor-in-Chief of the Encyclopaedia Britannic.

He edited several editions of the Britannica, and this brilliant man was

thoroughly convinced of the Gaaf-Wellhausen theory and became one of the

great influences in causing it to become dominant in Great Britain where

it is taught today ... was more ... d. Charles S. Driver, is the

name of the office of the Church of England .... Ch. S. Driver was a British

professor in Oxford University who has studied ... in Germany... Fe thoht

ye ry highly of kdxDcxxyxxxxxx Franz Delitzsch's scholarship and used

some of the most important... translated some of his important works into English,

And who ".. the whole New Testament ... on the whole quite conservative...

Deity of Christ, the great Christian doctrines of the New Testament... when it came

to theecx Old Testament, he did not take the attitude that so many German

scholars took... Grafi-Wellhausen theory shows how.., eventual, evolutionaty
took the view that are

process.,, they came to be put together eventually .... H 4'farfnore vangelicai

than many of his writings that are ...., far more acceptable than the things...
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Driver was a brilliant ix& mind. He wrote a book entitled, "Introduction to

the books of the Old Testament, " In which the Graf-Wellhausen theory was
has done

presented in a fuller way than cz in which Robertson Smith /.. AFter 40

years remaining 7... the authoritative text of the 1d Testament criticism was .

both in Great Britain and in America. Until

this day there is none which has kx replaced

There was a revisded edition in 19... and there was a reprint in 1929...

the book went through a number of revisions and editions. Then others continued

to revise the book.'.. And today it is quite ... Kuyper(?) of Harvard...

Harvard University wrote an Introduction to the Old Testament in 1921 which

hacYs a new edition in 1949. .. / and for a time it has replaced Driver's,

he has a fuller presentation of the theory than Driv&,, but recently

we no longer hear of so much about the book any more. I think that the reason

is because Kuyper has ( added ... theory... He thought that Genesis 1 was F,

Genesis 2, 3, and 4 were all the others. He gzc calls... 'inaudible.

It is so important at this time to have facts straight in mind. . x*t±iaEçcdxt

cvxkaidcAn1dxxxcx This paper should tell me whether you have them or
chance

not, and in case you do not, you would have k& to make it ±xzzzz for it,

by reviewing it well ax by Monday. Please turn in all the papers...

I do not want to receive any papers after this time .... WeU, we were speaking

about the spread of the documentary theory. Thank you. Number 4. The
there was

Spread of the Graf-Wellhausen theory .... We noticed yesterday that/the

opposition of the older scholars/ to the critical

scholars who maintain that sections in Genesis should be divided into sections
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WAS NOT promited, and they held the previous theory which had been held,

but they did not accept the Graf-Welihausen theory by most of those scholars...

Delith was thoroughly convinced of Mosaic authorship of the ... some documents

were witten, but they were written later..., although he did not accept the G-W
to

theory. A manlike a very famous critic like that, kept/their own

theory which had similarities with the theory , but was. .more like the earlier one.

But the Union x1xnxjocho1ars ... who 1&xx/Robertson Smith , and
although he

Delitzach.. Driver, ... Driver/died about 1920, is still of great importance, g

because he had written a book, Introduction to th e literature of the Old

Testament, which for 40 years was a standard ixed,ox introduction lzzPlmz from

a critical viewpoint in the English speaking world. It gives the very basic

view of the Graf-Wellhausen theory. And a bulk of the people who write

about him today differ in thd,x some detail for-ever. They, however, hold to

the basic essentials.wc of all the critical theories. There is hardly )( any

important variations in it which some critics advanced, and which some other critics
denied, as

have not pckz begun. So, Driver's work is still/useful a work as any
it is so held today

other there is, except f Z. i widely ./ at Princeton , at Harvard, at Yale...

Driver, Robertson Smith, etc.

P-46

They say that ±kcx some ections were wrltt ater... in most cases of Genesis,

but they still maintain that mo of Ge sis have not beeL . . A manlike

a very famous c Ic 1 that, (already typed.. .J

)ˆLf.c,&,,tcbc Pfeiffer of

Harvard,. H s written in 1941, instead of 188 Ike the first division of

Driver 1929 he got out from " But Pfeiffèr. got out the revised
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some of it written later, but still maintained most of it gt came from Genesis

and men & x like Dillmon, and very famous critics like tlat .... had their

similarity with this thecry but more like the earlier theories, but the younger

scho&lars ... thus small d. Driver, and although he died about 1920 is still

of importante, because his book, The Introduction of the Ltet'eiti.e Literature

of the Old Testament, which for 30 years was thestandard introducti n from a

critical viewpoint in the English speaking world , kept the ' basic view of

t
the Graf Wellhausen theory, but while the bulk of the people who write about

it &today in some detail they hold to its main assention, nearly all of the critics.

And there is hardly any important variation which some critics which most others

have not die-denied. So Driver St ill as .. as any there tei- is, except the

'r-4w view that is taught so so widely today. You take a book like Pfeiffer of

Harvard, and y ou might say it is interesting reading. It was written in 1941 instead

of 1883 like the first edition of t Driver, aid the last of Drivers in 1929 . Pfeiffer

got out a revised edition in 1949. That is comparatively recently, but except

the ... while PBfeiffer accepting most of the points of the Wellhausenk theory

and taking them for granted, yet take some of its basic principles and completely

twists them around, and I don't know of any critical scholar today who holds

with Pfeiffer in these variations from the Graf Welihausen theory, so Driver's

book is still comparatively important in the study of the Graf WeTha-Wel1hausen

theory ad as it is taught so widely today , now, C. A. Briggs. And Briggs you

are faml&liar with these g two names, because . .-eu*4e our leading Hebrew dictionary

is Brown Driver and Briggs, and Driver is one of the three it who made this best

Hebrew dictionary in the English language. This was E. , -L-A-C.A. Briggs and
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Charles Augustus Briggs was a professor in Union Seminary who wrote in

defense of the virgin birth of Christ and gave the x impression tha4-as

far as New Testament teaching is concerned that he ic was strongly evangelical.

But his previous five years of study in Germany he I had -beee--kbecorne fad
thoroughly
4t4? convinced of the W Graf-W4& Wellhausen , and he was one of t1'reee

those who was most effective in introducing it in the United States. I believe

that it was about 1896 or within I two or three years of that that ?tee- Proftessor

William Henry Green of Prirceton brought charges against -per- Professor Btiggs

of Union Seminary for his departure from the faith in khis denial of the Mosaic

authro- authorship of the Pentateuch and Briggs-wth- withdrew from the Presbyterian

Church and Joined the Episcopal Church and Union Seminary insisted on retaining

him on its faculty and the General Assemblyof t-e Presbyocterian Church asked

that none of its students go to Union because Briggs was there. PrRinceton Seminary

soon had the largest student body that it ever had in its history,as a result cf

this. Briggs represented the Graf-Wellhausen theory ñcin the United States

as far as the Old Testament was concerned, and of course Brig commentary

on the Psalms carried it to a rather ridiculous extreme in the x way that he

divided up almost every Psalm into two or three different source . Briggs, however,

I have ax number of his books and they had a n; mber of details, but they }

never had a standing as an authoritative ..of the views that .... tthat are also

important in 1x this connection. Number 4, was the spread of the G raf=Wellhausen

Theory, and number 5 Ifxsdxx subsequent developments. The older scholars

diefi off, the younger scholars -ta ##e--were taught tia t the We-Graf-Wel1hausen

theory as contained in Driver's book, Literature of the Old Testament would be

established the-truth regarding the Old Testament and the argument that was widely
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used was that there was a consensus of scholarship that scholars agree upon these

facts. Now, in 1929 when I went to &L+-study in the American School of Orienthi

Research in Jerusalem, with Prof. William Aibright, later professor at John Hopkins

Univerity, the conzcensus had become widely established among critical scholars

but now seemed to be on the point of breaking up. Dr. Aibright said that ter-

there were only two orthodox Welihausenists in Germany, and they are not orthodox.

In other words, it seeme d in 1929 as if the critical scholars were going ink a

dozen different directions, and gave up tie Graf-We ei-Wellhausen guite

completely, because of archaeological discoveries which had been made which

at point after point showed the accuracy of the statements in sections which according

to the critical theory were writing centuries after the events were to have taken

place, and it was very difficult to see how that knowledge would have been availble

to the writers so much later, and as a xreu- result the many scholars were trying

to stick to it s main points t yet to fit with its areheeeoea--ar1xchaeological

d evelopxnentts. So they seemed to be on the point if going off into many directions.

And in 1929 it was my expectation that the Graf-Welihausen theory would be given
new idea for a

up and critical scholars would reach a new concensus of a Aaturalistic development

of the Pentateuch as the revelation of God. That t was my expectations however,

the expectation did not work out. There were a number of scholxcars who xpresented

new aspetts, new ideas, but no one of them received much approval from most

of the others. Like Pfeiffer, for instance, I mentioned to you His kintroduction
J

to tie Old Testament, in chapters 2, 3, and 4 xare not ,44terel at all, they are "he

--they xax are c not the earliest writings , they are the latest. They are after?,

a thougsand years later than Driver thought they were written. Well, I dcn't suppos ,

he didn't realize tk to do that would be to exclude the whole foundation on *t ich
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Few if any
the critical theory krests ./ -vew-e-many other critical -s~scholars

followed Pfeiffer in this particular suggestion and the particular suggestions

that have been made by individual scholi rs has not been followed and so

critical scholars today are following-the-exactly the thecry that was taught

by G raf-and we-' Welihausen ac nearly 100 years ago now. That is the

only thing that they agree on. I would say that the critical scholars agree on

3/4s of the points in the Graf-Wellhausen theory and buildit on the same

basis on which it is built, although they insist on individual points. And so

th e study of the Graf-Welihausent theory is just as important today as it was

+-60 yeas x ago. Now, when it comes to the popular world, when I was

a boy we heard a discus oxx ion about the higher criticism ..and our-ong4

strong eveal-evangelical church... in many churches ... and the people as a

whole knew very little about the higher criticism until t th these last 1 and a half.

And within this last year there zk has come out in the Sunday Scho1 I4teiattt*

literature of most of our major denominations articles which are almcs t identiczl

.. articles which are presenting to their people 4ew44tee-m- how the
essentials

Old Testament came into being, and giving the ma1rVeeers of the Graf-Welihausen

theory in jepthe-pop- popular. langta ge. And such booklexts as this which

I referred to as before, Know your Bible it series. The First Jewish Biblex

are being widely circulated in that chug rch and Smith explains it here how the

Pentateuch is a compilation. He & says that to a scholar who is -y- very familiar

with Hebrew, it is very evident a that material from a number of different historical

documents ... as soon as the ~Mtent -&-student's attention is called to the

fact . .he sees the evidence at e*ee.- w once. It makes me wonder if Smith

o
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knows much Hebrew, when he speaks this way, becau e you get the impression

if you know Hebrew , you will immediately see kx...and there are very few

alleged evidences of the Graf=Wellhausen theccy that are not just as v4s-ie-

visible in the English Bible as in the Hebrew, there are comparatively few places

where the knowledge of the Hebrew is imptant in this e-ecereetofr-connection.

The most important wbuld be that the name Yodh He Waw He, does not appear in

that form inbc the English Bible. Many people think that it -its--4risn't in

the Bible, but *e aet-once a person realizes that in our King James Versin

if you have the LORD in capitols, or Jehovah in Caps. ,eit1r one of these,

then -if c it is capitols like this it repereac represents the Hebrew letters.

And once you know tia t you don't -lwe- have to bother tiwt with the Hebrew.The

English represents it exactly. Practical ly every Bible has ... so that there is

little difference .. when ... then he says what are these characteristics

Then , he -9e-said, what is the first characteristic, there are large sections
haxtrs

of Genesis and sole portions of the first five p t4o-of Exodus in 'th ich

the word Yahweh is used xk systematically. Nobody knows the oriinal pronunciation

--it nay have been Yahweh, but no one knows, but he said, 'here are are places

where the name Yahweh is used systematically. Other sections where the

name Elohim is used... Both names are used both ploe--k-t1e- places in the

New Testament... there are appearances int this portion of the Pentateuch.

so that scholars became convinced many years ago that they were dealing with

two different documents. One should come upon an early history of the American

colonies. And for &e. considerable space the name New England...ard then the

names should be suddenly be changed to New Englad . But that is not an exact

parallel. -M4*--ethecause Jehovah and Elohim are not in two d different lfrngues
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languages. And it is as if you were to say that ..I was unable to see much

of Churchill because he was ill at the time, however, when I viv-visis ted

England 5 years later we had a long tald together.

P-47

" ..so that with little effort one doesn't need Hebrew for that pak- particular

thing, so that w a44tt-e-eertwhen Smith makes it look as ±k if you know
Smith has heard that fro m

Heberew it is o obvious, it makes ire es-wonder if /. .lxsomeone doers 't

know much about Hebrew. And he says what are these characteristics. There

are several lit but we will identify four which are the most easily 4eftt4f1&be-

recognized by the English student. Then he said What is the first characteristic

--there are large sections of Genesis and some portions of the first five be

chapters of Exodus with the name Yaweh is used systematically, and so--represented

of the most critical scholars as Yahweh , nobody knows the original . ..it ira y

possibly be Yahweh, we do not know, we do not know. But he s. d there are

places today vth ete t1'e- Yahweh is used systematicall, and ot1 r sections where

the name Elohizm is used with equal consistently, and there are appearances in

this portion of k the Pentateuch seeems to follow a definite plan, so that ..

the name New Haven is used in the New r World and then the name should

suddenly be changed to New Enland, but that is not an exatt parallel, because

Jehovah and Elohim in two de,-different langwge. They are in the sane langta ges

--it is more as if you were to say, On my last trip to Great Britain I webr--k...

there you say Greet Britax in and then England, does that prove two different

authors. No, it might prove two authors. If you show me a book by a xaoc man

in which he referEs lOOs of time and-to Great Britain and never callus it England
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and you show me a book by another ran in which he hundreds of times

calls ±.x it England and never calls it Great Britain and then show me a

book they had written together, I mt-might say that yeti-we perhaps

can separate out the portions of Great Britain from those of England, but

most of these would use both terms, just like you would refer to-Great--Br4at

America or the United States, as the chances are for variety you would

.Yes, there is a dlfferertce, that is a fact that if you ... Jehoiakim, Hezekiah.

W have many proper names ...Jehoiakim is ... Hezeklah is the Lcrd is stong.

Ai'd-tIia-t-And then when you try to think-wawhat does the name mean. .. C. s

Is a very good suggestion as to its m ning. I like very well the suggestion

from Mr. Montgomery . .ix he is professor of Old Testament there, and he

Prof. Montgomery said that he thought that Yahweh was the Hiphil Imperfect from

the vercb which means to ..and therefore it means the one.. .Now, nobody

kncw s ..I think that fits with that interpretation. ..Certainly , there have been

hundreds of suggestions as to . ..there is a ncx Mesopotamian ... and is

the god who in the Babylonianz flood story warns ..now, It is not accepted

by very many people, kbut there are people a few who hold it. The origin

of the name of God cannot .. We have noc reason to think that .. .look for

it naturally. that defies the natural. but there is no such explanation on ,h ich

... and that one which you mention is very, very, it-4s-would be more reasonable

to hold that... but the god of wisdom, but not . ..that is getting a little ahead of

our point of discussicn, but it is rather important kmaterlal and certainly now

not out of kplace at this pout . . . .the waly that this material is now becoming populariaed.
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He says here in question 85 what does the use of the different names indicate.

He says it might -Mt- not indicate anything more than that the author first used

one name and then the other for the -saidr-se4.d-- sake of variety uri9t-- until we begin

to examine the text itself, ard then we discover among other things that Genesis

1:1 to 2:4 used Elohim 35 times w4h-the- in telling the story of creation ard never

more- uses Yahweh ere- once. Then, he says , then we find that Genesis 2:4 to
Yahweh Elohim

3:24 which follows immediately uses the compound name/.-.i&4.-believed by
20 times

scholars to have been Yahweh in the original manuscript/and Elohim all alone

only four times. So on that question I hope that you all did .... our secoixi point

Of course exclusively it is not very bad, because after it is . about 20 times and

only four ... it k certainly 1sf so predominantly that we do not. .T4since we

have many times... it is a very interest1g point in the ... of the Bible tia t it

begins this way, and it is 1. ..to the end of four generally uses Jehovah. Now,

if you go on ..and when two or three chapters... you have some very teFeth

interesting evidence. And it is a question... ln additicn to that, Genesis 1:1-2

to 4.. . is the fourth argument has the enumerateds4gis-. very different from the

style of 2:4-8. Every-word-where you find Elohixim you 4ee4e-have the enumerated

style, and every where you have Yahweh do you have -rye- so it continues to say

If in the five chapters ix of Genesis 12-16 Yahweh is used 27 times and now it
appears but once

..while in another section ...the name Yahweh/. .. and the name Elohim is used

57 times, and you would think from that chapters 35-50 would be entire1y-ehMt

Elohist. You will find that in chaptera-- the bulk of the material to the Jehovist

--not totl Elohgcist... and yet he makes an argument there that in thes e 16 chapters

that Yahweh is used but once. and if you have your principle kx carried out consistently
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this last few chapters should all belong to the Elohist, so that that just indicates

that . . . while not departing ... it is a £&4w-- falsiek impression that these ... consls-

et'ty- -tently be carried outnx --x that is a very important thing for us to investigate

and see, but we are still on number five. Subsequentk developments---that Pfeiffer's

book , made marked deviations from the Wllhausen theory --two other documert s

which take up the early date of the theory and ... and that would ...because he sap

that these chapters show the ... ad- and Pfeiffer puts it in the

d e&t--but very few scholars have qualified for it, they probably have realized that

" that in making that change in the theory he . ..in fact if you can see t1 way that
in so many places

this thery is taught today, 1±x z as dogmatically established fact/ arri you see
the statements are madeRl

however how/. .sometimes it seens to me that ... and the theory is that today

.and people do not realize it. . but you cannot possibly investigate if you do

not ... as I have re&peatedx but now we can go ... but now we can go on to capitol

G. Summary of the arguments for the theory.

P-48

Most of the fundamental ert arguments ...the J ... but later, most of the fundamental

arguments.. .k because he said these arguments show the prixmitive Adam which

apply to the beginning. In fact as you see the -s8-way th t this . talks today, so

dogmatically as established fact, as you see however, how... someti ,ies it seems

to me that ... ard it didn't reach ... and the second and he put it on top of the fifth,

and today the4ea4- foundation..i-and people did not realize it. But you cannot

p ossibly investi gate it until you know exactly. ..but now we can go on to capitkol

... Surnmary of th argument for the theory. And the argument for the theory are in

two eel- ea.s classes.. .they are the i arguments that Elchhorn originally... small

a. 6f&&-Arguments for-pelt- petition. Here i s the Pentateuch. Now, the argumetts
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for pe t4oft-petition .-We don't worry toomuch about Deut. We have already

--it is a separate book as we have it. But under a. we are interested in

Joshua...we wont need as much time on Joshua in this book, but Lev., Exodus

, ..four books that have run along consistently ....which is the way that we

have it.. .Three different original documents, written apart which were combined

--tia t is a very vital question. That is mainly stressed ..that we examine these argu

m enzts and see whether they work out or whether they do ert ni work out. Now,

suppose that I might make a remark and I might say , You notice that every student

that we ha ee here whose name begins with ...in our graduating class comes form.-from

from below the Mason Dixon line, but everyone from ... was born north of the Mason

Dixon line, if that should work out... but don't you take it for granted tie t ... beca.s e

the lecture may be completkely reversed...We are constantly coming across " .we

only had two new studnts who entered that .. but last semester about three years

ago. But I don't think that ... but I have been amazed through the years that how

often we get students -that--with very similar names ..but two Bragdons entered the

* same year--no relation, I don't think that within the last tc three or four years

we have xx had Broad as part of his name, but c last yar-- year we had a BroadthQ belt

and a BroadWick, and a Bra ndcamp, and that is three names remarkably similar,

which we never x had one like them before or since. Theyc are ... alike but the

quekstion isM-how many do you hagve, au how long can you carry them, aid

when you find them. ..;you are just as right in making a rule ao ut them...It is

a very interesting point, that Genesis one tp oir has a remarkably thing. Gen.lj
tSLd CCtt7

.J,

to 2:4 is enun rated xz stuff... the name Jehovah is used... and if that ds carried

cbnsistentLy rough , it is a *bee--bsis on which to establdxlsh, but if it is
4- jOL.. &$4A

carried instead ci Just'once, and when you note that in Exodus 3 Elohim is used
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four times, instead of Jehovah,. .well, that doesn't meankthat 1E1ohim
1-4

I

used i-te-s-acrd name ... if that is the de-case there is a reason there fore

the difference. ..and one might suggest that the t reason can be carries a little

bit?c further, that in Gen. 1i4-is1i-ere-the--1:l to 2:4 where the creat-on--ion of

man and woman is very ie4de 1y--incidentally mentioned and your whol
things ct the unverse

interest x is in the development of the material/ and that they had man k..
and the plans and the r4-animals that you mentioned very briefly in the cai rse ofit
ientioned very briefly in the course of it, that here where you are reie,1ooking

at God's relation to the great-mat- the term God . .

the--nes-t seems the most inatural and then when you get off... dealing ± with certai

regulations and how man failed... those...what I mean is that if you cannet-rrrr

admiwt in Genesis 3 that the Jehovistic passage Elohim is used four times for a

definite reason, why ee&t-we--can we not similarly say tia t c there is a definite

reason in chapter 1:1. And so theds alternation coming at the beginning, and it

was Astruc that suggested it is a k basis for dividing the whole cI Genesis into two

different documents. Well, we will go through and see. Under the arguments for

petiti on the, number one of course is the argument from divine names. And if you

say Spain and that might suggest two documents. But if you said New Eftd-

Eã-Eqeth't-Eng]nd, ...when I was a boy if you got a map or an atlas or a globe

all y -teuM-evrc -the names in it were in English, but if you get one today

in most that I have seen. It seems to be the idea that we -set&d-should put the name

rea xput it, so when you find sections

down near Soulth America... and they will use the Spa-Spanish and the Italion

names. a--Now, they dm 't use the Chinese names. I don't know why they are

so inconxsistent. If they are going to use the language of thepeople in that area,

why don't they use it consistently all through. If they did, most of theAinericans that
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wouldn't be able to read much of the map, but it is a sort of an idea in recent

years, to show proper honor to people I other areas, that if when we speak

of something in their area;, we call it what they call it instead of I translating

it in English . But if you can only do 4rt- It in two or three, why ... but the

argument there can be a good arg;ment or e4--a bad argument, and so ac...

it is used in such a way as to ... there-1t can't be explained on sone other-baao4

basis. That is, .. .for some reason the critical books say. ..it is a comparative

.that is not the way that they used... this is the thing that makes it turn out

" ..but that is number two and the second argument that c is mentioned is the

argument ,cfrom ..you have a pretty good argument but just how complete is kk

this deeumetTargument. All . but how fully is it worked out. I notice that

but , what I lave given as a third... but what I am going to give now. The third

argument is an argument from ... parallel passages...You have the s-tey story of

creation in Geiees--Genesis one.

P-t50




Just how complete is this argument? ... I notice it says

What I am going to give you now is the third argument... The third argumtt is

the argument from the duplicate ... from parallel passages... We have the story

of creation in Genesis. 1. You have a story of creation in Genesis 2. Well, one

gives the account of the whole universe.., stars, the moon, and the sun and

everything... You have two different creation accounts.., but one of them is cikkx

like a map x of the world in the beginning of the kx atalas, and the other

is like a map of the United States, which may overlap with the other.

Or ... two conflicting stories of creation.., that is what we are going to look at...
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or are they two different , conflicting, contradicting stories of creation.

Well , t1t is something worth looking into Ic. Well, they say , when you

come to . 7yeie-th&e is no other document...when you eie-come to t1 flood

" except ti J, or when you come tothe ...does it make two complete stories

or does it not. That is a matter for careful examination, so 40nltr-this argument

fromContlnuous Narrative is an important argument and the third is the Duplicate

Story of the flood. You go on and you find Abramham ... told a lie about his

wif&e three times, ard there you have three different duplicates. Do you give

one to c, and one to dm, and one to E. Or do they give three of ti-em to the same

one, and the duplicate is an important matter. If you can show that you have

almost... Are two different events of something cai si idered as one,

or Ic are there two different aspects. Smith -&i-d-esaid there were many

duplicates , many parallel passages, But just what is the real factor, and

fourth of coir se is the argument from style. I told you how a man said , the

difference between J and P Is the difference between Chaucer and Modern English.

Half the words you would immediately reeegiea-recognize, a fcu rth o- you

could guKess. The difference is not that obvious. . . the second Elohist...

complete change.. II'oday it has been discovered... nobody today thinks that

this approach is not --long before this if it were knot for its union with the

second part, and a second group of arguments relates to from early, primitive

ideas to advance ideads. And somebody calls ...it is the combination of these

arguments. And so the arguments for the order of the documits, is alleged d1screpanies

SAnd to say that God created man.. do we have alleged discrepancies...
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well, if so, they can hardly be ...the J says that the name Jehovah was

never known to anybody . ..but the discrepancy would not show the order

of the gospel. And that is, Number two. Logical progress, the argument

" . son small a. is ideas. Driver says that in the J document God comes

down and talks to you. God-$a.ne.t-plants a garden , God takes the dust of

the earth, and forms a man from it, and makes it, God is anthropormorphic.

He describes things as a man would. He breathes..he says I repent thatl made

man. And when you get to P youhave ...No more

P-51

He said you have a complete list. AndEsen we examine it we find that the

facts are there, and very different from the general kstatements . ..as this

man ' whom I reeei'e referred. Whate,er he discusses , he is a very interesting

man and I must confess that I as a young fellow , just out of Seminary iwas

rather bowed over by his statements. My guess is that very intelligent, that

great researcher, that original thinker, had , in -tat-that case, took over t one

of the statements from one of his professors. As I say, we are going to look

at edx the evidence carefully. It will be at least 2 or three weeks before we
from

get . Now, the fourth argument is the argument/of diversity of style ..You

might say that the first argument are the .. -what--one docuiw nt uses the name

God. Those are two distinct documents. Now, we have noticed that t'iere is

a very great difference between Genesis 1 and Genetis 2. Genesis 1 is what

we might call the enumerative style. God said Let something happen. God saw

what he had seen and it was good, and it beegame evenking and it became morning.

a secord night, and so on.xc You can see ... and so on and then you may have

the same command repeated in full detail about another animal, and then you hve-
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when the priests told them to make a sacrifice.. the priests looked in the

book to see whether that was acceptable and if it was he-It tells you wtht

to do. It is-ei-enumerated This man lived so many years and be be.ga-ea

begat so and so. And he lived so many years and he died. Well, we would

be interested in whether there were such differences in style ... or wht-whetere

the differences are not great, logically carried t-horthrough, and ae-1-also, whether

the differences 'c are such as require different writers, or whether they are such

as scxone person might write for a different purpose. If I write a letter for our

donors and tell them about the Seminary, and tell them how the Lord is blessing

and I tell about certain instances. I describe the things that have happened.

How the Lord blessed .. .Now, I zym may PM-write a report ...1 can enumerate

---and when you have gone ..and have covered them ... Now, these four are

the only arguments that we have discussed. Because we have looked through

the development of the documentary theory, and the basis &-t-of these four

different documents... which made such an impression upon.. . that was the

development... the fact that the reason-and whee4-what was similar to kw1t

was being done to Hbmer and Virgiixl and Cicero, and this method was practically

given up and in this century ft-,--you will find that ... but that each of these -*kK

shows that it was one production M#-so the whole .. and the reason why it

has been maintained in relation to the Bible is &t-its union with another movement.

Ther was another movement, the Hege)ian-mo ment which)ad gone on in the

,first half of the last centurky, .jresenting theorRies of how the intitution of"

Israel an the k ideas could have gradually come into existence,.. and

so on to the larger development, and this was quite . from t1 de--documentary
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theory , except in the case of Dewette, who played Ex an active part in

... ard it was Graf who brought themee-together. and the theory of development

which was coming into its own in 1858 Darwin had published.. .of trying to explain

everything accord ng to -dey-natural development. (3& Graf' s rearrangement fits

right into the idea of devexlopment, and so the theory was that the-he had a

process of development by th4-which...and this long process of development

or of evolution. ..Now, 4iike-this was a frame cf mind ..but whodch most people

paid little attention. But, it was the union of this with the partici. them=

re-arranging of .. .t4n4-thinking that wt--wIt - the t re-arrangement fit into

..which made the critical theory a kind of naturalistic approach and that everythiq

from development . rather t n actually a revelation of God, a rd consequently that

crystallized aft-r-and that i kwhat tpdaywhcncrica1 scholars...The

question is that ..and for a time they would divide the day up.. but the thing

that held it was its-uieunIon with the idea of development. Now, on this idea

of development. We have not gne into it much as yet, after tall, there is no great
er

point in discussing the question of whethj' the'deve1e*pfner4-their is a dvedevelop

ment among document. ine-And yet the two dx stand together in a way, if you can

show a ea-real process in development, then it stresses the Ideathat they are distinct

cbcodocuiants, so you can't just say that they are .. .let's forget about development

--you want to look at all e4h eight arguments, and you wiet to examine them objectively

and we wiatwant to see if . the fact that people have gone are±d.around the world

proves that the earth is round. You dm 't need to have that kind of argument wlx once

you have gone around. And we want to see whether ... so ... cogent, so clear

--just as a . ..five or six arguments as ... the further away it gets, the --now,

is any one of ock these arguments . ..One good- rçmi-argument is far more
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WcAnd we want to see whether idx any one of these 8 arguments is so stof-strong,

so cogent , so clear that it proves the whole thing--very definitely, just as t1

fact tia t people have gone around the world proves that the earth is round. And

you don't need to do as Aristotle did and give five or six arguments, such a

the way that the Horizon disappears and seems to be circular and the higher

you get the further away the horizon gee- gets, and all these other arguments

that Aristotle gave, to demonstrate that the earth is round. c Yoi. don't need

to go into that kind of argument, once sore body has gone around you have one

argument which is decisive proof. Now, is any one of these eight arguments sufficiently

clear and strong and decisive to prove it. One strong, clearly proven argunEint

is worth a dozen partial arguments. If there is a stream, and I come running aid

jump across the stream with one jump, I am much safer in getting across than

if I find that by two or three little jump I can get across. One good argument

is far more valuable than any number of incomplete arguments, and we want to

look at these and see if any one of these 8 arguments is strong enough in itself

to establish the theory. -What But it may be that you dt--don't have one argument

strong eiegu- enough, but that you have several arguments which look so clearly

in that direction, that taken together they will establish it, Well, we will

take each of them and see how much strength... in order to be able to aiwe

eea-establish the argument, so we want to fairly and objectively examine

these arguments and up to this point k I am anxious that you get a clear id

of the development of the argument, of how they were established , of how

they interrelate, so that we can take them up one by one and examine them.

Now, I rememL very, very clearly that I gave k you x these four argunnts
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for order and development, I did it in the last ten minutes of our last class

together, and if somebody didn't get them written down, ix if your mind

wondered for a little, you have only lost one half of one of theq estions

a rI you can still pass on the test, if you had all the questions. So don't

worry to--too much if you d4-don't have it as yet. I didn't put much stress on

it. But I did state it. I remember that very specifically. Now, these four arguments
stressed the importante of

which I stated and which I stated the importankce Iof/ but I didn't do much m e.

And which we will not look into much kuntil we shall rather thoroughly examine
for partition.

the arguments/ These four arguments were first the arguments from discrepancy,

the arguments from discrepancy, and this argument I mentioned would not in itself

prove the order of development, but if established it would go a long way toward

establishi1ng that the d,eupei't#e-documents were written by different people

and probably at dIfm rent times. Now, If I were to write a statement about

this year at Faith Seminary, I would say we had 90 studients at Faith 'emInary

this year, and -e1moe-if almost any of you were to write a statement about Faith
50xxyears from now,

Seminary/you might say 85 or 95 but I don't kthink you wotdwonld vary far

from 90 and we-would-it would be very easy to see that we both knew what we

were talking about. Butif you were to ask me now, Write a little account of the

developments in Fat.-h-Faith Seminary in the yar year 1953, I would have to do
'53 when we had 25 students

a bit of thinking ./AuJ.I 53 when the SemIray was first started/and or was it

when we had two generations of t students coming together after the war , ard
students

the,4other-who had gone away to war, m&-but had come straight through #.ha

a nd the others who had gone away to wacr and had en-come back and came to

Wewar and we had two generations together, between 25 ar 150, if

I describe one particular yayear I might easily be quite a distance off from it,
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How do they conflict?
Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 has two conflicting stories of creation/ Genesis one

sayc that the earth began with a watery chaos, and Genesis 2 say s that it begaln

with a very drycond.ttion. Genesis kz one h the order; vet'--vegetation, animals

man; Genesis 2 has the order.man, vegetation,andwornan. Quite a ccntrast.
between the two.

Some critical books give those two distinct contradictions/ Well, of course
you find that Genesis 2 does not tell anything

if you look closely *tat4rrGenes4a two

omMbout the creation of the stars, the creation of the sky, the creation
kinds and plants

of most of the kypes of animals" actually Genes is 1 is the creation of the universe.

And Genesis 2 is the creation of mankind, aid they a, erlap. Ore is the view of

the the-small segment of the universe and the other is the view of t1 ...and

consequently there are two stories of creation, yes, but the first +-isthe creation

of the universe and the second is the creation of man. And actually ...and some

books will say that the order is man, vegetation, animals, woman. BetFt-w4l

Most will say that the order is man, animals, leave out the vegetation, because
creation of

after all, it says something in charter two abouvegetat.ton . . it simply says that

God planted a garden, and if everthe-everytime anyone plants a garden, he

is C a-totcreating vegetation we would have an awful lot of vegtion

Most people have ce-a--cast aside tla t ...Now, if you am examine carefully

what it says about the planting of the garden and also examine the light of the Hebricew

you will see that it also. . but that is ... but this first part is an ar-argument from

d iscrepancy and id t1 re are many alleged discrepancies, , but I defy anybody to

write a book of any length on any subject in which a careful critic cannot find a

lot of seeming cboc discrepancies. The question is to examine and to see cc how

( real ... the second argument khere is much more involved . As I;mentione4, you

logical progress. There are long books written on wt this argument, and as the
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because I would be writing a good distance off from it, and if I didn't have

material available , ...and if one of you who perhaps ... and one or two ax...

we e 50 years from now to write an account of your year at-Fat4-Faith Seminary

you might easily guess the number , and so if you find- tweevidence of two gwell

established documents which contradict each other, that doesn't prove that ordinary

development, but it certainly goes a long way twee- toward proving that ..quite

a long distaice by the .. at different times, When I was in college I remember

in one of the classes somebody said, I belixeve in creation as it is told in Genesis.

And the professor said, Now, which do you believe, the story of creation as in

chapter one or the story of creation in chapter two, which do you believe. The

student was akf1abergasted, he didn't -k-nwknow which one to believe. He

had never thought it through, and , as a matter of fact, in a modernist college,

qid-and very few people thought it through, and as a matter of fact, if a professor
spends
an hour trying to prove a difference between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2, it wont

make half the impression that just a question like that: Genesis 1 or G enxesls 2,
the idea

because that 1nsrts in your mind/that everybody believes that they are two sharply

contradictory, and the insertion of an idea in the mind affects people as a whole

much m e thati .. and you will find that 3/4s of the people in the United States

9/lOs of the ideas that they have come from ideas g inserted in the mind like t1 t

by a i.question or statement that waw-was made in the school. And I am x anxious

that our students not take anything by . . simple insertion.. but that they learn

to examine the facts and to see what it is ... Now, the Evangelical Theological
6-.-i

Journal, about five years ago I had a litle article tIerej thestory of creation a
c4t

we will look at it later on. .'.the article runs for quite a few pages. I Just went to
(1

very briefly summarize at this point the average ... some critical books say
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argument is presented , you I have ein J the most primitive ideas abottt

As I mentioned, it presents God as anthorpormorphic. God takes the dust of

the earth and He makes man out of it. God breathes into him the breath of life

--does this . he walks in the garden in the cool of the day and all sorts cf thing

as a man does. He uses the language of human action in real -relation to God.
as they say, as I mentioned to you

Now, the E document ijnot anthropomorphic but anthropompaVxxh~e&. In other

words, the E document does not px represent God as doing ...but as representing

God as feeling like man. He repents that he made man, he sorrxow, he rejoices,

he ... though not as ... the arm of God the hand of Gal. Now, there is a kstatemert

that they make. We wiwant to examine the evidence. aid see as they divide the
into J and D

eett'documents . ,iwhat this carries out. Then, of course there comes the E document

which is the book of Deut. which is this particular allegation of the-rrr -logical

progess doesn't enter in, but then there comes the P document. Formerly thought

to thetearlier original foundation, with everything... that is the very end, and the

P document is eth ther Anthropomorphic . God says thalet there be light and there

is light, -j-g God created man, male and female created he them. We ...and

he breathed into him the breath of life and man became k a living soul. Now if

you lwe- have th&-Heathe idea that if you say ...now , if you have that idea

there is a peee ty4H-contradiction in Genesis ore and Genesis 2,-ea&

becai.z e Genesis 2 says t1e t ...and one says Let ustzreee4-create man in our own image,

and God cre ted man ... well, the two have a contradictory... But ... is somt1h/,..

P-5 3

.J document a-says he breathed into his not-nostrils the breath of life and

man became a living soul. Some people have the idea that if you say create that

ie-whe4-p*--must mean Ow-K--God says that it was ... Now, if you have that idea
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if you say create that must mean that God says that it was don.Now, if

you have that idea there . .because Genesis 2 says tt ...and man becane
a -1ivirg

an animate being/ and ore says Leit us create man in our own image, and

God created man, male and female created he them, Well, k-eye4t-

Wk-t-i -orati creat4eir-the two have a conadict1on if k you insist that
simply it was doneit means to bring

creatior/means he says it and,'ie-de4t. What is creation?/If that is what
something that is entirely new into existence
it means, it does not rule out pre-existing materI., and if that is the inter-

pretation. Then there is no contradiction here in Genesis 1 and 2.

-Gees-Genes 1 is more brief and Genesis 2 is more full. And we examine the documente s

and when we examine it we find that thought... you take my report ... or my report

to the United States Dept. o f Education you wont x find
I wei,twont use anthropomor

.there is not much detail, that doesn't meant t-e-- that. /.Is the P &'o-document
phizc expressions.
which is suppose to k be the enumerative material you do not ha much of the

answers. but you do have some, and this is not carried through, ..but will

examine that later. This logical progress argument as given from the primitive

idea of God to an advance idea of God sounds very strong, but when you examine
you find the evidence for it

it. ./actually it is not strong at all. The place where the argument is strong under
institution

this argument of logical jwege-progress is the argument frorr;,Art~iraSon- rather than

the argument from. and the claim that is made izx.You have an institution in Germany.

You have it more ee*expanded in another, and still-øther7more in another and

still more in another, and there are books written. which have hundreds of illustrations.

We-must4oee-But when you look at these you find that the illustrations ... are practically

--I think I can say completely, a-s-and you find that the e1af- -cmp1ai.'s.'-emphasis

ee-boils down to only a claim between these two documents. And when you exaniRine

t his r--argumext., " you Rd-find that the restilts are very different fran the ones that
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Genesis ..makes and that is the second argument.. Now, the third argument
I it
"barely mentioned but I did definitely mention,/and . . -ue-But if you didn't

get it, you perhaps... but I would mentions . ..but if you didn't get it you

can still pass the test. But I wNwant to mention it again. k I only had time to

barely mention it, but it is the mott diffi'cult of the arguments for order, the

oet-most difficult of the arguments of--for partition is the argument from parallel

passages, and in this case the most difficult of the argument is this argument
that particular sheet

and this argument is stated in various ways, an// d&4-de&4_see-m to have

here in my notes though I do have it on the tape. 1N that time I called it

violation of lat... I think I said this ft time the argument from.. history,

and I could describe eltie r of the se ways . and it is the hardest argumert of

all to deal with on this matter. The argument is , You have certain lwlaws
then sui laws

given in the Pentateuch and Are have no evidence of thi/w-having been

carried out, and-eweeft--when the . .-.-ne -4e-tha4-pree- Now, if that can

be proven that that is as you say a tremendous argument. Here is an original

copy of the law passed k by the Congress of the United States in 1789... and
original cocpy?

I say how do you know that is the4,7-weI1--- Well, I found it buried ±t
and I am sure this is the origiai 1 copy

over here/ well, I open it up and I look let- at it, and I come to a ' law which

says No one shall drive an automobile at 80 miles . in the United &taeeStates.

Now, if I find such a statement.. .1 will tell you that I do not believe it...

because I know that in 1789 there was a law on the statuez books of England
driving any

that ife e-arybody,'4vee-e vehicle without a horse to pull it, or having

a man walk before it with a red flag which he waves in day time and a lantern

whk h he waves at night, and that was on the books from about 1820 to 1890.
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So you see this is a powerful argument, but I don't think that you wil 1 find

that any of them w4J--were quite as clear as that but some of them tried to

be ..and the argument from history a n d the last rre-one Which I remember

mentioning very t definitely, but since I barely mention it..the 1at argument

was the appropriatezness cf sections.. now, this sounds like a very strong

argument... passed by the state of Penna. in 18910, aid then you present a set

of laws in the legislateocure. which had a lot abut schools for, and

then you presented a set from 1910 which hat a lot about automobiles, and you

presented a set from 1940 which had a lot of little laws about airpla es, you

would say these laws fit with the situation, and they are appropriate for

a particular period. That is a good argument.. .which ...kx but in the case

of the Pentateuch the only 1npirt important occasion where this particular argument

is in the case ... otherwlxe, he says ... c but in the case of the book of ue

Deut. --the book of Deut. says that you shall come to the place where the

Lord your God shall choose and there you shall bring your sacrifice. You shall

not make ..and you will find that King Josiah when ca book was found.. .wsaid

that great wrath has come upon our nation... he said that all sacrifice was to

be in Jer. do away with the high places, and there are a number of ... te1-that

show in the book of Deut. 2 that that fits with the situation in Josiah's

day, AndI don't think that there is any question whateveor that the books that

Josiah found were eitlFr the books ... Those are the eight arguments that I

take ... designate and going over.., because the most imporØtant thing

that we can do at this juncture is to have a clear idea of what these
are

arguments wx and how they are related to one another and how great they

are.., and how valid these arguments are, and as I said, if you have one

argument whidh is absolutely ... if you have one that establishes one which
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as I said, if you have one argument which is absolutely ... tight, as you felt...

if it establishes.. . but if you have one argument that establishes the condlusion,

and which is ... but if you have one which definitely establishes the conclusion,

and which is ... that is better than hundreds of weak arguments. If you do not

have such one, do you have ... pretty strong ones? which together establish

a prett small proportion of ... and I i',x-uid,c would say

that if you are really with peopled in later years, you may be pastoring a

little church, and you may be somewhere teaching people who ,.. Graf-Welihausen

theory... People ought to be effective in their churches.., your people are going

to be fully active in ... no matter what they say ... Before there is going to be

no
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Before long there is going to be some of you... some of you may be going on to

collegto teach ... they are going to have friends who will say

You would think of ... with Graf-Wellhausen theory. The authority of a man

who is " due to his technological field, better.., good engineers, but

know something about amt= the world as a whole. And there'fore theM4tr3x

Massachusettes Institute of Techonology make the students take now ... they

are introducing courses xl in humanism which which mostly taken by all students

and when an engineer comes to a class, and the man ... obvious that J document
Moses' time

all the P documents were wtitten thousands of years after/...He would give

out some of these arguments dogmatically. It is pretty hard to students to give

an answer to that. If you can point out certain ... of the arguements... you may
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I listen to the tape of-IM-last week's lecture and I found that I gave the 1rst

two arguments and I said that I see the hour has come to an end and we must

leave the next two until-the-next Tuesday aid I forgot that when I made up the

exam questions, so I expected in thest that you would x know the 8 of them,

but naturally you would only know 6, so we will mak-mark it on the basis of

six, rather than 8 , and I hope tt all of you have the six correctly. We mark

it on the 6, but p-e- please next time we will have the 8 but the important thing

is that we realize that-how the Graf Welihausen View rests upon two distinct

fowundations, te literary idea of dividing up a document into sections which

are said to have come together to the work of an Ezra, and such a thing can

happen, we have an interesting set of books in our library published about 40

years ago called an historian's history of the work.-world, and in this this--set

of about 30 volumes, the ed--edigtor has taken great historians of different countries

and has sec lected from them the discussion of diffeent things, so he may

have 50 pages from neone and he may have 20 pages from one, and he quotes

from different historians with ac Just a few words in between to conrt ect them,

and in that work t he tells you he-who the is quoting from, but he tries to make

it ... that he has written, or a history of the very words of the experts -the-

d4+eret-aFea-rrr-wr1tten under different areas. And it would be quite interesting

if he didn't have his marks indicating what he took from one writer and what he

took from another, it would be interesting for us to go to their writirg s and see

if 'x we would notice their particular features of style and then take his g book
where he collected from one and where from another

a nd try to decide /. ..1 think that would be very interesting if we had other works

by them to give us material to learn the difference in the style of different writers.

And then on the basis of lea ning
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And then take his book and try todecide whete he k selected far-from xone

and the other. I think that would be very interesting if we had other works by

them to give material to learn the difference in the style ct the

we-I am very skeptical that we could, with any degree of accurateness , find

exactly what he took from each one,-t-4.tivøt±1-w-ebecause the style ibf

different writers differ cons1d1xerbly but he interrelates tie m as the wcritics

say that...with two or three verses and sometimesonly hay-half a verse

and then, two or three from a different sourse and in some -paew--. and we don't

have these sources to study and tufy-study thexir style, and I am sure that

it would be an i impossible_tab 7-task, now, this ]4e-literary development

was . about 1800 and in succeeding years i by a grip in Germany... it would

be impossible to . . from any ancient document, and you take the writht writing

of those years, andyou will find any anceint document and they will divide it

up into 5-6 sources and it will shcw . -r-de-k-eany----a few fverses o

one and a few of another. I don't know of any case wie re that was done with
discovered ancient document in recent years.

a ny newly/... Perhaps Irt-te1-the latest extension of that sort of thing that I know

about is Gregg's Volume tRX on the Psalms on the International Critical Commentary.

A-}-Grei'e-written about 50 years ago, and in Gregg's volumex on the Psalms
take nearly every Psalm and

in the Interznational Critical Commentary, he will4ivIde it up ad-y&-ei
he will take every Psalm and divide it up into two or three different Psalms

two or three different topics and then fit

them together, and as you read it you wonder how on earth he would find a basis

for such ---you f,lc just don't find other people doing it now... That was a es-1-

false direction in whiich literary study moved 150 years ago , but after a period

of nearly a century of working it out and trying to divide the Pentateuch up into

literary eethe-sections and having t%-,the foundation writing which they ncw
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call P, and the others built into kx and having gotten the idea ee-established

along this line. There-then the re came along this other movements the development

idea, and ixswitched the literary group completely zaround ... then they said Look

there is a development ... you see how te ideas of the Bible develop, you see

how the M 44u1teft-institut1ons of Isarael develaeped... and that was very much

in the k air between 1858 and 1915 and that is still very much in the air today,

because the general evolutionary attitude is to say tiat everything can be explained

on purely natural causes, a-Etw1ePurely natural causes can explain everything

that 1 s eeere- occurred , and the t attitude eés-hs- has crept into many of

the ctrlx Christian circles to ax great extent, but that k attitude which was not
to a great extent lift in the first half of the last century

present/.. but became so strong in the latter half ...and the two of them together

gave the GrafWellhaxusen hypothesis that was advanced in -7-l878, and probably

not held by any one scholar today in every detail , but I don't know of anyone
it many

today who makes a let-few vital changes in Miat,4e other scholars dtt follow

him inr-btt--they a l-w4ll-ag1ee4rt-a$R--One will make changes here, and another

here , and another here, but all will agree in adopting the greater partof the Graf

Welihausen hypothesis a nd the general attitude is that it has been e,&-established

that this is how it came into existence, and thercxfcre, and Moses wrote it 4oew

down...among whom khe would give his revelation and through whom he would prepare

for the comeing of his -- Son. We find no parallel. It was a natural developmert

If it isn't a revelation, but this theory is suppose to see ow-hcw it did deRvelop..

but most present day critical schkolars hold to th bai-o -basis of the Graf Welizhausen

theory, and if the Graf Wellhausenk theory were to disappear, then logically

and you would find that most cases would be in favor of Mosaic authorship rathe r than

...but they still hold the Graf Welihausen theory because they consider it tohave kbeen
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in favor of Mosaic tthresM authrship rher than any one ofthese ...and

as we examine the 8 fundamental arguments on which it is establish. " .and

we are familiar with those 8, 'x you will find that almost any critical view

held today will agree in the great bulk..and if they differ in such a way

that one or two tia t are not particular kly relevant to it, youwill still find

that. so that in dealing with any critical analysis, it is the best preparation

to know whethr the Graf Wellhausen theory.. wewhether it has the

sort of foundation w4i#-writings ... and so I will not give extra credit... the

six will be what will kbe found on it, but I want everyone to know that ... because

these fcur
4du~lov;;

lopment are ; tremendously important. Not having

mentione4(to you until yester4 ay, I don't knc whether I should say a little

more about them now. I do not ... see how much strength x and weakness there is.

because. and we will spend a very considerable amount of time on them...and

you have to have the document, onec the other hand there it is the development idea

which has rved the idea of the documents, Asit is so widely accepted...well, the

last two that I mentioned last tilme, and I think that you have them n, so. the

third argument for development is that these long.. lf they were we would have evidence

of it. Of course-there that is a df4e-diffKicult thing to prove. We do not have

ân-dozens and dozens of books teilin9 us about the deta1l ci Israel. About t4e

all the i-information that we have is contained in the Bible. So today, a certain

rule c was not known in a certain p period is difficult. As you speak up the 1934

edition of the Encly. Britannica you would find the statement the camel was unknown

in Egypt before the 5th century BC That is what they said. We had no evidence of

camels, so the y dogmatically said therewre no camels I n Egypt but I Bible students

said that Gen. 12 tells that Abraham th amassed a great amount of property in Egypt.
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and that he had horses and camels. Now, how would he have a lot of camels

if they didn't ha e em-camels in Egypt. Well, of course, the critics say, this

is easy to understand, the man who wrote t4&--this story 800 years after the time

of Abraham knew then that there were many camels in Egyptand naturally thought that

Abraham would have camels, but then about 1930 they discovered in Egypt in the

stratum from before the time k of Abraham they discovered a rope made of camels

hair. zAnd it is rather hard to have a rope made of camel's hair if you don't have

the camel to get the hair from, and since that time, 3cconsiderable . . has been

fouirl that the cameli was known in Egypt at; many... during the two thousand
5, 000 BC

years before/*QGQ-BG . Now, for some tie-reason the Egyptians did not

picture a man, a nobleman in his tc mb...with all his ..around him, and and all

kinzds of animals but no camels, t--we have hundreds of pictures, and many other

animals in but no camels, They s14-said they didn't have can els, but-so you say that

t hey didn't have camels, and the Bible says that Abraiham kk did have camels. Now

we have found that a small amount of proof but a very definite proof that ... ateand
ofthe University of

t here are other evidences, and if you go into the O1'ieHa- Oriental Institut 4 Chicago

t oday, you will find that Mx if you enter there certain little figurines from Egypt which

a re from the stratum before the time of Abraham and underneath one of them you would

find the inskcription ,-4e-It says that Tg s is the i head of a oarnle-came1 illustrates

the wiser use of that the desert animal.x in Egypt. The Enclyclopaedia Britannica of1930

and all the books on Egyptology of that day.. .beca use they sad if we have )chundreds

of pictures that show horses and donkeys and sheep and goats and there is never

a camel shown. Why, they didn't have camels.

-r ut-
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the v4e4oft-eed--heve-eefl-ade-so-4t 48 -w4th-the of Genesis 1:1-2-4 is different

from the style of the next three chapters. Whether that is a difference of style or

simply one wtiter hav having two gm purposes, but there is a definite difference

o f style, and that difference i in style coincides with the change of divine n-fn---nar

but the divine names was the thing that was given prominence in Astruc's and Eichhorn's
-these 2 names are

presentation. And to this day the first eedocuments are acalled the J.E,IE*x and in
use d person
most critical books they will revert to a certain /er5e and they will k say that the person

named Jehovah. will shcw clearly that this is not part of a priestly document, and of

course the presence of Elohim shows thatthis is not part of the Jehovist docune nt.

Those statements y- you will find in most of the critical books to-the4-this day, so

to the general public... This is the-what is put forward, this is the thing that is common.

So even if this is one feature
if

of the style, we have three arguments, /Sere-in view of its priority and its prominence

and the fact that the whole thing started .7-lee--with Genesis art-1:10, ai4-we are right

to examine this argument very thoroughly . And so it becomes important to kncw, Nunb er

two , such alternation, such alternation of one series , one- of one name or the other.

e-a-Iteet-eit-as occurs in Genesis one:2 is quite rare. For instance, in this case
reason the

there is a naturale54e for change That is to say, in G enesis one he talks etabout

--theIe-4-Het-MC-enr4I4-the universe, this great powerful God Wi o made the

universe. There is nothing in Genesis 1.. .He said MX let us make man in our c,t*own

I mage, male and female created He them. Genesi ...great physical movement... the

relation of God to man is . it is the picture of the creation... lxthe name of God which

expresses ...the natural one. Then we go on to speak of him as his relation to man,

ari God's intervention to punish him arri to redeem him and . ..and to use a perna1

e--name, and so there is a natural reason for an observation here. Before there is

any df-direct d ling with man.. there is a*natural reason. But idx whe re there is a natural

reason or not. It would be a very strong argumert. k Thn the next three chapters where
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were
Ae4o-we--that the ten commandments J Many considered that Prof.

was very ca-i servative . He was so conservative that he actually believe d that Moses
actually
wrote the Pentateuch. But I hea*d Prof. ic expound the ten commandments

a nd in expounding them thc he twisted their meai ingto make them very, very primitive.

And then the rest he later.. Now, Prof. Pfeiffer held that it scwas the--kthey called the

Ritual Decor, in Gen. 34, -a the

such great fundamental commandments that ...with

the ritual that would g ....and the riti-and that came early. That was the theory advanced
scholars do not follow him.

first by the great German poet Goet*ie, but most 0--them-eIe-rit-feHew-. There are only

a few which...but as to whethr... but as to vhether the discussion cI the relation of
to Deut, and to the others the £10 commandments

Covenant,/ It does not deal with the It deals ' th the judges. But whether kyou

consider the Book of the Covenant ... or whether you consider them separate it doesnt

make a great deal of difference. But now we get back to the main ..of our discussion.

We finished Ro. Numeral two with the summary of t4--the arguments. * The four argument
of documents

-

for partition. And the four arguments for order/and . Of course you can arte-arrange

these in diffetrent ways, we usually rake 8 arguments, or 10 arguments, but I think that

this summariez zes them under these fou heads. Is a pretty good idea of most of the

material that is-4-the--- apt to be presented, in either of these divisions, and the
of thought the literary approach and the approach of

t wo divisions/can be kept fairly well apart, ancthe deve-lee-development among the
development even though sometimes they will differ later in kdiscussion
documents 4he literary..-. though sometimes they will be related in discussion.

Now, number three will be examination of the a-arguments for partition. Under

this naturally, capitol a will be Divine Names , and yet some may will question whetether

this actuically deserves this place, and so we will in number one tt-: priority and prominenice

of this material. ItjIs pqssible th on the basis of style the division could have been
c)I 7t2 -LL V d

made as bcc it is , but I &e-would say that it is extremely prea14e.- impro&bable, now

it doesn't start with just the divine names, it starts with the observation that the style
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reason-We c are right to examine this argument very thoroughly... to see how much

of real validity it has , and soit becomes important to know. Number two. Such alternation

of long series of one name k or the other, as occurs in Genesis 1 and 2 is quite rare.

For instance, in this case V-er is a natural reason for the change. That is to say

in Genesis one he talks about the Elohsdst, a great pec powerful God who sees the
love

uni erse. there is nothing in Genesis one about God;s,4o mankind. He is interested

in mankind. He said, Let us make man in our own image; male and female created he

them. It is given in ... in the physical movement ... the reItion of God to

man.., is expressed ... In speaking of this, the name of God which stresses His

power, which distinguishes him as having different being kx from that of ours...

When we go on to speak of him in his relation to c man and to man's fall, and God's

intervention to save him, to redeem him ... it is ta,,&x natural to think of him in

a more intimate relationship, and use a personal name rather than to use the general

title. So, there is a natural reason for alternation here, and having a whole chapter

before there is aAlirect dealing with man, and then just use the name Elohim, and then

in the next three chapters where God is dealing with mostly with men, using the name

Jehovah. There is a natural reason for it. Whether there is a natural reason for it

or not, it would be a $' very strong argument if you had one chapter z' Elohim, and

then in the follwoigg chapters, practically all Jehovah. Two fkx chapters all Elohim,

and one chapters all Jehovah. Four chapters all Jehovah.. If you have au alternation
bst of Genesis the end of

like that, right from the beginning of the/chapter. I. to,beuteronomy, or 160 shua,

that would not be a strong argument. But we do not have that. Such an alternation

as we have here is comparatively rare. There are oc occasional passages and

quite a riØ'umber of verses where the name Jehovah only is used. There axe occasional
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assages where quite a number of verses whi)(ch usea' the name Elohim. But 1kw This is

quite rare,J.n the bulk of passages there are only half of divine names is used commonly...

Genesis one, God created this, God did this... God did this, God did this... God

created the Universe... You have the name God over and over... Genesis 2,zE 3 and

4 you have the name Jehovah. Jehovah created man and put him Intl the garden of

Dien... Jehovah gave him a command. Jehovah told him what he should do. Man
gave him promises,

fell away from Jehovah. Jehovah was back and spoke to him and . YOu have here
there are in which there are

a frequent reference to Jehovah, butdzy'other chapters which divide ...4s frequent ax
activity this section.
/.. directly applied to God av. .. But in the bulk of them there is not. You (read

about lax Joseph's going down to Egypt, and you read about his experiences there, and

as you read how his brothers came down agedxcç to get corn, and how he tricked them
in their character or

in order to find if they had changed/.. whether they were still as bad as they were before.

And then finally tbdk)r1aj.' x*honix he revealed himself to them. You go

on kic chapter after chapter with hardly any Divine name. There is just occasIxnal

reference to them, and so if you say, here is a chapter .. . only the word Elohim

is used. Oh, let us look at the chapter, whether it is verse.., whether it is used

times. .. whether it is like Genesis one ... and we do not want this sort
a

of alternation of long passages and in fact quite contrary we find Ø great many sections

in which the whole .., are used.... It jumps back and forth a great deal.

And so the critics say that .,. we do not want this sort of alterntion of long

passages one after another. In fact quite contrary, we find a great many sections

in which $cdc both names are used. It .iJups back and forth a great deal.

And so the critics say that it is likely that Genesis 1:1 to 2:4 and 2:4 to the end d

chapter; 4... a section ... once... As you go ç,c xycx on, you find them
from one section...

take two ... verses ".. half a verse./. and this paper which ij gave to you... I

would like you to make a conØ'siderable use of in the rest of the year. The reason
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Now, one reason
/why I gave this paper to you is because we do not have, with a class as large t s

that
this one, .../I give only once in two or three years... we do not have enough

books in the library, the important books on the subject... you can all use on the
please read in the library

same day. . 1. any book on Introduction to the Old Testament .1. where it discusses

on the Critical Theory, and please use books there, and please do not take them out
money

from the librarybecause in such a oc large class it would involve a lot of sto

purchase enough copies to go around for all the people. Do not take books out tf

the library... Please do use them there in the x library so that other people could

use them also. k,r1'k But this is Driver's Analysis of Genesis, and Driver
not

is not only an original thinker, 1z*kz he wa.a an innovator, but he was an

excellent student of great amount of material, and was very good at this type of work.

And Driver has given us " here a presentation which represents very accurately the

idea of the overwhelming mass of scholars of the critical., of the sic scholars,

and published it. You will find individuals differing on*' some points, but most critical
with

scholars will agree... 'k..k the overwhelming majority of the s critical scholars

on what Driver puts here on this paper. Someone like Pfeiffer may say. ... this section

from chapter2 to chapter 20 , to chapter l'2, Driver thinks that J'is the earliest

document, and ... actually comes later than P... but the material that Driver puts the

division has been pretty well agreed( on like the critical scholars, so x...

different documents as they are held by the critical scholars to ... and this is

I give ;this to all the students so that I could ... and I gave this to all the students

three years ago. And I can still ... I give all this to the students three years ago.

So, Let me see if we still have this.., we found that we did have ... the

stence is just as,1 clear as it can be like the original.., and I did ... we did have

it practically ... so there is ... you notice ... except
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Have you any question on the paper?

P-56

This is one of the latest issues, but there is comparatively little difference
divisions

The details of the J, E, P, D, deet*eMe are worked out/ in the way that cs.tx would

Eiqig.lk be the strongest argument debated by many scholars working on and it

there is pretty good consense of opinion as to what the document P was, there k is

pretty good consense on that. Now, as to the thoc D document, we are not worried

about that now. That does not show up to any great extent... liut the J and E documents
someone

are in a different situation as I told you. You may findzc else divide J and

E somewhat differently than others. But as far as the difference between P and the

others you will hardly find it any different and you will find some J ... someone else

may say this ... is later than that... etc, but the generat sections are pretty same.

But as far as the different between P and other documents are concerned, you iill

hardly find it different from others... So, this is a very good basis for examination

of the critical theory. Now, we are listing here such an alternation 1 zha is

quite rare, and the fact t1 t there are a good number of times.., where we have the

word used one way or the other back and forth quite a bit. And often in
one

one verse we have ... now in Exodus 18: we find Ø verse/which says, zE-mz

"When Jethro, the pirest of Mid4ian

Moses' father in law, heard of all that God had done for Moses, and for Israel his
Elohim

people, and that the Lord had brought Israel out of Egypt;" L The word Elohim
Jehovah

appears five times without article an,4.five times with the article. Jehovah five%'
Both critics decided that

times. ,txodus 18: -r-- lu4 as quite an alternation
'
liketkckx this. It

e
OC!kaused both names and other mes for God. I think that you would find that
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you me
if/heard ,the lecture on a certain subject, I might go on quite a time4.. for quite a

the
time using thdxsame name for someone or something, and then I might switch to another

might use that for a time
one and-the*H ot4.d-eome back to the first name. . . or you would find tia t I might

switch back and forth as in tie case of the Pentateuch. li-pa the-way

that -4fi-oaryee--1---
1
here is a good bit in particular situations in the

way that you do that sort of thing. In early Exodus, it referes to Pharoah-. ..sometimes

it it says the King of Egypt, and someti es ..there are different sy-ways... like that.

And you use that one name rather than another, you niayjust wnat to -indicatethe individual

which name t you use in that connection, and so you find that ... In Genesis and

Exee Exodus there is quite a variation, ard we find that in other es--there is quite

a variation, and we find that in other cases there is the same nar . What makes the

rat1 r strict thinking . .and then in Genesis orte---that is very, -very-rarely lin the

Bible. Now, there is an interesting case in Genesis 30:22 - 24. If you look on this

list I have given you of the divisions, the way that the critics diviede it among the different

sources, you find here about half way down the pagex, one line that starts with Gene'.,&

Genetis 29, it says that ... with perhaps fragmerts in chapter 30. Now in chapter 30

22-24. the usual division is to give part of the x verse to the J document and part

tothe P document and a part to the E document. Genesis 30:22-24. There',-es- I have

a book here giving the P document ... and he gets from chapter 30 just these words

And God remembered Rachel. T&hat is all that he givesto the P document Df Genesis.

30. But right next tothat you have the references to . . Genesis 30:22-24, aid God
chapter 22, the first half, and that is all that he gives to the P document.

remembered Rachel/and God hearkened to her and opened her s womb and she conceived

and bare a son and said, God has taken away my reproach and .

ye-hve 4e- ie? e&te-mGertee#eOt2-4-and God-heae she called his name

Joseph arid se4-said, Thze Lord shall add to me another son, you notice--God and the Lord.
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I have a book here giving the P document, giving te-the P document in both, God

took this woman what-that was having such difficulty in having this child, and God

with His re-great power, bet-blessed her and enabled her to have this child after

her sister had had so ;many, and she said, God has remembered me, the Lord will
reprca ch

add to me another son. Go d has taken away my 'fepreaee-1- it x is the Lord, the

Redeermer, the one who has given her this blessing. Now, we find quite a number

of cases. I am not going to take the time to read to you ..but right here I would like

tomention this book She...Now, we find quite a number of cases, I am not going

to take the time to read toyou a flu mber of them, but I will mentions a book .... the

Five Books of Moses by Oswald T. Allis, This book the Five Books of Moses, by - -

Oswald T. Allis, we are suppose to have two copies of this book in the library.

I couldn't find... somebody has taken one of them out, I think that would be ..I would

appreciate it if you have them out that you would bring them back. We have two copies

of the book , and you will find that on this subject and some others that this books i

very, very good in the k way tin t Dr . Allis has gathered a tremendous amount of
very drawing conclusions

d etail, he iilrtot quite so good o6- but on ga)hering details he is very excellent,
cf their views.

and on th-this, thevartation of Divine Names he gives illustrations/ WeH-which
speaks about t1

show how they interrelate. For instance, here on page 25-30 hq/etatea -the-account

of the birth of Jacob's son. In GeneEis 29:15-30:24. Now, don't try to get this down.

I just wrtatec4 wanted to give you the general 4e- idea of -tethe way that -te-the names

interrelate. In this passage which tells_about of the birth of-Jacob's si, the name

Jehovah occurs five times, ElohIm 8 times. Jehovah occurs in the account of the birth

of the first . . .Reuben cz Simeon, ..and Judah, Elohim in that which speaks o the

birth .of Naphkta1i, 31. both Elohim and Jehovah occur in the eo-account ci the nanaing

o f ..22-24 " This narrative is divided between J.E.and P. , only a very small part is

in P. Consequently P does not record the
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Consequently P does not record the birth of any kind. P knows that Bilhah

had two sons, Leah had six sons which is .... verse 4. P knows that Rachel

had a son, but does not know his )( name. J reports the first four sons of Leah,

the two unknown sons of Bilhah... mentions Rachel's son called Joseph ....
referred to again and again

The fact that Jacob had twelve sons is/... in the Old Testament, and no one knows
P who records the birth of no sons, E is four sons, and J, is 10 sons.

this better than ./. a continuous narrative, story, but j but lix it brings out how
Now that is getting over into our next arguiLnt.
in its story is told the birth of Jacob's twelve sons, ubc( and a certain number

interlaced to
of ... it shows how these names arW'intefreIeted to one another, and/divide them out and
does not mean here is tx two chapters, here is three chapters, here is one,here if four
there is nothing here in chapters .... here is a quarter of a verse, and tkx

such an alternation then Ø does not occur frequently, it is quite rare. Number 3.
this criterian of

The Graut-Welihausen Theory,/ breaks up/the Divine names. Today we find that

a great bulk of educated people who have adopted the critical theory who will say
-efiifferent

just look at these names.., show the Øocuments... I think that they do not
realize

p¬l4ze that the original simplicity of the view of Astruc and B4thon-Eichhorn

If all the passages of Elohim..e1rwere ore docuza nt, -e4-th.eall the Jehovists were

another .et*¬-document is broken up kby the Graf-Welihausen theory, as a result

of Hupfeld's suggestion, so ta t now you have têt-teathe material used as Elohim

a great part of it given to the second Elohist, and t so then y you get your Second

Elohist and it looks so much like J .k that c it is very hard to tell what is J and

what is E. But the distinctions between P..doesn't rest on the divine names.
Because E uses the same name as P does.
You ' see how the Graf Wellhausen theory breaks up the criteria of the g divine

briefly in three subjects
names. Now, what I have just said we can mention/. . small a. The great s imilaric ty

in style between J and E. J and E are both narratives but the style is so simple

the critics often differ as to what is J aril 'wh-eat-w t is E. -reaar.i-ty-in-e4

E-c Very often there is no other

criteria except which name it is. Great similarity of style in J and E and of course

thereis a great difference . , because P is the enumerative style a instead of the
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narrative. AndX--there is much variety of opinion on what is J and what is

many c. many parts
E --much variety. And i4/any critical books /.Great similarity of style in J and

E , and of coxse the great difference is that ... except which they make.An

B--in Genesis and the av. early party cf Exodus they say that this is J and thais

is ... and in any critical books many parts , but when you get into thex rest

they are apt in most cases just tox say this is J-E, but the J-E loses its criteriaz

altogether, the difference between J-E-P of divine nare s doesn't enter in too much,

except...

P-57

I theu-thought I had made that clear. But evidently I hadn't to zone, so there may

sore of the others of you , so I am ye ry glad that you had the quekstion raised.

The theory of the critics is that in Genesis 1:1 to 2:4 the name Elohim is always
have

used, that you a str4*distinct docuient which was combined with this which

uses the name Jehovah, that whoever combines the two documents, when youfinish

one chapter and four verses of another, when he put in a section from the other, notice

that a dlfferenxt name was used in o6c order , to show that it was the same god

that was ; meant by Jehovah, he inserted the name Elohim, now, that is the view
Bible-ig readers

that the critics would hod-.-hold. I say that most would say that the

first chapter ... who accept the Bible as true would say that the first chapter

deals with God as the Creator, the great Elohim, the great God, and consequently

use the name, Elohim to show His in His power, as the God of the nations and God

of the world in general. Then it came to verse 4 chapter 2, it starts to tell about

creation, particularly about the creation mzxx of man and about his dealing with

man and his fall, and so on.. There he uses the personal name which shows

he God in his relation to his own people, and that in the first chapter or so,
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Whoever-ee e-te-twe-neft1s-whe!k-1'ie-f4eheg- one- ehaptet-frot ettr

vr3*$ to-ene he,- "
/

in which that name is used there was Elohim is used after it in order to show that

this Jehovah , the God whq6created the world and man ... this way is the Elohim

of the Chapter one. The use of the name Jehovah Elohim in the following chapters

2, 4 and the following.., would be a transition, make a smooth transition.

The transition between the two documents as the critics o uld say. A transition betwen
in

a section which only one name has been used and the sectionAvhich ixxathDax

a new c name has been introduced according the way in which one would

take it as ... by Moses. That is rather important to realize that that would be

the reason for having the name Jehovah Elohim. That name Jehovah Elohim occurs

comparatively 'seldom in the Bible. We have Jehovah thousands of times. We have

Elohim thousands of times also. But not so nearly as many times as Jehovah.

In most of the books of the Old Testament we have them mixed one after the 1Bc other.

We have one after the other and back and forth. But this particular combination is

quite rare. And the fact that it is used in at,x chaptes 2 and 3 so many times

must be to show that Jehovah of chapter 2 is the Elohim of chapter 1, either Moses

wanted to make that clear to us or other ... of the ac critical theory, or ones

who combined them tried to make it clear. Anybody who is late, please be sure

to get a note to me. The roll is always supposed to b30c show here who is here

when the prayer kKWm begins. And anyone that is not here at that time is to be

marked as absent, unless I receive a note from him stating how late you were, and

please get me the notes to me, because they will be taken as unexcused absences

marked so ....and three lates would be counted for an absence. Now, that answers

that question ,.. I believe.... Now we can go on with our discussion4 We are
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from
examining the arguments from Divine names, and in the argument/the Divine names

we looked at the first priority and the prominence of this criteria. Secondly,

we noticed that such an alternation of long series of one name after the other as

it occurs in Genesis one and two is quite rare. Perhaps in this case there is a
the Genesis and

natural reason fochange, and then we noticed how as you go on tc/Exodus

the names are very much mixed up... you have sometimes chapter
that

with only one name, and thccomparatively rare, unless there are a very yew

occasions for the Divine name for the ch ter... In chapter 36 there are occasions
names with

the name of God ... but to 1e ye a number of thxz ... alternatiorElike this is quite

rare. And number 3, we noticed that Graf-Welihausen theory breaks up the

citerlon of the Divine name, either it breaks up the eoc,y similarity in sty1ecxxxx

of J and D... the much variety of opinion on what is J, what is E, and ... The

critics call it J E, especially after Genesis,, showing the dtctwam difference

in distinguishing between the two styles and the ... they are very much alike,

and the fact of the natter, of course, is that Wand Dare both narratives...
It is a different style.

P is enumeration. It is not the style... when there is differenece in style,
which show the two different writers, or

there is different... whether this is a difference of style /.. but this is a different
between

d type of style.. /P and J and E ... wBetweEn J and E it is very, very difficult

to show Ø such difference in style. xxe and show ... to make it clear and

certain where one ends and the other begins, so that the Graf-Welihausen theory starts
this criterion on which the whole critical theo.

breaks up)r"aM'XmquUaW&K.
A*

Number 4 " This criterion is confined almost entirely

to the book of Genesis, and the first few chapters of Exodus. This criterion is

confined aimostly entirely to the book of Gerkels and the first few chapters of

Exodus. This is another tact here
..t~but

it is good to have in mind as to this tboc
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on
criteri'as many apeople would 4ec think that you could s imply divide

the book according to the use of the Divine name. Actually after the first few

chapters of Genesis.., there is no further help, because P is set to use the name
kpc1xx6:3

Elohim, as far as the Exodus is concerned, the name Jehovah ... xx that is the

theory. And he uses the word Elhim up to this point, a nd always uses the

name Jehovah, because that, they say, is the point at which the name Jehovah

is revealed according to P. And Exodus 6:3. Now, whether that is a proper

interpretation of Exodus 6:3 we will look at it rDci xhadthzaidmmx.u.der another head

That is a theory regarding the P as we have already treated and noticed. That was
even in this section, that is in Genesis a.

Number 4. And Number 5, Number 5 is that amasiBanx

and the first part of Exodus, even in P section the ctlterion is not applied
in

consistently. Ever/these sections the criterion is not applied consistently. In

many cases the names are mixed. Even in these sections the criterion is not applied

consistently, and in many cases )(the names are mixed. It is true that in P

one is given to Pir previous to Exodus 6, there are very ,i few cases where

the name Jehovah occurs, but there are a few ... after all in what is given to

Paside from the long account of the Iflood, and the creation, there are not great
would naturally

many cases where the name of Go curs, because much of it is enumerations

and geneological tables, and prince of Edom... that sort of a thing. But there

are even in what remains in Pa, previous to Exodus 6 ;3 there are few cases

ti ere you find a package that the critics give P and you will find the name Jehovah

in it. And so it does not work out consistently, thus you notice in the list that
in Driver's analysis of

I gave youAe chapters of Genesis , he gives Genesis 17: is ox considered as a whole

as belonging to Document P, but the chapter began with the words like this:
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that Abraham was 99 years old, and the Lord appeared to him and said unto him,
my

I am El Shaddal, walk before me and be thou perfect, and I will make docxxxx covenant

between thee and me, and it goes on in the course of the chapter the name Elohim

is used quite a nun ber of times. It is a chapter which has a dm covenart given

in ( considerable details which tells about the ordinance of circumcision which

begins with a stateent about Abraham's age. Themoom These are considered

typical of F, interested in figures, his age, it is referØred to two or three times

in the ch ter. Idxcax It is interested in forms and ceremonies, like td

circumcision, details of the covenant, it is ... like enumerative style. These

characteristics lead the critics to say that chapter 17 belongs to F, also Exodus 6:3

here we notice that God said to Moses that my% name Jehovah was not known to

)f Abraham, Isaac, and to Jacob, but as El Shaddai... Well, this chapter says,

the Lord says to Abraham, I am El Shaddai, / walk before me, and be thou perfect...

in many aections of Genesis which should be giver= to P as far as the criterion

is concerned... ' and yet I trust that all of you have;noticed when you read it,

that the first verse when Abraham was 99 years Ø old and the Lord appeared unto

him, and the Lord was inxi capital letters, the word Jehovah is used there right

in the first verse, so the Lord appearØed and said unto him, I am Almighty God,

walk before me, and be thou perfect before me.. after the statement of his age,

just before the x introduction of the word El Shaddai, if tle re is

anything that makrs the passage as F, these things in the first verse should...

the name Jehovah...Yes? (Q) There would be ... consideral±x variation in

the theory.., that is a problem... what are you going to do with ....? With the

geoing
word in the first verse? What are you iao do with the use of the word Lord, the

personal name of God? One way to do wou1d±x be to say that the first belongs
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with the previous chapter, several chapters have the name Jehovah, and that is a

pretty logical to do, because this chter which is a story of God's making his

ooveriant... he says here I will make my covenant between me and thee, and so
11 first

on. It is very/logical in this case to separate thiw'verse from what ,uocx follows.

RKkx Further-more, this verse has a distinct name in it... which is supposed to

be a characteristic sign of speech.., in the beginning of it, and furthermore he

says, I am El Shaddai... but it says, the Lord appeared and said, Jehovah

appeard to him and said, I am 1 Shaddai. So, much simpler way to get ... is

to say that a change othcx was made by a redactor.., and I do not know how many

critics would say that this verse belongs to the chapter, and how many would

say that reflactors made some change&ecxx on the name of God. Well, it

wx*kk would be a much simpler way, because this has so many of what are

considered the distinctive documents... P in this ... but that is one of the

$' Instances of which there are not a great many, in which the sections which is con

sidered to be thBcx a section of the Prietly document...
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The name Jebovah..,. logical because the chapter begins with a story of Gd& God's

making covenant with Abraham. He says, I will make my covenant with me and

thee, and so on. It is very illogical ... repetitions...

has the name Jehovah in it, and there are not great xxkcx many. But we noticed

why there are not so many P's... P sections which are enumerative, and

J and E sections, and as far as the J and E sections are concerned, the attx empt of
a

xr course is made to make kE)division that will make two complete documents

c and in which there is the characteristics of the style... J would be here

i and E would be here.., and in which the ,Iame Jehovah is used.., and the

Elohim in the other. And it carried out csIstent1y between J and E... proves to

be imp sslble. And you have a good many cases in the J passages where the

name Elohim is used, and you have a good many passages in the P passages where

the name ,. E passages rather.., where the name Jehovah is used..good many

divisions between J and E ... on the basis of Divine names.., there are good

many inconsistencies in it. And so that, one interesting case here is chapter

21. This is between P and J rather than between J and E, and well, it is another

case of intermixture. It Is... In our English Bible it reads, " The Lord .... unto

Sara1, and he said unto her, and the Lord had spoken unto Saraha, and as he

had spoken to her, SarahØ conceived and bore a son to Abraham in his old age.

At the ".. which ... In this case, the critics are , I belive, fairly unanimoua" in

saying that verse I and the first half of verse 2 belong to the J document, and they

put them together, and it makes a pretty good sense, the Lord visited Sh, and

as he said, Sarah conceived and bare Abraham a son./ in his old agei makes a good

sense. The first half of these ". J documents, and you notice here, he used the
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name Lord here, and then they agree in saying that the last half of these verses

in the list okx that I gave, the Analysis of Genesis.., that reads, the Lord

visited Sarah, and as he had spoken to her, ... of which God had spoken to

him, you notice there it ha the Lord in it, and so , it is said that a redactor

has changed the word from Elohim... you take the virst verse and divide it into

two parts, and tIe n you change the % word Lord, and then divide the word into

two parts and then you change the word to God.., this is another of the few

cases where the name "',ord, Jehovah is used ... what the critics consider to

be a P passages. There are not such a tremendous number, but as *e go through,

a bulk of the Genesis and the early part of Exbdus a very considerable number
such

of cases where the name of God is mentioned inAaII a way as toxxcxx this...

We notice that.., when it tells about the birth of Jacob and Esau... we have

a number of his sons who are ... the name used is Elohim... you have a number

of eons desdribed, who are the ones where the name Elohim is used.., and

the name is Jehovah. Well, if you divide it up, this is from one document and

this is from the other one document.., one says about certain' sons and the

other says about certain other sons. But after all they are twelve sons... it

is xkxxc much more reasonable to say that the writer 'c uses one oxx name

and 1 the other uses the other name... A=x I ththkx think that in our ordinary

speech we use the name .,. which ... every narrative continues to use that one,

until there is a ox reason for a different term to be used, and to then tzxmake switch.

Certainly that is the case... I think that is true in our ordinary speech.., we use

the name .. we use the term, which means ",, continues to use that one until

there is a reason for a different term to be used. Xiei±Exx Certainly that is the case
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in the account of the sons of ik Joseph. We could take a considerable time

looking at this fith one. Even in the section where themnuuticx

is not applied inconsistently . I think that that is the case in our ordinary
we use

speech. We use a name oVa term which seems to be an appropriate one. We are

apt to continue to use that one until there is a reason for a different term to be

used, and to make a switch. Then we n6ay use that one for a time. That is

the case in the account of the word of 0 the sons of Joseph. It takes considerable

x time to look at this fifth one, even these sections where this ... is not applied

consistently and in many cases, there is a picture of .. which you will know

in such cases, I am sure. I do not $ think we need tox to take longer about

that at present]c. Then I will go on to six$th one. And the sixth point is

that all the interpreters mmmax adhere to this, all interpreters admit that

to= sometimes there is a logical reason for the use of different names by the

same writer'. I think of a clear illustration of this... This is called iiixx x right

in Genesis 3:, As you notice in Genesis 2:4, to the end of chapter 4 is considered

as the J document. This Is Je account of the creation, and of the four.., it does

nc have the four.., either for E document or for P document... but in this you have

the name Jehovah God used all through chapter 2 and chapter 3 but you read in the

first verse of chapter 3,!xxi Now the serpent was more 2X subtle than any beast

in the field which the Lord God, the Jehovah God has made and he said to the

woman, Yes, hath God said, ye shall not eat?' every tree of the garden of Eden?

Here in the J sectionthae you have the name Elohim used, not Elohim added to

Jehovah, showing .. " but the Elhim used woman.., and the woman said of

the tree.., the fruit tree which in in the midst of the garden God has 0' said, ye

shall not " eat of... the serpent said, you will not surely die
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But Elohim used alone.., and the woman said, the tree in the midst of the garden

God hath said, ye shall not eat of it... the serpent said, you will not surely die,

verse 5, God does not ... so you have the name Elohim used here.., then it goes

on to tell the relation.., then tells the Lord God.., they sajr, this is from another

document. Is this taken fern P document? Or from the E document? It would

not make any sense. In the context we need it, we need it to complete the story

there. I think that Paul a$grees that this is part of )'( the original section here.

The critics say that this is part of J document. Thendc how is the name Elohim

used here? It is absurd to represent the serpent as used in the sacred name of
with

God in relation Wman. Naturally he would use the name Elohim instead of Jehovah

and when even in speaking to the serpent he would naturally use the name Elchim

c rather than Jehovah, which is a personal name of God.., the reason being

it is necessary to account Elohim here in Jehovah... It is not reasonable to say

wher4ver elsewhere; you will have Elohim... there is no one who said that one

writer uses the name Elohim always and the wk11 oixi&i other always uses the

name Jehovah. All admit that P after Exodus 6:3 always uses Jehovah. Thewrit&

of P certainly would be familiar with the name Jehovah, and all agree" that Jehovah

Jehovist document uses Elohim... like here in the verse which reads.., if there

should be some cases why is it not reasonable to examine every case and see

if there is any reason and there need not necessarily be a c reason in every

case of one or the other, because it is like.., if I speak to somebody about my

wife Ø referring to her as Mrs. MacRae, his brother, I would refer to him as

my son, I would refer to her as his mother... I use different des1nations when I

refer to her... only one of these designations would be correct and no one of the

other would be used for ... but there are many instances when I simply referring to
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her as an individual. as anyone remaining would be perfectly right, and in such a

case you cannot see.. " one can do one or two things, either to keep on with the

name you have Just.Iaen using or for the sake of variety to make change. And there

are times when all of us are so much impressed with variety in life that ... we irk

would make changes without knowing any particular reason for it... while ordinarily

we keep.., the way we are going.., there is a special reason for change, and

I uld say that in a case like this, we would use the Divine name... Genesis
to speak of the

all through, and give ... Genesis 1 it is naturabcç/God of creation ... God of

abrc nature to use the name Elohim... Genesis 2 it is natural to speak of God

in his relation to man and in details of the creation to use the name Jehoi ah.
of the nature , and

To use Jehovah God to show that it is the same God . 4 the same Creator.., now

here is just described in chapter one ... . We start with chapter 3... we talk about

kcx the serpent... it would be natural for the serpent to use the name God...

God revealing before humanity ... it is natural again for ... to use the name

Jehovah, Jehovah God... So, you cannot usually imply the reason $'why it would be

natural to use particular names a t particular cases... And no matter how you

divide the documents, you would In ye to admit that there are certain number of cases

where this document.., the reason why this particular document uses this particular

name of God.., so that allree that there are three instances and they say that

if there are cases where there is a reason then it is certainly natural that in cases

Where there is not a reason of course the person xkxkk ;should continue to goy(

on until he comes to the point where he feels it reasonable to have certain amount

of variety at a particular place... Now, we go on to number 6. Number 7.

The basis suggested by the critics. The bases suggested by the critics. As i/ the
criterion and

reason why this should be found in Genesis 4'the early chapteisof Exodus
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the variety in writing we change words with no particular reason for it, while

ordinarily we dx keep on the way we are going, lest there should be a special

reason for a change. On a basis like this, the use of the Divine name in Genesis

all through can not be explained satisfactorily. Genesis 1, it is natural to speak

of the God of creation, the gxk God of the nature, to use Elohim, repetition ....

start again.., the basis suggested by the critics/ as the reason why this criterion

should be found in Genesis and the early chapters of Exodus and the lacking there

after is unsatisfactory. Now, we have already noticed that the basis was suggested

by the critics. The claim is made that the J document Ic written by son one who

simply knows Jehwah as His name, to use that name... WeH7-that-ay-betrtte

eee&-4eMaeueI- Well, that is certainly true of the Pentateuch of Moses.

- -- - After the first fw chapters of Exodus.., while there are sections after that

which is also ... so that to the Jehovah's writer Jehovah is ... to the priestly

wrtters the word Elohim is not the natural way, in which you refer to God. Exodus

6:3 on practically all verses use the name Jehovah. So, Jehovah is a natural way

of 'I referrting to God... And ivhen in Genesis and in the first few chapters cf

Exodus, he uses the word Elohim instead of Jehcwah, according to the critical

theory, he is doing it with a definite intent on, because he understands that &xxx the
was early

name Jehcw ah ±x not known at thatftime .... Now that vl could be c/ worked out

rather reasonably on the basis of the supplementary theory, ,he supplementary

which was accepted by so many crktlcs about 50 years of the last century, but which

chould before the beginning of this century has been abandoned by all critics.

According to the supplementary theory which had E and P as one document
the

the theory was that you have a complete story of'1ohist which includes both

E and P... This story-Ax considero&cdxx that the name of God was not known
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until Exodus 6:3, and so be before that he refers to that name as Elohim,,, but in

Exodus 6:3 God reveals a new kx name, and until after that he feveals it / Jehovah.

That is the idea then as those ... the writer of the Elohist document in the supplementary

theory.., and then Jehovah was supplemented, and this supplemter, using the name
a

Jehovah which wa'fami1iar name of God, and forgetting the fact that that name was
adding

known in Exodus 6:3, inserts a new section a new detail telling 'new variations..

on the xkxc stories, and simply uses the name that he uses the name Jehovah.

Now, that is ... there are weaknesses... yet'ou can see considerable

when you turn to the ... when; you put the P document at the very end, you destroy

the reasonableness of it altogether. Because when you turn thmcx to the Wrong...
then

and ca&,diave the J document, then the first document, the one that is there originally

is one that has the name Jehovah Elohim. And then the name Jehovah is there,
for the name of God and then

and the name Jehovah is the name that everybody uses.!. this is the name of God,
go through it and

and then somebody would.. /add sections to it notwhkzinuc. in which you

would .cx very deliberately leave out the Jehovah before Exodus 6:3, because

the name was not uned then, adding them to a section which a]readyic had

in it... does not make much sense. Turning is a wrong ... the way the Grauf

Wellhausen theory did,.. greatly weaken the force of the theory. The force of

the theory is based upon the i simple understanding of the Exodus 6:3 as it stands,

and so that is a *x probelm to which we must ... so ... thus Exodus 6:3 sharply

contradicts. the book of Genesis as it stands. Exodus 6 says starting with verse

2, and God spoke unto Moses and said to him, I am Jehcwah , and I appeared to unto

Abraham, Isaac, and unto Jacob as El Shaddal. He said, by the name of God Almighty,

but
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The English version says, the by name of God Almighty, but the name is in italics.
the second year

Now, anyone who has been here inAe-eas-. knows what the force of italics

means. In the King James Version the italics mean something that is n in the
the meaning of

original, just put in to make dxclear,(y( the passage in the whole., if you do not know
of t1 country preacher account

that,you will make the mistake a... when 4iiread the first 1*cof in the 1st

kings 13 of the old prophet who said to his son, hand me the ax, and it goes off

and ... of course if you realize that 441-italics isn't in the original, the Hebrew

just says they -sae--saddledh4m-him. The Hebrew makes clear the meaning of

the passage t as a whole, if-yett-do&4- w-#Ptt-,-j-i*a-ke-Ifyou realize that

the Italics mean that it isn't in the original , t] Hebrew just s ays that they saddgled,

but In Englh we ordinarily put in what was z saddled, and so the King James Interpre

ters put in 'what was saddled, and 1a-so I don't recommend that you emphasize k

wM-we-wht the partsc in italics, but here the name of has been inserted b.

the King James translators, by the name of God Almighty the Hebrew simply is x

By or as c God Almighty. I appeared to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as God Almii ty,

as Elshadi, but my name Jehovah , the king James Version has *x the word Jehovah

in it. k There are about four cases where it appears in the K#tKing James Version

--othexvise it is alwayws represented by the word Lord, x but here c i t says
if Zwe&ttd-Exodus 6:3 that God

By my name Jehovah was I not known to them. Now,/xlc . His
was not known to the Patriarch, x to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob by His name Jehovah
-wt-siness does Genesis have to say that Jeeav-3c& Jehovah appeared

to Abraham. What e---btM5---business does Genesis have to*-saying that

man began to call upon the ...What kind of a man was this redactor who put the

two together, and= we can't help asking If the P document that the nane Jehovah

never know n there and that is w clearly It at is taught in the P document that Jehovah

was Ic nowt known to anybody until Ic Exodus 6, what kind of a man was this redactor
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a section which uses the name
that put the two togetFe r, and put in there,'.. .and then includes right after the

I wasn't know n by the name Jehovah in the beo,-book of Genesis
name /..He must have been a pretty

He xchanged the name of Abraham , he ea-changed the name of Jacob.

And to known him as Jehovah, to know him in tlt s characteristic,.. now that

is the interpretation which most consdervatlve scholars give to this passage,

that is that
Jehovah appeared unto Abraham and said I am El-shadi, walk thou before me.

P-60 Now, this El-shadl is translated in our King James Version as God Almighty

which I think is a very unfortii ate translation. 1 There is no . ..El would be

God. They just said I am; God. I don't think we know exactly what El -Shadi

means, but we should see how it is used, k and we can see that El-Shadi is the

name that God uses In-l,4e--His relation with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and kin

the book of Joib El-a1d4-shadi is used a tremendousk lot, and the name El-Sla di

shows God as the nourishing, protecting God who cares for e Patrairch, aid h o

took a great interest in the;m, while the name Jehovah is specifically the God of

Israel the one who redeemEed them out of Egypt, bc who brought them ought vith a

strong arm, and the great emphasis k is God's covenant relation with the people

whoxm He redeemed, aid every .. .rc Now, there are these different elements then

in the usages of these particular names. Just in speaking to my son I x refer to

her as mother, -we-whereas in referring to one cf her relatives, I refer to her

given name, to which they are accustomed. There is a particular reason in the

use of a name, and when he said I appeared unto Abrahem, Isaac and Jacob as

Elshadi, but by my name Jehovah was I not known to them, ie may be stressing

the jcfact that as the go-- God of Redemption, the one who brings them out from the

bcxidange and leads thern--them Qi t into freedom, this is an aspect, a vital aspect

of God's Revelation, which was not brought out so full in relation to Abraham and Isaac,
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but is now going to be brought out into sharp relief. Now, that is the 1nterparetation

w hich most conservative scholars give to this statement, now there is another acsuggestion

which is also . . that is not impossible at all. And that is that this is a gc question

--in Hebrew as in English , it is thought that teswe-those vtho have a questkai

with out kany iukr mark to indicate it is a question. I can say to one of you , you

are going to New York tomorrow, that is a statement. I can say,You're going to New

York ?C tomorrow? That is a question. There is a difference in the tone of my ve

voice. The words are identical, the tone of the voice can make e e4-something

I nto a question . Ordinarily , in Englith when we write a quettim , we put a question

mark after it. That was not used or kncw n in ancient times. In Hebrew ordinarily a

question, just as in English we ordinarily change the order of the verb or the noun.

We a say are you going. Well, in Hebrew ordinarily we put a He with a pathab

under it. It is a sign ... our English Huh is a sign of the question, only in stead

of putting it at the end as they are apt to do, they put it at the beginning of a

question, but there are at least 20 cases in the Old Testament there where teh.-there

are what are very evidently questions,and no one can doubt it, . ..we have to interpret

them in the light of the context as questions. But there is no indication in the wi'g

writing of the Hebrew that there re questions. We take them as questions because

t- we say the tone of voice is used which made it a question, and there is no

indicatalon of the Hebrew...there are a number of cases, there is no question about

that. Now, there are those who say that since Genesis has-had many uses of the

name Jehovah in it, that this ei-shou be taken.. and I appeared unto Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob by the name of Elshadl, and by my name Jehovah was I not known

to them,? ia Makes it a question you see, a Rhetorical question . They knew me

as Elshadi, they also knew me as Jehovah . Now that is not impossib. I would say
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that is not the interpretation which the King James translators took, but I think they

must have taken the other-ewone that refers to the -qtee-quality of the name rather

than their not knowing these sounds, becatse it is a fact thaxt in Genesis when

he appears...he usia ily says I am EeI Elsachadi, but when they sapek-speak

to him the y call him Jehovah, and it says that Jehovah appeared to them, God stretched

that character in . . but he was known as Jehovah. Because t1 y certainly... they

were very thoroughly... it sharply ccntcaei--cotitradicts the whole w book, so as

they the interEpreation, kit was the quality of the man,-mew--i1f you take it atix that

way, then there is no basis for the critical theory bec about the P document, and

if you ... you can say it is a question here which fits in wt4h-with what is in tie

book of Genesis, so I do not say that a t the present point we are ready to prove

that this ne an.s the quality. .1 doR not say that -we are-prcap-- prepared at present

10 prove that this must be taken as a question, but I do say that you are not required

to take x it as contradictory ... the . ..in Genesis where the name Jehovah is used.

We are not required so to take it, and I stress the fact that if we were required so tb

taJ it, it is very d4difficult to see how any redactor could have combined the
J-E as the critics take it

P document vi-with the4 documentj And put this in there ... as a flat, sharp contradictim

--it would have been utterly tudp-stupid if he unde stood it that way, and if the

redactor ;nderstood it as not contradicting, why then does-x is it necessary to
which urd erstood it that way

say that it proves the P documeit /1 hope that I have made myself clear. On .

the basis which the critics maintain tIE claim for explaining why the P document

only has the Elohim in t1 first part and Jehovah after I1-4e-Ret-e* Exodus 6:3 is

not 31*-a sufficient basis for their theory, but in addition to that, that is certa nly

not a basis for s uses of it. That is no basis fot the E document. This was advanced

by Eichhorn. They say, those who do not accept the supplementary theory today

that the first doee-eei-document written was the Jehovah document.
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Mr. Frailey,yo u had a question. Oh yes, this was advanced I t-guess by
or lgiie ily

Eichhorn,/all the critics say the t the first docur nt written was the Jehovah

document in th-which they used the name Jehovah. The next was the Elohim

document in which they used the name Elohim through it. The-Why did they

use the name Elohim instead of Jehovah. They don't have any reason, the

next book ii- written is Deut " and then a few centuries later comes the P docur nt.

And the writers of the P document believe that the name Jehovah wasn't used

in the early days, they only used Elohim up to here and then they say this . and

then ha-they use Jehovah, well, how did they get . that idea from the Jand E

ee-document, among the nations. This idea would be a new idea which came

to them when the other had already been circulated and widely used, and they

got this ê4- idea aril wrote a document on this basis whh which contradicts

the otler ...and then somebody puts the whole foi.r documents together and

he had J .E . D together and now he em-b= combines P with it, He combines something
on this basis.

which is contradicting all theotherW And he combines them, he kept-keeps Jehovah

w4iwee-where it is , he keeps Elohim where ic it x is, He must have certainly

understood this as meaning...and I said With the supplementary theory I think

it has k its weaknesses. Ai'id4t4eIL1---but it is much stronger than it is with

the documentary theory x, as held e- before the supplementary , and as held

since, particularly as held under the Graf Wellhausen theory. Well, that is per

haps .. it Is rather an involved matter, but it is quite an important matter in this

whole eefteth-consideration. ..simply to dogmatically state why it is according

to the priestly matterthe name Jehovah was not kncwn. It mostly assumes that

the principle is true.,but they don't bother much about trying to prove their existence

because for other over a century everybody has kncmn they have existed. For after
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all, for ten centuries , everybody knew the earth was flat but that didn't make

it flat, the fact that an error has been passed on and on doesi 't mamake it

true, but it doesR-ecm4&tend to make people ac ept it et-uncritically without
critical

bothering to investigate. And the attitude of, t4-scholars today will be

e stablishi.

P-61

In this document which they call the DE document, uses the name Elohim up

until the early eachapters cI Genes--Exodus, and then P uses the name Jehovah

but gives us no explanation of why the change is made. Then , of course the

critics say the redactor takes these two and combinzes them, so you have the

J-E document, whichis composed of .. .then--J-which uses only the name Jehcwah

and the E document which uses only the name Elohim but they are combined and

are interrelated, aid then you have the J - E document and then a century goes

by and someone else writes the book of Deut. but at any rate the book of Deut

" ..or it may have been D.1, 2, 3, which is . ...but at any event-o'iae-an this

E documert was found by Josiah, arid then somebody tookthe P document and com

bined it with the J-E document so that Genesis and Exodus belongs to the J-E docume nt,

but there are a few little sections, but k you have J-E-D-P as one document and

is--#-this certainly to a great extent. and thn the time comes when a whole

schokol of writers, the priestly writers write a new document paralleling keach

of the ot} rs, giving the whkole story from the ere4&e, creation
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on up to the time of Moses, an: this document is as long as the other document,

because it contains all the sacrifical law.., but fairly ... but this document

says in it, it has.., before that time.., that was not known as Jehovah. ftx He

was only known as El Shaddai, not known as Jehovah. Therefore, to avoid

the name Jehovah, he called him Elohim, but from that point on hundreds and

hundreds of times it uses the name Jehovah, and then you have the fifth document

circulating and you also have the document which is J and E combined, and then

you have a redactor who takes this document which uses the name Jebovah/ hundreds

duc of times in Genesis. And this document which says that the name Je'hovah

was absolutdy ) unknown until Exodus 6:3, and combined the two taking a section

one and a section from the other, and putting them together to make the Pentatec h.

And this redactor who put them together, and he understood Exodus 6:3 as saying
the name

that/Jehovah was ' not known before the time of Moses, What on earth did he not

change the Jehoveh to Elohim? In the sectiors of J-E document which c he was

combining with? He did change occasionally.., he may change. Why did he

leave Jehovah over and over in Genesis, when he included in what ixxx he selected

to be P to be combined with those ... when the name of Jehovah was never known,

Until God revealed to Abraham? If the redactor understood that there was no

contradiction, then he must have understood in a different way than the critics

understand. It must have been by ... YES(Q) Of course, it was known to the

King James Version translators, but before that we just do not know. I do not know.

God reveals different aspects of ... all ... Well, we will continue there tomorrow

morning.

The decision that the division was made according to the different use

of Divine names.., you will find this argument given in all of the books...
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on the subject. Like here is this little Know Your Bible Series which I referred

to before, which is widely now, and he says How can

these documents be recognized. It is not always easy for the English reader

to k identify them, but he says that you can recognize the Divine Names.

What is the first characteristic.. . in the first five chapters in Exodus in s ich

the name Yahweh is used systematically. Other &e-sections within the same

limits use the same name with z equal consistency. Now, that is true of Genesis

1-5. You find that at the beginning, and if you find that te-be-contlnuxously and

divi de the documents by it, that is what is implied in most of these statemert s

but it doesn't work that way as we have noticed. He says in the'here on the

next page. He says what does the use of these different names indicate. He

says It might not indicate anything more than that the author box used first

one name and then the other for the sake of variety, until we begin to eMfte

examine the text tcltself, and then we discover, among other things that Genesis

]xxl:l -2:4a uses the name Elohim --tMee 31 times, 35 times in telling the story

of creation, a--d- and never uses the name Yahweh an"-once. And then we find

that ibc Genesis 24-2:4 b to 3:24 which follows I mmedlately and also uses the

story of creation uses the compound name, Yahweh Elohim, believe d by scholars

to have been simply Yahweh in the original manuscrItcxpts and Elohim alone onlxy

four times. And now, that is an kinteresting fact, a fact wht h needs explanation.

k-eet4*ee-t1-w&--If that continues that way consistently, it would be a very strong

argument. But in this case, there must be an explanation. It keither is a proof of

different sources, and in that case it will follow through consistently or there is

a r ason, and we have noticed the reason. Elohim is the name of the God of

nature, the god of crtIon. Yahweh, or Jehovah . . .the name of God as the Redeeming
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God, the God of His people Israkel , whom he has calledappa-apart. And

so there are many cases where k each of these names would be most approacpriate

and the other would be 1x inapproapriate, and there are many cases where

either one would be appropriate, but in this particular case-1c--- chapter
through the

the name Elohim is most appropriate, and/the next chapter the name Jehovah

is most a-ppteprate-pprepFaite- appropr te and you have the two .. and

the average English reader misses that altokgether. He just reads Lord God

and thinks nothing of... there is a meaning there , it is worth knowing

about , it is i valuable. And the fact that in chapter two or three it is practically

a iways i Lord God, ties these up and says that these are the same one, it

has these two aspects. It is a valuable lessonto have. If it is consistently

carried out and-then we would have to nder, let us look at these particular

sections and see if there are otter eve4evldences that they come from different

sourxces, but it doesn't carry cut that way, but this same page from Smith goes

on and says t1 t the first five chapters of Genesis l2-6 Yahweh is used w27

times kx and Elohim never. That is the discussion of the calling of Abraham.

Of all the ... the most appropriate is the name Jehovah. is to be used consistently

and incessantly. God is dealing with Jehovah with Abraham , the one who was

to be called out to represent .. and keep alive the knowledge of the Lord, o but

then he continues whil in another section bwxaU 35 to 50 the name Yaweh appears

but once, and the name Elbhim is used ,5,thc 57 times. Now, that certainly tells us
would seem

that certainly ziic.nx like a tremendous argument. A man like Smith says

Who is going to doubt and disprove, but he says chapters 35 to 50 the name

Elohim is used 57 times, and in chapter 35 alone the name Jehovah is used 8 times,

and if you look at chapter 38, you will find it used eleven times. And so...
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It does ;not fit with the fact, and now it may possib±x ly a misprint. In chapters

35 - 50, instead of chapters 35 through 50, he meant 45 through 50, )( It does

not fit with the fact. I would not blame the man necessarily.., a very quiet...

it may be that it oould have been a typographical error. .. As - says, it

v1rc sounds like a tremendous argument. The last 16 chapters kixddx
th

having Elohim... Yaweh only once .... The last 16/chapter has a tremendous
Of thes e last 16 chapters

argument. //Two among the first five has Yaweh 19 times, so that the state$ment

does not come ... and it is a good no matter who the authority is

So that, the statement certainly is not true .... No matter who the authority is,

when you find specific statements... There is a good evidence, no matter who

the authority is//... when you find specific statements made.., make sure whether

they are true clx or not. As they say, do not Jump c to the conclusion...

Is the man accurate? You may take something down accurately, you may mis=

remember it accurately. The printer may make xmtm mistake. Whether he ncmeans

kit 35 to 50 or whether he means 40 to 50, or whether he even means 45 to 50, it

is difficult that; we should turn over in the same book a little further, we read on

xpagec.tkxx 34 to 35, Where can the English students find flexkx in the Old

Testament? And we read, there are those who say on page kx 35 that

Joseph's story is the most perfect story in tkx all the Old Testament? J

presented in the next detail in the beginning of the Genesis 37:3-5, and then

he gives many selections between chapters 37:3ff and then he gives many selections

betweeen chapter'37 and chapter 50 from the very section in which he says

the name Yaweh appears but once, and the Elohim , so you can divide

them according to the Divine name. One big argument on the 16 chapters, he says,

Elohim Jehovah
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once . Well, suppose it is only 10 if you want . Suppose there is a misprint

out of those ten. There is section cut of section out of section. And "

to-se-- the attempt to use the divine names is not something that is worked

out consistently. It is a very interesting fact that Genes is starts k that way, hut

it does not carry through, and we were looking at the tend of the hou r at nuz* er

7 that the basis suggested by the critics that the reason whey the ,,
the criteria to

$e found in Genesis and the early chapters of Exodus , as a method of division.

Ix Exodus £ 6:3...

P-62

something that works out consistently. It is a very intereksting fact that Genesis

starts that way, but it does not x carry though that sway. We were looking at

the end of the hue- hour at number 7 at the basis for justifying the critics, x

and the early chapters of oetiI-Exodus , is unsatisfactory. Well, as I read this

statement to you in Exodus 6:3 ... it x certainly sounds as if the name Jehovah

was not known before that ti4i*e,-time, it certainly gives us the impression in

the English which is just anotte r reaton why we should take the Bible and study

it and see what it means, and not jump to conclusions, we read in Matthew x

Jesus the Son of David, the son of Abraham. We read it over so many times we

never paused to cm sider±k what does that mean. But suppose tht ones cf you

is here a descendant of George Washington, an x suppose that you believed that

Geage Washington was x a descendant of Charlemagne. And suppose I were to say

that so and so is the son of George Washington, the son of Charlemagne, you

would all look at me a-eiø-.¬i- in discuss and say, in disgust, George Washington

died 150 years ago, how could he be his son, you would say Charlemagnge

died 1300 years ago , how could he be his son. It w9uld simply shc.w that the

wcrd son-xwot- in Hebrew and in the New Testament means a different thing
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than the word son in B 4eftfl-English. In English son means the one who is

your lmmediateéee-descendant, in the very next generation. In the Bible

the word de-son means a descendant whether he is of the next generation

or whether he is k50 generations later, andso when you read in the Bible that

so and so begat so and so, it does not necessarily mean that he is right after,

theremight be a thousand -yea eyears there might be a million years, nobody

knows and we have no right to read x it in to it. And ±x a tremendous part

of the widespread feeling that the Bible is not dependable comes from good

Christian people taking statements as they would mean in k English instead

of studying them in the Bible to xl see what those wt-words mean as used in

the Bible -.- clc--cale elsewhere and what they mean in context, aid we are

satisfied with superficial 1nterpr tation, and when those superficial interpre

tations prove impossible., when they conflict with observed phenomena,

peoplze say that the Bible is wrong. If we interpret the Bible carefully and

see what it says , and don't read into it beyond what it says, we do not

rouse nearly so much harm to 19t-e-Bible belief in the end. Now, it is interesting

that Atruc and Eichhorn both did not interpret Exodus 6:3 as ma-meaning glat-the name

Jehovah was not known before M God e4eye-reHeved--revealed it to Moses.

Actually, Astruc and Elchhorn in taking this attitude were simply were applying
exegesis

reasonable basis of ,to the passage, because if you look at Exodus 6:2,3 he

says that he is telling Moses x how he is to go and to speak to the people and
them has

tell them that God is 9d sendinWa message and Moses/said who shall I say

we--sent me, what k is the name of the God, why is Moses asking that, did He

want more intimate knowledge about God, or did lie
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He want evidence to give the people that this is the God of Abrahixam, Isaac

ard Jacob. H.e4&ad 3aking-fef-evdefteefe1But by my name Jehovah was I not

known to them. Well, he was ç not given a new name. Here is a name that
knew. Go to them and tell them.

they/.because I am going to bring you out of Egypt and show my redemptive chakracter.
ma way that I didn't show to them ... the characteristics made known by Jehovah

Over and over in the Bible we read the statement , then shall they know that I am
are going to be made known to you in a fuller way thali they ever were to them.
Jehovah. Everybody knew that He was Jehovah. It means that they would under

stand my th,eeef-chakracter. ..over and over in the Bible we read the statement

then shall they know that I am Jehovah. I am goxing to show you that I am jc

Jehovah. It means that they will understand. They will see my character, t]e y

w ill see ..and my ability to protect them, both of them are . ..whether you take it
conservative do it.

the way that mosV'interpreters ./in either eee-case it is not a contradiction of

the Hebrew in Genesis. Now you can twist these words to ertt contradict the other,

but you can do that with any book, but you can find contradictions in any book
I contradicting t e

by doing that, and if you do then you are/4e-4g the document P as the critics take

it and so you have to gt ee-rid of tk the use of Jewee-Jehovah before that.

IX Mr. Morton, you had a question? The name Elohim-&tee-the-tta]!
attrthute of

a j&t- unkø- e-nao. ye-eai tice-.eneme- -stresses thy' power and
attitude of

crekation and control over all things, the name Elshadi stresses the/care of k His

own. It is mistranslated God Almighty, the name means Jeh'ovah stresses His

relat1k Hj covenant, people, *hose whom he }ha s set apart for himw self,

now, that you do not get . . etrmology often will profeee1tyexactly what some
/ "-/-"- - ''

thing means, sone tLines it k will not prov it k-eU--a'c all. Elshadi me-any people

hve-have tried to prove ne ant God k Almighty and etymologically the

Lost-1neares that t e came would b to get a Hebrew word which doesn't mean
v/

to ,Certainly it doesn't mean tha is the Soxe attempts have been made of
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etymology that have bean vey good, and some very bad, but actually the way
its

to find out is *?se-t--usage. Usage is what determines meaning, take

Y\ (0VX
the old Germanic word &*n from which the English (..d the German word

.the word has developed 4o-into two directions. To us in, the En.allsh speaking

-k&
world

4. 4but the ordinary p.e('rson
looks up to the ..

'\ L_ \. ,( .
41n which the servant. Well, the Kings and the nobles look down to the TAg-htrr- knight

but it is its that
You ac can trace its etymology,étd- usag'determines its meaning I n a particular

language, and when you examine these Greek words you find that is the way
but there are many cases where the particular

that they are used in the script ure,fd-of-eei*rse- but it is usageth de1rmlnes
attribute in mind. You are just speaking of the individual. You K are Indicating an
its meaning ma particular verse. And when you examine these Greek words irk

you find that that is the way that they are used in scripture, but of course there

are many cases where the particular attribute . You are thinking of a particular

individual and you are using a term w4-without thinking particularly more of
you are just thinking of the lndivldi& 1

one attribute than anotle r/well, this basis then suggests a reason why this

the criterian should be found in GeKnesls and the early chapters ofExodus, and t4e-
unsKatisfactory

be lacking therefafter, this criterian they suggest for that is %. it doesn't work

out and the evJence for it is not satisfactory. It is a rather it- Involved igx

subject but I think that the main principles of it are earned-fairly slmplce and

I think that it is vital tat-that you have it in mind. Because you will come up

against young fellows who go to engineering school where they are required to

take a course in humanities and they don't want to be just machines, they want

them to know sore thing about life and so they give them a course in humanities,

and someone in thethat course tells them about the JEDP documents, and shows

them how Exodus 6:3 sharply contradicts Genesis. And they come away thing king

the Bible is a Fraud and a farce, and you have to be able to deal with them I that
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in tat-that case . Different people are affected by different arguments, but it

is good to know what the true situation is, now we go on ... aixl so we will go

on to number 8. I guess ... wrote the ...who studied the Old Testament as a whole

and wrote many -s.tueMe-books on it was thorougt1y familiar with the use of

the word name in the Old Testament -e-. and he interpreted that way,

but Astruc and Elchhorn both believed that Moses wrote the Pentateuch and if

Moses wrote the Pentateuch , it would be impossib le of course that Moses would

put in something that wl-sharply contradicted another sectiora, but oie-once

it was believed that Moses didn't write it, then the attitude was, let's see what

the contradiction are, between the different sections, aitl this is one that seemed

to be a contradiction, Yes? Now, negative statements are ft very difficult to make,

when you say that somebody didn't do a thing, I would have to say this about...

Eichhorn's father was a Hugenot pastor . Eichhorn himself for safety and ... had

become a Roman Catholic, and Astruc wrote his book and published it with fear

that it would bring criticism upon him, and therefore he was very careful to

say I am presenting evidence as to the way that Moee-Moses got the material

about... for his times. Now, Exodus 6:3 was dealing with Moses ort- own times,

and so what Pt.,4, Astruc may have thoughL. .1 don't know, but ...as far as Eichhorn
is concerned
/..which divided up Exodus .... Eichhorn belonged to quite an extent to the

school of ..and the Enclyclopaedia Britanca said that Eichhorn did nct believe

that anything of ancient religion had any relevance to modern times. Personally,

it-h I think that it was a n extreme...1 douba t ... know anything

pp

I--d,&1-th4ik-4t-4-&-a-e-vt'M -p&nt-rr. I on My- e ett!was- 1ha ee6e-
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k Q? Moses actually wrote it, and if Moses actually himself believed

that God had told him the name Jehovah was not known in the time of Genesis,

he hardly would have combined documents one of which uses the name Jehovah

altokgether . My only point was that Exodus 6:3 to one who tue-studies the

Bible, it is not so obvious a contradiction as many people might think, u- because

because Astruc and Eichhorn did not think . .th--4b&- Have e any of these

documents preserved.? No, we Iwe haven't from ancient times atby-any of these

docunm ents preeeM- preserved separately nor is there any x mention of the;m
nor quite

preserved separateckly./'We will mention that later on in the course, that is ,6 vey

vital point. No, this was a result of the attitude of which felt that all areet

ancient documents could be divided up into the sotr ces from x which they came.

can, they did it with Homer's writings, they did it ail-with all the ancient writin

then available to them. Now, many , many other ancient writings have been

discovered in the lasti fifty years that were not known. And no scholar today

attempts to divid e them up into sources unless they have found some evidence

of an actual source. YQ.i might, for iM instance , find tat two Babylonian documents

one of which washad only haxif of which was in the other and came from an earlier

period and you might say the original had been added, but unless you had such

a aie, -noixone today ...to divide it up into original sources. But about 1800

in Germany there were a group of people who thought that we could divide, up

... ahd it was k done with a t-ret--great many documents. .except with relation

to the Bible. But as far as the Bilie is concerned, it is today thought that it has

been proven regading4he Pen1ateuci, and having been thought that it ha s been proven
/ 1J:_

,1
4 it has been c&rried onto all the other books practicall y in the Old Testament. it--

iwever44he-
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If it is proven dng eO4eetament 4en-we-eaR--s±gje&-make-we

eaR-de4w4th-the-et1%er-- in the Pentateuch, you have your principle , and then

you can suggest maybe c we can do it with other books, andthere is hardly a
that soiiede somebody doesn't divide into sourxces.

book of the Old Testament /..but that-they din't do that with the Babkylonian

-. .dx they don't do that with the ancient Egyptian writinxgs, they don't try
actual

to divide them up ite into sougrces unless they have sore do-et evidenc,e but

regarding the Bible this has been preserved. I have for instance right here a

book, a commentary, and in Von Rod's commentary on Genesis here, he has

some very interesting insights into the meaning of sentences. He has some -tm

suggtion as to its meaning that are very valuable, and there is much in the

book of real value , for a conservative Biblical scholar. But it is interesting
on page 23

to t not that at the start of it he lx sazys4he preceding discussion presupposes

the recognition of a fact that is becoming accepted in contemporary Old T-e3tr1-i

Testament science, and after all most 200 years of re&era-rezsearch ; namely that

to--the books Genesis-)c Joshua ei consists of serveral source documents tl t

were woven k together more or less skillfully by a redactor, the older source

documents are knon as k the J and E because of t1 ir distinctive use of the

name o f God. You see how much stress he puits upon the distinctive use of

the name of God, and he says that these are the oldest documents and the latest

sources of priestly docurnwcments and he tells x a suggestive ste-date, but he

says this has become accepted after almost 200 years of reserse -research, and

he re,ew-reviewed the research and show s all the different theories that it went
until which he refers to here which

through. ,4d-the Graf Welihausien theory/became establishe d as a result of

its e&4it-combination with the theory of evolution, but the whole thing began

with this thing of divine names being the basis upon which you eat-could make a
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division, and at this point we are ty trying to examine this first basic

argument, or groups of arguments on which was felt to be c established

Today most writers ---they simply say that it is j'-proven. We have looked thrcguh

through the 200 years of research and see how actually Graf Wellhausen ...well,

all scholars thought it was proven before. Now, we are looking at the 8 main

argumkents and this one, we have looked on this basis, but number 8 is within

the documents we find other names used in a similar way. And you noticed I said

within the documents. If you could divide all using the name Jehovah and always

using the name Elohim, it would be natural to expect that you w±i- would find,

for instance, one would always use the name Jacob andone &4e--would a1wys

use the name I*reIr Israel. As a matter of fact, when you pick up Royal Smiths'

book here, he says on page 31 , What are the characteristics of the J document.

Israel is the name of the thirecd patriarch, feTlo ee-following the birth of

Benjamin, what are the characteristics of the E. document. Jacob is used in pre

ference to Israel (Gen. 32:32 if). He gives those as characteristics. 41%-,-One

of them uses the name Jacob and one of them uses the name Israel. As a matter

of fact k v find that they are ee- not consistent. We find that the change

of Israel's name to Israelis announced in the J document 1xc aid in the P docunent.

His name is no x longer to be Jacob , but to be Israel, and he specifically announces

that c it is a change of names, a nd yet with one exception continues to use

the name Jacob. E doesn't say anything about the change of names but uses both

-se names and uses t1 m both after they have been both announced by J and

P. and J annot.need-The. announces the change and then proceeds to use both

names. Now, Abraham was told tia t his name would be changed to Abram Abram

to Abramham. Before that he .was aIwe-vx always called Abram in all the documents
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After that he was always called Abraham, in all the documents. But

Jacob is told twice, You will no longer be Jacob, but Israel. But after that, they

still called him Jacob. In .. the alleged documents.., they called him

Israel, and 'ou look in the Psalms and you find him called Jacob. Now, the word

Jacob continues. He t was given a new name. The old name was removed.

He was given ew name but he kept both names. Both of them are used all through
today

the Bible. We,. use the name Jacob tQ.meafl the m(an, and Israel to mean the

nation, but that is not a biblical usage. The Bible calls Israel as a man, and he

callxJacob as a man. And the Bible calls the nation Israel, and calls the

nation Jacob also/ in many cases. But you cannot ... you divide the document

according to the name Elohim and Jehovah, and you find the names Jacob and Israel

used all three of them/ You divide the document according to the name Israel and
and

Jacob,/you will find that it would not fit the division from the Divine names.

In other words, we find other names with new documents that use in the similar ways.

In number 9, the similar use of the divine name.., occurs hrecgiidhrx under
referred to

literature. I think I already have ,6ur sports writers, and I am not a sportsman and

I have not read it... sportswriting lately, and it may/be the cuntom has changed.
the

But while I was in college, I was 4ditor-of-our college paper, and I had çcx got a

sports-editor and in his writing of sports article, I noticed that the sports-writer

used different names for the same team for variety, and I noticed at that time in

the newspaperAwAx sports article there would always be different names, and
forwarded

theyw would htyx say coach Pfeiffer did so and so, and the Brooklyn ../. so and

so... such and such did so and so. They used g dtx five or six names 9%and

yr
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xEsç keep you from using it

over and over. If; you are a sports-fan, in order to support them up... know

what they are talking about... I read one or two Russian novels and in Russian
Dostoevs kys S

novel that seems to be the custom, and I noticed that in one of the several
that each person had

Russian novels that I read first in it seemed±Aca long name but then $about
different

six names one after the other. Sometimes he calls him by one, and sometimes
a

he calls him by another. Sometilmes by tthlrd aKx name, and sometimes by

two or three in a row. And I found that ... but nobody c questioned

that Dostoevski wrote the whole book. No one -thinks he has gotten part of it...

a source that uses the name Helena... and a part that uses the name Christlanla...

part of the source uses the name Helena and Chrisiania. He does that for the

sake of variety. In sports, in Russian novels, in certain different things

that is a custom. In other cases we try to get more of clarity even Exx at the

expense of having less variety. You find it in the Old Testament in reference

to Pharaoh.. In the story of Joseph, and they call him Pharaoh, and sometimes

they call him the king of Egypt. Sometimes the Pharaoh the king of Egypt.

They have different combinations. Sometimes we use one name and sometimes

the other. Today 36th psalm I Just opened and glanced this morning to pick out

a couple toward an illustration. Sometimes in a psalm you will find one name

all throughout the psaln3, but sometinBs you find another. Ixzoç& But very frequently
just

you have vatiety. Psalm 3 I.4iappened to look' at. The transgression of the
*xtL uttereth There is

wicked... 6,ithin my heart, *z, no fear of God before his eyes. Verse 5,

Jehovah, thy lovingkindness is in the heavens... Verse My judgments are a great
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deep... Oh, Jehovah... Verse 7, How excellent is thy lovingkindness, 0 God! He

uses the fourth name. Isn't this variety there? One of the best known psalms

is 139 which I just happend to turn to this morning. I notice there it starts,

Lord, thou hast searched me and known me. Over verse 17, How precious are

thy thoughts unto me, 0 God!.. Verse 19, Surely thou wouldest slay the

wicked 0 God! Verse 21, Do not I hate them, 0 Jehovah, that hate thee? Verse

23: Search me, 0 God, and know my heart; prove me, and know my thoughts;
It is common.

These are different names which are used for variety./Look at the

you will find the name Lord, and then you will also find the name God... Sometia s

you find one used for a little while , and sometimes the other, and sometimes

interspersely. This kind of the variety of the name for God as a variety cf

other lEiix things is not z rare at all . ... of parallel, of parellel ....

P-64

These are different names for variety. It is common.., repetition....
ever

And nobody/would have thought of having the names as a means of dividing

the Old Testament documents, if it were not for this remarkable fact that Genesis

1 uses one entirely and 2 and 3 and 4 usethe other4* name all the time,.

except for the four cases where they are speaking of the relation of the church
thing a

to the one.., and that is a remarkable/done forJcdefinite reason. You are

perfectly justified in ... and then check it through and you will

work out, and that was number 9, and then number 10, Conclusions regarding

the 1st critical argument. Our conclusion is that ... there are many cases where

there is a reason f or different Divine names, and I think that you will find it
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your private life
helpful... I think that you will find it in themj in your devotion. When

do you find the name God? When o you find the name Lord? Stop and think.

Is there here in the name God.., he stresses on the attributes of God's Almighty

power... God's great creative power over the nation. Search me Oh, God. The

One who qhas created the 'vr4k1x universe. The one who controls all

Bring this abundant power upon me... search out from the innermot flinc parts in

my heart, and see if there is something in there that needs to be cleared out

before ... and they find the name Lord, God is our Redeemer, God is the one

who interested in His people. See if that is particularly there. Or simply he

is using the ... simply because he is referring to God .aid continually using the

one name that he has used or simply referring to God and using it as a change

for variety. Think of these different cases... Just think of these different

cases... There is much devotional value .... But consider it as a basic

which divide up ..tho sources ... but it does/not work out. There are many ttmes
merely

where there are some reasons, but there many cases where it is karbitrary,.

because they did not indicate the individual rather indicating a particular attribute.

You can say that the Preisdent of the United States is coming, and maybe it

is very important. You could say President Johnson is coming. You can say

Mr. Johnson. You can say Lyndon is coming. You can use various expressions,.

and under many cases where the particular term is used.., it is appropriate in

the context. And there are other cases where he is simply referring to the
your

Individual, and anyone of them will do. It is ... the same thing ... in/felation
an argument for

to the use of the trr et1ei in the Bible. As ... / division it breaks down.

*'Lxkç It is suggested very strongly the way it is used in Genesis lciuuL to 4, as

a possibility, but when you examine it, it does not work out ... it is the first
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critical argument. It is a most of ... It is referred to in all the ... in every

book that tries to ... documents, you will find in the statements here and there...

Driver says, he says, In this story, we notice the consistent ueact,thxname Jehovah,

and it proves that it is the Jehovist document. And in one place where he says

that, the name Jehovah occurs only once. There is only one mention of the name

in that particular section. Ordinarily he would not saytx something like that.

Ordinarily he gives quite a careful thought. Ordinarily you will find that thc

four Bibles which use one after the other, but there is one case where it does...

there is only one use of the term, but you will find it constantly referred to as

to something which belongs to one document or the other, and one cannot help
S..

wondering, Was the critical theory developed this way? Wec or would have it

developed in an entirely different way? One cannot help wondering. We do not

know. This is the way things have developed. Today you find very few trying

to prove it. 1/4*oday you have those who say ... quite a non-sense.., and those

who say that it is proven, and established by 200 years of research, and rx*ot I

c do not care how many years people have believed in them, and that does

not prove truth. Thousands of years people have thought the earth is flat. That
that it is For -

does prows- not prove/truth. /$hereas \'fty years people thought that

electricity went from positive pole to the negative pole, but now everybody
he knows anything about electricity, it goes to

knows that thsccxEabooid*th if thoccxx%xxccthe oppositec direction.

The fact that people think of something for a long timeW' does not prove

that it is true. The question is what are the arguments? What are the evidences?
two

And today there is 4 little Investigationsof the ... too many give people...

is a lot of nonsense, and too many people simply think how throughly they are

established.., everybody knows this as a fact. We all get together and examine

/
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the evidences objectively and see what the facts are. And this is ... And a then when

you get to the point and when you show this difficulty, then the man who thoroughly

believed this wtwk would say that, Oh, this is just one point style, there

are hundreds of styles .... Well, this is certainly is not the basis on which the

argument could be established, even if it ,cw could be proven, it would

there must be many other points .in style, and we will look at them as we examine

them. But first, we look at the Capital B, The arguments from the continuous

narrative. The argument from the continuous narrative was our second argument.------------

And in the ddxelopment of the theory that was a very important argument. The

argument that each of the documents make a continuous story... that was the

argument which was expanded originally by Eichhorn, and before him by Astmc,

and so we put number one.., this was one of the early arguments. This was one
from

of the early arguments... Of course, fragmert ary theory which was predominany4about

1800 to çcl825, when Ewalddikx demolished it. ( Fragmentary

theory, though it discontinued sometime' after... , there are a lot of fragments

put Wax together. Ewald shows the continuity, the unity of the book, that it is

impossible for a reasonable man to give a lot of fragments put together.

There is a system to it. There is continuity, but the xxedix claim was originally

that each document was a conpbete story by itself. Number 1. This was one of
used

the early arguments/ Number 2. A The completeness of each story is continuously

constantly assumed in most of the critical life. It is constantly assumed in

most of the critical writing. If you look at W Driver's Introduction to the Old

Testament, he tells you about each of the document, because it gives you the

characteristics of them, and as he gives them he lays great stress, while, he says,
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any
there it knows nothing about sacrifices, and the time of the patriarchs, he

has no ideas concerning any such thing. Then, how do you know whether he

did or not? I wish you had the continuous narrative, unless you have the story

in its completeness, but the very part of the crotical interpretation is based upon

the assumption that the document, each of them, is complete by itself, and gives

- you a oomplete story. Did you find the statement in Driver's and in most others

books that giveec you the interpretation of the documents, the assumption

that each of them was at one time complete by itself, and of course, According

to Graf-Wellhausen theory there must have been complete, because according

to the theory J dirculated as a complete story, and then E circulated as a coup lete

story, and then the redactors combined the two, and then the Deuteronomy was added K

to the end cz with few little oc insertions, and then P circubted as a complete

story, and then ... all the rest was put together,.. combire d together. Mr.

Eyrick? (Q) How is this? No, the assumption is that the document was
a

originally/complete story, and then one of our.., they were separate documents,

and is ... they are substantially ... Thank you for that clarification.

They considered that they were originally complete stories. Now, if somebody

had originals, nobody can prove that. But it is an argument. The argument
has been a

is that each of theny'Eincluded in all ... that each of them is just about/complete

by itself, that is the argument. And that was,nuch an argument.., take

each oft
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That was the argument. And this argument is constantly assumed in most of

the critical writings. Now, as Mr. Eichhorn pointed out. ..It may very well
a

be that these were ... one time/complete story and then somebody made selections

from each, but that is not the attitude of the critics in the study of the Pentateuch.
Of

Because they say this documentØ' know nothing/such and such.., this document
-meMeis-----------------

neYer-TT of the Mreele T1-4.-e-eaef oe&rrAtpoe1b1e- -.,--ae4t-is

eee -pro y4ft-e-paeti1'W--T

aesmpt4on never says about the patriarchs having sacrifices at all, it thinks

that sacrifices was impossible intil the establishment of the tiple of Jerusalem.

So, it considered that they never sacrificed. This document never thinks of God
have made

in this particular way. The assum4tion they ,cis that wec what we have

is ... complete.., that is the assumption. So, wc what I say is possibly

assumed in most of the critical writings. I do not simply mean that they simply

assume that once ... were completeEe documents.., they assume that most

of them have been preserved. And that is an argument for division, which was

used in the early days. Now, number 3. Number 3 is ... It was claimed, it

was claimed that the first elohist was complete. This was not nearly so sure as

J. It was claimed that the 1st Elohist was complete. That was Astnic's and

Eichhorn's view. The 1st Elohist .,. this is a complete story from creation
in

1/ right on through the qcaxx conquest 1Joshua. You do not need to it. But then

the supplementary j theory says, instead, J is not a complete story. J must be

added to it. But the Elohist is complete. Then, of course, x someone must have

r'1
divided up the Elohist. J must be an i s tion added in. But the Elohist is

complete. Well, then of course dividec1ip r the Elohist.

kL44
He took all the narratives... practicl1y ....120 through the end of the chapter.
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Yes, Mr. Chen? Some of these are nearly up to Exodus. These are E documents,

he says, and the result is that the document stands now, the J document is

most nearly complete, and E document is the next one. Yes, Mr. Smith? (Q)
They held the documertary theory, held that the
Ix1jovi,docatii,d4he supplementary theory.. /Elohist, not the Jehovist which they

w,hkli thought was a supplementation. So, Number 4 " From
te

3 it is plain that the 1st Elohist was compld, and ".. J. Number 4 Is that Graf
has most of the alleged

Wellhausen theory 1*ocIestroyed Am continuity in P document. The Graf-Wellhausen
theory

theory, when I just said, was four... The Graf-Wellhausery'destroyed most of

these alleged continuity in P.. taking E out of it... it destroyed most of these

alleged continuity in P, although the attempt is made to necpreserve ito4ox by attributlnç

isolathed verses or phrases to P.
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" .. Graf-Wellhausen theory destroyed most of this alleged continuity in P... repetition.

although the attempt is made to preserve it by attributing isolated

verses or phrases to P. You have already noticed that in the assignment for

today. I trust that you all Ia ye turned x them in by this time. The examination

of the P sections in Genesis , there you see a few complet.'e capters. The

story of creation, I c*xxk certain geneologies, list of the kings of Egypt,

and the ennumerative materials at that time. Some complete chapters... most of

them ... repeated... it is occasional sentences or.. " cx most of P in Genesis

as held now.., everything.., half a sentence here, and another zhalf sentence
and a few words here,

there./. Just a little, tiny section is picked out in order to try to get the whole
whole

story in it. If you do not get x$ much of the/story that way. It is very strange
we have

that P would ... It certainly shows tha t/the argument so complete , and that

it proves that they were separate documents... Now when you get on Exodus
e they give most of Leviticus

and L'viticus, and Numbers, . /. and they give great sections... as to the

$ 1,-
Numbers, but in Genesi, from Genesis 2& 20 on where they take this

and give to E and it reduces to P... into a tiny 4keleton, and it certainly

wrecks the arguments for the continuous narratives... Number five, Number five,

there are great gaps in the continuity of all tlr ee documents. There are great

/
pas in the continuity of all three documents. You 'cannot have each documetn

by itself, and you find that there are many things thare are not explained, but that
an

are simply unexplained. And explanation is what they give to another document.

It does not make a complete document. They are very sketchy... many points...

the parts where it has not been 4ivided up by taking it .... In the first part,

you have the 1st chapter in Genesis... And God saw what he had made and WKX

saw that it was good. And God saw that what he had made was very good. It
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describes a wonderful, good universe that God has created. Then you jump

right over from the creation story, and then right/ on go on to P and he says,

and the earth was filled with viles... Where did all this vile come from?

If God made a good earth,,kgx how did it get so bad that he wanted to

have it destroyed? P gives no explanation. The story of the fall was

given to J. But x if you are going to understand the story in the

flood, you need the story of the fall. You need the-ee-that-s-g4ve*t4o

Jefteecng-4he4e-mank4ftd-. what the critics give to 1. E document

is not complete that way. I read to you a statement about the birth of

sons of Jacob. One of them held- talked quite details about certain
the birth of

sons of Jacob, and another story gives great details about ocS(' other
the birth of

sons of Jacob, and another story gives great dils about 4ther sons

without mentioning the ones between them, but they all say that Jacob

had twelve sons. It takes all the documents together to make a complete

story.. We will continue there tomorrow morning ....

Now, the lectures comes that was given on Wednesday, March 10th

1965: There were 5 95's, 8 90's, 13 85's, 7 80's, 10 75's, 10 70's,

4 65's, 5 60's, 5 55's, 4 50's, and 1 40. So you see that while there are

some very excellent papers, the xe general standard was not what I bex had

hoped. Of course, this is not any case. This is the

This will be averaged i,sl in with the final examinations which will count 1/3

of the whole course, and we like to have another test in order to bring this

me-eyf* up. I have not set the date about that. Then, of course, we

average this with class'ac work toward.., absence.., will deduct the

mark.., three lates equal one unexcused absence. Also, I was disappointed
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who
that w*'i some of yoi.Vusually get high marks were much lower. I was

pleased with one or two who usually not getting high marks were right

up there toward the top/. But it made feel that I have made a mistake

this year not having quizes in the legInn1ng of the hour, because that

helps students keep on going6n their toes, and have the last lecture in

mind when they expect the next one. The next lecture will mean quite much
Because this is

if you get the last lecture in mind.

a continuous study. That was a mistake on my part that I cannot make

them up.. The way this class ... The way this particular subject is we have

first the foundation, and '( the foundation, the getting an idea of the rn

bases of the critical theory... how they were developed when they went

through various stages, and what ic their basic arguments are, are foundational

to the oc whole course. Then after that, we take each of these

arguments and review ,ttx It separately. You might say that you could

lose out entirely, one of these days as the sections move on... and yet

you could have the other seven ec actually you would have tremendous value from

the course. But you will not get much value out of it, unless you know what

you are talking about. And therefore the early part of tie material point

to exactly.., therefore, the early part of the material of knowing what exactly is

Genesis 1 and iiWA exactly what Genesis 2 is. Exactly what is the exact

relation of Ewald' s critical theory to these various.., these various thing s are

backgrounds for all these arguments. I trust, and I know that quite a

few of you have taken ... and those who do not have taperecorde er or

do not have good notes, Ø'ee- possibly you should get some help from others

who do, but it is most vital that you have the early parts of the foundation well,
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and then they say that iv you can have anybne of these arguments/ well,

and that is worth having. You can have some of the well, and you may miss

one, and yet it does not wreck the value of the others. These early parts

are related to everything. Now, I thought of putting on a board the list of

seat numbers odds togehter and evens together, and giving after each one

the mark on each question, and then the total of the grade. Then, I was

afraid I would embarrase somebody, so I thought I had better not do it.

So, I xpkxx suppose that would ...(concerning grades)

But this basic material is/ very vital as the foundation of what we are now

discussing, becuase it is anzing to take Driver's Analysis published back in

9 the nineteen's of what are the J, E, and P documents.., and then4 to

ye take Von Rad's commentary on Genesis published just recently, w1ti and
and P and E

sees- to see what von Rad puts in Va,A and see whether he puts in P Just as

about exactly what Driver puts in back then, and to see how between J and

E there is very little difference, between what Dtiver puts in and what

von Rad puts in... But his interpretations in many points is quite different.

from Driver's interpretations. He has many excellent points in interpretation

here and there, or he a sort of takes some ee4- basic things as a result

of 200 years of researches that have been established now. We go on from

there. We discussed J and P as E document.., the thing that we th ould watch
accepted

out for is , Do we % take something simply because it has been/for a long

time? Or do we look at them objectively and see what the truth is. Now,

in our age, the tendency is to deny everything that has been established,
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point
they consider that the minority is well-equipped to .. in the age.., they

consider that decency is something that is now done away cY with it...

ministers of some of the denominations are helping people to get away

from the standards of the Bible that are"out of date." It is x out-worn.

(13.----) It is out of date. It is ott-worn e In general, we believe that

what God has revealed is true and it is always true. But yet it is strange

to see.., away from what Christianity hasheld to be true. It is holding that
by many scholars

because a certain view has been held/now for 90 years by great many scholars,

therefore it must be r true. Now, we believe not simply the Bible

teaches together the natural process of the human de,e1opment... of the

human seeking after God, and sometimes to take that ... it is a very kixiithcx

fine thing to ... find out about God.., and have some rH' excellent...

But the Bible says that man knew not God, so that ... it was God that searched

and reached man... And God sent His only begotten Son to redeem man. God
as

gave His revelation and we can accept God's revelation t gave At, When

Jesus says that Moses gave ,xcyou this, we can take it as ... of God's

instrument .,. revelation.., we find it as the conclusive truth...

Then of course there is a tremendous amount of ... but the fact that the
90

critical scholars have for ... years held certain views is not a proof. We

have to look at the evidences, and the evidences come under these heads.

As I said.., you can raise it In different 071 ways.. it is very ... it is very

logical that they can arrange all these documents in ... These evidences come

under these heads.., it is logical that the arranging all the arguments that

a re presented ... are related and sx some of these are related and

some of these are interrelated and some are not. We are trying to look at them
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each of them individually, and each of these arg ments can in the main

be considered by itself, even though there is a relation between, there are

interrelations between them, and so we just now looked at the argument of

the continuous narrative, the complete story, and of course, the critical

theory rests very logically on the idea that the redactors simply kx put these

together, and otherwise, you could read several things.., you could write
nobody

about yourself... 1tJr on earth could tell.. . you could readx and

write about yourself, and nobody on earth could tell... Unless you have

the original things to compare with.., but the critical theory rests on the

plane that these documents are copied almost verbatum and therefore we can
J

separate them and we can have separate and distinct/stories Ex E stories,

and D stories. If this is true, we can expect the story to be practically

to be practically a story ....
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-b4taelf7-eeM+t

repetition.

practically complete xbc as they are contained in the Bible axk after some

enganglement, and of course that is ... some may not speak Us t way notur.

Today... But practically every letter ix assumes that that is the case. This

document knows nothing about such and such a thing. This document has

no believe in such a thing. P document ... there is no such a thing as

sacrifice before the revelation to Moses. e Before that there was no

sacrifice. Of course, P, if you take all the sacrifice .out of P and

J... or E... naturally there is no sacrifice in P. But if you say that tiFre

is no sacrificed in P$ and it is the assumption that P has a complete

P makes a complete and continuous xxx *ido= presentation of each

of them as a full document. J and P starting with the time of creation

right through the conquest of Joshua; E not starting , most critics say,

until Genesis 20, some say, of course, until Gene sis 15, and E not going

nearly as full as the last ... even Deuteronomy and Joshua in what they say

E. Now, we are looking now at these arguments... We are now looking

under these arguments... Nberthere are great gaps in the continuity of

all these documents, and I think that it is easy if you look at the gap and

see the main J or E ... you take either of them and go straight through. I.

Either of theiaq' assumes something...which are not explained, because J_--
Cbi

they explained in the other documents. And Paul makes a complete cxxx in

which you have all given that is necessary for the uncerstanding of these

sections... when you separate them out, you find t t there is much dxc that is
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omitted in each one. I think of a very interesting example of this. It seem s

that, even though I have read it, sometime ago... I am going to read it
even though

again. thcucmedc I read to you sometime ago the summary of it,

I am going to read it to you again. I read from Dr. Allis' book entitled,

"The Five Books of x Moses." This book contains in page8 25-26 a state

ment about the birth of Jacob's sons, and there he mentions that in this

passage telling about the birth of Jacob's Sons, Genesis 2 9:15 to Genesis

30:24. The name Jehovah occurs five times in the passage ad Elohim

8 times. And Jehovah occurs in the ... first four of Leah's sons, Reuben,

Simeon, Levi and Judah. Elohim, in the account of the birth of Dan and Nahta1i,

and there is... and both Elohim and Jehovah... they appear in the account

of oddtk birth =Ex abd naming of the sons of Jacob. It is sat-CM so

logical recently to think of while one of these, things ... God should be

connected with the certain of his sons, and the other in connection with the

other. There may have been in connection with these particular Sons... it is

a logcial reason, and then having used that name it might be natural to keep

on using it until there was a particular reason for the other. But the way the

critics divided ikxx uo the document, they divided them between J, E an d P.

According,to E, '" had two sons... it says nothing about the brith of the first

four sons. E knows Rachel has a son, but it does not know his name. J
records
rece-Hs the birth of four sons of Leah, but two sons of BIlhah without giving

their names. And of xu them two sons of Bilhah, . . ?e records the birth

of no sons othcx, and E of four sons, J of ten sons. And if they all refer

again and again to the fact that Jacob has twelves sons, especially...
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it simply shows how incomplete these documents are. There are

great gaps in the continuity of all these four documents. Now, number six

nun ber six, a prime example , a prime example, of two allegedly corp lete

story is the story of the flood, a prime example of a two allegedly complete
for an

story is the stofy of the flood, You all ]ready have had1ssIgnment% to look

at it yourself. The story of the flood that I gave... Driver's Analysis

here which verses are given to F, which are given to J. According to von Rad's

arrangement is exactly... Mr. Broadwick / has taken the verses out of a little

copy of Genesis which are assigned to J, and assigned in the lists here...

so have them in parallel all togehter on one page, and he tells me that if

anybody would like to have a copy of the list where the documents are

all put together, there is a sheet back of the ... 10 cents a piece...

You can get the same thing by reading verses in the Bible, but you have to

jump around too much. And while you cannot do it very well, or you
printed

can get von Rad's commentary which has each of them/separatelyc*x by itself.

or you can get AkroW s two big volumes along the documents wzbc&idxkxe .

of hexateuch in which he has all the J's in one volume, and all the P's in

the other.., any one of these things would beoc cost a lot more than a ten

cents, and I would like of course you to s&mply fxwcxcx read from the

Bible. So, in case you find it helpful in your study, you could get in

touch with Mr$. Broadwick, and I think that we could get seventy copies...

(10.10) This kind of service is welcome... On the other hand you could

save your dime and look at the Bible and ... Now, if one story is said

to be a P story of the flood, as von Rad says, he speaks of it as J story of the flood
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And this is one of the earlier divisions that haØ've the name, small a under

6. The ... each is complete. This explanation has been maintained right

from the earlier stage of the criticism that; you have right from the earlier stage
a

of the criticism that; you have ... each of them4has thm story of the flood.

Kuenen said, for instance, that the two almost completely parallel story

of the flood as you simply ... out these stories to be ... Now, it is very

interesting to separate them out that way, and to see how you can $ get two

stories.., there are great many repetitions in the story of the flood. However,

I would like to mention b under )d this that there are reasons for the repetition,

there are reasons for repetitions. Now, you might say that this would go

wider our next main argument, the argument from the parallel passages/

Mk rather than here, but it is relavant in either place. We will mention here

and we will speak again about the story of the flood under parallel passages

and then we will speak again about the arguments from the style .... For it

is relevant from all four arguments. But Dr. Allis has the section in his

book, The Five Books of Moses, under the discussion of the flood, page 95,

probably, w9'here he points out that in this story of the flood, there are
great sinfulness a.)

three emphases given in the Bible. The 9cip±txf men is the cause

of the flood, and so we find it repeated. Not just twice,,, but several times.

Jehovah saw the wickedness of man, i34 was great on the earth, and every

imagination of the thoughts of his heart only evil continually., verse 5.

The earth was corrup, in verse 11. And God looked upon the earth and behold,

it was corrupt; verse 12. Verse 13. kadb,-No&i,-The-er-ef

all-floeb eeeFe-ffler -the-ea th-1e-k,-I4-e-vie.le,e-thot-hem

God told Noah that it was corrupt. Verses 6 and 7, Jehovah repented that he

had made Man ... there is this repetition of the fact that the eattFzi was corrupt.
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and that it was filled with i*x sin. It is not simply a prosaic presentation,

but it is a wonderful literary piece in giving out a vivid realization of the

tremendous event, and so it describes the events and the gives the idea of

thedxziK the cause thec of the events as to why this happened. And

that is an emphasis that is repeated f so many times that you can simply

say that we have seven different stories, but the thingis that the other

things are not repeated. But this is you could make many documents.
that Dr. Allis points out

bThen the second emphasis./. points out is that ... the aim of this flood

is to destroy all flesh. This is frequent)y repeated. It is detailed

in Genesis in 6:7, 13, 17, &7:4, 21-23, 8:21. The aim of the flood to do

away with mankind is is wicked.., then in chapter 7:21-23, there is a
stress

special±kec on the great destructiveness of the flood. There is in 71i-23,
beasts

all flesh died that moved upon the earth, both birds, $ cattle, bu, and every

creep'ing th1ngthat creep on the earth, and every man . all that has breath

of life.., of all that ... on the land died. Every living thing was destroyed

both man and cattle, and creepding things and birds of the heaven, a... were

destroyed from the earth.., only what was left was those that were within

the ark of Noah .... It is sressed, it is repeated. You have to repeat the

things that you want to get across. People do not get them at first time.

You give a course in the Introduction to the Pentatecuh. You will

repeateØ 1x±k1awc the same things five or six times. Then you still

find some people still fail to get .... So, I try in different words to that

they will not be monotonous, but there is repetition.., this is common in

literary device anywhere. There is a great deal in the Bible. But it is used
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I tec try to derive these things home.., in stressing these vital thoughts.

Now, when; you come to the flood, there is repetition of the starting of the

flood, gzcu the tremendous outpouring of the water, the welling of

the waters from the ddep, the great destructiveness of the water, it is repeated,

it is stressed. To make it very vivid, it is stressed and stressed. It is

very vivid.., and very impressive, and then you get to a third the saving of

the thoroughly representativesof dlx the remnant of man

and beasts. And Dr. Allis gives a number x of instances where this is

repeated. And so, these names stressed are repeated, particularly, the

beginning and the progress of the flood, the tremendous great nature of the

things that happened, theodx then to purge the corruption of man made

it ( necessary to have such tremendous ... all this is repeated and stressed

and .... youcould get....
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It is stressed, it was repeated.., repetition.

six or seven complete stories on these ... but then you come to the abc end of

the flood, the water just stopped .. and it is a tremendous thing and it builup

and it ... and so you have difficulty in having the complete narrative...

then $ In the beginning, you will easily ... so I mention the reasons for application,

C. Omissions in in the .,. these omissions in each of the stories of the flood
in

according to the presentation as you divide it into J and P, you have ,6ne of them

ix the account of building of the ark. That is { not tremendously important.

But .., It is told once. It tells what the size of the ark.., and so on, but there

is not so kx much detail about as these ... there is not much repetition

of it. We do not say that the ark was .zzztl zkzazzzz tiree-storied. Now,

there was a lower story. Therwas a middle story, and there was an upper story.

There were three main divisions to the ark. It was a vital thought. It might

have been stressed. k might have to be repeated. But it is an incidental thing.

And it is given once. It is comparatively of minor importance, and so it was

simply a big figure... It is supposed *E to be part of P document, but J does

not tell anything about it. J simply says that they entered the ark, and he does

not tell us about the building of the ark or the size of the ark, or anything about it.

Eichhorn regarded repetitions as clear evidences of Genesis aix as a composite

and thought that the flood narrative was a particularly good illustration of this.

And the arranged repetitions in two ... which is placed side by side.

He said that the repetitions could have not been accidental. They are due to the
he repetitions

experience of the narrator. So, /appointed to the frequently q,o(*4rcand the

fact that when it is arranged.., he said each one is a continuous narrative.

But actually within each clause, you have many repetttions of certain things.. xxphOw
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while other things are only ox told in one of the documents and not in the other.

.._-' Out of about 93 Verses of the whole story, Eichborn only gives 36 in his repetitions.

It is only less than about a third he included in his repeions between the two stories.
ward

Then you get tcy'the end of of. the story of the flood, and while P has told about the

building of the ark, J has told about the coming of sins, and just assumes and

he says the earth was corrupt before God, because how is the earth corrupt?

You come to the end of the story, and P simply says t!a t the waters dzz dti ed up

and Noah went out of the ark, but in J story, it says, he sent a bird out, and then

later, he sent out another, and then he sent the third bird out. The third never

came back, and then he opened up the ark and looked around and f ound that it

was dry enough for them to get out. And they came out of the ark and J goes

on and tells you how they sacrificed afterwards to the Lord, a place for having
part,then,

delivered them through it... the first4f the story of the ark... Is repeated over

an over, and you do not get a parallel .. . you get the repetitions.., at the

end of it... 1c there is a little repetition. That is the literary quality of the storyl.

Building up these emphas'es and driving them home telling the tremendous

then }cx it come s to an end . . .. Birds were sent out in the P story, and others

were mentioned in the J story. In J story is mentioned all the three birds.., sacrifices

in the J story; none in P story. It was coining out of the ark. It was just one of

them. ... ,, thus the story x of the flood, if you want repetitions, you

have J in the early part, and not just but in the , it is definitely x incomplete.
i I a complete story,

The story is not,, but it is a latter part. And this continues the building story.

re/I

Now, D / D. is in a way is an excursion... It is a subject of sufficient /-l41
L to
"1 I want to take some extra time on it. D. is the relation ththe Babylonian

story. The relation to the Babyoiian storyxxxtieckx In ØXI*d1DCX discussing
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the relation of the story of the ark, of the story of the flood to the Babylonian
much about

story, it is necessary, many of you may not know /.. what cuneiforms acx and

the rediscovery of the Babylonian iKxk antiquItyocxoc I have to say a few

words about them. When the critthism began, we knew practically%'nothg'ln%g

about the ancient Babylonians. When I went to publish his books, everything that

we had reserved from Ninevah to Babylonian.. the Assyrian and Babylonian

leaderships... could have been put on this platforØm. Everything else wcx was

people then even did not know then ....where the cities of Ninevah has been.
scores of o

But since that time, we have excavated those cities and m&other cities

in other parts of Mesopotamia. And in excavations you find remains of .. you find

many interesting things.., but as it comes to the Babylonian ... I t is that

we have found that .. . we have found a set of documents, the Babylonian

and the Assyrian wrote all thgtlr material on clay talbets. They did not like the

EgytpØians have the papyri...which is somewhat like our paper,, only much better,

instead, they had clay tablets. They had plenty Iixx of May... they made

tablets out of clay.., they cannot kcccxxMxxxx write on it the way you

write on it on the paper, but you can take little things like a pencil or stylus ....

you can make some little marks and draw pictures on it, and then later the

piiiires, and then the Jictures came to b*x take some definite form which came

to represent words or particular syllables or certain individual vowels or consonants
might

in the Babylonian writing. And since anybody A lose his life in the ancient

Babylon, ,e he could not write or have an access to someone else who could

write when he x was accused of somethingwe know that writing was rather

widely extended, and these writings on these clay tablets were 14~
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when cities were destroyed, they were buried, and they were covered over

they remained there for thousands fof years .... then unfortunately, one or two

cases.., the excavators.., they have taken them.., and then put them over here

this side.., and went into a careful study of stability of the bricks.., and these

tablets exposed themselves to the air, and xuc thus integrated the ... who

told the .... the public library in the New York City... there was a late study

of the Babylonian tablets... Well, the man did not know how to hake them, and

so he put them in an oven and they did in a wrong way that they did not get

and when he came back, he had nothing to study... /gf/ but fortunat4y, then
most of them that had been escavated have been

did not disintegrate W like that. . . rebaked

or ... but we have hundreds and thousands of clay tablets which were excavated,
the

and so we know that the Babylonians'/Intimate , prib/ vate contracts of personal

life and ... other matters from many individuals who were before the time of
after

Abraham and Øie time of Abraham and on ... the biblical time,.., there were tremendous

amount of this sort of material. We probably do not have more than one twentieth

of the materiaJ,6f this kind that is preserved. But we have enough to give us pretty

big $ cross section of the.; type mm of writing of people of those days, and getting

this material during the latter part of the last century immediately the Bible believing

people began to say, this proves that the Bible is true, then. Place after place

there was man mentioned in the Bible, Sargon, which was not mentioned in the

secular history... there never was a such man.., then we found Sargon's palace,

and then we found tablets which te1lsxcax us of some greatvz. events of his

reign, and there aremany instances like that where the biblical $' facts are supported

by Babylonian discoverie's , and then we began to find among theseux different

things that have relationship to the Bible and some Bible kx believers got very
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careful. Anything similar, ibok, proves the Bible to be true. The final statement

that a man was created.., look the Bible is true. Here is the Babylonian

tablet that says the same thing. Find the reference to the flood. Look,

the Bible is true... And when we go to an extreme, we can be sure that the

enemy of souls would be watching for a chance to take out the extreme that
it

twisted i out, and use against the Bible. We must be careful in ... ing

there are people who may be inactive ... but there were manyXhings that

were taken uncritically and carefully. .. and naturally the unbelieving scholars
a way to reverse it.

did not tike this ... and began to look for/wisdom... I believe that

this trend... I believe it was 1901, very early in this century... this trend

when this trend gdnst this came to be a great public notice... that the German

Q,r1entxaI Society desired out of great publicity for this work, for its

desire to carry on an extensive excavation, and Prof. Frederick Delitzsch

of the University of Berlin whom some called the father of .
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tablet says ... in reference to the flood.., what the Bible says is true,

because I here the Babylonian tablet says the same thing. Find the teference

to the flood. Here is the Babylonian tablet says the same thing. Find the reference

to the flood. And of course, it is sily to go through an extreme. Gathering arguments

that are not valid.., we can be sure that the enemies of the souls j will watch

twist around and use it against the Bible... even #( if we are speaking of the

people who do not know the difference... We should be very careful, and we should...

well, there were people who were inactive.., there is a tremendous amount of evidence,.

toward the Bible. But there are aux many things who are ... uncritically and

carelessly said to be proving the Bible when they are not proving it at all. And

naturally unbelieving scholars did; not like this. And they began to look for a

way to the c verse... I believe repetition...

the German Oritental Society desired out of ... to get great publicity for this

wor, x for its desire to carry on an extensive excavation, thcRxx in Mesopotamia,

and Prof. Frederick Delitzsch of the V±*x University c Berlin whom some of

them called the father of Assyriology... a very great student of uneiform

gave a lecture on this meeting. And the meeting was so publicized ... reigned

the German4 Emperor there ... but then he went on to interpret the Babylonian
early and poetic

material as being the great original%x$iu..Ijnreligious ... presentation of the

thought of the humanity. .and the Bible is a sort copied from it. And it is a rather

poor x copy of that. As he ixx says, Look at the story of the flood,

and ... in the Bible. And Noah saw the humanity being destroyed... he said

the Babylonian story, he says, that the Babylonian counterpart of Noah... and

he went on ... the Babylonian material was before.., and then he-went on

this was a tremendous controversty at that time.., you could not ... you can

get the x Dtiver's argument over the question... Delitzsch is he right or not?
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Is he right or not about this? Delitzsch espoused to the critical theory, and

his father Franz Delitzsch, the great Biblical commentator , found it necessary to

try to answer some of these arguments that he had been unable to answer...

That was previous to this time. And he had not done so much for this .... He has

right now... but there was a tremendous discussion about this whole matte

on the relatba of the Bible to the Babylonian, and it had tremendous number of
a very lengthy

things written about this.., it was .. /controversy Von Rad says on page 119

of his book, "Today 40 years after the ..height of the Bible in Babylon controversy,
story

the ... on the relation of the biblical tradition of the Babylonian ti±gi of the

flood.., it is the Gilgamesh story ... it is more or less ... the material relationship

which exists.., is one that no longer' assumes.., directly ... a material relationship
both

between Iwo±d versions that existed of course and Ithe the one no longer assumed
the biblical tradition of ments,

the direct dependence of/the Babylonian... most versiux ons are independent arrange
and of still older tradition

which itself then perhaps from the Sumerian.. .*,cklx*ióppcx

Israel met with the flood tradition in ... at the time of her immigration, and assimilated
many

it to her ideas. He says that the Babylonian versions 6 along with c poetic

narratives shows the true poliq4r *ix conception of God.., the decision of the

council of 4gccx gods... destroyed the city of _______, and it was

revealed by the Øod of ... Ahab with concession of ... what made him ... a shipj...

the dreadfulness which the color of ... the god of the heavens starts with

after the ,.. sufficient sacrifices.., at theeixx end of the ... our exposition of

the Jehovistic and Priestly account of the biblical tradition at the Babylonban
change that 1c

unnecessary. You notice of the ,1'v,/ has come. Today it is not. Today

it is not held.., the Biblical account is simply copied from' the Babylonian

but rather that many of the Babylonian ideas are ... they were there making them

over ... the biblical writers... It is interesting that von Rad said that the
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You notice cix how the change has come. Today it is not usually held that the Biblical

account is simply copidd from the Babylonian account, but rather that many of

the Babylonian ideas are passed on from the Canaanitlsh sources.., and they were

taken over by the biblical writers. It is interesting that von Rad said that the
al

natural and historic/aspects of the flood problem, theology is not competent

to express independent opinion. It may be said, however, that even natural

scientists have not considered the prevailing explanation that numerous

flood stories all over the world alone from local catastrophes are sufficient.

the other hand, the tradition of the flood among the Indians tkzkxx, RBJex Persians,

Polonaissians,, and Africans, Australi$'ans, among the Eskimos, and the /,Americans.

On the lxx other hand it is... it is a remarkable uniformity that it is

It requires the assujiption of the actii*l cosmic experience andpixxprimitive

recollection which often ... imparts... new life..., local flood.., we believe
wide

that the ivt,.e spread sufficient flood.., the actual universal flood.., our present

It is interesting that the widespread ... flood goes back to the actual universal

flood. That is ... from our present ... the question about the relation of the

Babylonian stories particularly of the flood stories to the biblical ... Now, I have

here the related positions of the monuments of the Old TEstament which is put out

by Prof. Price, who was a professor at the University of Chicago... who was 41

quite an evangelical man ... a bulk of his view got ... now about the

1944... I found in 1924... kpviclec it was a most up-to-date thing adxx*cxx

ai the archaeology of the time.., some are popular in a P(way... but it has been
later

reedited by other zxxiea writers... I have a major edition here in which I noticed

that much of it is a mere word for word for what Prof. Price had. And he speaks here
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creation
about the Babylonian story of tkM/... and it is interesting .tQ seek to compare with

the Babylonian and the Genesis accounts. He says that the Genesis knows the

time when the earth was waste and void, the Babylonian account likewise mentions

the time when all was chaos and ... 2 " In Genesis light dispels darkness and
Yarnan

chaos.., in the Babylonian account, God ... and overthrows .... the cjmon

af chaos... 3 " In Geneds after a time the dry land appears in the Babylonian

account, Mardug creates the dust and pours but by the water, and that is

pretty different from the Biblical account. Then he continues in Genesis the sun,

the moon, stars... in the heavens, but in the Babylonian account Marduq put

them in their places as stations for gods, in other words, 1cc both of them

say something about the creation of the sun, the moon and the stars. What kind

of creation story ... the fifth similarity is .. .. In Genesis God created the

animals, and creeping things, and the Babylonian account, the assembly of the

gods created animals and living creatures.., what kind of creation stories do

w e have?? That is not so much of a smilarities. .. is it? You may asIdcx

well say you have two creation stories. The sixth ... And then six.. In Genesis

God created mankind, and in the Babylonian account Marduq created the ma kind.

What kind of creation story do you have If man was created by Madua? You
1AJAL, C

may as well say.r.. He then speaks about the Gene,,s . t. where he says... /

It is not much of a similarJy... and he then speaks about the dIfferentJcL

the difference beingJ%e- matter of ,. It is actually in tie Babylonian story,

it is a story of conflict between different gods,, rather than a story of creation.

quite incidental. He says, how can we account for the-incidantal--th1ng3-ke--r.

42-.4O-these resembalances. Did the writer of Genesis try to follow his account

ft from the Babylonian tablets, or did the Babylonian writings have its orlgxin

from the Genesis account or did both derive their story k from a common, original
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source. Now, if you will examine the so-called Babylonian creation story and

the Biblical story and leave out those things which would necessarily be in any

two creation accounts, you will find the similarities to be practically nil. I don't

think that there is much basis for saying the Biblical creation story is related to

the Babylonian creation story, and you will find that many of the leading critical

scholars who will practically admit that, critical books of 40 years ago, rn St

of them stated that the Biblical creation story was taken from the Babylonian story,

but in the creation story the e4i14a--s1milarities are very, very few actually, ex

cept that they both hae- have creation in them, and of course creation .. and

animkals and plants and man. So that there are many cases where Biblical stories

are said to be related to Babylonian stories where there is not necessarily a

relation at all. A If I were to take two people who knew nothing about the world

and say Each of you make up a story about how the world came into existence

I am sure they would all mention son thing ... and man. That would be a similarity

lx it. Now, it is true that we have literary relationships between the B Bible

a nd Babylon aiti Egypt. It is quite natural . I Have read a fair amount .f Shakespeare

lately. You will probably find . . it does not prove that the two stories are interrelated.

There & was a ]4er c literary interrelationship . But k when we come to the flood

story we are in a quite a different situation. And I think that c it is reasonable

to figure why we should be. The time of Abraham was not, I believe a few hundred

years after the flood. I think that a much longer time had to. elaipa elapse. Nevei

the -less, the flood was a tremendous event which would leave a great impression

on people's minds. And it would be strange 4H-e-indeed if t-th4i'et- people In

different countries did not have a recollection which had been passed down from

their men, and it is a most remarkable thing to look at the Babylonian story of the

flood and to see the similarities to the Biblical stories of the flood. In each of them

a God did destroy the earth. In the Babylonian story we are not told why. But a
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It is just a whim i his part, but a god did try to destroy the earth in both e-tof

them. In both of them a god reveals to one person that the eec1t-earth is going

to be destroyed. In both of them the destruction comes from water, from ' rain.

In both of them there is an account of a building of a boat, which is to save people

and animals alive. In bothof them they

P-69

.1 x try- to epeat them in different words ze-so that they will n e monotonous
It is a literary device that everyone s, and it is used

but there is the r tition4 try to drive these things home. s used in stressing
a great deal in th Bible.
these vital thought . Now, when you come to the flood, ere is repetition of the

starting of the flood d the tremendous etttpei'ti- ou ouring a-4e of water and
from the deep,

the welling up of wate , the great destructive s of the- it. Itis repeatedly stressed

--there is a &tey strong. It is very vivi nd impressive, and then you get the

c third great emphasis is the ving the emnant of man, and Dr. Allis gives a number

of instances where this is repea and so these main stresses are repeated, parti

cularly in the beginning aid th pr ress of the 14-- flood, the tremendous nataure

of the thing that happened d its pu se. and all of this is repeatedly stressed,

a nd all that is needed --but then whe ou come to the end of the flood the

water just stops c ing , and it was a treme ous thing, and soqyou have difficulty

getting a tw complete narratives, in the begin ng you could... and sot mention

these two petitions, . the omissions in each of the tories. According to the

presentation, as you divide it into 3' and E, in c one of em you have the account

of the building of the ark.,God told Noabch to build the ark d so Noah built an

arkk. It tells the size of the ark. There is not much -eta4-e- petition cf it, you

don't say that he built the ark in three stories , there was a lower tory, there was

a middle_sety story , and there was a n upper story, and there were three divisions

of the ark. It's the incidental things, and ... It is comparatively minor and

so this dealks,. but J doesn't tell anything about it. Ja simply says they went into
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the ark, and it doew.sh't tell about the building of the ark or t anything about it.

Elchhorn regarded repetitions as clear evidence that Genes was a compositie

and a particular good illustration, -id-- and he arranged repetitions in two columns

side by side, and he said that these pi'e-repetitions could not be accidental or

de- due to the 1neperience of the narrator. So he pointed to the frequxevncy

of the pe repetition and he said each one was a continuing narrative, but actually

within each column you 1a ye many repetitions of certain things while ete.rw

othe rs which are only told in one of the ocun nts arid not in the other, out of

ab ut 93 verses Eichhorn only includes 36 in this repetions, it is only less than
while

about a third. Then you get toward the end of the story of the flood arTi/P has

told about the building of the j ark, and J has eee- told about the coming of R sin

and P just said that the earth was corrupt, but it it doesn't say how it was corrupt.

You come tothe end of the story arid P simply said that the water dried up when

Noah went out of the ark. Of course in the J story it sMd-said how he spent

a bird out and hw he speznt another bird out, a nd how he x sent a third bird

out, and the third bird never came back arid then he w opened x up the ark and

found that it was dry enough to come out, and J goes on and tells you how they

had a a sacrifice unto the Lord for having delivekred them through it, the first

part of the story of the ark is repeed over and over. You don't get a parallel of

repe-repetition. You have very little cf it. and ... when you get to the end

of it you have very little repetition because that ikis the literary qualityof the

story, building up these emphasis , drivingkthem home, telling how tremendous

..and then it comes to an end. Nobody says one of the birch was sent out in

the P story and one in the J story and-they give all three verses to the J story,

they put the sacrifice in the J story, not in the P story, they put the coming

of the ark in one of them. Thus the story of the flood , if you wa t repetition
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In the end it is definitely incomplete, and-the--Now, I D is in a way an excrs1on

it is important here but ... and the description of the building is only in one.

Now, 4).4e in want to take a little extra time on it. C Is ...D is

the relation to the Babylonian sbry. Now, 4he-we have been discussing the relation
story of the flood t o the Babylonian story,

to the ark, the, ... it is necessary to...Man y of you may not kni much about

cuneiform and the discovery of Babylonian antiquItie to say a few words about it.

When the criticism began we kK knew practially nothing about ancient Babylonian.

When Eichhorn published his book, everything that we had preserved from NIrevah

and Babylon, those two gt'a#-greast cities of the ... could have been put up here
and hardly reached the z ceiling

on this platform./. everything *c else was buried. People didxnot even kncw were

the city wee-- of Ninevah had been. But since thattime we have excavated thcs e

cities and at least a score of other citites and in excavating you find remains of building
many very

zand/ee-.of4e interestingi and importait things, but one cf the most interesting

and -we have found there a great library. We have found there sets of detic

documents. The Bab lonians and Assyrians wrote all thetr materials on clay tablets.

They did not, like the Egyptians, did not have a good easy zac access to pc pepra

paxyarai. You can talke a little thinkg like a pencil ... and eventually ...which came to

represent words or particular syllables . arti -eu4- since anybody might loose his

life in ancient Babylon if he could not write ±* or have acc ess " We know that

.these writings ... and these tablezts being disintergrated ...1 was talking to

a non and they have taken them ot- o4.rubrought to the New York public library.

He asked a m n there, How to make these so as to make them permamant so as

to last. Well, he said, That's easy. He said I would a ppreciate it if youwould

make them so that they wont have a danger of disintergrating. Well, the nan didn

kn'vc how and he put them in the ove and did it the wrong way and they disintergrated.

and when he came back he ix had nothixç to study, but fiIF fortunately many of them

do not disintergrate, and most of them which have been excavated have k been
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REBPIKED OR had been made protecting coat or something to make them last.
de/

Some of them were broken ... in wstruction of the buildings in which

they were ... from the excavators.., but we have hundreds of thousands of

clay tablets.., and so we know from the Babylonians the intimate , private contracts

of personal life and other matters from many individuals f who lived before the

time of Abraham and after the time of Abraham unto the Bibilical times. There

are tremendous amount of this sort of material. We probably have not more than

1/20 of the material of this kind. It is preserved in the earth, but we have enough

to give us pretty prospective of the type of writing of the people in those days.

And this material in the latter part of the last century immediately the Bible

believing / people began to say, Look, here it proves the Bible is true and

k place after place.., the man mentioned in the Bible saw ".. this about

and everybody said he is not mentioned in the Greek writings.., there never

was a man by the name of Sargon. In fact, the Encyclopaedia Britannica made

that statement for some other language... Then we found Sargon's palace, and

then we found tablets telling about the great Ø events of his life, and there are

many _ instances like that where the Biblical facts are supported by the Babylonian

discoveries. And then we began to find them among these , different things which

the relationship to
have . ./ the Bible, and some Bible believers got very careful, and anything similar,

look, ... repetition...this is a shy.., to go to this extreme, when we go to

an extreme, gathering arguments that are not valid, we can be sure of the

enemies of the souls will be watching for th'Rnjcè ... to take out extreme

and to twiest it arouiØ.id use it against the Bible. We should be obj e

and careful.tn. what we use. Even if *re were speaking to the people who do
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not kmw the difference, let us be careful that we are accurate in our statement.

Well, there are people who are inaccurate. There is tremendous amount of evidence

to support the Bible. But there are many things that are taken uncritically and

carelessly and said something said to be proving the Bible when they are not

proving it at all. And naturally unbeliving scholars did not like this trend, and

began to look for a wa to reverse it, and I believe that it was 1901, " very

early in the century when this trend against this came into gr t public notice.

I forget whether it was 1901 gor l%903, and it was very early in the century./

that the German Oriental Society decided on the
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God decided to destroy the earth...

he revealed ot the fact that the earth is going to be destroyed.

In both of them the destruction comes from the ... t}ie tremndous rain. In both

of them there is an account of building of a boat which 14 to to say, people and

animals survived through the flood., in both of them the flood lasted for a long time,

and then they landed on the top of the mountain.., and they dropped and

and each of them sent out three birds. Now, if I were to say that the two people

here.. .the two people had never heard the Bible story... the ... of the Babylonian

story... you may have the story of the great flood... I do not think that we
rather

like to have them ... in fact it wuld be trange either ... so one might be

but both would have three cx that is a very remarkable similarity, and

both of them did what ... landed on the top of a mountain and God called them

and brought the people out of the ark, and they made and offered sacrifices.

And the Bible tells us how Noah made sactrifice, and the Babylonian accounts

says they made the sacrifice, and the gods gathered together like flies around

the sacrifice..., the savor of the sacrifice... something like that. While they

both had sacrifice mentioned, and in both of them there is a promise given that

there will not be any more flood to destroy the earth. All these similarities, and

not just any flood story, but the incidental similarities such as you would not

expect from the flood.., so, I feel quite convinced that there is no relationship
y

betweeen the Bthilical stories and the Babylonian epics of the the Baby lonian

_ and But when you examine this relationship.., between

J and creation. story. .. It is very different.. There are incidental details.

Many of them which do not have the clear.., which are foundxn the Biblical

stories and in the Babylonian story... they are different. The particular animals

they have.., they are rather different in the two different stories..., between

the
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the Babylonianl and the Biblical stories... The similarities are remarkable,

but I do not think that the Israelites when they came into Canaan they found

the Canaanites hj
some knowledge of the Babylonian story of the flood ....

and the Israelites got it from them. Von Rad says that they have got the flood

story O'from the Babylonian story and they have got mixed up... used the ideas

into it and made two stories of P and J... I would say that the Biblical preserved
might

the true story. And in the course of time, the stor1e/have been corrupt, but
that

God so inspired Noah from keeping it from errorn any deØ'tail which had been
would

passed out to him falsely *thii either be corrected or cx omitted ....

Whereas in the Babylonian story, we have the story which has been corrupted

in the course of translation, which has become grossly involved . in ... his

presentation into languages... but yet, detail after detail it shows the true

recollection of the document that we have.., the people could not remember

the creation account. Nobody would remember the account of the creation.
living

No man was kxiE to see it.. and ...tremendous ... Now the interesting thing

here is that... I saw ... to reach the Babylonian story of the flood... I have

a translation here. But it is a beautiful piece of a book. It is interesting that

the story of the creation of the Babylonian account is a very awkward , climsy

bit of letter here, but the story of the flood is a part of the Gilgamesh epic,

one of the greatest piece of world literature. Beatitifully wr{ttan, and even

the translation is beautiful. But it is interesting to find that the Babylonian story
to it paralleled

to get the parallel/in these points which the Biblical Story is . , you need

the story as we have it ... the J soty'ry is parallel in certain parts of the

story, and the P story is parallel in certain parts.., the Babylonian story tells
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about the revelation of the coming of the flood. It tells about the building "of

the ark, and,x it gives the size of the ark, it is not the same as the Biblical,

and it is different. It tells about the building of the ark.., it tells about the

size of the ark. It is not the same but it is at least different. It tells about birds

going out. It tells about the fact of how some of thc these things ... You have

to get the parallelJ./to the flood story, you have to lave the whole Biblical story
J

of the flood, not just WP( story or P story. I think that is an excellent illustration/

of the way which narratives as dividers.., incomplete acx Just as ,.. who died

about 0 B.C. As your ... described all over the

document. Each of these is a complete whole by itself. And under that

we have beeen lookingØ at the 6. The flood story is an example of an all¬ged

completeness, and there we saw that actually there were repeitions which

you find in the ... stories of c&x while ... are ;whollyiK once... it is not

complete or accurate... It is simply that some/things are ... for emphasis

for certain JX ints,. while other matters are barely mentioned once., thus stories

were not complete. Uó&jçc*pcpc Under b under 6. I spoke about the

relation to the Babylonian story. I mentioned the fact that the crealon story

in the Babyoonian story is altogether different from Genesis I or Genesis 2. It is

a story of conflict between two groups of gods fighting against each otherxx2oec

through most of the story and finally one group overcomes the other. ikkzx They take

two of the others.. take the ones who are leaders.., the mother of all ... but they

mak'izk' so much noise here that she made a war against them, and they

divided thereby two making ... one the earth and the other the sky. one half of

the earth, and the other half of the sky... and then they take the god who was

a living supporter, and ... and they made a man, and that is the way man was

created, but the creation of man and animals and of the earth and ... is rather incidental
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thing ... between these two groups o6a god. The Babylonian, the so-called xx

creation which goes by the first two words of the Babylonian Ennuman-Elish

is written in a very poor style. It was a story which was recited at j cei-tabn

festivals in Babylon. It is a dry, tiresome, tedious sort of thing, but to find

any connection between it and the biblical story you would find the same *kx

between any two different creation stories.., at least not less if not more.

we notice that the Babylonian story is different from the Biblical altogether.

The Babylonian story that we have preserved is preserved in the Babylonian

epic, which is one of the xckx masterpieces of the wcrld literature, the kx so

called X Gilgameshx epic. This epic is written by someone who was a

real literary man... we do not know who wrote it. But it is a beautifully

it is a pleasure to read it in the Babylonian, and in almost any translation

of it carries over considerable amount of the BIX excellence of the style, and

of its ideas.., and in the course of this. Gilgarnesh... died.., to bring

him back to life, and then ... he finds the man who had been saved through the

flood, and this man had been saved through the flood, and zde a god, and

the Gilgamesh goes to see him and asks for his help. And after this man

tells him the story of the flood, then you get the flower which would give him
xc on the

the eternal life just by gxc keeping to breathe in all the time, now,/way back

Gilgamesh,gets into a mixed up .,. he comes down and the flower disappear.

Now it is not at all good, after all ... it is a very interesting story, but when

we compare the story, that he got ... read the biblical story of the 9dxxçx flood,
as l to be

we find many similarities, and this, thsay, is to be expected, not/expecting
has been

creation.., creation was long before the flood, no man wckxthere.., It would
of have been

be very difficult for the fact thotxthe creation too remembered
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as the people wanted to keep god out of their context, but in the case of flood, the

story would xxac naturally be remembered and passed on, and it was
nearer to the--

probably.., thousands of yearscr . . /Moses's time akRkxx than the

time of creation, and so it is not at alb strange that the story has been preserved

in the Babylona and the story as preserve' d in the Bible have many similarities,

and now we as Bible believers believe that God caused Moses to omit anything

from the flood story that was handed down to him which was zxtkcxx erroneous,

and correct anything that was an error, and thus we have the true story of the

flood. The 1x Babylonian story varies considerable amount from the Biblical

story, yet it has very large similarity, and to me it is an extremely striking thing

that this Baylonian story which was dicovered long after the criticism of the

thoroughly worked out of ... between the documents J and P... in order to notice

the parallel with the Biblical story you note that it takes J and P put together

to make the parallel. Part of the parallel and part of the parallel.., it is only

the Biblical story as you have it that the parallel extends to the Babylonian story.

ELther separate Ieodcxzztxx leaves out certain vital elements, so I think this is

a proper matter.., at this point under question ... the continuous narrative...
and

a complete account. ../in t Babylonian story it is interesting to look for the

parallel. .. here is a difference in reason.., so on certain differences, and it

is also interesting to no'te how the start of the Babylonian story... the Biblical

story could be divided up in certain places, because you have repetitions, becasue

you have repetitions for the sake of emphasis... I would like you to know the

similarities.., the Biblical story... and how the J and P stories put together. I would

like you to ,&notice the differnce.from the Bibilial story. But how in the course
pasting on

of time//.. it becomes p(a polytheistic story, and quite different from the Biblical

story morally and spiritually, even though retaining in great many points strong similaritie
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in common as to the events to have taken place. And I would like you

to notice how it does have repetitions in it, and now I think that it is worthy our

taking time ... it is not a long story... I will read you an excellent Ø translation

of Prof. ftitcher... University of Pennsylvania... a few years ago got out of a

book called the Ancient Neareas tern Text relatinq toY the Old Testament In the

te9ct he got a number of excellent linguistic scholars translate these various types

of ancient texts ... discover in the recent years... a by

Dr. Spei(Ø'ser
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Neareastern Text Relating to the Old Testament and he got a number of recent years
the Ancient $' tests that have been discovered /

excellent linguistic stholars 2' translate these various texts. Dr. Ephraem A

Spelser translated for him the very Babylonian epics, and so he made a translation
a

for him a whole Gilgamesh epic. Then Dr. Pritcher got out knw book called

The Ancient Neastern Pictures And they are both a very large book, and costs

about fifteen dollars each, but then he made selections from both, and the books

he called, The Ancient Neaast which has a selection of books and pictures

from the two volumes and it includes a large part.., perhaps the whole, I am

not sure of the Gilgarnesh epic.., and from this translation then I am doing to

read to you the account cf the flood, and incidentally raising this book.., reminded

me of the fact that I wanted to mention to you.. " to repeate ... please do not take

books related to this course out of the library. There are too many in the class

diioc for one or two people to hve the use of a book related to the course, for

we cannot a±c,cx afford purchasing any book for all of you to be able to take thent

out. Please th,c leave them there,... kscx so that everyone of you could use

them. I was told that a book on the Introduction to the Old Testament h been

missing c for at least three weeks out of the library, and was not checked out,

and whoever has the book, please bring it I ck. So that it may be available to

others who are looking for it. Please do not take out commentaries or axx

introduction books or books on pentateuchal =criticism... so everyone ,x should

ma'ke the use of it... Now, I will read you this account. It begins with

Gilgamesh... who came to from far away, and as I look upon this

there is the story of the flood continued dn the Babylonian account,
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you notice how these repetitions come in poetry.., and certain things they
it does not stress a sin like the Biblical account...

want to stress... xxxXDCEQQQdkxbUcRkx The Biblical account

has many statements concerning the corruption of the mankind. It does stress

the determination othcx to destroy everything. And it stresses the fact that

one human was spared lxxx through it... and the Biblical account it builds up the
you

picture of the storm coming in a language which/could divide up in two or

three or four.as different accounts.., but it has got the revelation of the flood

coming. It has got the account of the building cf the ark. It has got theA account

of the story of the flood.,, it has got the taking animals 4xx into the ark.rist...

It has got thcx the both reating ... it has got the sending out cf the birds..

it has got the making the sacrifices.., it s )( got the intimation of the.= not to be..

no other flood to destroy the mankind.. It kx,x has all these elements in

common with the Biblical account. But some of them in J and some of them are

in P. And it takes two together to ma} the parallel, and of course, the difference

in each case three animals.., they are different., not an identical arrangement...

of the birds.., in the Biblical account..

the wrath of God decides to wipe out the citizens of

mankind, and just preserve one family life. The Biblical account is ... one God

against the desire of the other gods, in the Biblical account God is the great

Creator... His own good purpose decides to save the righteous Noah. In the

Babylonian account this aqxx particular god,orks underhand strategy in order to

deceive and ... save --- a friend through it, but many differences must be...

the similarities are no such as would accidentally come into the pdxqx two different
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stories just thrown up like... Samson and Deliah... (Q)... I would say that the

Biblcl account is a recollection of the original ... j(/ but God inspires Moses/

to get rid of any errors that crept in the course of transmission... Wxkx the Babylonian

account also has the account, but the errors crept in the course of transmission,

but it had no way to get rid of the errors.., the whole philosophy of the reason
of

for the flood, and the nature of God.., but the material details are so similar

that to my mind it represents two recollections of the sameZ'thing. One of th(em

purged the errors,&x Divine inspiration, or the errors would have come in

in the course of; transmission. That is ... of course, there would some who so=

w-gt4eI say that the Babylonian account is taken from the Biblical account which

is taken from the Babylonian account.., the Biblical account is simply taken

from the Babylonian account. Yd o not think that anybody will say that the Babylonian

account is taken from the Bibilical account, But I know that that would be a hard

thing to prove..., and hard to prose the other way, too. And it is hard to prove

the otherway of course ... . But it is hard to prove the other way.., but it is

my thinking that each represents the recollection of the same matter. MYes, Mr. Diehi?

(Q) Of which? Now, we cannot say for certain, but the great theory of the

Babylonian literature is about the time of Hammurabi, about 1800 B.C., and it

would seem quite likely that it was written about that time, and the language
it is it is

of thBc such beautiful Babylonian poetry that it seems very unlikely that/(he

translation, and that must be ... of their poetry, now our complete copies of it

comes from 1200 years later, and ... but we have a snatch of it ... now a

period of a yew hundred years earlier than that we have the Sumerican stories

about the Gilganieshes and the names that occur ... before we have many

stories about him, c but this one great epical pce4xcx Gilgamesh which
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has some points similar and some d1fferenttrxearlier stories probably is

not ".. 1800 or 1900... but ( of course Moses was longer after that... (Q)
told their children and their

But I would say that .. Noah... his sons would have withheld., children, and

they would have told their children, and they uld keep on, and the story was

told in this fashion... Now, the story about Gilgamesh that we have higres

this time the Sumerian language, since they do not ye the language ... but

it is likely that some Babylonian geneius, some literary genius, knowing some of

X these stories about Gilgamesh.. . would put them into this great epic poetry,

and in the course of it, he would meet the problem of Gilgamesh's desire to

get eternal life, and so he pretends this is going to ... here was a flood, and

he made the story, he made the story tell he probably put in the story then
between time of Noah

he might hve read it somewhere in something written sometime ateckXc
sinply passed this one we do not know.

or he might have, ., .but I ivx would think that

what he took and put into the story represented a true tradition of the
even though it became corrupted time.

main facts 1IA in the course of xtiskxx.

(from Noah's time...) Well, the story I read to you t1 for a number of

reasons I mentioned ... was sorry that ... l' different things I would like you to be

familiar with.., in connection with it. I think at this point we can go on to

the next argument. C. the parallel azz passages. Parallel passages. Now,

of these, Yes? (Q) I do not uk recall.., it may very well be. It would be

interesting to compare them ... In detajtl. We find that some details are

similar and some are not. But,eroecpn main points which are like the

J document and 'irkk some which are like the P document. It takes the two together

to get the full parallel th to the Babylonian story ... .. of coxse that there are
somebody

two different stories in Babylon which put together, and the true story
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the
' true stories in Israel which somebody put tgehter and then you got the whole

thingx being similar involved this fantastic... it is rather . ..this whole

idea of cxc there being two different stories rather than one. So, we look

on that point later one,.., we want to go on to C. The argument from the parallel

passages. This is often called the argument from the duplicate, double ... you
two lines, two accounts

find/two sentences, two paragraphs or two clauses 4'hich are similar, and you

say then that there must then be two different things that have happened that

fit together, representing the two different stories. We read the Gilgarnesh story

you would see that you would have to divide thx it up into different stories

sometime.., and of course you take the flood and you will find over and over

a line and second line that repeats the same thought in other words. It is a very

common feature of poetry to x repeat lines, but of course, this argument is

far beyond ..that and that .. it was the very beginning of the criticism because

he says, Look at the Genesis 1 at_kaind there is one creati n, and look at

Genesis 2 and there is another story of xx creation.. The two are two distinct

contradictory stories of creation. So, they go through the ... and can show

that ... the alleged double.., now this is in a way the strongest of the four

arguments ... it is in a way very strongest of them, and it certainly can be

stronger than the rest, because you can point out such many parallels of different

kind as you search through. But the thing is not a real line, but it is that ... to

prove from it that;you have two or three distinct complete documentçsx which

came together, and it does not prove that it is an argument which carries on and on which

dividing up everything into small fragments, which lead eventually to the fragumentary

theory, it is in itself. never established as the existence of the distinct long
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document. It is thus an argument which builds upW the whole thing.., which

can be demonstrating in b tearing down the idea that it was all written down by

Moses... and it is one of which is much is made in most discussion. I notice

here a word that it is a little booklet of Royal Bible theories which is widely

distributed in= particularly in the Methodist Church and also in many others,

and I notice that he after speaking about the divine names, he says, what is the
characteristic'

second ttkryx..? he says that there are certain repetitions in the narratives
report

which call for an explanation. There are dujpli cates- relating to the actual creation.

A careful ,,. of chapter 6 of the book of the Genesis.., we have here two

columns of man's wickedness and God's displeasure. Some passages speak of
while

one ... animals being taken into the ark, ñk6ther passages speak of the clean
state that

and unclean animals, and/seven pairs were preserved in the case cf the clean,

and obviously these are two different versions of the same story. Well, hardly,

does that prove that there are two different versions? Those are I were to say
town

to somebody.., one day my wife and I were dtiving down ... somebody stopped us
were to be

for ... suppose I speaking to somebody from high school here, I woDld say,

one day when my wife and son and I were dtiving downtown, and then quote,..

the same thing.., somebody...
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There are two accounts of the promise to Abraham, Genesis 17 , and Genes isl 8.

c He could have gone on and added#we-or-t- three or four more. There are several

accounts. The father-in -law of Moses is referred to under two names: X Exodus s

2r.:18, and 3:1 and there are two different accounts of the sending of the manna

and the gua4quail: Exeedus- Exodus 16 and Numbers 11. What is the explanatim

of all this. There are two different accounts of the sending of t manna and the

quail. .7Wlet--The previous paragraph does not exhaust the list of repetition by

any means, but it provides illustrations why-the of the r ason why scholars

believe that they ar'&4-are dealing with two or more accounts of the same circumstances

when the y read the books of Genesis and Exodus . Similar duplications with

different detail carry on ±k in the book of judges. And I mentioned to you oi time
Dr.

before how/Mr. Aibright made the statement to me back in 1929 in Palestine.

Why, he said Look At Genesis, you have a whole series of events in which you

are told of the names.. and you are told of the neeen#i'-naming of the different

things that happened, and the constant series . When you speak of tc a constant

series like that , t&-then you are getting something that makes an argument for

different document. I4e-that-t4-Not that there are various perpe- parallels, but a

series of parallels, . . .wei 11 , we 9C want to look at different aspects of this

because this i s a very important argument, and a verr tom-strong argument. We will

look first at what is perhaps not the most difficult section of it, but is essential

to a great many parts of it: Number one unda C. Many of athe alleged doublets

consist of great statements aid- added for 4itk emphasis or to give some additional

feature ft of the account. Mefy- The-emrgument from parallel passages, the

most striking thing about it something like the whole chapter of Genesis.. but in
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many of these cases, it is a matter of one word, one sentence, one phrase

and so we look at that first. Under that, the small a , the loosly joined sentences

of Hebrew syntax. -Netethe4oee1y_J.oThat is to say, it is not customary , in

general of the Hebrew writings, to have the sort of sentences that we are abt to
different subordinate clauses

have in our Eng4- English when we have /with different introductory terms.

" And this makes it quite easy to diviade out sections, -so-a--very if you are so

minded, so a very ... it will state a thing, and then it will state another art.- aspect

and then another aspect, and sometim es the things is 5tant-cd stated two or three

tines, while other tines there is an additional element added to it. This one
at the beginning

of course in Genesis 21 4x.. where we read that the Lord Visited tefe-an4-x Sarah
as He la d said

and the (I Lord did unto Sarah as He he& had spoken. And there

Abraham...at the.se t time of which God-l'tae- had spokken, and Abraham calledthe

aem-e- name of His son that was born unto him, whom Sarah bare unto him, this

style ...which repeat the same idea for emphasis. It is quite a common feature
particularly in poetry such as the Psalms

of the Hebrew style, and it is very common%. . Now , in the flood story havy there

we have noticed tk t there is a great deal of that in the first part, ad ox you have
nature of the

the statements piling up, the tremendous/3temente -o--the-flood, aid ... all these
statements, each of which the coming of the

different /..taken as a separate account ci , .the-flood, but when you come tot 1E

end, tl-re- it just dries up, there is not so much repetition towardc the end, it

is the particular thing that is desired to emphasize. Now, the critics make the

statement about Ge*nesls 24, and most of them attribute the--e-chapter 24 to the

J document, and they say that chapter 24 is the ..Skinner says, in the Icc cemett'te

commentary, this chapter is one of the most perfect ehe-speci1mans of the s-crptt

5er4ptredescriptive writing that the R book of Genesis contains. It is marked by

simplicity, pictureszue elaborations of scenes and " . 7aid-Ncw you look at

this -2-4-eha24th chapter of Genesis , which is the story ofAbraham sending his servant
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to get a bride for Isaac, and in this story which is generall agreed-that-to be

one complete work belonging simply to one of the document s, you find a very

considerable amount of repetition, and k it starts , W And Abraham was old and

well stricken z in age, and if you say he is old , why say he is well stricked

in age. It's emphaslz zing the way the which Abraham was ei'eewt-- increasing

in age, andthen when you get to the latter part of it, youread about t1&-when Rebekkah

leaves to go back with the servants , you read in verse 59 about her brother and

her mother, and they send away Rebekkah and her sister and her nurse, and Abraham's

servant and his men, and they blessed Rebekkah and tha- they said, Thou art
our
er, sister, z -theee-t3e--mcethw- -the motherc of thousands of millions

and let thy seed pos*sess the gates of those .. we-,-tMe-has--which hate them.

Well, this has . . but note it goes right on to verse 61 and Rebekkaheceeeearose

..and they rode upon their camels and followed the nan, and the servants .. and

went His way, so you have three different statements, which are attrlbued th-by

the critics to the one document. But it is ... her father and her mother et'td-they

e-sent her away. And her nurse ,Abraham's servant and his men, aid then Rebekkah

and he ' rode onthe camels fall the men, and then the servants took Rebekkah and

wrent his way, this is a sort of repetition tUe-that is so common in the O Hebreww

that Iuceven in the chapter which the critics ay is ... they say is one of the most

beautif.il ..of Hebrew writing, you haw this three-fold writing, Yes. They say

this eahpter-chapter is one of the finest chaptqts. -Pa-You notice in that iLife magazine

where it'tells about creation, it k tells about the second chapter and it says that

the ... many,adding and changing ..but lxwhen you come to Genesis 2:4 and following .

It was not written -,,,,-and the wonderful writings of the J document, and this generally...

that J is a great masterpiece 1... it is a very natural feature of almost any writing

but particularly of ... Now, chapter 15 of Gene s... In chapter 15 we have the account
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of God appearing to Abraham. and we look at the second and third verse.

And K Abraham said Lord God, what-.-¬eet-th-do thou give lien, seeing I go

childless. And the steward of my house is Eleazar of Damascus. And Abrahixxahm.

said, Behold, thou ha given no seed. And the one born in my house is my hen

heir. You notice the repetition of this. Abraham felt I very keenly about this.

You hear anyone today who feels keenly about something, a nd k you get

them to tell you about it, or maybe you don't have to get them, they come to you

and they want to tell, and you just listen to th3m, and you will find that they

will repeat the same idea six or times over, perhaps; in the same language,

perhaps in different language, lots d detail will be added . ..but here Abraham

felt very keenly. God has given tremdnous promises ...he says .. and the

steward of k my house is this Eleazar cf Damascus, and Lo, one born in my
and the stewared of my house is this Eleazor of Damascus

house is my heir,,! 8oo ge-e4heeMee But if you do that you have left ink

the oiler documert, And Abraham s d, Because thou ø-- last given no seed,

Land, what will thou give men seeing I go childless. It is a natural quality ...at

any time. In chapter 21 , verses I and 2 K which we referred to a few minutes ago

but I'll call your attention again. Wia t to do with these two verses. And

the Lord visited Sarah as he said, and the Lord visited Sarah as he ha spoken,

and Sarah conceived and bare Abraham a son in his ow- old t age, at the set t4e

time of which he had spoken . ... Now, of the J document we give the ...and

that makes the D document say, WhenAnd the Lord visited Sarahac as he

had said. And the P document gives the last of the two verses, which is and the

Lord said unto Sarah as he had spoken ae- at the seset time when the Lcrd had

s pkoken to him-t-d- That doesn't work beca.i se that puts Jehovah in the P document,

so they say that there is a k mistake of the transcriber there , it should not be Lord

in the second ha'1f of verse 21, they -ce-change to Elohim. It doesn't fit with the
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P document. See, you are trying to make a continuous document, which will have

divine names following the pattern, and have the style following the pattern, and

have a continuous story in each of the parallels, and in order to do it, you have

to twist one and then the other, and ... (Q) Mosfrould say, the redactor change

gk or put them together. If ;you have the redactor changeing things you 4a.ne-have

no longer eeeMent-coordira Won on which to base your argumert s.

-72

No-,-There is no evidence of a scribal error, it would be a redactor's change.

the If you are going to ha- 4we--.. the argurneit is based upon the diee-- idea

that the redactor put things teetw-together as the y were ad threforeçwe can see

indicataions of the different ones, well, this point B was, A was the loosly

cite-- joined sentences of the Hebrew syntax. B Hebrew letters are often repeated

for emphasis. Note illustrations. Hebrew literature often i'ee- repeats for emphasis

--note He-- illustrations that we have already called attention to. Hebrew literature

often trepeats for emphasis. And then small c. Sometimes an a-account begins

with a summary sentence. There are not the regular thing, ...Look in chapter 22.

Genesis 22 sec starts ...the-4d &ee's and it came to pass after these

things that God did test Abraham. The Old English says tempt, butit means test

..and he said unto Abraham, arxi he said, Here I am. Did God test Abraham sa

test Abraham, by saying Abraham, and Abraham, said , Here I am , Ce rtainly

not. This is a summary of the whole chapter. The whole chapter is of how God

testemd Abraham, to see i f he would be willing to give his -ebeloved son tsaack

as the Lord Commanded. And this is a summary of the whole chapter, in the first

jc half of this verse. Every now and then a summary occurs before you go on to

give details. Genesis 18. and The Lo&d appeared unto Abram in the plaims of
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u Manzre. This is a summary of what follows, because it goes on, And

he stkood in the tent door in the heat of tie door and it is vet-every now and

then.-;.Genes4e48-.and three men stood by him. There is no reason to think

that he knew them. One of these three men was the Lord, and it is only later

on ifl kLc the account he finds out

that it is the Lord who is there. The summery of the whole chapter is given

in the first half of the first sentence. In Genesis 28 we have a summary statement

in verse 35. In Genesis 28 we have the account of how Isaac blessed Jacob

and we read in verse 5 that Isaac sent away Jacob. and k he went to Pa.. . aram

son of Beht (this lecture was on March 15). Now, will follow the lecture of

'fliesday, March 16, 1965

Parallel passages. We noticed a great number of aebe4eieealleged
under this hea

parallels, and there are many, zany passages where it may be considered /.we

cannot possibly look at all of them. All we can do is to try to find the principles

which are involved, and as the first thing under that is the menticn of the alleged

doublet consists of brief statemert s added fcc emphasis or to give some additional

feature of the account. And we notice under that , sia 11 a, k we he- noticed the

loosly joined sentences of Hebrew syntax, which makes it easy to divide sectins
B.

up into different docune nts. We notice/7 Hebrew Literature often repeats for em

phasis, and w e notice thatC. Sometimes an account begins with a summery statement,

and if you take these documents , the way that any critics divide them, unless you

get these extreme fragment divisions. Of ou course if you are going to divide it

up into ahundred fragments, you can g get rid of all repetition, and it occurs

in Hebrew writing much more than in our Western writing, thoxugh it does occur

a considerable amount in our Western writing. We look&ed at a number of instances

of -tee these repetitions. Now, this sort of doubUe-doublet z& occurred. When
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But this is also used in the attempt to construct complete documents which

are said to have been combined together by redactors in thxis way. It is also

done in cases where it-+-z-1d-----ai4.-- they claim that we have conflate accounts.

And so we go on to number two, the second type o these doublets, number 2

is half-way between one and three. Three is where you have two entirely different

accounts. Genesis one is creation, and Gees&4-Genes1s 2 is . Now the first part

is where you have a sentence or two sentences saying nearly the same thing, and

me sentence corresponds to a whole account, and the second case in between k
stating it bdNumber 2

I might suggest/-as follows./fn many cases , the critics claim that an account

is a conflate ion of two distinct, complete accounts, which are then said to

contradict one another. It is a conflation of two distinct , complete accounts

which are then said to contradict one another. You see this is altogether different

fro m y g-thathe claim that- made by Genesis one and two, ac where you have

two accounts, each of which is rather complete and each of which continou.

A jc wk-tire- major aix exapnple of this is the flood story , where you give a xfew

verses to one and a few verses to another, maybe me Iverse to one and x

10 to another, and maybe 5 to this one and& one to the other, and thus t you take

.well, there are many places where tye' you can take the story that somebody takes

and divide it up and make two accounts, by getting all the individual ... or

near repetition and puttng them toRgether, but they go beyond that , they say

Now these two stories contradict each ot1e r, and therefore it is quite clear that

the y were not originally ore story,xx. Now I h've- have here a book that would

be good for an illustration, because this book was written some time ago , and

the bookc was written when it was felt necessary to convince people that the

Bible is not the work of Moses. Today, they usually try to corif vince them k by

saying all scholars agree. It is perfectly obviai s if you know Hebrew, but when
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this book was written, it was thought by the people who were introducing the

criticism tha4-in our country that they could convince people, and they wokuld

give the evidence and the arguments that they thought made it quite obvious

and this book gives illustrations of what they thought make made it quite

obvious a nd t-4& this book gives illustrations of this, and expresses clearly

a s an argument for division the point that you will find today in alxmost any

critical commentaries, arid the critical commeit ary of today will mostly assume

that 4t4e-4±eran4-4the criticism is true, and the question is to prove
show that someone

to you that Genesis is made up of J.E. D. --the question is to/assume ... and
else is wrong in saying that a particular verse belongs to E when it belcngs to J.
ay-thet-epertiet4er-.. or c it is to show that what they used to kk think hoc m
was J JlardJ2
is really two documents put together/or maybe to show that what they tftk

-used to think is 1 and 2 is one docunE nt: J. But whichever viewpoint most

of your-,4ewpentørecent x books assume the whole Wellhausen theory as the

foundat1onr-¬1-and of course there ar some i who accept the whole critical

theory, and then go ahead and try to get spiritual lessons from it, and they will

write books in which there will be some very good spiritual hum lessai s abut

based upon and assuming the critical theory. So this booki by the Professor

L. W. , Ph. D. of the Old Testament languages and Hlereittre-literature

in the Philadelphia Divinity School a long U e, thethis book wht h he cal]ed

the Old Testament from the Modern Point of View is an excellent one to present
but

the evidence a-the-as the critics hold it today and have held it /to present

it in a way that abstratts it .overfrom the discussion k over one or two particular

verses or from the attexmpt to get spiritual lessons out of it. X I think that it

would be good to read two or three of his illustrations. Now, let me read

to you what he says k*oi.t Genesis 2 t7 and 28, now, if you look K at the list
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that I gave z you about the way that Driver divides, you will find that he

says that-chapter 27:1-45 is J, and then 27:46-28:9 is P and then 28:10 is

P and 28:11,12 is E. And then 13-16 Is J , 17-18 E and 19-J and

P-7:3

...AND so I will read you what Ix he gives as the J document. If some of

you have your Bible in front of it and follow it, it might be ... because occasIclEla fly

I find that he sctwists the words around a bit to make it read more fullyl

Ocassionally, he does not follow it as exactly as the King James Version.

Now, here is what he gives for the J account. Of Jacob's leaving home. He

gives Genesis 27:41-45,and 28:10. Now ee-Esau persecuted Jacob because
blessing with which his father had blessed him, and x Esau eec1-th

of the/. and 19 is J and 20-22 Is E. See, how they are interwoven here.
said the days of my mourning for m&ym father are drawing near, then,

I will kill my brother Jacob. But Rebekkah heard the wcrds of her elser son

and she sent for her younger son Jacob and said to him, Behold, they brother

Ees Esau will have revenue upon thee by killing thee. Now, my son, liSten

to my voice, Arise, and kflee to A -4e-m'-bert-Haram to my brother

and live with him a few days icuntil thy brother's wrath pass away, until thy

brother's anger passz away from thee. You notice the repetition there which

he c keeps in the same document, and ... he forgets what ..then I will bring

thee beck , why should I be bereaved of thee both at one time, and Jacob

departed from Beersheba arti went to Haram. Gem-There is Genesis 27:41-4k5;

and 28:10. Then he has a x passage which he says is Genesis 27:46 up to 28:5

which he gives as the P docunnt.,kx And Rebekkah sxx saidto Isaac,

mortally
"I am more{roub1ed because of the Hittit4,omen. If Jacob take a wife of such

womei the Hittite, the women of the country what would I lieve for? So, Isaac
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called Jacob, and blessed him, and commanded him say, Thou shalt not take a

wife from the women of Canaan. Arise, and go to Padam-Aram, to the house of

Bethuel thy mother's father, and take a wife thence of the daughers of Laban

thy mother's brother. And the Almighty God bless thee, and make thee fruitful and

multiply thee, and that thou mayest become an assembly of nations; And give thee the

blessing of Abraham, to thee, and to thy seed with thee; that thou nc mayest inherit

the land wherein thou art a stranger, which God gave unto Abraham.
be d

You notice so many repetitions here which could/divide/up into other documents.

And Isaac sent Jacob 'Ø'away, and he went to Padam-Aram, to the house of

Bethuel, the son of Bethuel, unto Laban, the son of Bethuel, the brother of Rebeccah,

$'p/ mother of Jacob and Esau. Now, here these two accounts are fairly

continuously ... as you notice.., the only thing is, with the first one he has

added verse 10 from the next chapter, as you notice as ... actually go, and
end

now, listen what says here, Are these two the ... of the story?

While the modem critics search ... the same way, there are certain facts

which would be different as we notice.., the same place which we call Haran

in one verse, and Padam-Aram in the o)(ther... suppose I say , Mr. so and so

had a good vacation in Los Ange1e, and then I would ask him when he sees me,

Did you have good vacation in California? Does that mean that these are

two different documents by x two different men7" necessarily? Would it not

be natural if I refer to this wbich .. . without necessarily repeating the same

anyway, he says, the same place is called Haran in one verse and Padam-Aram

in the other, and each narrative tat distinct that Jacob weT1rway , but
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distinctly ... No.1. to escape the wrath of his brother Esai'u; No. 2 " To procure

his wife from the Laban's family. It might be that it shows that Rebeccah could
suitable

not send Jacob off without Isaac's permission.., as getting a,Awife from ... as a

pretext. Esau supposed that Jacob went 'S away in order to get a wife from his

kindred. So, he came to the conclusion that Isaac did not like Canaanite

women, and sot... This is 28:8 ff. But when we foilow Jacob's journey through
his marriage is

J story. .' J storyIc6 only an incidence.., does not appear to be the real object
his

of Aim mission. The two ... are therefore consistently preserved through the

next... P again ... Isaac blessed Jacob before his departure in a way that is truly

gedx strange in view of JacobYz tricks which he played against Esau.

The source from which this is taken actually knows nothing about Jacob's plot

against his brother. Esau too is impressed with the blessing of Jacob , as

he would not ... as this writer ... there the yl reading of the narrative reveals

the unmistakable size of d1E$ duplication. Then the natural conclusion is,
in

therefore, that these two sources each cx contabn / the account of Jacob

the departure for ... ea$'ch gives a different cause for the journey. Now, that

before we discuss that, I will give point A under this which is now illustrated.

Small a. The alleged contradictions are often the result of the xw leaving

something out and generally disappear in the account read as a whole. The alleged

contradictions are often the result of the leaving something out andzi generally

disappear when the account read as a whole. If you read the story as whole,

you will find that Jacob had cheated Isaac in getting the blessing previous to this
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passage, but Isaac recognized the fact that Jacob had the blessing, and the

blessing that he gave to Esau was inferior to the blessing that he gave to

Jacob. But I do not think that there is any z question that Isaac recognized

that God had declared that when the children k were born to Jacob, the ones

who were to receive the blessings, and Isaac had the time ... himself, and when

found tia t he had not succeeded, and even thought it was a $' trick on the part

of Jacob, his son, he might have said, you get out, and I do not want to have

anything more to do with you. I just want to stick to Esau/ my faithful son,
that

That is not what he did. I th)(ink what he did was to recognize ,Zeiis plan of
by a trick

supporting God's will had failed. 1kAnd it failed/on the part of txx Rebeccah
if not

and Jacob, and if God intended that way from the beginning, acthey had/done

this trick, I think God would have' worked through some other way. Isaac

recognized the fact that when Esau came in, Isaac already gdQx gave the
an inferior

blessing to Jacob. He gave xvd± blessing to Esau. He was doubtless irritated,

&R very .trritated at Rebeccah, and at Jacob, but he was not ready to completely

turn against them.., he was just irritated by them, he would rxx not completely

turn against them, axxzbcka and he was still interested in them, and when he sent

him away here, j he gives a blessing, not a great blessing that he gave him

first place, but he,dcxxbc tould not take that blessing. But the main point of

contradiction, the alleged contradiction is the ... there are two distinct

reasons for this departure, one is to escape the wrath of the raged brother Esau,

2 " to procure a wife of his kindred. Now, actually, it was Rebeccah who planned

this .. it was Rebeccah who persuaded Jacob to go and it was Rebeccah who persuaded

Isaac to let him go. Now, Rebeccah had the objective there which she wanted to have

reached. She had two objectives. She was very much irritated about Esau being
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$ezzzz married the Hittite woman, and she did not want Jacob to do the same

thing, and she was he would. And also she knew how headstrong Esaw was, because
felt that he had been

Esau,4,a, cheated, and she was afraid that Esau might killr Jacob. She jxx had

two objectives rz' in mind, and she did not just have one. People often have

more than one motive for what they want to do. In this case, she had twolj, which

of the two was the stronger in her mind, it is hard to say. It depends on how

much chance there was that Esau really would kill Jacob, but she had both motives.

But in order to carry on what Rebeccah wanted, she had to persuade Jacob and

Esau. She did not have power occRxzx to tell Jacob ... to go. She did not

have power to tell Esau to let him go... So, she had to persuade both... Now,

suppose, now she came to Esau , to Isaac, She said, Isaac, I am afraid Esau

will kill Jacob. He said, that was a very bad trick that Jacob cheated Esau

and got his blessing that way. Esau is very angry about it, and I am afraid

he will kill Jacob. She will say, Let us send him away. You could imagine what

Isaac would say. Isaac loved Esau. Isaac would say, isn't this awful that

you Always take an unfair attitude toward Esau. Always true Esau is not sneaky
a fellow that is forthright .... 1 would ncx)t be

p( like Jacob. He is . /r-wettl'c4-4e surprised would

grap Jacob and beat him up. Jacob may be laid up in bed bnce or so, and

surely, that would be right for what he did, but Esau would not kill him. Esau

is a good-hearted fellow. He would not do anything like that... He has the

right to get angry and he may want to beat him up , to beat him up good, but I

am not sure he 'c is not going to kill him. It is utterly sily for you to hKkxx

think so of Esau. After that, ven if Jacob daábc decided to want to go to Padam

Aram, you could be quite sure that Isaac will say, here now, you take medicine,
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Now, kxx on the other hand, suppose, he sent to Jacob, he says, Jacob, she

says, Esau4,married these two Hittite women. Now, he says, if you should

marry a couple of Canaanite women too, I will be absolutely upset. Please

go to Pdam-Aram, and visit my relatives, and they have got some good-looking

women up there.., go up there and marry one of them, and do not take any chance

c that you might marry one of these women... Jacob was really

up to this point, and now, Rebeccah says these things to him, he would say,

Jacob would say, Oh, why do I have to go up way down to Padam-Aram to get
got around

a wife? Esauxi two good ones x here. Ifiopot need to go so faraway.

He would say, I do not know1l do not J. . these women here much. I see some

nice women around here, why 'cx should go way to Padam-Aram? So, Rebeccah

would x have not accomplished exactlyx the opposite of what )( she wanted,
Isaac the other argum't but
if she used the one argument. I. Rebeccah knew what Isaac would

say, and she knew what would move Jacob. She told Jacob, Jacob, she says,

Jacob, your brother is going to kill you... you had better get on your way to

Pdam-aram,...
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until hle gets over with his anger. Jacob would say, I remember what I went through

before when I played a trick on him . He beat me up lik hardly I could walk
I do not think

a couple of month. He says, Esau would want to kill me, but he says, he

might hit me hard, and I had better get away for a while. I' think that that is a

good idea., to make a trip to Pddam-Aram for a while. Jacob would

And then Rebeccah would go to Isaac, and she would say to Isaac, I saac, my

soul is grieved by these Hittite women that Esau married. She says, Don't you

know )(that Abraham said ... get you a wife from Padam-Aram, and look how
after all

happy we have been together all these years.. " and she says, /the blessing that

God had b=bd promised that we are supposed to marry within our own kindred.

Now, she says, Esau god outside, and she says, If Jacob th goes through, why,

that is going to really cause... Well, says Isaac, I think you are probably right.
any way

Why, don't you send him up there and let him look around/and see if he finds

one of the women up there. So, she has the ñx full force.., the full force

was ,.. in the case of Rebeccah... and that is true also ... most people that
get

are ... anxious to dx something done, to do something or to get something done

cxcec have more than one motive, which x coincide in getting 'kx them

to do what they want to do. I heard a talk of a minister who was telling how

he had some people who were going kxxx out forward.., and he said that they
to

were calling, and they were getting/people and he was ... they were bringing

a few peopbe, and he said, I thought we ought to get more than

to the church. He wanted to get a large church, and he said, I think we ought

to get more people, and so he said, I got these rcx people gather together,
tt

and I said,to them. Now, you folks/are calling g the full-time church employees.

You are receiving a regular salary, but he sawiç said, we are going to give you a
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special bonus. Everyone that; you call in, after he comes to church, we will

give you an extra dollar. If*= everybody that you call on comes to the p' church
a

service and to ±ecprayer meeting, or to some other service in church, we will

give you five dollars... He said, how amazing to see th4ise people really

work.., he said, he added a great number of these people to his church... My

wife heard this man telling that. As she heard this man say such things, she

was disgusted. $'She said, can you imagine the people who x i&xxthc are doing

Christian work on Ø fee basis like that because they get a little more money

if they get people in, Yes, it is disgusting, and yet, ... saying this that if

instead money telling you that it would be a grand thing for you to go to the

street meeting because you have wonderful chance of reaching people for the

Lord there, and wonderful training in your work, if ( t were to say to you, that

I will give; you ten dollars to everyone of you that goes out to the street 4X

next Friday, I guarantee that we would have twice as there as

we will have other days. Now, t1idrckxzx You mean to say that you are just

mercenary, and you are only interested in money, and it does rDt mean to say

that at all. But it does meat to say that tckkx those workers in the church...

everyone of you has mixed motives, and it is true that you will find amazingly

when you are a good Christian mmk worker serving the Lord effective ±kxxxly

some selfish motives may creep in, and sometimes it becomes very strong.

We have mixed motives , everyone of us. Now, you can find this.., when I

was preaching in a church, I just could not bring myself to invite somebody to talk.

I just could not do it. I felt as if I were promoting myself, if I would invite somebody to

come, when I am preaching. If someone else is preaching, I could urge otheis4o come.
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But I had a feeling that it was wrong with me to urge them to come to hear me.

I have now got over that feeling to some extent. Because I do feel that I am

giving the gospel,tand you should try to get people come. We should do our

best to urge them to come. But You have been preaching well, and you present

the word of God in an effective way. And people are ... and then you let somebody

come up and say, my, that was a great sermon that you gave... You really must

have made a lot of preparation on that.. You really delivered that one very well

this mofning. And you see it if you do not get a feeling of ... the day when

you recognize what I have got.., a little feeling of human pride in your accomplish

ment that you will find doing ... there is a way of great ... ready to show it

to others. We all of us have mixed motives in many things that we do, and we

cannot help. And these are only iigdx slightly connected with ... we may have

only ( one motive, and as far as Jacob was concerned, this one motive was p(

than the other one, and he ... as far as Isaac was concerned, the one

motive mot-ed him, and the other motive he would not have ... pushed aside,

and in fact possibly he would have opposed to Jacob's going. But Rebeccah

was not insincere in km her talking to either one of them, and $ I believe that they

both were ±kx genuine motives in Rebeccah's heart. I think she was tremendously

both in keeping Jacob ett1ng beat up by Esau, pzzx perhaps killed,
having get

and in being interested ir/gett4Rg him wife from their own kin as Abraham

ordered that should be done. I think that she was interested in both, but she

useca little tactic, she used a little common sense when she tried to get Isaac

and Jacob to get x by with her desire, but anything that was false to either one of

them but ... the thing that would carry In weight with them.., did not necessarily

mentlonj ... the things that did not .... The Bible is a wonderful.... I was disgusted,
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when I was in Princeton Seminary, one time it was some tactful students that

are ... wonderful campmate... happened to my room-mate.., and we were talking
a

to Dr. J. Gresham Machen and Dr. Machen tust received the copy of thcthook,

The Great Sermons , it was 1926 or 5 , one of these years, the greaermons

of this year... which Joseph ... of Philadelphia put out, and Dr. Machen

said, Look, he says, Sermon by a ... modernist, and one by me,

and he says, Look, what he did in the Introduction to my sermon, he said, Dr.

Machen is one of the leaders in the modernist fundamentalist controversy
now

which is thappily subsiding, cx he rid, he showed his ... way"

and he makes his criticism right ... in the Introduction, and then this other

fellow who was with me, when Dr. Machen was telling us , yes, he said,

if he really believes he is getting out a fair thzmpresentation of the

fundamentalism, Qf course, he should have *= included a great preacher like

MacCarthur's,t- sermons. ..well, maybe it is true. Maybe it is 1E4btxx true

t hat ... thought that the wonderful styles of the sermons like Machen made

would not give the impression of the fundamentalism that are ... great preacher

like MacCarthur... I do not know whether ... I am sure that it is a very foolish

thing to say that to Dr. Macthen. And Rebeccah had a tact, and Rebeccah had

in what she did, and c you have kx to have a story as a whole in order

to ... the situation. I do not think that )( she was insincere. There is no evidence,

I think, that she was insincere at all. I think that both of these motives were
for her,

really genØiine motives/ but she stressed the one that would ... and so here

contradictions come In', because you leave certain things out by putting them in

the other document, and then you say that this one 0' does; not have them, because
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this one does not know anything about them or even believe in something different.
Dr. Allis
/.. gives a number of very good illustration of this , giving parallel stories.

off
Let me read you what he gives about a story of Joseph being taken/into Egypt.

At one side he put Gen. 37 for E document, Gen. 37: 19, 20, 22 - 24, 28-30;

and 36. Now, I have not checked exactly how Driver gives. But when it comes to

the P document, the critics pretty thoroughly agree between the J and E. Sometimes

they differ pretty strongly as to what J$' is and what E is, but I am sure that you=

if you find some difference, that it will be ... every ... has ... if you have

some divisions as other critics ... the verses that I gave to you ,,, on the other

hand, he gives the J document which is supposed to be the other ... if you

want to follow through your Bible, and see whether it makes little twiets of

words someplace, to make it fit together little better. Here is what he says...

E document is. Begin with Gen.
'
27:c verse 37, excuse me. and then 37:19,

20, 22-24, 28-30, 36. And kth they said to each other, lo, younger master,

thoadicx ... is coming, and now, come let us kill him.., and cast him in

one of the pits so that we will say that a wild beast came and devoured him, and

then 3GflCX ]et us see what would become of his dream (14. 00), and Reuben sedd. said

to them, Do not shed blood, cast him in a ... which in;d the wilderness, and

do not lay hands on him, that he might be delivered from their hands and return

to his father. And when Joseph came to his brothers, they stripped Jospph

which was on him, and they took him and cast him to the pit .... Now, there was

no water / in the pit. Th passed by 'Midianites, the traders, and they, that

is, the Midianites pulled Joseph up out of the pit. The King James says the Ishmaelites.

leaves that word out and put in the other document. And they, that is the
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Midinites... and they brough Joseph to Egypt, ansi utM Reuben returned to

the pit, and saw that Joseph was not in the pit. And ran ... and went back to

his brothers and z said, the lad is gone. Whither shall I go? And t} Mid1niait

sold him to an officer of Pharaoh, Potiphar, the bodyguard. There is your E

story at that. Now, the J story says, Genesis 37 says 37:15b, 18, 21, 25to 27,

28 - 39... he gives as ... And Joseph sent after his brotheind saw him

far off, and ... they formed a plot to kill him, and Reuben heard this and delivered

him..., let us not take his life, and they sat down each ... they looked up, and

lo, they saw the Ishmaelites coming from Gilead, and they ... the camels were

carrying spices, and mirth... to take them down to Egypt, and Judah said to
is the gain tax if we

his brothers, what gcod±dx&i11 our brother? and shed his blood? Let us

sell hiøn to the Ishiael1tes, ctc to let not bur hands be upon us, ... and

so they agreed upon this, and they 'sold Joseph to the i( Ishmaelites for twenty

pieces of silver, and Joseph was brought down to Egypt, to Potiphar, an officer

of Pharaoh, the chief of his bodyguard. The ... of the Ishmaelltes who had

Mwxg,edxbc Now, he says, each of the narrative is incomplete as can be easily

seen. Each one is led through .... There is a perfect harmony as to the main facts.

Jospph 's brother hated him, and they decided to kill him, but they thcthd ddxx
from doing

were dissuaded atho this by Reuben. The Ishamaelltes were passing by and

'
bought him and took him to Egypt ....
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But there is a striking difference in detail. In E, they sold to the Midianites,

in J. to the Ishamaelltes. But we do not know enough about those people.

We do not know exactly what is meant the Midiniates and what was meant by the

Ishamaelites. We kxx do not know exactly how large each group would be, whether

one was a larger group or which of the other was a part.., but the way the stories
it from two

are in our Bible as we have iVis quite clear that if they had to beMifferent,documents,

put togetler by a redactor, the redactor would have booxk have understood

that the two were term that could fit the same individuals. x Like I might

say, here are some Americans, and here are some Californians. Californians

are Americans, as you know. ;You know Californians are Americans. You

refer them by either term. We do not know enough how much differetn these

particular terms were. But he continues... E ... that.., was the ñxMidian1tes,

and J says the Ishamaelites. . .euben says.., contending himself ,,, to save his

life. E would appear that theMidianites pulled the Joseph out of the pit, w$1hereas

his brothers abandoned him, that is. . . the traders did not buy Joseph, but

they discovered him themselves. See, you see the statements that they took

him out of the pit, and sold them in one document, and you see , accordir to

the other, they did not sedl but they found him for themselves, and thezpx

took him captive... but they discovered him and took him themselves.. Reuben

came txx back to the pit to 300cAIx secretly rescue Joseph, not knowing that he
he and

had been stolen away whllq/his brothers were away. Now, the Biblical account

does not mentionØ' that they were not there w1ile he was sold.., but he does

say that Reuben came and found that he had been gone... it seems that we are
assuming

certainly justified in j&c that Reuben had an errand to do or something, and
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in the same source, E consistently agrees with ... Joseph d& told that he

had been stolen away out of the land of Egypt... he was saying that he was

stolen to the land of thEgyFt from the land of the Hebrews. He was saying that

he was stolen away out of the land of the Hebrews, that is, kxwxx his brothers

had sold him to the Midianites.., in J he was not put into a pit, but sold directly

to the Ishmaelites... put that in E.. and he would be put into ... he says

there is as much harmony as one should expect it from the ancient narrative

like ... all of them , each of them by itself,.., but the composite story...
if we read

it is not very clear. . . we,j&re&'-. . /the passage continualy we find that

we re struck with the confusion of the statements. Joseph's brothers tried

to kill him, verse 18, and they proposed to kill him, and throw his body into

the pit, verse 19, Reuben ... said to Joseph's brothers ... after which we eeo

read, Joseph ... actually they discussed with him before the Midianites came...

and when Reuben saw them, he was outnumbered, and they were decided to
put him in the pit,

kill him, and so Reuben persuaded them not to kill him but to ./, thinking he

could really . .the caravans came along, and Judah porposed to sell him instead

of killing him. The Midiniates took Joseph from the pit and carried him away

and his brothers sold him to the Ishamaelites... there is a general statement,

and then details are given following... It assumes that there was a contradiction.

While Reuben was previously pic±* putting Joseph safely, in his hands...

he was surprised to find that Joseph had disappeared. It is only proper that

the cQmpositor in joining the narrative has occasionally made such omissions

as ... sometimes we have to ... sometimes on the other hand we have no account

at all. The re is an example of a peculiar interest in connection with the
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after Joseph's brothers ... later time ... had an experience ... of Egypt...

they said to one another that we are very guilty concerning our brother, in that

we aaw the distress of his c soul, when we saw that he had not been here...

Genesis 40:21 " And they said one to another, We are verily guilty

concerning our brother, in that we saw the anguish of his soul, when he

besought us, and we would not hear; therefore is this distress come upon us.

IGenesis 40:21. It is very likely that the source which contains this E had

a touching account of Joseph's life when his brothers bandoned him in the

pit. From the pure conjecture you can see.., he does; not tell everything...

but e could easily remember this without having made the reference to it.

Those are the examples of many that can be thought.., this way to be inter

related. I want to y. read you now a story of a spy. But let me give what

ti says about the story of the spy4... He says that there are many points

of agreement in these narratives which are apparent at first sight but there

is more striking difference. In P the spys starts the parallel referring to the

same place. In JE there it refers to P... the mention of ... the wilderness

of Paran is spoken of, and thac it is the area where .... the same point was

supplied there. He uses the ... he says in P the spys ... in JE they go

only to cx the HebØews to reach them there. And the re is no statement

that they went to reach the Hebrew' and turned around, and they said they

went to the Hebrews and saw the things, and they went on and ... this is

from one document, aid,they say that this is a ontradiction because one

gives the statement, and the otherdocument does not have it. In JE, the report

is unfavorable.., the last E stopped the eopie, and that is note sustaining ....
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in JE the land is $ good, but the people are too za strong for the

Israelites to dispossess. Some of us were so afraid of the Caaaanltes that they said,

the land of ... others said that the land of course we could x,gc not pzzxMVtx

docxx possibly take it, is not necessarily a contradiction. They are

different ways of saying the same thing. He says, in both versions the people
Joshua

are discouraged by the reports of the ... and P 4xkend C leb encouraged the
of dying

people, and therefore these two were excepted from the penalty"fn the wilderness.

In JE Joshua is not mentioned, and Caleb alone is mentioned, bringing in a hopeful

report. ñikxoc He alone is excepted from the penalty. It does not say Joshua
not reference

IS 4xcepted fronhe penalty. There is a special ae iven to Caleb.
Is name in

AMLj The omission of Joshuay-na-meyrJE is very

he is sharing the hopes of tbe ... conquest of Canaan... it is easy to

understand.., it is BX simple to unde stand why his name does not appear.

This is the method of interlacing, and now interlacing applies to the story of

the flood. A statement is made that one account of the flood it lasted only 40

days, and the other it it lasted for a year. You take the statementj that they

were in the ark over a year and gives one source and the other does not. re
is xffrom

It pays, the waters were upon the earth forty days, and it,é1ear.irkt4ry'the

context, ... that means that the water was coming down, the flood was actually

rising up, and then it goes on and speaks about the waters retreating gradually.

If you take the whole account as it stands, we may not understand all the details

of the chronology, but we can get them together, and fit them together, to some

extent, if we were to give every detail about kk the flood, and would take the

whole Bible.., about the flood. But xckbcx they do not contradict each other.

cz-pert7-adr other-per4 fro-eftother-
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document
But when you take them ... one ,(akes one part and the other takes the other

part.., then you will find them different.. So the great part of this difference

comes from putting something in one source, and then say that there is contradiction,

because thtxXx it is not in the other source. Now, William Henry Green in his

book On the Unity of the Pentateuch quotes from a man who was then a

professor in Harper Seminary, and now fraix I do not think a professor of Harper

Seminary would not be like this man now. But at that time, this professor in

Harper Seminary was very much against the critical partition, and so he icxko wrote

a book in order to show how the same thing could be done with many z1 things

of which the unity is not questioned. I will put that under a small b. Small b.

Similar divisions could be made of many other stores, similar divisions could be

made of many other stories, the unity of which is not questioned. Now, this

example, Mr. Green says, the parable of the prodigal son, one of thethczc couple,

passages of the text at random to see that a narrative can be a sort of divided

up into two continuous narratives. Now, here he quotestion Luke 15 and xx

if; you follow through in your Bible. Luke 15:.. here he divides them into two

documents, A and B document. Now, A documents begins with versell, And he said,

A certain man had two sons:, continue with verse 12, excpet the last phrase,

And the younger of themsaid to his father, Father, give re the portion of godds that

falleth to me. "And then skip the last part of the verse which is given to B document.

And continue with verse 13, "And not many days after the younger son gathered

all together, nd then skip the middle part d the verse, and then move on, "...

there wasted his substance with riotous living." And then take the last art of
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verse 14, and "and he began to be in want." And then the last part of 16, " and

no man gave unto him." Verse 20, "And he arose, and came to his father. '

and the skip a few words, "and ran, and fell on his neck, and kissed him."

And the son said unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and in thy

sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son." But the father said to his

servants, Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him; and put a ring on his

hand, and shoes on his feet:"..."For this my son was dead, and is alive again;

that is verse 24 now, and the last half pt of the 24, "And they began to be merry."

Verse 25, "Now his elder son was in the field; and as he came and drew

nigh to the house,"he4d-mte4ek-d--de*ieg
" The last part of the verse

is given to B document. "And he was angry, and would not go in:'

ec and his father came out, and intreated him. "And he answering said to his

father, Lo, these many years do I serve thee, ox neither transgressed I at any

time thy commandment; and yet thou never gaqest me a kid, that I might make

merry with my friends: "But as soon as this thy son was come, which hat devoured

thy living with harlots,
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thou killest for him the fatted calf. "And he said unto him, Son, thou art ever

with me, and all that I have is" "B Ut it is meet that we should make

merry, and be glad: for this thy brother was dead, and is alive again; and was

lost, and is found." Kk Now, the other document takes what is not in

this document, only inserting in the introduction that a certain man had two

sons, but then we skip the last part of ver 12, "And he divided unto them his

living. "And part of verse 13, "and one of them took his journey into a far country,

Verse 14, "And when he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in that land;"

And the last part of the verse belongs to A document. "And he went and joined himself

to one of the citiziens of the country; and he sent him into his fields to feed

swine." And ˆh would (5.00) "And he would fain have filled his belly with the busks that t

swine did eat: -e-iart-gave
" Verse 17, "But when he came to himself, he

said, How many hired servants of my father's have bread ee1 enouch and to

spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, and will say
in thy wight.

unto him, Father, I lave sinned against heaven, and -before'-thee7 And am no more

owrthy to be called thy son: make me as one of thy hired servants." You notice
therW are

her/repetitions. .. The Middle part of verse 20,"... But while he was ;a yet
and was moved with compassion... "

a great way off, his father saw him,

OOkrR Verse 23, " And said, bring hither the fatted calf, and kill it

and let us eat, and be merry:" Middle of 24, " He was lost, and is found."

Last of 25, "Now his elder son was in the field: and as he came and drew h

nigh to the house, he heard musick and dancing. Verse 26, "And he called one of the
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servants, and asked what these things meant." Verse 27, "And he said unto

him, Thy brother is come; and thy father hath killed the fatted calf, because he

hath received him safe and sound." Verse 32, last part,

was lost, and is found."

Now, he says, here cx are two complete documents which agree in some points,

and in some points g disagree ... each has special characteristics. The

only deficiencies are closed in parenthesis. And maybe readily explained

in terms of omissions by the redactors in affecting the combinations. A clause

sbo.ild be supplieda at the beginning of the ... wanting in verse 13b, verse

25b and the va,thc verb "said," is wanting in.verse 23. As these omissions

occur exclusively in b, .It may be that the redactors ... a and then incorporated

in b .... with only such slight changes.a would be necessary to adopt.r his purposes.

a and b... two sons, and one of them took a portion of his father's property,

and by his own fault reduced himmlf to destitution, and ci in consequence, of which

he returned penantly to his father, and address sed to him in a language which

is nearly identical in both times. The father receives him with great ... and

demonstration of joy which attracted the attention of his other son. 8kt*x The

differences are quite 1%' striking to the point of dlsagreemtn.. a distinguishes

the sons in terms of elder and younger, and b makes no mention of their relative
solicitation

agesdI. In a the younger obtained the portion by ... tation, and the elder

retained k cbccx the remainder in his possession. In b, the father

divided his property between both of the sons according to his own portior ....

In a the prodigal son remained in father's neighborhood and reduced himself to

destitution by riotous living. He went so far away I//from his father's land
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from the 4.a holy land, and then ... in ... the father clothed him in ... shoes.

b says ... in b the son came from a distantdand... in a he came from his

neighborhood.., the father ... he decided to become of- one of his father's hired

servants,. " in a father speaks to his son as if he had been dead, because

in b he had been lost.., he lived luxuriously ... taking no thought of

in a the father speaks to his son as if he had been dead.., in b his son had

been lost... In a ... the other son was ... here the redactors slightly...

the elder son professed his ... you can divide; It, and you can see them contradict

themselves... tfli*t is what the critics do... in the ... story and also in the

alleged oc story the distinct account.., the contradiction being there... it

assumes.., because one does not mentioned something that is mentioned in

the other.., how much more

Whoever takes out any book out of the library that has to do with the Introduction

to the Bx*Doc Old Testament ... please return it to the library. There was

one or two missing out of the library.., not fair to take away the book from the use

of others in view of the large size of the class.., so please return to the library

any introduction to t1 Old Testament
' or any/ book that is related directly

to this course. ,(cWe were discussing yesterday the matter of the parallel

passages, and in that connection we have looked at Number 1, the cases

are these parallel accounts or are they individual eeectr4e?- statements?

And we noticed that in the nature of the Hebrew language is this sort of thing

Ø'/,i40 frequently occur.., particularly frequently when s4rAx they

together. There are so many clauses and phrases ... /vas we do in English.

And we noticed that often Hebrew repeats for emphasis or to give the main idea
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a
over again ... in addition, and sometimes there is x summary statementa'

before something is to be presented in detail. You will find that in all writing,

and in all speaking. Yqi will find that ... when you take .,. each other's ,sake ....

somebody may say you have experienced.., and he will follow us to think

that we are to expect ... you generally should ... out before you can

chronological order out of it. In present day writing, there has been great

to achieve the clarity of style... y but even so there occur$' occasions where

we do not stirctly chjrnologically. We deal.., we give a summary of one thing,
for instance,

and if you were describing the World War , you might give a summary statemert

of events in Europe in a certain style, and then yyx you may give details

as ( to what happened in Asia, and then you might sayxxkx ivhy in Asia

this and that zxx happened in-... to clarify your presentation.., take

the individual sentences out, and ... represent the styles... for details one

represents the style of J, it is a method that is applied to other writings, to

divide almost anything u in the separate documents.., we were looking at the
the claim is made that

sections in many cases ./. the account is a conflation of two distinct documents
an

which are said to contradict each other, and this section is thexpansion of the first

thew--4 which is necessary ... $' little statementomewhere that

were put togehter in some x sort of draft.., like the fragmentary theory...

no intelligent person would admit that it will not. The fragmentary theory is
into

anymore ... than the ... in 1825, when you divide up/¬1'e small divisions, and
it almst amounts to

then many of critics today . ./the same thing. In order to avoid the idea,

a lot of fragments come toge)(ther . you have to ... of continuity.., a number

of documents which are more or less complete... if we notice the claim there...

that has been made, you have a complete story contradicting each other.
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We looked at the story of Jacob's departure, and in both we noticed how

this Jacob's departure from home, how it was alleged that there were two distinct

tonradictory stories, becaa"use there were given two different motives were given

but actually both were quite possible doubtless, and in Rebeccah's case, and
a

she used each one of them in a way in which it will do/different party her purpose.

that is an excellent Ø Illustration of the errors of critical matter... Now

I think I will call your attention to an instance from the book of Joshua. This is

0' from the book of Joshua, 19th chapter and it is one that ... in this book here,

I wish the critics would issue some books that would tell you like ... the Old

Testament book,,, as held to prove that the Old Testament books were all combined

and today they do not even attempt to prove this.., then they just give a j brief

eOJUO summary of ... even take a place like in "//// 's introduction

to the Old Testament.., there he says that it is found that this is a composite

document.., and then he discusses various types of nteria1 in the document,
thing

but he does not try to prove which document izxx ever existed as a separate doetmei...

this was 1941 when he wrote, but he never tried to prove that such and such

documents ever exitted. He assumed that ... Here is an impossible situation,

but you have a great bulkq'of Christian people who think that it is all right

that ... aY lot of nonsense.., many of them are thinking that God speaks everyting

in the Bible..., exactly the way it is ... when you look into it, you 4l-- will
Athe course of

find errors come in here and there, and also in/translation you find human writers,

and you xx, .find that human writers express themselves differently,, and you

have to fit them together to find exactly what the truth is. We believe that God
it but

kept the4rom error in all... i we do not believe that as we have it in our
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King James Version today it is oc simply everyword of something that God
dictated

simply gavc .. there are human elements, but the human elements are kept

from error by the inspiration of God. You have this on one hand, and, on the
any of

other hand, you would have most of the people who studied iry'our liberal seminaries

or who have taken courses in Universities in the Bible, they hold that the

whole scholars are convinced nd dx it is proven that the Pentateuch was

J and E documents which were combined and then D was combined with them and

them P was combined with them, and these are so clear to them that if yot' are

going to prove it, all that the people have to do is just to ... this book....
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You find, human writers expressed themselves differently and you have to

fit them together to find exactly what the truth is. We believe that God
it

kept * from error. We do not believe that as we have in our King James
it of

Version today/is simply every word ii something that God. E± simply did.

Tbet. *s a human element kept free from error by God. But on the other

hand yo--, w.'l V r most people who studied in any of our liberal seminaries
in the Bible

or who have have taken any coarse in universities... /they hold that all

scholars are simply ... 3 and I documents whic were combined. together,

and then D would be ombined and then P would be combined together... any

they arecnvineed. that there is a ppoblem that the Pentateuch was a combination

of 3 and I documents which were combined together, and D was combined with

them and then P was combined with them. If they are going to prove this,

all they have to do is toccc like .. . Smith . He says, scholars nave proven

that ... without Hebrew we cannot really show i±tñx how ... we can give some

indications and make a few dogmatic statements... his books are distributed

all over the States, particularly in the Methodist Churches, and in many

other denominations. People who do not know how to answer them ... We ak.iz may

know the critical viewpoint better than the preseutday adherence of ... so
and what the evidences are which are supposed to

we know exactly what the facts are../ and then when a young person ... you

have noticed that ... as you are trying to advance his education and

take some courses in a liberal institution.., tells you... You would not know
and

how to view the matter./. to give him what it mecns to keep him on the right

when he starts .... so I think it is very vital that our graduates know the critical

evidences better than ... the prasent day holders of its own... and also
them thoroughly

so it is so vital to get/in mind.., now, I believe that we must look

at this passage in the book of Joshua. It is Joshua 9th chapter... I VfI114-~

suggest thayou look at 9th chapter of Joshua with me, when you have any

question
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when you have an account of the question of the relation to the ±±aZk Gebionites,

you remember, doubtless, I trust that you do ... that the $onites were

a people who decided to try to escape the determination of the Israelite to

exterminate all of the inhabitants of the Canaan, and the Gebeonites, to protect
vested

themselves, they *z± themselves up in aid clothes, and. some of them are very

1... shoes, and provisions dry... and they came to the camp of Israel, aid

said, we come from a long way and we like to tuxx make plans with you, and

they got Joshua promise them that nothing would come to injure them, and God

held this people from that time on, and six weeks later it was necessary

to take vital matters and make ... against those who were breaking this promise...

and we find in time of Jszvxx. and so here we have the beginning of this

which has considerable amount of the making of the Israelite's history.

And as we begin then with this background, verse 15, we will look into a passage

which ase according to the critics is a mtIZUU!BX composite èext.eees

Driver divides up this chapter... Driver says ... in chapter verses 1 to 2 are

from Document E. Dent. 2 to 9 ... then he says, verses 20 9 are from JX.

Then he says, 9b to 10 is )2 again, and 11 to 15a is from JE; l5b is from P;

16 is from J; 17 to 21 is from P; 21-23 are from J; 2Lf_25 is from D2, 2$-2a

are from TD; and. 27b is from D2. ... what comes from 3 and what comes from P ....

J and are combined together.about 600 B.C. by redactors, and after

most of the critics do not ... what J and What ird J1, etc. They call it JE

after that. But in this passage, ... is qnièe composite, d it takes part

of 3 and part of D2 . ... part of ... is part of P and D... I sin not sure if

follows the same divition. Driver exactly, approximately takes.. I want to

read to you part of the Babylonian account. first.... verses 15 through 26

well, a little behind. Yes, 15 through tt 27. And Joshua lived with them.

14... And verse 15, And Joshua made peace with them, and. made a leaue with

them, to let them live: and the princes of the congregations aware unto them.

verse 1. And the men look of their Irictuals, and asked not counsel at the mouth
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of the Lord. And Joshua made peace with them, and made a league with them

to let them Mrs: and the princes of the congregation aware unto them.

God compelled them to fulfill the oath, even though it had a place by far...

gave their word.... it was probably ... ... the

Israelites shouL have not made the oath. Before they had. not known the fact...

So, i this case, when they made that statement, he itx*,t punished. them

whenever they failed to keep oath. So, These verses at least

And Joshua made peace with them, and. ate a league with them to iet

them live; and theprinces of the congregation aware unto them. You notice that

I said that ... did I not? Did Drive divide the verse 15? He divides verse

15 aria he puts the first part of 15 exactly ... and he says this is from JL

but the princes of the congreation aware unto them , that is from D, and

then he continues, ... And tt came to pass at the end of three &jr days after

they had made a league with them, that they heard that they were their

neighbours, and that the dwelt amonthem. And the children of Israel journeyee

and came unto their cities on the thi rd. day. Now their cities were G.ibeon, alixakupt

i and. Chephirah, and Beerith, and. KirJathjearim. These are the names of a

groupsof cities. That is an enumerative style, and of course, t at has to do

with P whichoe an enumerative style. And the children of Israel smote them

not, because the princes of the congregztion had sworn unto them by the Lord.

God of Israel. And all the congregation aurmu.red against the princes...

But all the princes said unto all the congregation, We have sworn unto them

by the Lord God of Israel: now therefore we may not touch them.This we will

do to them; we will even let them live, lest wrath be upon us, becauseof the e

oath whichiwe aware unto them. And, the princes said. unto them, Let them live;

but let them be hewra of wood and. drawers of water unto all the congregation;

as the princes had promised them. And Joshua called for them, and. he spake

unto them., saying, Wherefore have ye beguiled us, saying, W e are very far from

you; when ye dwell among us?
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Now therefore ye are orsed, and there shall none of you be freed from being

bondmen, and hewers of wood and drawers of water for the house of my God. And.

they answered Joshua, and said, Beccause it was certainly told thy servants, haw

the lord thy God commanded his servant Moses to give you all the land, and

to destroy all the inhabitants of the land from before you, therefore we

were sore afraid of our lives because of you, and have done this thing. And

now, behold, we are in thine ha.; as it seemeth good and right unto thee to

do unto us, do. And so did he unto them, and delivered them out of the hand.1

of the children of Israel, that they slew them not. And Joshua made them that

day hewers of wood and drawers of water for the congregation, and for the

altar of the Lord, even unto this day, in the place which he should choose.

Now, here we have the .ccount. We have here Joshua and the whole congregation

of Israel... for the altar of the lord, even unto this day, in the place

which he should choose... Now, as you have the account here, you have

Joshua and the princes of the congregation to make an oath with these people

without incuiring of the Lord. Then you have them fi ding out that they
the it is too late to do

had made oath wlthtz insufficient manner, b.t well thinking .../ ything

about it now, but then you find the Israelites journey and come to the area

and the rest of the people realized that maybe this treaty would
the later division between

right in the middle of the land, and had. much to do with the latazkxxxx Israeli

uxzxx. and Ju-dah, the internal Israel and the outward, external Israel.

So, there are people who say that ... the Israels were all out to destroy all the

these people . ... We have to make the oath, and we must make ... with these

people. But we will make them hewers of wood and. drawers of water. And then

Joshua spoke to thepeople, and accused them of their lie, and finally

said, we are given , *hey have given excuse for it... forthe lying ... they

told a lie to save their lives. Joshua said, We made an oath, and will stand by it,
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but aa you are going to he hewers of wood and, drawers of water for the con

egation, a as the princes have said, Now, as you read it, there is an event with

a number of details in it... 1 had./ an experience yesterday. If I am doing something
two hours

now in an hour, I find it impossible to do it/later ii... and a little details

w111*t± fit in. The critics divide up... we have four or five documents.
from

That gives only two here. He says. he story of the common trip of the Gebeonites
treaty

by which they secured/for ten years of peace from Joshua. Driver ... calls

3 E and the other txax P. The only at the end of the passage, what verses

they are taken from. Now, I will read you from 3, and I will read you 3 and

E and. you can ... He says JI isJosh. 9:l,5a, 16:22 if and 26ff , he s, P is

Joshua 9;15b, and 17 to 21. These two divisions he makes, because these are

substantial to Driver.., they are practically same. Now, let me read to you

the two of then... Please late cmers besure to give me a note, otherwise

you may be marked down as absent. (Q) he says, no, which of the two you

spy? You say P7 p, he says, is 17 to 21. 17 to 21, hesays.
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he
He says, no, which is it? P or 3? p/says, 17 - 21. /

Ji, he says, ... 22 and. following... and 26 following. That is what

Just give to 3 and. E... Just he gives just 3, X, and P... Now, listen to the

JE story, and. Joshua made peace with them and. made a covenant with them to let

them live,and it at the end of three dya after they had. made covenant with them

*.Mtthey heard that they were near by them, and in fact they dwelt in their

midst. And Joshua sent for it... and a bulk of them ead Wby did ye deceive

us ...? Now, cursed are ye, and there shall none of you be freed. from being

boudmen, and hewers of wood and drawers of water for the house of my God.

So,... And. Joshua made them that day hewers of wood and drawers of water for the

congrsation, and. for the altar of the Lord, even unto this day, in t1 place

which he should choose . ... repetition...

Which does he sayi P or J? He says between 17 to 21. 17 to 21, he says, is

P. 21- 12... he does not give you what ... 22 and following.

Now, incidentally you notice that this eys that he delivered them out of the

hand of the Israel... when does no tell you anything about the Israelites

so he did. not kill then, and. 80 he does not tell you anything about the

Israelites.killing them.., that is in the P document. So, from the viewpoint

of the continuous narrative, 3 is given to ... is not complete... tba.tis in P

document.., from the viewpoint of continona narrative... 3 and L ... is not complete.

and the P document. So, there ia viewpoint of continu.ozs narrative ....

He says that reading of this passage is a sufficient juet1fion of the separa-

tion. The parts of the ...document JE is complete and. consistent. It is complete.
the hands of

We noticed that it refers to back to/the Israelites who had ... he says that

he is complete... but one is ... by the theory... but the .. is the same whether

we accept it or not. The closing statement as the princes spoke of them shows
must have told the

that the princes ..j Gideonites..that they were to become the hewers of kki

wood and drawer of water. There are several expressions which are common

to the two narratives which are characteristic of P rather than JR.. In the final
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division some of the P division has been ... to the earlier stories of the J..

So you see/ how it is ... it is not strictly divided on the basis of the

It is not done cm tl* basis of the Divine names.. both names are Jehovah...

It is not strictly on the basis of style, because he says some of P were in

JI by redactors... but he continues, there is ... important point... in Hebrew

Joshua in the one Jr... present in P. ..What ... you might believe the office

migt have.., whether we can have an.loliday or on Friday... and somebody

ahere might say, Dr. MacRae has his holiday on Friday. Somebody there might

say , Dr. MacRae has said that we have a long summer vacations , spring

vacations, we do not have I might mention that to the faculty.

Somebody ther might say ... two distinct stories of the seine thing just at

different times. You know, somebody in the office might say, you know, the culty

decicted that there is not going to be holiday ... Now, here are two conflicthñg

story... actually they would be given just zz at different times... " But

each would give a part of the story. Now, that is what it is here. What Joshua
must be one document

decided.Jand. what the princes of the congregation decided must be mtrn the

other. It stands to read that Joshua tried to run a large nation like that,

VU)4 eo entirely by himself, he would have come into utter confusion. He

had to have princes of the congregation who had a zvery cQnsiderable voice.

Now,on the other hancd. if the princes of the congregation had-4r- tried to

rim i ithey would have run into utter cnnfusion.ph.e- They had to have a leader

who had a final say in matters of question. Yes? Well, I wou. sthat you would

have t - -he continuesthen. He sad -- the narratives agree in the most import

points. The zx recollection of details is different. We contine.e then ...Now,
the differences in detail are striking-
that is to say, ..In J-E --In P the Hebrews discovered this deception 4itself...

NQw &t -met Essnui by coming upon the X Gibeonites. Again,

there man be no contradiction. I can make a mistake , d I hope that it is not.

an important mistake. I can make a mistake, and. three days later I can find
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out-4.e it is a mistake , 4- and. nosy say well, maybe it wont be so bad

as I think. Maybe we will hope that things will be just smoothed oter, and

if you dontt do that occasionally, you will always be xapologixing for your

mistakes. But granted that it x proves that kthis particular miste

has ramifications ...Maybe he should have...there are two different aspectx

of the events. --Well, then,he continues, in P the eecu4e reduction to

servitude ..In J it is ..the Joshua bnaaia¬e because they have deceived him.

New, You get two contradictions ..and if there is something of a general

nature, you can ..and even though it originated with them you have to take

the responsibility because ...Some years ago the member of our faculty were

not here then. They got tegether and 4- they were complaining about something,

and so the three members of the 1ctu faculty that were complaining about kthis.

I gbt them together and said What do you think we should do. And they made

certain suggestions, and there were aertain other members of the Kfaculty

and they will not take responsibility for them. Yet, if you are giving

a history of them , you wilflring out the fact that ,,.and particularly after

--who were directly affected by it were no longer prominent well,it doessewm

reasonable ...They ..but z Joshua ...neither statement is amade in the Bible,

it says the pinces of the congregation ...but beforethey said this they said

..He continzues, in J-A.. he divides up the documents so that the mention of

a treaty is put in e4-one ...Actually, in P the princes were restra med. from

-in J-E we are not tolac ..I don't think that ...then ..but it is .in case

after ease... He continues in I-

*

He continues, in J-E a treaty was made with the GibEonites . In P a solemn

oa.th is ..He divides-"-e up the documents so that a mention of a treaty is

put in them, the ment4n of xthe ..and says here is -t"taeq
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a contradiction " Of course both were done. In P the princes were restrained

from executing the-4@4i-Bi Gibeonites on account of the ae sanctity of the

o&th of the princes. In J-E ...but I dontt think that is quite true. You put

all the statements ...in the P document and. then you say the J-E. ..but it I

is methou. that is carried thrigh this way ij case after ea case in order to

take verses out and make Ntwo distinct nccounts and then make then-¬.-t- contradict

because yo they lack certain things that you have giver t e other. The method

is not Kused. todrin any other literary study except in the study of the Bible.

I don't sa that we dont try to find sources for them. It is very interesting

to take one of__Sim.ek Shakespares p-ys who moelo& when he took an earlier

play and revised it , and to look at the earlier pl .nd to see what he improved

and what he actcied,-4.bat if we didntt have the earlier play to compare we would

not beale to do it. It is very interesting to take a story which someone

has written and has had sources for it and to trace what the sources are, but

if you dontt have the ooii sources to pare with,nobod.y would say that he was

able to do that today with anything expt the Bible. If didsay it, he

wouldnt find anyone else who followed him, but regarding the Bible, it was

developed ..and these books ..these books that were written 60 or 70 years ago

and today we simply accept the ooii conclusions that were proven 60-70 years

ago.-44t-4M which the mass of Christians o nothing about, but the students

in almost every Seminary 3O_L4O years sold. They have simply beein given, this

is what has zx been ven. his is what all scholars belive, I d.ont think

we need to t further time on this particular types of divisions. There ar

one or two oth-r illustrations that would interest you., but I think that 4e-it

is safe to make clear the nciple and rou an look up illustrations if ther

are certain timesthat you need them / This statement that in many casesth

claim that the account in a conflation ..is a conflation of two-distinct complete

accounts. j t two sub-points that I put under it. A i the alleged contradiction
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are often the result of leaving something out, 'na generally disappear when

the account is read in full, and B, similar divisions could be made of many

other storaies the unity of which is not questioned. I read you one case yesterday

which Wm.Henry Green said he just took at random,where he took the co story

of the prodigal son and endedup about the same 'way that they do. Maybe I

will take a minute to ead. you what he does as a similar thing to the Good Samaritan.

The Good Samaritan you are told in Luke 10:2903 29--37. Gareen shows how th'

critical message could be applied to many other ...Now,he *ace says divide this

into two documents. And we begin with verse 29. But h, desiring to justify

himself.,-w&14-tsaid to Jesus. Who is neighbor, and the zfirst part of 30

Jesus made answer and said, A Certain man was going down from Jerusalem to

Jerit ho, and then he skips to th middle part of this verse, and leaving him

half deaa,and then verse 31, and by chance a certain priest was going that way
certain

and when hi saw him he passed by on the other side , but a/.e.4 Samaritan came

where he was, §k- and he bound up his wounds , pouring on ..and. took care of

him. Verse 6x 36. which of these was a neighbor unto him " The word 3 ...and.

he saja, he dd show merey. Now the P Estory is not as quite as complete

as the A story but it s tolerably complete. It is the last half of verse 30,

And he , that i, a certain man, ...somebody fell among...and departed ...ad

verse 32. And in like that is,x4e- inserted by th redact'. a evite..

when he m came to the place, and then the redactor inserted. So it simply reao.s,

and the Levite when he came ..to the place, verse 33:b.and when he saw him,

was filled with compassion. And 1e set him on his own beast and brought him

to and Inn. Verse 2x 35, on the o.aw- morrow he took out two pence, and gave

them to the host, and whatever thou spendest more, I , when I come busy w4 back,

will repay you. And Jesus said. unto them, ..go thou,arid. do likewise, arid. now,

he said, Both of these sections are complete, Qnly a subject mus su lied,
4- 3&-G

J/ /the omission of which renders t1,A,.verse 36 for like reasons. The redactor/

WPB
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has tampered with the text, and the material . ..the desire to put the L9vite

on the same level with the priest in verse 31. He 1...and that isthe end. of

vers'-...these changes naturally ...in other respects the original 1-exte remained

unaltered. Both narratives agree that ...and the but they ... A relates his

story as a "-lo pa parable of Jesus in answer to the lawyerts aquestion.

D makes no mention of the Lawyer-e4--l- or his question,but seems to be relatin

a.-'&Ja real occurrence. And it is the Levite who shows mercy. Both ..in A

the -accordingly he was taken to an Inn.-We Well,if you just read this,

It would. sound ery overdarawn. It is the seine ... because there is a certain

amount of repetition. And the crtitics that was ...and will give it to mother

document . And perhaps ...and the ...number three, iF the case where it is a

That ztwo ..giving, the accoun as originally involved in a .ether in a particulr

account. Now, this is number 3, but actually ± it is with this that the

whole higher critirism began. ---the similarity between Genesis one and. two

--the critics... I feel quite sure,if it were not for its starting. .a1 the

fact that we have in them several converging ...We have of course t e difference

in divir names. And in addition to that , a superficial look says ... and I have

mentioned. to you. Do you believø Lhe-.e#- story of creation the way thatGenesis

says, the story of ereation as in Genesis one or the e#ey- story of creation

as in Genesis 2. And students from gord Christian homes are anxious to learn

the truth, and ... .which of the wtwo it is believe, and so instead of investigating

" .whether there 2actually are two stories of the same thing, they' are restricted

by these. Swept over into this viewpoint, --I remember o-e or case at a time.

I remember one professor giving a certain view on integration, and in another

class, I remember I heard t professor say something athat didn't fit,

And so instead of taking time to investigate
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ow w. M want to go on to the Developmental Hypothesis , and to properly

study the developmental. hypothesis , we should give just as much time to z it

u as we would give to the partition development. However, the partition is what

seems td make the first break in peop1es ideas and you take Smith hero, I shoved

yo". how there is a little on the line of the developmental but there isntt zx

much. It is Z sort of kept in the background, like when he showed when B is a definite

advance on 3, and he says how B is improve d over 3 and how is improved over 3,

it is enclosed because he has a higher moral attitude. Lot me reed you page

143, question l35 In what resist is B in advance of 3. In J's story of Sarah,

Abraham* lies, t at his wife is 9.e his sister, B points out that this is not

an actual lie becuass he is in reality a half-sister. In-34e Jt st- of Hager,

Abraham acts with a heartlessness that isrepulsie to us, b t B undertakes to point

out some extenuating eircumstances.x imd.denfexuse of the paper. In B's story in

the sacrifice of Isaac he points out that Yahwb demands absolute obedience

but at the same time he is opposed to human sacrifice which were more or less common

in that day; that i be would give Gen.22: to B and n say thatit shows that he was

opposed to human m sacrifices " Wel, in 3 you would nt have ay anything one way

or the other, so he probably a hold. the general iiea which thought they would

be all-44 right. Then he says in the st of Jacob and Beau, P underte to

clear up certain moral questions by showing that Beau had, sold his birthright.

Thus clearing Jacob of any charge of theft. 3 says that Rachel became pregnant

because k he had eaten mandrakes, generally credited in the East with being a stimulus

of sex passion, but B says her pregnancy is due entirely to the favor of Yahweh.
he

Well, you have two statements. She took the mandrakes " thin$cing Lm't would help

God blessed her and he z had a child. Now,you give one statement to 3 and. ct on.

to B and you say
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blessing

Look how E is more advanced because E says it wa'aqiesert of God, while

E says that it was due to human effort. Jacob's prosperity is explaire d in E

as a mark of the favor of God rather than as a result of any dubious -praette

practices. Well, you take Jacob was a supplanter, except he was in dubious practica

until the Lord took ahold of him and changed him. You take all the dubious practices

and then you gave them to J, and you don't have any oft& them in E. so E is higher

than J, but k this matter of development is not much stressed here. That comes later,

you get people to believe in the prtitionand then you show the development, and then

they see that it ax is all a natural process anyway, and pretty soon your churches

are ete-empty, because they don't see any reason or bother to come, and then you

hve have to get people that have been converted by evangelicals and who have come

to believe the gospel because people have believed the Bible and thought... You

have to get those people into your church, or you have to get into the pastorate

of their churches, in order to continue to have churches, but the- eepett4f

it were not for the developmental hypcthesis, Christian the partition theory would

have died of its own weight, I'm sure of that. But the developmental theory tied

with it has kept it alive and it is the partition theory which seems harmless and

which ac can be presented as the result which all scholars agree on, and which

c an win its way into people's minds and wean them away from a belie,zf the t God

reveals these facts rather tah-than J had a brilliant idea and took some Canaanite

and rearranged them, and fc made them into sorething that would be useful. Yes,

I went into it rather fully rather eefy1early in the course, and it may have been before

you came, I rather am inclined to think it was, but I took two or three days on

It, and if any of you have forgotten it, Ihope that you will refresh youiememory

on it in the notes, because it should be in the notes, of those Out were here at

that time. It is very lmprrtant but I can't take time4dor it right now. Well, now







developmental hypothesis naturally as the arguments are given, whena-pereei

ges-the,n one person would give them in a differGi t way than another, pat probably

no one would give them exactly in the k way that I present them nar, but I think that

what I present is a fair summary, and I have already given you briefly four develop

mental arguments, by which I mean there are four heads under which most of the

arguments could be grouzsed. Now, we take up number four, the developmental

hypothesis , aid under this , perhaps I will call A. introductory and st4 just

remind you briefly of the four arguments . The first of these is that there are discre

pancies between the meitts- documents. The documents contradict each other.

We just read what Smith said, the documents catradict each other. Does not this

how dm developmental then. No, it doesn't show deveiopmentmove in ath

certain direction, of course, but it wouldn't show that they weren't dependable.

o the argument from discrepancies4s--then is not a strong ;support of the theories

but it something that can be made to shake people's faithin the Bible as it a stands

andthus it has very real force. The second of the arguments was the argument that

you can find a logical progress in the content of the dGeun* document. 3' has

a very central idea, D fnere-E more advanced, D. more advanced, P more advanced.

3' has a---%--very simple institutes " E. sonthtt more advanced, D somewhat more

advanced, and P z still more advanced . That is the j way that it is
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in which it smad.e to sound.. Actually,it doesn't work out that way but it 5OUfl

as if it is that way,as it is given. And, we should know to bow great an extent

the argument is v&lit and just where it falls down, that is an-.a4e extremely

important argument, but the third of ty 4k14 the arguments is even more important

than the second. though in a way it rests upon the second. The third. argument is

that the peculiar laws of D were not known before the time of Josiah, and the

peculiar laws of P were not known before the exile. In other words the third

argument is that as you study the history as contained in the historical bQe books

you find that the laws whelk- which are said-4. in the Pentateuch given by Moses

wire k unknown and. not observed at all, now suppose someone were to tell you thatn

in the United State3 from the time that we had automobiles, people have always

driven to the right, and then suppose you were to reao. an accouii of a man who

mate a trip to the United States in 1905 and. this man were to till you in his

aceoun of an experience he had in Philadelphia when two cars nearly z collided

because the car which was over on his right got a little too doe, to him. And.

then he will tell you of an experience k in New Orleans when, he did collide and

the car coming in from the right hit M his and ae went off to th right, and

then he will till you of an experience in San Francisco in which the nearly ha*

an accident because the car was E driving on the .ad za wrong side of the road,

in oths words, on x the right instead of the left. Now, if an Inglishman were to
in

write that way, about an experience in AenIcaz in 1905, and/different t cities,

and. then somebody were to tell you, why ever since 1900 or earlier people have

always driven to rthe right, you would say k No, this *glzishmai, whenethey

any. to the left same over hire and drove t exactly the same way as in Ingland.,

Hen, is instance after ± instance that proves 147- that cannot have been the law

in America. So you seethis argument from history if it can be established,

is a tremendously important argument, and there are a number of instances that
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require very careful study before you are in a position to make a satisfactory

decision about them. The argument is that the laws of D were not known until

the time of Josiah, therefor, they couldn't have been given by Moses. Th. argument

is that the laws of D were not known until the tile of Josiah, therefore they could

not have be-n given by Moses, and the laws of Pa were not known *M4 before tie

exile , and t}.r.for. they could not have been it given by Moses. Or even by J

or E or P. Those are the arguments. It is a very very starong argument, now,

you see , it is not an argument that would steno. alone, you already hayeth.

arguments. And you have to have the developmental process within the documents,

but it is an argument which, if it is proven, is a tremendous argument lid. it

is like the argument from parallel a passages, one which requirex most careful

attention, in order to be able to teal it with ". Now, if you read an account

of a traveler from England today,- and he described. that he mate to the Uit.t

States and. how and then he had. a chat with Goldwater out in Arizona. And. he

hat a chat with Gov. Brown ...at and. he described different experiences that w.

uring a two month trip in V e United States, ad you read. the whole account and.

never once did youaad a singale statment,-4i- tLaat in America people *iv drive

o the right instead of to wk4 the left Uk" they d.è in England, you might say

well, this is entirely wrotg. 1i it were this Englishman would. certduly notice

it,woulcin1t he. He would have said. something about its-tksrefe'.-th. he didn't

say i anything about it, ana. therefore, of eoure...They did. not, in the revolutionary
with the English people

war, become so disgusted jhat they switched t the French austom of driving to the

right. They still had enough layalty in spite of the Revolution that they still

arive to the left, and you would .r that the fact is that an English m an might

make u such a trip to Amerl.a and. he might be so much interested. in what Içndou
Pat Brown and.

Jobason a the others saii that 4 would-aft bother to mention why he trove to

the right or the Wt, so you see you have to examine arguments ...to be sure whether

t
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the circumstances are such that a statement ought n that z statsmsnt on the

particular matter .s required in the necessity of the ease. The argument from

silence is a very,very strong argument, an used rightly. But it is a very specious

argument used. wrongly, it has to be examined to a great e,tnt. So this is a third

argument, as i a gave you before, the argument from history, at the fourth

argument, or the t fourth group or arguments, is the fitness of certain documents

to c.rtaim..t4ti.., times, and. that is a rather road expression of it. Actually

what it amounts to is the claim that Josiah r.f.r.a.Ir.forms exactly fits what

Dent. sails for, and. therefore D.ut. exactly fits Josiah's tM -ti time aid

of course this is a central pe ox the whole development theory, the idea that

Dent. is the book that wan found. by Josiah, and. is originally presented they

elalied, it waswritt.n at that -44i. time, prior to the law, put in the temple in order

to get the king to adopt it, now, most people react agaiiast± the pious frat, and. the

4h. tead.ancy W-d t today is to think that the book is written i' the northern

kingdom and. someway got t down to the south and. t got into the temple, and. that

is the tendansy today among Christian scholars , but we will look at that when

we come to X it. I I Under A, introductory to ..I wanted. to mind you again

of the four arguments for development , so that you will have them in mit a

when we go on, and we will net need. to spent a great di amount of tic on the

first of them for reasons that I have already given, but we will now begin to

look $t the first, 1.492 C. The argument from alleged discrepancies. Capitol

B. Now, we to not need. to tart with this. In our looking at parallel passages

e have observed. alleged discrepancies. And we read. to you from Smith, the

x statement of the number of alleged discrepancies, and so I think I can fairly

±e go on to the first t .eewl consideration of it. Number one, many of those

alleged. discrepancies, are invalie. arguments from slsnse, If you have a story

from Abraham, saying to his wife, Sarah you nil are my sister, ant if you ñ

have another story of kin saying to M4 his saying to his wife, you say you are

5ier t. Abiaslee , and. then you have 4m"&..4 P Abimilh recbuki
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rebuking Abraham, and. Abraham answering that she really is my sister, and.

this is a discrepaney but toes i mean that it wasnT t true all the 646o kiie

time but is tx it an answer to the question that Abimelech answered. H. may even

have said it, you it will. often find. people repudiating an argument,saying that

is an argument from silence, well, I don't like to CIO that. You notice I said

an invalid. argument from silence, beau. a valid xx argument from silence is

a mighty good. argwa.at, but a there are certain contittions required. to make

an argument a from sum, valid. And. this one about Abraham, is an z invalid

argum.ntfrom silence, it 1 the assu*ption that 2k betause it is not mentioned

here it did, not "xlst,.phwsw - here, when there is no nectessary reason why it should.

have been given here. I might say, I walked down the stress t and. saw a housex

burning and that house I saw burning was right next to that house that has the

green paint on it with the red, shudders, and. there is another ti time I might

say I walked. town the street, and I might not mention the house of green pit

and rod shudders, euthat would not prove .4.a the house of red paint green

shudders wasnt there, bat not would it prove that I h tnotise it, but it

then, just woultN1t have been a special case to mention it. When I sntet to

point out to you the ee4-rur.location of the burning house there would be a valid.

reason f hating mentioned. it. Now, if somebody were to èscribed. having I visited.
in Washington

Lynd.on Johnson/on anumb.r of occasions, a th4 word. Whist. Route never occurred.

in 4 his account at all , naturally , that we- could be giv.n...bscause it

would stand. to reason that under present conditions t.I anybody that mao

ny visits to Lyndon Johnson, would. in the couirs. of elling of t-.- them

refer to the White House, the argument from silence you see, is a.

valid. argument under certain conditions ...if the conditions are such that

it is logically aIwn'e called for to mention them ...but as we have noticed.

in our examination of the parallel ip passages, as we notice in these that we

have just mentioned.. There x are a gneant many of the alleged discr.panele' that
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axe invalid. arguments from silsmes. When you find. an argument fromsilence

examine it with ear., it may be a good. stron argument , but there is alwFay

a great danger that it isn't . Ycu have to have evidence that the silence is

unnatural if the facts were there (?) or else it is not a valid argument. Niw

number two , many of them are rarely explained. if natural assumptions are

.s.n,made, and the cattiep-4s-autbxor is given eretit for ordinary sense. -e Many

of them are naturally explained if natural assumptions are made, and the author

given credit for ordinary co=ca *,!us* , the other day somebody mg1it say I saw

Dr. MasRa. at 9:15 heading toward the chapel. bat somecre else would say,

colete1y wri , I saw him at 9:15 heading away from the chapel. Youtre completely

wrong, and. ti could have a big argument as to whether I have a class after

9:15 or x before 9:15. And tiyet the fas t could be that the other day I came

in hers and was ready to tart and found that I had forgo tten to bring with me

a book that I was anxious to quote a few words from, and I went the other w.

Somebody might have some just along at that t44.,- time, and, seen me going that

way, there would be one statement I was going that way, and. one statement that

I was going this way, there is a sharp contradictioni between the two accounts.

But you can fit them together, and m in many a cases the discrepancies are read

into it, by refusal to take a reasonable fitting together of them. We have to

do that with anybodys writing, to tiike a reasonable fitting together, or an a else

we will find discrepancies everywhere in life.

I IIY..6 IV.B.2

Now, her. is this book I have z frequently spoken of. !now your Bible Series,

number 5, The First Jewish Bible, by Roy L.Smith. Yesterd.ay, I was able to put

five copics of it on the reserve shelf in the library. Pleas. d.on1t nybody take

them out of the library. I hope today's mail will bring us five more, if it doesn't

surely tomorrow's will. So we will have ten copies of it. They have been widely

sold throughout this country., in many churches and. a Sunday School*. Now, the

I assignment for the n.xtxvotwo weeks, will be in this book, There are thre parts
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to the assih.ment. Th. first part kz only consists of about 1/3 of the a

assignment for next week. It is quit. a brief assignmsnt,but it is on. that is

rathr important. If you turn in this book to 4. page 6 you find a question.

What about that book of the a law. From there on there is a fair amount said

about legal codes. H. has considerable discussion of whathe calls the law of

holitn.ss which he says is the first step in the development of the P document.

Now, we are not going to spend much timex on that, so I am not going to em ask

you to bother about that particu1a, but I _ want you to know aside from the
codes

law of holiness, about the main /.there is very little R Included. inthis portion

of the oee4gi'Le assignment that we have not already tiseuss.d,when we first looks.
time

at the Pentateuch some/444 ago but we will soon b. entering into close consateration

of these facts, so that the first third of n'xt i Monday's assignment is to be

sure that you have in mind those facts about the law codes of the Pentateuch

whicah we have already discussed in class some ti's ago but which are repeated

in somewhat ci44- d444.- different form in the last 10 or fifteen pages of this

little book. So that is the first third of next week's assignment, and now

the rest of next week's . Well, the last page is 62. There is quite a bit of

material that is in that section that is not relevant to what I poke . This

part ..but to have the main quotes in mind. Now, I gave them to you , as the critics

say they were chronologically, ti I .ve them to yo'l that way, but he 44se.ese

discusses them in a different order,but he states the order exactly as I gav it.
beginning

That is , he doesn't start at the beginning, he xx starts at the,fl-.,d-.aedhe startsat

middle and. then goes to the end and, then k the beginning, but he makes this clear,

you can pieki this out in a very few minutes, but then the t rest of next

assignment will be joined with theal following week's assignment, a ãt-.aa two

it has two parts , the second part then for the

assignment for the next xbvo weeks, soneistEs in running through this little book

and &5 you run through it , seeing th4 matters he presents and. the matter he
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to write a critique ofr
the viewpoi t that he takes and. writing C. d1ussion of it,/now, that ±z will
discussion of the book.

be the remaining two thirds of next weeks's assignment, an I hoes is that you

will go t a good bit of it done before next week so there wont

be a big j.m up but it is not due until a week from next Monday , because it will

s always include about t a third or half of the next i assignment, to

run through this little booklet an and, to se. the viewpoint he :pr.sents, the

alleged factors, and to write a critique of it. This, I say is about the equivalent

o one assignment, only that is the last two thirds of next Monday's assignment

nd. the first part of the following. Now, the b)U othe r parts of the assignment

for a week from next Monday ¬onsists of piekin out two alleged factual statements,

that he makes her., and looking up evidence on them yourself, al for instance,

if he says such and. sneh is a distinctive feature of the P document. Well,you.

have a list of what Driv'r says is the P document , the 3 and E and. D in Genesis.

you can quickly run through it and see whether this is.on:finea to it or also

is founisx in one of the others . Like,for instance, one ease I believe he

says the J document is characterized , one feature is that it in uses the word.

Egypt to mean an Egyptian, to mean I an it individual Xrptian, he says that is

one * distinctive-4e- feature of the J document. Well, he can easily look in

a consvrdance anA see how many times the word uotian occurs in Genesis

altoge-ther.Than see L all of these are in the/ document, and. where one occrs in one

of the other documents it is easy enough to see, whether it is the word for Egypt

or I whether it is some other word. Now,don't t ke that one because I have already

discussed that one with you,but pick out a couple of statements in the book that

we hav,n't dissussed. in class, -a.ad.-4 of a factual nature about the criticism,

i1hJ uvuut xathr t Whoss ttc1I iii l3gcf .Wiifl,

Do not in this part of the assignment pick statements in the firs t part of the

book which deal with the canon,that is not for thus semester a special Investitio

But that should be included in your critique of the book of course . Now, if you

did.rtt hay this course last semeste , then you can just glance over the firstpart
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aria. divot. your attention to the part that deals with the Pentateuch, Any

large denominational bookstore whisk had it in t"1c itotek a week ago, -1

moat e1-4. Now, v" purchas.E most of the copies that they have available.

And since they find, such a demand for it, they probably have ordered a lot of

extra , so that I don't know whether you can immediately get it,but ' am quite

sure that last wk week there would be five or six reliaious bookstores at

which you could secure it, and whether therear. any right now, I don't know,

but my guess is that three weeks from now, that you will find 10-15 in every

one of them. It is widely used, and it is not a detailed, sdolarly study like

this book of Carpenter's . If yount prefer to study this one and write

a thorough critique thatwould take you thre or four mimonths to do, and that

would be a more e.holaly z task but very few people of today have se- )92~

books of this type, while this is bein widely distributed and. if you are able

to deal, with it and to show ±Iwhat the real situation is, it wiU1 be of-.4

real value to you in your Christian xministry. Now, we were speaking last t4-

time, of the argu.m.ntsfrom alleged 444 discrepancies, and we mentioned as number
and many of 4ese ..&b.4 alleged dis.r.

one that many of these alleged discrepancies/are invalid arguments from silence

and I said a word about a valid argument from silence and an invalid 4r'ument

from silence.. It is very easy to say, Oh,that is just in aru.agme argument

from silence, arid it is true that an invalid argument from silence is a worthless

argument,but there are 'ome mighty good arguments that are ae4argwnents from

silence. It depends on whether on-44a under the circumstances sice wouldbe

vry , very strange if the thing really happened. r7or instance if somebody

were to say to you tomorrow , Did Dr. MacRae have big zw z scars en his face

in Wetnesdayts class , big sears on his face a on account of the accident that

he was in I the day before, does he have a big bandage over one eye. You say,

well, I really "4i didnt notice. Well, you see what I mean, in a asI lithat

you will alluotice and you would all mention it to your frisd.. And so if we find



later on that nobody in this class mentions an my having such scars on my

fate, or bandage over my eye. That is an argument from silence but $ mighty

good argument, as proof that I was not in such an ae4d*e4 acaide&t ˆor

to this crash. But now, if you I get horns, and. your wife says to you.Oh,

she says, I heard that Dr. MacRae war, a green ti today, thinking it was

St. Patrick's day, well, you say, I I didn't notice it. Well, it is not value

as an argument from silence, because I donit k notice what kind, of ties pop]..

have. I don't knoti.. that sort of thing, so tier. are many things that wouid

inevitably be mentioned. if they are true, and there are other things which woultnEt

necessarily be I mentioned... You read about sorr.boty coming to the I tomb of Christ

and z saying they saw an angel. and. then you read somebody else .sa came to

the tomb where Chr was raised. from the dead., and they said that they saw two

angels, one at the head. of the bed, and one at the foot, and. they say here is a

contradiction. One says that Xx itis an angel, .- on. says there were two angels.

Well, that is not a contradiction, ifone said that there is only on. angel, and

the other said it was two angels, that is -.on4sm-ft a contradiction. But when

you we an angel and you mention it, you do not necessarily mention wh.th$r there

were other angels. You might not f even notice , you might be so taken up so

with .a. the one that immediately attracted. your attention. The mention o

an angel does not mean whether there was on. or thirty there. The mention of

two angels saa means that certainly there were at least two. Certainly you

noticed. I think t at illustrates this,. the importance in any argument from silence

checking it carefully. I think that I can I safely say that ninetenthe

of the a arguments from e4- silence that you come across are invalid arguments.

But they are some mighty good argumentsxx from silence, so k let%s keep that in

mind. Ant not simply e4a say, Oh, that 's an argument from silence, t± lilt is
but not necessarily

the chanees are t it is an inva4d. argumst,/Now, 3 am not going to look at
5 1

an illustration of an a argument s to discrepancy her. because it is rather hard.
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o separ*t. these t in all cases from the second. type, which I believe that

I mentioned, towards the end. of the hour. Many of them (didn't I say this, n'mber

two) are readily exp1a1* z if natural assumptions are made, and the author

given credit for othinary sense. Itie easy to find &issrepani.s, contradictions,

all that sort of thinkg in the statements and writings of anybody, if you are

oing to take each sentence and. press it to the limit, and not give the a person

coon sense that the two statements that he makes are suppose to fit together,

and th:t he has not . made an attempt to explain in every detail just ho

hey to fit together. Now, $ I am goint ' to call your attzention to two

or three instances, taken from Carpenter's book here, Carpenterts book on the

composition of the Hexat.uch, whciwhich is quite an exhaustive book in giving

proof for the.-*4444t-. W.llhaus.n hypothesis, and, on page 51 of this book he speaks

about ,.,4- certain of these all.ed. discrepancies, he says in the 4 narrative

of the deluge, in G.n.7:12 it is stated, that the rain 4m-,was upon the earth

1+0 days and 1+0 nights, but in verse 24. it is affirmed that the waters orevail.d.

upon the earth 150 days,xbWhat was the real duration before the flood. bean to

abate. A sharp contradiction. One of the two documnts says that the rain was

upon the earth 14.0 days, the other says that the waters prevailet upon the earth

150 days, but if you read itas it stands in Genesis 7:11 tells bout thb.ginning

of the rain, and verse 12 says that th. rain was upon the .arth,1+O days and forty

nights,-a- any reasonable way of interpreting it would say that the earth would.

a-. rain coming dowa during that t44e-- tins, rather than by the end of the 4.0

days all the rain zk had disappeared. A deluge X like that certainly wouldn

be gone -a-a-s.4a4i within 1+0 days, and then you read on and
& it tells how many people died., and. about the re3"1t of it and. etc. and t1
that the earth had, rain eoming down d,urin that 44e time, rather than by the

.ad-e4-the1+0-'tasit says t.a toward. the end of the chapter, in 'vs s- 19, the

waters prevailed exceedingly upon the earth, and verse 24., t.ant the waters prevailed

upon the earth 150 days. Well, reading it azas a continuous narrative, 4-w-
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it wouz.d. stand to re&sonz that the author understood that rain fell for fortky
Thu wouldntt d.

days. You could hardly stick your hand a out of the window of to ark./ Oc_ a

on one of thed.scke because 4e4 4.'.- of the pouring blasts of rain thata were

gax eomt- down during that time. But after that there was a period of 150 days during

when the xx ark was being tossed. to and from u on the waters, wit,- the wind. and

the storm , but the waters were so strong upon the earth that there we" was

no sight z of oath anywhere, the waters were prevalUng, and. then the waters

began to recede after t}-at. That must bex the way 4 . - that the redactor under

stood it, or he would have boon an xx titter idiot to put two t statements that

flatly contradict each other, just a few lx verse apart. If he were an ition that

couldn't read. and. simply cut out a piece of par and. anothe piece and. pasted.

iam together, you can get sharp , flat contradictions a few verses pa apr apatrt,

but if he understood that he was preparing something reasonable for people to

read, he certainly at had. sense ± enough to see such flat contradictions a. few

4,w verses apart, kub 4 k ind..re'eoocl 4lM I was pv.parttxg prop"~*g something

4y people to vsi - -wenAd- arid, to decide one or the other was a right

statement. Doubtless he xx understood exactly the way that one understands it,

and if you give fl redacltor credit for common sense, you can give the original.
not

author credit for common sense. It is/an argument for a two storaies of the flood

because it can be understood perfectly the *ay that it stands. a Carpenter continues,

Arothe well known difficulty arises in the seine story. A.orc.ing to chapter ,

verse 19. Noah is required. by lohiin to take into the ark one pair of each kind.

of animal, irrespective of any differences in their six., class or s.rdmonial

value. But in 7:2 !ahweh directs hi-to divide the beasts into clean and. unclean

taking 7 pair of the former o one of the tatter, the birds being ti treated. in

like matter, which of these two .t"mr,aad commands was he to obet-,-W- Well, you

notice y how Carp.nt.r has



read into it son3ethinP that is not there. Chapter 6:19 says, And, of every living

thing f of all flesh, two of every sort shalt thou bring into the ark, to keep them

aligve with thee, they shall be mail and female, of fowls after their k d., a

of cattle after their kind, ax of every creeping thing of the earth after his kind,

two of every sort shall corn. into thee, to keep them alive. This is the command,

but the way that Carpenter interprets it is H. is to take into the ark one pair of

each kind of animals, irr.s$ctiv. of any difference in their sizes, clamor cere

monial. Did ycu so* any reference to size, or ceremonial valusx in what I road.

Ivory kind, whether they are birds,or b.asts,what.v.r they are he isto t t.

he says. but it doesnt say. Irrespective of sias or ceremonial value. Carpenter

is it reading that into it. When that is given him before the zflood, starts , this

i a comma. riven in advance. The unclean anin*ls of which there are a .!eat deal

woulu. require a certain amount of hunting to find, certain amount of gathering,

n. certain amount of preparation, the s4- so called clean animals which were

satisfactr for sacrifice are comparatively few. Most of them are domestic eftilem

ania1s . They- are animals which we fairly easily available " The situation .e.

moves forward a littale. The time ñ comes whet to go into the ark, i and a now

in the next chapter we rue just three verses after what I just read to you and

the Lord said to Noah, Come now, and all thy house into the ark. Of every sham

beazt thou shalt 4. take to the. by seven, the male and his female, and of beasts

that are not clean by two, the male and his female, w" tw now, if these war. two aist

distinct documents and a redactor x combined them and ±put two statements three

verses apart which flatly contradicted each other. As say we mat consider that
anything

the redactor was a man who couldN1t read/. He just * cut out p6866666a.. passages

and pasted them together, because if he could read at all. If he were copying
even

not just past.tkg themtogether, and I am not/sure that t'- they even had ee4.n-

aa.t4.,a4. past. them together, because if he t could read, at all, if he were copying

..4-. certainly it would b. x obvious .44- if there were a contradiction three verses

apart
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if there were two documents like this the redactor must have understood that

the big general command is Bring a a pair of every kind, of animal. d then

when the actualt a time comes he is ft given the command about the specific

types of animals of which ae- he U had plenty available, d it would be a very

simple task to bring seven of them in, and. consequently it wasnt ceseary to

mention it further in advance, Of course it á.ssi Ecesfit state that that was

the reasori,but then, is no contradiction between the two. It is an argument from

silence if you are to bring two of every k1 , it doesn't say you are not to

bring more than two of ay kind, it doesn't says: that, but it doesn't order him

in advance of i to go and search out, and to get ready for the taking in the

7 pairs of the animals which are available. It. a..- ...so that both of these

points that I gave apply in relation to this. Now, on page 110 of this book,

he makes the statement about the cities of refuge. He says One further instancd

instance perhaps yet more significant. Under similar condi4ions to the foregoing

Moses z was commanded. to issue a law for the appointment of 6 cities of refuge,

,.-- three on the east of Jordan, and three in Canaan, *A&-(Numbers 35:9_3L4. )

they are intended as places of resort in cases of accidental homièide to .3.

secure immunity from pursuit by the goal until the manslayer *stand before the

congregation for Juagment. The c.Mi4iiea condition for determining whether the

homicide was after all acctnta1 or not x arecarefully specified.. If the

case is deeieá. against the manslayers on M4iide adequate testliamony he is

delivered over to death. If the verdict is in his favor he is restored to

the city of refuge, and must remain there until the death of the high pniestt.

Io 1 Then he is liberty to go where he 's4..-will , 4t 4M-4. that is a summary

of what you find in Numbers 235:9-3)4.. Then , Carpenter continwuewx in D.ut.19:l-13,

the same .4-4- theme iagain treated. on a different basis and. in a different form.

The lanu. which Israel is to occupy- in the future is to be divided. into three pares

with a city in each. Hither the man slajrer in any on. of the three d.ivissjions
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may flee, no tribunal is mentioned, before it may os decided to app.ari.but a
in

trial is obviously implied. , for Il. event of his guilt being mad.. clear 44

the elders of tr' city are hared wit the di!ity of fetching i him from his

place of shelter and An 4.4t- d.limring him to the a goal. It is added.

parenthetically that Yahweh t shall enlarge thexir borders, that they may assign

three more cities of similar asylm. Why Uxehould the lsert" leader,

already divinely warned tht he must die, issue two such laws in a z few weeks

interim. i what eaeu causes could have intervened, to make such repetition necessary.

And, if they were p .pst.- rejted why should. the arrangement of the fiM be

modified. in the second. Now, you corn parö the two, we could. look at the p&ssaes

carefully, I don't think it is necessary. I think that what I read tp you. should.

make it abundantly .l.art that though the langaug. is quit. d.iff.r.nt,th. situation

is the just about identical . The man who has kill.d.z someone accidentally can

flee to a city of r.fu., and. In the a first case it tells about a tribunal before

which he can Eza be brought to determine t whether it was accidental, and if it

is determined that he murdered the man he 1z,t.gt to be brought out and given

to the Romans to be killed. In the second case it doesntt represent the tribunal

but . . it says a child is obviously implied., for the- in the went of

his guilt the elders of the city can fetch him out of the places of shelter, and,

deliver him all over to his relatives to be killed. They actually, the first of
etatuted,

them in Numbers is given in more detail. It is a zaè st*t11rt* book which is

available to cheek the proem" precise details far careful ot$t study. The
the

second one is in Deuteronomy which is/address that Moses gave/ to the people

shortly before his death urging them to obey the law. Then, is a different ton..

Th. first states the law. The secoad. urges the people to obey them. In the course

of urging them 64.- to obey it, it addresses these features of the law whish

it is vital that people have in mind.. The first
7sentation

gives that in the

detailed. form 50 that the Judges can read aLnds" exactly what the situation







is to be and. look up any particular unusual matter. The first one is the sneral

one. He says there are to be cities of refugs aa& only one on the one site

of the Jordan, and three on thWoth.r.I$Is This second. one in the farewell address
have

before they/conquered the land he is dealing with people in the immediate situation

exhorting them to obey the law. H. drives horn. to them the idea of the cities

of refuge, and the idea of the person who kills someone accidentally not bei.'ig

'ubjeet to ... punishment, and, in the course of acing that h. says,

three he said, are to be designated, and set asite alt then be says thr. if the

Lord. "n].argee your border, when the Lord enlarges your boner, once the Lord

enlarges the borders, then there are to be three additions. One i the geucra].

law laying town the .44a4 situation in the quiet day in the wilderness when we
their

are establishing the eond.it1onhiá are to prevail all throughout LL history.

The next, the on. in the Deuteronosy is in the address and given to the eple to

drive things 4. home to their minds and. to their hearts. Be does not go "44i tge

Into the same details. It is the same thing and, there is no fundamental discrepancy.

The only real discrepancy between the two is that on. says six and. the other says
I ly

three. AM that discrepancy is easy t.-i explained on the naturalist assumption

that the six is laylnt down the general situation which is to be established

after all the Canaan jr coquer.d, while the three is telling what be to-i they are
to have

to to as soon as they have enough land. to conquer to make it possible j. three
then

and/giving them the assurance that eventually after the "u.est which )perhaps

took ó6j11 20 years that after the final condition is established in line

with the original plan. So that these two principles apply thus. The invalid

.rguments from silence and, the naturalist aseu#ptions are made

on the author ... given oredit for ordinary ommon sense. There was a different
in

purposes in speaking 4.. Deuterorumy, and, in different purposes you do not have ke

give the full situation. I might .4..' write out -e-full detailed statement

of arrangements for our commencement excereise, as to what we to during that
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Linal week. and all that. I might writ. thatout clearly and fully and thinking t*

that next year those of us who s have thoroughly in mind, from having dons so a.k

many times who might not be her.. Ind they would. be available for someone else.

In nosh a case there will be a full and aitailet account, but I migh Opeak to

the seniors and say that .v.ry4Mag-4.P.---ic--.-eokJrse-- senior is of course .to..-
t6 be

expectst1 /at .lIr.s or four particular things d.urin the commencements/season.

We never give degrees to the absent .... The persons who receive d.r..s have to b
state

r.sent, and, I might sa1hat please be/sure that you have your caps and gowns

read.yj before it, ant I might give a few specific things which are important for

you to have in mint. There will be sisontrast between the two that would. have a

lot of details which this would. t have, and there would. be no use of my bothering
and arranging

with these details. These are the details for the people who are handling/the
in

situation and those are the things that are vital far every senior to hav./mind,

In order to let things, go on smoothly and nobody misses out his diploma for not

realizing that he is suppose., to be here. Those are different purposes. Ant

there would be an overlapping but there would be certain things in one which would

not be in the other. So, it i between the laws given forthe statutet book and

for the priests to have before them for application for all kinds of sitUations that
the farewell address

aria* and t he

-,whish is grive horn. the hearts and mints of those who listen to

the point that is important for theni1 to remember. Now, another in this connection
might we fount that

that we/remind you again our discussion of Jacob/s departure. And you remember/

how Reb$.kah told Jacob that she wanted, him to go because it would. be gooo. for
until his anrr quilted down..

him to be out of the way of Zsau.../ Jacaob probably had. two or three bad,

tealfgAs in the past when Jacob .wen Esaw got into (fell into) hot temper or

over something that Jacob had. tone. (937 id he knew how Esaw was apt tO be

hot-teinpered.'out how quickly he gets over and what a fine nt good. natItro4l follow

he was ordinarily. Jacob did not see any point of standing up and fighting 1
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a strong evidence to show that Abraham,when he said she was his sister,

was not lying at all, but was barely stating what in his eyes was the strongest

statement for her sake, that could be made, and that was the background of the

reason wMeh- inherittd which had come, but unknown to the people of Philistines

and Egypt, where they had a different custom. Therefore, with these different

customs, the they misunderstood the situaion. It simply illustrates the fact

that the background of the bibilical ie-ae often made differently from

anything that we are familiar with, and when we come to know what it is, it

seems more reasonable. I was i and I was talking

with an American there who,*ully-a-reed that he had heard that a young man

on the staff of the Mexican Embassy in Argenina had a meeting there, and

Argentina had a big public there- gathered there.., a great many Argentina.,.

and this man was mka making a speech and in the course of this speech,

he said a certain word and when he said this word, the hot-blooded Argentiner

(-yeUe immediately yelled ict gkoax out loug/d at him and jumped up and

were going to kill him, and it was necessary to take him out through t1he back
the

door aid to rush him into a car, and rush him to a air-port to-Q, 4hcr him 4e

/ C. 4-'
a back to Mexico as fast as they could, and the man who told me about this

told me that although in Argentina and in Mexico the language is both ish

in both $ places, the many words have different meanings. And there were certain
a

words in each of these countries Mwhich 4t in that country/would be/perfectly

good and respectable word that v1 everybody uses and would think of nothing

else.., but in the other country was a word which no decent person would use.

And when th Mexican in Argentina who had been there a brief time, that was
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ca1d on to speak... used the word, the Argeninians were so angry that their

women would be insulted by having such a word used by the speaker, and would

have done..., if he had not been rushed to the airport, and rushed away and

was never allowed to come back to Argenina. The older members of the Embassy,

of course, questioned.., different Argentinians said certain things ... in Mexico,

he might use the same statement, but they would be different thing... the

custom is different from place to place, and often if you travel, it is good to learn

something ett- about the customs of the country before you go. The custom

different from place to place, and often if you travel, it is,rn

something about the custopls of the, counjry b{ore you go.jThe customs
-C\ 6 ----- 1 +c.

(differ from lace to place, and often if you are going to travel it is good to learn

something about the customs of the country before you go'. Abraham tØ?avelled

wisely, when he started, they had been betrayed b. following the cusom of the

areas from which he came, and got into the situation, Dr. Speiser says at

the time when the book. of Genesis was written people did nct understand this.

No one knew about the,(relationship between Abrah and Sarah (sister).., therefore

to the readers it was tto not clear just what it meant 4r, he says, now we

get back to some of the original documents of the areas from which Abraham had

come, and we can see it meant, we can see that Abraham was not lying at all.

And then he says, it is not at all unnatural and reasonable that the same thing

should have occurred twice in these two different places sometime çxxt apart, in

it-is--the experience of the-Abraham and Sarah and it is not unnatural or unreasonable

that Isaac' who follows his father in his virtues and in his faults that Mt, even

to
in the details of his life/so great an extent/ that Isaac should have been misleg'd

in this case by following his father's example. People often take the attitude
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k in dealing with Biblical statements, -xuoh... like when they read in the New Testament

4frofe-e of Christ giving a parallel in a certain way, and in another book they

will read ... which differes , and they will say that one or the other must be

.after all, Chrt was speaking constantly and he certainly didn't say different

things all the time. He rcape repeated his stories , his 41te.ta' Illustrations.

And one gospel writer might recall what he said about one occasion, and anothif

how he said it on another occasion, and they may }w have had details that differed

but the point of the story ... but the Lord might have given it different in a different

case. It is interesting that once you get alerted to It .... it is remarkable to see

how often it od-- occurs. I Whoever would have thought for instance that in the

Uriver- United States that the man who was elected president in 1840 ,1860,1880,

1900, 1920, 1940, andl96O, every one of theese- those years, twenty years apart.

Whoever was w{- elected president , died while he was president. And in ; many

of the cases would be shocked, and whoever Wa- would have thought that the

man who was elected president in 1860 would have been &heek-shot by a southern
southern

sympathizer and succeeded as President by a forme'&etiater from a southern state

beginning with letters TE,,. in this case Texas instead of Tennessee , whose

x ra me was jc John. --a series of colncidenkces. Why, you would say here ,

You have k here-say here, you certainly have two different contradictory facts. And

anybody who knows anything about American History know k exactly that did happen.

And so these parallel eree- stories are doublets, they have to be investigated further

to see whetit r. . . son say. .the mere fact oi having an appearance, is evidentcce

... ard we yesterday looked at the parallel account of Abrahanfs life, and we found

these three -statetieft stated accounts, one of Abraham in Egypt, .. Sarah was his

sister, and b3c she was his sister, so it is not a lie, unless the wife... is considered
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so much more important, We noticed that Dr. Spiser. ..to show that at &l'tthat

time the sister wife... in the regRion from which Abraham cameç was considered

a much higher relationship... and now this material gathered looks very convincing

to me. It has not been widely circulated as yet, and wh-whethier it will eventualcly

stand up, we are not in a position wto say, but this we can say, that eeistet1y

customs diffece from plaice to place and we must not be too rapid in judging the

siti.a tions, when people have one culture...1 think Abraham had done w?ot',wregr

wrong, definitely. Whether he h4-had told a lie may, in his case be questionable.

Be- because t1 Bible definitley says that-hc--wa9--she was his half-sister but he

definitely had done wretfi- wrong in the Egyptian and the Philistine situation in vii ich

he was. Now, whether +ia¬i-he had done wrong in the background4n-%+AeK4t,-, -from

which he came, that was a qtieet4,quest1on wht h the evidence isn't complete

on yet. But our question -h&'ehere now, -we-cc the matter of ethics r- involved

i s a very interesting and important question. WI wish we could take an hour at it,
if this were a course

and I might be tempted ... to . - -eeree in Old Testament history, . but in this

course we have ±k to cover.. .ñ I am glad to have a question like that raised, but

I Just can't take the time to go into . ..Well, this matecter that we are concerned with

omow, is it. that we have the story of Abraham,-and- in Egypt, and we *we- have

.Isaac...t follows his fel4-father's example, which ' certainly would seem

..what ..would seem to have been a definite wrong on Isaac's part, without question.

We have the thnee-pec4- parallels and they are . in the J.E..P .... well, the toig

trouble is that there are more complex matters than that... on t' e basis of 4nvdivine

names. On the basis of continuous documents, on the basis of parallel passages.

on the bKx basis of many stylistic features, on all these bases there has . . made

up from these different documents. and-And practically any of your critical books today

and the maKJority fox of your Sunday School l4te&te litxerature. today simply
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is
assumes this 4s-proven p facts, that them documents s-1*w- ...as e-pQ-rta separate

we we assume that
documents, and were combined to make them as ,they have them./.and most books
as a fact,
have k much detail on ti -7-tefete4h1e-e& it, trying to prove it is a fact, krefer to

this as there being three accounts of Abram's lying. .. You could have the same

thing mentioned twice in the same document... :Yes, that is the way the critics

this is the " of the same 'event that t-e the first and the second diffenx in

&e*-e- the place, but agree with the person, the second and the third agree

in the place, and differ in the person. T1 re are three distinct events as they are
are gr at enough to

given with the differences between them. But the k o critics/. And then the
prove that this is the same event,
differences show that in the course of oral-tIaie!t raw transmission of this

one story. ..the d44-differences have come k until people have thought that .. dnd

actually 1t49- as you read them, ...two are ... in the Abraham, and one is Isaac,

we do have cases in the Bible where we haecve two accounts of the same event.

We have the account of a thing happening and ..and it-may-e-then we are told that

soz body told it to sore body, we may even ...how a second person told it to k a

third perscn, and the language may differ7-we-. It depends on the situation. It is

often . ..to repeat what is said, though the same thing is told over vi thout it

In some of those cases.. but ther are cases where the critics sayzx.. but the redactors

thought it ..and that made the first coixmpetition...
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And that makes cf course, contradictions, and we belie-4--that- -believe that if you

take the Bible as a sensible book and read it to make sense out of it, you will-

find that it fits together, arid there arehinIs that we don't know... you would

have to write an enclyclopaedia instead of oi* one voluineR. You take the history

of any period. You find k certain problems, certain things don't seem to make

sense. You have to get the background and the uiet'te- understanding , and the)m
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you will find newproblems . but we believe that xmct-e of the k probLems in

6 4V-L,-
the Biblecan be answered-e 4-s- If we knew all the facts, they could

be answered. We believe that .Rcxbert Dick Wilson when I was working with
0. T.

him thirty ears ago, that after out of every 20 diffiqulties in the that were

1
apparent jn 1900 .., he felt that 19 of them'Wu± be explained x by new insights.

i-1920 and 1930. He d used to make that statement, I don't know what he based

his statistics on but it certainly showed his impressiai about many

fell,now, since

that t time, further ... therea have ± been new things that couldn't be cleared up
in 1930

the... but there are certain things that we thought we had the answerEx to/but

which we now found that particular answer doesn't work. The Bible is a e,itpee

I A
'̀0

complex w book. But we believe,* G od's word, we believe that t 'we can trust it

and depend upon it. x wWe will find problezms, but we will find problems in

an. ..and solve the problem, the G)ti#oUan-critics claim that the problems are k

sufficient to prove that it is ra de up of

these different documents, put together in this way, which reveals to us the

evolution of the rest--religion of Israel, and we wait to see howA. . .therd evidence

is. In this case . .1 be1iev that we have sufficient to be able to say that odx it

is not s fee-t &A sttfft-L-A~-strong enough evidence for, .differerrt documents.

Now, we go on--this was b.--under this three , which was this type of parallel

passages. We made --the - b . the
,,.

. and we made a the creation, now, small

p
c. is other alleged parallels, particularly a1s rçgaçd4rgt-e- the giving of names.

r\L6J
And here I wait to

flrvtew
from a book bout the turn of the century, at the time wh en

thd was considered necessary b give a certain amount of pKz prolcof and to prare

that the critical theory was true. Today, it is x simply assumed to be true and
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a few superficial e'iees-evidences are given in most of the books dealing with

it. But in this book which is a very extensive book by Carpenter, called the Composi
certain of

tion ci the Hexateuch, on page 47 he has an interesting story of/these parallels

--He says repcto-repeated e,1eo--references are made to the resemblancex cf

the incident in Genesis 12:28, and 26, and he says in like manner-e-e- a son

is promised to Abraham, and chapter 15, in 17, and 18, a-piefwi- son is promised...

Well, is God who had promised Abraham that he would make a great nation of him,

and when so many - years passed and he had ocx no son. Did he iqx repeat the

promise and repeat the promise and give Abraham opportunity to prove His faith

by His confidence in God's promise even when he could not see the evidence of

it. Or e1&. ocx and thRree different stories get developed and put together in

a differai t manner. Well, this is what he says, and in likemanner a .. son was

.( promised to Abraham, in chapters -15-17-l8 and ... connect themselves with

the name Isaac, Chapters 17:17-19, c18:12, and'. We will refert again to that

a 4tt- little later, ktiw twice is Haga expelled frcn Abraham's tent. Chapter
-ie OJ-L1 L4-!O t1,)

16:1-14; 21:9-21. Now. , there wex have
L' k:

kiwo accounts to Haga's being driven out.
\(, \

.Well, I think that ... He y- says.... that the crisiIs... through the wilderness

m xthe side... and the ...of ....1càc has similar references. And he quote

a zfew references. In the one case... between Isaac and the same.. .first on the

bans-e-bnd4z banks... Exodus 3:14, and6:2, now this is a good illustration which

is to show the existence of 94- distinct docuiR nts... and then later combined into

one account. In pert4etta-]'- particular. regard. I think that would be interesting

to look at it... Twice is Haja r expelled from Abraham's tent. GenesisL 4t It con

tinues the sane .... in the and the (quotation) . The--And this is a miskurderstanding

who put a redactor., put two documents together which were two distinct events.



This is a misunderstanding on the part of the redactor who put the two documents

together as if it were two thd& distinct events. Let m read you the 4s- first

of these accounts. Then in Genesis 16:4-14:. it says ,&tar4--starting inverse

three.. .and Sarah, crah Abram's y.4we,--w-ief, wife.. And he went in unto Hagar

and she conceived and ... her mistress was despised in her eyes. end-The Lord

judge between me and thee. And when Sarah dealt hardly with her, k she fled

from her tent. After Carpenter wrote his book it is interesting that it was discovered

in Edom arid- a large monument which had been carried there from Babylon. This

monument had on it the lawa-o- laws of Hammurabbi, a nd Abraham had come

from he-the Babylonian * area, and this law of Hammurabbi alxmost saesounds

as if it is Agiving the background of this very1rt1e incident , because it says in

it, in the law of Hau- Hammurabbil. If a has -Ppist

princess is married andhas no child, he-ma- she may provide her husband *th

a ccncubine, one of her slaves to k bearM4lchildren for her. And if this woman

bier-bears a child and then looks down on her mistress for knot having a child,

the mistress may... treat her as a slave but na y not sell her. She is in a d4- different

situation from an ordinary slave. And thaL is exactly what &happened here. Sarah

followed the custom of the Babylonian law which was in effect in the area in which

she and Abram came. She followed the custom, aid neT7TleI-Hagar a slave to raise

up a child aid then she found that Hagar felt herself superior to he- her mistres,s,

a nd Abram doesn't want to ac start a fuss between c the two, and yet you notice

they do not sell Mwa-.--The-Hagar, they cannot do that , she is in a differt status

than she was before, according to the law of -Haum Hammurabbi, and thi s ic incid ent

here is easy to uietnd understand when we nee the custom of the land from which

they have come. So Abraham said to Sarah, behold thy slave is in thine hands, do to

dfI
her as it pleases thee 6 Sarah dealwt hardly with her, and put her from her face,
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and the angel of the be& Lord found her by a fount onthe z way to

And she said I fled from the ..and the angel said unto her Return unto

thy ntei'e mistress, and place thyself under thy hand, and the angel of the Lord

said unto her, I will multiply thy seed exceedingly. They shall not be numbered

for kmultitiude. And the angel of the,ord said unto hefe1- her, Behold, thou art

with child and e-shall bear a son and shall call his name Ishmael, bemuse the

Lord has heard thy affliction, and he will be a wild man, and his hand will be aginst

every man, and every man's hand against him, and he shall grew-dwell in the presente

of all his bretheEn, aid she called the name of the kLord ... .Now, God seestxme.

And beb...and Hagar a son, and Abram called the name of the son, which Hagar

bare, Ish&mael, and the other account which Carpenter says, Twice is MM,-9

Har expelled from Abram's tent, the other one is chapter 21:9;2l. And this one is

quite a few years ter as it stands in Genesis. We read here that " verse 8:

and the child grexw, and was weanedc. And Abraham made a great fez.ast on the

day that Isaac was weaned. And Sarah saw the sa of Hagar the Egyptian, whom

she had borne to Abraham, mocking, And x she said to Abraham, Cast out this

handmaid and her son; for the son of this handmaid shall not inherit with my son-

with 13o- Isaac.
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(Repetition) And the thing was very grievous in Abraham's sight, because of khis

son " And God said to Abraham, Let it not be grievous in thy sight because of the

lad and because of thy hard maid: in all that Sarah hath said to the hearken to her

voice, for in Isaac shall thy seed be called. And also the son of the bondwoman

will I make a nation, because he is thy seed. And Abraham rose up early in the

morning, and took bread, and a flask of water, ard gave it to Hagar, putting iton

her shoulder--and the child, and sent her away. And she departed, aid wandered



in the wilderness of Beersheba. And the war was exhausted fromthe flask; and she

cast the child under one c-t- of the shrubs, and she went and sat down over against

him , a bowshot off; for she said, Let me not behold the death of thy child. And

-he- she sat over against hi m, and lifted up her voice and wept. And she sat over

against him and fet lifted up her voice and wept. And God heard the voice of the

lad. And theAig-le Angel of God called to Hagar from the heavens, and said to her,

What aileth thee, Hagar? Fear notf; for God he hath heard the voice of the ladthere

where he is. Arise, take up the lad, for I will make him a great nation, and God

sep-- opened her eyes and she lifted--ttp-hercyce--- saw a well of water, and

she went and filled the bottles with water, and gave the lad drink, and God was

with the lad and he greiw and dwelt in the w--wilderness and becan an archery.

Now, as you read these two accounts there is -wy- very little duplicationc of language,

they ooc occur quite a few years between them, the situation is quite different, an

yet as Carpenter says, they certainly sound very ;much like

the same event. iw Twice is Hagar expelled from Abraham's tent,

the same cause is assigned on each occas ion,-th4--the jealousV of Sarah. The game-

se-- places of suffering arise on the same scent, near a well in the wilderness ai

the side.
4.

.and the heavenly prophecies cai tam similar announcenxts for the greatness

of Hagar's posterity, and similar references to the -natm-name of her son Ishmael.

You plckR out these similarities, and you can say they must be the same event, and

yet you look,, t the situation, ani the siti.a tion as it was. It would be rather...

,-'L.with the situation such as it was then. And God has made the promises, aid vh en

she was in difficulty it was natural to expect him to repeat the ropec., and the

fact that they went souAth on both occass is certainly no proof that it was the

same event. We get very siliixlar situations . . .I,egc gave k you the incident yesterIay,
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about the American preisdent elected in 1860 and the one in 1960, and when you

imagine, a-id 1860 and 1960--both of them shot. One shot by a southern sympathizer,

the other shot in a southern towr.well, that is just a slight differencex;;they both

were we- succeeded by a mani named Johnson. In both cases the man named Johnson

was Vice-President. I both cases ..he had been United States Senator, one from

eierrTennessee, and the todi r from Texas. After all Tenz. and Texas are very cmuch

alike, it is easy to see how they could get that mixed, and when you look at all the

similarkities between the two events, you can say it is very clear it just much

must be a different account of one event. And maybe c a thoug - thousand years from

now , some one may ready in a history book, x if the Lcrd should tarry that long

why he would say the sane event told by two different authors, and it has been

confused, 1860 andl96O, eo- so mebody got the second figure wrong. We are

near enought to the time to know that they -_ are differe, and the incidents are

remarkable because there are not similar circumstances to bring them to pass in this

case, in this case it is more or less pure coincidence, whereas in the case of
:braham

and Hagar , you have a situation which could easily lead to a very similar result.

And- I Just put it as a small one under alleged parallels , . . .x particularly as regards

the giving H of names, because this matter of -a- names is one which can be made

to sound very gw convincing,xtlc You notice that rpenter. . says here three allusions

to that connect themselves with the name Isaac, and I have here the book the

Documents of the Wattte Hexateuch by W. E. X Al]±is, in which he gives each of

the documents separately, and it makes it very convenient to read straight along and see hc

how it goes, but this is unstrustwoy eeaeeme- because sometimes when 1 thinks

t hat th redactor made a change he just corrects the change and that makes it read

more smoothly, so if you use a book like this it is always good to have your £rqMh Engh

Bible or you r Hebrew Bible openand in front of you an cfollow it.
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the blessing
Look how E is more adwvanced, because E says it wa-qi atioft of God, while

E says that it was due to human effort. k Jacob's prosperity is explained in E

as a mark of the favor of God rather than as a result of any dubious 1--praet4s

practices. Well, you take Jacob was a supplanter, except he was in dubious practices

until the Lord took ahold of him and changed him. You take all the dubious practices

and then you gave them to J, and you don't have any ofthc them in E. so E Is higher

than J, but k this matter of development is not much stressed here. That comes later,

you get people to believe in the partitionand then you show the development, and then

they see that it adx is all a natural process anyway, and pretty soon your churches

are eRe-empty, because they don't see any reason or bother to come, and then you

l'we have to get people that have been converted by evangelicals and who have come

to believe the gospel because people have believed the Bible and thought...You

have to get those people into your church, or you have to get into the pastorate

of their churches, in order to continue to have churches,but the-dee-epnei'a4f

it were not for the developmental hyptothesis, Christian the partition theory would

have died of its own weight, I'm sure of that. But the developmental theory tied

with it has kept it alive and it is the partition th&ry which seems harmless and

which th6c can be presented as the result which all scholars agree on, and which

c an win its way into people's minds and wean them away fmm a beliezf ti-a t God

reveals these facts rather 1ahft-than J had a brilliant idea and took some Canaanite

and rearranged them, and I made them into sore thing that would be useful. Yes,

I went into it rather fully rather eery-early in the course, and it may have been before

you came, I rather Et am inclined to think it was, but I took two or three days on

it, and if any of you have forgotten It, Ihope that you will refresh you iememory

on it in the notes, because it should be in the notes, of those that were here at

that time. It is very impatant but I can't take time-ttfor it right now. Well, now



But here you have the . he says the . . is derived from the Hebrew verb to laugh.

But then he says that according to the the name was ..beca; se Sarah leit

laughed out of incredulity. Chapter 18:12. Now, I t "-according to the Elee4titElohist

she etth-te laughed out of + a nd a according to P, sl't-Abraham laugh-te

laughed out of wonder, now you see the boy was named kHe laughd, and you can

eaaslly realize that when Sarah heard it , she laugh ed, saying how ridiculous,

how could anything happen... He said you laug) ed, and she said No, I didn't

laugh aid-but he said You did laugit, and she when she actually did have the child

k she laugited with joy. And she said How I laughted with iriet'ee1- incredulity

before, and Abraham was just marveling at what God had done and he leth-te laughed

a nd he said we will el- call the son , He laughed , and vli-ay why was he called He

at laughed, because she laughed out of incredulity, becai se k she 1aughted out cI

joy, a or because Abraham laughed out of owwonder. Do they hai e to be three different

documents, as a matter of fact when something becomes so important 1i*-that you

think that you wil 1 n ke it a name. Very often .are seattle . differat factors

that enter into it, make a thing so prominent that we give it kk that x importarikce.

When my c little boy was born , I wrote a letter to my relatives, - and said you will

certainly be glad to know that my father has a namesake now, he has the same amame

that my father had, and whe;nwe wrote to my mether-'e-celat4yee--we---wtfe's re1a'tives

we said , Her father will certainly be happy that he has a grandson th his own first

name, beca use her father was called John too, and there was another who was a±ix

happy about it, her brother was called John, but then did we name him after my father,

or did we name him after my sdx wife's father, or did we name ±m ac after my wile's ,,
(d - -

brother, or did just the name John give honor to all three people 74,All three who we
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developmental hypothesis naturally as the arguments are given, wleM-e--peree*

gives -them one person would give them in a differmt way than another, po probably

no one would give them exactly in the k way that I present them n, but I think that

what I present is a fair summary, and I have already given you briefly four develop

mental arguments, by which I mean there are four heads under which most of the

arguments could be groued. Now, we take up number four, the developmental

hypothesis a-td under this , perhaps I will call A. introductory and st*t- just

remind you briefly of the four arguments . The first of these is that there are discre

pancies between the mert&r documents. The documents contradict each other.

We just read what Smith said, the documents caitradict each other. Does not this

show developmental then. No, it doesn't show developmen1move in adx

certain direction, of course, but it wouldn't show that they weren't dependable.

So the argument from discrepancies-e--then is not a strong ;support of the theories

but it something that can be made to shake people's faithin the Bible as it x stands

andthus it has very real force. The second of the arguments was the argument that

you can find a logical progress in the content of the doeinnn document. J has

a very central idea, D-.--,em--E more advanced, D. more advanced, P more advanced.

J has a-y--very simple institutes . E. soneWht more advanced, D somewhat more

advanced, and P zk still more advanced . That is the ' way that it is



whom we were glad to honor and to remember in giving our son a name that all

three had in common. The discussion of names in general with ..and so this

matterc with Isaac, that there is quite a bit of laughter in connection with

Isaac's birth is hardly a reason am for believing in different documents, and

now, he says ...and Jacob, ...chapter 28:19 where he says this is indeed the
Canaan

& -ho.u house of God, and again on his ireturn to jaee where he said the same

thing again: chapter 35:10 . Would not Jacob feel the same wj- way when he

wnet to . .from home,and here he had this vision of angels and he said this is

indeed the house of God, and when he got back, and ... . he now had this great

multitude which he had with him,and he se1-said , My God has certainly fulfilled

the prophecies that he made torn me here, th s is indeed the house of God. There

are *uite a number of places where names in the Old Testament are tied up with

a couple of possible interpretations of the name. And we must realize in the

Old Testament, when it says therefore, it de- doesn't necessarily-than- mean that

Is what this may mean, it may mean that Isthe thing that led uslo ertee+tw4i't

select this name. You read early in Genesis about the tower of BeMe- Babel and you

read there about the tower that they Ebuilt, and then you read therefore it s1a 11 be

CT
called Babel because here they ccn fused the languages, and the word dm confused

is Ba(-aj. .Now, how would you ever get Babel from BaIa There writers didn't know

any Hebrew that wrote the Old Test, if they top* thought Bafa\carne from Babel. Now

of coir s9peop1e4on't re d Hebrew , they read it in ES44- English 4eTJierefore,

it is called . ..because- 'Pterefore it is c called bel.,-1t-i-3-

doesn't mean that is the reason the name , given. It piascns that therefore, it is

o very approp*ate, and the word which sounds like




,4 should be the very thing that

is the name of that place today. And that was the BBabylpnIan name but J.t
('L

ckc1
.4¬iL

sounds like Baat.. the similarity of sound./ in that name a d tha occurs ma times.



in the Old Testament, and when it take s place.. it is quite natural to make several

of them, as we found out. In the case of Isaac...we find in quite a nuni ber of

places. But by no means ...there are many names given.. the it is knot a proof

of lxk different documents if we z realize w- what the custom was about these names.

eee- Joseph--there is a Hebrew word ....whion which means...and in connection

with Josekph. They use the workd...

Wherefore the wellw3Erled.
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there is a play made upon it,
But is- it sounds tkx like Balel, /find that occurs many times adn the Old Teeatitte

andwhen it takes place, the sound of words like this, it is quite natural to make

several of them. &x There is many a name given which only occurs onEce, it is not
proof of

a /..different docunts if we realize x what there custom was about this matter

of names. There is a Hebrew word. ..which nxan s he adds, and.. in connectin

with ..you xxise both words, and the word ...which means he collects, and in

ccnnection with Joseph,x there is a . and they are talking in connection with Joseph.

The Wird is a similar sound ,ard .. Carpenter says that the revelation of the name

Yahweh to Moses is,(inue-recorded: Exodus 3:14,and 6:2. Well, maybe if the critics

say, the nar Yahweh is first revealed according to the document at a very acc early

time, bexcause we read early in Gee4&tli Genesis thpt,then began rien to wk call

_j "s
upon the name of the Lord. And so theynsay that

thijixx.
the origin of the names

and- then began men to call upon the name of the Lord. But they said that E did not
until the book cf Exodus

know the xa me of the Lord/ And rx in order to k do that they would have to ki V&

remove all uses of the name of Jehovah from the sections that they call E. But

in Exodus 3, we read that in Exodus 1 3:13 that Moses sM-- said unto God, Behold
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whicen I k come unto the children of Israel and say to them the God of your fathers

has sent me unto you, they say unto me, What is His rame, what shall I say

unto them, and ''od said unto Mcs es , I am that I am. and he-He said Thus shall

yousay unto the children of Israel, I am bath sent th-.-thee. And our English word

0-a7- I am is a trand ation of a Hebrew word which is very similar to the word that

is rendered Jehovah or the Lord in our King James version, very similar to it. Ani

so there is no doubt that this is the reference to that name. God said ... unto Moses

--thus shalt thou say ...God of your fathers, gad-e#- God of Abraham, God of

Isaac, and ...this is my name forever, and tie-this is my memorial to all generation.s

Now, does that say that he has just revekied the nane " Doee It doesn't say that at

all . If Moses said, How will the people believe in me, and I say the God of yoi.r

fathers hath sentme. What name shall I give them. Well, now, to give them a name

that they never heard of before. The truth that he wanted was the name that ... it

was involved in Moses own mother's name. Her name is compounded with this

name. It kx has this beginning which means the Lord has glorified. The same root

is in it as in this name. This isnot a revelation to mos t of the name, but 1c it is

a recollection of it. It is a reminder of it as giving it to ...Now , they say that

this revelation of divine names is recorded in Exodus -4-an-6a7-et'i4- 3:14 and 6:2

and in Exodus 3:14 and we notice as it zz stands is not a revelation e-. but is a pointing

o ut of that w4i.eh- which 4e-will show that it actually erte-ef-4he-- the God cf the

in Exodus 6, we have a passage that we have spoken of at some length before

so we wont take much time onit now. But it begins , Now, theLoI- Lord said unto

M ses, now shalt thoi see what I will do to Pharoah for with a strong hand will

he let them go and drive them out of hisland., and
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God spake unto Moses and sai I am Jehovah, I am the Lord, and I appeared unto

ua&ru1o-- Abraham, unto Isaac, unto Jacob by the name of God Almighty,

but by my name Jehovah was I not known to them. And we have noticed that this

sounds more like the Revelation than the other, but as it stands the other one 1-

has beai used frequently and repeatedly. And therefore, if there has been such

manuscripts that have been put together by a redactor, he certainly would not have

understood this as being the first revelation. And did he understand & it as me

--I appeared to them as El-shadi and by wt my name Jehovah was I not known

to them. It is entirely possible grammatically. They didn't use question marks

in those days. Or it is possible that he is saying that to them I manifested the

character that is stressed in the name Elshadl, but the character that is stressed

in the name Jehovah is going to become more intimately to you thakn it was to

them. God protected them as they were wondeg+- wondering

in a strange lard, but the Israelites are actually going to bring out of bondage

and give them a powerful picture of redemption which is involved in this kname.

And so either way that you take it , neither of them is an origin 1 revelation of the

divine names. And so we have these many cases where it is plan that there is

a repetition of t't.e- the giving of a name and a differient reason given for it, but

when we examine them, in most cases we find that there is a satisfactory explanation,

and there is either c is a valid reason why wy you should have ... or to have different

events which of course occur separately... and so thhat was number three. The

arguments from parallel passages, and under c , thnree was this type of alleged

parallels. Number four under that is conclusion regarding parkallel passages. Small

a. This can be .. made to appear as a very strong argumentbu# but carried to extreme

it would result in comeplete fragmentation. This can be made to appear as a very strong
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argument, but carried to extremes it resulxts in complete fragmentation. If you

take every time that you have soothing ... and M44-yei±- consider you have a summary

a nd a detailed account or somebody who says esterday was a very hot day, a-I

could hardly stand the way that the heat beat on me. I was z just stiffled in that

atmosphere .... and 4e-vei- yet it may be given simply in order to stress the

fact that you repeated it, and i f you are going to divide that way , ezery time that

you find a repetition, why it would result in the fragmentakry theory7-a-- in

dozens cf separkate little documents combined by a process over a long period

and of course no sensible person really believes that a great book ever came into

existence in that way. Small d. There are often reasons for repetioction. There are
instances

often reasons for a repetition. And we have looked at a number of/them- arid sexn

examples of that. There are often reasons for repetieft repetition but it doesn't

have to be a different document--there are reasons why the repetition can occur

in the same document. When I just spoke about . can be the reasons abeutof

desiring to show .. in thd- different directions, ai the reason why an event occurred.
are many

and what somebody's thought was, therq'mey-e different reasons. And then c.

PaFl- Parallels occur in the same document. Now, ..I mean of course here in what

the critics consider to be the same document.-You often will have parallel occurecrences.

And that is true of any book. You look ceey- closely ...at and youread a history
sent an army over to Europe

boo k about how the United States .gc to ± fight againt ernany in 1918, nd how
q +C &4c$ a-

the war ended with the complete collapse of Germany.ind thin you ree-read about
/

how the United States sent an army over to fight against Germany in 1942 -3 -4-5 and

how the war ended with a complete collapse of Germany and how the German( leader

was killed in conecnection with the taking ofBerlin. Well, you say, you have two

similar documents. You have the same curtries involved. An army goes from here
- 9 0 C

/-ei(
/t

over there arid in bot1 cases the German 1aders come to an end. And kin the case
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one case they call in the Kaiser, and in the other they call him Hitler, in one case

they say that he fled and in the other they say that he o&llled himself. Minor differences

compared to the great similarity. It is interesting that in eee connection .th those

two wars those of a coincidence that is . .1 detailed than that. If you would read

an account of the first world wand ,--in the beginning of the war there was a German

battleship which was near the . Is .and s off the coast of S .Amer1carx and the

was.. by a German Admiral called ...and the ..attacked in 1914 this German ship

and the ship was sunk and went tothe bottom and .. . sank with his ship and then

you read in history in 1941-2 about that tine, you will read-eettt- hGv a German

battleship was sighted by British ships off the coast of S.America and a group of

British ships attacked tlt s ship and 4twaa -which was called the . ..yet they were

able to put up smoke screens and come in behind the;... and ...to put the batktleship

into such condition as .. . and it fled I n there and got refitted, and the British

waiscted outside the harbor . ..and so of f the coast of S. America and not far from

the ... IsLan ds " At the beginning of the first World War..

P-88 w

And the And in both cases it was British

warships that had ied sunk ... and now there is a striking coincidence. and anybody

.would certainly have thought ..and I would say that the re was xk only one war

between Germany and other countries. So . . .1 have given you a good many of 'hat

I have learned in my o, observations and my personal experience, andonce youare

alerted to them, you will notice many of the m in your own experiezn ce, arti yet

when you take it in the Bible and express 4t-them the way that Carpenter does it

they ee sound very tremendous, and if you take the background of the Biblical. and

the biography and the cu stomecs which is ; quite different from what we are used

to
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A German admiral sailed ant several British ships attasket

in 1914 45 1915, &ttasked. this German ship, ant the ship was sunk ant o" went
then

to the bottom, ant sank with its ship/If you rest the ebi history of 1941 . 142

about that time, you will read how a German battleship named ___was -s41et
sig
sighted by British ships off the coast of S.America , not far from the Islands.

And the British ship attacked this 'ac ship which was called the and

it was stronger than any of them--they had great damage cx from it, but they

were able to put up smoke screens and come in behind them, and ...to put the

pocket battleship into such condition that he had to flee into the port of Uruguay

for sanction--it fled in there and got refitted, and the British waited outside
when

the harbor for it cxto come out and4t come out , it got just a slight distance ft- south

and they opened all the . and the ship sh sunk , so off the coast of

S. America, not fart from the ...ac at the beginning ci the first World War,

himself went down te 7t1ewith the ship, and the beginning of the second

world war the , named after him, was sunk . So similar ... 1 have given

you a good many observations from my own reading and from my own personal

x experience, and I am sure that once you are alerted , you will notice many

of them in your own *per4ee-experience, but yet when you take these from the

Bible and express the way that Carpenter does , they sound very trmendous,

and you take the background of the Biblical event is the I-k custom, a very

different from what we are used to, ad from many ways aix that are different
accustomed to

from what our culture 1w', and when these things are drawn out they can . . . it

sounds like a very &teg-strong argument, and many a man has gone into-eele

college and seminary and has been a very ardent believer in scripture and has

had these things lx given to him and has not beena ble to answer them, and has
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come out completely accepting the Documentary Hypothesis . And having

accepted that the Pentateuch&, he turns around to the rest of the Old Testament

quite naturally and then carries through the New Testament and through the

Gospels, and I remember one occasion of a man I knew when he was along

in years , and he was known as a supporter of the Critical theory right down

the line, and he was a professor in the Epic scopal 4M-Divinity School in

Philadelphia and also professor at the University of Penna. at that time 30

years ago, but this man xecx once one time told me that- how he had gone

to Seminary deliberately with the pv x purpose of becoming , he said, like

another Wm.th Henry Green, in order to defend the Bible and in order to

spend-the- his life presenting the Bible as it stands, a nd he we-it to Harvard

Divinity x School and he saw these documents presented and he felt that he

could not ans r them, and devoted ±x 30 or 40 years of teaching to convincing

many others that the Bible was a composite work, a development of human ideas

with many eeHi- contradictions in Wx it, and the harm of that man --if only sore body

had been there who knew something of the facts when he began to wonder and to

be confused and upset about it, could have kz taken some of these xargumerts

and shown just how they can be explained and how they can be ..dealt with...

Indeal1ng-wt.but in the end it is going to be the leaders and the educated people

that are going to -4e&t-determine what direction that the country moves in...

the people with little edwation can . in one direction or the other.. it is the

these aijumen are so overwhealming that ..it just seems impossill e to ansEwer

an d it is very m easy in the average conservative school simply to say a lot of

nonsense . ..and that people take that sort of attitude , but it doesx not fit them

to feel with those who have been upset by those problems and are onthe edge of

being turned. Of course we say , if a man really beliexves mt he Lord , canhe
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loc e his faith, of cou-se we say k No. If a man truly believe in Christ, he

is saved, but he may be saved as by fire. Andt here are a great many people

who have really believed inthe Lord and then have becone so confused by

arguments that they were unable to answer that they are tearing down the Lord's

work instead of building it up. People who are themsevelsves saved,but on

account of . . many, many geople were lost. And I am sure tia t we- they will

regret the fact that they were not able to get th.r thoughts clarified on these'

matters before the y were swung over into an attitude w4thwhich is completely

destructive of Biblical faith. Now, this wee- was C. The agrd Mt. arguments
which

from parallel passage, s one of the arguments simplest to present an44óan sound

as one of the stronges t ones unless we examine into it. . .t1 re is one more

point that I mustn't forget under that. What was the number of the last one..

I believe that there are two that I should mention. Similar events occur in life.
grossly

And then small e. the number of parallels are mostly g4-exaggerated. And I

have to confess that after I have gone through seminary at what ax was the- at

that time a very orthodox and-seminary and had a very x fine presentation o

the grat-great deal of evidence a-mars against the critics that when I was in

Palestine ax and was w riding down the Jordan Valley with two great liberal scholars

and referencex was made to this, one of them said, just look at the aparallels
there are two accounts, one after the other,

--look at the vh ole series in Genesis ,/k but d-eHeetand I Just did not

kncwi how to answer, but I had bac sufficient confixcnce on other grounds in the

truth of the Word of God that c it didn't shake me, but it troubled ire greatly, I

don't knw how much of it was given in the classroom at that time, --if it was it

didn't sink in very deeply, and I could have been upset very badly... Capitol c

was the arg- parallel passages.
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I don't want to do I t until your papers are turned in. Please turn them quickly

into the middle Meet-aisle, and while we are doing that we will say just another

word about this matter fc about this anit- matter of --you notice that it said in

the critical books that I read to you yesterday that the name of Jehovah was given

in two different documents, some of them will z s three, now, the evidence

is given in three that in Genesis it says that then began men to call upon the name

of the bed- Lord. Well, that is not saying that it was first revealed to the in, there.

But there are too- books that say that there are two of them, --you notice that there

I s hardly a c statement that the name of the Lord was revealed then, it is givacing

a name that the people will hardly recognize . ...if you take it as it stands...and

it x hardly conceivable that a redactor could have done that Ic so it mutt be that

it is correctly interpreted that it does not contradict the Bible, and we notice thet-

two possible ways of doing it. Now, the way that they speak about so--ft-many
being

names,ét'e-given in different documents and ; having the different parallels of it,

that would lead you to think that this was a regular thing that this was the regular

thing , whenever a name was given --the way that P gives it and the way that J

gives it and the way that E gives it. That is the regular --you would think the

regular way to do it. But you notice that in Genesis that it says that God said

to Abram your name ' shall no longer be called Abraham, and that is the end.

Before that he is always called Abram, and after that he is eaI4- always called

Abraham. Sarah is similarly te4 told in Genesis your xname ha s been Sarai, hence

forth it kshall be called Sarah. There is a change in the ... there is no parallel.

And from then on it is always done. Now, these books don't mention that but

they do k say that the change of Jacob's name is announced twice, Now, the

interesting thing about it is, that you shall nokx longer be called Jacob, you
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shall be called Israel, and then later he is told " A little later he is told

your name is nct xlonger to be Jacob, a supplanter, it is to be Israel, the

prince of God, and the thought that is that cleark cn through the Old Testane nt,

the nar Jacob is still used for him along with Israel. We in America today

Ihave fofeei formed the habit of saying Jacob for the man, and srael forthe

nation, but that is not Biblical. The B ible uses the name Jacob equally for

the man--it uses Israel rx frequently for the man. It uses Israel frequently

for the nation, but Am it i also right to the end of the Old Testament, uses also

Jacob for the natlon?c. Both names continue to be used. Well, it is easy to

understand. There are cases where a name-of aee- change of name is zak

made and it is m&e-made, and there -that is the end. There are other cases where

a change of name is made and ... 1 think of an instance in .... north of i er

there is a woman who lives who is perhaps one of the best known women inthe

United States today, andy anytime you hear her kecx referred to, if you watch

television news much, at least once in six months you see some x references

to her. You will see a picture of her in the Whitehouse I with President Kennedy,

or going to the orient In -oe*eot1et order to do something in connection with her

new fourda tion. Meo--Also when they refer to her, they call her Pearl Buck. Actually,

she was RE& Pearl . She was the duaghter of ... She was k

his daughr, that was her name. She was in this country as a student in college.

That was her name when she went back toChina. and she married a man named Buck,

and if you read her 4e-biographcy, she refers to him as the man of the house.

She never refers to his name, eea- she has nothing pleasant to say about him.

And in tx the end she went to eno to get a divorce in order to marry another man.

And then in a later book she tells about this other man, how very happy she was
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with him and how very sad she was when he d- died, there is much said about

the other man, but I personally don't recall what the other man's name is. You

hardly ever read... but she is known tey-today as Peakrl Buck, evem though

she only had the name for 16-18 years. She had little use for the man. She tells

how her father and mother told her she was foolish to marry him. She found out

later how right they had been, but she is known by that rte--name. Now, I would

say that if she had her preference, at least she would rather be Pearl or

Pearl . But lx she mm de an internati nal reputation by a book ' she wrote

while she was pearl Buck and earned enough money fromit to get a divorce amI

get her name changed. But erneewa3- the name was aeay- already well

established. She is known throughout the world by that name. I don't know if

she goes by the name of her last husband or not. I don't know whether her old

friends who knew her as a college 4e- girl think of her as , but

this name got eMa}4hee-a established an that was the name for her. While

in Jacob's case, the name acob got eatsethed--establishedand it is a r-et-

sort of a slam. He told him that he was not to be a supplanter, he was to be

the prince of God--Israel. And so from then on he is called by the name Israel

and he is called Jacob as much and maby maybe mae. Now, this is a difficult

t44-thing to predict. In Great CE BRitain when they change a man's name, he

is usually so proud of it that they never use the k old name. William Penn, the

famous E e-Egs4h-- Englii sh statesman, William Penn the elder who directed

English properties in such a way that they lad-i laid the foundation

of the British Empire, andthey-ee- conquered after area and estaished their

power in many s &tions4f1-may-- of the world, and then the king leteet'-honored

Wm. Pitt. through a challenge, and you read that . about the period before that.

and c ..to the- well, 4et- Instead of changing ...well , you have a ne--aftefte- nam
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name et.eestablished. (ix Gideivn..1 guess it was a people who said

to Gideon . . .you shall no longer .x be Gideon, you shall be ... because

you have overcome Baa1. A.llright they change their name to bag-be baal

and then when you get to kchapter 9 he is always called . _baal.. .the

old name is used through the chapter, the new name is um used throukgh the

next one. You lx ask why is that, Wedon't know...but that is the way that it is...

the old.. .It is getting too ... for people to change. It was too well known, they

kept on using it , but then .. along with , and sone times you will find that a

few of them use . and in the Psalms a-&-and in the later books, you will find that

Israel. and Jacob and the others making a sort of parkallel, but most of the time

they call tl in 4-the-in the.. . but ... there is nothing wtwr- unnbt ural...

it was always...that he was changed into one that could properly be called ... and

when Abraham. ..Abraham was a much more important character than JacolI. You

can mention to a person thM-.eee&4- dozen times... you change

and yet everybody knoscws-t4'a4- you by the old name and they keep on saying it.

It is not an argument for rallel passages, Well, before we contin ue with our

discussion it night be well to mention the assignment so that you ca-L

ibe sure to have it in on time. And since it is comparativd. y brief, why, I don't

think we need to post it, I can merely say it. The assignEmert is ...we are getting

on now to the fourth argument for partitions. The argument from silence, and this

is to list the alleged arguments from slience.x in Genesis c 6:1, and 90-- to 9:17.

Ask followed in Driver's and Skinner's ... Now, we have a number cf copies ct

Driver's Genesis, which is ..and we have a number of whic is a part of the

International Critical Commentary series. And in these you will find the---notes

saying this is a type4c-typical p work. This is a typical &- kstyle o J. It is divided..,

this is
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T is is because of the use of thksthes-this word --Just list those areg-arguments

as you find them there. That shouldn't take very long. Chapter 6:1...Now.

we learned yesterday...we completed.. .we dealt with very briefly, and yet

we gave I think oc some of themain

P-90
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most of the =in principles involved in it. And I hope that you have them well

enough in mind that -ea as you read other things furthEr details wifl, filled

out. The argument from parallel passages is perhaps the most devasng
I

of all in c its effects upon all, because of Mahanaaim, given for this reason

or that, Isaac , given for this reason or that, Bethel , name given before mm d

after. And-re- But you look at these.. it must be that it I s repetititon. and

you can easilyec1e-. I remember once I had a class that took a very great

in&terst but when they have serious questions I asked them to write the;m out,

unless there is sore thii that Ihaven't made clear. This fellow sat there in the

class--I had the whole student body together,a rn I was telling about Pope Paul

4 4th, and it so happendced that at that point I was reading a number of statements

that describe Pope Paul's attitude and the ..and a fellow raisedhis hand as- and

asked if I were talking about Paul III and I said , No, this was Paul k IV. And the

fellow said, Dr. MacRae , are you sure you are not talking about Paul HI. ANd

Iz Id No , I am talkirg about Paul IV. And a little bit later He raised hi s hand

a nd s4d7-scbdsid .... k But Paul III and IV had many similarities aid Ixit xJust

happened that lxthe points I was giving about Paul H-et-4haIIV at that particularly

point, many of them also were true d Paul III. He was _ so convinced that

I was getting the two mixed up that he couldn't keep i.te-quiet, and in that particular

.ard take five or six books to show thim the e- evidence that I was correct, I was
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case I i4 did ;not have to ... take five or six books to show him the evidence

that I was correct, what I said was correct. I was reading from a

discussion of the pope, the ... discussion of the man , the pope Paul N, and

many of the statements I read to him were almost identical with Paul III. These

two popes happened to have many points in commort. Yet, I am sure that you

have seen.., you would have never gotten confused.., for they are very different

in many, many ways. In this particular case, you-ere-quee he was questioning

me that way. And .. . you find so many things in common that; you auld easily

get mixed up... I can take one of you fellows here and tell a story about the

things you have done and your background and everytihing... somebody will say

I am di.& describing somebody here-- who was here in.the summer two years ago.
that

And he might be very different from you. At $ particular point, it might be very

similar, bebause life constantly points to ... other points.., and when you add
the feature

to it/in the oriental background... the name has meanings rather than simply

handling... tit designating the person.., and it was often the name given

directly... It is one of the most devastating Ø argument s, as far as its effect

upon the young people who ... and when he points g this out to them, ... we do

not know how to answer them... page after page with whole light ah has been

changed.., because it comes under the influence.., you meet a young fellow.wJio is

in that stage, it is very vital that you will be able to ... where he is, and then

point out to him the weaknesses and errors of the ... at that point and show

that that does prove an or does not prove the point at all... Now, we go on to

the 4th argument. That we will call e. D, we wl call, )ere*se-- Difference

of style... Differences of style, The argt4ment from differences of style viewpoint
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called the premillenial return of Chtist. It was actually a book which Ø had
of saying how

about six pages . .. with evidence.., the premillenial return of Christ . ... was

devoted to the rapture.., both trib.Mtlon and rapture. .. as I looked at the bpk...

the arguments were not nearly as good as ... but I wrote back and-d-,..

500 words on the subject, I wrote back, and I wrote 120 pages and I said, I do

not think that he want to give me(4. 30) .,. He wrote back and he said , No,

I would appreciate if you wett4d write thousands words on... giving

me ... so I got it out and wrote 12/00 of them ... he wrote back and asked

me to enlarge it on two or three points. We have about seven ... he wrote on

the front page editorial on Time... Now, that editor has dealt with

as q whole. .thfluence of the Sunday School.. . So he did not have my

name anywhere in it. I have no recollection for that magazine before. I

went down to the street. I went down to the class one morning. And "., who I

understand lives in Philadelphia, having an editorial work in the City, who

was one of our first year's students then, was sitting on the front porch.ot our

dormitory, g... Dr. MacRae, I am just taking notice of your writing in the

Sunday School Times. I have never had an article before. There was no name

connected with ... said, How did you know that? Well, there is such a thing
my

then as distinctiveness of style. I do not know how distinctive e-style/ is.

I do not know whether it will be immediately recognized or nbt. 9fri¬xce-BM-t+1e-_

he-imethote1y-eeoMed But the fact that 0' I was immediately recognized

shows that this argument is nothing to laught at or to push aside lightly. There
of

is such a thing as difference 4' style, which can be recognized by those

who are familiar with that style. Now, if has been reading the
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Sunday School Times week after week, having noticed me, , never heard

me speak or read anything I wrote, then he vould have beenL . able

to look at that first page or- and say that this first page doesn't sound to

me like an ordinary sentence ... 1 think t1at it was written by a differeit

man and to read the style , -t4'e- I think it was a man who was probably raised

in the West, and apareM-ly probably studied in Germany . ...If -tee- one of

you here were to write a book, and another one were to write a book and then

another one wee-tewere to write a book and then one of you were to write

a third book and you were to give up these three books and we were to look at

and ... 1 think that we could look into one book and notice every feature in-9N_-;

Look for- at t1 second book and notice every feature of the other man...and then

we could probably make a pretty fair judgment ... -o--- as c to which of the

two of you wrote the book. Now, if we had a book by one of you and a book by
and a third

another xx book came in which we didn't know whether it was written by you

or not.., or by somebody entirely different, whetherec we would recognize that

style... owhether it was or waft- wasn't I don't know. There is sometMisuch

a thing that- as the- distinctiveness of style. If you can prove that we have

more distinct style--the style of J. The style of E, the style of D, the style

of P. That is a mighty strong argumentx for partition.

p-9l

And another one were to write a book, a nd a third one were to write a book and

you were to give us thse three books and we were to look at them and- I think

that we could look through the one book and notice keveryth4rq--t-feature

of style. Look through the second book and notice every feature of the other man's
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style , and then we could probably Imake a pretty fair judgmert,x as to which

of the two of you wrote the book. Now, if we had a book by one of you and

a book by another, and a third book came in which we didn't even know whetherec it

was written by one of you or not or whether it was written by somebody entirely

different. Or whether we would recognize that . ..whether it was or waan't

I don't know. There is such a thing as distinctiveness of style, if you can prove

that we have four distinct kstyles, the style of J., E., D., P., that is a xmighty

step, strong argument for partition. But we mention as number two, in the Pentateuch

there is no solid-bat- basis for a style .. .iFr 41'e4et&tejeh- of distinct writers.

Since no separate document by these kalleged writers has been preserved... there

is no solid basis for establishing a style of distinct writers.x since there is

no acseparate document by these alleged writers has been preserved. It is my

impression that when President Johnson made a -9taetertt- speech last fall

on the state of the union that three months earlier he had assigned 24 writers

to write him suggested speeches for the speech of the union. And these 24 writers

each wrote a speech and then they got together and discussed and compared it.

And then they cx z decided which of them they liked best and which they liked

second best and they worked on these and then they brought it to him and they

c- brought it to him and decided which of the two that he liked best arid then
speech

went over it and made some changes. But as he spoke he gave a compositWeten

and let us iz suppose that n4- in 24 writers there were two or three of them o

did the greater part of the writing. Do you think that any one of you without knowing

those writers or having ever heard of them... could take his speech and could section

it out and say this part was written by Henry Jones. This part was written by Martin

Luther. This one was written by
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the Addis of the Documents of the Hexateuch and there he is giving the
19

Prixestly History and Law and in Genesis -23he gives verse,42-5.. .he

gives certain verses and now he gives 19 and 20 and the last half of 26

and then he skips to 26:34 , but in verse 20, he says , Now Jacob was 40

years old when he took Rebekkah the thg-daughter of r.-the Ar&ieatT7Tertd

yeu-et4ee-te-Ha-e-te-rrrp1aee-Pa-Bethuel the Syrian of Padan-Aram, the
he has

sister of Laban the Aramaem to be his wife, and here -'ott-have the footnote,
so

Padarn-Aram/.always in Canaan, the oldest documents have Aram---now here
Padam -Ararn

is..P always calls lt...e1m eeuøe*te the older documents (you all know

what the older documents are, all the documents except P whlchis the latest)

according... coccuxred about 1870 the older documents have Aram

Now, Dr. Allis in his4v-book- The Five Books of Moses, has don&e a very

fine job on examining a trementhus &cu- amount of detail, particularly onthis

matter of thesewords. And so I quoted to you what he said about it. He

sd Aram said, ...The older documents have ... so always in Canaan ... the

Authorized Version has Mesopotamia, then he sw s , F The facts are these.

One, the .. . only occurs ' twice in the entire entateuch . It is used in Genesis

24:10, and in I. and it is used in Deut. 23:4 which they g'ee give to E.

So that you have the names R-'eM--Aramnahanarim, x used in the Pentatucuh

only twice. Onocce they put in J, once they put in D. But the older documents

almost always say Pahanarim is a distinctive P work. Now Padam-Aram

is mentioned 10 times mt 1 Pentateuch and the critics ece- assign ct.x all 10

of the se passages to P. But a few of 4iewe-these 10 are ./.where it is atthe

only passage where it is the only passage
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and so on. Differences of style, the argument from the differernces of style
pastor

viewpoint and so on. A man was crossing the ocean one time, and . ./ of a

large church in Philadelphia. And when he got over here, he told me that - how
a

he ran away tg/liberal professor and the pastor had a long discussion with him.

This man said, W1y, you do not know Hebrew, do you? And then the man said, No,

I regret that I never had a chance to study 1:t7---4--- Hebrew. So, the man said,

Oh, you are a Hebrew, you would not nee4--eety7- have any question about

Hebrew. Why, he said, ".. (6.48)

I am sure that the man was not basing it on his own experience, but on what

somebody ii else said. And the chances are that the person too got it from what

somebody else said. Because anybody who raised the Hebrew of the Old
not

Testament world will/find difference.., that are similar to the difference between the

English kk& of Chaucer and the English of today. You can... I doubt if there

is anybody here who could read me-- three lines from Chaucer English and
word

know what the meaning of everyone of them. At least on e to three lines
has so completely changed

there is a word... whibh cc iocxx,x1etecx/. the change of meaning. that

we do not recognize them today. English )( language has changed considerably

and and it is inclined to constant change, but change is such as that do not
the logic

occur in the Old Testmament. There is a unified style as far as . . / is concerned.

But this is a very important argument. N.--Th- We call

it no. 1. The importance of this argument. If this argument can be proved, it will

establishj the fact of different documents. The first year in Seminary, when

1wb-down
we were/in Wilmington, and I got a letter from an editor of the Sunday School

Times who asked me to review a certain portion of the book about the pe,millenial

return of Christ,
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each one less than a verb in three entire chapters which are assigned to...

that is the three entire chapters are assigned to J or E in their entirety extept

for two parts of verses, which include the word Padam-Aram, which they give

to P. So you see how the theory is not carried through consistently. Here

is P, and here is J and E. P c says Padam-Aram...And in P re-- here where

they have a section... but two sections they just picked out -hafl half a verb-.--verse
out of sone thing that was J or E

so in this sort of thing ix it is very, very x x easy to argue ... if one

is not very careful. (Q) Allis has a tremendous amoint of detail . I would say

that if a person has had this course and mastered this book, after doing that

the first half of Allis' book would be a most valuable thing to have, because
that you can use for illustrations

it gives you so much detaiJ He does not express the principles clearly.

It think the average person ... but xhK he ha s excbllent summation of evidence

m many 03C of these points. Well, then the thee- theory is not carried thnigh

eee- consistently, as he said, and if you mus4 have.. the list that you hve

have in the arrangement of the exiles.. flood... it says in chapter 7, that

this I s,U J, verses 7-10. . in the main....Now , vhy thc do they give us 7-10

in the main. They are right in the middle of a passage that is regularly given

by the critics who- to J, but these three verses contain the use of the phrase

the man and his wife, and the phrase two by two. They a e both distinctive
P section.

features of F, the critics say here a redactor... has put/key words into a J 4eftteftee.

Well, wherever you find something that doesn't
you

fit, a I redactor has put it in, ,4tremendously weaken your argument. It is

possible, of course, to *we- have several different documents and to fit them

together, and in fitting them together , fit them in such a way as to twist the

language of each to fit the other, but Ak if you do, you could gc 4y-. destroy

the evidence in every one.--if there ever was a combination of documents. e
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And eveFytMneverytime they say that a redactor has done it, they weaken

the evidence for that. They say that- for instance that the arstword Aram

is a P word eete-because the use of tFe idea of a high priest is sone thirg

that began wit-, a P document, when- but In Exodus 4... and 24 which they

just-- give to J. there are 13 times where they say that .. and then they

claim specifically, Aram is ...that is a fair way to gather arguments.

When you are going to discuss a matter very objectively, when you find something

that doesn't look Ie- In the Eec ddEc direction of your conclusion , you shouldn't
variously

za sweep it i under the table, you should look at it'e*y-- and see what

the evidence is and see wy- where there is reason why it is an exception.

whether there is evldenkce for such a reason. But when you have a redactor
can make

who/changes ±kwhenver he chooses, well, you don't have much evidence

left that there really is a -d4 efeReeef-5t4e--dIstinct style. Incldeacntally,

the start of the whole business was the division of Genesis 1:1 as the enumerative

style,-ut- one day, two days, or three days. It was evening and it was morning.

God saw whet he had mn& made, that it was good. Bt-1ve-efe4aeer

w4'e-ea-t -m&ke-e1a*es-w1'e*eve4e-eheeeee7-we]-yeu-di& -have--m*eh

eveiiee4eft-. Thore-3 -there4-ieQfly . . these phrases

are repeated over and over--the enumerative style. Genesis l:l-2:+. And, it

uses the na Elohiin all the time, Genesis 2:14 to the end of Lk hsa

beautiful narrative style, It is ta es4ag discussing events, it has none of

this repetition of the enumerative style, so the criiticjsm starts with the two

documents: J and. P . Well, there after you might say any word that is found in

the first chapter, that is a distinctive word of P. Any word thatis found in the

second chapter is a distinctive word of 3. Dr. * Allis ham taken the time to take

every word in these two chapters and to chick it through in the docuaments a that
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the critics divide it, and. to see how it is used thereafter. Lad. he finds that

the bulk nof the words are naturally used. in both documents, for after a].l,they

are not claiming their different langiaes, they are merely claiming their different

writings, fef- and after an, the use of a different use isn't a very good evidence

for a different writer,beeaus. anybody zxz z can use a different word.. You hear

me speak and you hear a certain word that you are not accustomed to using,and

it sort of impresses on your mind, and. the next day or two you may use it two or

three times, even though you never have before and never have after. A person

uses different words if they are part of the language even though t "y haventt

used them for years, but he has taken everyone of them to see M.. how many are

used in both,how many are used. in only one t ereifter,and. he has found if you

look at all the evidence instead of pickg an inUifvidual one. Why , it actually

does not work out consistently. The alleged criteria are not a carried, through

consistently, this is a difficult argiment to deal with locause there is so much

of detail i' them. It will take a great deal of pounding of words,but as I say

there is a question of how much of that is valid, because after all,it was in the

ions language the words are come. Number 4, as held, the theory does not generally

maintain indlavidual writers but schools. So many individual styles would. enter
document

into each /..As held the t&.ei-de.e- theory does not generally maintain individual

writers but schools . So em. many ii$iaviual styles would, enter each document.

Most of your books written as mush as 20 years ago will say , we *an divide 3 into

Ji. 32,33,34. Pl,p2,Pa3,P14. And. so on. Meat More reciently there has been quite

a a swing against that fragmentation. It was most interesting about 21) years ago

hea-*2,a.uwhen this book of Allis' first came out, ie-a.qiwd.- a review by

Prfof. Win.?. Aibri ght of John opkius Un. cam. out, and. he saterted his e.4v.w

review something Tile4ha4- this. He said This book j*** to the writer's millfor

I have been maintaining for years that this dlvi sion into Jl, 2, 3,4 and. Ii, 2- 3.4

etc. Is foolish. How.v.r,Albright says, of the once distinct existence of the

great .io.uments 3..D-P, there an 'be no doubt at all.
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Well, actually, the arguments that t}.y divide them up into J.LD.P. c'xx carried.

on logically will divide them up t± into .- separate groups and. today most of

the scholars believe that P is the word-of work of a school wee"-er.e-aa&- worked

over and over by p.over a long peri&o d. of time, so it was one of the-444 startling

things in the magazine t}at it gives that up for 3 , and the magazines came out

on Dec.25 i where it ±t sp. k e about the P document, but then i takes up the

second, an it says even though Genesis 1 is the work of a school of writers there

can be no question that Genesis 1*2-11 and following is the work of one great

genssis-SRd-. the wonderful ability of the writer of the $ 3 document. Now, 60

years ago the critrics * used to 44a talk about 3 with its primitive ideas but

now, they have come to realize the tremendous as beauty of the style of J. Well,

there-a"- is beauty in P too but P is largely enumtsrativ. style, you get that

if you take the enumerative sections and put them together, ad. and there are bound

to be a lot of them in a history like this. Well, number four then, as held, the

theory does not geaneraUy maintain individual writers but schools. Number 5,as

reg rd.s J and B there is mush disagreement among critical scholars. The first

few years that I taught I was an assibtant in t e department cet Dr. Allis

was head. of the department, and Dr. Allis taught the course in the Pentati"eieuch

and there was a book by Brightman,o4.A sources of the H.xateu.h,which Dr. Allis
put

had, about 26 copies of/in the library and assigned a. great deal of study be.ua

becuase Briglitman, had. the 3 document separate, tie B. document , the D and the P

-!nluch smaller books that t.ce-- this big one of Allis that I have here, and very

handy to is, . He used that and made comparisons with them all the tins , the first

year Dr. Allis resinsd at the place wor where we were both then teaching aiiii

so the next year all of his courses fell on my soldiers, so I taught the Pentateuch

course for the fisret time, and. I assigned Brightraan as he had. , and then as I

looked further into it, I feux4 that at many points Brightman's division of 3 and

I differed from that of Allis or of the other writers, and if you take any two
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you will find that while there are many points on which they agree , tiers are

many points on which they differ, because the distinction between J and 3 is one

on which there is nothing like the agreement on certain other features of the

Critical theory. Now, 3. and 3 between them, take up, beside from about 4 chapters

--they take h up three fourths ..most of Genesis goes"- in either j or e, and

they feel they z can tell yoi what is 3 and what is 3. Of course , and the difference

is of course tat one says Jehovah and the other says £lohim, and they give ou a

whole list of characteristics tof 3 and 3 but there is great difference about

individual works, individual ".gtione , even individual chapters, as between

3 and 3. In fact as we know, and I *at to reiterate this, I think this isvery

important from l825-l875 the overwhealming mass of critical scholars were con

vinced that there was a ground foundation writing , . the 3 was a suplem.nt

and most of what the writers now consider ..3 was partof the original 3, and they

saic the style was $o different from 3, and then eventually H?u:pfield. proved that

the bilk of the P document in Genesis aside from 3,.x or Lf chapters was actually

much like J in style that yea-.an- that is the only way you can tell the difference

was that it had the name Get instead of Jehovah, and that is c.nzistently carried.

through ...but there will be a preponderance ..of course in P they insist that

the name 3lohim is used exenlusively but there are two or three passage even

there where they have to say that Jehovah was put in by a redactor. So that

it was thought here we have two distinetlve-..yt-1- styles .. for fifty years all

critical writers have it. Here is the ± style of the 3lohist. Hen, is the style

of the Jehovist, and new you take ; out from Genesis 2/3rd or 3/14s of the material

fpmerly given to the ilohit, and put itin in.a separate document and you say

that the ..41. style of that is so mush li1J that you can't tell the differensel.

I think that it a is a very **ova, strong evidence of the great difficulty

in making divisions in this way, on the basis of style. And. then number 6, is

that the division
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when they entered into the land of the Philistines... and he did in the land of

Philistines.,. it was all feasible that he did ... Isaac who almost worshipped

his father Abraham with the similar ... when he went into the land of Philistines,

a nd where he had real difficulty with the king of Philistines on othe grounds...

his father Abraham actually has ever had.., so it is not at all inconceivable

that ... could have happened three times rather than once. When the
of

sees why a critic would ... the background M life in Germany or France,=

or England or America, would be a clear thing ... if anybody would say a

thing like that ... I always thought.., after all thew hole situation was very

different from everything in which Ø we live. And it is foolish for us to say think
is the situation of

that everything .. .-she background bf the Bible had to be just like what it

would be in the particular situation in which we live. Actually professor feeeItt-r

Ephraem Spelser of the University of Ponwy-Pcyn P,yte--Pe4i-Pennsylvania

who has written a ... volume of ... on Genesis, who wrote a section in the

Life magazine article....
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Actually you have the duplicate e one document. Well, of course, there are

some critics who would say Ys, but one of them is J 1 and one e is J 2. J 1
before

and J 2 are put together, then- and E were putto together. If they were,
would have not thought

whoever put them together,/they were two stories of the same thing. The-

He would have thought that they were different events, I am sure. And if E was
that

a separate document put together, whoever put (ogether eerta- certainly thought

that they were different events. And al"- after all why ottI-- couldn't they

have been different events? Why in the beginning of the story in Genesis 12
say,

we find that Abraham says to Sarah, (13.40) ... when we would dwe4-r. you are

my sister, and of course it is ep lamed to her that she was Ms- &tec- his

half-sister. So, it was no lie to say that she was his sister. Well, some people

would say that it is a white lie. It is a fact that she was his sister, dut it

was a white lie in the sense that while it is true, it is only half of the truth,

and it is much more true- Important truth which is that she is his wife. So,

they would say that it is a white lie. Well, one of the great if errors of the

so-called white liej is that the influence goes on K and goes on to black lies,
Only that

and Abraham told a white lie twice, aid Isaac followed his footsteps Me told

a black lie, and said that his wife eoczbci RebeKah was his sister, when

she was only his cousin, and so the- In the case of Abraham it is questionable

whether it' can be called lying actually or not. ewas telling the truth, but he

was not telling the whole truth. But we have these t4t- three stories, but in
first

this fourth one, Abraham said that he was going to Egypt, ... left the homeied-- and...

this is what I want you to say when we go into Egypt. If he said to her, there is

nothirg that suggests that this was ... occasion.... Was an occasion in Egypt.

It is possible to think that ... he might have done it on other ease- occasions.
/\ I'



disappears. That is the most difficulties in the Bible. It is easy to find

difficulties in the Bible, or any other book that was ever written. But we assume

that the writer had at least normal intelligence as ... the wcrds of man to convey

the ideas and try to find what that idea is... we usually find that it is difficult

to see how it fits the ideas maintained in the other sections of the Scripture.

And so, between Genes 1 and Genesis 2 there is no contradiction, actual contradiction.

There is merely a looking in more detailed at smaller section of the great history
is to

of the creation in order to show how .. what the rest of the Bible/deals with
progressive

mand and its ,,. and we have thinarrowing down of -..--aet-e4x aˆ picture

as we go through the earlier part of the Bible.., start with the whole universe

in chapter one and in chapter 2 we put our stress on man, and we are dealing
in

with God; s relation with man . -a,d- the rest of the Bible comparatively little

in the rest of the Bible about God's relation to the Øniverse/as a whole, and when

we get over to chapter 12, we have the attention ktkB.x narrowed down to

Abraham and to one family with which our attention is focussed through the

rest of the book of Genesis, and so we lw have references to the rest cf the
his

world, but only in regard to their relationship to Abraham and theem4ent

family in the rest of Genesis, and that is the proof that God has called out

the means whereby He was bringing His Son into the world, and prepare salvation

that can be made known to the very ends of the earth. And this part of the

Bible is the narrowing down until everything finds its focus on the Lord Jesus

Christ, and from ...*6.45) there.. . down again as the message goes out tothe

whole world. So, Genesis 2 actually is not a duplicate, this is not another

story of creation contradicting each other,bu t it is a more detailed account of

a portion of the events including the creation and actually a comparatively AK small
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portion from the material viewpoint, because man is a very tiny thing in contrast

with the whole tremendous universe which God created, but the tremendous

thing when we look at it from the vllew point of God's purpose, because after

all the universe was created for man and for-God-- God's relation to mane and

his purpose and all.., but a side material power, it is comparatively small

part of it. But from here on we are dealing with man. So, we have looked at

one of these poem-"T alleged doublets which much is made. Now, the

second one which is /very frequently referred is b. small b 4th-a-story-of- is an

account of Abraham's lying. I made some reference to this a yew minutes ago.

And in Driver's taxi commentary on Genesis, page XI in the Introduction to the

commentary, heis- is simply 4leat4tg-1he- endeavoring to indicate the
made up

s maintain that Genesis is the compositof different documents which have

been fitted together, and he says, .. . chapter 20.1. to 17, the consistent

use of the term God is remarkable. Now, that is 21:... to 17 is the story of

Abraham lying to Abimelech , the king of Gera)Ir about his wife whom he
in S

said is his sister. But Driver says, thus/chapter 20 versWl tol7 the consistent
in

use of the term God is remarkable, whereastthaptersl8 and 19,for instance,

6th verse of chapter 19... which is E and ... the term Jehovah is unØiformly

employed. Now as ; you read this .... you get the impression that eh here

in chapter-24-t&- 20:1-17 which has the account of Abraham's lying in the land

of Philistines and he says, the consistent use of the term God is remarkable.

God did this, God did that. He says that there is no fear of God. God did
the similar

sol and so. Also he says in . .,/narrative, chapter -3-- 12:10-2 0 the term

Jelo vah is used for the .... that is what he says... Chapter 18 and 19.
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except 19:29, which is P and a similar narrative as well... Why did he say that?

Because in chapter 12... which is h- the story of Abraham's lying in Egypt, there

is only one reference to God, and there is reference to Jehovah. So, there is

only one reference to God and then you use the term Jehovah, and in that one

reference.., while they say that the term Jehvah is uniformly employed. How

do we know what he would have said, he had made six other feferences to God,

whether he would have used the name Jehovah or the name God, but he puts in

the chapters 18 and 19 which are not a similar narrative but were two entirely

different things, nd in which the name Jehovah occurs a great deal, but you

know he brings this out here at a very striking illustration of a parallel.

You read in Genesis 12, you have Abraham going into Egypt, and Abraham goes

into Egypt, and in Genesis 12, and Abraham says tbtds to his wife, this is

the promise that you made me when we left our homeland, where4ier you go

you would say that you are my sister, not my wife. This he says to her, and

he tells Pharaoh that she is his sister, and Pharaoh s4ee- seizes her and then
Pharaoh

God punishes pharaoh and pharaoh gives her back to Abraham. And Abraham deals

well with Abraham for her sake. And then in chapter 20 you have Abraham in the
the

land of/Philistines and Abraham says that there is no fear f of God and he says
Abimelech,

specifically this is my sister, and/the king of Philistines, Gerar, seizes her

but God intervenes her to protect her and when Abimelech finds out that he is

very angry and says, you could easily., have done great harm on-r;-.- -brlying

my land through having this misunderstanding about your wife, and then we get

on chapter 26, and in chapter 26 we find Isaac go to the 'land of Gerar, and

Rebeccah is with him, and he says, this is my sister, th king of Gerar takes

her and takes his sister,/and his f wife, and __________ intervenes her and



they are protected. Now, look at these three parallel narratives. ee-have

How can these things be more than one? Surely, one time would have been

such a thing would have never happened. But we are told three times. And also
Egypt

we notice the difference. The first brie is easy and the second time is in PhillØ'stines.

And the third time is in Philiestines. Only different is that this time instead

of Abraham, it was Isaac that ... Now, we have three .accounts of one

contradicting each other in certain points ... but bringing in many def mite points

according to the way most of the crØ'itics take it. Now, that would look like

a very big argument, would it not for three documents? There are , of course,

e4ti-oal-t1'eete- the critical theory of four documents, J. E, D, and P. But D
Genesis.

in mostly in the book of Deuteronomy. But we do not find anything to speak.of D ir/

But E Is in Genesis ... we have three documents in Genesis. We have three

stories of Abraham's lying. Well, there is a good evidence for it, you might

say, except that he is supposed to use the name God and J in Jehovah and E
is

in the name of God, and J in Jehovah and E M the name of God, and in D we find

that two of you Jehovah... and only of them ... and so it does not fit... it

is just a theory. It does not fit well. And the critics say that in Genesis 12,and

a-- 26 are both J, so that you have two of them in the J document, and one
none

in the p(E document, and met-4n the D document. So, you see what looks ldke

it at first sight is an excellent evidence for the tfree document theory, but

it does not fit the thre dcoument theory, actually you have the two of the duplicate-e

in the one document. Well, of course, there are some critics who say Yes,

but one of them is from J 1 and the other is from J2. 11 and J2 are put together
them

before J and E were put pt*- together. Now, that is ...whoever put . /. together
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And then ... something that God had done before as He did in the case cI lariiing

the garden and making the trees come up. Out of the ground the Lord God

formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air, and these tell.., these

things which God has already created God brought them before Adam... not in order
find among them ... make

that God could . ., them whether one of them would need--a help mee t for Adam,

Out in order that one ... would be a help meet for Adam... because he would be

able to see how much superior he was to anything that he could.., himself....

among the animals created. And so God is brining in these four elements... in brder

that God may find out whether woman will do for a help meet for Adam, but

in order to demonstrate to Adam the provision of the proper

helpmeet----meetfor him, and so it is an educational thing for Adam to investigate things

for God. He was bringing those animals and these birds which he has already
them before Adam prior to the creation of the Eden.

created bringing /.. 4t-4a-e erto&t4eneI-th4ng- So, if we effmine chapter 2,

where would be the assumption that the author of it was not such a primitive

mind as this portion.., it is somewhat silty wMeh succession of exams,
a

but that he had/reasonable idea in mind when he

ye

thithis interpretation
in no way

of it. /. Q6ntradlcts chapter one. It does not .. chapter 2,. T-he- when the

vegetation was originally created. It does not tell us when the animal was

created. Chapter 2 is just about the creation of man. And in connection with

man it tells us that God prepared for man ... and tells us that God brought the
woman

animal ... before man.., prior to the creation of . ./ to, if we examine

the precise word here of chapter 2, you find that the difficulty 0 largely
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It is not good that the man shojid be alone; I will make him an help meet for

him. "And so the Lord said, Now, we want a man to have a help meet for him.

And so, what did He do? "And out of the ground the Lord God formed every

beast of the field, and every fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see

what he would call them: and whatsoever Adam caled every living creature,

that was the name thereof... The Lord made a horse, and he dr-Mar-hew

says, Man, how would like a horse for your help mate? man says, No. The Lord

says, all right. Let us make a cow .... How about a cow? The man says, No.

After He tried the beasts cI the field, He made the fowls of the air, and he says,

How would like a peacock for helpmate? How would you like __? He

made one after another, and He brought them to Adam to see whether ge

likes him.., how he would call them.., whatever Adam called that was the name

thereof. And Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl of the air; and

brought-the-un-Ada-e.-e-waP-- to every beast of the field; but for Adam tie re

was not found an help meet for him. And then God created a woman. As you see,

it was and then God created a woman. It w a primitive mind indeed to conceive

of the story... if that is what the -eetyr- story means. If you read the story...

and give the writer any credit or sense at all, you will understand that he 4ves-- is

the--eep- speaking here in the same way in which he is speaking when he

spoke about the planning of the garden and the making the trees that come out.

Here .. details in the ... God has specifically prepared a garden ... where

the man is ... then God created a man and then having created man, and then

the Lord says in his ".. It is not good that man should be alone .... He needs

a help meet for him.
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suggests that these trees grew up in normal fashion, and if they did not, certainly

he could have done these things, and prepared a place for man te- before man

ee44e-,]gee was there. So, the order of the creation, even in this

order of the creation of vegetation, it we- would be no contradiction in chapter

one which has vegetation created in the third day, and the man created on the

sixth day. It wwld be no k,f1 contradiction. It is simply an expression in a

different way... man being given a place for prominence, and then telling

about the place which he prepared for man to live in, but it is not the description

of the creation in any way. It is simply a description ofiI the preparation of a

place for man to live. So, the later critical books are entirely ( right in

ceasing to indicate vegetation as a part of the creation that is different than,,..
leaves

contradict between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2. But now, that ead,-us still

with an alleed contradiction of the order in that as the later critical writers

say, Genesis 1 has the universe created, that h light, It has firmament. It has

vegetation, and it has wild animals, it has the sun, moon and stars, and the

land animals, and then it has man and i--- woman, but Genesis 2, they say,

has man and animals, and then woman. Now, that is a sharp contradicton, is

it not? If all the animals were created after a man was created, instead of

before, it is a very sharp contradiction between the two chapters... and it

makes you wonder how any redact every put the two together/ with such a

sharp contradiction in it, and did have sense enoug1=to see ... right next to

each oterh- If that is what it means. Now, of course, 1that is what it means,

again we have a very primitive mind that conceives this fable. If that is the way

you take it. Because according to that, we find in verse 18, The Lord God said,
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And when
had as much sense as human beings would. At says, He created man, he

formed a man out of the dust of the ground, breathed into his nostrils ax his

breath of life, and then the ord planted a garden, it is not fitting this in the

this chronological order. He is giving there in a logical order. He tells

us man being created and then he tells what God has done already to have a
just

place for man to live. He wanted particularly. how God went about doing

it. We might be given in chronological order. But we are being given in

particularly how man was created, and taken cr- care of by God.., there

it is given in logical order. The creation of man and then the place which

God had prepared for man to live and so ... tt would be Ø perhaps likely clearer,
a way

but not necessarily /correct 4hM'tg- to say that the Lord God hath planted a

garden, and then he put the man in the garden ... the Lord God hath made
make it a pluperfect like that . In that

you do not have to have/.. be-Hebrew p iwvx has no pluperfect.

In Hebrew, pbiperfect is, apt to express the same idea with perfect. But in English

we have to use pluperfect. Sometimes we have to, and sometimes we do not

have to use it. It is just slightly more accurate to- in English to use it. And

so, the idea does not have to ... express in the Hebrew... At any rate, the
began to have...

planning of the garden and the making the trees out there.., all these had

the creation of man. Probably a number of years... man was created later...
if

So that it was ... the tree usually grows in twenty-years... /that is what

he chose to do,. a- he could have done it... --d4-Be4hat4t

9e9t&r.. If that should have been the case, t et4t-have-leet we would

expect somewhere in the Bible to suggest that, but-we would expect him to have

said something in the Bible to suggest that.., the way it is said in the Bible
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made all the trees that ... now ... take this exactly in the order in which everything

is ... in which the events occur. At least there you have a primitive account

in D... says in that case ... the Lord formed the man out of the dust of the
the Lord breathed into nostrils...

ground, and /.. the breath of life and he became a living soul., and the man

became a living soul. Now, here is a man . ... then j he planted the garden.

All right. God planted a garden, and then rhe put the man in the garden, he

puts the man down in there... It is not ... a matter of how soon ... potatoes,

and carrots can come up, so that he can eat them.., because it continues

out of the ground the Lord made it... it may be ... Now here is a man sitting

and $' waiting.., while he is waiting, the Lord plants them. And then he

He plants ,.. and these apple trees, and these ... trees take weeks, and two

or three years before they can produce anything ....it ( takes more than thay(t,

if it would ... produce fruit.., a few years.... before he could get

V&41--4t-49a$i--4e-reeé-T- sense..o-

e4e-gee-have. Well, it is sad to read ... the writer of the book

expected us to interpret it in a sensible way. The Lord planted a garden, and

then he put the man there. When did God create the garden? After he created

the man? Or before? Because the created man must have been.., there, but

that is not what it says, it simply says... I suppose that a younge fellow ±xx gets

married, and then 1e they have got married, he says, oh, my, we've got to have

a place to live now. Let us go and p.. a carpenter, and let us build a house

for .. . let us go and have a place.., so we will have a place to live.

Any sensible couple that are getting married would make arrangement for a place

to live ahead of time.., they should have a place to live in before they get

married, before they are ready to use the place. And certainly God wuld have
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delicious strawberry... she put them on the ground over there, and then

two or Or ee months later you could see two or three little, leaves... My

wife planted them all right. She put these strawberry plants.., did anybody

create the strawberry plants? It would be rididou1's...

The later critical writers have most of them... Did she create the
two

strawberry? No, she planted them. Creating and planting are/entirely different

things, and so the later critical writers have most of them had.., the fact

that the earlier critical writers ... oax even such Edrilliant men as

Driver.., were utterly wrong when they said, This chapter says that the

vegetation was created after man was created.., vegetation was created

after man was created... it does/not say anything about the creation of vegetation

any more than it does not say anything about the creation of the sun, moon and

stars, firmament, the Iniverse as a whole, and all{hese other things, which

are part of the general creation, and not part of the aöcount of the specifics

of the creation of man. But what he says is that God created man and God

planted a garden, and in the garden that he planted he put the man whom he

had formed. Let us pause here for a second. When did God plant this

garden? God could have .. God could p(have said, let them be gardening.

Let there be ... a aier a corner.., let there be a beautiful garden ... under

a lovely place there/ for men to live. God oould have said that... It would

not take him 24 hours to do that. He could do that in one second, or in one

hundredth of a second. But it does not say that how long it took him.

It says God planted the garden. And there he puts the man ... and there

in the h ouse... then you take this ... in which everything extinguishes...
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on the ground
so, she put them. ./ over there, and7th n three months later you could see

two or three little ... My wife planted them all right. She put these xwx

strawberry plants... did anybody create the strawberry plants?
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vegetation created, and almost man and woman created, male and fáEc male

created He them. In Genesis 2, you would have man O vegetation, animal,
if

and woman; yet, some of the critical books result.., vegetation.. ./(e say

Genesis 1 says creation of animals and man and woman, while chppter 2 says

man, animals, and woman, and even that of course is a sharp contradiction.

But it is not so big a contradiction as is ... you hve = four steps instead of three.

And e the reeo-reason why many of these critical books leave out vegetation

there is because all you have to read-to-- the passage carefully and you see that

genesis 2 cannot be whatever about the creation of the vegetation.., it is

a-very-- an utter 9ei±m.Mx superficial misreading of the text. And it is

mamazing how alert, scholarly, clever men can go to the Bible looking for

contradictions, and cannot understand that the simple word says. We sha

should all be careful. We all tend to look into it with some prejudices.

and we can very easily from ... misconceptions.., see what they are...

these facts rather than changing around t1 facts ... everybody should know...

the things to do is ... to avoid them and to see what the facts really are...

And in this case, ... Genesis 2 speaks of the creation of vegetation, and 0'

reference of course is minaly through the statements after the creation of

the man in verse 2 where it says, And the Lord God planted a garden in the

eastward, and there he put the man whom he had formed .out-e4he-gi'ct,nd,

And Made-rrr--- out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that

is pleasant to the sight, and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst

of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of good and evil. My wife sed

me last year very e- foolis1-0'ly ... 1gExxxx .. . New Jersey... a wonderful

scholar..s1aid to his wife... strawberry$' the beautiful plants .... inth- the lfree
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You thus strike the very foundation of Christianity, if you do not recognize

the New Testament from the beginning to the end ... the Old Testament

is that it is th God's word. That it is true and t4 it cannot contradict. God

cannot contradict Himself. Many contradictions come in through nxxmx errors

in copying. Many-contradictions may have come in through errors in

translations. There may be contradlctionx that come into error in our understna

anding . ... a man who says. .well, you look in the Old Testament, and here

this talks about p(God, and yet you find in one place it says, there is no God.

This is a sharp contradiction, is it not?

In one place it says there is God, and in another there is n o God. In fact

it says twice that there is no God. But ... in the Psalms where it says there

is go God.., there is a word. introduced there.., a fool in his heart says there

is no God. And if you take the words in its context, there is no contradiction/

at all, because in the context, the words are gxaiix giving not the truths,

but giving ideas that we will have.., the Bible contains many -reasons and occasions

of errors, but they are ... Abraham, when he went into ... he told a lie, he

said, I thought there was no fear of God in this place. So, in order to save

his life, he said a lie. He told a lie. And so he got into a lot of trouble

himself/ as a result. If God is ".. we never have to lie or cheat in order to advance

this Q _. If wax He exists, we can ... go ahead and do what is

right. But He ;does not exist, you will find 44- certain contradictions natrually

Now, at first sight this appears to be a very sharp contradiction, and it is quite int'

interesting to find t44-the-T77-The- crea- boo4 -rr- eek-y eefte--.----

that many of the critical books quite agree, while some particularly of the older
differs that in

critical books say that the order ../4s sharply ... ir)/Genesis 1 you have
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in books and references to the situation of the book of Genesis. But there is

a second alleged contradiction between these, which you will find mm many

books, and this is ... Number three. nNunther two, the examination of the

alleged contradiction as to the situation at the beginning of the creation.

Then we make number three. The exia ination of the alleged contradiction as to

the order of events. as to the order of the events. And here we find that

books on the subject written from the critical viewpoint will ... saying that

there is certain contradictions in the order of the events in G enesis l.-1--and

Genesis 2. But we will find that some alleged contradiction... Driver

says, for instance, that there is in Gene sisi 1:1 you can have the creation of vegetation

the creation of animals, you have the creation of man and woman. Thee-e-ert-

M- He said that in Genesis 2 you have the creatioi'6f man and then you have the

creation of rlax vegetation, and then the creation of animals and then the

creation of woman. Now, that is a very
'
marked difference in order. If

there is such a contradiction as this between these two chapters, if you

cannot find anything else, anything else than that here, you are apt to be in

the situation ... I came across a very tine young man...hbwas teaching in

a fine Christian school. About six years ago he gave a paper at the meeting

of the Evangelic 1 Scholars in which he said that you 4 cannot reconcile the

two chapters, and so he said, it must have been apoetry... it does ; not

say th- anything about the cthal 0' creation of the world. He says, Driver

says, you are just about tn that position.., we do not )( learn anything about

twe- the two different Hebrew writers ... but bf course if you take it that way.

then our Lord is entirely wrong when he refers to the bulk of the l'0'aw that

God had given 4- will not fail , one jot or one tittle would fail... unt all

is fulfilled.
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and in at least the particular area where God intended to put man, and so you

-hve- have a dry situation, but the difference is that they start at different times.

And if I were to say to you that if I were to say to give you ... to my wife, that

I would begin with North Michigan where we had snowy months of the year, and

you would hear the pleasant ooc stories, snow going down, snow coming dow'vln,

and you would get aicture, which I think ... you could tell me./ the situation

in which I lived my first fifteen years. If someone would ask me to give an

account of my recent career, you would find it begin in Philadelphia, a few

miles south up here, the situation very, very different from anything in Northern

Michigan. It would begin at different places. That means my wife began

at different places. It would mean that we began from different places.

They began at different i times. And this alleged contradiction disappears

when we realize that actually we do not have to destroy the story of the creation.

We have the summary of the creation of the universe, and then the detailed

picture of the creation of man. It starts anytime which is at least ... later
years,

than Gens'is 1:1 and perhaps 20 billion, nobody knows how much time

has elapsed between Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 2:4. But when we put the

two chapters together, we see that the sit..a tion described in Genesis 2:4 is

dealing with about the middle of what is called the sixth in Genesis 1. Becase

in thatAh.kx all the animals except the sea animals were created in the first half -o"

of the day and man was created before the day was over. So, it is about the

middle o- of the sixth day compared with the situation ... we do not know how

mueh-Mr-- long before the first day again... Now, that is ai alleged a

contradiction between these two accounts that you will find given over and

over
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to give you the perspective and then you have a little section of it/ given

separately,
" and so you have here an overlapping story. You have

a big view, and then you 1a ye a detailed view of a small section of the big

view. And then we began at the end of the hour to look at small 2 in parenthesis

under a here, the examination of the alleged contradictions at the situation

efthe- at the beginning of the creation. There are many books that you will

read.., you have a story of creation in Genesis i,. you have a lrnpete_

story-e- conflicting story of Genesis 2. The two stories contradict each

other very sharply, and the first chapter begins with a watery chaos, and the

second with a dry waste land. That is certthily true. And the first chapter begins

with a watery chaos. It began "God created the heavens and earth, and then after

that creation of the universe, we do not know how soon after maybe immediately

after.., that is the next second ... that is hundreds of years later.., that is

ten billion years later. It does not tell us how much later. You have a situation

in which this world was here.., covered with great masses of water.., and

the wary chaos.., it was not worked in orderly system yet,, and there was more

to do in the next stages of the creation which refers to the great original creation

that have occurred in that first verse in which all the matter of the universe came

into existence. Well, aside from this first verse, the first chapter starts

with this world in xttzk chaotic situation, covered with water, but in chapter

two you start as a place which would be the middle of the sixth day in the

first chapter, and that is where we started, and that is the verse 4 of the

second chapter ... you have this rising situation .. where it did not yet

lain,
and there was no man to till the ground... things were not going well...
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type, still more frequent.. . are the x cases where the alleged two

complete stories are doublets, each giving the account as originally found

in the particular document and under that we looked at a. The one which is

the most anciNeent, because it is the one Which comes at the very beginning

of the Pentateuch and it is highly questionable whether the Pentateuch wt+l-a- cal

ctlticlsm would ever have developed the way it did. If it were not fcr the

present,, right at the beginning, on the book of Genesis, we have what is often

said to be two different conflicting stories of creation. So, we started to look

at small a. under three ' here, the story of creation. We take this up separately,

because it is the first most conspicuous of these alleged doublets, the one

which EX perhaps we four people to get the idea that there are distinct contradictory

documents.., almost in any other ... of the critical ... so we again look at

the story of the creation, and number 1 there, theae are not really parallel

stories but merely overlapping. You notice that there are ... there is overlapping

but there is not great deal that overlap.., when I was in Seininary,=on my first

day on the tee4oft-to-the Old Testament history, a statement was made

by a professor that they are like a map of the world and a map of the eastern

hemisphere. And I do not believe that it is x true. I think that it is more

like the map of the world ... the map of the tnited States. Because there is

not a really great deal of overlapping. You have all the universe practically

in theist chapter... touched upon the Lord.., and when the first chapter gives

so the account of the creation of man.., is given in much more detail

in the second chppter ... so you have here the story given as a whole
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that is the second and third verses of Genes) one, but Genesis 2;5 tells us

that e- it had not yet reamed on the earth, when there was no man to till the

ground... is a dry place. Now you have a very different situation. It is

contrast. Now if I tell you a story of the life of the astronot Glenn. I started

outwhen he was a boy and tell you about his experiences in school, and how

he always wanted to be a traveller or to be a space expert, or something like

that, and I go on through his life and I get to where hre orbited the earth.

But then if I want to tell you about whet- how .. what was discovered abour

the looks of the earth from the sky, I might say when John Glenn was oribiting the

earth, he looked down and saw underneath him tike a little plate, the whole of the

state of Pennsylvania. And I go on and tell what else he saw when he went

around. Both are the accounts of 9 John Glenn... one c started with his

boyhood, and the other started while he was up in the air, orbiting around

the earth, and that would be an exact comparison to this. efe-4e-a-]tartThey start

w4el4s-absolutely differently, .they contradict each other, if they are x the

same thing. But they are accounts overlapping each other, one of which may
at of age

start /ten Tecent yearw'ae, and the other starts when he was an adult. If somebody
wants to

meay-eay that it is only ftHeoMy- five billion... I would have no

a controversy over that with him, I know. I have no idea how long it was, but

at least it was a long, very, very long period of time between the time when

God created the universe in Genesis 1:1, beginning of the 'ere- 1st chpater

as a time when the earth was dry and desolate, and God prepared a place for
in

man to live. He started at different places with a long period/between. Well,

we will continue there.., when we comback on Monday....



stressed, that the relation between Genesis one and Genesis two is net that

of te-1a tilling ..ything over agsiI ""3 217
a__cóüiit,from God'g vilwpoint pf the crat1on of the universe,

o") and particularly of thi/worid. And man is very incidental. Genesis 2 is

an account of AXXDC the creation of man, and everything]7 else is more or less

incidental. Everything else is related , is told, because it has relation to man,

because of its relation to man. But I think that iwas my first day in Semim ry

at Princeton seminary, when the professor made t1 statement which

impressed me at the time very much but I came not to think much of it. that

Genesis I and Genesis 2 are like two pages in an atlas, one of which is a

map of the world and the other is a map of North America. Now, I have come

not to think much of that because the overlapping between North America and the

world is far greater than the overlapping between Genesis one and Genesis &Ix 2.

I prefer to say that it is like the map of the world and the map of the United States,

because on the map of the world, the United States -e-- is a comparatively
the creation of

small thing, and in the account of/the whole web-,& universe man is only the

last part of the one of the six days. It is a comparatively small thing, but there

is an overlapping. You give the creation of the world and the u,c universe, and

show man's place in the whole, long story, and then it tells about the creation

of man. Your interest is in man from 2 4 on, b et-4_put your interest is in

man.-rrtheft-2- butcdxaiedxx but is put in his lacg(n the acoount

of this world by briefly mertioning in chapter one. And so, we have the over

lapping accounts, and of tourse this is one of the alleged contradictions.

And this of course will take care of one of the alleged contradictions. It is

inserted in all the critical books, I believe. Genesis 1 begins with a DEMM watery
chaos,
detad, and Genesis 2 begins with dry piece- waste, and what a concept that the

darkness was on the face of the deep.., water, too much water everywhere, and
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This is now the lecture given on ... this afternoon on Monday March

29th. It hoes as follows:
a

We were right in the middle of te very important subject, and so

we will have to insure that you get in mind again just where we are. We

were discussing a little before the argument for partition, and then we will
four

take up the./arguments for development. Exxtx Under the four arguments

for partition, we are on the third of them, the argument from the parallel passages.

We noticed that there are .. . of the parallels. There is the case where

there a is a sentence or half a sentence given, and then there is another sentence

or half a sentence that is said to be a duplicate, and we noticed that in any

writing this sort of repetition occurs. It can occur for emphasis. It can occur

for bringing in new ideas, while repeating the same thing of old, and it can

be a general ... to give ( this up... there is a kind of parallel that is claimed.

Where the story is broken up... parts over here and parts over there, so that

they have taken up parts so that they could interrelate. .. we notice that the

set stories are not complete, and that you have to assume certain things that
explained as

and the repetitions can usually be W matters of emphasis or enlargement

of stretchingox certain important features. We noticed that in the case

of fibod account, the alleged contradiction disappear. When you --- put the

two sotries together, actually it is ... you could this with almost any book

that/you can find interesting, where something is ... v1'd1y- s'- vividly

with force where you could separate out two fairly complete stories juss

complete as these that are claimed/ in the alleged parallel passages of this type.

And then we were starting number 3 yesterday at the end of our last hour. The
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..wouldntt.a,eke.e ask me which is the two that I believe, and so instead of

taking tire to investigate whether they do contradict each other, whether they

actually two stories of the same thing, they are ...they are protected by this.

Particularly when they have other ... that ..carry more influence,s-.e.e

.;,Fee4n4e!his-iiiewpetM than actual arguments. nd. a great force of the educated

forces of our country has swept over into this view-point. More by suggestion tha

by actual arguments. I remember one case ...And I just ask him W1would

you think kof such and such a view. And -thi'.- the Professor said,No sensible

person would ever think of such a view. - as that. Thatts zridiculous

and Itm sure that the class, if they had not heard the other view,rnigh have

been convineed of the silly idea ...it wasntt my idea at all.. I justwcndered
not

what he thought of it. I__}& oion had. sense enough/to say 4e Prof. so and so.

But the ulk of the students in the class got the impression that no sensible

person would think any such thing. While the other professor might eM,say

Why,it is perfectly obvious that this is it. But I am 4M interested ,not in

trying to ...if I am occasionally carried by my feelings ...please regard it.
Henc e the Bible stqrts

I want to look atthe facts. so that we can deal objectively.! What people

call histoc creation, and the:' say that the two stories have differenxt names

for God, and the two stories contrasict each other. And therefore they must

come from ± different documents and therefore neither of them is true, they

just represent the imagination at an early time. But since that is so important

in the whole dlscmslon, we will make small a under theee..,but there are many

many statements ..where the two of them is told twice for definite reasons.

Others of them are ...but theyx acclaim the s. But small a then is the

story of creation, and I think that perhaps ...These are not really parallel

but merely overlap, I dontt know whether that is a good statment of i. It is

a fact t1t I have ...but this point in the outline needs re-emphasizing and



Well, If you do know Hebrew, I question that it is nearly so obvious as has been

malntairithd. It is a tremendously important argument if it can be proven. We cannot

tale a great deal of time upon it, because it is a very involved sort* of thing, and

the-mostly it has to rest upon that sort of statemert. Aahre-Authorities say it.

But if an argument is really a valid argument, it should be possible to put itin

simple language so that you could see i' for yourself wle t1 r it is true or not.

Now, in this little book, Know Your Bill e Series , Study No. 5, by Roy L. Smith

--he says Certain characteristics of the different documents. And he says for instance

in the J . document AramNaharaim is the name used for Mesopotatmia. While he

says in the P document Padam Aram is the nane used for Mesopotamia. Well,

as we have noticed already the name AramNahaNraim occurs only onEce, and that

is hardly a very distinctive feature of style. Now, if you were to meet so ebo

someone down town and were to say Where are you going. Oh, I'm going to Elkins

Park and then you meet another person, ani were±k to say, Where are you going,

and you say I'm going to Faith Seminary. Would that be a difference of style, or

might they not each speak the opposite way next time, depending on which way their

ideas had been running. So, as an argument from style, one says Padam Aram

and the others says AramNaharaim, would be a valid argument, only if you had

many more references to it, than we have here, You might say, How could-tl-&e

each of these docuxLnts refexe to VietNam, well, actually neither of them refer

to VietNamat all. And it so happens that references to Mesopotamia may be more

xfrequent in the section given to one thakn the section to the other. Actually, you

have the J document using the term AramNaharim once in the term, and PadarnAram

twice. But the two sections which use the PadamAra-Aram have the verses taken
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jx out and put over here, because it is said to be a characteristic of the P. documert.

And so this argument from style is a very difficult , a very important argument if

it can be proven, but if it canot be proven one way or the other cit should loose

its importankce ...Then I told you last time of Number two that we have no solid

basis for establisheckment of the style of distinct writers, and that of course is

tremendously important. If we had a book here which was written by J, and an her

book by F, you could go through them and study them, and see what features of

style they, 'ae---Ge-- one has and the other dazes not have, and see what features

of style are common to both, but when you simply have to pick them out from one

complete document you don't have a solid basis for el&-establishing a stlye

style of distxincgt aix writers, but wez notice that the alleged criteriaz are not

carried through consistently. The instance that I just gave about PadamAram and

Aramnahiah is a good instance of that. There are many others. You take almost

any word that is frequently used, that they will say is characteristic of J.E.

or P " and you may find that ... but if the other document has occasionally... r

a part of the same thing, if the word frequently, you are almost sure to find it

sometimes in the other, and then the statement, well, a redactor put it in, and

once you start referring to a redactor to explain occurrences in the other ... you

are destroying the foundation i of your viewpoint. It is carried through consistently

or it is not carried through consistently. One of-0%e-or the other of the two is true.

k No. 4 " we notice last time &a-that as it is held the theory does not generally

maintain individual writers but schools , as held thirty years ago it was held that

the J writers were a series of wrltezrs who gradually iper- improved thechanges.

The same with the E writers, and the D, and the P. Lately the swing is swinging

more to think that J was more than one individual, but that is a -ree4-recent



trend , only as regards J. The others are still considered as being schools of

writers, and while would have a school of writers have a distinctive style.

Each individual ma might have a distinctive style, but by the tine they put

it all together they might or might not becoiB distinctive styles of different

schools. You would need further evidence in order to prove it one way or the

other. Mr. Green, you have a question there. I am notv- speaking about the

Graf Wellhausen theory, the theory which was built on what Hupfield suggted.

Hupfieldc suggested and Graf k carried a little further what he suggested and

bukilt up this theory which has been accepted basically now for ninety years

--No, Eichhom had just the two documents, J, and t. And he divided them

right strictly on the basis ofthe divine names, but that is knot oe-done with

these later ones. Well, that was number 4. No. 5 I menticned last time that

as regards J. and E. there is much disagreement among Critical scholars. IN

the book of Genesis that while there is a general consensus of opinion, yet there

are many verses on which some scholazrs will give them to J and some to E,

because thestyle-has-ee,- of J and E they will all agree is so similar that it

is very difficult to make a distinction between them. There is muchoisagreemert

as to the distinction between J and E in Gem sis and even more in the later books.

In fact in many critical books, after about Exodus 6, the y don't try to separate

J and E, they just call itf-L And put ito together, although there are certain

chapters there -e4hwhich they will say are J or E, but there is much disagreement

as to the division between J and E, much more disagreement as to the division

betweenj E, and P from the others. And that take s us to No. 6. w1re w were

at the end of the hour. And just a-th-at the c end of the hour, I staed to say at

the-that the division of P and J-E and D the-iviMet't- on which there is great
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unan.tmitym among critical scholars . We notice how much different opinion

there is between J-E, especially after Genesis, but the division of P and-E-

and D on which there is great unanimity is really a division on two types of

subject matter, it should be three types c of tibme-subject matter. Now, as

originally advanced by Eichhorn
IA
as held by the Supplementary hypothesis,

you have you E matetrial used in the name Elohim, and then you have your

J material as x used in the scname Jehovah, but as Hupfield divided the E

material and as the Graf Wellhauser theory ii has taken z& over Hupfield's

sugecgestion and enlarged it, J and E have a style so similar that it is extremely

difficult to separate them. But the great majority of the critical scholars agree

pretty well in saying what is J and E. as against what is P. or as against

what is D. And I am saying that that distinction is a I difference of subject

matter rather than a difference of style . Now, you take Genesis one, Gen.l

is a table. It is an enumeration, it is a presentation of what happened in each

of 30 different steps K or stages . God said Let sometFtng happen, it happened

God saw what he had made that it was good It was evening and it was mcxnhi

, the third day. You have a definite tabIulation,style which is used there and

very rarely, actually, in any eet- other narrative portion, but it is naturally

quite similar ..most statements of ages agc are given to them. Now, you get a

genealogy . So and so lived so many years an d he begat so and so, and he begat

sons and daughters, and he lived so many years and he died. And then so and so

lived so many years, and he begat so and so an art- he begat sons and daughters

and he died, it is a -bti4tabulation. It is an enumerative style . Now the difference

between P, that is the enumerative style , the six days of creation, the steps in

the genealogy, the lists of the dukes of Edom, t'e lists of the different parts ofthe
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a-aftc14-anima1s that you are to sacrifice, like in the account of how you are

to handle them, the list of the ..given by the x representatives of the different

tribes in the wilderness. That sort of thing has a tabulation and an enumeratim.

It is naturally a different sort of a style than the style of a narrative, d so as

between these two styles, it is not d4e-i.ttI difficult to distinguish, td

but they are two different types of subject matter, rather than necessarily two different

writers, and the same applies to D. Deut. Is the exhortation that Moses gave

scrtly before hi his death urging people to obeky the law. Now, when you urge

people, your style is naturally r&th very different than when you are promulgating

laws or explaining wh t the Lord's will,ois or describing how to build the tabernacle

--this style of exhortation is z a very distinctive sort of thing, but does the fact

that you have a distinctive hortatory style mean a different 're4- writer, or does

it mean a different type of subject matter. Now, 11 you read Luther's three great

Reformation treatises of the year 1520, you will read his letter to the German nobles

--and his writing to the German nobles about the way that Germany is being milked

of its funds by the money that is sent to Italy and the po r of the Papal court

over Germany Is a Polemic tract which is c filled with arguments to arouse the

Germany leaders aga1rt this force from Ic Italy, and if you read a second of his

great reformation treatises of this year 1520 , his long argument o n the Balonian

captivity of the church, h you will fIr)d that he tooH-te1ls there how the Roman

Church has built theee- a series of seven sacraments around which binds people

in and makes it difficult to find salvation, keep I them from Christ, and how this
you

is interfering with the progress of the gospel, ,4o-have a polemic style, and these

two have .a. wery , very similar style, and you read these two which Luther wrote

in the same year, they are on somewhat different subjects , bvt the style, the approach,



the at69ti--attitude, is very, very similar. But then you read his littode tract

on Christian liberty, which he wrote in the very same year, a d which is addrcae

addressed to Pope LeoL in order to give him a statement of what his tele

theological view was and what he k believed abcu t Christ. And you have a

beautiful, attractive presntat1on of the gospel and the liberty e4e of the Christian

and as you read it you have a feeling that the style e4he is very different from

the style ci the other two tracts that Luther wrote kin that same year. The

/ prpeee- purpose was different_ one was to present salvation throughk Christ

and tell of the privileges one has in Christ, and the other two were to show the

enemy that has come in.tto the flock of Christ and is keeping people from the

g ospel and to arouse people against them, the purpose was different and-ietoe

nobody question ed but what Martin Luther wrote all three of these, right in the

very same year, but the styels- style of them is very different , they we different

types of subject matter x rather than a different writing. Yes, Mr. Crowe, IN

the flood account , they give such things as the list of s'pe14- spekcificatinn of

the ark. The rc size , and all that . They give the satatement of how many

d ays the water came uponthe earth, that sort of thing th is more ...while Rwhat
the same

is more narrative, they give to J. That is in the flood story, in general /.and
distinction applies
that is almost the only story in which it does met- apply. In most cases, where

you have a story made up of two documents, that are divided between I and E

and the P wil 1 m&- merely have a brief sentence or two. But i the case of the

flood there is no E yet. E starts at 20 .. they give sone things to P 4i-but

thzis kx is the enumerative seetei'ief---sections I of the account, and then, of

course, in any acco.znt,ç of anything like,x that, there may be an enumerative

section. Now, 91 ppose you wrote a history of the stt war, and you could







tell about the troops being gathered, and then you might stop and tell how

many were from each state, and what divisions of the army they were put

into, and how they were gathered together, and all of that,would get an

enumerative sort of style, and ". Any question that is a 141ter little further

out of our immediate approach than that one, I wish you would write out and

give me, because in most cases I would like to constider whether I can take

time in class for the section and how to fit it in, but this one fit right in directly

as did Mr. Green's . Anything that I ask that isn't clear please interrupt any

plea- place that needs a little elaboration. If it zt is son thing a little off

the subijekct, I am glad to have any type cf question, but in such cases I would

ek- like to have it written out so I can see whether it would fit in best, or

whether I should see you individually. Now, the ...I have--gave you an instance

bout Luther where one man wrote and have- had a very different style, that

wouldn't be like-the-ee--a difference between '-ai- D and J-E as it would

between the difference between the hortotory style of D and the narrative z style

of J-E. About 30 years ago there were a x-met'-number of books which I used

to see in many homes, books called Adventures in eftet-contentment. The eds

Friendly Road. Titles like that . The author was given as David Grayson, and

many people read these accounts of how David Grayson waxiked about the country

talking to people and making friends here and 1x there.The Friendly Road, Adventures

in Contentment and found a fine change from the bttetel--bustle from our modern

life in these books by David Grayson, about the same time there came out a series

of books called the Official Document of Woodrow Wilson, and the accounts of

the event s of the Woodr'ow Wilson administration, by Baker, and here was a political

presentation of political events, and very few people that the same man who was
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the writer on political things w1e-and ;who was ., wrote these adventures

in contentment, the fe*friendly road, and so on, and knowing that it was such

a different type of subject matter, k he took the name of D .Grayaxson, but

it was the sane author writing under two names, and the style was very, very

different, because tie subject matter was very, very different, NONe time I got

a new typewriter, about thirty x years ago, I went down i to Wilmighton, to

the R-Remington Typewriter Co. office and I said to them, I am doing a considerable

writing about bb-Babylonian and other matters, which we transliterate into

Engixish but we-- there are certain special signs that we use and I would like

to t4,eget them on my new typewriter, if possible, well, he said, we will make

up any k1d-od.-- typewriter key you want. 4t-That is it will have the capitol

and the sell. .You can have any ooM- combination you want, and it will
to make up and ammatrix

cost you about Igx 35-40 dollarjand then from t1t-we-w-me-a- they will

make a d key ap aid put it on the new typewriter, but they said if somebody has

a]reaydy paid to get one made they said you can getit on your new typewriter

wh--with no charge, your can get any combination for keys for which we b@c

ak-da1-i-already have the matrix. Well, I said, what kind of matrix do you have

and they got g out a book with they styles z that they have, adc and one letter that

I was interested in having was an S. with a little character at the bottom which

we use for the sound of shen , and-we- when we translaiterate Babylonian, a nd

they had it, because it is used in tee-- certain slavic languages so quite a few

pee- people own typewriters with this S on it. And I waited certain am makrs

marks that I could ause. in my particular typei-n typing. Well, he said, herels

our book and I eat- sttd4e-studied, and I spent quite a bit of time studying this

book and I figured out a keyboard that would be most useful to me, that is, they

had most of the letters just ti ere they are. because I am use to the touch type of



typing system, but on the side I had an extira bank of letters that I got for every

ye y little extra expense, and then I had these keys picked out that they had available

that would be useful...about Batbylonian and other ue- subjects like that.

There was one particular combination of letters that I was very ane- anxious to

haive. They had both the letters but they didn't have them on the one o key

that I was anxious to iwe have and I said, I would very much like to have this,

and the rrn said here is the book that has all the things we have. I said you

said yc-anybody cou d have any matrix made up for 30 dollars, I s. d this

book came out a couple of yap years ago, maybe someone has ;had one made up

like this and they have ax a matrix, and he said, it is possible. And I said would

you mind writing to the factory and finding out, and he said, Ic I'll be glad to.

So I went a-ai home and said Maybe I'll write tot he factory , so I wrote a letter

to Buffalo , to the headquarters , of the Remingtcn Typrewriter Co. and I said

I'm buying a new typewriter, and I understand that I can get keys made fromas

many makes as you have, and I said I'm just hoping that you have a maxtrix with

these letter on it, this combination, and I said I would be very glad if you do have

to know it, so I can order it on my new typewriter, well, about three or four days

later I got a letter back and the letter said, Dear Dr. MacRae , we have so ap,eeieked

a-pre appreciated your letter and are so glad toknow that you are 4i'ter'e interested

k in buying one of our typewriters, and they said, we would like to have the key

board just exactly the way that you would like it, and there is a big book full of

the list of the differeit combinations that we have , you can see them in our=

office in Wilmington, aid pick out the we-one youwaknt. Ic We are very sorry

that we don't have one like you have there, we wish that somebody had a RXK

secured that , if you care to pay 30dollars we will gladly make you one up for
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a matrix and make up one for you . Well, it was a very & sweet letter and I

read the letter and I thought this is a 2 tn.e salesman, this man wrote such a nice

letter, and he makes me feel good even if he didn't have what I wt- wanted.

So, I put theletter in my pocket and I wftet- -went downtown and came tot he

Remington office and as I came in there the man to whom I had been dealing

s saw me in the office and said, Why, Dr. MacRae I got a letter from Buffalo

aba..it your request, so I went back toi1e-aiti 1-e pulled out the letter, and the

letter was signed by exactly the same tc man who wrote me, but he said to hIm

Dear Mr. Brown, Why do you keep fussing with thxis fellow all the tine " You

have your bokok that tells you what the keys are, why don't you close the deal

and sell it and be ore- done with it, and they style of the two letters was as

different as could be. You could easily say that one is one document and one lit

is theother document. Actually, the same man signed both letters but he wrote them

e'--oeione to sore one he is trying to sell tonad the x other to a fellow k employee

of the company. Well, I had a somewhat similar expereUence about the mee

same time " We had a man on our faculty who was a Lt. in the army reserve and

every summer he x usedto go off for two weeks fortraining in Ic acamp, and get

- paid a certain amount for it, andhave a nice little time over there, all that was

very pleasant with him, excetwe;got into a war. And we were right in the middle

of our first semester and we re carrying a very heavy loadof teaching at the

Seminary,a nd all of a sudden he got a c letter, Lt.so and so, will you please

report two weeks from todayfor duty, he was in the field artillary. Hethd-wit wilF

Theyi said, Report to such aid such a place, -ueu- you are etmeda4-immediately

to be sent cff for active service, Well, that would urp--disrupt ±k our wheel-



whole semester, to take out so many who were carrying a heavEy load . So

I Immediately got down thc and wrote a letter to Franklin D.Roosevelt, and

I said, This man is carrying a heavy load at the Seminary, we are training

students, many of whom will be in the i cxhaplalncy service if the war continAues

for a long time. I Our whole semester will be disrupted. I do w14h-wish that

you would excuse him from the service ;and let him stay with the seminary

during the war, kbut if you can't do that, please at least let him finzlsh out

the year, and if you cai 't do that please let him at least finish out the 9et

semester. I wrote a touching plea to President Roosevelt, and when I finished

the letter, I thought Well, President Roosevelt may be pretty busy, suppose

I write a letter tothe e*i Secretary of War, so I wrote the Secretary and

se nt him an Iden.t1cal letter, and then I thought this man is I n the third armi,

so I will wtite the commanding general there too. So I sent him the same letter,

so I mailed off the three letters the same day, Well, w4'hrt- within four days

I got a letter back from the White House, and the letter sd- said , Dear Dr.

MacRae , we certainly hate to disrupt your seminary schedule, we are so sorry

to hear that this is causing te4eer-that-4M4s-ee difficulty here, but we h ave

a tremendous need of officers and x we are short of trained men, and as ctt

much as we hate to make difficulty for you we are fi ding it necessary to callR

to service immediately. signed by Henry J. Smith, bcfor President Roosevelt.

Well, it was a beautifuEl letter, and a week later I got another letter, and this
wasn't nearly as polite. This letter

letter aid, Dear Dr. MacRae, we have received your letter and xw4th4l&t

wish that th&e is something & that we could kdo to help you , but it isimpossthle

we ai-rn$y have special need of men in service, and we will have to have Lt.

soand so at the date designated, and -e-irg- signed Henry J. Smith, Sec. of War.
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for the Sec. k of War, and the same man , -vv"' writing for the Sec. of War

was about as half as polite as he was writing for the President, because he

doubtless had been -nege-elected, but the President has to bedc elected

while the z Sec. of War is appointed, and you x don't have to be quite

as polite. And another three mønths went by and three months later I got

another letter which I beLixeve was also 94qe-signed Henry J. Smith. And

this letter said, Dear Dr. MacRae, your request for the rel se of so and so

from service has been denied as it is against regulaticzris. Henry J. Smith

for the Commard ing General. So there are three u1derly distinct styles, he

received in three letters in answer to the same letter, and it is my impression

that they were signed by the same man, I know that at least two of them were,

but he was writing for a d11ferentf purpose. He was trying to get more votes

for Roosevelt, the second time to keep a very good attitude toward the administration

and the third just a routine job for the general and the style was very different.

And so the style of the enumerative z style of P is a style which any of us Jay

may have occasion to use. And the hortotory style of D is a style whiài we

ought to learn to use ea-because there will be many oeeMe- occasions t on

which we can use if effectively. But if we are building a narrative we will usually

use the style which is typical of J or E. Well, that is i number 6 then . This

difference of which there is a very great amount of unanimity, and not nearly

as much I differm ce of opinion as on I, a d . E is really a matter of subject

matter , rather than a matter of necessarily different writers. Now, Number 7,

actually distinction of various styles wk within a document is extremely difficul.

Akctual distinctim of XR various styles within a document is extremely difficult

I understand that last June , long even before the elections. President Johnson

got about 20 men to gether to ewbegin pilannlng his state of the uM4eunion
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address to be given last December. And these men worked and they wcrked

together and in the end he k gave a speech which had a few things that

he put in a¬1-- but post of which was put in by different men that were working

on it. But anybody who could go to it and-without aving ever read anything

by those men and picked out the different -9 e9--c+-styles of the differei t

men were they would find it extremely difficult. Now, of course, if you had

a book written byI= those men and you studied those books and analyzed

the style, maybe you would be able to decide certain sentences from this man

or that man, or from another man, but without a definite basis like that for decidgirg

a style, distinction would be practically impossible and even with that safe--basis

it is extremely difficult, I don't think I have mentioned this, have I ... it is

worthkmentioning at this point. About the middle of the last century a ; German

scholar -90&-studied. Goethe...Faust. Now, Goetle-r,is often coinsidered one

of the world's greatest of the world's writers wrote many wor)th which had a tremendous

influence all over Europe, and considerable influence in America but the work

in whthhespent most time and which he was most interested was his work

of Faute-Faust, the old Faust legend had come down from the Middle Ages . A

Englishman, Christopher Marlow, wrote a long pan-e-- plaKy on the Faust Legend

as early x 1600 i AD But at the period between 1750-1830 when Goethe lived,

he had tremendously interested in this Faust story and k he began to write on

it as a young man, and he issued it 4n-complete toward theend of his life, and

a few years later this German scholar Sch..began to study Goethe's writings of

Faust along the same lines that are used by the higher criticis, and he said, We

read a certain line and here we can see the dèsp.1r and disappointment of Goethe

old age, and we read this other line and we read the -frelts-freshness aid enthusiasm
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of his youxth, and thus ;he;tried to figure out how Goethe's attitude at differa t

periods of his life showed itselxf in different parts of Faust. This attiti e was

particularly worked out in connecti n with the prologue, and the pe--peg

prologue, the Introdi ction to it 'there were. And so.. S. figured out which

line Goethex wrote as a young man, and which lines he wrote as an old man,

when k he was revising it before his final publication, -&n&-Then, however, another

fellcw ,named E.bd Smith, made a discovery of a manuscript of FauSt that Goethe

himself had kk made in his owi handwriting.. . ii very different in many regards,

from the final form from which it was final published. But the prologue in whic

Sch. lad been particularly sure that he could recognize in the style from different

periods. The prologue was found to be practically unchanged and parts o f it

showed the disappointment that he aix had shown as an old man were written

there in whet he had written as a young man. It is a very 1ete4- interesting

illustration of the great difficulty of disxtinguishlng various documents that were

in one main document as the critics claim on the viewpoint of style, and so this

was B. the ccxisideration of the fourth argument, the most important of all if it

can be Eproven, and one of the difficukit to prove, for the reasons that I have

mentioned. Now, we go on to D. onclusxion regarding arguments for partition.

,. We have noticed four main arguments for partition, an d four main arguments for

development. The Graf Welihausen Theegy-theory represents the coming together

of these two eta'4strands, partition and development . And under these is number

one, on this conclusion regarding Argxument for partition. Number one is there is

no solid basis for partitito n. There is no historical evidence of the existence

of J ad--E, D, or P as separate books or as particular writings. No me of them
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has been preserved as a unit. Nor has any reference been preserved in aiy

record that ax has come down from ancient times. It is purely ax conclusion

reached from a study of books which have exkisted x almost in the form

that we have them as far as we can trace. So there is no solid basis for partition.

Number two, Similar methods could divide almost any bookc into diverse documents.

I read you Wm. Henry Green, an &±tie1- illustration of taking the pro4- prodigal

Son and of the good Seatatia--Samaritan and yet presenting it as a

comblnatiorx of two distinctt stories, If you take the Koran which Mohammad

wrote, you will find that the name Lord and the name god are used in it just about

the same way as they are in the Pentateuch, and you can read along severkal pages

and it is aww8- always 1lord
and you read along severaip pages and it is a]ways

god, or you may find them interchanged or intermixed, you hae that same sort of

variety for the Koran which everyone recognized as the writing of Mohammed

as you have in the Pentateuch. Similar methods euId--- could divide almost any

book into diverse documents. Then number three. Number three is a very important

.) point. Number three, the meted- method applied here, cannot-to- stop with a few

main documents . --logically, the application of the same method would require
each

sub-divisions o'mtie'i of them into a number of smaller ones.

of-the same And of course that is exactly what ñ happened when

the criticism first came out, from Eichhorn's two document theory there developed the

fragmentary theory k which held that many different fragments had been brought tew

togetheri.n some way , and then Ew&t4-Ewald and others shoEwed how impossible

it was , that a unit b-w.tte- such as the Pentatuech could have been produced out

of so many fragments. But now, the te-Graf Wellha.isen Theory has gone on in

that ik direction very far, and most books written as much as 30 e-years ago

will divide J up in to J 1 , 2, 3,4 and E up into E 1, 2, 3,4 . and D into at least
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Dl and D2 , and also P Into 1,2,3,4. Actually you have a great number of documents

and of course recently the trened is again recognizing that 4&-that this is impossible

thing that so many documents could have e come together and feeling that after all

I could not have been written by a committee as life magazine says. Maybe me

was written by a committe, but J would have to have been written by one very talented

individual, . .y.bertt-beauty of the style, ai d of course the theory iscarried out

leaød-leae leads to a great sub-division. It's iek-like the Atheory of secession.

100 years ago, S.C. said then that it is possible t#a-otatc for a state to receie-secede

from the union. Other peopled-said, No, we have the union of so many states

--it's one nation indivisible but there were a number of states that seceded from

it, well, before thewar was over they found that half of them were threatening

to seced from them, the secession principle uld go on and on , there would be

no stability , k bcif the principle were once admitted. It is the same as this,

of course if you can prove that a document is made up of two or three or four

--why, eve den-evidences may prove such a thing, but the evidences as they

are used here ... and divide x it in turn into other documents, and there would

be no end to the process. And number four , Number four k is the assumption

of the work of various redactors...
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was that there was J document written about 850 B.C. which was circulated and

then the E document came into existence in the Norterhn Kingdom. J represents

Judah and E represents Ephraem, and the E document was w4r- w1 written in the

Northern Kingdom, and gradually in some way it got over to the Southern kingdom,

and they both circulated separately, and somebody combined themso they called them...

redactor J and E and ... usually ... and the one who combined J and E..where you

find E {ising J words, and I using E words, and it is aid that the redactors

changed when they united.., then there is Deuteronomy is said to be circulated...

as separate document, and then you have the redacotr of the D who combindd it with

J and E. And in some places they change the style of E to fit D, and then you

have the redactor of P who combine the P with J , E and Dahd fit it in little sentences

and in half sentences. ..here and there all through Genesis and this redactor made

changes so that the distinctive words of P are found in what was united with it and the

distinctive words of J are sometimes found in P and the result that- is that the various

redactors all who held this view would hold to at least four redactors and some

will.., and whenever it does ro t fit the theory, then you can say that the redactors

did it, and welJhe redactors might have put them together ,.. but once you admit

that sort of argument, you lose any orwe'd- solid basis to prove a division...

the
Mr. Eyrick? (Q) No,fted&ctors are usually.., by the fact that something

that sounds like one document is found in ¬nother document, and they salt that
Number five, us

the redactors ... tea41eged- the alleged consensØ thee-i'eoek-s- of scholarship
being

1 s not ai/ valid argument. The book- that are /put Øout in the last two years,

like this book ... The Bible TJory. The book, Hear the Word of the LOrd, published

by the Southern Presbyterian church, published in Methodist Church, Lutheran Chp(irch ....
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the Bp& Baptist Church. and other churches. These books mostly say that all schobars
d

agree.. " scholars have found that this is true. The scholars have prove/it. . .Well,

it is a fact that there is a remarkable consensus, since about 1875. Before

t hat time there was tremendous variety of views, but since 1875, WEllhausren

wrote out beautifully that most of the younger critical scholars have accepted

his views, and the older men , mc t of them never did. Theyntinued to hold

different view, until they died out, and then the younger scholars mostly took

whatever Wellhausen had given , J. E, D, and P. However, you take the various

writers and you find that most of them make some difference.4/ Like the vet'-

very foundation of the theory that most of them make some difference.,, like the
is thing

very foundatia-i of the theory/that Genesis 1 Is the late st/and the Genesis 2

Is the very early J document... /Now, you take Pfeiffer of Harvard IN HIS fl.ntroduction

tethe to the Old Testament which is perhaps the leading book on the subject

in the Englis-speaking world now, And he says that Genesis 2 and the following
very

are not J at all. He says that this is F, and instead of being the/earliest document,

it is the very latest document written after F, and he does not start J at all
...

until you get to the time of Abraham... Now, in general we agree with the Wellhausen
but they differ from it at vital points like this, a nd we find ny-eea4-eee1ars

theor . . the e-&cee at-c, tort.-- among critical sholcars, there are
considerable sus

differences like thØIs. The consene you read about in a book

like Smith's book here.., that all schblars agree that )( this is proven, this is

established ,,. they do not agree to that extent. The/agreement while widespread

is not complete amen among the liberal scholars. Then that was A under 5, the

alleged con&ttete-ensus of scholarship is Ø not a valid argument for three reasons,
me nt

the first reason , small a. This in not a va1i--Ms The disagreetr widespread

is not complete. '. and then small b. a second reason why this is not valid.
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form.., a dozens of scholars ... after WEllhausen's time, trying to construct it

in such a way that " P document would be a complete story, J document wou1.cje

a complete story, and E document would be a complete story... E document

would be a complete ory to get parallels, to get the differences of style, for instance,

th1is said ... this is the distinctive words of P, and there are two
long

cases where it occurs tight in the middle of the,4 passages and they take out half

of the sentences and they say this is P. How do you know it is P? Because it

gives P words in their ... Well, they take out half of the sentences and they
That is to say,

give to P. /hey work out the most defensible form of it. That does not prove the

truth of the hypothesis. Then small c. is that the critical positions varied

very widely until 1878 eeøi- came. Varied widely until 1878 ... when Wellhausen 's
ment

eveIp- developed-the theorywas fixed in a definite form. Critic/al positions

varied widely until 1878 when Wellhausen! $ development theory was fixed in a definite

form. And then small d. The/ recent archaeological studies. The recent archaeological

studies have forced such changes as to ... to violently disrupt the former

form-of-unity.. . recent archaeological studies forced such changes as to threaten
I am nctA sure whether I

to violently disrupt the formweer unity. -E&r4eYI told you about an article I read in

ae the American Scholars about 25 years ago. The magazine of the.. Capital.

In this magazine there was an article on the recent Bible udy by William S. Albright,

Professor of John Hopkins University, In this article Dr.Aibrhgtright started with

the rise of the critical theory. And he told about Grauf and Welihausen and Kuenen,

whet great minds they were, and what trn' tremendous abilities they have shown...

9k449- in fitting this historical facts together.., and moving this theory.., they have
have

shown ... and then he said that the conservatives/tried to answer it and have
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he said that the 'p( conservativestried to answer it artI but it 1 s

poor
done a very harmful Job of it, and then he said, however, since that time, new

archaeoloical discoveries have been made which point after point w fit

with the Bibler-aid-- ;as it stands and do not fit the- with the Grau¬-wellhausen

theory. Then he started k-fi-a}iyt-- In for about 25 pages. He gave illustrations

after illustrations from the archeology-&f-th,&-revical new discoveries.., It stands,

and it does not fit with the Grauf-Wellhausen theory.., and then he had a page of

conclusion and he said ... what is our conclusion for all thee this... Our conchs ion

is that we musty( never forget the great debt that we owe to our great scholars

who originated the Grauf-Wellhausen theory. That was the conclusion which

seems to have much e1tion through all the evidences that Ghe presents...

the same thing is true of the lecture that Prof. fiffer gave dawn here at
For a time

Crozer Seminary some time ago that I told you about sometime ago.. /%t looked as

if scholars were trying 4o- 20 years ago to twist the theory to fit the archaeological

developments and for a time it looked as if the people would twiest it into a dozen
new

different directions.., but no/unanimity was found... I got them and they are going

to... and today the trends of the critical scholars was that ... and tryiWg-- actually

point after point the archeological material ... you might say fromØ' different

compartment ... actually point after point with the Bible as divided p as the

and does not fit with the Bible divided up like this... rrom there we can see

you again tomorrow.
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III.E.6

I believe that we were on E yesterday, Conclusions regarding arguments for partition.

And under that I think the last one we gave was number five. And so number 6-s--5

was on archoelogy, and number 6 is each of the ;four arguments ek has been

xami. Each of the four arguments for partition has been examined. No one

cf them is adequate is t adequate to prove the hypothesis nor-*o do they altogether

prove It.-e-de-- It is Mt- possible to take four sticks and stand them up in

such a way that they lean against each other, and zconsequently the four stand

up when one alone does not. That is comparatively rare. Usually if a conclusion

is- there is at least one argument that can stand absolutely alone and can prove

it. Usually it is something that is really certix am you do not have to have incomple

and insufficient arguments, a hundred four arguments don't prove something.

One good, complete argument, does prove. If one man has gone around the world

that proves that the world is round. You don't need any more evidence. Aristotle

gives us six or eight arguments to prove that the world is. round, and they are

good arguments, -they he shows , he demonstrates, the roundness of the world by

those various arguments. But when you have this one axument you da 't see the

other. And* it is possible for it to be provena by several different ...but it

is much more probableta-s- for soiathing to be proven by several different weak

arguments, but it is much more probable that when you have a series of weak agu'men

they dci t prove anything " Now, in this we have seen that the gi*et-argument

from divine names is-- does not work out consistently, That is broken up by the

Graf Wellhausen theory. It is much more consistent " This of course if it could

be
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We have seen that z it is not in itself x sufficient to prove that you have distinct

documents . You have names used like that in other cases. for other reasons.

We looked at the second argument, the argument from continuous documents and

this of course, if it oi could be worked out we know it could be very strong. We

notice k* that the Z document doesn't even start until Genesis 20. The 1) cument

has hardly anything before the last days of Moses. There are only two docux nt*s

that are suppose to go bøe*rrw- from the beginning. The J and the E doEcument,

and we notice that there are many of-things in each of them that are not zin the

other. And *what is more than that each of them contains an assumption of kinaterial

wh Ich it does not give but which you have to look to the other for. Ard the complete

doizøine nt theory is very definitely not worked out, and then we look at the parallel

passages and we saw that dividing up, ..we say here are two things. We must have

two dlfiferent documents so this can be a very shaking argumenti, but if you

tarry it out. T*he way that tye-they apply it and carry it out, you would have just

a lot of little fragments. It doesn't work out consistently into four distinct documents.

And if it were ... it wouldn't prove the Graf Welihausen theory ...with the . .of

them building up.-4ithe way that they do according to theory. And then the fourt

of the arguments we did not take a great deal of tine on because it is a very involved

argument, it is so z involved that the people who are moved by c it, are ... see

" or they will give you a list of words which occur in J whichi don't occur in E.

Or a list of words that they say occur in E that don't e'f- occur in J, but in most k

cases if youwill take the list, you will find that there are cases where they take

a half cf a verse out of the &eeuathe documents and say this belongs to the ...The

argument from style is an argument which can properly be worked out... ttx but as worked
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oL It is largely arguming in a circle. In the case of J md E on the one hand,

and P over here and B over there, there you have nine definite differences of style

so that in half the cases , in at least three fourths of the cases, three or four conUn

with ...you could say that those verses are taken from P, those are take n

from J, and those are taken ..but the reason would be that it is a different type.

And there is no evidence that " The hortotary style of B " is definitely different

from the othei, the narrative style, but the same person ca use both e-L- of them,

and the enumerative style which they attribute to P is a style that everyone of us

uses at some time if we do much writing and it is very fdifferent from the narrative

style, so that the four arguments, no one of them is sufficient to prove the idea
have been

that the Pentateuch tic is made up of four distinct documents Out Are-fit tog6ther

by a series of redactorsz to form the Pentateuch, now one of them is sufficient

to prove it, and put together, they do not so complement each other as-tea definitely

to prove it. Yesterday, as I showed you in thi s little booklet, Know Your Bible

Series, by the Abington Press. Widely distributed throughout the country. k Thi

one is on the Fist-eswe- Jezwish bible, and it dogmaticaUy states how . . then,

J. and ..how it is established and how all scholars believe it, " ,of mt of our

major denominations, and you m 'e-thatcan simply say it is all nonsense, but

that is not going to prove intelligence, but if youcan take n intell1 ent person

that knows that the arguments that are contained in these books the-are tdn them

selves false, and can point them to evidence connected with the argument you cal

fit from which this tremendous amount of propaganda has come, and so it is very

vital If we are efia effectively used of the Lord in our day that we know just what

the theory really is. It is not simply a matter of R the Pentateuch came I to existenc

This theory having been assumed to have been proven, was estei-carried on into
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Joshua and Judges, and Samuel and similar division has been made of practical

every book of the Old Testament, and once you admit the principle, it undermines

your whole Biblical integrity, and So in z two places the unity of Isaiah and the

unity of the Pentateuch has been ... people become convinced of this appr ch

and then it carries on. And eventually 11c it destroys all biblical force, now, number

7, is that the devisive criticism of the Bible arose as part of a widespread attitude

--that was applied to many books, but that is not, almost entirely abandoned.

except with regard to the Bible. 4-It began with the school of J.A.Woli, about

1800, Wolf who devote d a great deal of study to the writings of Homer, and who

divided Homer up into many eeeUs-sections the same way that the Pettte Pentateu

has been divided up. Writers of different periods and due ...to a large exteit

accepted the views, and they were thought and pulmulgated and spread until

every few people today would agree that we could dx divide the Odyssey ard Illiad

by different writers, of course ...Homer had stories that he had incorporated.

Whether-it-was-'oe-there was one writer who wrote the Iliad and the Odessey,

or whether it was two different writers, they will say that each of the ..tat it is

highly improbable thatyou can divide it up bc into ..Very few, 4f- if any, b Honèt

scholars today, will hold that position. Now, next to the Bible, it lasted longer

in Homerica criticism than probably anywhere else. Following Wolf came

those who took up Cicero's oration. And decided that practically every ore of

Cicero's oration had not been written by Cicero by-but by some of khis slaves who

wanted to glorify their master by pretending that he had given more and greater

orations , and these theories were worked quite fully and quite widely distributed,

until ei'e- someone discovered an ancient Latin docunnt, which gave a dt4p

description of Cicero's orations, telling a little about each one and showing very
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definitely that ' these orations as we have them, are whit Cicero actually gave.

The plays of Plautus, in fact, a hundred years ago it was a common sport in

Germany to take the writers of ancit Latin and Greek writnrs and to divide them

up into documents which were suppose to have been interrelaced. That is not done

anymore, and since that time we have 4101-discovered -that-ancient Egyptian masterie

a ncie t Babylonian literary work and ..and divided them up it into courses.' We hwe

.which are similar to some of our Babylonian stories, and having the Babylonian

soctory we can see what changes have been made, but k we have no case where we

take two Sumerian stories and see-say that they are Interrelated c to form one B3bylor

story or anything of that kind. And so this is a widespread movement, this lde that

you eelucould take literary documents and divide them up into different doMüt

that had been interrelaced to form them, and, does prove distinct origins for different

parts of them. It was a widespread critical movement, beginnir at about 1800.

They denied t rlt-te practically all ancient history, unless you have absolute

proof from several source 1a That attitude is given up by historians " it is given

up by literar y students, and do not find it anymore n courses in ancient history

to any extent. If at all it would only be in Homer and there not with most of t*,

great scholars of IeneeHonier, It is part of a wldepspread attitude of 150 year

ago, it lasted about 50 years and during tl*t time, when scholars were advancing,

this thebry and that theory and the x other one, this en-sarm things was being

done by other ancient writings. They don't do it with e- ci her ancient wrItigs

--It has been almost entirely ...abandoned except fee- wIth rsgrd to the Bile. L

This book of Wm.Henry Green's, the Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch, ha in 1

the back of it a discussion d ..page 128-129 where it gives references to what Was

done with Cicero, with Faust , with Homer and with different ..men like that

The thing is so far in the back of ..in order to get fuller evidence on It,, one would
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have to look h up books that have hardly been glaoced at but £ think that son

body ought to do that, -somebody ought to get those books and get some very

full accounts of " son constrxructive, to show wha was done and what has been

abandoned, and show that it is no longer considered valid, there is no reason

why it should be d: considered a valid thing as far as the bible is concerned,' But
was

as far a-t4eas the Bill e is concerned, the schola- ly world/.1a largely carried by

it. a4-through the Graf Welihaneen hypothesis, and 4ey*- today the Old Testament

scholars, aside from .# real evangeliealxtk conservative scholars accepted. as their

starting point and while many made changes hare and. there the fundamental principle

a f the Graf Weflhausan hypothesis today , but-44" with the rank and. file of p""-,

people it is just within the last two years , they have begun a concerted memo m6vemf

in this country to try to get it wo out to te people in the ew in the Sunday Seho

44tu'aies literature so that they will also will become convinced, by this theory.

go*r thus giving thorn something in relation to the Bible that was largely abandoned.

a hundred years ago, as far as other ancient writings are concerned. Now, we have

a. next point under this beading. This 8 ia very important o it follows up from

-4t-c44-c4- Ho.89 in the case of the Bible union with the development hypothei

has solidified za'd preserved the dcii of the partition. In the sass of the

Bible it union with the development hypothesis has solidified and preserved. the

44- claim 44- of partition. As we summarizz.d. a little while ago. the development

up am to the establishment 4. of the GraS Welihaneen theory, we noticed how there

were two distinct movements . There was the movement on the one hand of literary

movement of literary criticism, trying to discovery the origin of the Pentatench

and what were the original documents from wk"- which it came. This was a literary

study, and was carried. on by some men who were utter unbelievers, by others who

worst z very earnest Christian bejivere, It was a 4e literary study. where did

Moses get the material, or where did the later writers get the material and this







Is the partition matter that we have largely been discussing thus far, and different

theories were worked out in different directions, finally, Rupfield made a suggos

tion which seemed to be ridiculous to most others, but whe4 which Graf took over

because Graf united it with this other development, and this other development

which had been going on in Germany from as early as 1820 had been largely by other
combined the

men, men who/w .bA-4.e-Bege1ian principles and evolutionary th.ory-.e. to

the development of Israel's religion. These men over

her, were interested in a literary question, how did. you get these documents, didn

Noses write then,. .tidn' t be ..to a later redactor. They were interested from a

literary viewpoint.but these men over here ware interested &** from a literary view

point, but these men over here were interested in the question. how did. people got

.such ideas. Where did. this zidea of one God come from, amt anyway. aiL so they

worked up theeriexe that there were many documents, and then gradually it came

that on. man might worship this * god. mm and. this god. and this god,but he got the

idea that this god was jealous, and t&.rfe. therefore be should only worship this
you stick to

god. No question of the insistence of the other gods, but the one god., and. then
in

eventually -*O,.the times of Bmul and. the later Zeratalitee, you got the idea that

you should not only worship this god., tat this is the only god there is, and thus

you have the process of dove ioDinent,whereby the It religious ideawa and. attitudes

of the Israel 'e beliesf earns into existence through this process of development.

Now, thee. men over bere,most of them dealing with the literary development were not

interested in that phase, some of them wove-me" would say, God revealed it. be

reveled it in this way, and others would. say It's human* development,but am

interested in bow the literary .,.they werentt much interested in hcwto explain it

as an account of how these ideas earns to be thought of and earn. into existence,but

these men over h,a', who were utter unbelievers as far as divine refelatton is

concerned were interested in bow these ideas got ideveloped and. how people ever

came to thin
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came to think such things as we find, in the Old. Testament as it stands, and. then

it ms was the union of the two " which produced the Graf e1lhansen theory,becaus.

GraS said Look at the laws f of the Bible and. they were not reveqiet b Moses,

there is a tx tevelopmtug process, and therefore he said the Literary position is

held over here taking ..he said explain , If you will turn the order of it around.

so as to have the %¬o- simple laws 4 and then the ee-moo more complex laws

you get a process of development, and so GraS ant- allsge& the process of develop

ment, uonon developed it moret slowly, and We wrote it up in t404

boantifuxi style, , and the swept the younger, unbelieving cobolro with 4it and

ma fine, young Christian men were swept away by the argument, and wont back to

their homelands to spread. the argument while still maintaining that they believed

the doctrines of the Now Testament, now, logically you can't . d Logically if

the religion of Israel were * development out of p primitive ideas until a

man grasiuslly cams to 4&g think these things. Logically, if that is so, your

New Testament has to be explained in the same ay. Logially f God sent His own

*on Jesus Christ, God's SOn, t represent Him, to teU us His truth, to die t on

the. cross that we might be saved. Logically, this same God. may have revealed. himself

to Adams to Abraham,-" to Mos s, k and the others in the Old. Testament. If you

believe the New Tctam.nt,you can believe the Old. Testament as it is stands. I!

you accept the criti. tern of the Old Tostamsnt.logically you go on to give up the

New Testament belief, but there have been many who have tried, to bold. a halt-way

position,and. we noticed, earlier in our cola go, how the- triai..peo?le the believed

in the d.iety of Christ, tried, to explain away Christ's references to Moses.
We noticed, three methods that they try to use.
14 want 4e you to be familiar with those three methods because you will flnd

people today who try to use the same methods. Scholars have given up those methods,

and most scholars today are either believers who aa¬ aceept the whole Bible or they

are unbelievers who believe that it is a result of a natural ess. But as a theory

is given, out people a-Ma-
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people are graua1ly are brought to it. and,,,. come to accept this in the Old. Pesatam,ni

they seek for an apto ..an. so they take one of these different methods, to sti!'

hold. the disty, of Christ, and yet give up belief that t e Old Testament ietu&lly

...flow, te4 t is on., Know Your Bible Series, the first Jewish Bible by Roy L.Sieith,

as you look at this book and. read. about what was the Bible that Jesus reads and, all

this,jt ousde very boantiful and. taks up about how .actually the 3 document,
not as great

J as a very great literary artist and was/a greater literary artist than 3.

but more ad.vaucsd in his thinking and then-came B a;- It is resented. to he

a big influence on people i our durohee. But it you turn to page 3( to 37 ycu

find out what the real idea is as to whether the Bible was a revelation from Ged.

or we- whether it was a development by n&tturel rogcecss, and here I find

thatE on question 109 on cjs 36 Smith eM.. says, eaee-he-ffiMea- Did. J

create his material, we, of ooure " Any Christian will any, No, 3 di nt ereate

his materials it there was a 3, gave us what God had. e- revealed. to him.

Or what God. had revealed. to previous people who had becu passedon to bin, 0? what

he aaw and observed. and knew to h true because he bad seen it or what eop1e before

him had. soon and written down and sed. on, but that is not what he said.. Listen

to what he aid. When the Hebrews came out of rpt, they were fresh from slavery

and when they entered. Canaan they were ou.y one generatitn removed.. In Va Palestine

they found. themselves surrou.ed. by a culture, rech1n far back into the centuries

apart of which was a well dovalopod. thso1oy, if you read Ra Snmra tablezta , you

will tid what the welL-developed. theology of Canaan was, about Baal and Ashtaroth,

and the other licentious ds who were fihtin over each other and who were having

the same t sort of thins that 4.'. you, mad in the aian literature of

ancient Greece. Re says that it was perfectly natural z then that the Hebrews,

knowin' nothin,: about the idea of God should absorb so much of the Cznaanite

4e thoupt, and au tales were told. around "heir campfire, ii]e any other

au.thor , he drew upon all his background when z he wrote and. may have found to

it d2.U
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.ifficult to iaentify original material, His next question. What do we mean

by t traces of Ca*aanit, material. We know for instance that there were ereationa

stories, tales of a flood. and. other primitive legeflds, current among all peopled
or as

in the Bast. a Some Babylonian myths have been preserved/until this

lay. It would have been Impossible for the Hebrews to have .a mingled in the

'ast without hearing these stories. I they were of a curious mind, at all, they

would have listened with great interest for these stories were explanations about

matters about which they must have done much thinking. That they were inadequate

answers . but they were answers and 2s nmae4hei such they were .. ef absorbing

interest to the Hebrews, who must have heard. it for the first time. They were zt

t- incLequate answers must be confessed. freely, but they were answers and as

such they were of absorbing interest to the H.brs m who must have heard

them for the first time, J was not satisfied. with them as tk he found. them, they

did not explain the world. to him satisfactorily, they did not answer the questions

he was asking, but in spite of their 44 inadequacy , he could use them. How,

that is quite different,isu't it from the idea that we have the record 44 in the

Bible of what actually ak happened. M and. the Holy Spirit m kept the writers

from error. Here these writers heard -the pagan stories and then as the: meditated.

on those stories, t ey made some changes in them and. tn this m meditation in them

he calls the Holy Spirit, Re a4e- makes a number of references of how the Holy

Spirit was activie in all this. And that reminds m me of the t44e-whee- time when

a professor in a class in which I was attending is that what this world needs

is regeneration b the Holy Spirit. And. knowing this man's general attitude I didn't

think he meant what I meanst so I asked him privately , I said Just wt-what

do you mean ty Regeneration by the Holy Spirit. Re said. m Oh, that 's very simple,

when a man is in a Christian community,tbere is an interraction between this

character anc the character of the other members, and. that is what I mean by r.generatA

tion by the Holy Spirit. Now, in view of these things t at this said. here k about
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whore 3 his ideas., he keep referring to the ic1y Spirit ht but I wishk

h we hem and none of you were barn, a44 o I tau ak him privately WleR4

eraotiy what he meant by the Holy Spirit. 1 he tare as frank

a this other rofesor I fear that it would be somethiflg oewhat sniir

t at he really meant by it But in the ca of the Btbl.,yoi seeheru were these

men who were ryii to :piain the origins of 4e Iral on naturalttic bieis ,

as a purely human development, a people stubl on to ideas ani onie earls

into cctf1it with another -kit- ankll a now idet would be ;orkod out acthy

rkin aon this lints md then h' feun. thct these who were trying to

divide the Bible u into documents :ccordin to the literary roach thst as

ten hen used, criin to Cicero nd Plii. and all the other ancient wrlt6rs.

Had e. theory which could fit with it thy were doing eii Graf and !tuenan took this

theyory i tw std it around t4 --rbt they clld D, a Copernican revolut
1ohist

tcin what the iterry critics thought were the firt/.eph,. anci putth it way

at the end of te priestly doruent, an then. .trsaic3. we h.v. e .e eIom t from them
primitive through
t4.eae of 1, a. the nile primitive idees up/4e the more advanced ideas, o

etill ors vauced ideed-e ideas of D aut then the highly rkr1fieci ouo

tbeitic th of P thus we have this rogrecs , th i evolution to ..and sho

the itefry part1tion/ovimen.t 4 given up r;rôing other

documents has b,en tied to the veloDmeut of the e outicnary theory z'erved.

by it. And tciay.n like Smith nd my others are writing it u, in

Sun.ay 8hooi literature s tblihe. fact, but actually it is merely a

4e-the rsssrvatio f rthale it i vita! that w be familiar with the

rieit wMeh th13 gr.u bronht 4*, in relation to that , 1 which pre3rvcd.
between

that &e prt1tion *d h rserved it until this d. Goi back to/1)O ani 1E3'78

and you fl-ad 4M hangs after chae aft,r tu , ps..cple sag it is the

a.c1 eom say it is th ltst. You t 1078 ani Dillnio , who i eside

one c the eatet e 'er rtios but Dilirnoni I nsidered. one of the greatest







espite W.llhausen.d.epiite Graf,ineisted that what they called the P document

was before Dent., insisted. to the very end. of his lit.. Almost any critical Old.

Testament scholar' today, ee. who has e worked extensively in the field., will

you that the aorrct exegesis ..for interpretation, You can find things in Dilimam

that you can find. iWwhere else. Dillm&n did not accept the Grat Walihausen theory.

That's the partition idea yea, but he did. not feel that this switching it around.

was justified., and. t1-:ors we*- were a dozen others. not as great a Dilmon,but

outstanding men conejd.,r,dx*reater at the 444, time than either Graf or W"flba.usen,

who holding to the various theories of partition.fx f refused. to accept the

Graf W.l?bauaen theory, but it was the union of this idea of evolution " this

idea of dove 1opment.which resulted. in the younger scholars, 4o- who w.re-..c4ed.--
development of

by- allured. by this idea of natural explanation of the/religion, which lead. to

their taking it and me4molciing it , at and to this day the k great bulk of critical

e3 scholars hold tt in the main, even though some of them will take some of the
them

vital building blocks of it an ewitcb/4around., like when Pf,iffer takes the
part

whole/of J before Abraham, which was the ve- foundation of the th.r a and.

says No, this isn't the first ,-4he4 this is the last . This Is the S document,

and of course in doing so h. only takes the story of the creation and. the flood,

Just that little bit, but that was the very plas" the whole thing began and he

takes that and. puts it at the very end. 'eave Do you have a cu.4 suggestion,

Mr. Broad.wickt W.ll, of course , a many of them kzvhave gone beyond.. I .M heard.

that Tillach bad. gone ...a couple of years ago, and he said 'Religion can be divided

into three groups . There are religions before the ideas of God.. There were religion

when people believed that there were gods, and there were religions after the idea

of God. had been given up. n So I would say that probably that in that group that s

moving on to where God. tx becomes a a ctbel symbol for M4 ethical values

or something like that. I don't kno But thetrinity in the Christian sense, L would

doubt that " Well, that is the sort of question I would like to take tue for, but
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have to look k up books that have hardly been glanced at but I think that so=

body ought to do that, -somebody ought to get those books and get some very

full accounts of " so= constzructive, to show what was done and what has beei

abandoned, and show that it is no longer considered valid, there is no reason

wl'iyit should be A considered a valid thing as far as the BiUe is concerned. But
WAS

as far a-We-as the Bill e is concerned, the schola ly world/to largely carried by

it. -through the Graf Wellhausen hypothesis, and 4.*.- today the Old. Testament

scholars, aside from., real. .vangelisalx±k conservative scholars accepted as their

starting point and. while many mad.. changes hare and. then the fundamental principle

of the Graf Welihaussu hypothesis today , but-.t. with the ranik and. file of pools.,

people it just within the last two years , the* have begun a consorted me.. movement

in this country to try to get it wow out to the people in the ew in the Sunday Sshoèl

444e*.t4e. literature so tiat they will, also will, become convinced by this theory.

New,. thus giving them something in relation to the Bible that was largely abanaonet

a hundred years ago, as far as ether ancient writings are soncerued. Now, we have

a next point under this heating. This 8 isa very important o, it follows up from

-.,-ft-wenlA-u 19.8, in the case of the Bible union with the development hypothesis

has solidified kzat preserved. the sail of the partition. In the sass .f the

Bible it union with the development hypothesis has solidified, and preserved. the

e.- claim 4it of partition. As we summaniazet a little while ago, the development

up to the establishment 4&. of the Graf Wellhausen theory, we noticed how there

were two distinct movements " There was the movement on the one hand. of literary

movement of literary criticism, trying to discovery the origin of the Pentateuch,

and what were the original documents, from iiheè whi it same. This was a literary

study, and. was carried. on by some men who were utter unbelievers, by ethers who

werex K very ccrnez Christian belivers, it was a .4. literary study, where did.

)eses get the material, or where Lid. the later writers get the material and this



is the partition matter that we have largely been discussing thus far, and different

theories were worked out in different directions, finally, Hupfield made a sugges

tion which seemed. to be ridiculous to most others, but which Graf took over

because Graf united it with this other development, and this other development

which had. been going on in Germany from as early as 1820 had. been largely by other
combined. the

men, men who/if. 4s&-4.e-Hege1ian principles and. evolutionary theory.,--, Tkoee to

the development of israelis religion. These men over

here were interested, in a literary question, how did you get these documents, didn't

Moses write them, ±d.idntt he ..to a later redactor. They were interested from a

literary viewpoint,bnt these men over here were interested 4e- from a literary view

point but these men over here were interested in the question, how did. people get

such ideas. Where did. this idea of one God come from, 4 anyway, au so they

worked up thevrioxs that there were many documents, and. then gradually it came

that one man might worship this god u and. this god and this god,but he got the

idea that this god. was jealous, and, eee' therefore he should only worship this
you stick to

god.. No question of the Insistence of the other gods, but the one god, and then
in

eventually --the times of Emul and. the later Israelites, you get the idea that

you should not only worship this god, tut this is the only god there is, and thus

you have the process of development,whoreby the t religious ideaws and attitudes

of the Israel s bolieif came into existence through this process of development,

Now, these men over here,most of them dealing with the literary development were not

interested in that phase, some of them .--eey would. say, God revealed it, he

reve'led it in this way, and others would say It's human developmont,but I am iMee&

interested in how the literary ...they weren1t much interested in hovto explain it

as an account of how these ideas came to be thought of and came into existence,but

these men over here who were utter unbelievers as far as divine revelation is

concerned were interested in how those ideas got developed. and how people ever

cam, to this
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Caine to think such things as we find, in the Old Testament a it stands, and. then

it was the union of the two , which produced the Graf Wellhaiisen theory,beeause

Graf said Look at the laws t of the Bible arid they were not revealed by Moses,

there is a ti ievelopming process and therefore he said the Literary position s

held over hero taking ..he said explain , If you will turn the order of it around.

so as to have the s4m. simple laws 4 and then the more complex laws

you get a process of development, and. so Graf alleged. the process of develop

ment, Kuenon developed it ir-l morel slowly, and Welihausen wrote it up in

beautifuzi style, , and the swept the younger,unbelieving scholars with 4it and.

many fine, young Christian men were swept away by the argument, and went back to

their homelands to spread the argument while still maintaining that they believed

the doctrines of the New Testament, now, logically you can't . 40- Logically if

the religion of Israel were a development out of primitive ideas until a

man grua1ly crne to th1 hcse things. Logically,if that is so, your

New Testament has to be explained in the same way. Logically if God. sent His own

on Jesus Christ, Gods Son, tb represent Him, to tell us His truth, to die t on

the cross that we might be saved. Logically, this same God may have revealed himself

to Aiam,to Abraham,-" to Mos's, k and the others in the Old Testament. If you

believe the New Testwnent,you can believe the Old Testament as it stands. If

you accept the criti:ism of the Old Testament.logically you go on to give up the

New Testament belief, but there have been many who have tried to hold a half-way

position,and. we noticed earlier in our con so, how they triod..people *ho believed

in the diety of Christ, tried to explain away Christ's references to Moses.
We noticed three methods that they try to use.

want 4a you to be familiar with those three methods because you will find

people today who try to use the same methods. Scholars have given up those methods,

and most scholars today are either believers who ¬¬e accept the whole Bible or they

are unbelievers who believe that it is a result of natural cess. But as a theory

is given out, people



as they
people are gradually are brought to it, and/come to accept this in the Old Tesatament

they seek for an escapto ..and so they take one of these different methods, to still

hold the diety of Christ, and yet give up belief that t e, Old Testament is tual1y

...now, t.&.4 t is one Know Your Bible Series, the first Jewish Bible by Roy L.Smith,

as you look at this book and read about what was the Bible that Jesus read, and. all

this,it sounds very beautiful and, takes up about how actually the 3 document,
not as reat

3 was a very great literary artist and. E was/a greater literary artist than 3,

but more advanced in his thinking and then. " .came B a4- It is sented to have

a big influence on people in our durches. But if you turn to page 36 to 37 you

find out what the real idea is as to whether the Bible was a revelation from God

or w1'e4- whether it z was a development by natural processes, and here I find

that on question 109 on page 36 Smith ..a4d. says, J-ea-te.e-h- 4e4a- Did. 3

create his material, well, of course , Any Christian will say, No, 3 di ntt create

his material, if there was a 3, gave us what God had. re*- revealed to him.

Or what God had revealed to previous people who had been passedon to him, or what

he saw and observed and. knew to be true because he had seen it or what people before

him had seen and written down and. passed on, but that is not what he said. Listen

to what he said. When the Hebrews came out of Egypt, they were fresh from slavery

and when they entered Canaan they were on,y one generation ±removed. In !Z Palestine

they found themselves surrounded by a culture, reaching far back into the centuries

apart of which was a well developed theology, if you read Rae Smmra tableits , you

will find, what the well-developed theology w of Canaan was, about Baal and Ashtaroth,

and the other licentious gods who were fighting over each other and who were having

the same t sort of thing that *4 you. read in the pagan 4i4.. literature of

ancient Greece. I He says that it was perfectly natural i then that the Hebrews,

knowin nothing about the idea of God should absorb so much of the Canaanite

-theta thought, and pagan tales were told around their campfire, 1iiany other

author , he drew upon all his background when x he wrote and may have found to

it diff



difficult to identify original material. His next question. What do we mean

by traces of Canaan.ite material. We know for instance that there were reationx

stories, tales of a flood and other primitive legends, current among all peopled
or us

in the East. A Some Babylonian myths have been preserved/until this

day. It would have been impossible for the Hebrews to have mingled in the

East without hearing these stories. If they were of a curious mind at all, they

would have listened with great interest for these stories were explanations about

matters about which they must have done much thinking. That they were inadequate

answers , but they were answers and as xz_.e¬_4Gx such they were .. absorbing

interest to the Hebrews, who must have heard it for the first time. They were Ax

a¬.1 inji.quate answers must be confessed freely, but they were answers and, as

such they were of absorbing interest to the Hebr3s m who must have heard

them for the first time, 3 was not satisfied with them as Ak he found them, they

did. not explain the world to him satisfactorily, they did not answer the questions

he was asking, but in spire of their inadequacy , he could use them. Now,

that is quite different, isn't it from the idea that we have the record in the

Bible of what actually ak happened, 4 and the Holy Spirit x kept the writers

from error. Here these writers heard 4he pagan stories and then as they meditated

on these stories, t ey made some changes in them and Ax this x meditation in them

he calls the Holy Spirit, He a4e- makes a number of references of how the Holy

Spirit was activ±e in all this. And that reminds me of the t44.e-we- time when

a professor in a class in which I was attending is that what this world needs

is regeneration b the Holy Spirit. And knowing this man's general attitude I didn't

think he meant what I meanxt so I asked him privately , I said Just w"4*-what

do you mean by Regeneration by the Holy Spirit. He said. x Oh,that s very simple,

when a man is in a Christian community, there is an interraction between this

character and the character of the other members, and that is what I mean by regenerat

tion by the Holy Spirit. Now, in view of these things t at this said here about



where 3 got his ideas., he keeps referring to the Holy Spirtit , but I wishk

he were here and nose of you. were here, %¬- so I can ask him privately ae4

_.heer.,_ exactly what he meant by the Holy Spirit. Arid if he were as frank

as this other professor, I fear that it would be something somewhat similar

t at he really meant by it. But in the cas of the Bible,you. see,here were these

men who were trying to explain the origins of 4he Israel on a naturalistic basis ,

as a purely human development, as people stumble on to ideas , and one idea came

into conflict with another,.a-4- and a new idea would be worked out , and they

were working along this line, d then they found that theee who were trying to

divide the Bible up into documents according to the literary pproaeh that was

teen being used, according to Cicero and Plausa and all the other ancient writers.

Had. a theory which could. fit with what they were doing, gad Graf and Kuenan. took this

.-'n.d theory and twisted it around ¬4 --what they called a Copernican revolution,
Elohi st

taking what the literary critics thought were the first/ep and putth it way

at the end of the priestly document, and then *trEaid we have a developm t from thestle
primitive through
ideas of 3, aa. the simple primitive ideas up/4e the more advanced. ideas, of E,

still more advanced idead-e* ideas of D, and then the 44I- highly rarified mono

theistic tas of P, thus we have this progress , th is evolution to ..and ew- show

the literary partition/movement g4 given up regarding other

documents has been tied to the development of the evolutionary theory and preserved

by it. And today,men like Smith and many others are writing e-4e it up in

Sunday School literature as established fact, but actually it is merely a tpoew

4e-the preservation of ...nevertha].ess, it is vital that we be familiar with the

argument which this group brought 44e in relation to that , and which preserved.
between

that as partition, and has preserved it until this day. Go back to/1800 and 1878

and you find. at change after change after change , and some people say it is Ma the

earliest and some say it is the latest. You get to 1878 and Dilimon , who is Gonsid.ert

one f the greatest x German crtics but Dilimoni is considered one of the greatest



tespite Welihausen,despite Graf,insisted that
t'hat

they called the P document

was before Dent., insisted to the very end of his life. Almost any critical Old.

Testament scholar today, e.s. who has wee worked extensively in the fieu., will

you that the correct exegesis ..for interpretation, You can find things in. Diflmaa

that you can. find. nOwhere else. Di11inn did not accept the Grf Welihausen theory.

Thatts the partition idea yes, but he did not feel that this switching it around

was justified, and there e"- were a dozen others. not as great &s Dilmon,but

outstanding men eonsideredxreater at the 444, time than either Graf or Wellhau.sen,

who holding to the various theories of partition,x refused. to accept the

Graf Wellhausen theory, but it was the union of this idea of evolution , this

idea ofvelopment,which resulted in the younger scholars, 4- who were-ea'te4-
development of

by- allured by this idea of natural explanation of the/religion,which lead to

their taking it and mo4molding it , a& and, to this day the great bulk of critical

scholars hold. It in the main, even though some of them will take some of the
them

vital 'ou.ildin blocks of it an switch/4around, like when Pfeiffer takes the
part

whole/of J before Abrahmn, which was the ve foundation of tho tbory , and

says K No, this isn't the first ,-4e4 this is the last . This is the S document,

and. x± of course in doing so he only takes the story of the creation and. the flood,

just that little bit, but that was the very place the whole thing began , and. he

takes that and puts it at the very end. D4d-yeu-. Do you have .4 suggestion,

Mr. Broadwick Well,of course xa many of them xvhave gone beyond.. I 4ieM heard

that Tillach haó gone ...a couple of years ago, and he said ?Religion can be divided.

into three groups.. There are religions before the ideaz of God. There were religions

when people believed that there were gods, and there were religions after the idea

of God had been given up. z So I would say that probably that in that group that is

moving on to where God. t comes i a-e a symbol for .44k ethical values

or something like that. I d.on1t kn But thetrinity in the Christian sense, .1 would

doubt that . Well, that is the sort question I would like to take tue for, but
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now we wa4 want to go on to the Developmental Hypothesis , and to properly

study the developmental hypothesis , we should give just as much time to it

u as we would give to the partition development. However, the partition is what

seems td make the first break in peoplets ideas and. you take Smith here, I showed

you how there is a little on the line of the developmental, but there isnt x

much. It is f sort of kept in the background, like when he showed when E is a definite

advance on J, an he says how E is improve d over 3 and, how is improved over 3,

it is enclosedbecau he has a higher , moral attitude. Let me read you page

+3, question 135. In what rest is E in advance of 3. In Jt story of Sarah,

Abrahm± lies, t at his wife is Rle his sister, E points out that this is not

an actual lie becuase she is in reality a half-sistcr. In.-44s J's stay of Hagar,

Abraham acts with a heartlessness that is repulsive to us, b t E undertakes to point

out some extenuating circumstances.x in. dewfexnse of the paper. In E's story in

the sacrifice of Isaac he points out that Yahweh demands absolute obedience

but at the same time he is opposed to human sacrifice , which were more or less common

in that day; that is he would give Gen.22: to E and. say thatit shows that he was

opposed to human z sacrifices . Well, in 3 you would. ntt have e" anything one way

or the other, so he probably ka Ia held the general icLea which thought they would

be all-4.t right. Then- häsaystn the str of Jacob and Eau, P underta3 to

cler up certain moral questions by showing that Eau had sold his 4h birthright.

Thus clearing Jacob of any charge of theft. 3 says that Rachel became pregnant

because k 5he had. eaten mandrakes, generally credited in the East with being a stimulus

of sex passion, but E says her pregnancy is due entirely to the favor of Yahweh.
she

Well, you have two statements. She took the mandrakes thinking 4ci.a,t would help

God blessed her and she had a child. Now,you/give one statement to 3 and a one

to E and. you say
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B.llIx-6-IV.B.2

Anytime that any of you are sick or find it necessary for any reason k

to be absent I do hope that you will get aholdofi- of wnes-ei one of

these men who has a tape of it and get his--. . Anything that isn't clear

I ix always glad to explain in class. But I don't want to have to explain

things in class ,14hat everybody who was present at the previous lecture

would know. I would rather you get them from x listening to the previous
last

tapes. Now, ou/ lecture , our lecture from yesterday was perhaps the most

important lecture of the whole year. Because in it we 3-heed showed how

the process of the Pentateuchal criticism reached a point at which . . . it

has remained ' ever since. And the variations toit, but no variation since

which has becan e widely accepted.. A But none of these-4e& have received

wide acceptanace, and the main -pe*- points of the Graf Well hausekn

theory are xtoday accepted by all critical scholars even though sone ofthem

ae-on x certain points differs. And these are apt to be some of the greater

schars who differK on certain points. I will say that 3/4s of the peoe h o

teach Old Testament today in rvei's4tytes-universities and r- semkaries teach

it almost exactly as Wellhausen presented it. Some of them may be affected

by one or other of the more original scholars of today who go off in certain

directions in particular lines, but mos&f-theti. adn' people don't follow

--was there something that wasn't clear that you xhad in mind, Mr. Butler.

Yes, well, I will reseme that a little bit. I want to be sure that ewy-every

one has that clearly in mind. That is the main thing. The exact amount that

Graf did and the exact amount that Kuenaen did is difficultx to prove. I have

a book by a German scholar written within the last two years , the history of
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the high criticism, that k deals with about 300 different scholars, that tell

of their advances. Many German scholars that you never hear of otherwise,

and a very bold discussion of their views and attitudes and he practically

d oesn't mention Kuenon at all. He-You read most any book written in Holland
almost

orin AmericaK or England, and you would,4hat-think that Kuenen knew more

about it than Graf did, my guess is that Kuenen did r just as much as

Graf did, -but as we know k what the two of them did together. I am 'M

going to reseme that, because it is tremendously important that we know exactly

what the main teachers are of the theory as today it is taught as established fact,

all ath over the world, even though 9/lOs of those whoteach it as established

fact could not give reasonable arguments for it k to explain on what basis it rests.
They

have have been taught it by the people under whom they have studied, and

the books that they used mostly referred to J.AND E and D art! P as if they weeae

just as well known as Washingtortx and IincolEn, and Rocs evelt and Johnscri.

They are well known and everybody knows who and what they are and that is that.

And the question as to whether they every existed or not dm just doesn't enter

their heads, but k we see how the idea did originate and whe it came from, and

if we know that we are better ee-able to deal with it and possibly to be used for

of the Lord to arouse doubts in the minds of some of those who have been given

it as eatalee- established fact-m&-in these days, and there are many, many

who halve and most of those who have, have had a t some time a real desire to

serve the Lord, x or they wouldn't have wanted to study x the Bible in the

first place. But with a real desire to I serve the Lord they have gone and studied

k--and have been given this as established fact, art! when you take it as established

fact it knocks the foundation out of the sources of te4-the Bible as God's Word
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ott it is largely 'g arguaing in a circle. In the case of J and E on the one hand,

and P over here and B over there , there you have nine definite differences of style

so that in half the cases , in at least three fourths of the cases, three or four continue

with ... you could say that those verses are taken from P, those are tha take n

from J , and those are taken ..but the reason would be that it is a different type.

And there is no evidence that . The hortotary style of B. Is definitely different

from the otheç,,the narrative style, but the same personx ca-i use both e-4- of them,

and the enumerative style which they attribute to P is a style that everyone of us

uses at some time if we do much writing and it is very tdifferent from the narrative

style, so that the four arguments, no one of them is sufficient to prove the idea
have been

that the Pentateuch tk is made up of four distinct documents that Am-fit together

by a series of redactorsx to form the Pentateuch, no one of them is sufficient

to prove it, and put together, they do not so complement each other as-ea definitd. y

to prove it. Yesterday, as I showed you in thi s little booklet, Know Your Bible

Series, by the Abington Press. Widely distributed throughout the country. k Thi

one is on the FIst-3eMwe- Jexwish bible, and it dogmaticaUy states how ... then,

J. a rd . how it is esEtablished and how all scholars believe it.. .of mt of our

major denominations, and you might-øey-tcan simply say it is all nonsense, but

that is not going to prove intelligence, but if youcan take an intelligent person

that knows that the arguments that are contained in these books t+e.t-are tbcin them

selves false, and can point them to evidence connected with the argument you ca-i

from which this tremendous amount of propaganda has come, and so it is very

vital if we are six effectively used of the Lord in our day that we know just what

the theory really is. It is not simply a matter of R the Pentateuch came I to existence.

This theory having been assumed to have been proven, was eet've-carrIed on into
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every book of the Old Testament, and once you admit the principle , it undermines

your whole Biblical integrity, and So in x two places the unity of Isaiah and the

unity of the Pentateuch has been . ..people become convinced of this appra ch

and then it carries on. And eventually k it destroys all biblical force, now, number

7, is that the devisive criticism of the Bible arose as part of a widespread attitude

--that was applied to many books, but that is noW almost entirely abandoned.

except with regard to the Bible. 4t.-It began with the school & of J.A.Wolf, about

1800, Wolf who devote d a great deal of study to the writings of Homer, and who

divided Homer up into many eeets-sections the same way that the PeMa-te Pentateuch

has been divided up. Writers of different periods and due ... to a large extert

accepted the views, and they were thought and pulmulgated and spread until

every few people today would agree that we could x divide the Odyssey aiti Illiad

by different writers, of course ... Homer had stories that he had incorporated.

Whether -it-wa-ofle-there was one writer who wrote the Iliad and the Odes sey,

or whether it was two different writers, they will say that each of the . tat it is

highly improbable thatyou can divide it up x into ..Very few, -- if any, M Homeric

scholars today, will hold that position. Now, next to the Bible, it lasted longer

1iei. in HoznerIc& criticism than probably anywhere else. Following Wolf came

those who took up z Cicero's oration. And decided that practically every ore of

Cicero's oration had not been written by Cicero by-but by some of khis slaves who

wanted to glorify their master by pretending that he had given more and greater

orations , and these theories were worked quite fully and quite widely distributed,

until seeri# someone discovered an ancient Latin docunent, which gave a theeri4p

description of Cicero's orations, telling a little about each one and showing very
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definitely that w these orations as we have them, are what Cicero actually gave.

The plazys of Plautus, in fact, a hundred years ; ago it was a common sport in

Germany to take the writers of ancnt Latin and Greek writers and to divide them

up into documents which were suppose to have been interrelaced. That is not done

anymore, and since that time we have 4d-discovered thancient Egyptian masterjieKces,

a nciait Babylonian literary work and ..and divided them up k into course.. We 1we

.which are similar to some of our Babylonian stories, and having the Babylonian

soctory we can see what changes have been made, but k we have no case where we

take two Sumerian stokries and eesay that they are interrelated x to form one Babylonian

story or anything of that kind. And so this is a widespread movement, this idea that

you xe1e1ucould take literary documents and divide them up into different documents

that had been interlaced to form them, and does prove distinct origins for different

parts of them. It was a widespread critical movement, beginnir at about 1800.

Theyxk denied the.r4g1-e practically all ancient history, unless you have absolute

proof it from several sources, -that- That attitude is given up by historians . It is given

up by Uterar y students, and do not find it anymore i courses in ancient history

to any extent. If at all it would only be in Homer and there not with most of t

great scholars of He*eeHorner. It is part of a widepspread attitude of 150 years

ago, it lasted about 50 years and during tl*t time, when scholars were advancing

this thebry and that theory and the c other ore, this &-sane thingx was being

done by other ancient writings. They don't do it with o- ct her ancient writings

--it has been almost entirely . ..abandoned except &*'- with regard to the Bible.

This book of Wm.Henry Green's, the Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch, has in 1te

the back of it a discussion 1 " page 128-129 where it gives references to what was

done with Cicero, with Faust, with Homer and with different ..men like that

The thing is so far in the back of " in order to get fuller evidence on it. one would
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and so it has an effect reaching out into many etM-stages of their lizfe . It is

very important that we know how to deal with it right at c its basis. Now, the

main thing yesterday... Of course we did mention yesterday, e-aboutthe

Supplementary theory and how for more than fifty years the great critlzcal

scholars of Germany all held that the Supplementary theory was the way in

which the PentateEuch came into existence, and then we noticed Hupfield's

Modified Document theory, of 1853 and how most did not think that this was

much of a step forward, but at least it got it into pring t and some people thought

it was worth looking into further, and a few years later, Graf and Kuenon took

Hupfield's theory not as something knew, -e-the4n--but as something that

had already been in print at least for a few years, and so had the ehe

establishment of being sometit ng which was under consideration for that length

of I&x tine and they put it forward with their new arrangement as the ansva r to

the whole problem, and the reason why their answer came to replace the others

in the m1.nds of all the yet*qt- younger scholars , even though the older scholars

many of them did not accept it, the reason why it did was its being combined with
we noticed yesterday

another movement altogether '/ at this literary movement aro.x sed great inter t

in Germany .x and a fair amount of interekst in Germany and the United States.

within the previous century. Did Moses write the pentat&aich or is it made ti-1

up of different documents 1-i,r4eet written by different people, or after 1853 is

it a substantial part of original writings and then some other writers have h&d1e

added to it or perhaps a series of supplementatlons. What was the truth on this.

That was the literary process and on that some great many people were iieete

interested because so many peop1 were interested in the Bill e. Can we believe

that Moses wrote it or do we have ID accept as it came into existence this way and
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was written many centuries after the time of Moses. They were interested I n

that, and then all around the side here were . .Reuss, and Vatke, and *Kuenen,

and -eVe-Ek-w-e--Devette , and these others who were wrltingx on eee-this

other question. How did people cone to ever get the ideas of one god. How

did they ever come to get the idea, of Israel being God's people, how did

the ever get the ideal of having sacrificed as in the book of Leviticus. These

people acted largely on the assumption that there was notcruling. It is like

Darwin's theory presents , a result of chance of action, of forces hitting against

each otler. acting and reacting and resulting in certain changes and certain

developmenxts. This Hegelian idea from the simple to the complex was so common

in Germany ... ln the first 50 years of the last century but hardly known in E

England...and the last 50 years Darwin, more larely Huxley's influence, using

Darwin't4i--s theory and presenting it, it came to be the great thing of thought

in England and thii force here to give a naturalistlxc, purkely accidental explanation

of how the religion of Israel came into existence was combined by Reusses' pupil

Graf and by Abraham Kuenon, combined with this moiement over here, this movement

t explain how thedocunents came xinto existence. They were two separate

things altogether until Graf combined them, and it was the combination that igave

the force, to the movement and estabi i shed it and na iritalned ax ever since, and

that is very vital to have in mind. Now, we are going to look toward the end of

the semester at the argument that this can be explained on a naturalistic basis

showing te hcw these ideas came into existence but it will be son time before

we get tothat point. We are gointxg e to continue our main emphasis on the

literary aspect of it.
" How did the Bible come. How did the Pentateuch come

into existence. That is going to be our main emphasis for quite a little while yet,

but we want to realize how from Weilhausenk's tine on the other-is a-vep-was
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a very vital factor in thinking about it and ... so yesterday I; mentioned how

Graf, a pupil cf Reuss, t tried to explain the existence of the institutions

of Israel, no'ct as the literary critics were . . simply the eetrte-existence

of the books of the literary writers, but the4M-inttitutions of Israel, trying

to explalnx that. He said in Leviticus you have all of this elaborate, sacrificial

system, elaborate system of what the z priests were te#g-goirtg to wear and

what they are going to do, and all that, that cannot have come at the time

of Solomon at the beginning of the whole writing, he said. That represents

the result of kx a long development, andthen, he said, you get over into Exodus

the Book of the I Covenant , right after the ten commandments where you have

these ordwinances givenx, and they are comparatively brief and k comparatively

simple, and they-deal with a lot of subjects quite rapidly, and he says to

think that you have all of this Levitical lezgislation first in the time of Solomon
don't

you s' and then all of this other doesn't cone much simpler/-eee*'4 come

until centuries later, that is putting the cart before the horse, red it is theother

way around. He said the Levitical legislation, all of these details and these

lawis in the last half of Exodus, most of Leviticus and a fair amount of Numbers,

that all comes at the end instead of tat the beginning, and so when Graf . Abraham

Kuenon immediatd y bah,--backed him up on it, Kuenon alreayd had .and

speaking much along the --e-same lines, but he had not specifiEcally spoken

that way in relation to God, and when Gratf and Kuenon said yes that is right,

then other people said that is impos sill e, they atha-said that here you have

your foundation- ne-,-ard writings, Genesis 1 and the list of the kings of Edon,

the e-geneologies and the Covenants, all of this writing, ..and then chanbes
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.they say tia t is the same type of style. .aas in LevIticzçal l4e-d-

ye8-yet-ea&'t-oay-laws , the arrangements 'vth the priests and all that,

you can't separate those two and say that the foundation writing is all early.

And this kwhlchls so similar in style, to have cone way off in the time of
that's impossible, you must be wrong in that, well,

the e,&-ekile,4(uenon said , T1 t I s right , you can't separate them, x
that you all say is the beginning,

he said, we will take this foundation writings/and we will move it to the
it was taking what all

end, and everybody said it is a Copernican REvolutioii/ai'4-4--t.he critical

scholcars considered to be te1-the -beg t-beginning, the earliest , the

foundation, and saying No, it is the last thing , instead of the first thing,

and so that was a complete turning upside down of it, which was-de'tw

x done by Graf and Kuenon and which scho rs who wanted to believe in

a naturalistic x explanation of the origin of the religion of Israel found very

attaxractive but scholars who were interested in the literary arrangement

said No, it can't be, the ee--ElohIst docune nt is the first one, and then

it was that Welihausen wrote his wonderfully clear presentation of it and

the n his whieetfy-history of Israel in l&&-wMeh--l878 which E carried all

the younger scholars by storm, and from that tImeconk, hardly any of the younger

schoziars in Germany have espoused the older theories, while t re have been

a few who have maintained Mosaic authorEhip, but the k earlier theories were

abondaned as far as they were concerned and still maintained by the ol r scholars

but as they died off they had no pie-followers, the followers all in thz e days.

.to the Graf Wellhausen theory, Mr. Eyrlch. qguestion. The theory is often

called the Welihausen theory, yes, almost as often it is called the Graf Wellhausent
because after all, Graf presented it mall of its main point before WelI.ever

theory,/forftr- & dpr ittd buwUmeb1t ts itheen I eTrnn We1i

anything. Sometimes it is called the Graf Kuenon

Wellhausent thetry, and that -4e moo tho.wh c it is rarely used, is the more
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true name for it, because Kuenon had just as much to do with it as Graf had,

but if you had not had Jules Wellhausen's beautiful German style, his telling

way of presentation, his ebthty-o-great ability at marshalling facts, it would

hardly have carried the scholarly world by storm, and it was Wellhausens

book which had such a tremendous part in its influence even though Wellhau sent

cannot be said to-the--be the originator g in many more than a few of its details.

It is often slmpl*y called the Welihausen theory, so today 1±x you will read that

it x wrItn of as the Welllniisen theory, but you will often see it; cal. led the Graf

Wellhausen theory. You will in some ...see occaonally yes, Mr. Eyrich.

No. Its theory is like the ee-theory of evolution, the theory of the development

from the simple to the complex, from the primitive to the advanced, and ey were
very

the/detailed arrangements of sacrificing and six different types of sacrifice, different

types of sacrifice, dfei,,e-different types of animals7-I-In different regards,

different parts of the animals, all of this very involved thin is the complex

thing which he said should come at the end not at the beginning. Yes, well,

now , let us briefly summarize again the attitude toward all the document. It

is very clear that everybody have it clearly in mind. Astruc an d Kuenon tei,-and

and -et-Eichom tells V'at the first chapter of Genesis. They held that the first

chapter of Genesis with lax its Innumerative style, 1,2, 3,4,5,6,7, repetition cf

phrases and so on, that that was one of the earliest things written, and Astruc
inter t

and Eichhorn did not put much attention in order.-TeTheir maIn4ttei'on-Ewas

in dividing out what Was two distinct documents. Now, they -say said we have

here the name ElohIm, and then-the-for three chaptezsewe have the name Jehovah
they say we have here

so here are two distinct documents. Now, ,4e o-x-t4wet*h the name Jehovah,
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and he puts the parts that have Elohim together with Genesis 1, and we put

that have the parts that have Jehovah together with Genesis 2, 3, 4. Then

they sayx, thats where they stop, when they come to the second chapter of

Exodus, but then other scholars after that went on and after they said, After

Exodus 6 , you have 18 terms of Jehovah and 100 occurrences. The use of

the divine names is nok 1on r a help in dividing the documert s, but they

say , the question of the fact in x Genesis one where it uses the name Elohim

you have one, 2,3,4,5,6,7 this enumerative type of style and 1l that fits

exactly with Leviticus and the laws of the tabernacle in Exodus and with the

statistics of Numbers, and they say all the material of this type is a part of

the Elohist documents, even thoukgh it uses Jehovah always practically after

Exodus 6:t3, so they xe4asaId that k is the one document, ai d theother document

is the document that uses Jehovah andthen of course the fragmentary men came

along, and they said Yes, the thing s you use to separate Genesis 1 and 2 can

sepatrate this other thing, and c they4we have all kinds of fragments, and Ewald
unIvkfied

s aid you can't get a wonderful/th Ing like the Pentateuch out of a bunch of fragments.

He said Actually, the E1!e&Elohist is the original, and then you have the Jehovist

is the insertion, so according to the view presented by Ewald , Blake , and otters

the origixinal foundation document of Genxesls 1, the geneology in Genesis 5, the

et one story of the flood taken out section by section, out of the verses eee

about the flood, then the parts that use the name Elohim in the rest of Geznesxis,

the one story of the flood taken out section by section, then the p1't parts that

use the Elohim in the k rest of Genesis , similar parts in the early part of Exodus.

Most of Leviticus and a eeeconsiderab1e section of Numbers, Number Deut.
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Dewette had said was later, came from the time of Josiah, that's a separate

text, so this is what they held for over a half a century. Nearly all the liberal

scholars maintained the Supplementary Theory . The Elohist document is the

foundation. ilAnybody can see the differenkce k between Genesis 1 and Genesis
in style

2. Anybody can see the dIfferenc4etween Elohist and the Jehovist, and he

inskerts his ideas later, where the ee4-Elohist is brief, the Jehovist has

inskerted longer storEies, but hek has the Elohist in mind as he inserts them.

The-It is the Jehovist that is late, and itls the Jehovist that has about half

the rateri from Genesis, a little less than ..a considerable part of the first

part of Exodus, and practically nothing in Leviticus, certain sections ct Numbers,

very, very little of Deut., most of 19 Deut. is . and then they extend it

into Joshua, dividing it eaiagain, .. between the four documents, and the

Hupfield said, You point out the striking difference in style betwweft- between

Genesis 1 and Genesis 2, the et±ber-enumerative style of GcnMe Gene s,

the narrative style iI Genesis 1 . the narrative style of 2,4,5, but he said when

you get further on Genesis , Genesis 20 on you have materikal you call Elohist

which uses the name Elohim, which has a narrative style almost exactly like

the Jehovist, and so he sád you - are Elohist, and so he s4ad,- said Your Elohist

--your foundation is exactly two docurm nts tia t are come together, one is called

the Elohsit, and thete-other we will call the 2nd E1eeh&tElo1xist, and the second

elox.hist took the greater part of the material iw between Genesis 20 and 9ene.sis 50,

artd-&e-yett-1eve Hupfleld's arrangement, first, the flrtt Elohist w1'el'i-whtzch

is Genesils one, Genezologies , Lists of the Kings of Edom, a few verw-verses

here and there, and a rather full story of the flood, and also a few things in the

early part of Exodus, but most of the last half.. .practIc ly all...añ quite a-

bit of Numbers, That is the 1st Eloh3dxist and that is the time when Ewald and
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was written--
Dewette and others ... said the original of the foundation writings/.. and then
about the time of Solomon.
i after that the-he said the 2nd Elohist, was written and inserted into the first

Elohist, so that you have in-theinste-inserted into the 1st a1e1e4tElohist

these fuller stories from Genesis 20 on. The rest of Gescnesis certax.tn inaterikal

in Exodus, and a very few ,senismall things afterwards, so . .. .No, the first

Eeeh4E1ochist acacording to Hupfield, all practically of the- Leviticus, but not

over a fourth of Exodus and not over a third of Numbers. The second Elohist is

largely confined to Genesis though he he-a-- has a certain amount in other books.

And according to Hupflled, the second E1ehe-E1ohsit.. .Al1 critical scholars say

said is part of the Elohist and is sharply distinguished from the style of Jehovah-

be says it is a separkate document incorporated incorporated4jitp_into the first

Elohist and then he says the Jehovist is incorporated into that, *d-and the Jehovist

is a1way-all the sections of Genesis that uses the wcrd Jehovah, that is the

narrative pret4oi portion, that is theportions using Jehovah from Gene s 2 - Genesisct1

and from Genesis ... although if you had argued with Hupfleld and adsaId Now

how do you know that the 2nd ehe4t- Elohist would be for t1 Jehovist, he woul

say I'm not so sure of that ... but I am sure of this, the f4e4-first Eloh.tst is the
was

foundation. The first Elohis4e the earliest, the second * Elohist is later

than the first Elohist, whether it or the Jehovist comes first, if you want to argue
he would say, I wont argue with you

over that .,they are both earlier than the first ... and then Je*Ma-Joskiah. a nd
those 4 documents

then. Well, that was everything'. according to theee-Huipfleld. k ]hen , that
comes

the Copernican revolution/, that the part which all scholars for 50-Yet.- years

or more said is the foundation, the earliest part written, the part that gives kyou
is inserted

the main system of it all, into which all the rest/. .. the first Eehe4t 940-he4- Elohist,

of course most of these ppne supplementary theories say the whole E1ohdst,
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that's not the beginning a--that's the end, it comes after Deut. and it

during the time of the exile, and inserted into the others, so instead of having

a rather full document in which you make a lot of little insertions and then a

lot ierd,more, you have inserted at the end what is almost fuller than everything

you had before, but that stuck ... this they call the Copernican Revolution. The

older scholars said ridiculous to think that k all that earliest stuff is the latest

and then the others said how can you believe that Leviticus with all of its details
rules for priests, and everything

xk..and everything could have come into existence before .. .acd.e-e-t-

they had these simpler laws, and of course it is how, how should kit have come.
20-24

We believe that Moses gave them the simple law of the Eoiius/ in the beginnin

of the wi].ademess journey, and that I after that was given the detailed laws of

Leviticus, by God for the study of the Kpriests and their application, and not

for the general mass of the peek,-,&M-te- people aid then Deut, is the final

exhortation at the end of his live -life, but to start in at Leviticus would be

ridiculous. If you' are going to spread it over a period of long years, the

Grafflans had big arguments that the Leviticus would hardly be a starting book,

but the others answered them and said, how can you start with Jehovah? They say,

Genesis 1 is clearly the beginning. They said that those sections of Genesis ,

the first el- Elohists are clearly the first, and they put their arguments on the

Genesis, and the others en- are putting the arguments on the law. They are

arguing across the ... they all agree that the Genesis one and the Leviticus

must belong together, but they are arguing about Leviticus. These they argued

about Genesis. And the older scholars insisted on holding their viewy.
that this was the earliest and they

died off. And the youngers scholars are so convinced -that.- of the evolutinaonary
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of everything by natural process and by natural ere- interacting and they

found this fitting with that, and they were speedily by Welihausen's clear and

interesting presentation, and so the older scholars died out, their views diqappeared.

About the time of the beginning of the supplementary theory, the documents ?(were

0 Of g ridiculous.., about the time of the beginning of the supplementary theory,

these documents were all¬la1med to be carried forward into the book of Joshua.

And so, today, most any critical books will not think of Pentateuch mere1rt any

more, but they will speak of hexateuch. But ki it is interesting that in Joshua

they do not have anywhere nearly as much agreement as they have in the earliest

ones, as much more difference of opinion, although they hold that ll four

documents are found in Johsua. There is much less agreement as to the exactly

what goes into ... so that we in this class will not give much attention to Joshua

except to know that they are included, and they claim that it runs on, and a

there is some today who claim

that judges and parts of kings are part of the J or E documents. There is
it says,

one book which speaks of certain chapters in g Kings, and/here ... as

Jehovst writers i1 seek +e- - ceases to write right in the middle of the sentence,
no so

with-i other scholars a9-far as I know agrees that that is the particular point

where the Jehovist document ends. (Q) Yes, yes, no, no, no. I wish everybody

will get this clear. Genesis 1 uses a name Elohim/ 33 times, and never has

once 44/ has a word Jehovah. And that is true of the first 34 verses of Genesis.

Elohim writes straight through, and nobody has ever suggested that Jehovisis

J wrote Genesis one. &i- The word Jehovah never occurs. And after the 34

verses which include all of Genesis one and the first four verses of Genesis

two. Then you have the term Jehovah Elohim used 20 times in the next 45 verses.

And 'Øright after that in the next 25 verses l'ou have Jehovah used 10 times.
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So, on the assumption which is,/very reasonable assumption that when it says

Jehovah Elohim which is used 20 times here, and it is very rarely elsewhere in
for is that

the future, a few times here and there. That Is a reason that-to show that Jehovah
the Elohim of chapter one.

here in chapter 2 is same with the-ether-rrre- On that assumption

we can say that Genesis one uses only Elohim, and Genesis two and three and

four predominantly uses the word Jehovah. And you have an interesting alternation,
having

and if you could go on through the Pentateuch,/ two or three chapters all Jehovah...

tie- two or three all Elohim, and three or four chapters all J'ehoo- Jehovah.

Two or three chapters all Elohim, and tow or three chapters all Jehovah. You will

have a very strong argument. Saying that (275) all Jehovah chapters over here

and Elohim chapters over here. And I gave you an assignment ten days ago/

to take some other chapters and see if you notice the same sort of continuous

section like that. I think that most of you noticed that there is hardly ever

such an arrangement after these first few chapters again. But tight there it is

slightly ... and when; you get to Exodus 6. from there on they practically all

I use Jehovah 18 hundred times, and- Jehovah is usednly 100 Elohim in the

rest of the Pentateuch. In all of the book of the rest of the Exodus and all of

the book of Leviticus and Deuteronomy of course.., only Jehovah... so that

that is a foundation point that we should never get te ...confused. Genesis 2

and Jehovah Elohim, and two and threeØ' are mostly Jehvah. We should never

get confused that Genesis one is always Elohist and Genesis --2 is $Jehovah
im

Elohis. 2, 3 and 4 are mostly Jehovah. Well, your Elohist is what was held

up by Hupfeld. Wellhausen and his few followers divided the Elohist into 1st

Elohist and 2nd Elohist. Then the 1st Elohlst would move to the end, and today,

there was not much agreement as to the- which is earlier, the Jehovist or the

second Elohist? And today most will say that the Jehovist and then the second
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Elohist, then the Deuteronomy and then the 1st Elohist. But they do not say,

the second Elohist or the first Elbhlst any more than ... the second Elohist

(Q)they call the Elohist, and he first Elohist they call the Priestly document.
endous

So, they ise the letter P. Mr. Diehi? (Q) Yes, ya, They have the tremthet*s-

because you have got fifty chapters in Genesis, and you have got nearly ten

chapters in which those names are tremendously important in the theory. Fift

chapters are a lot of material. It is a lot of material, and of course, the claim

is that Exodus 6:3 God says to Moses, You are to know tie by the name Jehovah.

I was not known by this name to your fathers. Abraham and Isaac and Jacob

knew me as ,9 El Shaddai, and so they say that the 1st Elohlst and the $' 2nd Elohist

eli call him Ellhim. They do not use the word ... but the Jehovist do not fit.

So, when h'W'e wrote, he calls him Jehovah, right from the beginning. So, -they-

you have there contradiction which is pretty h ard to fit with the supplementary

theory. But the supplementary theory would read the first thing and find it

clearly taught and then without it ignoring what he put in. It is pretty hard to
The sttpplementeff-Ot~-weul&~d

fit with the supplementary theory./ That is why you have to make it a documentary

theory rather than a supplementary theory. (Q) No, the 1st Elohist rettM-wrote

all of the Leviticus, and the whole of the Leviticus /the last four at least of

Exodus, many parts of Numbers, all of Genesis 1, am all of Genesis 23, and

36, and a he-whole story dif the ñ flood , and a lot ate-of kother material. Yes,

Never, ...well, I think that you all will have to study your notes to get the basic

things that I have given at least 40 times in mind so ' you wont forget them,

So we better go on with our discussim ofthe Hithpael, Number four is the &pee1

spread of the Graf Welihausen thry, Number . ..this is far less importart than

w-.-what we have been dealing with now, but I thought that I 1 have given

it very very clearly in our last meeting, but- e-y'-evidently a lot of you who
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normally read things well, do not read your notes, because I have been

asked questions today severyal times that I have given at least 6 times yesterday

aiti at eta-least 4 times already today, so please study your notes on it and

get it thoroughly in mind, but the spread of the Graf Welihausent theory, number

4, has under it sam-small a, the- opposition of the older scholars in Germany,

opposition of the older scholars in Germany. This I have already.. .dealtk th,

and I have areoey already ratter fully dealt with it , so it is mentioned here

in a proper pigace in the hikstory. The older scholars , the great m4--critical

names, like Dillmont, which is still highly honored k among critical &o&4

scholars , they did not ae-adopt the Graf Wellhausen theory. They use other

terminology and other ideas of the arrangement though they - they maintained

in general the same - division as the documents, the same sections which

use the name Elohim, and the same sections which use the name Jehovah, but
Delltzs ch

not as B, I am going to say a word about e4t&e4. I hope that all of you before

the end of your course will become familiar with the writings of Delitzsch

F. DelItzsch was a great Christian writer in Germany in t} latter part of the last

century. And F. Delltzsch ' has written commentaries on many of the books of

the Old Testament in which he presents examinations of their meanings which are

very useful to x us today. He was a great scholar, highly recognized by people

of all views, and a great Christian. He translated the N.T. Into Hebrew for

Jewish Missions in which he was tremendous ly interested. But F. Delitzsch has

had opposed the Supplementary theory, and i maintained the unity of the eMaeetth

Pentateuch written by Moses and wt-maintained the unity of the book of Isaiah,

but F. Delltzsch , Frederick Delitzsch , became a-s4og-strong supporter cf the

Graf Welihausen theory, and Frederick Delltzsch wrote so strongly in favor ot-of
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the theory that Fr. Delltzsch, found it necessary to look into the critical argune nts

carefully in order to endeavor to answer, and he was a man of great fairness of

m md. He was not familiar wthwith the tremendous amount of archaelogical -mater

material that has been discovered since. He did not have the benefit of the

great amount-of study that ahehas been given to the theory since, he hated the

idea of looking c at Genesis to see whether this verse comes from one writer

and this one from another writer , he believed that it was all from Moses, and he

said that he felt as if i he were-dio3ow- was starting to dissect his grandmete'-

mother's body when he attemp.ted to take the Pentateuch and study fro-it from

this viewpoint but he went e-at it and studied it and did not have the means

at his disposal to ans r it, an consequently, F. Delitzsch re-c announced

yat-that he was convinced of it, and that this subsequent addeditions of his commentary

would adopt it, and so the latter editions of F. Delitzsch's commentary are not as

nearly as useful for an evaevangkelIcal student as the earlier editions, because

in his latter editions he otp-adopted the main features of the Graf Welihausent

theory while at the same time endeavoring that all it represents really is what

God inspired M through Moses or through others and that it is all Feuthoroughly

dependable and God's Word and he expressed in the book that he still has certain

doubts about it, but nevertheless that submission to it on his part, carried great

weight ix among people in Germany. He did the same thing with Isa. and his later

commentaries on Isa. divided into the first Isa. and second lac Isa. Most people don't

feel,-that realize that at the beginning of the discussion of the second Isa. he

has a brief section in which he says that while this appears most likely , nevertheless

he has great doubts& about it and will continue to have as long as he lives, but

Delitzsch' s influence carried great foracce, a41- with the younger scholars in Germany
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and hx.is son Frederick he4having taken this attitude , strongly espousing

the Graf Wellhausen theory did not stop with the Graf Welihausen #hee-theory,

he went on further, he became known as the father of Assyriology, and any

study of Babylonian study, his name is Importart, he made great contributions

there, but he kept on-turning more an&lnee-mDre ag4a-against the Bible,

and he wrote a book called, The Great Fraud, in which he de'toie- denounced

the whole K Old Testan ent a nd I was 4w-talking to a professor at the Un.

of Penna. some years ago,-ad--a man W o is dead now, who had great regard

for F. Delitzsch as a great Assyrioligist, and very considerable regard kx for

the Graf Welihausent the) ry, and I said , what do you think of Delitzsch 's book

The Great Fraud. He -d--said I love the Old Testament so I have never read

that book, I don't want to risk injuring my love for the Oocld Testament. This

ire n that said that has written two of the volumes in the International Critical

Commentary, he was a fine scholar and a great student, but it shows h at

he thought of the extreme to which F. Delitzsch wie-went toward the end,

but in this earlier part of his career, it was his influence that turned his father,

and in Germany as the older scholars died off, the younger ones all followed

the Graf Welihausen theory, until in a few years it was known as the eeeee

eeieie-concensus of scholarship. Q. Well, I wok-would say his commentaries

right to the end have a tremendousiamount of good in them, but the thing is that
later

there is quite a bit of space devoted/to discussing an occasional verse-*

whether they belong in this document or that , but his interpretation always

has a great deal that is valuable in it. But I would recommend that you look in

one easily and see which views. ..I don't know that-4w,-d&--as he did it right

in one instance. Well, that was B. Frans Delitxsch, and C " we go to England.




A
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Or rather to Scotland, E}]-C. is W. Robertson Smith. W.Robertson cSmith,

one of the most brilliant rren that ever to live in the Briti Isles. Robertson

Smith was brought up in a very orthodox home in Scotland. He was a by--brilliant

student, he had a phenom.tnal memory and a tremendous ability as a thinker and

he went over into Germany after xx he finished his theological work in England

and studied in Germany, and there in Germany he was shocked to find that the

Sabboth which was so rigorously maintained in Scotland . ..in 1940, it isn't any

more now. But as recently as 1947 one of the main cities of Scotland, I went

to e-the big railroad station and it was almost like a tomb it was so dead

--In that section of Scotland there were no trains running, kno trains, no busses,

x nothing, no transkportation hardly on the Sabbo h, well, it was much more

so in the days of Robertson Smith, aid Iwec when he got over to Germany, he found

people playing games and having sports, and studying and everything else on the

Sabboth, he was utterly shocked, but when he got over his e--shock and k

got used to it, and got b studying their ideas, he came to be convinced of the

Graf Welihausen theory, he didn't say much about it at first, but came back to

and became professor in the Free Church College in Aberdeen , Scotland, but then

he was asked to write an article on the history of Israel for the Enclyclopaedla

Britannica and he wrote an article in which he presented the Graf Wellhausen

theory in the way that the Pentateuch came into existence, and as a result the

Scixotch Christians were so shocked tha t they demanded that he be dropped

from his professorship, and there was much discussion, there was a big trial

in the church of s.ehe-Scotland, and eventually he was dropped & from his professor

ship in Aberdeen , Scotlaxd and instead was mad e a professor in Cambridge

U. in England, so his influence was-t#pptripp1ed by his being dropped from
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Scotland and then the Enclyclopaedia Britannica had liked his article so much that

they asked him to become editor in chief of the Ei yeepae Enclyclopaedia
was

Britannica, and he edited several editions of it and this brilliant mai'thoroughly

convinced of the Graf Welihausen theory, ecne-became one of the-4-great

influences in causing it lxx to become dominant &xin Great Britain, where it is

taught today with more dogmatism even than it is possible in Germany, and Rcbertson

Smith had tremendous influence-i-tM-in this direction. He was a k very brilliant

man. He wrote extensively and was constantly engaged in controversy over the

matter. Now, I'll mention . Hanon-- Canon S. R. Driver, Canon is a name of

an office in England , and Canon S.R. Driver was a brilliant professor in Oxford

Un. wei'e-he--who had studied with Frans Delizsch in Germany and who thought

very highly of Delizsth xx's scholarship and his views, and translated some of

Delitzsch's wrk into English and lx who toward the W New Te&taemtTestament

too&k on the whole quite conservative views. Many call him a mediating

theo1gigcan he took a conservative view on the New Testament,

and on the diety of Christ and the great Christian doctrines of the New Testament
he

and when it came to the Old Testament /ther did not take the attitude that some
by

of the German scholars took , that the Graf Wellhau sent theory shows hoWa purely

natural processes these Instxitutions developed, these kIdeas o f monothescism,

and this book came eventually to be put together . He took the view that sounded

for more evangelical and made his wrltkinxgs all the more &céaccpeptable to

evangie lical Christians in Great Britain, ancCanon (X Driver had a brilliant

mind and he wrote a book on the introduction to the books of the Old Testament

in which the Graf Welihaus en theory was presente d in a fuller way thakn Robertson

Smith 4.in more detail and for for 40 year, that rem.ined the authoritative textbook

of Old Testament criticism in Great Britain and in America and to this day there
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Is none which has replaced it, though it is c of course rather old now, yet

the views which the bulk of the critical scholars hold ii are still to be found

In the main. It is fix often refercrreferred to by the letters L 04 . which

means 14tei'eut-- literature of Old Testamkent. and to this day as ..to

see exactly what the Graf Wellhausen theory is,-am in a mxild form, the

form in which it was most widely accepted, and while today the re are some

who differ on one feature and some on another, most critical scholars hold

diet- most of the views -that presented in Driver's 4tereutr- literature of the

Old Testament.xi Yes, the first edition was weii-somewhere inX&e-the 80s

I think and there was a revised edition I think in 1909 , and reprinted in 1929,

the book went through ... the book was -Me-widely used, ...and then other

he made a number of revisions and then others revised it ... 1 mean reprinted it

etite-later. I thought that I had the icm statement here in the book. We }a ye

several editions7-St,t-- of it in the library, but from about about 1890 to about

1910 he was getting oil editions and theFe-then there was a reprint, and k

today it is e- quite old, but there is no book that has really replaced

it today as an authority on the critical view. Pfeiffer of Harvard Un. w1kote

an introduction to the Old Testairt in 1941 , and a new edition in 1949, and

for a time it alooked as if it would replace Driver. It was easier reading

than Driver , it was more interesting to read, he has a fuller prese-i tation of

material, but recently you -f&-don't hear nearly so much about Pfeiffer than-as

you used to and I thinkthat the reason is that Pfeiffer added a few loose theories

of lit his own, which nobody asks test else has accepe6ded. For instance, he

though that Genesis 1 was P, but Genesis 2,3,4, ...he called F whiö x he

put way after P, way at the end, and I don't know of any other leading scholars
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which qualify in ... whlch was combine d, I don't know anybody who follows
book like Driver

it. So the bookzx .. .well, has never written a comprehensive/ He +,a-

has written on many different subjects, and Rowley is very good because he

published c such a wide range of literature, his b1bliographiz are very excellent.

But I wen---wouldn't put him in a class with these men, no. He has never written

as extensive an introduction as these, either Driver...well,we continue t1 re

tomorrow .

...you don't understand the discussion, it means nothing, it . and so it

is very importart to have the facts up to this time very thoroughly in mind, and

this i paper should k tell me whether you have them or not, bust in case you

have not been reviewing, you will have a chance to make up for it by a good

rview before Monday. Please turn in all the papers , and I don't receive any

of the papers after the present time fro anybody, immediately please turn them

all in. Now, vx were speaking yesterday about the spread of the Graf Welihausen

theory. Number 4, that was number 4, the spread of the Garaf Wellhausen theorc.

And we noticed under tiet A, the opposition of the older scholars in Germany.

) I am speaking here of 4he those critical scholars who maintained that the

eet#ne-sect1ons in Genesis could be divided into sections. They had the previous

theories which had been Eheld but Oh-, -did-they did not accept tie GreGraf Welihaus ert

theories. Delitzsch for instance who held thoroughly to the Mosaic authorship did

admit a docu nts and some of it written later, but still maintainted that most of

it came tc from Genesis, aid did not accept most of the essentials of the Graf Well

hausenktheory. Men like Dilimon, very famous critics alike that, kept to their
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pwffi-*e own theories, but the younger am scholars all adopted it. Now, small

d we mentioned Fr.Delitzsch and c. W. Robertson Smith, and d. . .S.R.Driver,
still

and Driver, although he died about 1920 i.%/of very great lmportantce, eett&

because his book, Intøroduction to the Literature of the Old Testament, which

for 40 years was the stadmdard introduction from a crltEical viewpoint in the

Eng44ish speaking world, gives the basic view of the Graf Wellhausen theory,

and while the bulk of people who write athut it thoday differs in some detail or

other, they hold to its main eø-a¬ntai1&4ec--essent&Ia1s , nearly all of the critics,

and there is hardly any important varElation in it, which some critic has advanced

which most otherEs havei not denied, so Driver is still as useful a work as

any there is to present the view that is taught so widely d.et- today, you may

take a book k like Pfeiffer of Harvard , you might say it is more Inresting reading

than Driver, he is written in 19411 Instead of 1883 like the first edition of Driver,

the last was in 1929, Pfelffer got out a revised edition in 19419, that is comparatively

recent, but Pfeiffer while accepting most of the points of the points of the Graf

Welihausen theory an d taking them fDr granted as established fact, yet taking

some of its basic principles and completely twisting them atound, and I don't

know of any leading scholars today who qualify in thee variation from the

Graf Welihausen theory, so & Driver's book is still of very great importankce

in the study of the Graf Welihausen theoryrd--as it is taught so wlely tode.

today. Now, numbe r d is C.H.Briggs. And Briggs,you are familiar with these
is Brown, Driver, andBrIggs

two names because our leading Hebrew the English language.

-h4&wia This was E,C.A.Briggsix, and Charles Augustus Briggs was a professor

in Union Seminary who wrote in defense of the virgin= r-o--ec-bIrth of Christ,

and gave the preeeee--lmpressIon as far as New Testament teaching is con-
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cerned, with being strongly evangelical, but during his five years of study in

&c Germany he became thoroughly convinced of the Graf Wellhausent theory and

he was one of tl'e-x those who was most effective in introducing it into the

& United States, I believe it woe-was about 1896. It was #within two or

three years of that, that Professor aix Wm.Henry Green of Princeton Seminary

brought charges against Professor Briggs of Union Seminary &-e-hi&for -),A-&

his departure from the fat h and his denial of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch

and the-Briggs withdrew from the Presbyterian Church and Joined the Episcopal

church and Union Seminary insisted in idc retaining him on 14.e-their faculty

and the General Assempbly of the Presbyterian Chxurch asked that ieefl-none

of its students go to this seminary because of Briggs'c p esene c there, and

Princeton Seminary had the largest student body that it ever had in its history

ut4M--up until recent days as a result of it. Briggs rather represented in Am rica

the Graf Wellhausen theory as far as the Old Testament was concerned, and

of course Briggts commentary on the psalms carried this to a rather ridiculous

extreme x, in the way that he divides almost every Psalm up into two or thecree

ki different sources, with hundreds of years apart, Briggs however, I have

a number of his books and they are interesting as showing certain details but

they never had the standing as an authoritative-preane- pHresentation of his

views that Driver's bookshad " That was number 4, now spread of the Graf Well

hausen theory, and number 5, Subsequent developments. Number 5 , Subsequent

developments, the older eehea-scho1ars died off, the younger scholars were

taught that the Graf Wellhausen theory as co a4i'tteécontained in Driver'sBook,

Literature of the Old Testament was the ee4&beI--estab1ished truth regarding the

Old Testament, and an argument that was z widely used was that a consensus
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of scholarship, that scholars agree on these facts, that there is a WEoeflocnce-u

consensus of scholarship, Now, in 1929, * en I went to study at the American

School of Orientkal Research in jerusalem with professor of Wm..k F. Aibright

later Prof. at John Hopkins Tin, the consensus had become widely established

among critical scholars but now seemed to be on the point of breaking up.

Dr. Albright said to me there are only two orthodox Welihausenists left in

Germany and they are not orthodox, that is what he said to me then. It seemed

in 1929 as if the critical scholars were to go off in a dbzen different directions

and give up the Graf Welihausen theory wt--quite completely because of archaeolo

gical d.tscovei ies which had been made which at point after point showied the

accuracy of statements in sections which, according to the critical theory were

written many centuries after the events were supposed to have taken PM-- place

and x which x it was very difficult to see how that knowledge 4ed-would have

been available to the writers so much later, and as a result of that many scholars

were trying to swift to the-twist the Graf Welihausen theory to stick t o its main

points and yet to twist it to fit with the archaeological devd. opments, and so

they seemed to be on the point of going off in many dLtrections and in 1929 it

wasix macy expectation that the Wellhausent theory would be given up and critical

scholars would reach a new ee i'e-caisensus of a new idea for a naturalistic

development of the Pentatw ch, rather than it being given as a revelation cf God.

That was my expectation. However, the expectations did not work out. There

were a number of schoaclars who presented new aspects, new de4e4l!e- ideas feaJ

regarding details of it, but no one of them received much approval from most

of the others. Like Pfeiffer for instance, thatk in his introduction to the Old

Testament, are not I at all, they are F. They are not the earliest writings, they
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are the latest, and come way after P a thousand years after Driver thought they

were written. Well, I don't suppose that he didn't realize that to do that would

remove the whole foundation on which the critical theory ] had been build

built and was developed, whether he realized that or not I don't know. Whethe

other critical scholars realized that I don't know. All I do know that few if

any other critical scholars have followed Pfeiffer in this particular suggestion,

and the particular suggestions that have been made by indi.viduaxls, and so

critical scholars in general are today following the theory as thx z taught by

Graf and Wellhausen-4ft--nearly 100 years ago now. That is the only thing that

they agree on. I would say that the critical scholars agree on 3/4s of the points
build

ox in the Graf Weilhuuasentxtheory and they/e44t it on the same basis on

which it is built, although they wet4lwili dI fer Jax on individual points in

relation to it. And so the study of the Graf We14hueo Welihausen theory is

just as important in the scholarly w rid today as it was 50 years ago, wo

now, when it comes t4-to the popular world, when I was a boy we heard dis

cuaccs1ons about what the higher criticism is, and our strongly evangelical

churches strongly rejected .In many churches the m.tniters had accepted but

they said , Ix. .to their congregations, and the people as a whole knew very 44td-itt1e

little about the higher criticism, until within this last year or y r and a half, and

within this last year they have come out in the Sunday School literature of

most of our major denominations articles which are almost identical in wcrding

-wartlcles which are presenting to their people how the Oid-Tes.tme--Testament

came into being i--a--and glvuirg the main essentials of the Graf Weilhausen

theory in popular language, and such booklets as this , which k I have referred to
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before , Know Your Bible Series, by the Abington Press, studies number 5

are4e4i-The First Jewish Bible, are being widely circulated in many churches,

and Smith explains in-thor here how the Pentateuch is a

compiUfition He says to the scholar who is familiar with Hebrew it is very

evident thatmaterial from a number of different historical documents lie imbedded

in the Pentateuch, and-ae-eeH--though they have been so dextrously IOnCd

blended thattthe Englslsh readw gets the impression that it is one contlnueous

recital drawn froma s ingle source. As soon as the std ent's attention ts daw- called
in the

to the fact that they are traces of the several documents ef material, he sees

the evidence of one. So says Smith. It makes me wonder wheFe- whether Smith
speaks this way.

knows much about Hebrew when he s -s 4h4g-444e that. Beca sue he gives

the impression that yet-- If you know Hebrew u-you will immediately see this

one pointed out to you. And there are very, very few alleged evidences of
in the English Bible as n

the Wellhausen theory which are not e just so visible as t'he-We-llhaser-t4ee*y

Hebrew Bible. Comparatively few places where the knowledge of Hebrew is

important in this s connection. The most important would be Mem, Yodh , he,

waw, he. Of course, they do not appear in those forms in the English Bible.

And many people may think that they are just not in our Bible. But once a pern

realizes that our King James Version, if you have Jehovah, the Lord in epae7 caps,

capital L, capital 0 , capital R and capitcal d, or if you God in caps , capil

G, capital 0, and Capital D, even one of these, which the Lord occurs hundreds
and God may be two or three hundred times / in capitals

and hundreds of times/. In the Old Testament. /[f this is capitalized like this

this way, the Hebrew letters yodh, He, waw, he, if you know, *'- it p represents

\ the Hebrew letters yodh, he, waw, he. Once you know that you do not have to

Hebrew. The English represents the same exactly. The English represents

it exactly. The average reader does not realize it. The fact that every Bible is
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so with 14- a little effort, one does not eneed for that particular thing.

So, when Smith makes it look es if you know Hebrew, it is obvious, and it

makes me wonder whether Smith heard that from someone, and does not know

much about Hebrew. Then, he says, what re these characteristics? There

are several, but we will identify but four that are easily recognized by the. English

students. These are four arguments that I am giving you. Then he says, what
are

Ia'the first characteristics? There are large sections of Genesis, and then

some portions of the first five chapters of Exodus in which the name Yaweh is

used systematically. This represents the most critical scholars of-- in America

today. There are large sections of Genesis and some portions of the five

chapters of Exodus in which the name Yaweh systematically. This is represented

by the most of the critical scholars in America today. Yaweh. It has been

represented variously, and nobody knows the original translation. It may possibly

be Yaweh. We do know kre what ... Yehweh. But he says that there are

portions in which the name Yahweh is used systematically. And other sections...
tonsistency

within the same '1imit use the name Elohim with equal /.. Most names are used

elsewhere in the Old Testament. But their appearances in the ... portions of

the Pentateuch seems to follow a definite plan. So that the scholars became to
convinced that two

be eenvefte-... many years ago/they were dealing with/different documents.

Supppse, for instance, once upon . . in the early history of Amerlcany( Colony,
New Haven, into the New World...

in which were considerable spaces.., names used(62.8

The ames of the New World, and then for the spaces., the name was suddenly

changed to New England, and then for the spaces... It would excite curiosity.

it certainly would. That is not an exact parallel, because Jehovah and Elohim,
in

are not/two different names- languages. They are in X the same languages.
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They are in the same languages. It is more as if you were to say, on mast. my

last trip to Great Britain, I was unable to see l3ecQu3-c 4e-wae--4- Winston

ChurchhiU,, because he was ill at that time. However, when I visited England,

/ five years previously I had a long talk with him. There you see- say Great
you say

Britain, and then,'tngland. Are they two different ... Does that prove two

different authors? One of % % Great' Britain, and one of England? No.

It might be two different authors... If you show me a book by a man in which

he refers to. hundreds of times to Great Britain and never talks about England,

and you show me a book by another man in which he refers-to hundreds ci times

to England, and never to Great Britain, and then you show me a book by another

man in which he refers hundreds of times tb tie-- Great Britain and England

together, you might say that they should be separated out ... Great Britain

passages and England passages. But most people would use Nt.- both terms.

Just like your referring to America or to the United States, and the chances are

a matter of variety .... (Q) Ywa, yes, there is a very good ream n, and that

is the fact that as used in proper names, Jehoiakim, JehoIakIn Hezekiah.

Jeholakim at the beginning. We have many proper names which are probay

Jehoiakim is the Lord has established. Hezekiah is the Lord is strong.

All these names which have either lah ending or Jeho at the beginning are

compounded upon this name and that looks a f4er- fair amount into the direction

of the pronuncation of Yahweh, and then when you try to think what does

that mean? The pronunciation of Yahweh is a very good suggestion, as to

its meaning. I like very well the suggestion o Prof. Montgomery of the
made

University of Pennsylvania/ who used to be the professor of Old Testament

there before he left there a few years ago, also the author of two volumes of

International Critical Commentary series. Prof. Montgomery said, he thought
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that Yaeweh Is the Hiphil Perfeet imperfect from the verb (haw'yah) which

means to be or to happen or to promote. Therefore it means the one who causes things
name originally means.

to happen. Now, i/nobody knows what the e4ne}-teete4--the-ve-werd-+e.
explanation

Personally, I think that this --never-heac-d- is the besVl have ever heard.

And that fits with this pronunciation Y6hweh. Uee4 Yes? (Q) Oh, yes, certainly.

There have been hundreds of suggestions as to the ... there is a Mesopotamian

god, called Ea, and Ea is the god who in the Babylonian flood story wetw warns

the coming of the flood. Now, Ea is a little bit like . Now, Ea sounds a little

b like Yahweh, but not a great deal. It sounds sufficiently so that if somebody

can build a theory on it like that but not enough so .. more than two per cent

of scholars will accept this. It is not accepted by te very many people,
was

but there are quite a few who do. There are others who claim that there i.e- an
has a name

Arabian god which hee---e a little bit like Ea, but nearly much like Isaiah.

It is unéortunate that often some people ... dogmatically name the ... the

origin of the name of God cannot be proved. The origin of the name of God cannot be

proved. When pelp- people find a name similar, they think this is the origin.

We have no reason to think that j( the Lord has not revealed ... did not look

for .iaturally those who claim to ... it is the natural way to do it.. " on which

m ore than two per cent of people ... It is very, very ... there would be

more reasonable ... It would be more reasonable to think of ... some others.

Because Ea was ,.. It is the god of wisdom, and that is getting ahead of the

discussion ".. Yes, now, that is getting ahead of our discussion... It is a v

rather important mt- material... It is certainly not our position in--at this point.

Now, Smith here is just a typical.., the way this material is becoming popularized.

He says here on question 85. What 1 the use of different names indicate?

He says that it might not indicate anything more than an author used one name
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first used one name, and thereither-- another for the sake of variety. Until

we begin to examine the text itself, and then we discover among other things

that Genesis 1:1 to 2:4 uses Elohim 35 times in telling the story of creation

and never uses YaØ)iweh once. That I have stated 30 times in my previous
b which

lectures.., then we find that Genesis 2:4/to 3:24/tollows immediately and
d

also deals with the story of creation uses the compour/name Yahweh Elohim

believed by scholars simply Yahweh in the original manuscripts 20 times,

and Elohim alone only 4 times. So, on that question, I trust that all said

predominant. Our second point, and now he said, 4tt is not very bad. I6<I

For, after all, it is about 20 times and ( only 4 times certainly.., exclusively

would not be too bad. If you said, however, a few times, it o uld be very
dealt

very bad, becasue we have had many Uwes in our recent lectures. And that is

a very interesting point in the beginning of the Bible that it begins this way.
a

Genesis 11 to 2:4$ all use Elohim. 2:4a to the end of 4, generally uses
a through

Jehovah. It is/very interesting thing. Now, you can go on 4e the rest of the

Pentateuch. And find two or three he-- chapters eve- that arxclusively

and exclusively ... two or three ... you have some very interesting evidence...

very interesting... in addition to that Genesis 1:1 to 2:4a is his forceful argumeht

here, and -he has the "eumeratIve style, very different 1rethe-- from the style

from 2:4a to the end of 4. This narrative is Ø very different from the ... is a

very different sort of style. Everywhere you find the word Elohim... the

enumerative style ".. the enumerative style... very different from ".. Everywhere

you find Yahweh you have the narrative. If you do, it is a very strong argument.

It is a fact worthy of investigation. Smith continues to say that again in the

five chapters of Genesis 12 to 16 used 27 times and Elohim ... never. While

in another section 35to 50 the name Yahweh appears but once, and the name
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Elohim is used 57 times. Well, you would think from that the chapters 35 to 50

wculd be entirely elohistic, wouldn't you ? Think of Driver or any other

work on the su1ect, you will find that chapters 35 to 50 they give a bulk of

the material to Jehovah, not to the Elohist. They have Jehovah a few verses,
as

and the j have Elohist a few verses. And yet, he uses/the basic argument

there that in these sixteen chpters Yahweh appears but once. +te-terM

Elohim 57 times. you had your principle

cartied out consistently, this last fifteen chapters should all e1ee- belong to

the Elohist. So that that indicates his dogmatic statement here, while not departing

from the fact, prestimpO It gives the false impression that

these consistently can be carried through to make the division To a great

extent, can it be carried through? That is/ a very important thing for us to

investigate and see. But we are (727) still on number five, subsequent developments
we

and 4otlce under this tubsequent developments that Kuyper's book made a
with

remarkable deviation from the Grauf-Well$)ausen theory, /he theory of S 1 and S2,

the two other documents which take up the early J material and put it in its very

end. That is the J material in the first place.., he puts it later instead of

early. That would not be ... most of the fundamental arguments of Driver to

pieces, because he says these chapters show the primitive attitude which

lies at the beginning. And that would not ... but

very few scholars follow this theory. They have probably realized that he may

not have ... in making that theory, he uld be destroying the fundamental

basis of the theory. In fact as you see, the way this theory is taught today,

It is absolutely dogmatically an established fact in so many places. As you wee,

however, how this statement is made as made by Smith... sometimes it seems

t o me that it is a different ... another box on the top and another box on the top
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and the second on the top of the fifth. A-we-hue44ey And the theory tat

as you have t today, the foundation under the ... much is taken up and put upon

the top, and people do not realize that we should Peaiiee- investigate to see

see whether that statement is true or not, and to how great an extent it is. But

you cannot possibly investigate if you do not know exactly what the theory is that

you are investigating. But ye-atet That is why I have repeatedly said

about Genel:l and 2:4, 3, and 4 4N-the-eer&eo+-the-last , 1n- probably 30

times in the course of the last ... lectures, and I will be grateful if everyone

of you will give me correct numbers in answer to thse questions that I gave

you just now. Now, we can go on to capital G, The Summary for the arguments

for the theory. And the arguments fcc the theory are two classes. One class

we have already mentioned three times. They should be quite a norm to you.
Elchhorn has

They are the arguments that4-have 4otm-originally presented. ree-e-.

We cme . nder small a. Arguments for pcfition. Here is the pentateuch.

Now, these arguments for pa!'H- partition we do not worry too much about
It is a separate book we already have as the fifth book.

Deuteronomy. It has already separated in a way . / We will be very much

interested in Deuteronomy, but not under section a. But under a we are interested

Genesis, Exodus, LeviticUs, and Numbers. Joshua also, this theory is

supposed to be carried into this book of Joshua, but there is not the same

unanimity in Joshua. We need not spend too much time on Joshua in this course.

But Genesis, EXodus, Lev1ticus and Numbers, these do-eaty4te-o&tta, four

but--, books that follow along consistently as a unified production the way

we have them in all manuscripts of Hebrew or Greekthat have ever been found

of them, or are they actually three different original documents written centuries

apart which are combined, and produced into what we hzw'e have. That is a

very vital question, The argument from partition, and that is the basis which
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a person like Smth is mainly stressing, and it is very important that we examine

each of these arguments, and see whether they were- work out or whether they

do not work out. Suppose that I may make some j remarks on the commencements.

And I might say that you notice that ... whether they --e--er every student we

have here whose name begins with a letter hVor G now a graduating - class

cones from the below the land of ... and everyone whose name begins with H

on was born in the north of the rtaei'-i. I would be interested in the

If that should work out vometime I would be veiymuch interested in thatr- noting

the fact that it is mentioned. Don't you take for granted that it would be the

same in the next year, because the next year may be completely reversed

or all mixed up. Coincidences like that we are constantly coming across in

life. Constantly, one spring semester, we have only two new students, who

entered that particular spring semester. Most of our st.d ents seem to come in

the fall. We have many more than .. this semster about three years... we

had just two new students, and one of them was called e Rowell and the other

one is Howard. Now, you are goin g to draw a conclusion that all students

who ift enter in the spring semester are of the name which ends in 1. Well, if

it comes along five or six years in a row, maybe you may have a basis, but

I do not think that two years would be sufficient to be the basis for ... even

for
'
two years. maybe- But 14d- It did not happen even for two years. But

have been
I am amazed through the years to find how often we get students with similar

names at the same time. One year, we had two students whose names are Bragman(?)

We have never had the same name since. But the two Bragmans entered the

same year, one from California, and the &ter- other from Massachusees, and

yet there was nooreatinn between them. But they came in the same year.
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we had
I do not think until within the last three or four ey years that,iny student whose

name was Bragmans... Last year we had Broadbelt and Broadwick" and when

there was three ram- names remarkably similar which we have never had

before or since. You are always getting es4- coincidences in life, but the

question is how many do you have, and how far can you carry them when you
that

I- Now, it is a very interesting point./Genesis one , two, three, four...

has this remarkable thing. 1:1 - 2:4 is an enumerative style, 1:1-2:4: the name

Elohim is used exclusively. 2:4 to the end of 4 , the name Jehovah is used

excizisively, and Elohim used only 4 times. And the narrative et style not

it is used exclusively. 2:4-... That is a very interesting point. If it carries

out consistently through, it is ba9ed- -- a basis on which to establish a rule.

But it would carry on two or three times, then it would be not the basis on

which to when you note that in Exodus 3, you have Elohim used four

times instead of Jehovah, and then Elohim is used kr- where the servant serpent,

speaks and Eve speaks to the serpent, all scholars will say that that would

not interfere with the Jehovist document, in fact Elohim is used there, because
sacred in the mouth of

it4s- naturally the witer would not put the/name Jehovah/4er the s4eked- wicked

serpent, nor Ever-- would use the sacred name Jehovah while talking to a

wicked serpent. If that is the case, there sbould be a reason there. And why
and the reason may be carried a tiny bit further...

not suggested / ? Genesis 1:1-2:4 where the creation of man and woman is
your whole interest is in the things

very incidentally mentioned, and . .1-the development of the material/of the universe

and the plants and animals, and man and woman are simply mentioned &s-

very briefly in the course thereof, but here while you are looking at God's relation

to the great material universe, the term God, the term Elohim seems most rtatruiil

natural to use, and then you go into details where God deals with the mankind,
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the sun, moon, and the stars, and everything, Genesis 2 just deals with

the creation of man, and so here you have two dlfferetn creation accounts.

But one of them is like a map of the world in the beginning of the atlas, and

hte other one is like the map of the United States and they overlap.., comparatively

to a small extent.., or are they two different $e-,contradict1ng stories

of the accounts? But one of them is like the map of the world .... Is that the

case? Or are they two different conflicting , contradicting stories of creation?

That is worth looking at. -They- Then they say, ... there is no other document

story of the flood excpet in J. But when you come to the flood, they say you

have two complete stories of the flood. And that was our assignment for the

last Monday. We will look at it more later. We look at the details later.
sections from

They separate out/the flood account. But when you ee come to the flood, they

say they have two complete stories of the flood. . Does it give a complete story

or does it not? That is a matter for careful examinon. And so this argument

from continuous document, narrative is an; important argument, and the tht d

the argument from duplicates, is closely related to it. A duplicate storj of the

flood. It must be complete, or it is not duplicate. And you go on and; you
you

find Abraham told a lie about his wife three ;times. Heilw have twe-- three

different ducpliates. (894) Or to give kctwo of them to ... the duplicate I

an important matter. If you can show that you have alxmost everything in one

document duplicated in xx another, tha.tkis a--.-ma strong argument, but we

w&t-to--want toe-a*-examine them and find out. Are two different eventssometiries

consicW ered as one, lx when actually they are two different events, or there

are two different x aspects e- of one thing given, that is impcrtant for us

to investigate " IT is an important basis ofthe theory. Here it says there are
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Smithk says there are; many duplicates, many parallel passaKges.-&tt-tt&t--

His book is a book for popular-ceipi4consumpt1on

but just what is the real feet-ei1-facts of it, we want to investigate, and fourth,

of course, is the argument from style. I told you how a man said to a friedcnd of

mine, why, he said, the differenkce between the style of J and P is the differente

between Chaucer and modern English. Unless you have studied early English

I doubt that there is a person here who could read ten lines of G-hua Chaucer and

tell me what every word in it means. Half of the words you would immediately

recognize, a fourth of them you could guess at ,-avid-but there would be x quite

a e-t-few that you just wouldn't no know what they meant, the differente is

not that obvious. How great is the difference, well, for fifty years practically

all critical scholars held the supplementary theory with the First Elesh- Elohist

as the original foundation writing, according to the theory that is held now, the

first Eke4tElohist is divided upix into two sections and the first EKiohist
I

is more like the Jehovist in style than kilke the first Elohist. That is a complete

c nge in the attitude of the many chapters which are considered to be the

2nd EehMtloh1st. What are the real facts about the style. That is something

we must investigate carefully to see how w strong or weak theseevidences are.

Now, these are the four arguments on partition. And similar argument s w

for partition were applied, about 1800, to every ancient-w4writIng that was then

known, and continued to be applied for the next k fifty years, but today if we

discover anclmt eplzs in Ras Shamra or in Mesopotamia or in Egypt or somekwhere,

nobody today th4i-thinks I am going to divide this up and show which lines come

from A source and which come from B source, this approach is not used regargindcg
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other ancient literature today, and I am quite convinced that it would have been

completely given up regarding the Pentateuch were it not for its t-xunion with

the second group of arguments, and the second group of arguments related to a

different thin, ad-4ha4s- 4ipy4be-&rgw'tei- not simply the k idea you

can divide the ..up into documents, but the claim that after you divide it you

see in these documents an evolution from early primitive ideas of God , from

simple practices , from simple laws to compigicated laws. And so I call small

b. Arguments for order of documents, and tk it is the combination of these

arguments with the other, and the belief that this gave us an understanding how

by a purely naturalistic process the religion of Israel came into existence *-that

,tk led to ne-it being established and accepted as definite fact by so many toda7.

And so, the arguments for order of documents, number us alleged discrepancies.

Does Genesis 1 say that God created vegetation and then animals and then man,

and Genesis 2 sayi God øt'e-ereta-created no n, and then vegetation, and then

animals and then woman, if so there is a sharp discrepancy and a sharp division

between the two. Do we have alleged discrepancies, actual discrepan.kcies between

these documents they have could haw rdly have been written by the same person.

Does J says that the name Jehovah was never known to anybody until Genesis 6:2

and does J use it all through Genesis , well, if that is a correct interpretat-eion

of Genesis 6:3 you have a sharp contradiction bew±ween the two documents,

but these discrepancies would not w show the order of the documents. That is

shown much more bydi number two. Number two , Logical Progress. the argrcenent

that you see a logical progress, small a as to r 4ereligious ideas, biibcx-4ivcr

Driver says in the J document, God comes down, he talks to na n. God plants the
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garden, God takes of the dust of the earth, and forms a man from it and makes

him. God is anthroixpomorphizc, in the E docunent you are more advanced, you

are anthropopathicá-a'ee-h- rather than anthropomorphlzc, God does not do

things like a man but he feels like a man, he breathes , he ...says and

he is 'eM anthropopathic, while when you get to p you have the great

lofty monotheistic conception. God says k Let there be light, and there

was light. No more is he though of in terms like a man. The concept goinkg

to .. there is progress as to the c religious idea. I can't mention the

rest of these-41-arguments today. We will have to do that next Tuesday, and

Monday we will gbc have our 4ittel 14"e-_- little written lesson to see whether

you are all prepared to go owthe-to the discussion of the arguments. You don't

know what the theory is, you naturally are not ready to go on. The written

test will cover eyryth4ii-everythIng discussed in class up to the present time,

Monday afternoon at 2:20.

The g lesson which I announced --the assignment which I announced last week

--I announced two weeks assignKments, 1k the first third of the first week wee

was to get a good idea of what was said about the three main ..and their order

and what they are in the -last k cart of this book, but tMet-that would only

be a review ofthe material that we have ekonda]ready had , so If I gave a little

quiz in it now, I am sure that you would all have it perfect k but to save time

I am not givglng that quizk today, now, the kotlE r two third'of the assignrnxtcent

for today plus the ew-assignment for next time has two parts, first to write

a critical review of this book of which we have 10 or II copies in the library.

Please don't take any of them out of the library , use them up there so that

everyone will have the use of them. You should all have plenty of time to use
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it, a critical review is the first , perhaps 2/t3rds of this assignment, aid

the final part c of it is to pick out two statements in it that-dealing with t1

Pentateuch that we have not discussed in class, and to eat-examine the

evidence for yourself on that, 2 statements and check the evidence yourself

and give a et discussion of that. That would not be more than a third or fourth

of the total assignment, I just remind you of it now. We are in a discussion

taking up the development hpotel- hypothesis , and we have noticed that

the partition method is given up practically regarding everything else except

the Pentateuch a,i-ett but it is taught in this book and a hundred other

books, and it is taught in practically every e--s- seminary et.ea over

40 yea4-years old in the world as established fact, it is taught in practically

every university course in the Bible as established fact. In most scholarly

books today tiat refer to the Pentatuech they say that the e1oett-- documents

J E D P were combined by redactors and so we have our Pentateuch, and I

mentioned if it were not for its being united with the development t4ere

theory I am sure that this would -iwe-have can pletely disappeared long before

this , but being united with this presents trend of thought that consideDes

that everything can be explained on a purely natural basis, its being united

with that has led to its being maintained, aid the present scholars are not many

of them arguing for or trying to defend it, the y are simply assuming it. and

going on from there, and so the acceptance of this theory is quite apt to lead

to the attitude that is takenjy Smith in his boo k here. I believe that I read

you wht 1t about the origin of Js ideas, how J got Canaanite material

and he heard these things, and he picked them out of these different stories,
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in other words it gives up all idea of their being much of truth in the background

of the Pentateuch , it is a lot of store -stories that grew up in Canaan and

these stories are stpp1ee-suppose to deal with eee--events hundreids yeete
gathered by J about 850 X BC

c of years before/ arid t he wrote them up in his beautiful style but with his

very prv#primitive idea of God, and then a century later, E hi*g-etg1

seems strangely to 4we- to have gotten hold of a good many of the same

stories to put in their theory, but he arranged them in much the same way

and bthc his idea of God is -set'eewsomewhat more advanced, he is not anthropomorphizc

but anthropopathic in his idea of God, and then J and E are eeffipb-conthined

and you have D with a still higher idea of God, about 6121 BC and k of coures

course you have P stai'g4ri-starting with the holiAness code, we are not going

into the details of that. W They all speak of the Holiness code as the first

eejme*t-start from which the document P developed and increased with thcr-

three or four other documents aid the whole school of writers put it together

but someway the P document covered the whole series of events that were in

the cther s , even though written hundreds of years later, it should parallel

to it, but thecy were just little sentcnces x actually except for the full

account of the creation and the full account cf the flood, and the full account

of Abraham's purchasing a place to bury his wife and ethe full list of the
and a few things like that, otherwise, a few little sentences

dukes of Edom/..until kyou get to the time of Moes-Moses, and then from

then on of course the P document is much the fullest, e-d-and they were combined
of

and as originally held by the critics 4ti4d-there would not be much/dependable

truth t or fact in any of these. That is to say, the J document would kteel

tell you what people though about 850, the E docur nt what they thought about

750 , the D document what sofflepsome people thought about 621 and the P

document what they thought about 450. But in recent years as a result of the
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archaelogical discoveries which has shown so much accuracy in so many

points, even in the P document, the attitude is eoen-coming to develop

that these documents contain a great deal of early material that has been

passed on and incorporated in it, aid so the statements made -today about

them are not quite as devastating as far as their dependability is concerned

and there are a few scholars who c accepting the critical theory are then

going on to try to prove tia t even though the critical theory is true they do

prco-cnt- x preserve correct original material in the main, they are not rm fly

who do that , because that is a prtt- pretty difficult position to occupy.

Actually, if you give up the developmental apprcxach there is no particular

reason to hold it, but we were noticing at the end of the hour thediscussion,

number 2 of this alleged development, and we noticed that the reference of

the idea of God in J E I) P in normal in view of t'e difference of material

a nd we noticed B, that the seeming difference is quite natural since J speaks

of the great cosmic events in which God was active in a special way in the

creation of the flood , whereas the stories of a the human beings moving aroudn

around among x4se- other human being s, which are told in both J and E,

there is not the same opportunity for K anthropomorphlzc statesm, and then

at the end of the hou we were speaking about c, -the-that properly interpreted

the view of God ±x in J Is really very loft, the-you read just the J material

and you find many statements that are anthropomorphis, God came down to

see what was happening on the earth, God walked in the garden kin the cool

of the day, God talked wit them, God took the dust of the earth, and formed

man, and breathed into him the breath of life, ax there are all sorts of anthropo

morph1cc expressions like this where human terms are used, in applying to
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God butyou take the J materila as a whole, it is quite evident that the concept

of that material is not of A God 'tho is a man kllke the gods :E of the Babylonians

or the Egyptians or the Greeks t-and Rornxn s who are subject to the limitations

of a body, but there-these are somewhat figurative e3pr-expresslons denoting

real activity on the part of k God but not activity that is am exactly what the

physical terms would suggest, andone of the most striking cases of that ±x I

mentioned right at the end of the hour, where Addis says t1 t we have this

beautiful little bit of early, very early -itermaterial which shows us th e

the kind of a god that the Israelites originally believed on, right here on

114 of volume one, lwehere we have one of the oldest paragraphs in the Meate

Hexateuch, Yahweh tries to kil 1 Moses, the reason for this does not lie in

the fact that Moses neglected #Jie-ehtH'- to circumcise his son. Circumcision
has
--h not been mentioned hitherto, and much less has the law of circumcision

been uphold. He means that it has not been pre mentioned previously in the J document

because it has cetainly been rnentionetheai4y-4n---earlier in Genesis very, very clearly.

But they give that-the-to the P document so it is not in the J docun nt, so he says

it has not been mentioned hitherto, the explanation seems to be that athe YahEwhe

of the early Hebrew devours like the element of fire, not for moral reasons but

for necessity of nature. He is appeased by the blood of circumaccision and

Ziprah callus Moses a bridgroom of blood, for he is a husband whose life

he-she has saved by sacrificing the k blood of her son. Now anybody W64

who reaxds the rest of t1 material given by the critics inthe rest of the J document,

can immediately see that the concept tlat is found from Genesis 2:4 right straight

on is altogether different from a wild creature, an element sort 1 like fire that

d evours xjust for the sake of devouring. God is not ]k-liIe that 1k at all,

and if you take these two verses and M4eft-insist on interpreting these two verses
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and his carrying forth the man... -geI4i'i certain regulations under which they can

d- this alternation coming at the beginning of the Genesis ... once I noUce$d

and so, this alternation corning at the beginning of Genesis ... I got once a

notice by some of the early church fathers in commenting about it. It was

Astruch who suggested ... It gives us the basis ye for dividing up the

w the whole Genesis into two different documents. Now, we go through and see

this.., under the arguments for parttion then number 1, of course, the argument

from the Divine names. Smith, if you say New England, and then you

say New Hven, in-if you say New Spain, Nouva Espania... that might suggest

two documents, but if you said New England, Nouva Espania, that would not

necessarily discuss two different documents, you might be dealing with New
term

Spain using the Sapnish tongue, and dealing with the New England usinj the

ENglish term. And when I was a boy, if you got a map or an atlas or globe with

all the names in English, you could tell what all them meant. But if you get
in

one today, theniost that I see- have seen today, it seems to be the a idea

that at least we should put the names that the people in that area use, and so

when you find sections down near South America, they would say,

0' instead of gulf.., they will use-a spanish , the Italian names #i near their

area.. " now they do not use the Chinese names, they do not use the Chinese

names, when they have the pictures ... they do not use the Chinese names,

and I wonder why they are not consistent. I- Why do we not Chinese letters,

when we have pictures of the part of Asia around China? If they put the names

in the language of the people of that area, they- why do they not use ... all

through? Well, if they did, most of the Americans would not be able to read
people in

the map. ".. We are showing proper honor to the/other countries. .11 we speak

of soxreth.tng in that area.., the way they give instead of translating it in English.
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We give the way they use it, instead of translating them into English. It is a

very; nice thing if you know all of the languages of the world, and you can do it,

But if you can do it only two or three, why bother to do with any? Why not put

it in your own language and then expect them to put things in their languages.

But as you see Smith's argument there can be a good argument or bad argument,

and it depends upon the circumstances, and so I- use the Divine names,
basis

use something that is used in such a way as to give proper plecee-for division...
exaplined on some other basis. That is a very vital question.

or can it be a-geed gt+iet or-bad-ergeMT--a- epe*ds--o TT Ir-3-eMe -

reaee*e-the Well, some critical books t4i- say that all the Divine names are

that is comparatively a small feature. That is not the way it is usually presented.

They usually present it as if this were quite obvious. We want to examine

how obvious it is. Well, then number two, the second argument 4that we have

mentioned is the argument from the continuous narrative. I have expressed

it 04d&d4¬e- differently ... I hope the idea is very clear to everyone. If you

take all the Elohim secthms out and read along the whole story and take the

Jehovah sections and read along and read a complete story, you've got a

pretty good argument. But just how/complete ate-theetere¬-- is this argument?

And but ... all the books give this as an argument, but how complete is it?

How full y does it work out? I noticed Smith does not give this as the second

argument, but he gives thI- as the second characteristic, but we would

give what I have given as the third.., but what I am going to give you now is

the third which is closely related. The third argument is the argument from

the duplicate, Ø parallel passages. Or duplicates. You have some say that

the story of the creation in Genesis one be-the- and the story of the creation

of Genesis two.., if Genesis one gives the creation of the whole universe,
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that way, well, you can interpret anything in a way to make it look ridiculous

Now if we had a great many verses somewhat similar to this and an argument could

be made that it is what it means, but when we have csuch a view of God as

is presented in the part cf the Pentateuch that they say is the most primitive part

it is perfectly obvious that the Pea reasonable interpretation of this is that God

nEt hi m and sought to kill him at the lodging place is that what it rnees.n-means

is that he was suddeknly taken ill in some fashion. And that Ziprah saw Moecses

suddenly ill and she immediately knew what was wrong, God had commanded

Abraham that they should circumcIze their children, and Moses wa ted to circum

clze his children, she said No, wait until the child is older, let him ec make

up his own mind whether he wants to be circiRumclxzed or not. Moses said we

must eet"obey God. God says he must be circumcIzed, and deeZipporah said

he's my child just as much sc as he is your and I think that we should wait

and let me- hedm make up his own mind When he is older, and tetbey god
services

got along fine, until now God called Mee-moses for a speciaserv- aid Moses

very reluctantly agreed to these special services, not because he does not

want to serve God, but because he after being like many a person is when he

went out to Egypt, he was just going to turn the world upside and down. He

killed the Egyptian, and he was going to turn the world upside and down and

make everything right, and I have seen a fellow going out of the Seminary who

was just about to change everything, anything that is- is-- has flow, he was

going to straighten it right away. And that is not so sad. What is sad

is that so often tle very man who when he gets out of the Seminary is going to

everything out in
straighten Xhe world immediately, after he ... here three or four times, and

finds that he-ie-- his influence is not sufficient to- until he came to a position

where he himself has shown that he is worthy listening to to turn the things upside
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or keep right side up
down/find then so many settle back and are content with verythlng the way it

is and never tried to improve -them- anything to ... their life, and the people

often go to the other extreme... that is what Moses did. Moses tried to straighten

everything out. He was going to remedy the oppression of the Israelites. And

he killed the egyptian, and the next day he wotgh- sought to ... how terrible,

here I am w trying to deliver my people from oppression, and then you are fighting

each other, and they would not recognize that he was the God-sent leader

deliver them from the ppress1on of Egypt. Are you going to kill us as yo7 have

killed the Egyptians? Then he fled in terror, and now 40 years later, he remembered

his failure, and he is afraid of doing ne-- anything more, and so God asked,him,

and a ed him, and asked him and keeps after him, and finally Moses agreed to

go back to Egypt and become the great leader that God wanted him to be, but

when Moses was called to the great task of service for God, now Moses ( should

be out and out for the Lord, and should have not explained anything according to

what ouJ-- sounds logical to him. He should be ready to say , but saith the Lord,

that is what God commanded, and I am ready to do it, but he neglected God's

command.., so there is no explanation, there is no voice from heaven to tell

*hat is ".. Zipphorah knew what was wrong. Zipporah decided, well, if a4- I

am going to lose Moses, I would rather give him this and keep Moses. So, she

immmdiately proceeded to carry out God's command, and clrciimcized the child,

and ...she says, the blood husband thou art. And he interpreted that way. You

ard are something that is in line with the teaching about the circumcision earlier
lofty

in Genesis, and that is something that is in line with the lest-concept of God's

claim that we should e go the whole way in obedience to His word that we have

in our Scripture. When you have eel to do anything anywhere, you have to interpret
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certain passages in line with the teaching of the whole, otherwise anyth- book

that you ever w saw anywhere you can get into a hopeless confusion.

You can take to-- two or three sentences and insist on certain interpretation out

of line with the context. It is like .. My wife in Baltimore teaching in a class

of the underprivileged children she was teaching them the story of Genesis, and

she a4& asked the children to make a drawing , to draw something from one of the

stories that they have been drawing. And so, one of them made a drawing and

she looked at it, and she saw two people sitting in an automobile with an old

man sitting in the front seat of the automobile driving, and so she said, what
said,

on earth does this have to do with Genesis? Why, they 3eyd--- that is the story

that you have told us/ three weeks ago. She said, what was that? He said,

you said, God drove Adam and Eve out of the garden of Eden. You take the

place s it stands, it pe,4eot- is perfectly possible to interpret it that way.

But if you take in the context, it may mean sone thing entirely -e- different.

And if you take these words, and then interpret them in the context of ... it is

something entirely different. If you take these words and interpret them in the

context of the picture of God/ that is in the rest of the Pentateuch, even just the

what the critics call the J document, you find that Yahweh is not an element

that is like fire that ... that just goes on terror and devours anyone who gets in

his way. And it is inconceivable that anyone or any redactor who could Fa ye

put j together the material and the J document in the Pentateuch could possibly

have Inc1Muded these verses if he had htt- these verses/ that way.

Yoy interpret in line with context, you interpret in line with the subject as a whole,

and you have an idea of exactly the krgod- kind of t-h-- God that we have to do

with today.
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A God who does not sit back and let us just disregard his law and and his command

and His desire for us, but ;(God who deals with us not just in physical way of

coming, assuming ... easily, be- God did that in the Old Tstan ent, but when

he did, Iwa- most of it was done to talk with people, and later on, about how
they went through the

the-=Red Sea, and we read that the Lord tore up the chariots of the Egyptians,

and some of the critics say that this is the idea , this is the pp- printed idea

of God that he came down to the earth and he pulled the chariot' wheels of

the Egyptians Well, it is perfectly obvious that when you )( read the story c4/

and what it means is that the Lord sent the strong east wind and moved the

water back into the place, so that it was here down to the point t where the
He

land was projecting up so that the Israelites could get through and then Wremo,ed

that *ind, and let the waters come a-- back when the Egyptians started to go

across, and the waters poured in and they were caught in the sand and the

Waters pouring over them, it is perfectly proper to say that the Lord tore off

the chariot wheels from the Egyptians chariots.., it does not picture God jumping

on them and doing them. It is like the one that you read/ that the ark went

before them to find a place for them to camp at night. Some of the e4r- critics

ad said that that is the concept of the ark was fully walking searching for a

place. It is perfectly obvious that what it means is that the commands He has

given them as to how to carry the ark ... but those who carried the ark went ahead

and found a place and put the ark there first, and then the rest came and joined them.

Thus, if you interpret occasional sentences in the light of,( the J document as

a wholeg to say nothing of the Pentateuch as a whole, the idea of the J presentaion

of God is in no sense lower idea of God than other ideas. Now, some people today

do not have the idea of the God of the Bible. They have the ideas of-t~~ Plato's

ae-the-i'nev&k$e- Unmoved Mover. God is some sort of a wooden Indian.
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that stands there and never moves. That is not what it means when we say
He is unchangeable.

that God is the same yesterday, today and forever./It means that His character

is unchangeable forever. God does things. God is grieved over our sins. -God

God is active. God wishes that we would be more of what He wants us to be.

God is grieved, He is sorrowful. He is happy. He rejoices over a sinner

that repents. He sorrows over the death of His Son, but He rejoices iover

the oppprtunity of giving His Son ... in order to make our salvation possible

for us. In other words, God is a person, and He experiences joy and sorrow,

happiness and ... He is a person as pictured in the Bible, not some sort of an

wooden Indian, who stands there fixed and immovable, but you take the P docune nt

w hich is mostly innumerations, statistics, and in Genesis 1, God said Let there

be light, and that is about all that is expressed about his actioni, because that

way you can xIgc get a differenkce between the J document , which tells how

God came and spoke to Adamand spoke to the Serpeknt, and spoke to the wora n,

.all these things using anthropomorphic languag&e, Ie t-1anguage which

expresses definite ideas, but id4 ideas which we may not thoroughly understand,

the best way t1 t we can express them is to use the human type cf-te*e-expression

and the y repree*cet*-- represent real, divine activiy , but not necessarily kactivity

which would be identical with what it would mean if we would reach out our

arms and 3C do a certain act, or open our mouth and speak in a certain way.

Well, now, that is a difficult statement to answer I specifically. You mean the

q_P beauty of the style of the Bible core s from the fire ability of the ne n whom God

specifically picks for the purpose of wtitlng , what is to be contained in the BibRie,

but if you mean the greater . of the I style as compared with the great bulk of

the P style , I would point out that the difference there is an acco unt of an event
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beautiful
that occurred, it is i much easier to have /style than in the lists of the dukes

of Edom or in the geneology, or soue thing like that, the nature of the subject

matter is much more conducive to a beautiful te-style than any other, but there

is many a person who . r,-r6hak Honr could kgive us a lite-likst of -she.-ships,

Shakespeare could give us a list of dukes, and it can be a etta-beautiful thing,

and I have known many people who could tell the most beautiful story in the most

ugly, uninteresting style you ever w- saw, but there is a-ire far greater opportunity
in the other.

of beauty of style in thi s sort of material. thaw'. . .1 am not at all convinecced t t

±x there is a difference t which would mean a difference in-au-authorship, but

that the same person would have more opportunity whn he describes these

events to wc show that rare, rare ability that . ..I cithc don't think they talked abc*it

that so much when the criticism was under way, they ta1!ek talecked more about the

primitive . .J, now they like to ttalk about t beauty of its style, and te

how much &i'ieerfiner it is than the dullp posaic style as they call it of P,and

actually of course as they believe that c P is four different documents that came

together and each of them is a work of sc a seel4-school x writers if you have
one of

a school of writers working o( these why sox of these would have a poor ic style

and some of them would have a good style. And however are- are you going to

'I
get a composite stock t1 t would be acceptable, actually the whole approach is

one that-which is not &Wday used,x regarding anything else, but this third point, c

is a very important point, properly interpreted the view of God ix in J Is really

very lofty, d then d. Even though it is claimed that anthropomorphisms are rare

in P, some are found there. i That is to say, in the type of material that Pc

is there is not the same-rreneed or opportunity for anthropomorphisms, and yet

look at Genesis 1:26, and God 4a4 said Let us make man in our image, after our
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likeness, and let ti-em have dominion, and ...and 27 ..And so God created man

in his own image , in the image of God created Hø-- him, now that was a

anthropomorphixc term-,term, to make man in the image and likeness of God.

We of course interwpret, we say man doesn't look like God looks, image and

likeness here does not refer to a physical similarity, it refers to something

entirely diffeirent, but the way that they would interpret anything in J they

would insist itis a primitive a anthropomorphi3cc sort of concept, if you are

going to insist on that in J, you would have a right to do so here also. Now it

is interestRing that Addis has a footnote on this point. He says M speaking

of Let us, can it be as good a guess-suggestion, a last trace of language are

derived from the polytheistic, Babylonian myti-s, the image of God is not ethical

as in the New Testamert, it exhibits itself chiefly in rule over nature. This statement

has no foundation in fact, t as youee, but it is ksimply his insistence that the

P docu ntis quite primitive as far as Jc any lofty e-ideas of God are eeeee-

eeeeFeti-concerned, and yet they claim that the P docui nt is so much mor

ei-adva ced, and now another instance, there aren't many in P there are not

rnuchoppoty- opportunity, now, number 6, we have the account of the blessing

which was given. Numbers 6:22 following. Here ±x it is as Addis gives it,

And Yahweh spoke to Moses saying Speak to Aaron and his son, Thus mm shall you

bless the kqe-children of Israel saying, May Yahweh bless the e and kkeep thee

,may Yahweh, make his face to shine upon thee and be gracious to thee m, May

Yahweh-l--lift up his face upon thee and give thee peace, 9bcx. Now in our

k King James Version think that it says countenance instead of facp,

ail--e-countenancesotd-sounds a little less anthropomorphixc than face, but it actually

isn't kbut the Hebrew word is the same in both cases, it is the &A-ply--simple Hebrew
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word for face, and so Addis' translation here is quite an aeeteaccurate on

May Yahweh make his face-i-sh1ne on thee, may Yahweh lifat up his face

on thee. Now that is about as anthropomorphic as you can get. But it is in the

middle of a P passage and it would be difficult to 4e--take it out and make

it a part of J, J doesn't know anything about the Priests, the priests are all a

e4te-later invention of the priestly documenth, and -e'-this is how the

priests are to bless so they have to keep it a secret, -gut--but; he way that

they are told to bless as you see is just as anthropomorphixc as anything

in J, AgLdis adds an interesting footnote here, he says This blessing which has

great k poetic beauty is in r rked contrast to the dry peMea-prosaic spirit of

P .We have seen reason to think that the ac©unt of creat1onx in P x is not

solely original, and it is by no means unlikely that the words of benediction

a re-4eoi'o- borrowed from some Psalm otherwise unknown, -"au-+tove - Everything

in J k has to be primitive and everything in P has to be pro&saic, of ei*e--course

they don't taleck this way in their Sunday School 4etre_literature and they

et----e--don't talk this way mix their presentation of it, they talk, Know the

hft)le, -feo-Iear
the Word ofGod, they use pious language, butklntroducing the se

thoughts which really underfaiine and all eli 1c-eI4¬e-e¬e-belief in God as

a ±c true being. )(Q) That would be my guess. My guess w is that she migt

might mean some spirit of the universe that laid humanity onward and upward forever,

and helped... 1 don't know. I remember tal king some talking thirty years ago with a

graduate of McCormick Seminary and he said that when he went to be ordained

they asked him, Do you believe in the virgin birth, and he said I believe in the

value of the 4oetie-doctrine, and I said What do you mean by that, Oh, he said,

I neant that if somebody believed it it would have value for them, but what he said
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was, Oh, I believe in the value of the docxtrine, and he said, Oh, they argued

for fifteen minutes and then they ordained me. And he didn't think up that himself

he was given that by his professors in order to get him into the Presbytery, and

then when they get a majority in then they took it over, there are very stcr ng

strong for tolerance as long as they are in a minority, they are absolutely ie]e'a

intolerant when they get a majority. Some one have a question. Well, so much

then for the fe4Me-religious development as far ath-as t1 religious ideas

are concerned, this argument from religious ideas is what is more apt to be presentex

in popular books, they are more abt to talk there about the lofty ideas of P and

t he primitive ideas of J and that sort of thing, but when it gets down to actual

proof that it is used in scholarly classes to x convince people, this is not what

is s ehe-T-wat+-9-tfetstressed, what is res-stressed is religious i4ttt-

institutions, and so we go on to number three. Number two was discussion of
2

this alleged development, that is reii-rei#religious ideas but now we get

more to the heart of the matter. Number three is dovekpm't-development as regards

religious institutions, and I have a number of heads under this which are of

unequal importance, the 4w-first is of comparative secoril ary importankce t-

but it woudid naturally come first, the development as regards the x religious

institutions, c small a. The view cI pre-mosaic sacrifice. The D document,

according to the critics, introduced centralization of worship. After the time

of Josiah, it was ietkno longer permzissrible to sacrifice anywhere except

the temple in Jerxuaalem, now, that may very well be a misunderstanding of the

teaching of J or of the teaching xk of the Bible, but it is unfortunately an understanding

which the Jews can e toadopt, I have seen a very fine tract which WW- x was

called, My seazth for the blood of the atonement. IM It was written by a Jew
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who told how in the synagogue 'et-he had heard them reading about the sacrifices

and how kwithout the ed-shedding of blood there was no remission of

sins, and yet there was no sacrifice, and they asked why they had no seek

sacrifice, and they said becakuse Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 AD and they

said we can't sacrifice except in the temple in Jerusalem, and so the fact remaixiis

that nearly-through nearly 2,000 years the Jews have read this over and over

and over in their synagogues, that without shedding of blood is no remission of

sins, and all these detailed descriptions of sacrifice, but Or'-they have had

not sacrifice, beeaeue--because they have understood that it is wrong to sacrifice

anywhere except in the temple of Jerusalem, but you will not find that tuog-t

taught in the Bible, that was a tradition which grew up, but the tra4t4te-tradition

did grow up, and it rather fits in, -wt4wIth the critical viewx which is that the

book of Deut. was a pious Let-fraud, pit across by some priests, k who wanted

to get a better income by doing away with all other altars and making everybody

do their sacrificing in Jerusalem, aid they-th¬-therefore sacrifice in 621BC

'became centralized in Jerusalem, and-&he-has so continued most of the time

s4ee-since. There was some sacrificing in Eygpt some 200 years later, but mostly

it has been confined to there, but Deut. nowhere says they could sacrifice

only in Jerusalem, it says that you shall bring your sacrifice to the place your

Lord God 1,e-shall choose, yoush 11 not sacrifice all over the lard, but come

to the place-yetathe Lord your God eel4k shall choose, and the critics says that

i- is the primary purpose of the writing of Deut. Well, the view elthen of the

critics is that the D document and the P document believe that there was not

sacrific until they had the place c21lth--establIshed cf God at * ich to do

it and the priests set a-pm-apart by God to do it, that previously there was not
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prepared:
not till the dwelling was reared was the plac/rer4e&-repa4red-.'wea- Exodus

could
40:2& Not until Aaron and his sons were consecrated/d- sacrifice properly

are,
begin, so here as far as religious institktukt.tons c concerned do you see

the J and E document are suppose x to e-have the Patrairchs and the peopi

in the time of Moses sacrificing in many laces but the P document knows ci

no place, they moved through the land, but they lxnever sacrificed, but if you

give all the kaccount s of sacrifice to the other ett--document , actually there

is nokie left given to them, aso it is very strictly an arguient from silence, and

Jan
utterly invalide argument from silesn. If a prominent gambler from Ertop

Europe were to make a trip through Americazi and write an account of VA- his

travels and ;you were to read the account ...you would not be justified in saying

This man. there are no churches in America " This man t3.e-tells aID Ut his visit

to America, anc he never meM4ne-menticzns the church, never mentim ed going

to one, ye-he wou4-may not be a man who would be interested in Churches but

if a prominenoct clergymen of yours a-were to spend 6 weeks travell1xng in

America and he we to write an account of his trip six and w you were to iierei

T7yee-weIld-read it and find no mentia of his going to church or of any church.

You would think this is strange indeed, this must be a really heathen kcountry

he had come to, because in his case the argument from silence would be valid.

In the case of the other man , it would not, but suppose you had an aeou -account
by
of a European clegrymert of a trip to America , and on this trip to America he

describes every Sunday his visiting churches and occasionally preaches in them,

and suppose someone goes through and takes out all the account of his oing

to churches and preaching ei- and says these are later interpolations, these

are written by anotle r writer, take tie m out and 44-this man found no churches
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in America, he never describes one. You would say it is an utt-ey utterly unfair

method. That is exactly what the critics do in this case. It is an argument from

silence of a type which is defM--definitely not valid, ard so Wi lie they all say.

Many critical books make a statement like they did, -apr-- the part of kthe

P document there was no sacrifice k before Moses put up the tabernacle, n

sacrifice at all. Well, you can take all the i accounts of sacrifice and put them

in the other document. If it had the name Jehovah put it in the J &,o-document.

In either case,you don't have..So you see this is a comparatively minor point.

but it is one that you will come across in most of the books, but not b, is a

major point, small b, the place of sacrifice. This is one of the two or three majt'e

major points in the whole developmental theory, is this of the place of sacrifice,

This was of course not particularly important prior to the Graf Welihausen 1hee-7

theory, when it was simply a matter of partition of documents, but on the development

al theory you have the J and E documents which permit sacrifice in many places

and you ha-'#-have the d document wM-which orders that sacrifice be only

at the one place, ad-and you have the P document which assumes that sacrifice

is only at one place. Now, you have four documents, do you have four te

stages here of development. Well, of course not, because J and E are ieen

Identical because you have at most three states, x now, do you have kthree

stages. Well, J and E sacrifice anywhere. D sacrifice only in the one place,

P doesn't need to eaer.-f4ee-a-y ayplaee'rstretch a sacrifice only in one V&4

place bweatee-because by 450 4e-dc it is so thoroughly eMab4ee-established.

Actually, you only have two stages, as the critickal arguments are given, you

would think that you have many things on kwhich tlre are four t-stages,

J has a certain stage, E has a x certain stage, D a certain stage, P a certain

stage, but of all the development arguments that are given, therex is notm
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none that is more important than this one of the place ... and on this you

w ill notice there are only two stages, even though it is given in such a

way as to sound as k if there wi'e-were three stages, now the two states

that it claims that - are here. J and E. You can sacrifice anywhere that God

appears . In'you can sacrifice only in Jet'-Jerusalem. It says e4-only in
one place, so

t e place that God designates . P assune sZ You see that is M not another
very

step. Let's look at those verses " These verses wil 1 be,'etImportait in

our discussion of this which is I say ,-ere-one c of the most importart

of all the matters involved in the developmental theory, ad--and in pxopular

discussion and in presentations like Smith, there may not be much said about

it, but in any pcoc-presentatIon in a scholarly class that aims to make the

whole matter clear you can be sure that this place of sacrifice will be me

c the most important matters in the whole-eucMe-d1scuss ion. Yes? N0.
take i*

that is J and E. Well, let's look at the verses. I don't want you to/look-at

my statement, I want you to see what the 8thlw-ays,--Bible says. The theory

in the way that the average statement 14eertfrg-te- listening, to it presented,

would probably miskunderstand. The J and E r you can sacrifice anywhere, D

and P only x in Jerusalem, but if you listen close to the liberal professor and

get it pteeee precisely you will sed-see that is not what he says, He says J

and E say you can sacrifice anywhere that God appears and D you can sacrifice

only 1nec the one place that God designates, but with thecIr explanations, their

understanding of it almost ammount almost e-y-anywhere in J andE. D only in

Jerusalme7em, now, we w4-look at the verses, it is very important whenever

you hear an &tttme-argument given against the arxtracy end dependability
Bible

of the Rf*r, for that matter-the of any Biblical doctrine, let me give you a word

of advice. As-
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to show you
of advic3, don't start in arguing immediately. Ask the perEson/(vhere it is

in the Bible, ai d my experience is I don't care whether they are arguing on

the truth of the Bible, on election, on some other ô.e,t4rn doeti.e-doctrine,

or some p other point, .c you ask them to show you where in the beBible

they base it on, 9 tirEs out of ten just look at the ksimple peMs words

of the passage they poirt to, k and it will th ow x you that their interpretation

ha s been wrong , now, that is not all the cases, but in most cases it is,

so in this case, as in so many of them, people go by what they hear people

say instead of going to the lawand the testimony to see what it reall is,

now, the argument that J and E. .that it c was permissible to sacrifice

aiyw--anywhere is not based simply on the fact that they do tell about

many sacrifices, but is based upon ft code, and I trust that you are all

very familiar with the fact that according to the Gr"-Wellhausen theory

as held by most who hold it, the covenant code is the first important code,

some would say the decalogue , that is not very important actually, but the

covenant code which some would say are use to say was J and some E but

most agree now is E, that is the first code, and that fx of trse you all know

from our discussion, is Exodus 21-22 and in that we firri the kstatement...

20 starts with the 10 commandments and then goes on wiere God speaks to

Moses and tells him what to say, ad--and in verse 24 we read and an altar

of earth thou shalt make unto me and shalt SdECXZ
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sacrifice thereon thy burnt-offerings, thy peace-offerings, thy sheeps and

thine oxend In all places where I recorded my name I will come unto thee'

and I will bless thee. I hope that most of you have that in front of you. I will

read it again. And an al"tar of earth thou shalt make unto me and shalt sacrifice

thereon thy burnt-offerings, thy peace-offerings, thy sheeps and thine oxen.

In all places where I recorded my name I will come unto thee and I will bless

thee. Now as it stands, does this say that your altar is always to be made

with earth? This is talking to Moses right eter-he- after the ten commandments

are given out there in the wilderness. God is laying the foundation for the
for

relation of the people whe- to Himself. This is a command a4o what they are

to do as they travel through the wilderness. And they are to make an altar of

earth thereon to sacrifice. In other words, if Moses is going to teach these

people God's law, and teach them to live as God wants them to. He does not

want hundreds of different groups to sacrifice here and there, and where they
this

feel like. Moses is to have charge of them- in order that they come together

and do it under his direction,, so tet-he- that he will have charge of the leadership

and tI teaching of the people. So, an altar of earth ... an altar of earth you

shall make me and thereon shall you sacrifice your peace-offerings, your different

kinds of offerings and so on, and as it stands, it means that as they travel through

the wilderness when they stop at a place where a few days they will quickly
s thereon.

build an altar ee of earth there, and make their sacrifice/ But they have but

one altar/ for all the people. But then he goes on and says, in all places where

I record my name, I will come unto thee and will bless thee. Now, the critics

w ould all say that J and E teach that you can sacrifice anywhere that God appears.

And this verse is their reference. Does this verse say that? This d.ees- verse
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God wants that people to be making sacrifices under Moses' direction in one

place, but it would be a different place as they travel through the wilderness,
to them

and as they go, God will reveal himself /from place to place and come to

them and bless them, but the critics quote this verse as the proof that according

to J and E you can sacrifice in any place where God has revealed Himself, where

God has apppared, and therefore, they say that there are shrines up and down

throughout the land of Palestine where they said, God had appeardd to Jacob,

at Jabbok, and to Abraham, at the ... of Moreh and at different pcces, and

therefore they say that there are shrines in all these places, and there according

to the law of J and E it was permitted to sacrifice. Now, we have seen how

they do not interpret the words as they stand. They read into them. Now, let

us looks' at the command of E. The command of D is referred to a thw ti-e- times

in the book, and it is not 4 nearly as prominent as some have made it sound, but

the main place where the stress ( is made in Deuteronomy 12. And in Deuteronomy

12, it says, in Deut. 12:5, "Unto the place which the Lord your God shall choose

out of all your tribes to put His name there, even unto His habitations shall ye
shall ye

see, thither thou shalt come, and thither aa4-ott-bring thy-- your burnt-offerings
after

and your sacrifices and your tithes." Verse 8, you ha-- shall not do/fill the

things that- we do here this day, every man whatsoever is right in his own dyes,

for ye are not yet come to the rest into the InØherItance which the Lord your God

hath given. Now, you interpret it as it stands, God says, Moses says to the

people, We are going through the wilderness sacrificing in different places , but
to

t here4, one altar for the nation,/which they will come under Moses' dlrecton.

Now, he says, when we go into the land, you are not going to break up a lot of
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different
little/groups, but your sacrifices is to be done in one place which the Lord

will designate. That is t1 command given by Moses an they approach the

promised land for something that is to be established after the land is 10- conquered.

Actually not before. But after the land is conquered, the unity of the people

before God is to be helped in its maintenance by keeping the worship centralized./

in one place. It does not say What the place is. But the critics say this was

written at the time of the later Israelite kingdom, very nearly end, shortly

before 621 B.C., and some priests, the early critics... Number three was

the development of- as regards the religious Institulon. There we looked at

small a, the ".. of the pre-Mosaic sacrifices and then we began to look at

one of the two most important features as far as the development is concern*'ed,

one of w4eh those of which was most stressed in the argument as to the

development within the documents and one which can be, one of the most

convincing in leading people to deft-p( decide that actually in the Pentateuch

you have a development thus from simple to complex. We notice what the J

and E are t&-he" said to have said. It was in Exodus 20:24. And he had'

a family to sac+ifiEe anywhere God appeared. We noticed that D, according to

the theory of De Wette... early about 1820, the book we- Deuterpnomy was

written and given authority in order to centralize all worship, all sacrifice,

at the altar in Jerusalem. There are various verses referred to in this connection

what the Fl is ".. Deuteronomy 12:5, the sacrifices were brought to be- the place

which the Lord God shall choose, and then we notice that P document' assumes

one place of sacrifice. Next is a small c. Small c, two alleged results of

the centralization. Two alleged results of the- this centralization. Now, any

extensive book on the criticism like ... I do not mean a simple book prepared
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to convert the laity by Smith's Know your Bible Series b' but any scholarly

book that is intending to present the erftea4- criticism e as something that
Carpenter

must be accepted like this big book of /. is bound to lay great stress on the

matter of place of sacrifices, and p(will allow with it to show what the results

of this are said to have been. Let me read you a few fords from arpenter/

about two of these. The first of them we will have a small one in parenthesis

under c. The law of asy(lum. The law of asylum. The law of asylum.

The word asylEim incidentally has nowadays come to mean a place where mentally

deficient people are kept, but that is a development in recent years. Originally

an asylum is a place of refuge, a place of protection from that which will injure

you, and is still used in that sense. For instance, in the first world war,

a German or a French force fighting by the border of Switzerland, feeling that

they were in danger of being utterly destroyed, my , I they would rush into

Switzerland, and there they ask for an asylum, and then under the laws of war

Switzerland/ would let them stay there, but would guarantee that they would n

come back, and reenter the war. Then the Switzerland would become a party

for the war, if it allowed them to get rushed it- to there, and go back to the

war, and if they seek an asylum, there , for protection from danger, to which

otherwise, they would be exposed. During this last war, when Grauf-
British

was seriously damaged by the/warships, it came into the month of ... the

principal city of i/ Uruguay, and it came into the ... of dale, and it rea mined

there for a certain length of time in order to be- get repaired, and now I forget

how long it was, it was probably 48 hours or a certain length of time. Any

warship is allowed to go into a neutral port if it has to get repaired. Now, at
asked for an

the end of that time, they happened to be-et-the asylum, &they- were-ked

te or they had to get out. If they had asked fro an aslyum, that would mean that
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would receive them in there, and let the men stay there till the end of

the war, and they would be safe from the attack of their enemies, but also
themselves

they would not be able to do/anything/during the war. Well, the Germans did

not want the people to see the clever principles built into the Graf... so before

the time ended which they did not have to ask for the asylum... the ship
were

left the harbor, and of course, the British warshijwae-waiting outside the=
before

for it, but/it got to them, they opened the caskets and the- let the ships sink

so that no one would be able to see what these secrets were. These principles

then, this matter of asylum is a common word vhich in recent years have come

to be used in a specific sense quite different from the original sense. Now,

according to the critics, the law of the first ... carpenter, page 126, he says

that the result of the centralization of the worship in the time of Josøiah by

the book of Deuteronomy, he says, resulted in the abolition of the local altarj,

and he says, that as a result cf this, the- may be traced in the application of

this principle to the right of the asylum in the case of homicide. The law of the

first code, he says, in Exodus 21:24, recognizes such a protection in the altar,

and though the conditions under which it may be claimed are carefully guarded,

the existence of the local sanctuary spreads the possibility of refuge through

the land, but when they were claimed illegal, it was necessary to devise some

substitute, and the old law is dropped wt without reserve, but a new law
out

takes its place, and the antique phraseology of Exodus 21:14 , If a man lying In
but Elohim delivers him into his hands

wait, de4ye Mm- passes into the illustrated cases

of o1n- a man who is going into the forest and his he- neighborhood... Deuteronomy

19:5. And the man slayer pleases no longer to the altar, but one or three cities

these different types of modem modifications all result from the common

cause, and the application of fresh and definite principle4 to varying religious
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in of
and social customs. They are wholly/dependent e the philological toitgh+ method,

and though they receive/ important confirmation from it. They are concerned

with the ,.. institutions and the changes which are rendered in that ... by new

ideas and hitherto on formulated demand. Now, you see the principle there.

Accordi ng to the critics, if a per n was accused of murder, but have had not

committed an intentional murder, it was an act-4net accident. Something

happened where the relatives of the other person would start a feud, and would

kill him for it, he could flee, according to the critics, to the altar, and there

be safe. But when Josiah did away with all other altars except the one altar,

the central altar, j then there had to be some new provision, so the-ertee- the

Deuteronomy provided for cities of refuges to which such a man can flee.

And then in the cities of refuge, t4'efe they are examined if they really were

innocent. There are a lot of people staying there, fe- so that it would not

start blood feud. Of course, the blood feuds are somethingwe in our present

life with people moving about so much, it has been pretty much abandoned.

But you do not have to go back to the history to find them. If you read Mark

Twain's , you will find in it the account down in the section

of South where somebody has been killed in an accidnet and the other, the family
was

from which he beloned/ determined to killed the person who had killed him,

and then they shot him, and then they had to k4il- avenge his blood, and so
two

eventually there were 4 dozens of people killed because these4amilies were having

4a blood feud. If you read Lawrence' account during the first world wa/ of

his experiences when he aroused the .. tribes to revolt against the Tuiks.

You find T . E Lawrence tell us one of the men in the Arabs with him shot another

one, and the result was that a blood feud started, and the two families would

be killing each other, and Lawrence had no doubt known that the man was
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guilty, though he was the man who had been le- loyal to him in fighting there

against the Tulks, and Lawrence was anxious to have him as a soldier, but if

nothing was doe, this man would be shot by one of the people from the fan ily

to which the man belonged whom he had killed, and then this family would try

to kill that family, and it would have been impossible to... so Lawrence,wee-

figuring that he was outside the family told them he would have to kill the

man himself, and he took up him,-and-r- from the rest and had shot him. He

described in the book how he did it, and it was a very difficult thing for him

t o do, and probably attributed- contributed to the nervus breakdown and eventually

ended ttp-w-- his life. But it shows that that is a practice that is not familiar

to us, but it is one which has been common in many parts of the world, even

right up to the most recent time. And so, according to the critics, the law
he is

of J and E Is that if a person is falsely accused of murder and but/innocent,

he eempete can flee to the altar for an asylum, and since they had altars

all throughout the land, why, he is safe there at the altar, and then according to

the critics, in Deuteronomy the law is not applied, because all the altars &,v

have been destroyed except the one centralized altar, and so established the

cities of refuge in the time of Josah, and then in the P document, these cities

of regue are extended and the law is expressed in somewhat different fashion.

Carpenter says the right of silence as conceived by P is expressed in a. terminology

unknown to D. So, here is another .. these lines of development skid to exist

between the two different documents, but as you see it is the result of one of

the places of sacrifices, and ties together with it. Now, let us look at the

Scripture passages involved. First of those is Exodus 21:14 which the critics

interpret as meaning that according to the law of JE the man who has killed another

by accident can find an asylum in the altar. We read here in Exodus 21:, starting
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with verse 12 in )( the covenant code which as you know most of the holders

of the Grau-Wellhausen theory and all of those who hold this logically maintain

this to be the earliest of the three main codes. It starts with verse 12, " He that

smiteth a man so that he dies shall surely be put to death. And if a man

who lies in wait Ø but God delivers him into his hands, in other words, this is

an act of God. That it was not his doing. God delivers him into his hands, and

then I will appoint him a place whither he shall flee, but if a man presumptuously

comes upon his neighbor and slays him, thou shalt take him from mine altar,

fiat he may die. And those who are familiar with the K 1st Kings noticea' that
Joab.

that is what was done in the case of ea8l. Joab David gave instructions

David thought Joab to be too strong to do anything against him, and now the

new king who did not have the .... Joab ended his life in peace, and when

Joab ... what Solomon was planning ... again Joab went to the temple and put

his hands upon the altar.., and ... and Solomon ordcrered him to be seized and

dragged him away from the altar and had him killed. So, Joab ... thou shat-l-- shalt

t3,& take him from mine altar, that he may die. So, they say that the simple J and

E is that the man may find an asylum at any of the altar, but once the Deuteronomical

law does away with the altar, then you have to have to have some o- other means

of asylum. And so immediately it was recognized by the writers of the Deuteronomce-y

law and the law is incorporated in the books of the Deuteronomy about it. Deuteronomy

19:1-13. When 'fie Lord thy God had cut off the natiorswhose lands the Lord

thy God giveth thee, and thou succeedest them and dwellest in their cities and

in their houses, thou shalt separate three cities for thee in the midst of thy 1an
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rhe Lord thy God giveth thee to possess. Thou hat1- shalt prepare thee a way

and divide the coasts of thy land which the Lord thy God giveth thee to inherit

into three parts, that every slayer may be slain there. This is the case of the

slayer who 1/ shall flee thither that he may live. Whosoever killeth his neighbor

ignorantly, whom he hateth not in time past, as when a man goeth into the wood,'

with his neighbor to hew "wood, and his hand ... struck the axe and cut down

a tree, and the head slippeth from the axe and lighteth upon his neighbor and he

dies, he shall flee unto one of these cities and he shall live, lest the avenger

of the blood pursue the slayer while/, his ... I caught and overtaketh him, because

the way is long and he should slay him, whereas he was not worthy of death in

as much as he hateth him not in time past. Wherefore I command thee to say,
if

thou shalt separate three cities for thee, and/the Lord thy God enlarge thjy

coasts as He hath sworn to thy, giveth all the lands Which he had promised unto

th$y fathers, if thou she-- wilt keep all these commandments to do them which

I command thee this day, to love the Lord thy God and walk ever in His way, atd

then shalt thou add three cities more for thee besides these three, lest the

innocent blood should not be shed in thy land which the Lord thy God giveth thee

to inherit that the ... blood be upon ... If any man hateth his neighbor and lie
rise up against him and

in wait against him and/smite him and- mortally that he die, and he fleeth into
his

one of these Ø cities, then the dlders of the-city shall send and fetch him and
Rep Thine eye

deliver him into the hands of the avenger that he may die. ,f shall not pity him.

Thou shalt put away the guilt of the innocent blood from Israel, that it may go

that -me-e well with thee. Now in J E as they say we have only about

one or thr- two verses dealing with this matter. Here in Deuteronomy we have

13 verses, and you see the change. There are $' cities of refuge designated.
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J-E designates no cities of refuge. The law is given here that cities of refuge
to be free

are to be designed, I should say, and there are/ eewheft-tthree when they

have conquered sufficient territory-4The4r4endAnd if their land is increased

so that they have all the terrixtory that thze Lord kz has given them. Now,

Cars*penter says the right of asylum c as conceived by P is expressed in
D. It is

a termlnoxiogy unknown to/. regulated by institutions and based upon ideas

wMe1-with which he appears on acquaintance . You notice the main cities

of refuge were not XE used ...but now vwe go on to P whichis number 35,

and we 'see what the critics say is the more developed formulation of this

so we have it in Deut. 35: 9-t34, ad-- and we see what the critics

say is the more developed , more advanced formiulation of this, so we

have it in Duet. 35:9-34, and the Lord spake unto Moses, Speak untothe

children of Israel and say unto them, When you come over Jordan into the

land of Canaap, then shall you appoint you cities which k should be cities
you notice that we didn't have that phrase in Dait.

of refuge for you, but the slayer may flee-Oe-thk*)"thither, and

which killeth any person at unawares, and they shall be unto you cities of

refuge from the avenget that the man slayer die not , and of these cities

which ye shall give. Ye shall x give three cities on this side Jordan and

three cities shall you give in the land of Canaan, these six e4d4--z cities

shall be a city of refukge t both for the Mile-children of Israel and for the

stranger, and for the sojourner among them, ereve- that everyone wh o killeth

anyone unawares may flee, and if you smite him with an irte instrument of

iron s o that he die , he is a murderer lx and the murderer shall 3& surely be

put to death, and if he sMthe-smitiie him with a stone where he may die, khe
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he is an murderer, the murderer shall dx surely be-p4 put to death, but if

he smite him with throwing a stone, wherewith he may die, and he die he

is a murderer, and the murderer shall surely be put to death, or if he smitke

him with an hee!-handweapon of woood wherewith he die and he die he is

a murderere, and a-,'ed murderer shall surely be put to death, the e-reverne

g er of blood himself shall slay the murderer, when he meethhim he hoe-shall
in

s lay him, but if he . . by laying of wait, that he die or/at- enmity smite him

with hi--his hand that he die, Mx he that smote him se-1---;shall surely bc be

h pkttt-,- death for he is a murderer. The averieavenger of blood shall slay

the murderer when he nethoth-meethe41meeteth him, but a,-If he thrust him

c suddenly without enmity or c cast upon him ' thout laying of wakit, or

with any stone where with a man may die, seeing him lxnot ... that he die, and

was not his enemy , neither sought his harm, then the congregation shall

judge between the slayer and the revenger of blood according to these tdge*

judgments and the congregation shall deliver the slayer out of the hand of the

avenger of blood, and the congregation shall restore him to the city of his rejuge

where he was fled and he s&hall abide in it until the death of the high priest,

which was anokinted with the holy oil, but if the slayer shall at anytim e come

without the border of the city of his refuge, and the revenger of blood kill

the k slayer , he shall not be guilty of blood because he should have remained

i4--in the city of re fuge until t death of the high priest, but after the death
return

of the high priest , the slayer shall/6&-turned 4iet1' unto the land of his possession
unto you your

so these things shall be for a statue of judgment throughout- generatiors

in all of his dwell4q&-4ew dwellings, who so killeth any person the murderer

shall be put to death y the mouth of witnesses , but one witness shall not testify
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against any person to cause him to die. Moreover, you shall take no k satisfaction

for the life of a murderer whichIc is guiltyof death, for he shalix surely be put

to death, and ye shall take no satisfactin for c him th8t is fled to the city

of his refuge, that he should come an again to dwell in the land, -jo-ye shall

until the death of the priest, so ye shall not pollute the land wherein ye are,

for blood defileth the land,-theand the land cannot be kcleansed of the blood

that is shed therein but by the blood of him that shed it, Defixle not -thae

therefore the land which ye shall inhabit, wherein I dwell, for I the 41eâ

Lord d ,eee dwell among the children of Israel, you notice the great difference

of style k between these three passages. The passage that they call J-E Is

only two words, it is a We-brief presentation, the passage in what t1y

c all D is filled with exhortation, ix it doesn't go into a g&r t deal of detail

--it is exhorting people to follow the principle regulations, but the passage

in what they call P is e!befenumerations, legalistic stuff, if these eM1dren

he kkifls him with a weapon of iron , he is a murderer, if he kills him with

a wep--x weapon of stone, he is a murde er, if he kills him with a weaponz of

wood he is murderer, if he goes in there he has to stay until the high priest's

death, you can't pay money to compensate for the murder and get him out, you

eeudl could do that in Babylon1a depending 1&on his class in society. You

can't pay money k for his death to get him out, he must stay there. If he

comes out then the person is not a murderer who kills him. It is enumerative,

legalistic style, and so they say thatk they have the three e4--stages of

development. Now, there is one more reference to the cities of refuge in Joshua

20, which the critics Ek call the Hexateuth, and they consider that this is -e.lkes

also part of the P document. The Lord also spake to Joshua saying Speak unto
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the children of Israel saying, Point-- Appoint out for you cities of reit-refuge

where I have spake unto you by the hand of Moses, t t the slayer who

that killeth any person unawares and unkwlttingly may flee thither, and they

shall be your refuge from the avenger of blood , and vi en that doth flee unto

one of those cities shall stand at the entering of the gate of the city and shall

declare his cause in the ear s of the elders of that city, they shall take him

into the city unto them, and give & him a place that he may dwell among them,

and if the avenger of blood shall pursue after him, they shall not deliverter

the c slayer unto his hand, because he smote his neighbor unwittingly and

h-&tehth--lathehateth him not aforetime, and he shall K dwell in that city until

he stand before the congregation foruewt- judgment and the death of the

hixgh priest, then shalithe slayer k return x unto his own city unto his x

vn house from whence he fled, and then it goes on and tells Wi ich city that

was eselected and how they were set apart, we have read these four passage

de'alIng with thals matter of asyxlym. And you notice that there are three

types of x style k and you might say the last one, is not as enumerative as

detailed as the third, but it is much more detailed than the other two, so the re

are said to be these four stages in the matter of asyi*lm. Now, if you will

examine -that-them, I don't think that you will agree that there are four stages.

I certainly do not. I feel that the laxw in Deut., the law in Numbers, and the

law in Joshua, is actually identical . It is expressed a little different , it is

kienktlcal, there are some features given in

that are not given n Joshua or in Deut. . It is part of the law book for the priests,

but ,4.and find out . .In the early days of the Christian church, the fothth or

fifth century AD. there were a group of fanatics, in Nothern Africa who di thought
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that the church was becoming degenerate, and they were determined to

put an end ...they said that people who dnied the faith during the persecution
I'e,e-weren't
here allowed to have positions k to have positions in the church so they left

t he great body of the church and formed a sepaitte church on these grounds, and

among these people were some whom they called circumceleonae, people who

went about through the country, determined to inform ce with force what they

1k felt was right, and if they would core across one d the bishops or one of

the elders that c they had left aft4-they were-- would attacbck the;-him, but

we read that these men said, 4-ee-Jesus said to Peter, Put up thy sword so

t hey wouldn't attack anybody te-'aweft-wlth a sword, they would beat k him to

death with ewecde-clubs instead, and of corse there are people who use that

sort of legalistic argument and get away from the principle of the thing, and it

is used in our eau'- courzts all the time, and many a murderer is allowed

to walk freely in our cities because of some precise c provision of the law
well

under which he escapes punishment for what he ki has done, ,'ttt-now the law

is written in detail in order to Vet-g1ve* fairness to all and t&-in order to try

to deal with all the details, and so they say here 1x if you wiet-want to know
he will

what the law is you go and p*'a- pay a lawyer, and,4ou- look up and figure

out what your rights are and what you can do and 'What you cmi't do, the law

tx is involved , it is detailed, but most of us have to know something about

the A law in order to live, and that we find given in simple adati-,-ent statements

--signs , declarations, sImpliodcfied explana4the-explanatIonsc of the income

tax law that they send out to you. We had a situation 20 years ago where there

was a certain provision of the income tax laws that applied to us arii k whereby

our members and the members of our ett4- faculty could , all of us, except

one , could save a certain emong-o -amount of money. In fact, we went down
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Well, one of our fackulty went down to the income tax, and we were in Wilmington

then and said I am entitled to such and such, and the man said No ,nothing

of the kind, well, this member of our faculty went to the library in Wilmington

and said Do you have a copy of the income tax laws, and they handed him this

book of egii1afttcno-regulations,-and he found the regulation that he was told

a pplied to it, arid that number and the page and the precise detail, he went

bakck to them and said I am entitled to take-thei- ha&ve this deduction, under

title so and so a d number so and so, an---the--and the man went back ibt-into

the bakck office and spoke to hi s superiors and±k khis superiors a4-said there

is nothing to kk I t but we will look it up, and they looked it up in the book and

there it was, so he got the deduction. That was a thing that applied in only one

particular year, but all of us except one were able to take advantage of it. It

applied to our particular situation, you dcn 't expect everybody to be able to

know all the precise detale--details so you have the detailed book which can

be studied and applied to ufsaI unusual situations, and that is what we have

in Leviticus and in some parts of Numbers, we have the enumerative legaxlistic

type of style as this is given in detail so that sons body can't escape or can't

be wrongly punished from misunderstardIng, but in Deut. Moses is addresslrg

the people and exhorting to obe4y-t---eet-the obetythe law and is impressing

those things that is vital o-th- for the people be familiar with, and therefore

in Deut. he is stressing the things that everybody ought to know something

about so if you are chopping wi-e-with an ax and a head flies off aid hits a

man next to you and kills him, you wont have to stop and go look in the law

book and study and see what you can do, -y-and in the meantime you get

s topced--chopped to pieces by the man who- whom you killed, you can . . .that
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You know that you can run to a city of refuge and you can be safe there,

you have some idea of the things that are vital for you to know but precise

regulions that apply to unusual cases are contained in the law book cf the

prists, so there is a definite difference in style, we E&-feel that tie re

is a reason for the difference in style, the critics say the reason is the

development from simple to complex, but vi en you take this k difference

in style which we think is easkily accounted for on the difference that

"- one is a lwe1awbook and will have details given enumerative style

and the other is the exhortation to the people as Smith himself said in his

book, I guess you all reosread it last weekend, the last part of the book

--Is Deut " a lawcode, he said No, strictly speaking it is not so much a law

code as it is a set of laws includedin it. iAnd that is what Deut. is . It

is a 9,4- series of sermons actually, but it is Moses' exhortatkm to the

people to obey the law, so the difference here betwene between D and P

is a difference in sy41e7 style, inliterary style, the difference in having

m ore detail in P, which is not intended for everyone to keep in mind, but

to be able to be looked up in case of particular problems, a difference

also in that in D you say you have three cities of refuge, and then w1e n

the Lord gives you more land, you will have six, in P it says you are to

have six, three on one side ofthe ibc river and three on the other, and then

in Joshua it tells hc w you gave the six, so the argument of the critics tha

you have a development in the law of asylm, 4-D--ard--between D and P

I feel k is a captuous argument, based entirely on misrepresentation. I do

not feel that you can claim a difference between D ad P in this regard. I feel

that the law in Numbers and the law in Dait. and the law in Joshua is expressed
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differently but say exactly the same thing. Deut. doesi 't say the sane thing

about lx the death of the high priest, ..How long must they c stay in the

city of refuge...It isn't necessary th everybody knowsc exactly what is

t e death... It isn't necesary that I ... remember open s what is the date

when -seh-school opens next fall. I look in the catalog when I watwant

to know. I aski a man to speak4n-- at Commencement. I don't try to remember

the date , I look it up in the catalog, but I do remo remember definitely that
and

all seniors and all faculty members too are present at Baccalaureate/at Commence

ment and at the doings of that the, because this is a matter that I don't want

someone to cone along and say, Oh, I made an appointment a month or two

ago , I can't et--get to Baccalaurete , they ew- are suppose to know t1 t i

part of our requirement, and our day of pray, anybody who wet-wants any

credit for afty-eeuree us for any course, attends the day of prayer, that is part

ou- of our regular work, we are not here epl-simply to give urn erstard.nng

we are here to try to train servanttxs ci the Lord, and if te-the day of prayer

were not vital for us all, we wouldn't have it, Now, it is not necessary that

you try to remember what ..next year when our day of prayer is going to be,

that is not necessary, but k it is eeeee eeeeey-necessary to know the

principle, and IDeut. taketk the principle and drives the principle home a d

the law-book for the priests and gives the detail so that in a particular situation

you can look up the details and find out what they are, and so that is a difference

that you find all through life, and to say that here we have four stages of development

--but the critics don't say you have four, because in J they don't have anything

--in E they hagye two verses... and then they have d which is the second stage,
D

a nd they say it relates to the change in/. ..which does away with the altars wh

t hroughout the land Wi Ich provided places of asyim, and then they say P Is me
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detailed than B, but actually though it is more detailed it does not differe,

it x is a different type of production. There is no reason why the yasame

acman oott4.d-not--can't write a complicated law, if you take a representative

in Congress who writes the law and presents, he gives all the little regulations

a nd 1404e- xprescritpi n., how the law is to be carried Qi t, and this same man

makes a political speech, and l's-his style of his polIx tical speech , his style

of his political speech is altogether different from the style of the law, wh ch

he introduced into congress which he tried to take care of all the ..that might

apply in order t1t the law would be appllcab.le and see what ... but the-pt1eeete

priests tries to deal with t great principles arid- or matters that he wanted people

to get into then-their mind, so on this particular point we don't have ..

four stages, the critics don't say we have four stages, the critics say we have

three stages and we have two presentations in the kthird stage, the one in Numbers

and the one in Joshua, but I say we dai't have three stages because the one in

Numbers and Josh, is just athe same as we find in Dtth-,-Dt t., except instead

of being the ei'ew-sermon exhorting people and stressing the big principles neces

sary for the m to have, it is thelaw gum x book that gives the matter in detail,

so the critical claim here boils down to the claim that we 1 ye two steps, we

have the first step where people can go to the altar for asyim arri there are

altars scattered through out the land, so they can always find asyim, and

that after the time of Josiah, it is -c&- necessary to ea-Th-oe-establish

cities of re-refuge because you no longer have the let-altar, and of course

if it haxppened as the er4thc_critics said t it de4,-th&tdid that at the time f

Doe-Deut. you did away with the-&4-all these altars through the land, whichwas

a s good, as " it would make a very crukcial problem, and anybody who tried
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to write a book to be hidden in the temple 'g so that they could see it was

an old book and adopt it and that way get rid of these acotle r altars so that

the priests in Jerusalem, would get all the income 4-s-- instead of being

divided up between the.-the different altars between the different parts

of the country, the prieswts would get together and talk about how they

were goin to put this thing eover and someone would 4iid immediately

raise the e-Jet-obJect1on, once you do that there want be any aslym for people

anymore. You can't get away with that, there will be no place for them to

run for safety, when the commit accidental homicide, and so they w say we

wilik have to take care of that, we will make up cities of refuge, so they

critical claim is actually like the place of sacrifice, a claim of two stages,

not a claim of three stages, it souknds ix as if it is three the way that Capcr

penter says it, but if you will examine carefully, you will find that they have

no basis of saying two stakges here, but they do present a claim of two stages

reilated to the two stages, J-E, sacrifices anywhere where God has put his name,

D sacrific only in Jerusalem, only in the place where God has designated for
all the tribes for sacrifice to be kmade
sacrifice to be made, so that is the cikaim regarding the law of aslym, -e-i'd-th

that was number one under two, alledged results of this centralization, and num

ber twois the change in regulations about permanent ins].xavement. And here

thex critics say there has been a definite change and this book from Carpenter's
the material.

kk is not arranged the way that I have been arrang,ing4±c tax chapter 4 is

on diversities of legislation, and let= me read what he says there ... He says

inx thelaws of ..the first code , Exkodus 21:1-6 , permits the Hebrew after

6 years service to contract for life long serviecces, and places the cerkemnniaxl
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and formal enslavement, under religious saKnction. Before Israel has left

Sinai howekver, in the next year this arrangement is passively abrograted.

In Leviticus 25:35-42 bc,c it is laid down that no Ire1 Israelite may sell

himself to another. Temporary siever&yslavery kmay indeed last to the Jubiade

but the poor brother is eHe-entitled then to liberty for himself and his

family. In Exodus 21:4 the wife and children remain in the possession of the

master). On the express grounds that their freedom was a divine gift and
for life.

could n1 be alecianated by kslavery/That is the exalted kview kof t1

second year after the Exodus, but at the m d of the wM-wanderings -3O--38
f&15 :12

years later, Moses returns to his earlier... In DeutJZ the theory that

every Israelite is Yahweh's bondman is quietly abandoned, and the process

of vo1urtary enslavement in the 7th year is again legitimated, it cannot be

said that the intervening law zhad been tried without success, g for it

was expressly desigecned according to Leviticus 25:2 for the settlement

in Canaan, yet it is wholly ignored when Mo s makes his final arrangement-

an arrangement 4.he-entirely inconsistent iwwith it is re-inforiced, the conflict

of principle is here as clear as the conflict of

t4-at 4hetee-4awe-e1.engL 4e4wee-.4fforont -taqeo-efin the case of the position

of the sacred tent k or the construction cf the altar, it will hereafter be suggested

that the three laws belong to three different stages of re 4ei- religious and
if

social order. At present it must suffice thaVthe law of Exodus or Deut. is Mosaic

then thEat of Leviticus is not, and vice versRa. He returns to this same subject

on pages 91-92 under the justification of the partition. He says here toward the

bottom of page 91. He says the jubilee ...were not-44vi-lilxmited to the revee-

rexcovery of land by kits r,-former occupants. The Hebrew salve
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slave on this occasxion regained his freedom. Leviticus 25:14O,the bondman

and bondmaids of ciher nations remained in servitude and could be bequea

bequeathed to the next generation, but the person of the Israelite was knot

his to slave, like his land belonged to Yahweh, would himself emancipate his

people from Egypt and could not beconE the permanent posskesslon of another,

the Incompatlybility of this conception with the laws of Exodus an Deut.

was expressly sancactioned.. . has been already noted, a smaller divergence

betwea the ii ...affecting the contracts for ..may nokw be made clear.

The judgment book, ExeaExodus 21:6 ordain that the master bring s h3d

his slave to God, there at the kdoor of the sanctuary , the center of the administration

of justice. the master 1c-x shall bore his ear through with an awl and affixing

it momentaily to the doorpost, so that under the authority of religion he theconB S

his slave forever, the corresponding law in DKeut. 15 :12-18 introduces some

inxteresting modifications, it is extended to women, it lays emphatic stress

on generous recognition of 6 years forced labor and in conclusion it retains the

symbolic action of the awl, but it o&xomits all reference to God. t1--The door
own dwelling,

post to which the slave is attached is that of the householder/. x The public and

official ceremony is ox a converted into a private and done stic incident. The

meaning of this charge is not obscure , the 1w pf Exous belongs to . .which

i
admits the plurality of sanctuary4 The Deuteronomic principles recognize but

one, Well now is that necxessary to say the law of Exodus belongks to the
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Code that recognizes a kpluzrality throughout the land, the law of Deut.recognizes
but one, or can it not better be said that the Law of Exodus
is given to the pee people when they are altogether, they are in campslxtogether,

they are travelling together. Everything can easily be done in the one place

under the one general . anything of an official nature, wit reas in Deut.

they are going to be spread out over a 9thc wide area, and certain things which

they would have to coma km into the simple place, aid there IV ould be not

no troupcble, in Deut. they would have to travel twenty miles for and t1.ey

... so you see it is a question as between the thinking of it as the criticxs

do, there is the simple... here is a more complex law ofDeut. which involves

the doing away with the many altars, aid therefore have to make a provision

tomake up for that, and then the law ofP which is still more complex, which

in these particular features, is practically the same o-elI4n--b-ras that

of ThtetrDeut. he says -that-4m- you notice , in Duet.he-*etirns--retumsn

..but he claims that there is a difference in the LevitIc-c- al law. Now,

what is the difference? The difference is that every fiftieth year of jubilee

and that the jubilee, all the land that families of the lost goes back to the

family to which they have been assigned, and all people who have lost their

freedom regain the freedom. That is the difference. Now, tie jubilee we do

not Ø' find anything abut it in Deuteronomy. We doncti1nd anything about it

in Exodus. But we find it considerable amount in what they call P legiYsation.

Well, how often is jubilee? Once every fifty years. Is it necessary to exhort

everybody ... once every fifty years you will be ".. so and so? There is no

p articular need.., they will forget long before 50 years. But by having the

law as to what is going to happen... this year, so that when time comes people

would get ready for it. They announced a year ahead that ".. and inform

everybody they make the thing known then. That is commanded, proclaim

liberty throughout the land.
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4' JubIlee is said to be an addition. But actually it is a sort of thing it is

not necessary to mention in the first giving of the law, but the principles of

that ... what they call is... it is not necessary to exhort people about it in

Moses' farewell address, they will forget all about it long before the 50

years are over, but it is vital to have it carefully explained and exactly what

it is to be in the law.., which the leaders consult and see what they are supposed

to do,/*hen the fifty year approaches. (Q) N, no, the thing is that in

Leviticus, in Exodus it says, if a man is- becomes a servant of another man,

if a Hebrew becomes a servant of another Hebrew, and his master ... him away,

and at the end of six years, at the end of seven years, he is permitted to go

free. That is, A Hebrew cannot be taken as slave ... at the end of seventh

years, he is permitted to go free. But when it comes to go free, g he says,

his master gave him a lovely wife and children, and I like the master, and I

like to se'- stay there, let me stay there permanently, well, then they go

through a ceremony which will make him a permanent slave. Well, now, the

Leviticus says that when the fiftieth year period comes to an end, all Hebrews

regain the freedom. This uld,... I vould think that to become a permanet

slave would not necessarily mean that beyond jubilee, but it would not be necessary

to explain them.., it vc uld be a long way off, and probably by that time he

might be dead. And it says, they say, he has to leave his wife and hs4- his

children in slavery. This extends to them. It does not say that his wife and

chil ren go into slavery or left slavery. It says/if his master .. wanted him

away, that is the thing that they have overlooked. They did not pay attention to

it. Well, these re- two are comparatively not nearly as important as the major

one, the pa- place of sacrifice. But they are related to it, and so I try to show

you how the critics maintain the development occurred. And I tried to show you
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how we feel, how it really occurs7-erd- as in the Pentateuch considered as

the work of Moses. Now, I want to go on to E which is just as important as B.

In fact, in some ways, you might say more important than these. There are two
or

institutions,. -There-are- two phases on which the greater part of the argument

for development is based, and one of these is the place. This is small b

in parenthesis. Yes. On which the greater part of the argument is based./

for development for- of religious institutions. One of these is the place of

sacrifice. The other one is the person to perform the sacrifices. I will just

call it the priesthood. I h ye written here the persons who perform the sacrifices,

and that is crossed out and priesthood is written above it. I do not care which

ssey you say it. The persons who perform the sacrifices , the priesthood, that

is, a priest is considered to be one who performs the sacrifices. That is why

we protestants do not have priests. That is why we have ministers. Instead

of priests.., because we believe that every believer is a priest, in other words,

we believe that every belver has the right to appear before God and present the

sacrifice of Christ as that which atones our sins. We believe in the universal

priesthood of believers. But the Roman Catholic church believes that the

priests can re.. the death of Christ, and then he can change the bread

and the wine into the very body and blood of Christ, and then he can present
has

that as an offering to God for sin, and so therefore, their man who have-been

ordained is a priest, and he has a power that no one else has. We do not use

the word priest. We avoid it because we believe that every believer is a prjiest,
to

and we call the man a minister, because he is a leader w)e-informs-e-the- others

what blessings they have in Christ, inform them of their priesthood and of the

sacrifices which they are entitled to present to God. We do not believe in
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as
priesthood in this age/standing between God-en1--- a believer and God, but

prior to the sacrifice of Christ, it was necessary that the sacrifices be made

to represent in typical what he was going to do, -!k- and to show how the

time was gc- coming when God would fulfill this need. Without shedding

of blood there is no remission of sine', and Jesus Christ would shed his own

blood that we might be saved. Now, who could offer sacrifices? Here the critics

d claim that there are three stages, and all the claims that they make for the three

stages are , I would say, this is the strongest. They claim in the case of
y) that

the place of aacrifices/ ,'there are three stages, but when you ee- examine it

closely you will firri that there are the; utmost two. But in this they have a

basis that deserves a very careful consideration for their claim that there are three

stages after the priesthood, or as to the person who can perform a sacrifice.

Now, the ,,. I will read you briefly from Carpenter again on pages gi- 82-83.

He gives under the submeject under justification of the partition, the argument

f rom feligious institutions he is discussing the regulations for sacrifices. And
in

he describes how/J and E, Cain and Abel both offered offerings to Yahweh.
the ark,

When Noah and his family has left beyen- his first act was to build an altar

to Yahweh, as I have already discussed that under the view of pre-iMosaic

sacrifice, but now we are thinking n&-none of the view of the pre-Mosaic

sacrifices, but what is their ideaas to what it should be, and what they say

it was before.., it was proper to consider

I w uld like everyone here to look in Driver's Introduction to the Old

Testament. We have a number of copies of it. They are put on the reserve

shelf sometime ago, a month or two ago. Now, if you look at the book on the

same day, t- there will not be enough, and so I mention it now. But I would
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different document s. He starts in the book with a little introduction, and then

he takes up the books of the hexateuch individual%', and then he takes up( the

books. I think that he starts with a prophetic narrative or prophetic document

or some such terms. But you can easily see what it is. He Ø there )( discusses

carefully/ characteristics of each document. I would like you to get a very

good idea of what he says, and then one time, 20 years ago, in the final

exams, I asked to characterize the I document and one fellow gave me two

pages that was most absolutely accurate you could ht- think of. He said
the

that the J document is, but he gave the perfect description oVP document. All

I could do was to give him a zero in one of the courses, a nd then he had to

come back next year, because otherwise he would have graduated, if he had

passed all the courses that year. But we are discussing the whole semester

the relation between these documents. And riatrually it is vital that what

each document is, and what the relationship is. I felt rather badly when I

had to give him a zero on that exam and he could not graduate with his class,

and I felt a little better when I found that he

flunked in one of the other oourses, too. So, it was entirely due to my course,

but certainly I could 4e not have passed him even if the whole ... had to fall

on me. But I do hope that you all would have a pretty good idea as to what

these documents are long before this, but I think that you will strengthen

it, and add to your understanding of the details very definitely by 13ettrr- e-

b getting a good reading of this material in Driver. Driver's literature of the
if we could

Old Testament. Now, in a way it would be god- good to, spend half a seme

semester of the development theory, because it is the development theory
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that has ipdtkx kept the thing alive, as I have explained, I believe that
have

the whole pariton business would/disappeared soon after the return o of the
kept

century, if it were not for its uni/'on with the development theory. But it says has
and

that the general attitude of our day which has been spread and spread ,*hich

has entered the minds of the great part of our educated classes because it is

the back of the teaching in the great bulk of the courses whether they be

history or whether they be literature, or whatever they be in the bulk of our

educational institutions/ that everything has developed by natural processes,

and that of course, is what we mean by the theory of evolution. We , in opposing

evolution, often take the opposite extreme which is utterly silly. We take

the view that everything is exactly the way God has made and it has been

always that way from the beginning, which of course is ridiculous. Things

have changed greatly through the ages. We do not know 1 how many changes

have tk- taken place, but the Bible tells us that God created everything to

appropriate after its kindj That does not mean ti-- identical. Tl-m But

there are areas on which they cannot go. There are definite conflict. And

God has established all things and there is development, but the limit of

development is definite for everything, and God has His hands upon the whole
ravages

thing, and is going to put an end to the terrible rv-hc of sin, and e- the

whole approach of the GrM4n4- Christianity which was central in most of
been

our educational institutions in the last century ha/given up in this century.

And even though the religious things may not even be mentioned, there is

a background of the attitude in most of our educational institutions that affects

people's minds and understanding. And the critical theory fits in exactly with

that attitude, because according to the critical theory these documents represent'
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true
a development. Well, re have seen how little Ø' is this basis for an idea,

they claim that they represent the development of religious ideas. But when it

comes to religious institutions, they have certain points at which they can make

*hat sounds like a very convincing argument. And if you can understand

the basis of thIargument the- and know what the strong points of this

argument.., what weak points ane- are and then put your finger on that, you

might be able, with a brief discussion, to have tremendous influence on somebody

who was receiving this material, and can tell how the Lord might 'o- use you.
of the

If you have a hazy idea-eo et'nr-t-he-whole thing, it certainly would not be

Now, Carpenter here gives probably half at4- of Øiis book for the discussion

on the development theory and takes up this and that ... I am going to deal

with you with the central features of the strongest features of it, those which

are most actually most emphasized. And if you have those well in mind, you

will be able to deal with the situation which will arise, unless ;you will go

off to a corner somewhere and just deal with a little group of &4- old folks

that have no contact with other eItoan educated people, you are going to

come into contact with the thee? theory. I spoØe at an intra varsity camp
gave

once for a month about fifteen years agoand I had qu a questionnaire out

to the people who helped me in dealing with the students, and I said, Are you

ç
troubled by the Graf-Wellhausen theory. Do you , have you had discussion

the students
on it and so on? And 98 % of the,wkncw thit- had never heard

about it. They did not know anything about it. WAnd when we went on d4- with

out discussion, -98. I found that 70% of the students were having it taught

to them in one e'-- course or in another, but not using the name. The/

them
fundamental concepts in many of the details have been given/4n a literature
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course, in philosophy course, and here in history course and in some other

courses. And one of the members of our staff heard about five years ago

said, when he moved here, he said, now I cannot afford sending children to

Christian college, or Christian high school or IChristlan grammar school.

He said, I am going to send them over here to a public school where they will

get the best training with nov' expense to meet, and he sent them over, and

they brought their school books back te- the first day, and he found that in

the high school there Graf-Welihausen theory without the name was taught

as a definite fact as to how the Ier- religious of the Israel came into being,

and then the next day he transferred his children to a Christian school. I
e-wil

hope he did not stop transferring them to Christian schools, and I hopas a

citizen and as tax-payer, he should make some protest against the school.

against this violation of religious liberty in teaching these anti-Christian

theories as facts in the tax-supported schools. If enough people would protest

it, it may do some good, but the thing is 1 that we have been sleeping

we have been asleep, and things have moved forward so far that we are facing

a very serious situation and it affects the whole country, and in fact the

whole world. We were speaking last time about number 4, we were on three,

were we not? Yes, The $dvelopment as regards to the religious institutions.

And there we began to speak of d. The Priesthood, by which we mean the persons

who perform the sacrifice. Now, according to the zk critical theory, as

was brought out by Driver or Carpenter or by any one of the hundrdds of

books, according to their theory, the J E, added to this, any head of the

k- family can perform the sacrifices. Any head of the family can establish

an altar and perform a sacrifice in a place where he thinks the Lord has appeard.

But when you come to the Deuteronomical law, in the book of Deuteronomy, you 1
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find over and over the statement, the Levitical priest,in the order of Hebrew

the priests the Levites that is translated the Levitical priests, and so they

say the Deuteronomy which introduces the claim that there wott should be

sacrifices at only one place, that law, also introduced the law that the sacrifices

must be performed by a group of people who are known as the Levities, but

any Levitle could do it, that is lie Deoternomic attitude, according to the

critics. And then according to the critics the P legislation restricts the
still

priesthood/further, and according to the priesthood of the P legislation there

was a man of the tribe of Levite named Aaron, and that descendance comes to

the descendance of this Aaron must eoe- come to priests, and there is

specifically one of them called the High Priest. That is a new idea according

to them, an(/I/ idea which is introduced by the P document, and that ndw

idea according to them }e-represents further narrowing a step forward. Mr.

Broadwick, would you have any idea when the idea of High priest was Ø' introduced

according to the critics. Would you know? No, you do not. I am afraid that

slips rapidly. I hope the rest of you remembers a little longer than that.

Because it was about 30 seconds ago that I tried to make it clear that according

to the critical theory the P0' document introduc the idea ef of high priest,

and according to the P document the high priest, till the priests, particularly

the hl: h1gh priest must of the tribe of Levi and of the family of Aaron. Now,

you see the progress there. The limiting of it to a smaller group and then

limiting of it to a stHe1- still smaller group, and so you have three definite

stages in the development, and you do n have four stages, and the J and E

are the same according to the critical theory. J and E are the same, but
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you have this J-E stage ha% the D stage and the P stage. So, you have three

stages. And it is actually just about the only case where they can make a strong
different

claim that there are three/stages. As the critical theory has given in general

you would think that it holds to the four stages , there is J stage and there

is E stage, there is D and there is P. But actually there is actually hardly
claim

any case where you can eelleot more than two. But in this case they calim

three, J-E, D, and P. Now, that is one of their strongest claims, one for which

they have apparent evidence than almost any other, and one which can seem just

unanswerable to those who hear and who do not take the trouble to look at

the facts and examine them carefully for themselves, and some of the facts

you have to examine very carefully in order to see the answer. Now, that was

d. Now, it is small e. Small e is there are many other claims of alleged

development in the religious institutions that are far less evident than these.

There many other claims that are far less evidnet than these. Now, Carpenter

here may give hundreds of different cases, where he says, you look at the

law of J and you look at the law of E, looçát the law of P and the law of D, and

he would claim that there is a development, but none of them are newly anywhere

nearly as clear as this. Often there is a little difference of terminology or

something that is fairly easily explained, and so I am not going to take your

time with these documents, but I just want you to be aware of that- it that
that there are

they do cla1nmany other such cases, and yet their alleged evidences are

nothing strong as in the cases I have mentioned. So, we go on to number 4.

Number 3 was the development as regards to the religious institutions. Number

4 is the examination( of the evidence,g for this development/ within the documents,

or this alleged development. Now, this is extremely important, aithought there
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is another feature that we will look at it later, which is equally important.

The strongest of the critical approac1es-- in connection with the developmeht
that

we have not yet taken up/-4t-will come under another head and it is the third

argument. Now, we are under the second argument. And now on this argument,

we now want to examine the evidence for alleged development within the douument.

And so under that small a is the resume of the prima facie Iew. The prima faie

view is the view of the thing as $ it stands. What is the situation as the

Bible stands ?'on these matters? According to the Bible as it stands, Moses

said to the people of Israel in Exodus 19, God has brought you ab- out the

land of Egypt, and God has is giving you a wonderful beek- blessings now,

now ill you obey God's law? And the Israel very rashly said they would.
the law,

They did not reject I.. they would have.., they would have sent back to

Egypt... and died in the wilderness. But they did not reject it. They have,

of course, agreed that they would do whatever he said, and he gave them
which

the ten commandments,/God spoke from heaven. Then according to the pe
in

prima fade view4xodus 21:23 there is what is often calld the book of the

covenant though Carpenter calls is judgment book. He says these are the
that

judgment, ee4d-the Lord/ gives you. That is where he gets the term, but it is

when the make the dovenant between N%--God and the people. They are to

keep his law. And that he is to be there, and God is to protect them and take

them into the land. And so, Moses, God proceedes to declare to Moses what

Moses passes on to the people. God does say them to the people so that the

people can hear them, as he does the ten commandment. But he gives quite a

number of(mmand'and thesmmands as given here are certainly not to be

thought Aronstitution or as summary of ally t-+- the laws of 6od. These

commands a>e after giving the ten commandments which are foundation of morality.
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the basis for the life that God's people should endeavor to live and by the

strength of God eventually attain the alility to live. These ten commandments

are followed by certain judgments which deal particularly with masters that

are important in the lives of the people then, or principles that are very

important and become familiar with ... because of their importance later on.

So, it is a sort of hodge... It is not a logical presentation under the name-- main

heads of the main dve1dIvIsions of what te1y*_ their relationship to their

God should be. It is the putting forth of the things that are right now. They

should become familiar with. And that is the Exodus chapters 21 through 23.

Then we have in chapter 24 the covenant e- ratified and then Moses goes up

into the moujintaln and et God tells him how to build a ter- tabernacle, but

then he comes down and finds the golden call, and so the punishment of the

people from p worshipping the golden calf.., and Exodus 34 God again gives

him stagetements on the certain matters that are vital to the observed then.

ThaHe-beeaie That weootd 2ay-th# the critics say that is the decalogoue

of J, that is an earlier stage than the 21-24 which is the covenant ",. but as it

stands in the Bible, it simply is a resume with a stressupon a point that is

vital, after that terrible scene of the golden calf to stress to the people.

And these critics turned around and the way it stands in the Bible, it is quite

logical and it is quite reasonable. They say 34 is primitive and it is a ritual

law, while t1'- 21 ai'td-- through 23 Is the moral law, the moral decalogue. We

say that the decalogue is in chapter 20 and in Deuteronomy 5, and this is

not the ten commandments. Moses in 34 has them, and God gives again to

him, he has just broken them on tab1ts of stones. Then

it is stressing certain things. It is vital that it should be stressed

In that situation. Then we have in Leviticus and portions of Numbers we have
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the law that God gave Moses for the constitution of the people for the direction

of their religious life and to some extent of their civil life that is to be kept in

the book of the law where they can study it and'here they can consult it under

particular situations. And so it is far more detailed and it is legal and it is

enumerated and legalistic, and it is not the sort of law memorized, but it is

the sort of the- law to be consulted, and for the particular leaders to be

thoroughly familiar with, and then we have the Deuteronomy in which Moses

addresses the people shortly before his death, and recapitulate the law

urging them to obey it, and then naturally the re is great difference between

the way Moses address them in Deuteronomy and 40 years earlier. Forty years

earlier they were wandering in the wilderness. In Deuteronomy they were about

to conauer Canaan. There is big difference in the attitude that is taken. The

laws which are vital in the wilderness and would have no relevance to Canaan

may be ignored, the laws which were important only for the Canaanltes o

and may be given fbr the first 41+e-4rt- time in Deuteronomy. The general

principles would be the same. But Deuteronomy is more or less toward the

end of his life urging them and exhorting them to obey these laws and stressing

them, and applying them so that they would be applicable during their time

in Canaan. That is the prima facie position. That is the way it is presented

in the Pentateuch as we have it as having been given by. Now, it is

interesting that critics say that oh, anytime you want to make a law, they

just say, Moses saith, that is another way of saying law, saying that there is

a law, even if the law is made a thousand years later. If you wart to show,
the

it is the law, you would say Moses said. But the critics speak oVhexateuch,

instead of,.entateuch, and the bexteuch includes Joshua and in Joshua we
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i1 read the Lord said to Joshua to speak to the children of Israel ard tell them

this, and so right in the hexáteuch the laws are given not as through Moses

but s through Joshua. There are r- not many, but there are some. Wt

But that is the prima fade view, and if you do not have the prima facie view

clearly in mind, we cannot say, let us $ look Ø back and see whether they

fit with the prima facie view or whether they fit with the view as they reconstruct

it with the critics. Of course, you can take all the facts and Vou may take some

brand new explanation, neither the prima facie nor what ehtthe critics say.

If you do,you would be the only one who would think that way. There are quite

a few people who work out some bet- brand new interpretations and yet nobody

follows them. For practical i4urposes we have two new points to consider.

And the question is with which of these two do the facts fit in? Well, now,

so much then for resume and prima fade view. Now, let us look at this

particular manner. Number b. small b. The view of the pre-Mosaic -seer4-- sacrifice.

The view of the pre-Mosaic sacrifice. According to the critics, b. does not

tell much about Genesis. Nothing about )(the time before Moses. But according

to the critics J and E show the patriarchs and others who are sacrticing in many

different places. But P as they repre- repeat over and over and just about in

every critical book, according to the story of P the critics.., the patriarches

went through the land and never once offered sacrifice to God. ?(Ø/c/ They

could not do it because God did not give that law of sacrifice ..but we have noticed

that this is purely an argument from silence, and utterly an invalid argument
in Genesis

from silence, because n-the P in the pentateuch/consists only of a few

fairly long stories and mostly brief sentences that are largely geneological,

And this is tied up and gives this sort of general summary, and and it is easy

enough to leave out of them any reference to say.., you do not have to say t
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it must be there because they use the name God you put this in the E document.

You-naie-ehoveh If you find the name Jehovah, and-then you put this in the J

document. You do not have to put in P document. So, this is an argument

in a circle. Not only that, but it is quite unreasonable to say that the D

document would begin, when you )( make sacrifices, you do so and so. And

you would have never known of any sacrifices before. That P document would

say. $ When you sacrifice, you do so and so, and yet would %'assume that
is the first sacrifice

thiWe-cree-77 that was introduced. The language of the D document

and P document suggest that they believe that there had beene- sacrifices

before and according to the critics, I and (E documents are 4' widely criculated
so to say

before D document was ever written, and 4t was-le_before o that P kftpwe4-

knows of no sacrifice is quite illogical. And it is purely invalid vrgument

from silence. Now, number c. the place of sacrifice. That is ... I do not

mean that the place that occupies in their system, but where the others are

not going to .. Yes, Mr. Lee? (Q) The argument is this. D and P do not

we are now going to introduce a system of sacrifice. This is how you shall

do. He says, you shall not do as you do now,, sacrificing in various places.

You shall sacrifice all these things in the place where the LOrd has desigred.

It does not say that it is going to introduce sacrifices now. They- There shall

be one place. The language of it assumes that it is already familiar to the

people that have already been done. And P in LeviticuZ' begins, when you

nke such and such sacrifices you are going to do so and so. It be-- assumes

that it is already a4-- familiar. And of course, according to the critical

theory J and E am-v4ey have been widely read before D was written and

then they were combined with D and that was widely read, and then P document
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is a school of priests who were making there this up and they made a vacuum,

and never knew of this other thing which was widely read, and with which they

would eventually join ... is utterly unreasonable .... Now number c then, the

place of sacrifice. The argument, as far as the progress within the documents

is concerned, is that Exodus 12:5 x*' no, Exodus 2 0:24 states the law of sacrifice.

When we notice Exodus 20:24 says, "An altar of earth thou shalt make and
there=

sha1t sacrifice/on thy burnt-offerings , thy peace-offerings and thy sheep

and thy oxen. In all places where I record my name I will come unto thee,

and will bless Ø thee and thou wilt make an altar of stone and thou shalt not

build it with hewen stone, for thou liftest thy tools upon it, thou hast

In other words it is a general declaration at this early point in the wilderness journy whe

when Moses is beginning to establish a religious system to the land and when

they agree to follow God's command, it would seem reasonable that they were
in Egypt,

already making sacrifices, and every group perhaps has made sacrifices','nd
in the

perhaps now they are/wilderness. Now, toses says you are to bring your

burnt-offering to the central plac w4'ere which is set apart in 1' the camp as

the camp would move from place to place, and it is quite general, and the

main thing of it is that you are to sacrifice in the one place. If you 'ouinake

an altar of stone, you should follow such and such system. You are not to

make an altar with hew stone. You are not to have steps to the altar.

In the verse before you shall not make ... silver, neither shalt thou make

re... gold. Certain vital things to stress at this point at the beginning
life

of Moses' establishing a system for the religiou'of the people. Now, to read

into it that that ya- says that the head of the family can sacrifice but

it does not say anything about the head of the family. And they read into it

and say that he can sacrifice anywhere where God records His name, and he says,
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4

I will come unto thee and will bless thee. would mean that as they go

on their journey in the place where God directs them into ... they are to sacrifice

to the Lord, and God will bless them. Yes, Mr. Eyrick?(Q) Yes, yes, very good.

I appreciate Mr. Eyrick's calling attention to that, that is the thing we cannot

stress too much. It is an ercor which the fundamentalists make in dealing with

evolution. There is no development, and so everything is exactly as it was.

it shall' bring forth after its kind. You show me a chart, and it will be exactly

the way it ... There no such a thing. There is always development. There is
in everything

development In life. Look' at our constition of the United States. Such

wonderful things two hundred years ago. See the changes that have been made.
those men were

It is just marvellous that a,-&et41-be able to make something that could be

adapted to fit our day as well as to their day. When the Supreme Court says,

Every state has to have ) both houses exactly and proportionately a number

of people . It is unconstituional for them to have se e-tt a eenate that

has areas represented instead of people. And when the Constitution specifically

says that the state is-- of Nevada is to have just as many senators as the state

of New York with at least 50 times many people. It shows the ritil r4d.t-- ridiculous

ness of saying that it is unconstitional not to follow what principles they think

are to be followed,, 4*- The eeristen constittitlon was made to fit a certain

time and it has in it the means to change it, and the people have not had the

sense enough to change it, instead of changing it they try to teinterpret it,

but there is development. There is development in everything. Life is always

development. But what we say that there are limits to development. And it is

when the Christians -t1- take the attitude that the evolution is all wrong and

there is no such a thing as development, and that is the way we get into

silly, ridiculous situation and our children come to believe-- lost to our conserativism
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because they see how much more reasonable it is that there is development

in life. And you take tie-- the Seminary here. Te1e-- Take our system of

control and direction in the Seminary and compare it with when we first started

it. There are many, many points that Iwe have been learned by experience,

that have been worked out by changing circumstances. . here is constant

development. The is development/ in everything in life. But the critics

say that the development that is described in the Bible where God has directed

it and God gave people the ideas, and then he enlarged them and explained it

more fully, and then he gave them another idea and showed how it fits with

it. They say that that is not the way it wes-wr- developed, instead, they were

separate documents which developed from very primitive ideas utterly different

from what we believe today. See their idea of development is entirely different

from ours. Both believe in development, but we believe in development which

God directed and controled. They believe in human development by natural

forces which resulted in something that came about by accident, accidentally.

But we both believe in development. I do not like to hear people say, Oh, isn't

it awful to believe in evolution? Yes, it is. If you interpret the evolution the way

Darwin and others mean it, which says, everything develops by natural processes

with no Divine direction, but actually there are all sorts of development.

The word 4volution is often simply to mean development. I prefer to restrict

it, but most people do not restrict it. Someone once sayd, how could you

deny 'evolution? Every&ki Anybody can see the evolution of a child into

a man. Well, he can. The child develops and changes, and he looks utterly

different. Last $' Saturday a man came up to me and he said, I guess you do

not recogntize me , do you? He was a grey-headed fellow. I looked at him,

and he looked different from anybody that I have ever seen 4 in my life.
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before, and I said, well, I said, you do seem a little familiar, and he spoke

a little more and I recognized a little in the timbre in his voice and it was a

little familiar to me and I noticed that ... I said you are Robert Wilson. Sure

enough, he says, you remember my name, and he was in the very second

class in Hebrew I have ever taught back in 1930. I had him in class for
I

three years, and I have not seen him since. And now, as/think of the shape

of his head, I knew him there'. It is same today, but the general appearance

has Ø so changed, I could not believe that at that length of time that nice young

fellow would utterly -ohe*ged- be changed to the present elderly man that he

looks like today. I could not believe it. I do not suppose whe has seen

14- anybody seeing him one month and then ( the next would see any change

In him at all, during these thirty years, but when I had be--s een him between

it was tremendous, the difference was fantastic. But the development is

evident, and the Bib shows grogressive revelation. God reveals something

and then he reveals more later. He reveals certain thin and then he changes/

the habits and practicrs and so on. But God never reveals tha.t-4- anything that

is false. Whatever he reveals is true or it may be incomplete, it may be

partial, but it is true as far as it is given. So, it is extreme1ly important

as far as it is given. So, it is an extremely important concept to have

in mind, and I thank you very, very much for Mr. Eyrick's calling our attention

to it at this point. But now the critics say that the early system lies in air- any head

kind of family can sacrifice and at any place where Go revea]e4i1mee44. has revealed

himself. And the law they point to.. " Exodus 20:24 says nothing abcu t the 1e ad

of the family whatever it is the law, which God gave to Moses is the law which

applies to the Israelites in thecir wilderness journey. It is given to them to

tell them how they are to behave there, and it is altogether different ... that is,
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the critics read into, all sorts of things that are not there at all. So, their

claims for the first stage of this place of sacrifices as -Patt-l-- as far as the

documents are concerned were ... klease get that sentence, because we are

later going to have another aspect to look at which is very important.

%u-as-Butas far as the documents are concerned, it rests upon reading into this

statement something that is not logically read. It has to be read, and now

that is the first step according to the critics. Now, according t4'- to the critics

the next is Deuteronomy 12, and we lookaed at Dei teroonomy 12:5, and we firri

there the statement and we looked at Deuteronomy 12:5, and we find there the

statement , well, let us start at the beginning of the chapter 3, and you will
statutes

get the whole context. These are the preetees and judgments which &M-

& ye shall observe to do in the land t&hich the Lord God of thy fathers to

giveth to possess all the days you live upon the earth. Is thatp(the statement

that Moses made in his Ø farewell address ohtht-0%&.ei+Aee-aay3-?

Or is that wt- 1tee-eay-th- is as the critics say something that an

unknown person wrote hundreds of years later. These are the statutes wh#ch--...

ye shall utterly destroy all the places where in the nations which ye shall

possess and serve their Gee- gods upon the high places and upon the hills,

and under every green tree, ye shall oven/throw their altars and break their

pillars and burn their ... with fire and ye shall hew down the graven images of

their gods and destroy the names of them out of their places. Now, is that

a command to do away with altars to the Lord scattered through the land?

he-$-lifteyef4here-r---yefy-o1-cwi'- The lines over here are very clearly

destruction ... ye shall not do so unto the Lord your God. What does that

mean? That would mean that you a1- shall not ttthe-ew-Ge- take

these heathen altars and change them into altars to the Lord. You shall not

ptt
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put altars to the Lord in all the places where you find those altars. You shall

not do like the Roman Catholics dc,- have done in so much of their mission

work where they go into some tribes in South America and they take their gods and

say, you do not follow those gods so and so any more. You call him St. Bartheolomew.

You do not call this one soand so, but you ought call him John, something like

that. Actually the Jesuit orders were convinced by the pee pope i&4-- and

ordered to go out of the existence, because the pope pointed out to how great

an extent they were doing the very thing in China back in 1590. He ordered the
1690 he ordered the Jesuits

Jesuit orders, was it X%4,/to go out of the existence, because he said 1/ they
keep

were doing that thing. But they changed the names ancke$ the same heathen

rituals. Now, God says to Moses, you shall not do so and so unto the Lord

etir your God, but unto the place which the Lord you God shall choose out of
there shall you seek

all your tribes and put His name ter'e-- even unto His habitations
and
Ie, thither thou shalt come and thither ye shall bring your burnt-offerings and

your sae#ctfees &-B-G-r sacrifices and your tithes and heave-offerings and

your hands, and your vows and your free-of¬er4i- will-offerings.., but unto

the place which the Lord your God 1- As it stands it is a commazI k tod do

away with heathen g altars and to bring 1your sacrifices to the one place that
select

God will/..where there wKtll be some supervision that you don't follow. ..and

where God can direct it in accordance with His will. But as the critics present

it, this is the time of Josiah, about 621 BC when the priests in Jerusalem succeed

in getting this document found in the temple and thus hoodwinki,gng the king tix

into ordering that ± all the officers of the Lord allthrcugh the land shall be destroyed

and instead of that they shall worship only at the onek altar in Jerusalem, weel

well, if you read the language you have to do a lot of twisting of the language to

make it fit what the critics say it means. While it fits ec exactly with what
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what you would expect Moses to say through the people as they are going

into the land and meeting heathenism scattered through the land, and we know

how often the Israelites fell into heathenism or near heathenism , and we have

no reason to look down on them for it, because every group has been just

as prone to fall intodDc sin , x as they were, but God eemath- had to command

pretty strictly in order to try to keep them in the ratraight direction, an

so we have these words here, as you see fit k with the Bible as it stands and

do not kfit except by a considerable amount of w44-twisting into the theory
young

as presented by the critics, but you get a tho±8tk fellow in a class with some

famous professor teaching it and he says why, it is perfectly obviai s " Look

a t J-E and he reads you one of these verses, and he reazds you zone of these

verses from g Exodus, See, any head of the family can sacrifice anywhere that

God has put k k His name, and he reads you on verse , magbe two, You here.

shall not do so unto t1 Lord your God, but unto the place where the Lad your

God shall out of all your tribes to put His name the re, even unto His habitation

shall you seek and . .Look here he is doing away with all these altars Ic to God

and here is the commaxil that instead of that they are all to worship in Jerusalem.

Well, take it out of context and you can get that impression. And a whole

generation of k people have been convinced of $&x and they have cm vinced another

generation, au today these books by Roy Smith are xsprei1ng it among the

lay people as thte'-that which has been proven by scholars, but you see how

slim the foundation of that is. For the P document.. the crib ics say te re
the P document

there is not such a command in P. But they say thathe-pre,te- are written by

the priests arid Jax is written k fo&r the little community of Jews gathered around

Jerusalem after the exile and of course already tIE law of D has been established
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so it is assumed throughout, you have no statement in P changing back to

what they say was an older one. P is assured throughout one place of ..but

as we pointed out that is another step. There are only wtwo alleged steps

even though they say that there are four documents with Kfour steps of develop

ment. 5o much for the moment for the place of sacrifice, but we will return

to it in connection t th another doeect--w--- argumert whk h is far stronger

thakn this one, which comes under the third argument. We are g now of cotise

dealing with the second one. Now, it is D. The Law of Aslym, and of permanent

enslavement. From among the many alleged developments tia t the critics point

out, most of which on careful examination, prove to be just a little change of

wording but something which can easily be explained in the background of the
probably

Mosaic g sltation, from among them we take two which are ,he-s"-strongest

next to these two of W the place of sacrifice, and the person ofsacrffice, and
they say

these w two as we have noticec"are the result of this centralization, and the

first of those was the law of aslym, now, they said, as we have noticed. All

tht'tg-through the land they had altars to the Lord , but to 621 BC and therefore

if a man was falsely accused of murder, he could run to the & altar and be saved.

Well, I don't think that it is a very logical idea, if a person would kthink o

of it a little bit, suppose you should go out to the woods here and youwere

chopping wood for some body ee4e,-else ard the x ax head came off --the-

your ax and hit the other penxson in the head and killed him, and you

&&4d-say,His ie-relatives are going to kill me and consider me a murderer, there

was nobody here to see it and 11 know-e- I dliberate1y hit it, I bett r

r;un to the altar and you remember five yeas year *-mseniles over here there

is a n altar and you run to the altar and say hold it. Are you e-g- going to stay
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there for the next fifteen years until they get over being angry at you. It is

not a very logical idea, actually, but-e1e- there claim is that as long as you

havehad these altarys u had a place ea--of aslym, you did not need cities

of refuge, aid their claim is that this was the law, now what was the basis of

saying this was the law, now they do deal a little bit kwith the third argument,

though it I s not as nearly as -Meg-strong here as the place of sacrifice of

Genesis, butthey say that you find the law in Exodus 131 21:14 now, tcletx's

look at that a momeixnt, we began with verse 12, he that sinitteth a man w s o

that he die, kshall be surely be put to death, that is God's law, and the opposition

of capitol punlshkxnent which is so wide through out out land today is in utter

opposition to God's law, and the k determination to push him out of control in

our nation, that is God's definite law, -t4'M-. e that Mth&-smiteth a man so

that he die shall be surely pcbe put to death, but at that means murder, in

other words, it -mea-cn- means de-l4vedeLtberate planned killing of somecne

else but if a man lie not in weight for this ... because

he continocues but if am man lie not in weight but God deliver him into khi

his hand then I will appoint thee a place wMe4'-whitaxher he sh11 flee. Now,

does this fit with the idea of cities ci refuge, does this fit with the eaidea

that God is giving progressive revelation. Now, he is telling you tlet he is

going to appoint a place, but he doesn't need to appoint a place now, -tie

they are all camped together in the tvilderness, that is if a man kills another by

accident he can run t#n--into the center of the camp where Moses aft-is and

he can tell Moses the situation, aid Moses can make an a exzmination arbr

have one of his assistants do it, and decide whetlEr the man is telling a lie

arti did mureder or whether he is really falsely accused.
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It is simply clear there, and more or less near together. Now, as they look

forward to the time when they will be in the land, he said, I shall appoint thee
gives

a place whither he shall flee, and later on when Moses gave his farewell
of the cities of refuge

address, he tells ... /o-r'eet- and in the Lettical law the cities of refugees

are to take, but here it says, I will appoint thee a place whither ye shall flee,

and now you might say that is predicting the cities of Peg--- refugees, and -hey-

that is what I will say. That is not what the critics say. Now, you might

say that that is predicting cities of refuge, and that is what I will say. That is

not what the critics say. The critics say that that means the altar. Well,

how do we know that it means the altar? But as they look forward to the time

when there will be these in the land, tJ4 he says, I will appoint thee a place

whither ye shall flee, and later on ... Well, we just read a little further.

A text without context is pretext. Let us j read a little further and see what

it is. And so, we go on. If a man comes presumptuously upon his am

neighbor to slay him with guile, thou shalt take him from mine altar/ that

he may the- day- die. Here is the command. Does that say that a man who

is falsely accused has the asy'lum of the altar? The altar is the way he should

keep saying ... it does not say there about that... But here is a man who is
into

in terrible danger and the natural thought for him i that let us gethe most

sacred thoughts which you know, and certainly nobody will touch me here,

and he runs to the altar, and he probably would be safe on the altar. Gcdinar41

Artd-Under ordinary circumstances for or4wee-- two or three days. But by

thei'& nd of the time he gets pretty thirsty and pretty hungry, and pretty
hot anger

uncomfortable, but within that two or thrdays, people . / might quiet down

tb the point where they would be willing to listen and reason a little bit. It

would be natural thing to a person in a serious situation to think, Where can I
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flee and for safety, to say, let us flee to this altar, but God says here, the

person who has the presumptuously come upon his neighbor to slay him where

the guile, even whom God's altar you shall take him away from the- it and
described

shall give him the punishment that is destroyed for murder. Thte That is the

statement. Now, that does not say here that the altar is the place of asylum

that anyone who has been falsely accused and goes to the altar and he shall

be saved. See how it is readng into it? I think that it is very important.

And I think that that can be tremendously helpful to any of you, but when

some young students tell you that the criticism is perfectly plaint that they had

the altars where the asylum until the time of Joshua, and after that until the

time of Josiah and then after that they had to do something else, because they

had t- done away with the all those altars through the land, and A the

argument that just now I gave are not being good place for asylum any way/
it

for more than two or three days. It might e- be of help, but I think that/would
to

be of more help to -savesay what you ... and when you point/the verse,

that dee- verse does not s1' e-say, the altar is the place to which a man falsely

accused should flee. What the law says is if a man is a murderer, even if

he takes hold of God's altar, that is no protection for the murderer. Mr.

Eyrick? (Q) I have not read the whole Pentbteuch with that in mind, but I

believe that if there be any other it would have been mentioned. I come

across no e- mention of any other independence. Now, if you read on in

the %' first kings, you will read , as I have mentioned yesterday, how Joab

went and seized the horn of the altar, and they took Joab away from the altar,

and killed him. You have )( read that. That was what Joab, Joab had no

reason to run a city of refuge. Joab was not falsely accused of murd9r, but

Joab fled to the altar as a natural thing to do. But he- it errbtTTt the
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at all true that that was the law. Now, number d was the law of the asylum

and the permanent enslavement. I looked, we have another minute and half,

we looked at the matter of permanent enslavement/ last time, and we noticed

that as far as the law of the asylum wee-- and the permanent enslavement is
P

concerned, the prlncipèl difference in conn3ction is that document has the

jubilee, and we saw that the Jubee coming once every fifty hears has no

particular reason for Moses to talk about it in the farewell address, and there

is no particular reason why he should not mention it right in the beginning with

connecticri with the ten commandments, when it would not come until after

nine years after that. But that in the law book they consult it is a natural

thing to do ... we will look at it again in the next week. I hope you do not

forget the assignment for the next Tuesday.

April 20, 1965,
SIDE A Background IV D APRIL 26 1965

and that will.gJ.we you a little extra time to study for the text ex test

next week Wednesday. No class tomorrow morning but 10th of the week

tomorrow morning, Wednesday morning. That is o-eei'e just an ordinary

test, and not a final examination. It will be a week from tomorrow, Wednesday

morning. Now, I asked you last week to look into this, Know your Bible Series,

volume, by Smith, and to notice the way they have arranged the code at the

end of it. And I trust that in view of what we have said in class about it, I

hope you would la ye nodifficulty in understanding how he presents, He

does present in a rather conpilcated way that can easily be confusing at first, So,

I thought I had better a' take a minute and look at that with you now. He says

on page 47 what legal codes were there? Then he says, there are all six

legal codes awaiting the hands of the compilers of the Pentateuch. According
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his view there was no Bible before Deuteronomy. J and E were just books

circulating, according to hisiee- idea, and it was D was- that was adopted

and--asa canon, so that was the first Bible, but then D was incorporated into

J and E according to his view which had previously circulated as a good religious

book but not as a canon. So, he says here, wheie- what were the legal codes
in

were there? There were/Ml six legal codes" awaiting the compilers of the
--he-fttua1o-ad4e

Pentateuch. Gpeteueeeeo-i2-3,- 2s -

4t-2-i29- ip-to-- One the covenant code, Exodus 20:22-23, 33 and the

ritual decalogue, 34:;0-26;:22:29b-30;23:12,15 and 19, and he puts both these

together, and he gives all these complicated statements for the ritual decalogue,

so called, and there is considerable disagreement about that. But _since they

have got to have four codes, ti'ey- If they are going to have four documents,

they say that J had the beginning of this code eth#s-- in this ritual decalogue

which occurs mostly after Moses came back up from the mountain and found

people worshipping the golden calf. Actually it is very largely theoretical

and it does not dnter into their arguments to great an extent, but it is interesting

though that one of the first two that ha ee-tqe9ed- suggest that the

original ten commandments were, thou shalt not seethe the kid with his

mother's milk, and so on. The ritual decalogue... the noted German poet
his many suggestions

Goe{he he presented that idea in one of he-ggetk¬ about the Bible.

It was taken up by the criticism, but it is comparatively a minor part of it, and

so be put the dove 4ovent covenant toward the ritual decalogue together
of

ot'dei'4e-we in our discussions 4r-er-ele4m their claims of development

we have had not much to say about the ritual decalogue. And so, he gives this

as number one, and then he gives number 2, the twelve ... Deuteronomy 444'4--

2 7:14-26.1 do not see any need 91 or counting that as a cloak and I do not have
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I do not ask you to pay particular attention to that. Then he says, Number 3,
20:1-17

the ten cornznamdnemts, Deutennomy 5:6-2 l;Exodus and then Number

4, he says, the Deuterononiic code, the-- Deut. 26-- 12:1-26, Number 5, the

holiness code, Lev. 17:20-26, and Number 6, The Legislation of the priestly code.

Now, this paragraph is quite eleet-- confusing/ in view of what we have discussed

in class, we are aware that in the descriptions of the critics there are three main

codes, the covenant code, the Deuteronomic code, and the priestly bode. Those

are the three main codes, and those he gives here, but he gh throws these other

things which rather confuse the understanding, but then he goes and he says,

number erne one aye-, 57, which was the earliest of these codes? As we have

already seen and studied in number 3, the book of the Law found in the temple

was the first writing ever to be accepted by the Hebrew as th- authoritative.

Of course, that was the critical theoy'ry that the canon began with Josiah.

Purely theoretical and there is no evidence for it. But it is accepted by all the

critics. Though they did not call this the Scripture, and the words not being known

as-the- to them, at least in its modern sense, now what does he mean when he says

that he did not i.2it kne 1e4e-.-r.- Nobody

knew English in those days any way. God could have expected to be expected to

know all the words in the Scripture. Our word s- Scripture is a translation of

the Greek word which means writing, which IsV taken from the New Testament,

which speaks of the Scripture, the Md Testament speaks of the Law. The Old

testament regards the law as authoritative. You find that attitude practially taken

all through the OldçY Testament. Law is authoritative. The New Testament

sometimes refers to it as the Law. The law is gin ore often referred to as the

Scripture. It is an English translation of the Greek word , the writing, whibh
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could be used for any writing. But they use in the New Testament to mean

the writings which were sacred, the writings that the Lord has given through
and the prophets

the law/and the haglographa, and so when he says, the scripture, they did not

call it the scripture, /the word not being known to them, at least in its modern

sense. It is an utter nonsense. It is absolutely a nonsense. But you can
the

see how yet±-ee-e poor person in the pew who is going to attend the churdh
in coming

faithfully and feels that they are learning to know God 4-oome to the church and

the minister tells him that here is a wonderful series ofCbeo4-y-&- books by

Roy L. Smith in giving the facts about the Bible, and he uses the word Holy Spirit

very piously in the course of it and they think that here is a wonderful place to

learn real p(facts about the Bible, and if they spend enough time in learning them,

they will too find that they will no more reach the point there, and if they spend

enough time in learning them, there will be no more reason to go to church.

And the modernist-e-- churches ivithin two generations would all be empty, and

would be no body in the modernist pulpit wtthin two generations if it were not for

the people that are converØ'ted in the sound Christian churches that go into Ecumen$'ical

m ovement and go to modernist or semi-modernist seminaries and go into denominations

aft-e-4o which are controlled by modernists in which the preaching of -the- this

sort of thing is dee¬wfiitve distributed. And the church is constantly4tci being the

modernist churches are being refilled with the people who are being reached by

the Evangelicals and the 4nini-t,tor ministers being refilled/ by people with

evangelical background, e t1e-medefn4s4 and from the modernist background

very few.will have a strong urge to go into the ministery, excppt in case of

a man, like a man whom I hard about 30 years ago, who told someone, Why- What

on earth are 1..you going into ministery for? That (430)
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I th-think you have brains enough to do something else, a-or so this

woman said, and she said he said , Well, I have the gift the gab and it

is an easy way to make a living, and there are a few like that but there

are not many, most people who k go into the ministry in any denomination

at one time had an urge theto serve the Lord, and if they draw a clear wall

of separation between those k who take the Bible as God's truth, and those

who deny it and k pick human flaws in it and 4mMi-imginary theories in

relation 1c to it, ..the modernist denominations would die of their c ow

weight. I heard Dean Brown of Yale , 40 years ago and Dean Brown of

Yale gave a very }nte4eeinteresting talk, He told how a hundred years before

that time, the congregational and unitarian churches had separated in New

England " He said it was all simply called the congregational churches and

then he said the -a- Unitarian teaching that Jesus was the greatest

man who ever lived, a great leader , we should follow him, onward and upward

forever, but he was not God. His 1z teaching was a little bit under wht the

Bible teaches was promulgated in these churches in New England, and about

1820 , that is, a little over a period of time, that about the t time the unitarian

churches became separate from those that did not follow them, ard the trinaitarian

cEhurches became knor n as the Gen*Congregational churches aid the unitarian

churches took the name Unitarian, and they took the great university, Harvard,

they took most of the big churches of Boston vicinity, they took most of the

wealthy people, most of the prominenMt people of the denomination, and the

congregational churches were a comparatively small number of backwoods

churches , and then Dean Brown said, the Congregational churches is one
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slowest yet
of the %we-t growing churches and,'4ei-he said after a hundred years

these people ...the Congregational churchex e.-was more tlu n ten

times as large & as the Unitarian Church, because . were not constantly

receiving new accessions from Evangelical churches, it would have died

out. flre was nothing to keep people combing. The sad thing is that

when we find the churches which are being infiltrated with this sort of

thing, and when we find godly ministers in them who are fearful cf loosing

their chance for a better church, follow 1l-ethe commands of the leaders

of the denomination and spread this materi and thingck that they can

offset . and their young men go to seminary where they loose their faith.

It is a situation which has gone so far in America today that one wonders

if the Lord doesn't wipe us out like he did Israel. But you read this statement

that I read you and how wonderfully scholarly it sounds. The book cf the

law found in the temple wa as the first writing ever to be accepted by the

as authoritative tho.uh they did not call it scripture.

The word not being known them . ..they say of tall the utter nonsense.

They certainly knswew the word writing an they certainly knew the word law

and scripture is simply a translation of the word writing. Yet, he said the y

did accept his commands as being from *ridGod aid binding upon them. And

if they axbc accepted them -whatever word they used, it probably didn't sound

a bit like . it certainly meant what weix meant by scripture. If they accepted

its een&ncommands as being from God and binding upon them. He &4a

said it 4eq4i-began in the time of . in 621 BC. Vé of g course say it begin

with Moses, when Moses said this book of the Liaw4he--s1 11 be placed beside

the ark of the Ccwenant . This book of the law the king shall have before him
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in order to study and see what God's will is. This book of the law Joshua

shall keep before him as he carries on the work. But he continues then

the entire book as it appears in Deut. 5:26-28 is called the D document

by the scholars and the Code of k law as it contains the Deut. code is

t he earliest written code of which we have Mx a y record, and you would

think from that then that D would-i wow was the earliest code, wouldn't

e1T you, but in his lists etig4fi-starting in the previcu s page he listed

the covenant code as number one and the deuteronomic code as number four

in his+4-lists he arranged them in what he considered to be the chronological

order, but here he says the earliest code was the Deut.code, and by that he

means the earlies t one to be accepted as Christian, because when you read

on after he discusses the Deut. code and the historical situation and so

on, then he-the priestly code, then he comes back to th e Covenant code

and c after discussing the Deut. code and then the priestly code, then he

says , question 193 , what is the next code to beec4s-cons1dered , it

is known as the Covenant code au has a complicated history. 194 where it

is it found in the Pentateuch. Exodus -&-an--2O:22- 23, and 33 and 34
core

Who wrote it. The origiacnal/1ew of the covenant code is the Decca law contained

in Exodus 34, you notice that is the so called Ritual eeaotg--Decalogue.

Thou shalt not seethe the kid in its mother's milk and that sort of thing,

but that has been- yse-edited and revised several times, it is a we-med1ey

laws governing civil, criminal, ritualistic , and meal-moral action which seem

to have been commonly accepted throughout the east abo.t 1200 BC and was

adopted by the Hebrews after they invaded the land of promise. If it were

was adopted thy the Hebrews afterthey invaded the land of promise then
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why then does he say the Deuteronomic code is the earliest code when

he says it was not adopted wo-until 600 years later, you notice how

he contradicts himself. If you ta ke exactly what he says and study

it carefully you can see what he means c and * at he mean s cxbecomes

c lear when you know the critical theory, but the way that he expresses you

can find absolutek contradictions in what he says here and you can kdo

t hat with any book, ai±and that is viat the critics do with t1 Bible,

thuE claiming that they find all sorts of contradictions in it , I In any

book k youread you will gc have to interpret so as to see how the statements

fit together. If we did not do that every statement that we -med-e---you made

would have to be an enclyclopaedia. You z could take nothing for granted

but would have to express all possible interrelationships. So we have

to inter-relate& things in our mind as we findk them stated. And everybody

d oes that t w4--h-with anything that he reads except the criticadxs wi th the

Bible use that method to find flaws in . ..the book. He says the Deut. code

is the earliest code and then he says the Covenant code was written at

least 600 years earlier than the De''t.Deut. code, 1* and then he goes on

with d4ee-dlscusslon about it. And he says about the priestly x code it

is the latest system of legislation among the Jews . Now, we are going to

take up the matRxter of the strongest argument of the critics in the development

b Ut before we do that , I asked in k introduction to it. I want to read to you

a passage from 1st Samuel and this passage is from I Samuel 6 . Now

some of you probably know a great deal about Old Testament History. And
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There may be a few who know very little, We use to have quite a number of

students from engineering who would come here knowing very, verylittle

about the content of the Bible, but who often were so avidc to learn in

it quickly that they soon knew more about it than fellows who had gone to

a Bill e college. But my guess is t4-- that most of you are aware of the

situation in ehpa-chapter 6 here of I Samuel. It is a situation after Eli the

high priest has died and by the way, the book of Samuel I don't believe calls

Eli the high priest, lx it calls him Eli the priest. The term high priest is . an

a -the-way-the-eek-c- -êe&-Englis h word, which does not occur
Arcaearus

in Hebrew or in Greek, but there is a Greek word %,. which is 9&M-0--e--some

times translated high priest and sometimes chief priest, *i the ea- Id

of the high priest is common in the Old Testament, but the particular phrase

--there is an English p'he.e- phrase. There is an Engcc lish phrase. But

Eli had died whn his son had taken the ark of God off to war against the

Philistines and they had taken the ark off , thinking that if they had this

sacred thing there they would win and God showed them that he was interested

in the k heart being true to him, rather than the form and ceremony of religion

and therefore they had let the Philistines away, but the Phk3s4-Phlllstines 4ei

soon found that God punished them for having the ark, and they decided to

sega-send it b&kc--back to Israel, and so the Philistines made a new

--the ath-advice glxven by them, verse 7, Now, therefcremmake a new

cart and take 2 milk kine, I txrust that you all x know t.hat kine is old English

for cow. Take two milk cows upon wheIch there is no yoke and tie the cows to the

cart and bring their cowsihome from them. You see it is the cows that are givxiru

nik1--milk usually have had calve's and 'w-under normal circumstances they

sit
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still have ad they have a normal mother's feeling for them, and so the

calves are kept away from them, and if these & calves act in a tnatural

way you can be sure they wont go very far from where their calves re.

But if they live--leave the calves and go up into the hill country toward

wheixre the Israelites live, that will be pretty good evidence that actualy

something supernatural is happening. And under the particular kcircumstance

it was good reasonli. He said, and told them what to put in the cart,

and trespass-offerings, and certain thing /These Philistines suggested.

And he said in verse 9, and see if )( it goeth up by the way of his own pee- coast
coast border

and post-of course is an Old English for mertari They were going away from
coast

the post-and seud as we use it today ... border between the land and sea " In

the Old English coast means a border between anything ... between a land

and another land, between two countries, but here it means between the

Philistines and the Israelites. And see if goeth up by the way of the long

border to Bethshemeth, which is the nearest Israelltlsh town. If it goes

up this way, then it is the Israelite God id that has done this great evil.

That is the trouble that has come upon the Philistines, but if not, then we

know that it is not his hand that smote us but was a chance that happened to
tied the cart and

us. And the men did saw- see, took two milk cows and .1 1-par4 and

then under the circumstances the Philistines did a right thing. But let us

not think that the Philistines are marvellous for us. Too many Chris6Mns

are-nr- think that Gamaliel was marvellous. '17j/ Gamalie was a Jewish

rabbi. He had a good idea when certain circumstances arose, but it does

not mean that he is marvellous for us. Too many Christians think that God is

going to lead us when we put out the fleece in the sense of thirking of some
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very difficult or almost impossible thing, and then God does this ... God

will show us what we should do. When Gideon put out the fleeceii,,

already been told by God what he should do. I do not think that pt-etrt,P '7

fleece to find out and know what he should do, but to show the people the

fact that God was with him, and that God was really directing him in this

way. But in this case, the Philistines made a very difficult task test. And

God might have utterly ignored, but it was part of God's will to bring the ark

back, and so God caused that it should hjppen this way, and we continue

so
in verse 10, and the man

~i~~o
milk cows and tied them to the cart,

and shut their,4.. and they laid the ark of the Lord in the cart, and the

mice of gold, and the images of their boi]their emerod and the cows took

the straight way to Beheh- the way of Beshemesh, and went along the high

waya they went. ,lnMr. said in the University of Chicago

in his book, the Archaeology of Palestine, he says, they went up he1- there

. ing as they went in ptotest against the Divine compulsion. They were

forced to go in this direction. It was a beautiful statement, but he went on

to say that ... cheap and it does not mean a ... and that is one thing that

makes it hard to get the- value from the book 1-ike by a man like that, because

he some of his statements are s imply.., some of the statements that he makes
Others are statements from

he does not believe in at all. An4/thcrc-aetateeRt

frew a new theory that he Just got, and he states it so dogmatically that you

will think that there must be great Ø evidence for it. While (621)the things
he thinks that

in which there is abundant proof he gives quite incidentally because/everybody

knows about them. And the cows took the kstraight way to the way of Bethshemlsh

and they went along the highway lowing as they went, and turn not c aside

to the right hand nor to the left, and the 4,ede- lords of the Philistines vit
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after them to the border of Bethshemlsh, and they of Bethshemlsb were reaping

their wheat harvest in the valley, and they lifted up their eyes and saw the

ark and rejoiced to see it, and now listen carefully to what happened, I hope

that many of you have your Bible open ..and t e cart came into the field of

Joshua and stood there where there was a great stone, and they saveclaved

the wood of the cart and offered the cows a burnt offering unto the Lord and

the Levites took down the ark of the Lord and the copper that was with it

wherein the jewels of gold were and put them on the great stone and the men

of Bethsihemlsh offered ; burnt offer.lngs and sacrificed sacrifices the

same day unto the Lord, and when the five lords of the Philistines had kseen

it, they returned to Eckron the same day. Now, in this last part of it, do

you see anything impossible in those last three verses. Let me read those

three verses again, and the cart entered the fted-efield of Joshua the Bethshemite,

and they stood there wahere there was a great stone and they cave the wood

of the cart and offered the cows a burnt offering unto the Lord, and the Levites

took down the ark of the Lord and the copper wthat was with it and-wherein the

jewels of gold were and put them on the great stone, and the men of Bethshemish

offered burnt offerings and sacrificed saxcrifixces the same day unto the Lord,

In those two verses, does anybody see any p impossibility. That is what it

&peay-says. It says they burned the cart and then it says they took down the

a rk of the Lord. And the copper that was with it, and put them on the great stone,

and the men of Bethshem.tsh offered burnt offerings and sacrificed sacrifices

the same day unto the Lord. Now, is it possibIk that these two verses make

sense. Or is it clear that there must e hie-here a confusion that two documents

have been combined, insertion has been put in in orde to the-get the
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Le'ites in. TIE Levites took down the ark, if you take. Now, Mr. Morton

put in a word that wasn't there, Mr. Morton said the cart was burned and

then the Levites put-took them down. It doean't say tt , does it. We can

read t t word in it, that is possible but 4t- Is it required to read it in, is

it necessary, well, if it 1s---Isn't , whoever combined the two docune nt

wou4d was certainly an Idiot wasn't he, to say that the chalked up the cart,

burned it up aid thecn they took the ark off it after the y burned it. How many

of you can see a Bible. & Would you raise your ha4 hand, we can't icdiscuss

the Bible without having a Bible available. I have been a at fat-fautdt aac

at not insklstlng through the years that we always a have a Bixible available

so waheeve-whenever we refer to a passage as . Now, I have-e-will read

these two verses again, verse 14 , ?i and thecartk came into the field ct

Joshua , a Beht-Bethshemlte and stood there where there was a great stoecne,
the kine

and they cave the wood of the cart and offered/a burnt offering kunto the Lcrd

Now, if theyclave the wood of the cart, and offered the kine a burnt offering

unto the Lad hi.w did they amake the burnt offering. Why, did theyg cut up
of-pf the cart

the wood/it doesn't say the t they tt1n burnt it , that is right, butthey- it

does say that they cut it up, andit says that they made a r- burnt offering,

and verse 15 ee4nets continues and the Levites took downthe ark of the Lo d

and the copper that was th it, wherein the jewels of God were and put them

on the great stone. Now, I may e to somebody I may a say yesterday

my class in Pentateuch I discussed the beginning ofthe matters of the arguments

from history. Justa as the class was about to xa start, I thought of a point that

I v,ould like to call the cãass's e+"-attentIai to in the Roy. Smith seriee series

realized
and/I hadn't brought the book with me, so I went t.o-- back to my office and

got the book before k class started , Now, I would have said I taught the class
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before I said I went and got the book before-- and it could easily be a''

a very confused thing. I taught the class yesterday in Pentateuch and we discusKsed

history, in the course of the class I made sorie references to Roy Smith book

I forgot to bring the book to class and I went back to my office and got it, does

that mean I went back after I read from it to class. W are apt to state the general

thing first and then go into details. We are apt fix to summarize. You read in

the Newepefe Newspaxper, Mr. Walter Brown dieKd yesterday at the x age 86

in the Mt. Sinai hospital. Mr. Brown was taken with pdx pneumonia, and ik had

a long periAod of illness in the hospital. Does that mean he had his long period

after hec died. You understand immediately that they tell you first the general

thing, and then they give you the summary, and Ow-the-then they give; you

±g details ,aid they do not insist that everything should be in chronological

order. Just watch yourself for a day when you are t talking with other people,

and see how many times you tell of events not in the

chronological order, but in the logical order . Nojw, there the cart came into

the fields and stood there where there was a great stone, and what happened,

why, they took the wood of the cart and used it to offer up the kine as a burnt

offering to the Lord. Well, now, it stands to reason that before theyeek the

cart the thing would have to have been taken off the cart, ante--&- unless

it was going to be wrecked to, youdon't have to tell in the peeiee- precise

chronologix cal order what happened, the Levites t took down the ark of the

Lord and the coffer that was in it. I t doesn't even say that they took it down

froithe cart, it is possible tha t the men who fbte e-ark-ef picked the ark

off* that cart and put c it o... One of the a-ran quickly for the Levites

We want to make a sacrifice, and the Levites came and they took the ark from

wherever te-&-they had laid it and put-put it on the great store . And the men
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of Bethshemish offered burnt offerings and sacrificed sacrifices that they

made to the Lord.-*,d Does this mean that the men of k Bethshemish theise4es

themselves killed the animals and made the fires and burned them, or doe s it

m ean that they asked the Levites to do it, and they were the ones that had

planned it, had thought it was a good thing, but the Levites were the ones

who perforemd t paretter particular-takatask. If I -say am going to fly down

to Ala. next, week. You say where did you get a pilot's license, how can you

fly . Well, somebody else is gointj to do the flying who is a specialist, but

I pay for him to do it, so I might be considered as doing it even thought I do

not go through the steps and describe one who carries out tiE technical detath

of the ; things x which is carried out as part of my palan . Well any way this

shows the problem in reading any literaixture. If we are ø#t- going to list this

in precise chronological order, we get into incongruity in any book that ever

was written, and Carpenter says k about this here . He says the cart stopped

beside a great sote stone, the the14reds-seerfice---&t- the rt-gereatful

reapers yMpe-eym 4ed-seer+ee --4*ed4atle-- immediately extemporRize

a sacrifice. The chart is chopped up to kindle the altar fire, and the kine are

efere-burnt as an offering to Yahweh, when the sacrifice is over the Levites

appear , and take down the ark and the men of Beht-k k Bethshemish repeat the

rites, this s1nular incongruity is only explicable mk on the view that verse
could have had

l5ris an editorial insertion . The sequel proves that the Levite4A&d no &M-Pet

share in the procd edings, and the men of Bethshemish afraid to retain the ark

in their m1dst-eppeepropose its removal toearry4ts- Klrjathjearlm

and there it is placed in the hose of Abinadab and the townmen consecrate

his son to guard it, the fact that the ark is thus commitR ted to remain so many

years in lay custody, is one of the most singular circumstances in this singualBr
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etteclrcumstances in this singular age. Samuel showed no concern for it,

the descendants of ±c its former gtterd4n&- guardians , the priestly house of

Nob are indifferent to it , Saul is not interested in it, and it is not until David

is firmly established in Jerusalem that he prepares with great solemnity to trans

port it to Jerusalem, II Samuel 6, zxit an unhappy disaster disatter interrupted

the procession and with an extraordinary violation of Levitical propriety, the

ark was taken into the house of an alien bearing the nare of a foreigkn god

, Obed edom of Gath, t-was--its final transfer was effect e d three months

later, with David himself assuming the priestly dress and eftd.-conducting the

sacrifices , pronouncing the benediction in the name of Yahweh, the older

narrative records no participation by priest or Levite in these proceedings.

What share they were to have taken aeee according to th Pentateuchal standard

may be inferred from the pre- representation of the chronicler in the spirit of
pious
ttet observance of the law in I Chronicles 15 where Obed edom is converited

k into a levitical harper . That gives you & an idea about the way in
which
eiat the critics deal with the historical account. But we have an argument here,

a problem here w4iwhich is one that requires d4eut- careful thought it is easy

to see how it can begin to shake a perscn's faith in the Bible, make him begin

to think that after all it zk is something that came together through human ideas

I n e1the course of development, and after all, it is not trustwortthy, and so

I want you first to be weel well aware of what the argument is, this is

D. argument from history, now the argument from history, mostly deals with these

two matters , the place of sacrifice and the people who are to cona1uct the

sacrifice. You might make an argument from history about the cities of refuge

you might say, it is stated in ere- Numbers, it is stated in Deut., It
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Is stated in Joshua that there are going to be cities of refuge, but where else

in the Old Testament do we find any mention of these cities of refuge, now

if you don't find any mention of these cities of refuge in the rest of the Old

Testament, can we find.- take it as a purely a matter of imagination, of the

Priestly writers, or the Deuteronomic writers? Well, they do not say that.

Because they believe that they were established by Josiah. But you do not

find any mention of them/ at all. Well, why do you have to find the menUonØ

of them? That is not made an arguing, ... because after all the Bible to tell

the whole history of the people for hundreds of years, it haa to select, and

it cannot tell everything. And the fact that the cities of refuge are not mentioned

later. I do not )( think that anyone would think that that means that there were

not any. Mr. Eyrick, did you have any question? (Q) Yes, I am saying that

the argument can be extended to hundred other 4n- things. The place of

sacrifice and the persons who conduct the sacrifice. Those are the two points

which we have been discussing from the viewpoint of the development of documents

for our last five or six meetings. The place of sacrifice and the person who s

conducts the sacrifice. The critical theory is that the I E law which was doubtless

adppted by the people they would say when they first came into the land, the J E

were permitted to sacrifice anywhere and by any head of the fan ily and that

Dlaw by Josiah in 621 B.C. centralized all sacrifice at Jerusalem, and#

according to D law any- It is the Levities who do the sacrifice

the Levitical priests, and the P law made after the saefi44ee- exile assumes

sacrifices being given all at one place.., but restricts the sacrifIce..tjng
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not to the rthole tribe of Levi, but to the family of the Levi. That is the critical

view of the development of the documents on those two things, now, there are

many tt- hundred other institutions that show the development. But if you

examine them you will find that the arguments on the others are very, very

slight, and most of them easily disappear as they'- you examine the precise
to have

work. But on these two piatters, they claim4 development among the four

documents and we have noticed that it actually is not. It is a' Ø development

in once case three steps and in another case it is two steps. But; now the

argument from the history, that is, if you look at the history, you wi]l find

that most places of sacrifice was restricted to Jerusalem and until you get to

Deuteronomy, and you find no trace of being restricted to the Levities until

you get to the time of Josiah in Deuteronomy and no trace of the Aaronlc priesthood

at all, that is the point. And that is the point of argument from history. Now,

it is very, very touchy argument. It is an argument on which to establish

the whole Welihausen theory of development, but it is an argument that can

make it look as if they believers in the Bible are in a very difficulty position,
can

and so we- before we/deal with at- the theory in any fullW way we have to
exactly

have a very clear idda a-s-4e-why what they mean by it. Now, Carpenter 4t h-

dLcusses the argument from history in the passage from which I have just read
in

you a little bit, and I will read you what he says here and this is Just,ihowing

the general situation, the Testimony of the history. I will not read all that it

Sat-says,because some of these refer to other matters which was just related, but
a good many of

I will read,*iis words on it, and cover more material that you should graps within

the little time left, introducing the argument to you and we will look into it next

week. He says the Testimony from history , the two - fold comparison on the

basis of the narratives of-the- and laws, ... deal the chronological sequence,
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J,E, D and P. Here now he makes three steps instead of twe four. And actually
in

it amounts to two steps7-end- most cases, but in one case the person who sacrifices
to

the claims is that there 1-two4ep&-- were 4h two steps. He says in turning -e the

recon± of Israel's hlstory,for the purpose of determining its possible actual dates
Ir

of these documents, inquiry takes one or two dire ct1onsssuming th/ diversit'ies
found

of origin, it may {#r"itself upon the positive evidence of theirA first appearance,
from so

or starting with-the Mosaic age in which the saer4- sacred tradition has/long

located them, it may be asked, What indications are presented in their observance?
And what
/ircumstances 1nte1y-j brings ... definitely in view. Following the method

se labour
slowly wrought $ out by the scholars whc/patienty has gradually fixed the stages

of the Israel's -heto-- religious development. A g sketch of the author which

is supplied ". the witness supplied by the history, the principles and the institution

of the Pentateuchal code. For the text purposes, two leading features are

selected. One, the place at which sacrifice may be offered, and two, the person

who may perform the sacrifice. He sa s for text- test purposes these two

are selected, but nine tenths of the argument is given in any book about this

matter, -and - is based on these two things. A preliminary caution, however,

is necessary. t has become abundantly clear that many of the books of the

Old Testament have undergone continual editorial manipution. All their

material has been recast. Now, that, of course, in the critical claim which

starts with the Pentateuchal criticism, Um ugh the Pentateuchal criticisms

they became convinced that the hexteuch, as they call, Genesis through

Joshua is made up of these four documents, combined in the way we have seen.

J first, J and E, the separate documents, th'le- the two combined together

e way they seem to fit. the two were combined together by the redactor.
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D later, a separate document, that was combined with J and E, and P another

document, that was combined with them, and all were interrelated in this manner.

Now, having been convinced of that for the hextateuch, the)(n they Ø have gone
the

on and looked at every other book of/Old Testament, and have done the exactly

the same thing. So, most critical books will take just about any book of the

Old Testament and would divide them up into quite a large gf number of different

sources. It is amazing how easy it is to get into their frame of mind, where

you can take an ancient document and say these verses belong in this

document, and these verses are earlier and these verses are later. It is amazing

how easily people can get into the frame of their mind. But it was the j frame

of mind which a cmtury and half ago was observed by iii' great many scholars

in dealing with all ancient documents, Greek to Roman any ancient document,

but which is now practically given up except in the case of the Bible. But he gives

here, he say s, it is abundantly clear that all the material have been recast and

additions have been inserted te to the text, and the earlier accounts have been

expanded to bring their representations into harmony with the later standards $'
the judges

of the pious usage. The book of J-e&'t±a and the Kings especially exhibit clear}y

e-- traces of the Deuteronomic Influence. This was the formal Mosaic

torah by which the compilers of the national annals at- judge"d the persons in

ar,A-the events w- of the past. The evidence therefore there must somobew- times

pf be read in another light than that in which it is actually presented. And the

unconscious testimony of the record may be very-.g*4f4-- of more significance

than the heotr-- historians' positive assertions. The chief factthat has to

be explained is t repeat-* and the repeated and systematiq4( violation of

the Deuteronomic and the Levitic demands. Now, what do we mean by
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the Deuteronomic and Levitical demands? By the Deuteronomic he means the

demands of all sacrifice in Jeuisalm, and by the Levitical he meands the demands

first to be sacrificed by the Levities and going on further, in the later stage,
and the people

only by the members of the family of Aaron. On the part, Moses And the

reponsible leaders without any attempt to make roal,priestly or prophetic

practice conformed to the plainest requirements of the law. Now, that is a very

strong statement, is it not? T} chief fact to be p1 explained, he says, is

the repeated and systematica violation of the Deuteronomic and the Levitical

demands on the part of 4ie both Moses and the people and the responsible

leaders without any attempt to make royal, prisstly, or prophetic practice conformed

to. the plainest requirements of the law. Now, he says in the passage

we read a little earlier. When David was going to bring the ark of the Lord to

Jerusalem, there was an unfcrtunate accident and so he put it in the home of

Beth-det- Obed-edom for three months, and then he brought it out from the

home of be- Obededom. It is.. the way the Old Testament represents/ it
of

it was an unfortunate accident. It was God's punishment e'-them for disregarding

the commands of the book of the Leviticus and Numbers as to how the ark was

to be carried, and ce1eHtel4y then three months later when David came

back, he carried in the way ft was commanded in the Pentateuch. Well, here

you have two ... it was an unfortunate accident or is it God's direction as-e...

God's comdemnation of them for not having carried out his commaad.4eeiyd-
to

Well, he says, two circumstances come clearly irVview during the early history

of the Israel's settlement in Kings. One, the variety of local sanctuary and two

the frequent performance of sacrifice by &i'ter- laymen, and then he goes on

and he gives a good many illustrations and many of them see how he twists

things very considerably. He has about three or four pages of listing case after
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case. Let me skip it toward the end of the hour. Skip over for the moment,

and- where he is talking about many reeeRtwe¬Is places where he says they

have sacrificed, many places he says, they have sacrificed. Not just in Jerusalem.

Over where they talk about ?the people who did, he says, Samuel conducted

sacrifices regularly at Raha mah and frequnetly elsewhere. T-149 is- at Mizpah
ead

and Bethlehem and Gil/.. Saul as a saint, over the family, sacrificed once a

year at Bethlehem ... some other elder ... then they refer to this case of the

cart./ being burned there and the sacrifice being made. He says that the court

of David, he says David appointed his own son to be priest. Solomon sacrificed

at Gibea. Solomon sacrificed before the' ark of Jerusalem. Now, it is
kines

interesting to read/ how Solomon sacrificed I think three thousand eeve- I

am sure his arms must have been tired before he got to the end of that day.
kines

Three thousand eewe for sacrifice. But the law says the sacrifice has to be

done by the members of the family of the Aaron. Well, we say Solomon sacrificed.

But I do not think that I doubt if Solomon himself sacrificed three thousand

kines, I doubt if he sacrificed even one. It is entirely proper to say Solomon

sacrificed and not to mention that the sacrifice was actually performed by those

whom the law prescribes should perform sacrifice. Well, we will continue

there the next Mbnday, and try to get into this argument xe&- a little bit during

those two days. During those two days so that we can have those ... in our

t -4xt test a week from Wednesday.
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XVII,A April27 IV ,D,2b -IV.D 2g

TO ME and one of which was a disappointment to me. The encouragement

was that the man who graduated a few years ago said that the material in

this course he had found more value in dealing with young people than any

other course he had in the Seminary, because it had dealt with so many problems

that had bothered them, and had prepared him to handle them. That certainly

was an encouragement. But a discouragement was that another student said
led

to me, if anybody studs his notes carefully after each lesson here he found

the next lecture very interesting, but that if anybody did not study his notes, he

found the next lecture hard to understand and he thought that it was entirely

my fault, because I had not given little quizzes at the beginning of the hour

as I used to in Churh History last year. So, if there are some of you who have

failed to get the value out of the course/ that you should this year, I fear I
own

must take the balme for it, that it was due to my/lazyness, but it is just- a job
perhaps

to mark the quizzes and I had become a little lessa' energetic this year ,'{han

some previous years. I promise you, however, that this will not happen again.

Now, that won't do you any good as far as this particular course is concerned,

Now, as all you know, we do not have any lecture tomorrow. Tomorrow, we have

our test which covers the ira terial that has been dealt with in this course from

the beginning up to the present. And we only an hour for it, and so I trust that

you will e abel to give a fair picture of how much understanding you have of

what we have dealt with. Now, we began number two ... section number two

w as the consideration of the instances where the law of the place of sacrifice

seems 1/ to have been violated. And as we look at those instances, you noticed

that they have sounded very formidable, but 1- the first of them which , the

first consideration that I have dealt with under that a, would show that the

law is not nearly strict and definite as it is interpreted being, and then we
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looked at b, and saw that there is evidence that there was such a law, even

though it was not important, and if anyone of you lived in any country, and paid

much attention$to laws/ are quite familiar with the fact that very often laws

fall into disuse that no law remains active unless the people definitely set

themselves to enforce it. I had the experience over and over in the history of

the Seminary. I plan something and working on it, and getting it worked out,

and then everything, certain problems would be taken care of in certain ways.

Very/and very nice. Something that was a real problem before becomes no longer

a problem, and then it goes on very smoothly for a few years and you sort of

forget about and then you take for granted that others are enforcing the thing

and that has been established and then gradually it gets broken over, and

all of a sudden you realize that it is completely gone and the situation is just

as bad as before you devoted a fair amount of time for tow--- tw o or three
took

years to getting certain things well established with which to-te4ee care of

certain problems. We have that particular-problem fast faced again..

Somebody had said that the liberty requires constant viilience. I think that

it was Thomas Jefferson who said this:, "The tree of liberty needs to be fertilized
every few years

/with the blood of those who are fighting for liberty.
"
W I think this statement

is a little too extreme, but it is true that nothing liberties or laws or anything

else will remain unless the people are actively working ift- on it. And so these

orders which Moses gave just before entering the promised land would take

effect after thet- the people the Lord gave rest from the enemies r round about,
d, you could say,

and it is not easy to know just how soon or how long continue/, such a condition

was in existence. And so that they ... the terrible time would have passed since

the time when he made that order before it o uld really come into effect, and then
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we can feel quite sure that the men who had been trained under Moses would

put into effect very definitely, but as time went on, it would be easy for things

to lapse under particular circumstances. Well, this is not sufficient way to

deal with great number of cases which we have met, some of which were certainly

quite serious. So, we go on to c. small b. we notice in a. and be. now c.

is the fact that some of the alleged cases of violations result from and insistent

on interpreting the word, avach and m.tzvachin a stricter

sense than the usage proves to have been the case". Some of the cases

of the violation reutult from interpreting the words (zaVvach)

and (mizvach) in stricter sense the usage to have been the case.

Let us first look at I Kings 19. Here is I Kings 19 where we have a man who

is God' prophet, and God's prophet is supposed to be the one who would carry

out God's laws anybody, and God had ordered his prophet Elijah to apooint another

man to be his successor. I certainly do not thk.nk that Elisha was somebody
has

who certainly did not know anything at all about the law of God. Elishaoubted1y

have-bcen---a¬ been thinking for a long time about the terrible condition in
and

the Nedeff- Northern kingdom who-- how the people were falling into Baal

worship. And Elisha had been wishing that there uld be something that l

could do about it, and so when God said to Elijah, way down there in SinaØ'i,
the

when you return, he said, an(oint Elisha,/son of Shaphat, to be prophet in
And he

your place. Elijah knew that man.,}imself and- had failed. He had done a
was to be

great work up to a point. But he reached a point where h/laid down on a shelf.
for

And all that remained GUi him Was to train his successor, and it was God's

order that he should train his successor. He could have done a few things in

the course of it, but that was the main activity f rht-1tf-for the rest of his

life, and he was willing to do what the Lad had said, but he was a bit unhappy
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about it. And so we read in verse 19, "And Elijah departed then, and y

this is way south in S4inaI, and he w& g-towba-the-erdse47_buy

comes to north, and gets into the nofthern kingdom, and we read that he

has found Elisha, the son of Epha- Shaphat, who was plowing with twelve
en

yoke of oxen before him and he was twelve, and Elijah passed by him and

cast his mantle over. Now, suppose you are a plower, and suppose somebody

throws a coat over your head, what would you say? Well, you would probably

say, whflt is that m'an trying to doe- Who is he?'any way? How does

he interfere with my work? I think it is quite clear that Elijah was tMg--

a44. familiar with Elisha's work. He would probably have said, What is this

mean trying to do? Who is he anyway? How is he/ interfering with my work?

I think that it is clear that Ea-h- Elisha was familiar with Elijah's work,

and Elisha was sympath)1izlng with Elijah's work, and wished he could help

him with his work. And when he saw Elijah throw his coat over his head, he

immediately realized what it meant. He realized that Elijh was calling him

to wcrk with him and he was very happy dI about it, ElIjh, on the e1 other

hand, a courteous thing would have been to come and say to Elisha, ElIsha,
assistant

the Lord has given me an order to invite you to be my sucee&e-J- and I

would like ye to -st- to have you come and work with me. That would have

been a courteous thing to do, but Elijah did what the Lord said,, but he did it

a bit abruptly. He felt pretty let down. The Lord said, well, you have fled

away to Sinai, instead of doing the work that you are supposed to do after that

great victory over the prophets of Baal at mount Carmel, and just prove that

you are not up to any further for straight activity for the Lord, and so I am

going to appoint another man to be your successor, o Elijah simply throws

his coat over his head, but we read in verse 20 that Elisha left the on and
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ran after Elijah and said, Let me, I pray thee, kiss my father and my mother

and then I will follow thee. He immediately understood what he was supposed
rather

to do. But Elijah abruptly said to him, Go back again. What have I done to thee?

Elijah was rather abrupt about it, but Elisha understood and Elisha put up with
continued

Elijah's abruptness which centMrte as you see very clearly in various other

instances right to the end of Elijah's life, because Elisha knew that God had
not

called him to a task and his duty was to the Lord God and/to Elijah, even if
did

Elija/treatØ him in a kind of __y fashion, he nevertheless realized
merits and

that- Elijah's greathee4-the wonderful things that he had done for the Lord,

and was .rdant for it and was willing tp- to put up with the way Elijah was

treating him, but now under these circumstances which certainly would not

e xpect Elisha to begin his ministry by breaking God's law, but do- what do we read?
him

Well, our English version does not showXhe breaking of the law. Our English

version says, he returned back from him and took a yoke of rt,'oxen and slew
oxen

them, and boiled their flesh$ aid- with the instruments of the k% and gave

them to the people, and they did Ø eat, and then he arose, and then after he6went
to

/Elijah n 4ered-t-- and ministered unto him. But)( the word here that the

King James VerEion translates slew is the Hebrew word (zavach).

And zavachin the English version is translated sacrifice maybe a

hundtrdd times, killed maybe six times , slay maybe- three times, and so

you see what right does the King James Version have to take the word

(zavach) which means to sacrifice and translate it slew? What right
4tethat

do they have to do that? Well, they found/4r the Septuagint had already done

Or maybe the Vulgate had already done it, and maybe they initiated, but at any

rate, that is w1 t they did. The word is zavach, and if you are going to say,

it is wrong to _______ (zavach) anywhere, except 9
one

-place
which God has
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selected out of all the tribes, if you are going to taØ'ke that as a specific meaning

of the word avach), Elisha would seem to have disobeyed. Now,

I would say to you, as the King James Version has translated, the word

(zavach) is rarely and occasionally used simply for slaying, or for killing an

animal in such a way as to accord with the Levitical law that it is killed and

'et-the blood Hew-eitd is let out so that they would not eat it with the blood,

It is occasionally used in that way rather than to mean actual sacrificing. not often.

In most cases it means sacrifice. I guess this is ni.uther c. as a method of

eliminating a number of these instances from b. the definite problems to us

in this consideration that we are now facing. Now, there are great many

of these, but there are a few. We were referring to-4t-yesterday to the first

altar that Samuel, that rather Saul built. You recall doubtless that the Kings

where we read how S ul established an altar and this it says, was the

first altar that Saul established. Was that I Samuel 14:35? or 15? It is one

of those of the two, and yes, it was 14. "Saul built an altar unto the Lord.

That is (mizbiach), e- an altar , a 'ace ofee- sacrifice. We

are told se- how to build an altar;.-ew.4- previously, and the seem same was

the first altar where that he built to the Lord. What you read is what happened

just before, We read here starting with verse 32 after the Israelites had defeated

the Philistines in a great battle, and they were very tired, and they were very

hungry after the long ctonlnued exhaustion, we read in verse 32, "and the people

flew upon the spoil, I Samuel 14:32, "the people flew upon the spoil, upon the
and the

sheep, xen, and calves and slew them on the ground and this word is not
to slay,

(zavach) here,/but this word is a different word to slay, they slew

them on the ground. And t1 people did eat them with the blood, and they

told Saul saying, behold, the people s4ie- sinneth against the law- the Lord
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if they eat with the blood. And he said, ye have transgressed the law and

roll a great stone against me this day, and Saul said, Disperse yourselves

among the people and say unto them, bring me hither every man his oxen,

everyman his sheep, and slay them here and eat and again it is not (zavach)

used here. And sinp( not again the Lord in eating with the blood, and the

people brougit everyman his oxen with him that night, and slew them there,

and it is not (zavach and Saul built an altar unto the Lord and
first

the same was the,'ltar that he built unto the Lord. And this word is

(mizbath). And mizbath is ordinarily an altar or place of sacrifice, but in this

case, the context shows that the altar was a place of $-ie1 slaying animals
a coarser fashion

in he-eese-e-e eeT slaying animals in a manner in teeete-e acoordance

with Levitical law which the critics say was not given until the time of

e xile, but slaying animals in accordance with the Levitical law and the peaee--

place for their doing this is here called a (m.tzbiach). Now, in
where

another case,4re have a saying the same sort of situation is in I Kings the 1st

chppter, and there in I Kings in the first chapter we read, verse 3, references

there, three cases where the word (zavach) is used. It is used there

in I Kings 1:9-19 and 25, This is where Adonijah was trying to get himself

made king, David being so old and now having yet clearly indicated who was to

be king. And Adonijah slew sheep and oxen, and this word slay is

(zavach). It could be translated "sacrificed." The American Standard Version

published 1901 has a footnote which says, or sacrifice. I happened to look

it up to see what the Reved Standard Version does with it. But the word is

_(zavach). But Adonijah - zavac1á -end-- sheep and oxen and

fat cattle,-]5,t- by the stone of Zoah which is by the way of .(377)
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The King James Version translates it , "he slew them". He had a great feat

to whibh he had invited people to make him king. And in/ verse 19, they tell

David that AdoniJah became king, and he has slain oxen, and fat cattle, and

the word is (zavach), he had sacrificed/ oxen and fat cattle and

sheep a4- abundantly. Well, we can assume that he making this deal for

his kinship slew them in accordance with the Levitical law that he did not
them

break the law by having them eatA&ith the blood, but is it correct to translate

it slew, or does it mean that he made a sacrifice. Again it comes in verse 25.

where he has 4oi'- gone down this day, and has slain the oxen and fat cattle
or almost the

and sheep abundantly. Now these three are either the only cases/ad- only

the only cases in the Bible where the word (zavach) is translated

in the King James version '3lcty kdnr- 'tu -uw- "to slay." Usually it is

translated sacrifice. There is somewla t a larger number where it is transi ated

killed, but not a great many/ cases it translates it sacrifice, translates it

kill. So that we have then the question, are critics right in saying that

these are cases where the Deuteronomical law has been broken? And we should

take this vord as meaning sacrifice, and Ad6nijah held sacrifice. 4e4-

Adonijah in making a big kingdom, goes out and holds sacrifice outside '$ there

when the law of Deuteronomy says it must be held only at the place where God

has designated. Well, certainly it does not take- look as if there had been

eRG- such a lwa- law. Does it? So, it is a strong argument for the critic s

to insist upon translating (zavach) as sacrifice. But the King James

Version translates it slay or kill in these cases/ with the assumption that it

means slay or gkill in accordance with the Levitical law, and not as sacrifice.

Now, are these King James Version translators justified in translating this word
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merely
I say they are, but I do not -ne&l-say it but I prove it, and I will proceed to do

that. My saying to so do so does not prove anything, and / I hope that you will

never et the idea that ... we must have an evidence for a statement , and
with

bring me examples together. It is true -that4f a great mass ˆ of people a Pee

positive statement from someone whom they have trusted will carry on more
an

weight thar/awefully lot of evidences that are presented in a casual fashion,

and it is necessary if you are going to be used in the Lord's work and- to learn

what is 1-r,g4i.t- right and then say it with a force, and now before you faee--

i4 say something with author%ity, be sure that you have the evidence, and

it is not my purpose to merely say anything with authority, because my purpose

I s to train you have the evidences so that/you can know what ... What is
was sick yesterday¬nd

your problem? (Q) If too bad that Mr. Eyrick/mlssed our lecture ... very,

very sorry about it, and we cannot repeat the lecture today. We s pent the

whole hour yesterday and looked at the instances which the critics give where
out

the sacrifice was carried/at some other places,/Ø/1/ than at Jerusalem

temple. And they say the law cannot have been given at the time of Deuteronomy

or we would not have all these violations. I hope you can hear the tape of te
and

yesterday's lecturejl wish you could have heard this... anticipate., we will
taD hard on you

not be -te- he&td-(t this particular point, since you have not fully understood

this particular lecture. Mr. Er1ck....but anyone of you vho have missed

yesterday's lecture for other reason than for sickness, if you did not hear

the tape, you might as well miss today's, too. Now, the key passage/

in this connection is Deut. 12 as you know. Deut. 12, as our noticed

yesterday, you have the basic law, which is given in verse 5, Yep shall

not do so unto the Lord your God, but unto the place which the Lord shall

choose out of all his tribes, and shall put his name ht- there, even unto
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His habitation shall ye xk seek. Thither thou shalt come, ad thither ye shall

bring your burnt offerings and your sacrifices and youkr titheE and so on.

And we find it repeated over in verse 13 to 14, aek-Take heed to thyself that

thou offer not thy burnkt offerings a--e''ei4j-everyplace that thou sees t

but in the place which the Lord shall x choose in one of thy t44b-tribes, thou

thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, and thou shalt thou do all that I command

thee. We have another case too, we have three cases in this passage, and

referred to one or two times otherwise, in the book of Deut. and they are not

to sacrifice in many places but in the place that God has designated, and

yet in these cases that I call your attention to, the King James Version tra&tee

translates er-- slew, or kill. And the word altar , is

used in one or two cases, where I say it doesn't mean±Ex an altar for sacrifices

but simply a stone for k4-lo-- killing animals according to t1 Levitical Law.

Now, is that justificed. The answer is?c that the proof is complete , 4t- that

it is justified, if we read Deut. 5:12 as a whole. Because Deut. 12 gives

this strong regulation about giving sacrifices only at the altar , at the place

where God designates, t1t is clearly given. K Verse 14 , But in theplace where
thy

the Lord shall choose in one of thy tribes, verse 14, Thou shalt% offer thy

burnt offerings, and eu-ehe1-there shalt thou do all that I command thee,

but verse 15 goes on to say , Notwithstanding, thou mayest kill, and it uses

t he word and eat flesh in all thy gates , whaw--soever thou soul

lusteth , a- according to the blessing of the Lord thy God which He has given

thee, verse 16, only ye shall not eat the blood, -re--you sc shall pour it upon

the earth as waxter, so the very passage which says they must not sacrifice
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except in the place where the Lord designates, uses the word in

the sense which the context clearly shows means to kill -eec,¬w4d- according

to Lev1til prescriptions and not to offer the sacrifice. You must not

offer the sacrifice except in the place the Lord designates, but if that is

too far away to & take all of your animals there, you may at home

but dong't eat the blood. In other words, you may kill the anim.al. he word

__Is used in this sense of kill, in certain cases, and right in this chapter

in Duet--Deut. the chapter that the critics say is the crucial chapter which
by

was writterVor-the priests in Jerusalem in the time of Josiah in order to get

all the income from the sacrifices that come to them, instead of going to

the other altars all over the land in accordkance with the law of Jehux. It

is used twice, I say, in the same chapter because we find it again I n verse
if

2 1. In verse 21 of thftis x same kchapter,n the place where the Lord thy

God has chosen to put his name the redx be too far from thee, then thoux

shalt kill of thy herd and kthy flock which the Lord hath given thee as kI

have commaided thee, and thou s1 it eat in thy gates, whatever thy-i4

wet- soul lusteth after, verse 23, only be ksure that thou eat not the blood.

Here we have in verses 15 and 21 of this very chapter which three tire s says

that you are to offer burnt sacrifices and peace offerings only in the 4,o

place which the Lord shall select out cf all thy tribes, in that every chapter

we have a provision that you may kill animals ax according to the Levitica

prescription, without the blood,x without eating the blood, you may kill them,

at k a different place, and it uses . .for them. So that is absolute proof that

though)he word ordinarily means Kill for sacrifice, ard the word

konly -ordinarily means a place of sacrifice, it is possible to use
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in the sense simply in the sense of killing for food, pt'e providing they

do it ksimply in the Kosher way, there are two instances right here in

Deut. disposed of a it- number of other cases that the critics point out,

m ost of which are not cases t+ I mentiai ed to you yeeteiede yesterday,

because most of them that Imeritloned to you yesterday, are cases w4'4fh-w&here

the 3C English translates it sacrifice, and in these cases the King James Version

altogethetr correctly on the basis of these two uses in Deut. ]2 has translated

It Kill this way, sot hat disposes then of certain of the instances, of certain

of the instances but we have quite a few more. So number D " is that some ,1

the instances were acts of ran, who were not k to be take n as modeils,

We have cases where a man has done things which break the Deut. law but
he xas

x where/is a man whom we considerlx not one wha io o1o-who is intending

to carry out the Law of God. There is the story in judges 17 and 18 where some

one takes a man named Micah or- takes a young man, a Levite and makes

him his priest and gives him a certain sum and the man puts up an idol. And

we know that anyone pi who puts up an idol certainly was not one who was

trying to carry out God's will. We spoke about 8aW Saul's altar a moment

ago, which altar was not an altar fore sacrifice but an altar for the slaying

of animla-animals, Now, in the next chapter, we have Samuel rebuking Saul.

Saul has departed from his loyalty to God, and then Saul said He is taking

animals up to Gilgah to sacrifice, well, -we you can't say the law which is

--themtse.that they must only sacrifice in one-p&4- place can't have been known

or Saul wouldn't have taken them to Gilgal. Saul is now not paying much attention

to e- God's law. So there are a few?c cases, not a great many, which we

can put under D, some of the instances were act s of men ih o were not to
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be taken as models. This does not dispose of many of them, E k disposes

of a much larger number, E. is that some were the result of specific , divine

command s. Some were the results of specific , divine commands, the regular

law is given in Deut. 12, but we notice yes teday that toward the 1c end of

the chapter that among they are p to j rform g sacrifices, when they

first enter the land , they are there to declare their loacyalty to God by writing

the law of God on the stones of the ...and offering sacrifices there, that is

commanded in Deut. and in Joshua we are told that it occurred . Now, that

was a definite divine command, for a specific k occasim. It certainly doesn't

say th t they kept on offering sacrifices. But it is a definite command for

this occasion. And so that right in Duet Deut. there is such a command.

Now, of course the crlticsdbc k say thatis j-Ew from J-E. Why anybody

eem combining J aE and D would take something out of J-E that conflicted

with D and then Instert a verse and a half in the middle of a passage, that

is pretty hard to understand, it is not incon'xckeivable that they include
which included something

a large section,4&t4e-Ec contradictory to Deut.but to include a verse and

a half stuck into the middle of the chapter, which is part of the D document,

that is quite inconceivable reel- and we have that there , a specific , divine

command. In c judges 13 we have the case where Minoa, w&-4e-who was

t1 x father eventually of Samson, where Mlnoa was visted by the angeli

of the Lord, and the angelz ofthe Lord toldhIm in verse 16 to offer a burnt

offering. And this divine command was given to him, and when the flame
toward heaven from

wkent oac up Øì the flame before the a44er angel of the Lord ascended on the

flame of the altar, there was a definite divine command, ude,- on a specific

acasen-ion. It certainly does nd prove that the general law was already known

and in vogue and had been Mweinforced in certain çlietr. WSo tia t we have
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these cases. Another such is found , is it II Sam.24, yes, II Sam. 24 where

we h,e-have the e&"--case where David is punished, and David is asked as

a punishment for his pride which will he have , to fall before his-4&-enemies

ai for three months, have pestilence for three days, or have famine three years,
census

any one of kwhich would make hiileieof no -value no more, and David

said Let me fall into the hand of the Lord, Let me not fall into the hand ofmen,

so the Lord sent the pi pestilence from the morning even to the time appointed,
stretched

and their died of the people 70, 000 men and when the angeVti--oed out his

hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, the La d repented him of the evil and

said to the angel that destroyed the people It is enougFt, 8et.y'4J,e Stay thou

thy hand, am the angel of the Lord was by the threshing place of

the Jebusite, and the prophet of the Lord came to 1 David a d-eked--said

in verse 18, Go, and rear up an altar unto the Lord in th e threshinghold

around the Jebusite, and David did according to the saying of Gad as

the Lord commanded. So, here in a specific crisis, in a

special emergency God gave command, and David purchased the threshingboid

floor.., the verse 22 says, ... said to David, Let my lord take off.., what

seemeth good to him, Behold, here are oxen and- for burnt sacrifice and threshing

instruments and other instruments of the oxen for wood, and verse 25, David

built there an altar unto the Lord and offered burnt-offerings and peace-offerings
edfor

o, tie-er---.---- the lord entreat/the Lord so that the plague wettI4- was stayed

from them. Now, it is generally thought this is the place where the temple
may

stood later on. But at this time the tabernacle was ie half a mile away from

it. And that was the regular place for offering sacrifices, but God gave

specific commands here to offer sacrifice on the threshing flood, and David
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did it in this specific emergency. So, d, then some of the instances then

were acts were which are not to be taken as models. Then e. No, no, this is

d, I guess. Some of the results of the specific Divite comn nds, and we are

ready for f. f. Some occur at times when normal practice would be impossible.

Some occur at times when normal practice would be impossible. Some occurs at

times when normal practice would be impossib'1 e " In the history of Israel,
when they were

let us say, weafe going through the wilderness. Of course, the law would have

not yet affected them. But could they have had only one place in the wilderness

where they sacrifice when they are moving forward, se-- staying different places

a few days? It would, oW course, have been impossible. The laws given

in Deuteronomy is not going to come into effect, until the la eei't-g-Fv'en Lord

has given them rest from all their enemies. Well, the Lord gavd rest from all

their enemies. The Lord designated Shiloh as a place of worship where they

actually worshipped. In Shiloh we have the headquarters. We have Ell)( there.

God said, he made Eli a priest e- over the people. That is the place where
has

they bring their sacrifices. Shiloh is a place where God/set his name. Then

after Eli does not watch out for his sons and the way they conduct themselves,

and they sIr4and do evil upon the land. And the Philistines take the altar captive

and the people follow under constant harassment by the Philtines for a

number of years, you have a situation in which there is a turmoild a disturbance,

and interin that situation, shall we have no sacrifice? Or

shall sacrifice be performed where it is possible? Samuel becomes the leader

of the people. Samuel offered sacrifices at Ramah. Samuel also sacrifices

in one or two other places. The normal practice is impossible. They are subject

to the rolling bands of the Philistines and Shlloh has been destroyed, and there

is no pla.e- new place weve-G- which God has designated at the place to
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their
put his name out of au/tribes. It is an abnormal situation , but it was an

impossible situation to carry on the normal things, and under these circumstances

4&t aafiee5-ee*1d -pee--oie--

plee,--eettd Shall the law that the sacrifices be offered at Shiloh, onq'e place

be the thing that is to perform, and when you must- just cannot do that, you just

have not any sacrifice? Or you have sacrifice where you can? Well, Samuel

was very close to the Lord. He was God's prophet and God used him and

God led jy(/ him and he performed sacrifices at different places and it was

necessary under the circumstances. And so we have a situation in whibh a

normal practice would be impossible. Just how long that will continue is

hard to say. Probably all through the time when Saul was king. He established

the central place in Jerusalem. Then after Solomon's death, then we have

at Solomon's death, we have the kingdom divided. And we find that at the

end of the)( 1st Kings 12 we find that Jeroboam who took over the ten tribes

did not wish the people to go south to Jerusalem to worship. It was rather

natural on his part. If he was going to maintain there their loyalty, he wanted

to keep them from going down there. He said, in verse 27/ of chapter 12, Jeroboam

says, now shall the kingdom return to the house of J' DC vid if the people

go up to do sacrifice in the house of the Lord as Jerusalem, then shall the hearts

of the people turn again to their lord, even Rehoboam , the king of Judah, and

they shall kill me and go again to t-he- Rehoboam , the king of Judah. Thereupon

the king took counsel and ... said, it is too much for you to go up to Jerusalem.

Behold thy God , the God of Israel, who brought you out of the land of Egypt.
whom

And so, he took many people to ' the high priest and he selected$ and he

made one place in Bethel and another in Dan and he wa line across there to
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to stop the people from going to Jerusalem and- to worship. Under these circumstancE

what are they to do? Now, some men would get away, once you join the

followers of the ... but there are those who remain true to God in the kingdom
the

of Iaue Israel and soon/aal worship came in which was far worse enemy

than even the calf worship which was not the breaking of the 1st commandment,

but it was the breaking of the second command, because Jeroboam said calf

represents Jehovah, the God of Israel, or else it represented the foundation

e on which they stood. .. He said, the ancient calf brought you out of Egypt.

It was wrong, but it was not not like the Baal worship which came in
through-fromTyre
from4he north,4,Meh4#1e-the- and against which Elijah the prophet was raised

an
up. Now, under these circumstances Elijah rebuilt the-altar on mount Carmel.

God caused fire to fall upon the altar on mount Carmel. Under these cir

cumstances in which this law which was not supposed to take effect until God

gives- has given them peace from the enemies round about. Under the

circumstances in which the law was impossible to carry on , they did not

give up sacrifice altogether. But they sacrificed to the Lord where they could.

So, there was eriod when the4g-s- things were normal. This happened after

the Philistines ad-$ took the ark captive, and then brought it back to but the

land was still subject to their eeeagemertt- (699) and

fortresses here and there. After v4d David delivered them from that, later on,

it happebed again when the Nortern Kingdom was separated from the south.

It happened as far as the nortern kingdom was concerned. So, ) there are

these periods when normal practice was impossible. Under those circumstances,
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God's prophets carried on sacrifices to God at other places. The law of one

sanctuary was explicitly said to be applied after God has given you peace

from all your enemies. Well, having.., we still have to say that there are a

few cases which are difficult to explain even under the consideration that we
as

have looked. There are a few cases in which/the criticis say... it is not a
did it but what

matter of what d- bad people/ good people who are supposed to be representatives

of the Lord, people like Elijah, peeple-I4ke- did--.--Geet-peepe people like

Solomon in his early dy-se- days. Good people like did what is contrary to the

law of Deuteronomy, and therefore they say Deuteronomy was not M- in effect

until after that time, or they would have not done it. Well, we are justified

as g. As g. in saying that all laws of ritual are for ceremony, all laws of ritual

are for ceremony, and are designed as means not as ends in themselves.

AR-laws are ar-eee o e-deMge-&s--me&- The purpose of

sacrifice is to show people their relation to God and then sanctity of their

bringing things to God, the necessity of their being subject to God, and the

fact that God is going to provide something which the sacrifice represents

which will prov%ide atonement for their souls. That is te-eymboi-ef-4e -- the

purpose, the symbol, The ritual under normal circumstances should be
which

prevailed in the way/the Bible specifically and clearly brings out. But it is a

question between observing the ritual and carrying out the purpose that the Bible

makes clear. The purpose is the primary thing. Now this is made very clear

in Mark *742) of the principle, not the relation 6 the sacrifice, but

this general principle. We read in Mark 2:24 : Let us start with 23.

"It came to pass that Jesus went through the corn field s/ on the sabbath day

his disciples began to- they went to pluck, now the English says, here is
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corn. That gives us the picture of great j big things that they were pulling off.

They were taking off the ... off them , and of course the Indian corn weu4d- were

discovered in American when the Pilgrims came over here. That was not in

Palestine. That was not in Palestine. In the Old English the word corn

means what we call wheat. So, this is not4 big ears of corn, but this is

little piece of wheat. But they pulled out little pieces of wheat, and began

to eat them. It is unfortunate that this translation was made in England

three hundred years ago. There are many things like this/ that are quite confusing.

It is unfortunate that this ... It says corn and we say wheat, and it says
.'here where

prevent, when we mean precede. It has says meat, when we mean food.

Where we ay would say meat, it says blood. But here they began to pttl4- pluck

off the pieces of wheat and eat them, and the first thing that he-eay4- they said
do

to him, Behold, why do they -do on sabbath day/that which is not lawful?
about

And Jesus could have turned and said, Why are you making a big fuss /picking
little

up ieces of wheal/?and eat them? They are not going te out to harvest the field.

That is a nonsense. Is that the attitude that the Jews take today. I know of
or

a profes"of .o University p-- of Pennsylvania who would not turn on the light

on the sabbath under any condition. He would feel that was a work for a minute.

He would have a Gentile to do it for him, but or he would have if-- it left that

way from the night before. He would not do it himself on sabbath. That would be

a work. That is -the observing the letter of the law, and is a very minor point.

And here was a very minor point. It is not like going out and working a few

hours. It is altogether different from the attItude.f I found up in Montana
visited

where I had-an uncle some time ago, and it came Sunday, and the farmers
out

got -up-and- with big threshing machines and worked all day on SAunday,
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worked hard, and I said, they claim to be Christians and they are working

all day Sunday? She said, Oh, the Scripture says, if an ox falls into -the- a pit

on the sabbath, pull M- him out. And if we do not work on Sunday, there

won't be enough to take care of oxen through the w1e' winter, and they will

die, and it would be same with their falling into the pit on the sabbath. So,
utterly ignoring the law, and

we've got to work on Sunday. That was a completely breaking off from the law, /

ai-making an excuse for it. But what these men Ø did was something entir.y

different. They were not going out and putting hours and hours of labor,

but they were just plucking a little bit of grain, and putting into their mouths,
a

and Jesus easily said, You, crazy people making/fusses- over a little, tiny

point, just trying to make difficulty, and God will never bless that sort of

an attitude. Now, that is not what is said here. He saw an opprotunity to

deal with the whole principle, and the so when the Pharasees said, Why

do your disciples do that which is lawful? Jesus said, Have ye never read

what David did when he had needed something fohe hungered? Hai-vid

were- He and they that were with him, how they went into the house of-God,

and in the days of Abeazer, the high priest, and ate the shewbread which it

was not lawful to eat but for the priests, and gave also to them that were with

him. Then he said, unto them, the sabbath was made for men and not men for

the sabbath. In other words, for David to have goreinte--the and taken the

stuff that belonged to the preists and given them to his people as a regular

practice would have been utterly disobedient to God, and would ye been

utterly wrong, but in a special crisis, to take the food that was there in order

to Onalhe enable them to escape from Saul who was trying to kill them, was

a different situation altogether. And Jesus said, sabbath was made for men
the

and not men for ,abbath. And he laid down the principle there that all laws
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are ritual or ceremony, rituals or ceremonies are designed as means, not as

ends in themselves. I- In the Presbyterian$' church of Philadelphia, about

1910 there was a big controversy. There are a lot of elders who felt that everybody

should stand when he prayed publically, and then the others said, you should

kneel when; you pray publically. That was a great 4e&ue- controversty

which pi-1t- looked as if the church were going to be split. They settled that

conversy. Along with it came modernism, denial of the reality of God and

the truth of the Bible, and most of them made no fight about it, and then this

was carried on into apostasy. The Lord wants us to distinguish between the

matters of ritual, matters of ceremony, matters of forms, which are merely meant

to take the Divine ideas and implant them in the minds of people or illustrate

them. And the matters of the moral law, the matters of loyalty to God, matters

of the integrity of s Word and so, he said, the sbbath is made for men, and
were

not men for the sabbath. When te-e- And sacrifices efe-given in order to

drive )teme---eera1ft certain lessons home to the hearts of the people, but t1e

sacrifices were no longer necessary after the sacrifices were fulfilled in Jesus',

death on the cross. And they have not performed since. Since 70 A.D. the Jews

no longer perform any ewe- more sacrifices. Forty years after Christ's death
a

they see. They see because of the-wrong application of this law that sacrifice

must be in Jerusalem. Now hay- we have no access to the temple and therefore

we cannot sacrifice any more. All over the world,( they read without shedding

of the blood there is no remission of sins, and they do not perform the sacrifice.

It was God's intention that sacrifice should end when Jesus was offered, but
that his

before the death of Jesus, it was his purpose at'd-4he people whetti- should

show forth death of Christ till He comes. He showed forth in this way, and
His

that was the-command. And i.a normal situation was the sacrifice
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the
restricted tcone place so that there can be a control and direction and gurding

in
against going off/to lines of apostasy, and )(that was a normal fashion, but when

some
that was impossible for/eason, acrifice was permissible in other places, but

when that was impossible for some reason, sacrifice was ermissible in other

pa- places, and so to say that sacrifice was unknown before this time, we have

noticed the evidences that the law of one place was known and it is clearly

stated, and it is referred to in places, and there were violations and many of
on

them were understandable7-a$fcertain principles that I have pointed out,

and those which are not , for instance, take the case of Solomon, Solomon

the young man, who wanted to be true to the Lord and ... during this period of

it was most recently that ... was identified as one place of sacrifice, Solomon

the young man was made king. He goes to the big high places and gives and

offers sacrifice, and the Lord appears to him and the Lord says, you , look,

your men are offerings eet'ef sacrifices in Gibeon, you are supposed to be doing

in Jerusalem. No, The Lord w14-- looks on the heart, ( he sees his heart

attitude / desiring to e- do the Lord's will, and he says, What shall I

give you? And he gives wisdom, and then he understood, and he established

the temple, and made it clear that this is thep'A/ place, this is the only place

where the sacrifices are to be carried on. We will continue there the next Monday.
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XVIII

I was not able to be with you last Wednesday, but I trust that you have had a

profitable time any way. I thought that it may be interesting to look at the
you

questions I gave you last time for a few minutes. If/think you would, the

questiorwere entirely different4fe for the two sections. First, the questions

that we asked for the odd numbered seat, Number one was, Fully discuss the

violation of the law of place of sacrifice as to the development theory. This
devoted just

was what we had t 1eote-to two days/before the test. So, I expect that the

everybody in the odd-numbered seat have it very thoroughly in mind. It is, of course,

one of the most important part of the whole course. As you know, in our course
towards the authorship

we began with noticing the a1 different attitudes o 4ererit-attther-s- cf the Pentateuch

and particularly toward the attitude of th Christ and various ways in which

his attitude has been explained, and then we have al-r- traced the different-- develop-
of the critical

ment,Theory until we got to Graufwellhausen theory as to-Ore- it was presented

in 9- 90 years ago. And for the last two months we have been discussing the

Graf-Wellhausen theory, and I trust that you all have in mind exactly what it is,

because all of his arguments would be of no value un1e you know what he is

talking about in the course. The Graf-Welihausen theory as held in the mia- main

I would say that there are many who differ on 10 % , but it is a different 10, id

there is no sizable group that differs on the same parts of it. You take all the
is

critical scholars, and there are-hardly one of them that differs on more than

a fifth of thuuz If, and there is hary hardly eRe.-e4he1- any three leading critical

scholars who would differ on the same fifth, so that the main features of it
er

has been held ever since 1878, that is by the young,icho1ars then, and practically
in

all scholars after the older ones have died off, -it--is substantially the force- form in

11the Welihausen has presented them. J document wwritten between the
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sometime between a thousand 850 B.C. and E document was a separated

document writtten sometime before 750 B.C. and then the two were combire d

into one that E document Ø' was written sometime before 621 B.C. and was

presented by Josaiah to the people, and made the 1st scripture and then it was

united with J and E document and then that P document was written sometime

before 450, sometime during the exile, and then if they hold for it, they are

united together, and of course that is what we have been discuss1ng to see
the fact

whether the evidence is sufficient to justify/that that-- this is taught
just as certain as

as established and proven fact-Ø&t the world is 1 round. In practically every

universe in the world today, where anything is taught about the Bible and in

merely every theological Seminary that is over 40 years old and consequently

it is not something that can be brushed aside lightly. There would be a great

number of Christian people who know nothing about it, and you can brush

it aside, lightly and you think that you have proven the point. But if you have

people in your churches who have studied in any of these institutions it would
the attempts

be mere--- much more effective in getting into their minds than if yeti-are made
recent

to give reasons and arguments for it. We have looked at the,f -eid arguments
that are presented,
for-4t-.--MWwhen it came to be accepted, and there are no additional arguments

that add to its-the evidence for its acceptation
ga-- that have been found since, ,nd-therere no additional arguments that

have been found since that add to the evidence for its adceptatlon. And so it
if you are with the

is,... I think that 4t-4s-going to be/an educated people, fr' it is 3ty-very important

to have a clear idea, exactly what it is , and exactly how valid the arguments

are, and among all the arguments e for it, whikch we have listed under

of the second group, those from the... the thIi1 is the hardest to deal bcwlth,

and if we noticed this third of the last four, the one fr m history, it has as its

K two principal teachers, the claim that what theyz& say x is the basic laKw
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of Deut.that only at Jerusalem is sacrifices to be made, was unheard -b~ of

before 621 BC and therefore since it was unknown before 621 BC it is naturally

impossible to think that such a law had been given in Europe and so I asked
-as the odd number one,

you to fully/. to fully describe violation of the la w of place

of sacrifice &4- as proof of the development theory. I have little doubt that

most of c you decou1d have written an hour so I put in parenthesis , Do not

pt-take more than 18 minates on the queston, thinking tha-i.r-that in 18 minutes

you could at least hit the high points. I would-e'- expect you of course first

to state clearly what the law is supposed by the critics to be. And then to

mention a few cases of alleged violation ofit, such as by Sauxi, by Samuel

by Adonijah,by Solomon, by Elijah. And then there were the considerations

that we looked at concerning this. FA-at First, that the law in Deut. is not as

strict and as universal as the critics allege. That it was not to be effective

until after the Lcrd -have- had given the m rest from t4i1-i their enemies. and

Deut. itself provides for sacr1fice,aid for a sacrifice at another place. Now

of course you can cut that out of eut. and say that is from J-E and if you cut

it out it isn't in Dxeut. but as the book stands it does provide right in the

book of Dait. tht there will 3a-be sacrifice at anotIr place, and there is

no evidence to cut f-e it out and it is very difficult to think why anyone will

insert it, if x at t1 time when the documents were combi ed, this were-was

considered as established law , the at it is only to be in one place, why would

anybody insert this into the middle of Deut. something that contradicts it,

that was our first consideration there, k our second was that as the history

stands, it contains -that--evidence that the law of God for centralization cI

worship,
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was recognized long before the time of Josiah, and we noticed how t1 book

of Joshua tells us that hw-how that almost a civilwar -beconebecause one part

of the peoplekthought that the others were breaking the law, and of ese

course the critics say all this never happenied, it is put in later , but as

it stands you have an account of k a grat-great division of the btribes which

was settled not by establishing a new system, but by t1 ones who were

upholding the law found that they misunderstood each other, the others were

not building an altar for sacrifice at all., but were building an altar as a

memorial. And we noticed of course that Shiloh was the place wie re the wor

ship was for many years, and after it was destroyed we have in I Kings the

mention of how Jereboam tried k to keep t1 people from going c down to

Jerusalem to wDrship and then we -are-we are told how Hezekiah th1-awey

w-the-M-pIeees-e- destroyed the high places and did away with worship

in other places. So that as the hi;story stands you have to take the critical

viewpoint to say that the whole history was rearranged in order to make it

look x as if thetis law were te'e-.- there, well, if the whole hlsta y is rearranged

you certainly weaken its force as something from which to prove an a--argument

and then we noticed that sane of the alleged violations are from an insistence

of a more rigid sense of the words _a&nd than their use warrants,

and there we noticed that right in Geu- Deut. 12, the very first cha pter which

I s the key stone of the critical trainx, that the purpose of Deut. -amaw -was to

enforce worship sacrifice only in Jerusalem, that right in that chapter in verses

20-21, it is said that thy cn In other places, and of course it is

made clear in the
41

-
that it does RA not mean sacrifice but it means
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slay animals wh4ewhile in accordance with the law, but not as sacrifices,

and so if that is the case there isno reason why and cannot

be used elsewhere in that snse, and of course the King James Version

does translate in a ver y xfew cases x as kill and they are quite

warranted, and -is as far as I know never ttia-translated other

than altar but the altar that Saul put pi up was very evidently a place for killing

of animals in accordance wth the law, not a place for sacrifice, and the n

D. we noticed some of the instances were acts of men who 'e re not to be taken

as models. If i&-man- a wicked man breaks the law, it doesn't prove that the

law doesn't exist, and cf course the critics weaken their case by giving instance

of wicked menk who broke the law, but when they claim their case, they claim

not to base it on it being vioka ted ' by wicked men but it being violated by

good men like Samuel, men who were God's representatives, and of course we

do have cases of that kind, Samuel , solomon ard ot1 rs, and so we notice

'that sie were e result of specific , divine command, and we had two

instances of that and f. we notice d that some k occurred at times when normal.

practice would be Amp- impossible, and tat-- that of course was after the destruction

of ShIloh, it is a very strange thing that the book of judges does not tell us

that Shilow was destroyed, it tells us that the Philscistines won the battle

and took the ark captive and that Eli diescd when he hoard about it, it says

e nothing about Shiloh being destroyed but we don't lie ar aboutShleeh

Shiloh any more in history and when you get over to Jeremiah he c . . in pronouncing

God's condemnattm on wickedness says if you continue this way, I will make

you like Shiloh and uses terminology to suggest it, as-4f---everybody knew about

the terrible destruction at Shlloh, at any rate, whether Shiloh was completely

destroyed, it azt least was made no longer the central place of worship of the land,
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and they were x subject to the Phiistines 'c& to a great extent, and norr 1
X G,

actice was x impossible, and that very naturally led us to/p, that all laws

of ritualistic ceremony are designed as means , not as ends to themselves, and
who

God sometimes gives drastic punishment to those ,Ekignore his ritualistic

law, as when he threaterto kill Moses on the way to Egypt for not hairhavlng

circumcised his khildren, and when he did x kill J-aa- Uzzah, because they
were not carrying the
4d-not-eacry-the-ark in accordance with God's command. He sometimes drastically

punishes the indifference to or the failure to observe k Hisr4t±&t1ierituaklc law.

But the important thing in it is viiat Abw the ritual law stands for, and when cir

cumstances render it impossible to observe the z tta&1 ritual law, the principles

behind it are what matter, s and not the tritual. at-as our Lord said, the Sabboth

was made for manand not man forthe Sabboth, so those considerations wec-e

we looked at rather r'Hy-lf--fully in eoe-connection with the law of the

violation of the-t4e- place of sacrifice, and I know that we had a el

difflilcult problem, in trying to discuss them decently in .. but I am sure that

y 0
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I ams.rrce that yo&'a d plenty to write for that length of time. And I hope

that you have given a good coverage of it in most cases.. Now, number 3

is .s- a briefer question. Number 3, small a was Briefly discuss the Copernican

Revolution in the Critical theory of the Pentateuch, stating what exactly

what took place, and w4et- that would not require more than a sentence or -

two, because all that they would have to do is to point out that for nearly for
before

fifty years for-the time of Graf-Wellhausen theory. Most critical W scholars

agree that the great main sections of Genesis which uses the name God and

give the great covenant and the great law through Exodus and Numbers and

so on ... that was the earliest of all the documents, and the Copernican

Revolution of the Graf-Welihausen theory would take what was tbought of

as the earliest and as the foundation of- into which everything else had been

inserted and the same th-in--.. comes at the very end. It will take two sentences.

It might take you two sentences, but I think that you could do it in one.

And b. What is Pfeiffer's theory of S document, and explain clearly and point
a

out the implications. This I did not give/separate heading in the outline, but
red

I refe/ to it four or five times in the course of our discussion. It is not a great

importance, because although Pfeiffer's introduction to the Old Testament

wee-- is perhaps the fullest introduction that has been written ince the days

of Driver, and is rather widely used; yet, as far as I know PfeIfer is almost
a

a lone in his theory of S document. But the fact that the man of Pfeiffer' s

standing writes and teaches at Harvard Divinity School, and writing the Introduction

to the Old Testament which in the many ideas have completely replaced .the argu

ment..., would take such a view as this of S document is rather important.

And the theory of S document as I recall, as I stated on several occasions, so

that I did not give a place in the notes, was that Genesis 2, 3, 4, and the
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other portions prior to the time of 1/ Abraham which are given by the critics

to the J document, he says, are separate documents, and S document, and

most important of all, he says, this is not as they say the earliest document,

but the very latest, and that is a big hole to make in the theory. It sh s

how thoroughly he feeal that the theory is accepted when he can take such a

big central part of it 1n-j-t*st and rearrange it that way. I do not know any others

who speak of and who have followed him, and almost any school anywhere

where this critical theory is presented, they are apt to start to look at Genesis

one, the stylØ'ize, 1, 2, 3, 4, very dry, and desicated, advanced idea of an

abstract God, and then you look at Genesis 2 with the z very primitive ideas"

of the God that takes clays and moulds together and makes a man and you notice
this

the difference between the" very primitive and this very advanced. Pfeiffer

takes what they all call primitive put that after the most advanced, so that

it is a rather comical thing, and I have referred to it a number of times,
those

tt±g.h- I have not se4d7 given in any place in the 'outline, because I do not

think that this is important, because I have never heard of any other important

scholar who has followed Pfeiffer in it. Then c. clearly discuss the argument
and of

aèetit about the parallel accounts of Abraham's lying at-Jacob's departure,

and I am sure that; you all recall these are two entirely different t4.-t4es-- types
in

of parallel. TheWthe account of Abraham's lying we have three distinct

9toe4fe1de-- incidenctold, but the ins idences which are rather

similar, and which they say were one account which is a document in confusIc-ed

fashion. But the incidences which are rather similar and which they say are

one account which is a document in confused fashion. But they do not put them

in three different documents. They say that one-4 two are in J document and
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one in E which is rather a confusion after all.. And actually as they stand

there there-4s-e-- is rather a vital difference between them, and there is no

reason why such a thing could happen and one could not happen two or three

times, arid the others are entirely different sort of alleged parallel, Jacob's

departure, because they take the account of how Rebekah persuaded Jacob to

go and the account of how Rebekah persuaded Isaac to let him go, and treat

them as if they were two contradictory accounts, when actually while the

reasons given are different, there is no reason why Rebekah should hot have had

g1etoth reasons, and in fact doubtless she did. And it was only commonsense
her

on the- part-, and it is a natural womanly strategy to use the arguments with

Jacob that would make him want to do instead of use the one that would make

him want to sa stay, and use the argument that would make Isaac willing to

let him go, instead of using one that would make him refuse to send him away.

So, those were rather short questions, and so I t.eu-g- put the three of them

together in number 2. And then number three was , discuss the statements
the

in Numbers 12:3; "Now the man Moses was meek above all/den which were upon

the face of the earth. And we discussed that rather fully rather some time

ago. And doubtless all you remember that as it ex- stands in Numbers, it is

essential to the story, in order to am- make the story hold together that Moses

who was ready to stand nd-dee.1co- up and fight for what God has ordered.

Here when his maer&-matrimonial arrangement was criticized, he simply
it is

kept quiet, and took it, and )'iard to imagine how it should happen himself,

he was amazed himself, so he says, in this case, he was meek above all the

men on the face of the earth. here is no reason to think that Moses could

have not written the statement in that case. In fact it would not be sensible

without it.
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that
And the second, the statement in Genesis 36:31, "And these are the kings e reigned

reigned over children
in the land of Edom before there wa-s-any king/n- the -k4ieffl of Israel. " It was

of course said back in 17th century that Genesis makes a statement like

this, yet actually you do not have kings of Israel until Saul, long after. Then

how could Moses could have wtibteft-at- ever said that these are the kings

that reigned in the land of Edom before there reigned ev any king over the
But to it

children of Israel." 1'f course, the answer/is that it was definitely promised

in Genesis that they would have kings, promised, and predicted, and expected

that.., and it was said that the elder' would serve the younger, and yet here

we have the elder having kings coming from his line, before the younger who was

to rule and reach such a point. So, if you take the book as a whole, it is

not at all out of place, and c. here was clearly stated the three impo'rtant
the conclusion bearing

points of eeftete't regarding the buryingof these and other verses of $Imilar

type upon the higher criticism of the Pentateuch. Of course, these three

conclusions are much more important than the facts about these two verses

because these two are only two out of a number of verses that are there which

we have looked at, and these verses each of them has its own problem, but

the conclusions were made to them all as I have sated them to you...were first

that in most cases there is little difficulty in aepethi accepting the idea
these particular verses.

that Moses wrote this particular book, and I certainly think that there needs

no dIffticultj In accepting it. Some others are much more than these two.

Then the second, even as some of them should be later interpolations, and I

do not think that we need to take the position that there are no later interpolations

ai I do not him think that we need to take the position that Moses sat down and-wrt

wrote the account how he went up on the mountain and how God led him to look'
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north and south to see the land, how he diód, and no one knows where

he was buried, but but- there never rose '1ater as 4 great a prophet as great-a

Moses. I do ntot think that we need to take a position that he wrote that. It

is entirely wree---that- possible that someone else wrote it later onder

Divine direction. Without it any way interfering with Moses' authorship

of the Pentateuch as a whole. At the same time I am not ready to say Moses

did not write. i do not see any reason why God might have not led Moses to

write it in advance, which was going to happen just before he went up, but

I do not think that we have to believe it/ as a fact, but merely as a possibility.
pu in

But whether he wrote it or whether it was a later interpop'latiorVby another

inspired man. Even if it should be a later interpolation, their number is

far too small disprove Moses' authorship of the Pentateuch as a whole, and

then, third, a very important point of our conclusioq4n those verses, those

verses , most of them were discussed before the higher criticism in its

present form ever began/ back in 17th century. But the vereses that are
the

today quoted as proof of/higher criticism. The third point is very important.

most, would not prove the critical theory that is taught today. If they weuld- were to
-mere thart-e4ew-veao -

prove that th- it was not by Moses, they would not necessarily prove MereeL

atteceMp- more than that there are a few verses that he did not write.

They vo uld not prove the critical theory that is held today. Although these?(

are three questions, two of them are sub-points which we have in the odd-numbered

paper. I do not know any one of you hee- had a 100, absolutely perfect score

on this, I hope many of you are nearly so, because they are all important

questions. Now, the questions that I asked the even - numbers, I have tried

to make equal difficulty as the equal coverage, that is, in each case, I asked
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But for the three questions for the even-numbered paper the first was to

fully discuss the argument from the Divine names. And this of course is a

very important argument, and so I gave a whole separate x±e--the- question

one third of the whole, test that was on ... the argument from the Divine names.

Of course yoi would point out the great imporance of this argument. People
today

try /sometimes to brush it aside by saying that it is one kind of style, but

it is the argument with which all began. It was Astruc's clue and it is one

which in popular books like Smith's that are presented, and it is like a conclusive

proof. And so it was in itself a rather conclusive proof, and so it was an argument

which is very important in the discussion, even though some try to make it

look as if it is not nearly so important as it actually is. Then the &eeie-,- second

we notice that this argument from Divine name is broken up by the Graf-Wellhausen

theory, because they do not say that one document has one name and the

second another and the third another name, and the fourth another, but the

greater part of the name- material that has Elohim is divided into two documents,

and so actually it does not become nearlyas useful an argument as their discussion

makes it sound as if it is. And we noticed that within the document as they

divide, it is not used consistently. There are cases of Elohim, and J document,

and there are cases of Jehovah and E document and there are very few cases

of Jehovah in P document, and they say that the redactors put it in, but it certainly

cuts down the authority of the argument if you admit that as they stand, it does

not work consistently. en-- Then you notice that the critic$i themselves

admit that the names have difference in jeatM-iig-, meaning, because they have to

face the fact that in Genesis 3 Elohim is used four times and they say that of course,

the serpent does not use the sacred name Jehovah, here Elohim is used which
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suggests the Almighty power. If you are going to admit that there is a reason

one time, then there will be reasons for many times. And we notice very

dportant that this criterion does not work out in... very often the way

it seems to in e- the beginning of the book where we have a whole chapter
you have and

with one name, and then,' whole wi,- chapter Øp'three chapters mostly using

the other name. You do not have many cases where it keeps the one as long

as that. I think that is a great weakness in that argument. And Yo' of ca.irse,

we have noticed the fact that/ similar use of names occurs in other places

such as Jacob and Israel and there are great deal similars cases in the Scripture
argument,

where other names are used. Well, that was the first p('/from Divine names,

and then the second question was divided in two parts. one. Fully discuss

the argument from style. I did not take nearly as much space as I did for the

argument from Divine names, because after all we did not take as long a discussion

as we did for the argument from Divine names. And fc- of course, the arguments

from frem- style is a very involved matter. It is a matter which to discuss

fully and clearly it will take a io1e semester and then your head will be swimming,
that

because it is a very thing to really prove. W So, we noticed then under/number

one, the importance of this argument. Actually the argument from Divine names

is only a part of this argument, and the second, we noticed that in the Pentateuch

there is no solid basis for establishing the style of a distinct writer, since no

separate document by the alleged writer has been preserved, and that I think

is a tremendously important point, but one which is ignored, and you get into

almost any classes bn the University or most theological semina1es and they

will say now, does this belong to J document? or to P document ? or to the other

What are the evidences?
two documents? Well, of course, what are the evidences that there .,....Lh
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was such a document? It is purely theoretical. And that is an extremely

important point. Then the third , the alleged criteria are not carried through

consistently. To give you the whole list of words which are characteristic of

J, a list e- characteristic of E, a list characteristic of F, and yet you will

find t}a t t1ey occur in the other documents too. And that is naturalY, aftere4i-
that they are

because, after all, they do not claim/different languages, just different writers,

and any writer might use any words that are in the language, is going to use,

perhaps he may have tendency to use a particular word rather than another word,

but there is no reason why he should always stick to Ø one particula' word.
you you just points to

In fact, )( if he-writes decently, he should get variety in it. And so that 4e /

the weakness of the argument. Not that the argument from style cannot be a

very good argument, but it must be used very, very carefully, and you must
th

a solid basis on which to base it, and then the fouci' we noticed that as held the
theory is not
theoree- are-net-generally maintained by individual writers, but schools.

would
So many individual sty1enter into each document. Life magazine stresses
though/ a committee

thaVdobtles/mery-wrote Genesis one, when you read Genesis two, you will

see that it could only be a great individual who could write, but if you read the
5 composite

Ø critic. book/of short time ago, they could tell you that the J document is &/

composed of Jl, j2, J3, J4 and so on, and they consider all of them are a composite

-S-i-4=---v,tnt like J is one writer, and they admit that P is a composite

and they all hold that J and E are quite composite. We notice that as regards to

J and E there is much disagreement; among critical scholars, and that is very

important, and they used to say that the style of J and the style of E, the two

great styles, and now they say that J and E are supposed together and so

you can hardly ean- tell them apart. That is a tremendous change which

Hupfeld himself made. And then sth,sixth, we noticed that the division of
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P and J aftd- E and ki- D on wh'ich there is great unanimity among 4'critical

scholars is really a division of three ;types of subject matter, and I think that

it is one of the most important aspects we should have in mind, and then

the seventh, we noticed actually that the distinctions and various styles within

a document is extremely difficult and I gave a few illustrations where it has

been done in recent years and pointed out how it is no longer commonly believei

that it can be done so readily. And this movement of a century and half ago

has quickly largely disappeared except as regards to the Bible. Then B. was To

Fully discuss the attitude of Christ toward the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch,

and of course we looked in the early semester at various passages in which

Christ referred to it in a way which would show very definitely that he considered it
need to

as the work of Moses, and he did not,*efer to it this way. He could have referred

to it in such a way as to sidestep the point, and incidentally, I would advise
to

you in your ministry very often/sidestep various points that are not necessary

to the thing you are dealing with and that distracts people's attention, you

can sidestep them by using the 1e language which does not bring in inferences

of matters that are not veft- t,e tter germane to the thing that you are

dealing with. Christ could 1 ye done it very easily, but he did not. He said,
not

If they will nose--believe Moses, will they believe Him that will be raised

from the dead? He did not say, If they do not believe the books of the law,
ye

w hich he could je- just as well hake said. He used the terminology that
as

explicitly desIgnated4h&t-ft-was Moses' le- writing, and we noticed that

there are four attitudes that we can take toward Christ on this matter. We can

say that He was a mere man, that of course is not a Christian view, and
he

we can take the attitude of Knosis, that after all empited himself, and left the

Divine glory and therefore he did not know the difference, but that has prove,1
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very unsatisfactory, and most have given up the attempt to hold to the Kenosis

theory. Further, we could take the view of accommodation theory that he knew

that Moses did n write the book, but he add- accommodated himself to the

attitude of the people. But that does not work out, because he uses the expliciUy

language which is utterly inconsistent with such a view. If I am going down
an

here and trying to persuade people to do something, and they bring in/argument
be

on something that I am do not agree with him at all, I should let myseldevoted

to that but neither do I have to say something that expresses agreement with

w hat they hold, and I can sidestep it quite easily without evening* knowing

that I sidestep, 0' but as it is written out, It is very eeM4- easy to see that is

what has been done, and as you see what Christ Id is altogether dlfferent,frem

and so, we are shut up to the fourth view that Jesus was the Omniscient Lord

of glory, and when he l referred to it as what Moses said, he meant what
if

he said, and,4ie cannot believe that Moses wrote it, we cannot logically
here.

believe in Christ ether-:- And then the third question for the even numbered

paper is, ha-e- had s its first part, Fully discuss the 4 relation of the law

of asylum to the development -the-theory, and-I took--r and I trust everybody

believes in Christ here. And then the third question for the even numbered pape1
the of

had as its first part, Fully discuss the relation of Jaw to-the asylum to the

development theory. And I trust that everybody in the even-numbered pap-- seats

had that well in mind last week and everybody in the odd-numbered seats had well

in mind two weeks from now that the law of asylum is a rather incidental

matter in a way because it relates to the place of sacrifice. And yet it can

present ft in such a way as to seem like a rather strong ar ument. According to

their claim, up until the time
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land with the altar. And when tried to point to the law in J and E all they can
a er

pitt- point is that the-turdeyou shall take away from the altar (God's). It does

not say, a man falsely accused of murder can go to the altar and be saved.
an

It does; not say . It is purely a theory that/asylum was provided by the

altar all over the land, and their claim is that there were plenty of asylum

available naturally until JosØ'iah destroyed all the altars except the one in

Jerusalem, and then there being no asylum available, he had to make Ø up

a law by establishing cities of refuge Which had never been in existence, but
it

of course, we have/explicitly available najA- stated in the Pentateuch/,

and in the central books of the Pentateuch and in Deuteronomy that God will

provide cities of refuge -and-ei- and that there are going to be three cities

of refuge beyond o rdan, and when conquer the rest of the land they are going

to have three more, and the book of Joshua tells us how they were set up,

and to say that all this is purely put into it to fit in with we something that

did not come till 61- 621 is reading a tremendously lot into it. Then b.

Fully discuss the idea- arguments from the development -theory- of religious

ideas and I underlined the word ideas, because I did not want anyone to discuss

institutions there. The argument is Abased actually on institutions, and that

1 s what we spent most of our time on it. As it is given in a popular way, it has

to be given in such a way that you will feel that J is actually a very primitive

idea of God and E a little more advanced and D more and P is quite advanced,

and they do not spend too much time in paying attention to institutions, but they

do definitely state in popularizing and they use a great deal of it... and we

noticed in connection with that that actually it is quite an extent of teñe1

that-- matter of what type of material they put into t- each of these documents.
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If you take all the passages that look like a primitive idea of God and say these

are early and then the passages that look like more advanced idea of God and

say they are late, and then say, look at the order. There is perfect proof of

evolution., from the primitive ideas to the advanced ideas. If-ei*-take-&1

And of course they take all of the narrative paes&es-and practically and put

them into the first one, and (493.5) In the narrative;you would be apt to have

more opportunity forexpr-- anthropomorphic expressions, and in exhortations

there would not be so much, and in the law of the priests there would be very

little. And so that actually t1e-- even take J and E. They say J Ø is antrhopomorphic

and E is anthropepathic, but actually E does not start until Genesis 20, and

hem- some would give a little to Genesis 15. So, the cosmic stories of the

flood and creation and all that which are the greatest opporutnity for anthropomorphism

and they are all in J and so it is natrual difference there. Well, I just hastily

summarized both questions. I thought that that might be helpful to you, but

maybe we had better get on that next phase. We werooking last time at Roman

Numberal Four, It is the development arguments, under that d is the argument

from history, and under that we looked at the last part of the discussion

of the place of the altar, and number one is the survey of the alleged violations

and number two was the consideration s regarding the alleged violatiolns.

Then we would take up number three, as number three. The survey of the aleged

violations of the law of priesthood. The survey of the àllegdd violations

of the law of priesthood. I hesitate whether I should say priesthodd or the person

who performs the sacrifice. That perhaps would be specificially to do with it.
these

The ... I do not think that it is necessary to look at 949-individually , because

they are mostly the same emphases that we have looked at under the other.

Just I remind you of some of them. The critics say that Samuel was not of the
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family of Aaron, and they say that he was not a Levite, and yet he is pictured

as sacrifiing. They say Manor was not a Levite, yet, he was pictured as sacrificing.

They say Solomon was not a evite, nor is he of the family of Aaron, but he is
So

pictured as sasrificing. So is Adonijah, they say, not-is Elijah. There is a

statement about David that his sons were priests in II Samy(uel 8:18. The King

James translates that his sons were chief ministers. But the word is the

same word in Hebrew, KOHEIN. His sons were KONERNI. If the word is

translated in its usuali way, it would be his sons were priests, and se,t.me

that so, the instances are numerous where it is alleged that after the alleged

giving of the law by Moses, and before the time of Deuteronomy, they say

you have sacrifice offered by ... family, by many different people.

And they salt that you have no obedience that to the Deuteronomy, to the Deuterono

mical law, and that it must be done by Levites, and certainly none to the law

of the Leviticus, to the Levitical , the priestly code that is much ... the

descendants of Aaron. That is the claim which the critics make about the-

this. And this,we notice, is the only one of their claims where they have
through

where the cbalm involves a clear development te more than two stemps. Here

they claim three steps. JE view, D view, and P view. And most other views

they say, J is this, E is this and D is this, P is this, and you have two, but where

the alleged two ee- or three and four, when you look at them, you find that
a

there is no suc1/thing", but in this claim, they claim three steps; first, anyone

at least any head of the family; then any Levite, and thei limited to the descendants

of Aaron. Well, that is the three, then, the survey of the alleged violations of

the law of priesthood or the law of the person who is going to sacrifice.

So, number 4, Considerations regarding t1 alleged vtolations. Under tI t, a.
Note

Look at the exact terminology of the law. We find it in Num. 18:7.
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And there we read: let us read verse 6 so that we get the context; The Lord

said to Aaron, "And I, behold, I hve- have taken your brethren the Levites

from among th children of Israel: to you they are given as a gift for the Lord,

1
to do the service of the tabernacle of the congregation. Therefore thou

and thy sons with thee shall keep your priest*s office for every thing of the

altar, and within the vail; and ye shill serve: I ha&e given your priest's

office unto you as a service of gift: and the stranger t1 t cometh nigh shall be put

to death." The--et--

1




The critics tinas4- translates that the tent of the meeting instead

of the tabernacle of the congregation. That is just a matter of temänology,

but

That is the law and it is in Numbers 18:6,7. In Numbers 18:7, the service of

the tabernalce , later the temple , is to be ... for the Levites, but the priest's

office for everything of the sitar, and within the vail is given to Aaron and

to his sons. That is the exact form of the law. That is the consideration

a then, corresponding to a under number 2. under four, this is a under four.

Then e., however, is not parallel to something under 2. e. is that the

critical arguments of the three stages has no definite historical evidence.

What evidence is there t1e-o4y-Ø'-- which only supports two stages?

That is rather an important thing. Because is one case where they say we have

three distinct stages which can be clearly pointed out. But actually they -per

do not poiont to any evidence between the time of Josiah when they say

that the DeuteronomIcastage deme- comes in after- and the time when

they say the priestly cods was adopted, they do not point to any evidence of

any kind of 1Tratf±M-1--that is to say, all their source of evidences prior to
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the time of Josiah. And this historical evidence which points to the sacrifices

having been done by people who were not Levites or who were not sons of Aaron.

But you cannot say here is a period in which it was done by people who were

not Levltes.After this, all the evidences tMt-the Levites ... come there.

You have no such a thing as that. So, their claim of three stages is not any specific

9effleth1.g historical/ evidence for it. There is only their claim that the Deuteronomica
that

law and the Levitical law / neither of them , they claim, was ... prior to the
was observed before the return from exile.

time of ... we17-before-t-he- That is their claim. Well, that is the claim

they make and there is no historical evidence for such a division, and that is

me-meie--than b. Now, c. c. is exactly like c under number 2. as to say,

some of the alleged violations are the results of insisMtting on a more rigid

sense of the word KOHEIN. -A-i-yeu---.--.- than its use

Now, you say the word KOHEIN which means priest. They are insisting that

the priest" must be the one who Pete- performs the sacrifice, but the word has

been used in much wider sense than that in the Scripture. The word is used

sometimes in a narrower sense, the priest ------------------------------------------------------------------------------The tape has stopped

no recording.
REVERSED SIDE

Maybe I should this time mention lest I should forget later that if you all

have noticed the book, The Introduction to the Old Testament by Driver is

on reserve opstairs. Please do not anybody take out of the library. If after

he discusses Genesis through Deuteronomy individually, and then he has a

section on the prophetic narrative of the hexateuch and priestly narrative of the

hexateuch. In these sections I do not think that he gives anything that we have

not covered in class, but I believe that that section from pagell6 to 156 would

be an excelnt review of the characteristics of the different documents. I
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well
trust that you all have in/mind before this, because we have discussed them

very fully, and if you do not have them Well in mind, the discussion would be

rather pointless. But still it might be useful to run over this rapidly ip connection

with Ow_-- your review sometimes before the examinations. .. Number 4

considerations regarding the alleged violations of the law proves the non-existence

of the Deuteronomic and priestly codes, and under that a " we noted the

exact ... and under d. we noticed that they are not really three stages even
a

here, but are only -he-claim of two staves, because while thej critics say
offer

that under JE any head of the fan ily could be a priest, and could/sacrifices
any

and after 62-1-,-the- 621, the euteronomic law t4e-Levltes could offer sacrifices

and the priestly legislations restricted to the fan ily of Aaron. All their evidences

come before 621 B.C. every alleged case of violation, so that actually this only

gives the aypport to prove two stages not the three, but some of these

evidences are of the people sacrificing who are not of the family of the-Levtes-Aaron,

who they say are not even Levites. Number 3. we mentioned at the end cff the

hour c. rather, some of the alleged violations are the results of insisting on
more

the,*igid sense of the word KOHEIN that is used ... perhaps I should

have saidMta--more-- in a 'more rigid sense of the word KOEHEIN and ZAVACH

we have already discussed in connection with the place of sacrifice is just as
S the

pertinent here in connection with the persoçifrho pere- performs,,isacriflce%.

If it says that a person zavach, or ... that means he

performs sacrifices. Bht- But we noticed right in Deuteronomy 10, the fundamental
where

claims/they say the law is introduced, they say 621 $ the sacrifice is to be

restricted to one place. Right in that chapter in verse IS and 21, the word

zavach is translated KILL in our English Bible. &if4ce-1s-re&eed

e-ofte-p1a-øe. It does not simply mean to kill. The word is never used
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of killing a person. ZAVACH never is. It means to kill in accordance with

the law of... letting the blood off, not with eating the flesh with the blood.
perform a

It is not used necessarily to,acrifice, but it does mean in accordance with the

law which the Lord set there in Deuteronomy 19 which should be observed

throughout the land. Whenever there were two ... some of the regular places

of sacrifices to make an actual sacrifice. So, that many of the cases of

would come under these two. The word KOHEIN is used in a broader sense.

I gave certain instances of it, and In our discussion of the places of sacrifices

we noticed certain cases 4t-- like 'Adonijah where he ZAVACH great many

animals in order to have a big feast htlpeople t-o-eeIeete- who were celebrating
his
the-,assumption of his-klngdhip, David not having designated which son will be

king. But the English Version te- translates it kill, and I t is quite right.

The critics say that the word ZAVACH , it means sacrifice, and here is a man

sacrificing and thereby breaking the law. Well, now, he was not breaking the
peace-offerings and

law, because right at the place where it says you are to bring/your two thousand and

different kinds of offerings to the place which the Lord designates, it says
circumstances

that there are eei&4i't-sete under which you may zavach, it is only g you must not
eat

e the blodd with the meat. Then d. then small d. Many of the cases

of the alleged aacriflce are those who are neither Levities nor members ci the

family of Aaron are cases where the giver of the offering is indicated/ rather than

the pe man who actually performs the sacrifice. You make sacrifice to the Lord.
and burn it?

Does that mean that you actuably kill the anlmalW? Or does it mean that you

provide the animal and the priest performs the function? I say that I flew down

to Atlanta last week. Does that mean that I have piloted the airplane. Does
the

that mean that I actually in some way performed the details o1flying '? Or does

it mean that I signed a slip and ... flying? We very regularly, very commonly
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use the term that way to indicate the causing something to be done, we

regularly say that we did it. It is a very normal usage in all languages.

And the absolute probf o f it in this case is found in the case of Solomon,

which we read in I Kings ... how Solomon became king and had a great sacrifice

at Gibea, the great high place, there we read, in I Kings 3:4, "A thousand

burnt-offerings did Solomon offer upon the altar." Now, it is true that the

regulation that sacrifice is to be performed at the one place which the lord
followed

designates is not ,aI-kl-here . It says in verse 2 only the people sacrifice in the

high places, because there was no house built under the name of the Lord., until

those days. The regulation that they must sacrifice at one place has fallen

into dispute during the time of the Philistine oppression and upheaval, and

had not yet been restored, until Solomon established the altar,and we notice

the explanation in relation to that in connection with our discussion of the

place of the sacrifice. Now, when it comes to a personal faetor- sacrifice,

it says, Solomon loved the Lord d- walking in the statutes of David his father,

only he sacrificed and burnt incense in high places and the king went to Gibeon

to sacrifice there for.., that high places thousands of burnt-offerings did
think of piacking up

Solomon offer upon the altar. When you say 11e+ Solomon t&k4 thousands of

cattle putting on the altar, and cutting t-1eie--ar their throats, and setting

fire to it, and ... it would have taken him an awefully Ø longtime. It is

quite clear when it just designates the amount ef here sacrificed which is

far beyond what anyone eai- could possibly accomplish. It is perfectly evident

as-te what they mean t when they say that Solomon offered thousands of

burnt offerings upon the altar. It means that Solomon gave the order and

provided the sacrifice, but not that he the actual performance of the sacrifice

was carried out by him. It does not prove that there was not a descendant of
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this
Aaron there who was designated for the purpose e of the one who performs this

sacrifice for the group of them, jof course/ which involves with this many

sacrifice. And we had mentene- instances of this kind in I Samuel in the

6th chapter where we read about the ark coming back to Bethshemesh when

it was sent out by the Philistines, and there we read in the I Samuel 6, how
word of the and burnt

they claved the Ark and offered the kine ... fferings to the Lord, and the

Levities took down the ark of the Lord, and the Levites took down the ark of

the Lord and the cart that was with it, and the men of Bethsehemesh offered

burnt-offerings and sacrificed sacrifices on the same day unto the Lord.

The critics of course say that the insertations of the Levities was the later

insertions of-the-- . They say tla t it makes no sense, because, they say,
up

they first describe the cart, and then after the cart had been chopped/and

burnt up, they took down the ark of the Lord offered, but it is as foolish as that...

it would certainly have been equally foolish, whoever certainly inserted that-

the-eoree-ad--- sentences and whoever copied she-- this later. It is

obvious that they understand it, and that the general facts are g-- first

and then the details are given. They cut up( the ward of the cart, and offered

the cows of burnt-offerings, and they give the details of it. It was Levites
these

who took down the ark and the men of Bethshemesh presented/other offerings

in addition to the cows which were there offered, because it does not say

that the Levites did the actual offering, ard-the but it does not say that anybody

else did it. It is not a proof of the breaking of the Levitical law, and

certainly not the proof thdn that it was not then in existence. So much for d.

then. We should not take too long a time on d. becasse they are so similar

to the ones that we have looked at in connection with the place of sacrifice.
as

The same principle applies and it ia/a matter of fact most of the instances
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which fall under one category equally (036) under the other cateogry as the

critics present them. That was d. Then e is Some of the instances where

the actual-s of men who are not to be taken as models That is to say that

the Bible does not merely describe to us the life of the Lord Jesus Christ,the

only perfect life that any man ever lived and it also describes the imperfect

people and it does not merely tella' us about how people obey God's law but

it also tells u what people did when they disobeyed/ God's law. It describes
as they

the situation e-the actually occurs, and so, when we have some cases where

it says that certain men performed sacrifice Ø it does not necessarily mean

that this is the evidence that the law was not ins4eteftt- existence. The man

may be one who e-ahei-- was rather careless about the law., the one who

perhaps did not even pay any attention to it. We-eerta#xy-have_in our lives

(050) Certainly sometimes in his life it was true of the attitude of Saul. Now

Carptener in his book, The Composition of the Rexatedch whichis- is one of
on

the fullest presentation of the critical theory,/page 134 where he is giving

evidence from violation,' alleged to shew that the Deuteronomic law and the
B.C

Levitical law aie-o-- were not in existence before 621

evieeeeffi-a-on He makes the statement, Gideon and Menoah
k of the older time

sacrificed after the fashion of the patriarchs &rde1ei"s- ... we referred to them under
the
/previously- head and we will look at them and again under later head here.

But we noticed in the next sentence that he said, a wealthy Ephraemlte who
piously household his
tire''-established the Aanctuary installs one of his own sons as 4 priest.

Judges 17:5, "Even the wandering Levlte whom he engages in a small annual

ten pieces of silver and- of ... clothes and his board was not of

Aaronic descent." Now, you have noticed how that sounds. That sounds

very clear and it is a very strong case/ of the violation of the law. Now, you
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notice how that sounds. It is a very clear and a very strong case/ of violation

of the law by a pious Ephraemite, profrlng that such a thing could have not been..

Still how easy it is for a language to mislead you . I said a pious Ephraemite,

but he says, a wealthy Ephraemite,%iously established a household sanctuary,

He installs one of his own sons as priest, judges 17:5. Even the wandering

Levite who engages in the annual ... of the ten pieces of silver sewed

his clothes and board was not of Aaronlc descent. Now, think bf this pious

Ephraemite, this pious and wealthy Ephraemlte. Surely he would have not

donw such a thing,. if the law had yet bee not " in existence that sacrifices

be done by the sons of Aaron. That is the tone you get fromhat Carpenter

says. But whenever you find difficulty in the Bible, it is always wise to look
have been

at the exact passage. I we-s amazed how often when people bring difficulties

of the truth cf the Bible, difficulties with acceptance of the Bible, or difficulties

with the outstanding doctrines of the Bib$e, and they say, look at this verse,

and what it says, I have been amazed how frequently, look at the verse, and

look at it closely, and you find that the arguments are ... and of course, often

many times you have to look at it in the original to see that, but it is amazing

how frequently just by looking at it in English, that is the case. Now, let us

look at this case/ which Carpenter refers to. He says in judges 17:10 that even

the wandering Levite whom this pious wealthy Ephraemlte engaged a small

annual ... of the ten pieces of silver to pay his cLothes and board was not

of Aaronlc descent. For that kind of ... in4 arguments around... lte_says

he pays a small ... of the man who was not of Aaronic descent, he would

not have expected to have to pay ... to one. He did not have any proper

qualifications anyway. Would you? Now, this tenth verse says, M1eah_says

HAnd Mlcah said unto him, Dwell with me, and be unto me a father and a priest,
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and I will give theee ten shekels of silver by the year, and a suit cI apparel

and thy victuals. So the Levite went in. And the Levite was content to dwell

with the man; and the young men was unto him as one of his sons. And Micah

consecrated the Levite; and the young man became his priest, and was in the

house of Mlcah. Then said Micah, Now know I that the Lord will do me good,

seeing I have a Levite to my priest." Now, that does not sound like the idea

that the priesthood is supposed by the Levites and and they had never heard of

until 6201 B.C. , five or six hundred years ' later. If he was so happy and he

was so fortunate that he had a Levite as priest. 1t-se-a1ds- Does it not? It

sounds, in other words, as if it does not say anything about the law of the

Aaronic priesthood, but it says , it suggests the idea that priesthood ought to be

a Levite, and at least he should know something aet-- fof-the*ii-r about the

peepe--... This pious Ephraemlte, Mlcah who has this Levite, 4f if does something,

does that prove to us that there was no law against it? Let us look Ø back at

the verse that Carpenter refers to... he says, a wealthy Ephraemlte who

piously establishes a household sanctuary installs one of his own sons as his

priest. Well, verse five says, what the verse refers to, and Micah had a

house of God, and made an Ephod and kI Teraphlm(are little idols), and

consecrated one of his sons t-e--e- who became his priesW. It goes right on
in Israel

and it says, and in those days there was no king/ but everyman did that which

is right in his own eyes. Now, if you look back the verse 4, just before that,

it says that he made a graven image and a molten image: and they were in

the house of Micah. Well, is this then, is that ... Carpenter gives proof

that the law that sacrifice is only to be performed by Levites was not yet known
not

It is equally proven that the law against the graven imges was/yet known,

and that is what is in the second commandment, and which the critics recognized
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as part of JE and this was the man who had idols that he was worshipping, and

he thought that it was a wonderful thing to get a Levite and- to be his priest/
a

to worship these idols, and certainly that shows that he knew that/LeviteØ'

was supposed to be a man W o was set apart to perform religious services, but

he certainly was not a pious follower o1- of the Lord who was worshipping the

idols, and who was having a Levite to be his priest to the idol, and the Levite

would go into the house and there was an ephraemite who fell into apostasy.

This is a very clear case of it. And the context even says, in those days

there was no king in Xsrael, and everyman did that which was right in his own
does not

eyes. That-i&-not saying-that Vie---1aw-ef- the wish of having sacrifice done
thai it against

by the sons of Aaron was not yet known any moroves that the law o the graven

images was not yet known. I think that it is a very clear case of the principle

we have just noticed/ that some of the instances they give are not-lr~tlatiir- -acts of

men who are not in any sense to be taken as/ models, but still more it is the

evidence of the fact that if you read a statement/ in critical books, like the

statement just read here, get the facts before you let the general tone of it

affect it, it is amazing to how great an extent people are affected any way

by tones rather than by actual facts. You can say that why, just think that we

are thousand people there... g oh, people! Just so wonderful I People think,

Isn't it terrible? Your tone carries far more weight to most people than the

w ords you say. Critical books have one tone, and I know another books has
and we are not to the other

another tone. .,/-rtet-be led toe the tone of one direction or e-aee-.

We ;should look at the facts and see what they are. Some instances, E and then

F. f. is some instances where the results of the specific Divine commands
a specific

well, somebody says, Can't the/Divine commands also be a law that God

has given or make it in effect? What happened to Peter? Peter was at Joppa,
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qnd he was hungry, and he went up on gc to a house top to pray, and remember?

that he had a vision when he was so hungry? He had a vision a sheep' t coming

down from heaven with all kinds of animals in it. I can imagine exactly how

he felt as he saw this vision. One time out in California I was taking a walkings

in a mountain, and I have gone most of the day without any water, and I came

to a place called barley flats where, you rememberhete- there was a good spring,

and I came there in the evening just as it was getting dark, arid since that
a

was a place where there are4ood many rattle snakes, I dl d not walk around

there after dark, but I got there a few minutes before it got dark and I went down
some

right to the spring to get the water, but the spring was dry. And dkl-- 4d- I did

not want to go hunting further of course where thete-- the water spring might

c ome out further down, so I went back up a little way to a flat place and laid

out my sleeping bag and all night I dreamt of beautifhl streams of water flowing

over my head, and I would open my mouth and no water would come in. It was

a very frustrating dream. The next morning when it was light again, yu
Unintlonally...

could see where you Østepped, you would not step on a rattle anakeV. I walked

down following below the spring and another hundred yards down the hlllIde I

found this spring come out further down, so I got water the next morning. Had

I got there earlier, I would have got X the water beere--.- the night before. Then

I would have missed this very frustrating dream/ which I will never forget, as

long as I live, and which made me able more able to appreciate Peter's situation,

as he was there on the housetop, and he was hungry,, and he dreamt and down

came from heaven a sheep and it was filled with animals, but they were animals

which pious Jews are not supposed to eat, and do you remember that he heard

a voice which said, Rise, Peter, kill and eat. And Peter did not know whether
vision

end-he-was--itwas a veee from the Lord, telling him that the law he has followd all this
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K time is now to be changed and whether it was a vision from the Devil trying

to make him to break the law in the face of his great hunger. And so, Peter

says, no, Lord, all my life I have never eaten what is unclean, and then the
common

voice said, what God has cleansed, that tou-call not thou unclean. And thus

God gave Peter a vision in which he gave a command that contradicts the-- PeLer's

previous understanding of God's general law, and in fact it contradicted the

ceremonial laws that God has given but it was a specific Divine command

in a specific situation in order to lead him to the understanding that he wished

to give him. Now, in this particular case$', God gave an order which was contrary

to the normal regulations which were established in order to try to maintain

the unity of understanding in the land. In special crises, you remember

he ordered Manoah to sacrifice, and he ordered David to sacrifice, when the

,estilence came to an end at the threshingfloor around.= There were specific

Divine commqnds given in-- on particular occasions. God never commands anyone

to do what is immoral , what is sinful, or what is wrong, bu God gives his

ceremonial ]w for purposes of driving home lessons to the - rds-ef- people's

minds and hearts, and God may command alterations in the application of it
ed

in particular situations or- r-py for particular Divine purposes. We look/at

these instances more in detail in connection with the place of sacrifice, but

they are equally important here in connection with the persons who perform the
occurred

sacrifices. And then g. small g Some of these instances &r- at a time
a

wher/normal practice would be impossible -e-t-he Now that would be a

sjifficient explanation for Samuel sacrificing in different laces through the

land, when the Philistine were holding them in terror, and they could only meet

when the Philistines' bands wer&-net-I*- happened to be no in that area, in
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Samuel to keep
that particular area, it was a sufficient reason for/sae,ii--- alive the

knoiwedge of God and advise the people and strengthen their fath and

sacrifice in different places. It was a sufficient reason for that, and it was

a sufficlRnt reason for Samuel sacrificing in-the-- even if he was not a

Levite. Now, in I Samuel it refers to Samuel, I believe that it says, he comes

from a place in Ephraem, and so the critics say, Samuel was not a Levite.
in

Well, .Chronics it says Samuel was a Levite, and after all, you remember,

the Levites were scatred areui'td-,( through out the land. So, a person could

come from a place in the tribe of Ephraem and be a Levite. And in the Chronicles

it is said that Samuel was a Levite. There is no reason to question then that

he was a Levite, but there was no evidence that he was of the family of Aaron,

and so he was not at any rate, rew-4-- not following the-- to the full, the

ceremonial tegulations that have been laid down, and a- that &o+9law
should

she oi4r4l-y'- It is God's will that/ordinarily be followed, but it was

far
'
better to have sacrifice to God in eccordin-ance with his precepts, not

done by the people set apart to do it in normal cases, than it was not to have it

at all. And so, under these circumstances, ... Samuel who was God's prophet

and leading his people in very difficult times c&i the best that could be done to

carry it out jweph profitably and certain features of the ceri onlal law it was

necessary to hold in obeyanceK for the time being, and so, there are these

instances between the discus don of Shiloh and the establishment ci the temple

in Jerusalem. There was a period there when a normal practice was quite far,

was utterly impossible, and then the normal practice had eme-t&become

relegated to the side, and rather forgotten and it was only brought back into

clear establishment when the temple was actually set up. So that is g.

Then h. small h. All laws of xh- ritual or ceremony are designated as means

not as ends in themselves. The Lord desires under normal circumstances that
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he
his ceronlals be carried out as/prescribes because they drive home certain

lessons to the minds end hearts of his people. But as Christ said so clearly,
the

the sabbath was made for men, and nd men fox/sabbath. That does not give us

warrant to ignore God's law and to cast it aside! the ceremonial law, except
S

when he makes change' in period as when that which we look forward to the

death of Christ is removed and our present ceremony looks back to Chr9st.
for ignoring

It does not try to give us any warrant e-4twe it, but it does give us warrant

and in e- fact ... ye- to see what the purpose is, to make it sure
that

that the purpose is carried, and not simply/he 'etter of the law is carried out.

Otherwise, we can get into great absurdities when we follow the letters of the

law instead of see what the purpose of the law is, and finding ways to carrying

out that purpose. Well, h. considerations along with the discussion of them

which we had under the place of sacrifice, show the atttitude that we can

take toward the dlscusssion of the violation of the law of the persons who

perform the sacrifice. So, .1 we can go on to number 5. 4 was. Considerations
as

regarding the alleged violation tha.t-4s- the proof of the non-existence of the

Dax teronomic and LeviticØal laws. Five under D would be conclusions regardjnq

the argumentj from history We have noticed that the argument from history

while as it is given in the critical book sounds as if there were many laws

which are introduced in Deuteronomy and *hich were ignored before and were

clearly gone out of existence.Wien you read it carefully it boils down to two

these two matters: the place of sacrifice and the person who performs the

sacrifice. Under that we will list a. under 45. While the a rgument from

history can be presented in sutha way as to sound extremely eeIr go cogent-
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careful examinations show many of its instances to be Quite inapplicable

It is of course summarizing some of the considerations we gave under each

of these heads falls under this general head that many of them are shown to
silence

be inapplicable. Small b The alleged aym&-before 621 B,C about the

lave of D and P is not really as complete as it is said to be I trust that

all of you are thoroughly aware of why we give specific dates like 621 B.C.

here. We talk about J document. Some say around 1,000 B.C. and most

put it a hundred years or a hundred and tfty years or-later than that. The E

document, they are apt to say, is about 750 B.C , but that is quite a general

statement. And the P document sometime before 450 B.C That is quite a

general statement. I trust all of you are thoroughly aware why we spee,4

specifici4lly 621 B C. Because that is the day when Josiah promulgated the
as

law of Deuteronomy and/we examined in our last - course in the last semester

in the Introduction to the Old Testament, it is not presented in Kings and Chronicles

as a promulgation of a new law, Josiah says, A great wrath came upon the people

from God because they did not observe these laws, and we will covenant with

the Lord that we will carry them out. Well, he did not consider that something

is new, but something that had been in existence Of- before and which had

been forgotten and IMef- laid aside during the reign of Menasseh who had idols

put right up in the temple and who introduced so much heathenism in to the land.
the

That is the picture there given. There it is given not as a pictur of/Inauguration

of a new law, but a covenanting together to obey the law of God that had always

been the law of the land, but we can tell we are told in what year Josiah'e
years

reign occuried, and we know how many more,here Josiah reigned and we know

how long his sons reigned before they were conquered by the Babylonians and
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we have the Babylonian records by means of which we can fix the date of the

conquest of Jerusalem very closely. We get into a period where we have

a number of records from different countries. So, well, I do not feel that we

can be one hundred per cent sure but the date, 621 B.C. it is extremely likely
I1;ts

that /j,ithin one year or two years at most of the correct year, and it is very

probable that 621 Is the exact year. So, 621 is when the critics say the law

we- of Deuteronomy was promulgated, and the law of the priestly code, they say,

was promulgated a couple of centuries later, but the evidences are all before

621, claim$ing to show that these laws ate- were not yet in existence in 621.

Now, well, these alleged silences we have already noticed in certain instances

as evidences that is not nearly as complete as it is said to be. I suppose somebody

would make a statement. It was 1935 that the state of Pennsylvania adopted

a law that all cars must drive on the right hand side of the street, and before
had

that there was no such law in Pennsylvania. And suppose that you have to prove

it, and did not have access to the actual law. You might have a difficult

job proving it. You would certainly be in cases where people would have

aeeees accidents when they are driving on the other hand of the road.

You would certainly find some instances of violations. But it is very unlikely
vis t.tor

that the state-of Pennsylvania from California in r44g- writing an account

of his observations in Pennsylvania would bother zee- to record that the people

here drive on the right hand side of the road. He o uld simply take it for
in the 11th century

granted. When Marco Poi/went to China, he came back and wro-e-a- he
rhapsodies
he about the fact that they had paper money in China. And he was tremendously

interested in this. They did not have to carry around a lot of hegvy metal

like everybody did like in Europe. If they were going to buy anything, they

had paper orthey used for money. But Marco Polo never bothered tcy
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notice the tremendous fact that the paper was printed, and the printing was un

known in Europe at that time. They did not have printing. It was a far

more important invention , the printing than the paper money. Marco P91o was

more interested in money, and he did not bother even mentioning the printing.

H-has- If he had, the Renaissance and the Reformation might have come

teEttrepe- a century earlier than they did. Who know? But the Old Testament

does not set-t-, out to tell us in every chapter all the matters about what everybody

did. You can find violations tf any law. You won't necessarily find instances

of the fact that the law was in existence. But we certainly find the intimations

at least in the hstory of the law of D, that is to say that the sacrifice was to

be offered at the one place, and that the sacrifice was to be performed by

the , that the work of the sanctuary was to be performed by the Levites, and the law of

P that the actual aer4t- sacrificing is to be done by the house of Aaron.

You certainly find the intimations of it. Now, if you look at the Deuteronomy

10:6, you will find there a statement which says that the children of Israel

took their journey from Beeroth of the children of Jaakan to Mosera: there e'
a

eT-as-4he-Ler4- Aaron died, and ther e he was buried; and Elar his sons

ministered in the priest's office in his stead." Here is a clear statement in

the book of Deuteronomy of Aaron being the priest, one of the priests, not one

of the priests, the but the priest, the high priest, Aarong being the high
a

priest, and ElØar succeeding It. The remarkable thing about it is that Ms

the critics say that this is not a part of the D document at all, but that this
centuries

is the part of the JE document written try'cbefore which has beeen

inserted into the D document. Now, there is a case where the critic4in order
build

to f4.-ll- up the documents that will represent , will fit with their arguments and
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facets
will fall in line with the peetee-of the development fucthe have found it

necessary to take a stand which is rather shet- sharply contradictory to their

claim of the development of the critics. They have not merely in Deuteronomy

recognition of Aaron as the priest, and succeeded y as the priest by the sons

of Eleazer, t-e4e- they have in JE document, because they say this verse

is not a part of D document at all, but is a part of JE document. Even in Drivers

commentary on g Deuteronomy, in the International Critical Commentary series,

which I have here... (Q) In order to try to find a contradiction between the
hack

P and D and E document, they put then)/in JE document. The thing is , you are

trying to divide it up to fit with each of these eight- eight arguments. Certain
seem to if

of these argument would fit in this way but /he arguments are true, they should

all fit consistently, now, of course, to them it seems more important to find

contradictions in history by putting it early, by putting in the same document

and saying that if you study the history course, you see how they fit together.

Here is what Driver says about it in his commentary on Deuteronomy where he

strongly takes the stand that the Deuteronorry was not written until 621. He

says about verse 10 here. Is it verse 10? Yes, verse 6, of Chapter 10.

He says the interruption both in chronology and in the discourse of Moses

m$ must be admitthd to make it probable that the notice is no original part

of the text of Deuteronomy, but either a subsequent] insertion introduced from a

as-part of E which still survives independently, perhaps with a view of $' illustrating

the matter in which the priestly -due tty- duties were provided after Aaron's

death or a fragment of E, the original narrative of Israel's final journeying and

of Moses'' final discourse which retained tie- Its position after the latter

as a whole was replaced by our present P document. And then you have a- quite
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a discussion of the places. and ... so on, but we will not have time to go into
full

the/arguments... He gives considerable detail here, you could take two or
worth

three hours/to go through these details, but his conclusion is very interesting.
under

He says, The passages important as showing that/the tradition of J4 not less than P,
the

Aaron was the founder of eflet1er le hereditary priest. Well, now, that

c ontradicts the whole idea developed of development. It contradcits the whole

idea of development, and,as a matter of fact, the critics as a rule even cut o- out

the name theie- Aaron wherever it occurs in E document. They say that

they must be a later insertion, because this is the P idea, the ... stage of

this that (440) the priesthood is to be restricted to the family of Aaron descentL

They cut out the name Aaron altogether saying that this is a later insertion.

of redactors. But in this partiaular case in Deuteronomy what 4jey- they

say was not written until 621 B . C. There is one verse in Deuteronomy which

if you take as a part of Deuteronomy recognizes what they say did not come

until two centuries later, the Aaronic priesthood. They say that it is from the

earlier document than the JE document. It just )( shows the difficulty of consistently

working the theory out. Hundreds of men worked on the theory, and they have

puzzled over the its problems and tried to work it out, and they have worked

out a form that is just about nearly as a perfect problem as the- it would be

possibjle to work it out. But it still has rather bad weaknesses. This is certainly

one of them. As the history stands, this is one of the intimations Which the

critics would admit thet- to be long before the time of P and even long before

the time of D, they would say, the intimation of priesthood of Aaron and Eleazer,

and now another such intimation we looked at ahead in connection with the

place of sacrifice. We noticed how 1n- toward the end of the book of Joshua,

we have a long accountI of almost (461.5)
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a civil war, almost a civil war, because the people who live across Jordan

put up the altar, and the people who lived on the Western side of Jordan
is to

said, You are breaking God's law that all sacrifice &etd be brought to the

place which the Lord shall pick out of the 12 tribes, by putting up die separate

altars. Then the people over on the west sbde said, You are wrong in tinkIng

that we are turning against God's law, and it is necessary for to go to the

war7-erd- with us about it this late. We are have never thought of h-s-- using

this altar for sacrifice. We are simply putting it up as a memorial. And

we have this long discussion in Joshua 22, ( discussion which is absolutely

meaningless, unless the law of Deuteronomy was already in existence, which

they say did not come into existence until 621, and of course they say that

this whole chapter, -t-the-M-stefy Is from the D douument, 'nd was not there.

But as the history stands, it is not .'/ only a sigith intimation but it is a whole

chapter dealing with the facts that the law was already in existence, and was

considered as tremendously important by the people on the both sides of Jordan.

There are good many inforim tions which we could look at, but I only call your

attention to a few now. Here is the cases which we have already referred to
an Ephraemlte,

where it is the wicked men , not pious men /but a wicked man who was worshipping

idols, and he thinks that it is a wonderful thing to get a Levite to perform the

sacrifice, by the way he does ;not say anything about the sacrifice, to perform

the service before his idols. Well, he certainly had the idea that the Levites

have been set apart for religious services, and now that occurred several centuries

before Deuteronomy was written according the critics. Tes( Mr. Alonso? (Q)

Yes, No, Yes, thank you. (Q)Oh, the critics say that there is not a pentateuch.

They say that there is a hexateuch. And they divide Genesis between P which

starts with Genesis 1 and J which starts with Genesis 2, and E which starts with Gn20
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Exodus, they divide between J and E and P with very little of Dif any. No D In

Genesis, and a little of D In Exodus and 'n Leviticus and in Numbers a great
is given

bulk is given to P with some .,/JE and some to D, but in Deuteronomy most bf it

is given to D a- but some is given to JE and some to P. Joshua, they divide

it up among all documents, part to J, part to D, part to E, part to P, excpept that

they have A great difficulty in distinguishing between J and E, because they tend

tD put narratives in J or E. Exhortation in D, and minute law to P, now, you

have got all four. ( You have got all three types of literature in Joshua. You

have several chapters of tribal waEn4ftg- border, that is an enumerative style.

Naturally,according to their theory, they have to be P. You have a good bit of

narrative which would naturally be J or E, and you have much exhortations. Joshua

says, Choose ye this day whom you will serve, but as for me and my house,

we shall serve the Lord. This is an exhortationg, which naturally is D style.

So, they divide up the whole book of Johua among the different portions.

Thank you for the question. We have referred to Joshua in the course of , not

so much as the others, but- and so there may be many of you who did not have

that hell in mind. Now, in the history another intimation that we find is the

account in judges where we read considerable amount about Eli, the pre priest

of God, who was a child, who is described as a descendent of Aaron. There is

recognition in I Samuel. In the early part of I Samuel there is a recognition that
out of

the place of sacrifice was Shiloh which God had designated 4eF- the tribes, and

there they brought their sacrifices to Shiloh, and there a descendant of Aaron

was the priest, Eli, that is not spelled/ out, this is the Ølaw, therefore, this is

done, and why it is done, but it describes what was done and it fits with the law,

and then in Numbers 16:, we have an account of a revolt of some people against

Moses and we actually two distinct revolts which God gathered together in
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Numbers 16. It begins, "Now, Korah, the son of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the

of Levi, and Dathan and Abiram the sons of Ellab, and On the son of Peleth,

sons of Reuben, took men: jAnd they rose up before Moses ... ." You have a

revolt against Moses on the part of certain of the Levites, and certain of the sons

of Reuben, and in the chapter you find that sons of Korah say to Moses and Aaron,

You take too much upon you , seeing that all congregation%' are holy, and Moses

said, you take census and make sacrifice before the Lord and 1- let Aaron

take one and see whom the Lord will bless, and the Lor d destroyed the sons

of Korah. Now, there is the evidence that the sons of Korah were considered as

not being eligible to perform sacrifice. They were eligible to do the service
restricted to the

of the temple, but not eligible to perform the sacrifice. That was the- strictly/

priestt. Now, the critics , of course, say that that is from the P document.

But here it is in the history the recognition of the sons of Korah. We had better

say a few words or so more about that tomorrow morning.

XIX May 5 10




as
The alleged silence before 621 about the laws of D and P is not really complete

as it is said to be . The argument of course is that the law of Deuteronomy

that sacrifice be performed at the one place, and the Levites sacrifice, that is
which it is

what the Critics say that it is, and the law of PAS they say that /the Aaronic

priest and not all the Levites that there is no knowledge of this but constant

violation prior to 621 B.C. Actually we have noticed that at the end of Joshua,
was

there Walmost a civil war, because one part of the nation accused the other of

disregarding thás law. And the other part ambiguously said that they were not

disregarding the law. So that they actually both agree that that was the law.

Well, the critics say that all that is written later on. Of course, if you do that

while you are simply , you can make anything fit together-, with history, if
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the things that do not fit, and you can prove that Truman was never president of

the United States, if you remove -re from all history books a-e-1l references

books- to him, but if you leave the references in , it is true that it is possible

in history to insert things that are fraudulent, and such things happened, and

there was all through the middle ages people believed that the e &taM- Constantine

had given Italy to Pope, and all through the Middle ages there were certain eee

eg-decrees supposed to have been laid dow by Pope Silvaster at the time of

Constantine which were quoted as law all through Europe, nearly 100 years before

the Reformation the pp- Papal secretary proved that the Donation of Constantine
forger4'ies

and the decree of the Silvaster were fr-atidteftee7 and he proved this, and it

recognized by all the papal secretaries did; not lose their positions for having

proved it. They went right on, keeping the authorities that those have given

them, but they admitted that those were fraud and forgery, and Luther, nearly

100 years later/ reprinted 4t- the article by this papal secretary proving that the

Donation of j Constantine and the alleged Donation of Constantine was a fraud,.

There have been forgeries in history at various times, but usually the evidence

of them is quite clear. It is usually possible Ø to prove very definitely that they
it is the

have been forgeries, and sq/incidental references that are most useful in showing

that something is factual. Of course, when you )( find historical references

frequently, it is pretty bard to imagine that all were forgeries of anything, but the
this

critiçls say that.the-h4s.te4- story in Joshua is from a later time, and it was

inserted there. In a way this argument is uncertain. It is saying ha that the

theory is true and then removing everything that seems to conflict wit1 the theory.

The same is true of the statement in Deuteronomy 10:6 which we -f4r-s-t-- refers to
as

Aaron tue- priest dying, succeeded by his son Eleazer. The critics strangely
idea of

say that that is from JE , and of course thq/Aaronic priesthood is supposed not
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and that
to have come until P, but they put this for some other reasons/very early in the

nayee- manuscripts to say that it was inserted into Deuteronomy. And there it

is, the reference to Aaron as priest and to Eleazer his son as his successor,

Then we notice that in the case which the critics give as the violation of both of

the law e&vera oefattri-ee-and- of the central sanctuary and of the Aaronic
in

priesthood, Micah Øe northern Israel had a priest who was not of the family

of Aaron. We noticed that in that case the man was worshipping idols, and so

certainly it was not a case of a man who was ift- not in any case a model, but

he was very happy to get a Levite as his priest, whibh certainly shows that at

that time hundreds of years before the time of Deuteronomy according to this

statement in judges, he considered a priest working around the sanctuary that it

was properly , should be a man of the tribe of Levi. We noticed tha tin judges

rather in the first Samuel there is much said about Eli, of the house of Aaron,

as the priest, in charge of the ark, and then at th end of the hour I was

mentioning in Numbers 16, the fact that we have there in Numbers 16 the

account of the great revolt against Moses and Aaron, and this revolt described

in Numbers 16 is quite a complex affira' as described in Numbers 16, you have

really two revolts. It starts with ..Now Korah, the son of Izhar, the son of

Kohath, the son f Levi, and Dathan and Abiram the sons of Eliab, and On the son of Pelel

sons of Reuben, tookX men:' Here are two groups, a group of Levi, and a group

of Reubenite. Well, Isnit it natural that men from Levi and men from Reuben

would get together in an uprising? Well, it is interesting to note that as
around

Numbers is the arrangement of the tribes & edMtg-the central tabernacle,

the tribe of Levi is along the tabernacle here, and the other tribes are under.

on the same side of
more distant. The family of-Ket-h K0hath of Levite& are -rretjtg the tabernacle

where the people of the Reubeflites are.
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Now, it is quite possible for these people from any background to get together.

We have all kinds of instances in history of people of varied backgrounds. But

it is specially easy for those from the same background to get together, and here

you have the tents right next to each other of this branch of Levites, and of

Reuben. It certainly is no reason to say that you could not have revolt against

Aaron bn the part of the Levites and ei the part of the revolt against Reuben

and that is to say, a revolt against Aaron's priesthood on the part of certain group

of Levites who were excluded from the priesthood, and the revolt against Moses'

political authority on the part of the certain amount of Reubenites, because after

all Reuben was the first born as Jacob might think that he should have the

preeminence, and naturally in the land, and so it is quite natural and simple for

these to get together, but the critics say that the -ea-he-ptet' chapter sixteen

here is two distinct stories. It is a case of parallel document accori1g to their

theory. The two stories of revolt, one is the story of a revolt by sons of Reuben

against Moses' political authority, and the other is the revolt by the sons of

Levites against Aaron's exclusive priesthood, and these two parallel atones

have been combined togehter in chapter 16 there. Some years ago, I was asked
one

by ef'i- the British Introvarsity to write them a commentary Y,&-volume commentary

a bib book , and so they gave Ø me a fairly sizable amount of space, although

not a great deal of amount, to deal with the book ofNiumbers, Now, I was asked

to write this discussion of Numbers, and they said, this is not a c$'ritical discussion,

but this is an interpretation, they want to know t-- what the book means, and so

I spent a very considerable amount of time dealing with the book of Numbers getting

the spiritual lessons and the matters of interpretation and understanding throughout

the book, and I wrote this, and sent this to them, and they sent me back my

manuscripts with a few suggestions, but the only outanding suggestions
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they made was in the story of the spies you have not dealt with critical theory.
That
g ,4'ere are two distinct documents, and in the story of the revolt of Korah and

Reuben you have not given an answer or consideration to the Ø critical attack.

I understood that they did not want that. I had been unable to avoid sttt9

touching upon it in a Yew few places in the book, where there are outstanding

verses that are important to the relation to the critical problems, but these two

are a commonplace matter, and I had not dealt with them, and so as a result of

that statement of theirs I did considerable study of these two chapters, and I

studied very extensively the critical interpretation of chapter 16 here. It claims

that the two stories which have been interlaced , and I read over part of what

I had written this morning and found a great deal of material I have completely

forgotten in it. And I saw a rather careful examination that I had made. Now, if

we had another month, I would add to our discussion of the parallel passages,

but- perhaps a week under consideration of this particular story of Korah and
most

Reuben, because it is a met-4-- met interesting instance of how the critics claim
where

that you have two distinct stories which are combined anve-and w4!!re actually

there is nothing unreasonable about their being combined, that is to say, that there

is nothIr unreasonable about two separate and yet interrelated events having
.nd

occurred at the same time, ,t Moses }ad-te- having to face it,,. I knew a college

President some years ago who was fired from the college of which he was President.

And he made this statement to me. He said, I havé never since I came to this

college l ago, had there been a year in which there was not some group on

campus loudly declaring that I ought to be fired, but he said, this particular
diverse and attacks, andthey

time three different groups with entirely different viewpoint/got together.

He said, the three gathering together, they succeeded, and he was ousted from
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his positionr&nfl- from the college which he tremendously increased in size

and in endowments, and in fact in every way, but along with it, he has taken
the

a strong stand Ø for the fundamentals se-- oVfaith. Contrary to most colleges,
in most cases

which when they grow, become modernistic, because/they are me-ir- more

interested in getting prestige than they are in getting men who are true to the
the

fundamentals of/faith. .. Mg But he got men who HAD LEARNED, and who Had

education, and- but also who stood fér- true to the faith, but it was a tremendously

hard job, and in doing it, he came contact with people who are from various

angles, but he said, they all got together and he was ousted. And in this

particular case, we have sons of Korah, who say, Why should Aaron have the

exclusive priesthood? Why shouldn't all the Levites share it? We have sons

of Reuben who say, We are the firstborn of Jacob. Why should we not be the

political leader of Israel, instead of this fellow Moses? And the two with

two different viewpoints got toge1fer, I knew a case 'not long ago when

there was a small but vigorous denomination to whibh I did not belong, but

which I heard fair amount about the developments in it in which the leadership

of the denomination took a strong stand against a certain man because they said,

he was hyper-Calvinistic, and they who were noted for their strong stand for

Calvinism, felt that he went beyond them, and took a hypercalvinistic stand,

and so they oposed him, but in the denominationI there were a njmber of

ministers who ek- felt that the main leadership of the denomination was

too emphatic in their stand for Calvinism, and they strangedly united behind

this man who was the opposite extreme, and thus you had a rather strong revolt

for a period of two or three years in the denomination which later eventually

leaders complete put down, because after all it was a union of the two opppsite

extremes against the middle, It was not really a middle, but it was quite a bit
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one sided than the middle, but yet it was the middle of that denomination, and
these

it was very strange, however, to me to see the strong fight made by/people
were together

over here for this man over here. The way these people of such remote e /.standing/

qet-toet1ei, because of the strong stand of these who were sorEwhat

this side of the middle hw- here. Well, in this case, for the Reubenites and

the Koathites to get together is no different from what has happened thousands

of times in history, when people get gep together who have different causes
the

but who are in,4n.tnority, and in the minority, different minorities can get together
are

and work very enthusiastically, and decide that each etehr other is-wonderful
the people in

people, and,he leadership are pretty terrible, unless they get control and then
if they are too far apart.

they usually split up a-l-pert,- Well, in this case, they did not get the

control. God intervened. God intervened with two distinct heed-s- tests.ln the

case of Kohathites, they appeared in the tabernacle and they offered incense,

and Aaron did, and God caused that the Kohathites should all be destroyed, and

then in the case cf Reubenites, God caused that the earth should open o- up and should

whoj.e
swallow up their tents and their/families of this group of Reubenites who demanded

control as over against Moses. So we have two different handlings of these

two gteu different groups, but it is in the one chapter and to some extetent it

operates from one to the other, -W-ell,-4n- while in certain affairs the two are
two

combired. Now, when you separte them, you do not get the/complete p4ere
at which

stories. They are certain point certain things th*4/ are necessary -for--&-revel

for both occur together, and so it does not make satisfactory two complete

stories and although much of it can be separated because they were ae-- actually

two distinct movements. But at any rate, the story as it stands here, shows the

wrong
claim of the-Numbers that no1erely a long but a historical event results from the
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Divine establishment of the priesthood in a family of Aaron, a re&t±]t revolt

on the part of the sons of Korah against it, That is in the book of Numbers.

And of course you say that that was written by P a- and that wya way later.
--out-e-*- out

The critical view take,Ua t section 4f the--book It and t it later,A by leaving

the section in JE, the section about the Reubenltes. But the critics claim to

have an additional evidence on this story/ that this story is not original.

I' Deuteronomy 11:6, we read that Moses exhorting the people to stand true to

the Lord said to them, Let us start a little before so that you can get the context,

He-says 7-ReMenthef-wat-the Lord did , verse X'4, under the army of Egypt,

under their horses and e riots 7-how-he--eade the water of the Red Sea over flow
pursued

over them who werepurauing a1te4he- you, ard how the Lord had destroyed

them-ute dak-aM--how--

"And what he did unto the army of Egypt, unto their horses, and to

their chariots; yhow he iia de the water of the Red sea to overflow them, as they pursued

after you, and how the Lord hath destroyed them unto this day; And what he did unto you

in the wllernesss until ye came into this place; And what he did unto Dathan and

Abiram, the Sons of Eliab, the son of Reuben: how the earth opened her mouth, and

swallowed them up, and their househds, and their tents, and all the substance

that was in their possession, in the I-de--ttt midst of all Isra But your eyes have

seen all the great acts of the Lord which he did."

Now the critics say, here in Deut. it represents Moses as referring to

what God did today to Abiram, and he- it says nothing about Korah, and doesn't

this prove that the story of Korah's revolt is a later story inserted by F, and

actually was not there at the time when the book of Deuteronomy was i1 in 621

B.C. Now, that is er4- their answer to their argument about Korah. The

story must he part of P document, and it comes , it recqognlzes the Aaronic
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until

priesthood and that was known/tong eter after Deuteronomy according to their view,
it here in

but Moses did not even refer to/the book of Deuteronomy. He says, what he did

unto Abiram, and does not mention Korah. Now, et- just a minute's strife we

will show the error of that sort of an argument. Moses is here not attempting to

give a complete recapifliiflatlon of the history. If he were, there are many things
the
ir/history that he might have mentioned, which he did not mention here.

them
Mose is not attempting here to te]the whole story of that particular revolt

which takes a whole chapter in Numbers. That is not his purpose. His purpose is

to remind the people of the great acts of God which they have seen, what he did

to Pharaoh in crossing the Red Sea, what he did at different times through the

wilderness showing his great power, and he said, what he did unto DLnh- Dathan

and Abiram, the sons of Eliab, the son of Reuben: how the earth opened their

moulth, and swallowed them up, and their households, and

their tents, and all the substance that was in their possession, in the midst of all

Israel." He is not talking to the Levites here, he is talking to the people as a

whole. And he says, the people as a whole thought how Dathan and Abiram

and their family were swalhwed up, when the earth was open, Korah was not

swallowed up that way. Korah and his people were had this test against Aaron,

afid- by offering incenses, and the Lord caused the fire come out and destroyed
a

them. It was a different sort of/punishment, even if it did occur at the same time.

It was something which occurred with a small group of people present, and there

at the tabernacle with a test between them and Moses, the people would have

heard of it, but it would not anything like the impression on the people aa a whole

as4he- that the fate of the Dathan and Abiram made. That was what they saw,

the earth swallowed them up, they saw this tremendous thing God did there.

And that is what Moses is here referring to, and Its omission here of reference to
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Korah is not a proof that the author of Deuteronomy did not know anything about

the re%'volt of Korah. As the history stands, we have this revolt of the sons of
wilderness

K0rah agaim t the aronic priesthood is taking place I right there in the v.o rid.
great

Now, as we goai to the history, we do not have places oVrnany references to the

same thing dealing with the fact that worship is to be centralized at the one

place or that the priesthood, the service of the santuary is to be done by the

LevIte arthat-- and that the priests are to be from the house of Aaron, W

And when they say the the Deuteronomy holds that the sacrifices are to be done

by the sons of Levitee--, by all the Levites, and- there is no proof for that.

Deuteronomy never says that the Levites can offer sacrifice, it speaks of them
were

as set apart t- for the service' of the Lord, they aFe-set apart to do all the

the various types of the service of the Lord, but the specific sacrifice and the

leadership in the work was committed to the descendants of Aaron. Deuteronomy

does not go into that a person making a great patriotic speechMt-- in America,
the

exhorting/people to obey the law, might urge the people to go to the pope(?)

and might urge the people to study carefully as to who are the best men for
they should

office, and to decide whom t-o,4ote .and to o tothe pre- primary and as well as

the final election he might urge them. And sombbody would stand up here and

make a great big patriotic speech and in the course of it urge that we -shotii- be
president date or year,

very careful we do not nominate any mar/under the age... the Constitution
a

says that a man can be president, op'sentor under the age that it says ... so on.

would be very ricidulous, We take each individual ec-- case and we look

into the constitution and see what the requIrement"afe- Is, and some me man

is under that age, he is not- either not elected, or as in case of two or three weeks,

he is elected andbut he cannot take the office until he reaches that age, but
to

in exhortation to the-people to obey the law and/support the principle, there is

no need of stressing a little thing like this. And that is true of the matter of who
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shall be the high priest. There are officials who take charge of the- matter , when

the high priest dies, and determine who the next one is, but as to the service of

the sanctuary is committed to the Reubeie Levites, and that is a matter wht h

concerns everybody, and that is dealt with in Deuteronomy which is the address
in

to the people as a whole, and hich the matters do not have to enter. Now, t
a few the

eefteeofl-wth we have in connection with Davld,*eferences to/priests-r--end

the head priest who is succeeded by someone else, and e have references to the

head priest in II Kings l]. where Athaliah has killed all her grand childrer and-ogt

got herself in control of the land, you remember, and they" nurse took the young

grand son Joash, and hid him, and then we read there that the high priest sent

to the leaders of the epople and said, her/ is the true king, this little boy, who

has been hidden for six years, and Jolada the priest arranged that at a certain

time at an important ceremony suddenly Joash was brought forth and was proclaimed
S

to be the king, and Athallaiwas removedV. Now, that certainly show/the recognition

of the fact that there was a man of the house of Aaron, an-that- who was a leader

in the power of the priesthood. It enters into the history then, and so there is an

incidental reference.In Chronicles we have the full geneology given of these people
It is not important to kings' purposes tocto that.
w-amftporterrt . . .-te the-pur-posee-7 4o-âe4h-atT NoW it is a very interesting

case of the evidence of the existence of the law of Leviticus, the Levitical law

is found in II Chronicles 26: Now of course some of the critics used to say, Chronicles

was written long after the exile, and it is utterly unhistorical, and you cannot trast

anying in the Chronicles. Now, that was the attitude taken fifty years ago.

But during the last fifty years quite a few instances have been found where the

archeological evidences lave remarkably corroborrated individual statements in

the-Chronicles which were--not contained in Kings, and therefore the attitude of the

historical scholars toward the book6f Chronicles today is to recognize that the
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Chronicles was written quite a bit later than the Kings was written, but to feel

that the great bulk of the material in the Chronicles was based upon official

sources and officials writings, and therefore that it is not to be brushed aside

as history. There are cases where the ( numbers in Kings and Chronicles contradict

each other, and if you will pick up a critical book fv= of fifty years ago, you
the Israel's

are apt to find ,tate$'ment that the Chronicles tried to glorify everything ir'h1story

and therefore, whenever there is a certain number of- in a battle, Chronicles

multiplies, and increases numbers to make it look as if they were much 1 greater

than they were. Well, there are cases where you have a number Kings and a

larger number in Chronicles, and some of these cases may be cases where the

numbers have- has been incorrectly transmitted or some may be cases where

different method of enumertn was used as, for instance, in an army, you can

count a number of combat soldiers, or you can count the number of soldec4e iers
handling

a itogether including those who are hav4ng the commisaries and the other matters
S

behird the 14e-- linej There are various ways of enume'ratioj/. But the vital thing

there is that as these numbers &-- have been compared, it as has been found out

that in the great bulk of cases the numbers agree, and that when the numbers differ,

it is not more than half the cases where the CFronicles' numbers are larger, f/

and about in half of the cases where they differ, the Chronciles' ij- numbers

are smaller. And so the critical statement of the critics that the Chronicles are

simply glorifying the ancient Israelite history and multiplying the number to

make it bigger just does; not fit the fact. It is another of the sad cases of the

murder of the beautiful theory by a gang about the fact. But I think that is what
what

we need to do to get the facts and see what they are and see actually the-- the y
26

prove. Well, now in Chronicles , in chapter r of the II Chroneicles, we have
the J 5,

1J,

the story of a good king,/kingAeta?i The king e4i who did what was right
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U z ziah
in the eyes of the Lord,. ,he King Maiah who was greatly blessed of God,

Uz ziah
but we find in verse 16 that when Azalah was strong, his heart was lifted up to

Lord
his destruction, for he transgressed against the lew"o-his God, and went into

the temple of the Lord7-&n&-- to burn incense upon the altar of the incense, and
Azariah
Ezri&' the priest went in after him and with him forced few four score priests

of the Lord, that were valiant men: And they withstood Uzziah the king, and

said unto 0dm, It appertaineth not unto thee, Tjzziah, to burn incense unto the Lord,

but to the priests the sons of Aaron, that are consecrated to burn incense:

go out of the sanctuary; for thou hast trespassed; neither shall it be for thine honour

from the Lord God. The Uzziah was wroth, and had a censer in his hand to burn incense

and while he was wroth with the priests, the leprosy even rose up in his forehead

before the priests in the house of the Lord, from beside the incense altar.

And Azariah the chief priest, and all the priests, looked upon him, and, behold, he

was leprous in his forehead, and they thrust him out from thence; yea, himself

hasted also to go out, because the Lord had smitten him. And Uzziah the

king was a leper unto the day of his death, and dwelt in a several house, being a

leper; for he was cut off from the house of the Lord: and Jotham his son was over

the king's house, judging the people of the land." Now Uzziah reigned reigned

for fifty-two years, but a large part of that time he was shut off as a leper, and

his son Jotham actually reigned. As a young man Iaaiah occasionally passed the

place 000 efta1l- and occasionally 'vi he would see Uzziah's face in the window,

and as he passed, he would easily remember how Uzziah had -ete'i-- been such a

good king, but then how he had decided that he was not merely going to be a king,

but also he was going to take over the priesthood, and the Lord had smitten him

and
with leprosy- for many years he,had been shut off alone in his house as a leper,

and Is¬iah when he tells of his greatt vision of God in Isaiah 6 which beins
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with the words "in the year the king Uzziah died, I saw the Lord." Those words
to give us the date

are not merely -g1vert-t.o-},- they are to show the aptitute, the atmosphere, the

frame of mind that Isaiah was in. When he thought of the wonderful man who

served the Lord wonderously up to a certain point, and then he decided that he

take ov& the functions that God had given to others na-- and God had to rebuke

him and lay on the shelf and he remained on the shelf there/ for many, many years/

yu-Ie- until his death. But Uzziah's sin was breaking the Levitical law which,

according to the critics, was not even made until two or three hundred years later.
in

And so, here we have ,tI Kings 26 another case where the existence of the Levitical
punished for

law is assumed and in fact where the man is sharply/disobeying it 0' just as

Korah had been nearly a thousand years earlier. So, my point here iis not to say

that we can trace through the history and find proof of these laws in every century,

no. My point was that the alleged vi- silence before 621 about the laws of D and

P is not really as coup lete as it is said to be. And then we can go on to small c.

under 4 5. Small c Is the Non-use or forgetfulness of the features of a code
a

is not always/proof of non-existence I have given the illustrations before

which is so appropriate here that I am going to mention it again, while most of you

might have forgotten any way. But it was when I was connected with another

Seminary before Faith was founded when there was a time that we had financial

difficulty, and we decided to make a special arrangement about the entrance d

the students for the next year. And so there were certain special arrangements

made and we had a faculty of somewhere between six and eight then and we met

day after day every week, maybe six wee}, considering these arrangements, and

as we considered/ these, one faculty member would say, Let us make this requirement,
Our

and others would be against it, but we decided tFa t we had to cut down./inances

were low, and we have got to do something, and his was made, and then someone
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else would make a suggestion, and another would be against it, but we decided

that we had to cut down, and something had to be made and done, and eventually

after several reaeh-- weeks, that is, one morning a week for several weeks of

discussion, a new set of requirement for entrance was made, but then somebody

said, yes, we but we do not want to cut down our entering class too small, and

so they said, well, if the class should fall under 22, the entering class, these

will not hold, and so they sak, however, 4 it shall be understood that none of

these requirements shall be applied if their application would reduce the entering

class below 22. Wel, that was the statement (,that was made ir it, and all

these statements which were made and it was put to a vote and one faculty

member/ vote for it, the adoption of tie situation. Nobody voted fee-the- against

it. he chairman said, well, how can we adopt such important things like this

with only one vote? The thing was that nobody liked it, but everybody felt

that something had to be done, and there was something in it which appealed to every

body, egen though there were things in it which everybody did not like, but

the same thing. And I had to 9&y-that- state that the two points in it the matters
have it

which I particularly disliked, I said, I would like t/statei g under this, it be

understood that this provsion applies only to the entering class of 1934, and the

chairman said to me, well, why do you wqnt to put that in it? He said, every1tzbng

in it applies only to 1934. Why do you want to put that in it? I said, this particular

t hing I would like o- it explicitly said, and ii then he said, all right, and he had

it put there. In two particular places in response to my desire it was stated

that;it being understood that this applies only to the year 1934, but he said, that

was 33, but 0' he said, everything in it applies to only 1933, just for the next

year ... this had been done. And within the next year the depression was worseed,

and wegot-
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things got financially so much worse than they had been that a year later,/,
for

nobody raised any question about nyt--hing in, and,'the next year-- four

years while I was still in that instittition this was considered as the established
right through

rule/ even though 0' it explicitly ght-trough- -Mad said in two places, it

being understood that this applies only to the year of 1933, and the number

22 became a sort of a magical number, until later the entering class e'ope-

dropped where it was never over ten or twelveØ'-a-year-,- for a number of years,

arid but for a few years that number of 22 was considered a sort of a magical number

which had been headed up by But there we were within one year
that

a thing/everybody agreed on so excellent that it did not 0' need to be mentioned.

It was completely forgotten. When it comes to laws which are established and

carried on for a while, it is easy , it is very easy to forget about them unless

there people are constantly reminded of them. I had the experience over and over

in the Seminary/ of having situations arise which I studied through carefully,

and I decided exactly what should be done in relation to it, and a definite

method of procedure was adopted, and a definite regulation was established,

and it completely solved the problem. And a problem had been completely solved,
that we Ay and

and so/complet/forgeten- about it. And the reulgat1on7-en&( the matter of

procedure is established and it is carried on for five or six years, and that problem

never comes up. And then all of a sudden ten years later I find the same thing

becbming as a problem, and I say, Oh, this has been established, then sore one
two years ago, or

says, so and so has changed it. /. so nd so has been ignoring that for three

years, I had not even been told about it,. nor didn't people realize that it s

wee.- background and then how it came into effect. The same old problem is

back there to be faced over again and see whether the former solution will isolve

it or whether a new solution has e to be made. There is an instance in history
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which is most striking in this regard. Charlemagne at about 700 A.D. , Charlemagne,

the great Emperor of France conquered what is now France and Germany and Italy,

and Switzerland, and a very sizable area of Europe and Charlemagne with highly
in

educated man, a man who was tremendously interested not only in war,4vhich i&

he is an expert, but in improving edudation which he did a great deal, and also

establishing definite legal systensthat would take care of the problems that will

arise, and Charlemagne established the whole code of law for the whole area

over which he ruled, which was very carefully worked out, and which was

peF4ei- ... for the latt ten years of his life, and then after Charlemagne's

death, his son proved to be a weakling, and he was succeeded by his three

sons who divided the empire among themselves, and -there- their descendants
until

continued to reign there about a century or two, a1-4hen- finally other groups
all of

replaced/{hem, but the law of Charlemagne which he had established , which

had been universally employed for about 10 years was so completely forgotten

that the very existence was forgotten, and no reference was made to 4e it

within the century after his death/ by the different group which took over the

control of the different portions of his Empire. And the historians now have the

records from Charlemagne's time that there is no doubt about these a laws

having been formulated and having been empeyed7 d-ha4n-been-- enforced for

ten years. But the forgetfulness/ of them within a century is a fact of history.

I was amazed &boti.t-two years ago to be speaking about a man who had been perhaps
five

one of the fl-re--most promising man in the Uni States , in say, in 1907. He

was p so prominent that the newspaperswould have pictures which would show

ef1ately a meeting of the board -meet4g--o-- of the UnPacific

Railroad, and they would show twelve men sitting around theei.r-
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and everyone of them would have this man state, because he controls everything

he was connected with it, and he was the president of about ten railroads and three

or four steamship lines, and Theodore Roosevelt called him an undesirable citizen,

and -ieuked-h4*i- refused 41 to allow him to come to see him a?t3*-e at the Whitehouse.

The papers were VI full of references to him and he was perhaps the most powerful

man outside the government in the country. Certainly one of the two or three

wealthiest, and it was... I study studied considerable amount about the American
though

history in college, and I was quite familiar with these facts and ,4qhen this hapened

I was too young to have any recollection of it, but I was at a boys' camp, when I

was in college, and I happned to mention this to one of the other fellows, and

he said, I do not believe it, he said, I do not believe it. He said, it could

not have been the man that was that important, that promising and and that wealthy,

and I have never heard of it, and I iever-haver never heard of it, and this was

only ten years after that man! s death, ten tears or less, the papers have been

Just full of him. This fellow absolutely would not believe it, but it was a fact.
Son Averil

Now, today, he is completely forgotten and- except for the fact that hi'Aba.w
Harriman(
Hemai has gotten into plitics in the last fifteen years and occasionally

you hear him and learn that he uses his father's money for the purposes exactly
features of

opposite of what his father stood for. But none-use or forgetfulness of,' code
in

is not always true of non-existence. I think that is an important point/ Øur

conclusion here and then D We must not forget man's proneness to f&He- fall

into sin and the results that are apt to follow Eight years ago Colonel Engelsaul

was going about this country everywhere lecturing on the mistakes of Moses

(242)
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and attacking the Bible. And somebody said, Mr. Engelsaul(?), if you created

the world, how could you take a better world than Cod did? He said, I would
plan

make health contagious instead of sickness. He thought he could make a world

far better than the world God made-- could plan. It is not merely an unbeliever

like Mr. Engelsaul that is apt to take that attitude. Anyone *1 us could

take-that-attitude- is apt to think,ka- Oh, I would plan things this

way. This is the way I would pland the world. This is the way I would do

it. But the fact ka- 1,s that Cod realizes the enormity of sin in a way

that ;no one of us can and Cod realizes the effects of sin, and Cod has

chosen to face- save some despite .1 the fact tkaxmaa that none of us deserves

anything goodI/Spi at his hand, and Cod has said sent his revelation into the
people

world and in the face of the terrible force of sin he has radually brought/to

understanding of certain features;-aad-8ed-kae-eenP-hie-eveleaeieii-ibe.-ke

wed-aad-ia-ke-iaee-ei-tke-eibIe-ioree-ei-ein-he-hae-b,a- of His truth.

And so the world is not the way you or I would make it, and Cod permits

a situation to exist and even continues sometimes for centuriesl before he

forces eke-same- a change in them. A verse which might be noticed in this

connection is Matt. 19:7-9. Matt. 19:7-9, for context I will begin with

verse 3:"The Pharisees also came unto him, tempting him,#and saying unto
Now, this tempting, of coursç, in the Old English, it means testing, testing him,
h1in/.e-te-awivi

When we were, I was working with cnnection with getting out of a new edition

of the Bible, I suggested that we change the word"tempt"to"test" and there

were two in the group who were very much against it. They wanted to keep this

good Old Bible word, "tempt." Well, I said, I would never say tomy class

Be sure to bring the paper and pencil to class tomorrow, because I am going

to tempt you. (281)
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It iie!]y gives us an utterly false idea of what God has done. The

fact that we do not realize how our languages change, and in the Bible,

the tord, "tempt" is often used in exactly the meaning it has today, but
an

it is often used in eke entirely different meaning which we today say teat.

Pharasees were not tempting Jesus, but they were testing Jesus. The

Pharasees came to him to tempt himjasaying unto him, Is it lawful for a man

to put away his wifel for every cause? And he answered and said unto them,

Have ye not read, that he which made them at the beginning made them male

and female, And said, for this cause shall ems- a man leave father and mother, and

shall cleave to his we wife: and they twain shall be one flesh? Wherefore

they are no more twain, but one flesh. What therefore Gpd bath joined together,

let not man put asunder. They say unto him. Why did Moses then

command to give a writing of divordement, and to put her away? He saith unto

them, Moses because of the harness of your hearts suffered you to put away

your wives: but from the beginning it was not so. And I say unto you, Whosoever

shall put away his wife, except it be for fornication, and shall marry another,

coninitteth adultery: and whoso marrieth her which is put away doth commit

adultery." Now, of course, the modernists say, the Old Testament is an

old- old, early, tentative sort of a code. Jesus raises things to a higher

level, and he says that is what the Old Testament, and that does not matter.

Here is what I say. But if you read the gospels carefully, this is not

Jesus' attitude at all. Jesus said, If they do not believe L,4 Moses, neither

tkey-w+.-net- will they believe if a man arose from the dead. Moses gave

the law that God told him to give under those particular circumstances and

for the hardness of th&ir hearts het permitted certain things which were contrary

to God's will which Cod did not deer4e desire ekes-should evef .w*ix

exist in the Christian community, and so we have here the recognition of the

proneness of man to fall into sin and the results that are apt to follow

and so what Cod calls upon us for is not to establish a perfect socity.
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You cannot- never establish a perfect society as long as there is sin.

XI But he called upon us to maintain the moral standards taught in His

Word, and to try to apply these in several laws as well as can be
he calls

applied under these circumstances of the time, and falls upon us "it-he in the

ceremonial law... But the results of sin such as when

the people thought, well, if you take the art ark, we will surely yin. So

they took the ark with them out to the battle. Well, of course, that was

a foolish thing. It was a superstitious thing. It was an ungodly thing

to do. It was noif worse than what other people did... It was an ungodly

thing to do, but it was no worse than what was Hone by some people in

just about every church today. And they did that wrong thing, and the result

of it was that Shiloh was destroyed, and the whole thing was disorganized

and the Philistinej bands were coming through the land and there was a

situation as the result of sin where it was meek not God's will that

sacrifice wk should be done away with. But it was His will that the law
it was

should be carried out as far as eke-practical under the situation there

with the results of sin that had come there. And it is of course a strange

thing in history that when hundreds of years later in 70 A.D. as a result

of the sin of those who were God's people and supposed to be following

himj as a result of their sin, the destruction of Jerusalem came. (356)

And these people through the centurjies tried to carry out the minute

points of the Pentateuch, even having the separate sets of dishes so that

they could be sure not ot seethe a goat in its mother's milkl for usre. Yet,

the thing that is stressed in the Pentateuch and read in the synagogue services

all ocer the world every year all these thinute details about the sacrifice

are completely abandoned. They would say that because we do not have Jerusalem,
can

we e.i]d-not do it. But the Bible says, WithQut shedding of the blood

there is no remission of sins. And, of course, caused that t this be brought
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*358)
about really because that for which those sacrifices stood has

been fulfilled, and Jesus has shed His blood on Calvary's cross, and there is
any

no longer/need of sacrificial system it shojid look forward to. The

eye- sacrifical system has been utterly abroagated in defiance of the law,

thrah misunderstanding of the law. But the result has occurred which

is a wonderful evidence of the truth,-and- of the fact that it has been

fulfilled in Christ. And so D is here rather vital. We must

not forget that man's proneness to sin and the results that are

apt to follow, this Matt.l9:7-9, here Jesus Christ stresses the great moral

law which it is His will that we should obey, but even in this very
of

vital matter under those circumstances/Moses' day a certain thing was permitted,

which it is not the Lord's will should be permitted now that we have the

fuller revelation. And during the period after the ark has been taken,

until the temple was built in Jerusalem, thete was a period in which many

of these laws were forgotten, and doubtless it was read, doubtless it was

read, but it was ignored. 0 You know, one of the most amzing things is

that if you go througk the New Testament, and mark every reference to the
New

second coming of Christ, you will find that in the 91- all/9d Testament

there are maybe four times as many predictions ehere-
as

are-as-- coneerning the second coining of Christ theft there are concerning

the first coming of Christ. It is steessed over and over in tek-New- the New

Testament and it is even said that the New Testaaament when someone dies,

comfort one another with the knowledge of the fact that when Jesus at-a- comes
can

at a time when no body/expects, you do not he is coming, he will suddenly

cause you , His people to meet Him in the air, so shall we ever be with the

Lord. He stresses this)t,the seconding coming of Christ in the New Testament.

And yet godly Christian ministers have preached en-- for years on the

New Testament, but they would hardly ever givelL a sermon on it. And there

never was a sermon on this fact that Jeans said-3---l3 different times in
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the New Testament, Be ye ready for in such an hour as ye think not the

Son of man will come. And over and over he stresses the fact, and yet

we read it through and through and we k- ignore it. And few people

take it and see nothing dad to talk about all the time. But, of course,

that is not what mre speaking now. Very few are doing that. But great

many who g ignore and then they fail to do ...anything like the place God

gives-in His Word. Yet, when we find that during this period of inter

regnum, these a laws about the centrality of the sanctuary, and the restriction

of sacrifice on under normal conditions to the sanctuary that there were
that proves

cases where they were ignored. The critics say that they-were--prove that that

-goes-se... did not exist.... Well, we ee we.4-- will continue from there on.

(end of May 5 Lecture.)

Small e. All the critical arguments under this head are in the area of

ceremonial law, and it is difficult to say how many of the instances would be

outide the distinction Jesus made as to the purpose of this type of/"law.

I believe that I dictated that, did I not? ... D. was We must not forget

that man's proneness to fall into sine and the results that are apt to follow.

I discussed that rather fully, then E. is that All the critical arguments

under this head, all the critical arguments under this head are in the area of

ceremonial law, and it is difficult to say how many of the instances with the outsi

with the outside distinction which Jesus made as to the purpose of this type
the

of law. Jesus said, Sabbath was made for man and not man for/sabbath. He

did not say that law against murder was made for man and not man for the

law/ against murder. Ten commandments represent the moral law which

is written in the very nature of the universe, and can never be changed

or abrogated. It is in the very nature of God. God cannot lie. God cannot

lie. He cannot go contrary to his own nature, which is like a silly question

op.p- people ask, if God is omnipotent,-if-j-- could he make a stone so

big that he could not lift it. If, of course, is a nonsense. God cannot
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He cannot make 1965, and suddenly it become 1925. That is nonsense.

And God cannot go against His nature. The moral law is written in the nature

of God, and the ten commandments are eipeete an expression of the moral

law. Now, when we get away from the ten commandments, we have of course other

matters in the Old and New Testaments which deal with moral law. But we
many

also have "bkew matters which deal with civil law. CivilI law is the

application of the moral law to protect their situation. The situations

change. When the I civil law is changed, to suit the situation.A ertain

law might be suitable . A different law might be suitable when people

are settled in one area. A certain law would be proper when the people would

be in peace. A different eort of law e would be proper when there-are- they were
going be

constantly invaded by bands of the Philistinesl/back and forth through the

land, and in constant danger and in constant difficulty in maintaining
When

any settled situation. Divil law changes. eitew-I was In Los Angeles
between where I lived and on the Highland Park

I used to go through a tunnel#on the

aiki and the center of the town. I used to go through this tunnel

frequently, and over and over IL noticed a sign inside the üunnel. One

hundred dollar fine for riding or driving or propelling any vehicle through

this tunnel wkeh-e8- with speed greater than 8 miles per hour. I never
-iia- thing

saw any vehee go through less than 25 miles per hour. But there was the

sign. The sign was there at least 8 or 10 years. While I was going through

it before they took away ke-e4ga-- that sign away. That sign had been good

as civil law in the days before automobile. It would have been dangerous

under the circumstances, and of course there woulbe naturally be apt to

get into trouble inside the-men tuennel and all that.., to go through

the tunnel with speed more than 8 miles an hour. Now, that you have the automobile

and you do not have horses, and the law was an anachroMsmg. The civil

changes to theet various circumstances. So that the civil law is, part of

it is the application of the moral law and part of it is simply dealing
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with making it postible for people to live togehter. There is nothing moral

mra-whether you drive to the right or the left side of the street.

But there are certain things that there should be a definite agreementl to one

or the other. And the vv4 civil law can make either one, whichever it may be

it has to be enforced;-or-the-people-ean-- in order that varied peole can use

the street. The civil law, this is sometimes, is an application of a moral

law. Or in anoterh case, it is necessary to enable people to get along together.

But civil law can be changed, but moral law can never be changed. And sometimes

it is diffficult for us to know exactly where the la line is drawn between

one law-e-he--- and the ether law. Moral law can never be changed. And sometimes

it is difficult for us to know exactly where the line is draown between the two.

The third type of law, of course, is ceremonial law, and this is what Jesus

said, -kwen when he said, Sabbath is not made for man and not man for the sabbath.

Part of the civil law is made for man and part of the civil law is the outwroking

of the moral law in applying to certain circumstances. All he- these-eeremeaa4.

ceremonial laws ... (641) was made for man. Ceremonial law does not make -

the least bit of difference in eternal things. But it does make a tremendous
into

difference in getting ./man's mind and understanding of eternal things. The

ceremonial law is the picture of God's will. It is a picture of God's purpose.

It is getting into man's mind the ideas that often have to be brough in pictorial

form. And therefore there was great deal of ceremonial law in the Old Testament

when they leli look forward to the- a glass darkly to the things that God is going

to do, in order to make redemption of those who would believe in Christ. Now

that we have the facts ... that they look forward to a glass darkly, we
we understand it

look back and we read more about it more ca clearly and/more fully. The ceremonial

law does not have to be nearly detailed and exact as it was then. There are

most aspects of the Old Testament ceremonial laws are exapl4dd-- explained

in full detail in thh Old Testament. There is practically no aspect of ceremonial

law in the New Testament. It is not given in any detail, and great divisions in
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the Christian churches risen over people's difference in some part of ceremonial

law where if the Lord tarried, which he did, it would have made it very clear

in one way or the other in two sentences or in half a sentence. The ceremonial

law is important to drive thoughts into aur minds, but the details of it now

are not so important now as they were before, because we see the reality, not

though a glass darkly, as they did then. But it is interesting that in this

argument that we are dealing with now,a historical argument, the argument from the

alleged violation of law, all eve- over the evidence that they produce relates

to part of the ceremonial law, but where they are going to sacrifice, the place

of sacrifice, and who is going to sacrifice.., the critics claim that there was
types

much development in relation to other eeeC4ene-of the law. These claims are

often very detailed and involved, but I do not know of anyone of them that

'there they claim to have historical evidence to prove that the law of JE or D or

P was see- not in existence before the time at which they say these books were

written. Big E. Capital E. .. the argument from the appropriateness of certain

sections to particular times. The fourth argument for development. The argument that

certain sections are appropriate to particular times. When you come down to it, there

is no evidence to prove that the legislation of P would be appropriate to the

exile and impossible in an earlier time. There is no eviddnce to prove that

the statements of J and E would be appropriate to the-m4.nde-e¬- 950 or 850

or 750 B.C., or tuccurate4.n earlier or later time. The one place where this

argument refers and to which it refers to very definitely and in a very important

way, is in relation to Deuteronomy. And the tea- relation to the book of Deuteronomy

the dritics say Josiah carried forth certain reforms as a reet- result of dis

covering a book. These reforms which he carried out are carrying through of

the laws stated in the Book of Deuteronomy. Therefore the Book of Deuteronomy

is appropriate to-represent- directly for that period of Josiah. So, this

fourth argument is a very important argument from the critical viewpoint, but
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an argument which refers only to one of their four documents, but that one is

an extreme importaneet one, because it is a sort of pon which all the rest

depend. And Driver, for instance, in )tis Literature of the Old Testament

here under the statement about the Deuteronomy, j he says that it is clear

from the narrative of the It Kings 22: to 23: that that book which Hilkiah

discovered in the temple, that book must contain Deuteronomy, for although

the very description of its contents and the effects it has produced upon those

who heard it read might suit Lev. 26: equally with Deuterohomy 28. Yet, the

allusions to the covenant contained in it, which evidently refers to the
in

Deuteronomy. Here he gives the references, and the fact that/the reformation

based upon it Josiah carries out step by step the principles of Deuteronomy
leaves
eade-no doubt upon the matter. And that is a very strong statement which

Driver makes. There is not much that I would differ with him/ in that statement.

I do not think that there is any question that when Hilkiah the priest followed

the book of the law in the temple, and brought it to Josiah and Josiah read

it and Josiah said great wrath has come upon us from the Lord because we have

not carried out the rules of this book, and made the people stand up with him
before

and ovenant w4h the Lord;-aad-- that from now on they would carry them out.

That a great part of that which affected his actions was the material contained

in the book of Deuteronomy. Now, suppose that it is also contained in this

chapter of Leviticus to which Driver points. Driver says it cannot have been

Leviticus, but it must have been Deuteronomy, because there is no mention of

covenant. Why cannot it have been both? Why can it not have been the whole

Pentateuch? The five books of Moses? I see no reason why the book of the
five

law may not be the whole/books.-ehe-Pemaei*ek- of Moses. But whatever it

was, it certainly included Deuteronomy. I do not think that there is any

question. And so there is a very great appropriateness to the book of Deuteronoinyl
of

in the influence which it has upon Josiah. There is no question about-that.

So, this fourth argument of the critics, the argument of development, I would
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being
say, is proven as far as this being Deuteronomy I either the whole or vital part

of the book of the law which Hilkiah found in the temple. That does not

prove necessarily when the book was written, but it is all tied up together,so,

rather than to discuss it further at this point. I think it wise to move on to

Roman $umeral Five,-ae-we-ha-... Number five the re origin of the book of Deuteronomy.

And under that capital A The Prima Facie View. .. the view which one would

come to if one accepts the Bible as it stands and starts with Genesis, and reads

on what view would he gve-e- get of Deuteronomy? Well, many people who know

a greal deal about Genesis knows comparatively little about Deuteronomy. Yet,

prof. ulton who was who was a few years ago prof. of World Literature at
after reading

the University of Chicago made a statement that he turns away/the great

orations of Demosthenes and Cicero, and turns bo- to the orations of Moses

and Deuteronomy and he feels that he has come to a higher 1ve level of oratory

end of literature. The Book of Dueteronomy is a bookØ/ of very, very high

rank in literature. It is a book of high rank as presentation of tremendous

moral principles. It is a book which is quoted very often in the New Testament

in relation to the great, vital principles. It is not a book which continas

many narratives, after the first fives chapters which recppitulate the

accounts of the some of the events in the wilderness, the rest of it is the

presentation of the law rather than of narratives. But it is a presentation of

law as a sermon, as an exhortation urging people to obey the law, and so that

the tone of it and the style of it is utterly different from the style of the

most of the rest of the Pentateuch. The question, of course, is, Is this difference
writerá?

in style necessarily mean different writing- Or may it simply mean a different
at

occasion? But we have discussed that matter of style S considerable length e-

me- before. Now, we want to say that the style of Deuteronomy is a style

which is very appropriate for a man who has for fourty years been leading the

people, judging them, solving their problems, taking care of their disputes,
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handling the cases of breaking the law that occurred among them, laying down

the sentences , trying to establish loyalty to God and to His law;-end-for his

farewell addresses before he leaves it is a very appropriate style, the sty le

of urging the people to obey the Lord and to follow His law, and taking she- those

parts of the law which it is particularly vital that they keep in mind, not merely

being able to a statute of the book and look it up, but keep in mind, and

stressing those points and driving them home to their hearts, and so that the

prima facie view that as the Israelites came to the end of their forty years of

wandering in the wilderness, and they were about ready to go into Palestine,

that Moses who was about to leave them, gives the exhortation to obey God and
5

follow Him, and repeat/the law that is vital for them to have in minds in the

promised land. Now, it would be quite natnual then that certain laws which would

be very important in the wilderness might not be repeated. They might have been

tremendously imporaant in the wilderness, but they might have very little relevance

to the situation after they go into the promised land, and there would be no

point of uring the prople to obey those laws. William Penn, I believe, set apart

a pèacej down now-what is now the heart of-Perne- Philadeiphia. He set aside a

certain area there which was never to have houses built upon it, or to be used

for any business or residential purposes, becauase it was to be kept for Indians

to camp out, when they come in to the citfrea to visit, and the in the days of

William Penn perhaps one hundred years later it would have been a very good

thing for a peep- person to exhort the people of Philadelphia not to incroach

on that land but to keep it for the purposes for which William Penn set apart

for Indians to eamp out when they come in to do their business in the city.

Today such a statement would be rather futile. There sould be no purpose in it.

As far as I know, no lndiani has camped therel during the present century. And

if I were to take my sleeping bag and go down there and say somenight that I

was going to camp there, I am afraid they would lock me out instead of making
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available to me the place William Penn set apart for the purposes of the camping

of the visitors. There were certain laws which were very important in the

wilderness, but you do not expect )bees now to ekhort people regarding those laws.

There are other things that had little relevance to the wilderness, but eere--

tkpy might be extremely important 'then they get into the promised land. So,
a

as to the matters of civil law you can expect/certain amount of change in some

of the laws, and you can expect a very considerable amount of change at certain

places in the emphasis which is placed upon particular laws as they are now

heading to a new situation. Now, there then to understand Deuteronomy, the- from

the Prima Facie viewppint we have to know when it was supposed to have been given,

what the situation was with the wilderness journey coming to an end, and with the

conquest of the Canaan just khad ahead, and then the long period of settlement

in Canaan ahead of that. Understanding those things, we feel that the book of

Deuteronomy fits into that situation perfectly, and that is argued regarding

the book of Deuteronomy. Now, we cannot fairly discuss the critical view

unless we have the prima facie view clearly in mind in comparison with it, and

therefore, I insert this capital A to remind you of that even though we have

touched upon it many times before. So, then we go g to B The Origin and the

Effects of the Critical Theory- View. Now, I told you of the origin of the

critical view of Deuteronomy within the first month of this course, because as

we look at the history of the rise of the criticism, we noticed that brilliant

yet ex-eccentric German scholar, DeWette who back in 1/2820 looked at the study

of the Pentateuch not simply as most of the critical scholars were doing from

the literary viewpoint of trying to decide the relationship of the document and

so on, but from a historical viewpoint, and from the historical viewpoint, it was

DeWette who declared that 14 this book of Beeroaem- Deuteronomy is the very

book or at least the portion oat is, the very book which Hilkiah found in

the temple as described in 1(1 II Kings 22 and brought to Josiah and which

brought about J5j5 reformation, and therefore DeWette said, we can believe
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that that is when the Deuteronomy was written. Now DeWete presented that in

the 20's, and many critical scholars ... ed it as a great advance on the

part of DeWette, but they did not bring it a great deal into relationj to the

critical theory, because they were dividing up Genesis, Exodus with a supplementary

theory. The fragmentary theory DeWette helped to kill, and the supplementary

theory was just beginning then with its idea that E document is the foudation

of all and then J is the supplemntations put in, and that of course applies

only to Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus and Numbers and Joshua. It would not appl

to any great extent to Deuteronomy. But this theory which DeWette advanced

in the 20's was accepted by practically by all critical shholars all through the

last century. And when we get to the Coerpnica Revolution that we so often

refer to of Graf-, and Kuenen, and Wellhausen, that revolution did not affect

the position of Deuteronomy at all, but it took a greater part of 4;-and-

when--E document which was considered to be

the foundation writing at the very beginning long before Deuteronomy and
thing

after Deuteronomy, but Deuteronomy was one/which was considered stable, definite

and fixed at 690- 621 B.C. when Josiah had his great reformation. Graf began

his writing on his presentation with the words that the composition of Deuteronomy

in the age of Josiah is one of the most generally accepted results of the

historical criticism of the Old Testamnet for all who do not simply ignore the
after

results. So that, the acceptance of Deutjeronomy as written/shortly before

621 B.C. was something which when Welhausen wrote in 1870 as could be taken

as something that scholars have believed fifty years, more than fifty years

it is proven, it is definitely proven, and there is no question about it. That

was the attitude which the criticism took./ for Deuteronomy. And in making

that Seer- Copernican Revolution in moving the E document way to the end,

D was the thing was fixed. Now, we have been particularly interested in

doming most of ekes- this semester in the various arguments of division, the

documents of partttion, the arguments for development, but this is a fixed
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point in the idea of development, and therefore it is vital to know 'vomething

about just how definite the evidence is for it as a fixed point of that time.

So, the origin of this was in the 20's by W- DeWete, and he-ae-h its effect

was very great because 50 years later it could be taken as something that had

been established, and accepted by everybody, and it could thus be a vital stone

in the Weihausen theory of which there were very little question anxng the

critical scholars. So, we go on to C The Critical View Stated 1 The critical

View is that a large part of the Book of Deuteronomy was first accepted by the

Jews as- at the time of Josiah 621 B.C, it being "The Book of the Law

which Hilkiah discovered. (II Kings 22: ff.) You remember in Smith's book

he says, This is the first scripture, even though he did not use the word scripture.

And we all agree that they did not speak English/S at that time. Even though

they did not use the word, this is the first scripture. Of course, what he

means by that before that they had J history and then JE and they were just

ancient books of history, but that this was the first thing that was acceptedee as

the Divine book. It was D. And then later the D was united with JE which all
came to be

were later united and the whole thing/was later accepted as the Divine book.

But that book was first accepted. Now, if you leave out the word first, I have

no objection to it. The book was accepted by the Jews at the time of Josiah in

62% B.C. Josiah made a covenant with the Divine book, but the book was then

first accepted, Now, if you leave out the - word 'first," I have no objection

to it. The book was accepted at the time of Josiah, 62% B.C. Josiah made a

covenant with the people, we will obey the words of this book, we will carry
he

it out and/proceeded ... Mr. Crow, what is your question? (Q) The critical

theory is that the greater part of the book of Deuteronomy/i makes up the D

eeen- document. Now as to .. there are also occasional verses that are in

another book, but theyS are not in a great amount. They were claiming what they

call the Deuteronomic additions.., but I do not cecall anything that they say

that Deuteronomy is in Genesis. I am 'a.- not sure if there is anything like

that in Exodus. As to Leviticus and Numbers, if there is anything like that, it would

very, very little.
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would be
*(882) Most of what they call D is-in Deuteronomy, and most of the Deuteronomy

would be what they call D. Now, some would say t1a t Deuteronomy is complex.

Deuteronomy is a composite. There was Dl or D2 or D3 and so on, but they would

hold that these various documents were put together by the redactors into one before

the time of Josiah. Some would say that... and other would say that this was all

written during Isaiah's time. But the- what they agree on is that the greater of th- part

of the book of Deuteronomy is the book which was found in the temple, which Josiah

said, We should follow as God's law for our nation. Of course, according to the

critics that is the beginning of the idea of the Scripture. But if you read II Kings

22, it does not sound like a beginning, because Josiah preached that this is

had
omething that the ancestors have followed that the people immediately before should

have been feo-- following, and from now on, they are going to follow as they should

have beefr in the past. But that is number one, the critical view stated. Number 2.

There is wide critical agreement on this point. Some will say, J document was

written 950. Some will say 850. There may be some differences, and even as all

you know, Pfeiffer will take it as J document and and say that it was written at the

he
very end. The E document, thay usually date about 750, but others may say 800.
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P sometime around 500 B.C. or 450. But when it comes to Deuteronomy, they

say specifically, they say specifically 621 B.C. that is more exact thati to say

anything about the critical theory... but you notice that I did not say that the book

was written in 621 B.C. they say that in 69-- 621 B.C. the book was found in

the temple, and accepted by the Jews under the leadership of Josiah. That is what

that
they agree de-- on. /his is the book which was there found. And I have no difference

on that point. .. that the book was there found. Only differente is that, what was

found was not only the Deuteronomy, but the entire Pentateuch. Number 2. then was

What is the critical agreement on this point. Well, Number 3. There is considerable

disagreement among the critics as to the origin of the book then found. / Nobody

as far as I know thinks that it was written in 621 LC. It is too big a tog-- job/

within
to bede-- have been done 4h- right dr that year. Nobody as far as I know

thinks it was written in 621 B.C. ... Somebody might think that it was written in

622. Let us see what H.F. Wood says in the Hastings Dictionary of the Bible, vol. II.

P.J p. 368, because this diottonary$,44' is a big dictionary, I did not bring this

in to the class, but here I have a eep-o- copy of what he says. H. F. Wood says,

"the majority of the e- critics believe hat- this book of the law to have been
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the result of the pious fraud promulgated by Hllkiah and Shaphan,with the intention

of deceiving Josiah into belief that the reform which they desired was the express

command of God revealed to Moses." Now, this is not what all critics agree upon. But

this is what the Hastings Dictionary of the Bible says that it is the majority's view.

that the book was the result of the pious fraud to deceive Josiah into believe that

the reform .. these things were express command of God revealed to Moses. Now,

that they call, the pious fraud, that is to say it is definitely a lie. According to

their theory, Moses had not written this book. These men wrote. These men

had some good things they wanted to have done. They felt that this was a good thing,

a nd so they called it a pious fraud. It was a good thing to get the people to do

a thing like this, but they said, they g uld say, who are to- you to change the

law ? So, they would say, Moses said it. They hl the book in the temple, and

then let it be found there, and fooled Josiah into thinking that it was written by

Moses. This is a pious fraud they say. Yes? (Q)Hilkiah and Shaphan. While

there are other parties then. That is II Kings 22:8 ff. as a full account. But these

are the two that would name ... he says that they promulgated... that was a pious

fraud.
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that means that they wrote it in order that to get their ideas across, or they

got somebody else to write. At any rate they pounded it off, on Josiah. It was

a
a trick. They knew it was a trick. But it was a trick foi/good cause. 3QXX

So, why feel bad about it? That is the attitude these people took. That is the

attitude ... that is the attitude of the majority of the critics took/ prior to, let us

say, 1880. After about 1880, there were a larger number of believing Christians

believing in the New Testament teaching about Christ, believing in the New Testament

Christ, feeling that they could not answer the critical arguments, who accepted

the criticism of the Old Testament. Later on, the crItidsm was extended then.

The criticism of the 6, d Tetament. Later on,... These men like Prof. Briggs,

of Yale, of Union, who would strongly defended the Virgin Birth of Christ, but

equally strong in defending the critical divisions of the Pentateuch or of Isaiah.

these men could not believe that there a wonderful book of Deuteronomy was

a fraud, and so the beginning of 1880, there came to be a large number of

people like S.R. Driver, for instance, who said, no, it is not a fraud, of course

not. That ( book was found there. These men were sincere. They sincerely
had been

thought that was from Moses, but they were mistaken for it WäI'Tritten shortly
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before. And so, we find the expression of this in the Hastings' Dictionary of

the Bible, Vol. I, pp602-6O3, you will find Ken Ryle making this statement.

He says that the finding of this book of the law in the taple is described as

fortuitous occurrence. There is no foundation for the suggestion that Hilkiah

himself had written the book, and the story of its finding was MU1eUS7 fabrication.

(Side 2) The account is straight-forward and natural. It is generally agreed
S

that the book may have been written in the reign of Mennah where in the early

part of the reign of Josiah. Now, you have ye two very different views

here. You have the majority of critics who are saying that the- It is the- a
a

trick. It is the fraud. Hilkiah and these others wanted to put through

some good ideas. But in order to get across this good idea, they had to

resort a white lie saying Moses wrote e the book, when they had written.
on

And so they ... of-e- off/the king, and the king might think that it is

the law that their country has accepted all wrong... that is the way the Scripture

bejins. And-the-wy'. But some of the critics and those who have the most
more

influence, because they combine more pious phraseology and/declaration of

belief in certain Christian doctrines with their teachings and others did.
would say that

The- Certain of them are unable to believe that, and/they could not say- have been

that way. Some of them would say, well, the Deuteronomy and- came together as

a long process,-?--- Dl, D2, D3, D4 and all this. Then regarding this form,

Eventually we have gone through this form. Some of them today say that the

book was written in the Netern- Northern kingdom. All this about one place

of sacrifice is a later edition and not part of the original book. Some way

after the northern kingdom was cli taken captive. Some way it got down to the

southern kingdom. fifty or sixty years later, after some changes by some

people in the eemthetn southern kingdom, someone went into the temple and then
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there people who found the book really thought that the book came from Moses.

Now, you see there are two different vieheld by criticsT-and-- as to the time

of origin, but as far as we are concerned, it does not make tremendous difference

to us whether the book was written in 621 B.C. or whether it was written in

680 B.C. In either case it is hundreds of years after the time of Moses. In

either case from out viewpoint it was definteely a fraud. But it is an

important difference as to their idea of when and how the book came into existence.

But what they agree on is that this book was found in the temple, and Josiah

made it law for the people. Yes, we agree with them on the fact that the book

was found in the temple. Josiah made it law for the people, they say. But we

do not believe that he made it law as a new law. We believe that he recognized

it as a law which he felt and the people felt thae----lad-- had already been
grand

in existence for many centuries, and during the long reign of his wicked/father
who

Menaeseh/for fifty years turned away from God and from the law of God, and

allowed all sorts of wickedness to come into the kingdom. During that long

reign the book had been lost and to great an extent, it was forgotten.

the book of God, God's Word, God's law was lost and to a great exrte- extent

forgotten. How can, could such a thing happen. If you read the account of

Martin Luther and his excitement in bhe monastery, when he went up into a library,
a copy of can

he came across/the New Testament and then he started reading it. You/realize

during the Middle Ages although lip service was paid to the Bible it was
it is in

exactly as/the Roman Catholic Church today lip service was given to the Bible,
it is

but attention was primarily devoted to other things, whereas/among the Jews today

when lip service is paid to the Bible and it is read in their services, but

the attention is paid largely to the Talmud rather than to the Bible.

And the ignorance today $ in America of the Bible is appauling. -Wh#i-- This

noon while I was eathing lunch my wife turned on a radio and they were having

a good-ehew- a quiz show. They asked, Who are the two great friends in the

Bible stories? David and Abraham? Or David and Jonathan ? or David and Daniel.
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The answer was given, David and Daniel, and it seems huniourous to the people

who have attended the Sunday School, but it is amazing how many people there are

who are more and more ignorant of the Bible in our day today. It is amazing.

And when you get away from the sect ionwhich we read in the Sunday School

a great deal, even to get to this important period of Menasseh's life and

Josiah's wife we get in the Sunday School once every five or six years in

between ... it is amazing how many., even the theological students are ignorant

of some of the details of it. And it is not at all unrealistic to think of the

book of the law becoming lost and largely fat forgotten but the people knew

that there was such a thing. And when Hilkiah said, I ahve found the book of

law, and-the- then }Iuldah, the prophetess said, yes, it is the book of the

law, Josiah read it and said, Great wrath has come upon our nation, because

we have not been carrying out the statements of this book, and he proceeded

with this tremdndous reformation. The I reformation is £ very similar to that
Rezekiah

which his great grand father/has carried out before. Of coure, the critics

would day that is largely fictitious, but that is very e4.mear-- similar to

Josiah's.. though not quite far ... well then, we notice this difference of

opinion in the critical view, and that leads us to Capital D The moral and

Physical problem involved in the Critical View. Under this head we first 1.øok at

the difficulty of the view that it is a pious fraud. The difficulty is- of the

view is that it is a pious fraud. Now, Driver, Ryle and other people will try

to brush the thing aside and say that nobody believes that it is a fraud, of courses

not. But the fact is that the great bulk of the critics, the great number of the

critics and the originators of the theory particularly, very definitely held

as- this view that the book was an intentional fraud pounded off on the people

by those who had certain things they wanted to get across. Or James ZOrr in his

book, The Problem pf-the- of the Old Testament, on pages #&a- 513 to 514 has

a quotation from a number of these writings. Welhausen, for instance, said

Deuteronomy is the book which the priests pretended to have found in the temple
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at the time of Josiah. Kuetien said, It is certain that the author of 7 century

B.C. following the footsteps of others, for instance, the writer of the book
the pro

of/covenant has made Moses himselfklaimed that which in the opinion of this

writer it wasezp-- expedient to the real interest of the Mosaic party to

announce and introduce it. Men ... do such a thing without .. of

conscience. If Hilkiah found the book in the temple, if he found it there, it was

Opee-i-ehee put there by adherence of the Mosaic ten.., or else Hilkiah

himself was their number, and in that case he pretended to have found the

book of the Law. It is true that thieeeeN-- deception is more unjustifiabèe

still than the introduction of Moses! as speaking. But we must also here reflect

ha-he here also that the idea of this kind is not the same as ours, but

considerably less strict. Now, there are some critical writers who think

that as did , Jeremiah was actually one of those who actually

assisted/ in writing the book of Deuteronomy. There are hee---eehee----

other critics who think as did that Jeremiah knew the fraud

and criticized it. Jeremiah 8:8, I am reading now from the American Standard

Version put out in 1901, that version translates Jeremiah 8:8 as follows:"How

did he say? We are wise,and the law of Jehovah is with us -beked But,

ehe-TTT-e¬-ehe-eere-- behold, the false pen of the scribes hath wrought falsely."

Now some said, Jeremiah is showing that he considers the Deuteronomy a fraud,

but other people say, Jeremiah is-pee one of those who helped the ... fraud.
n

But in any case, the idea that in those times Kueten said, they had different

ideas than we have, does not fit with Jeremiah saying, the false pen of the

scribes hath wrought falsely. The book of Deuteronomy and Jeeah--- the book

of Jeremiah maintain a standard of of ethics which La hardly conceivabe-le

to fit together e-- with the idea of a man preee4ng-Meeee- - pretending that

Noses i had written something and pretending to find it and bring it out and

claim that it was something that it was not at all. Another of the critical

writers, a little later than this, Prof. Cornell said, We must recognize the
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fact that we have here a pseudograph, and this was known that a person is

interested. The excuse for this is that they saw no other means of carrying

through their work, planned in the spirit of Moses, and for the honor of 1

Yweh. Prof. Cheyne, the famous English scholar of fifty years ago said,

What Hilkiah practiced was not a deceit, not a di-de].lision, but was rather
and Huldah dig-

an illusion. How is it that Hilkiah and Shaphan/played such an impertinent,

4Rered4ey- imperturbability The easiest supposttion is that these

three persons to whom we must add and Josiah had agreed together

unknown to the the-king on their course of their action. He says, I quite

dislike-to enter into this dislike for the reverend Bible readers for the

theory of piou..fraud, I think that is an exaggerated one. He says that such a

conduct as that-of Hulkiah is not maintained worthy of an inspired teachter and

statements in-that age under those circumstances. It is pretty hard toftit it

together with the moral standards of the Bible . So, this theory of fraud

has a great moral problem involved in his acceptan4e to believe that these

men would intentionally and knowingly put ove:,tIis thing as a book of

Moses and they pretended that it was so. TIroblems are particularly acute,

,n view of the fact that it was a pious fraud. But the problems are

"',there in th, other views to some extent that somebody wrote it fifty years ago.

'Driver says, maybe twent years ago, fifty years, and eight years, and somebody
..it it.

' wrote/and then pretended that/was by Moses, and hoped that it would $ get found,

- B/yet there is the same probeim, though not so great. The moral.probZlem,

the idea that it was a pious fraud, is inhertnt in the entire critical view,

especially in the view that it is a pious fraud. We should also mention

here Number 2 the Historical Difficulty with the Fraud Theory. You bring

me a book, and you tell me,.you found it in the cuu addict, and you say that it
was
e written by Columbus, and a book which is going to make a great change in

"
. the whole character of the nation which is going to mean losses to a great many

peoples Don't you think that people are going to examine very cisely as to

the question, Is that the way they made lettersT-d Columbus day?
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Today many of them who going into.., at least in the eastern part of the United

a
States and you will find up in a wall something that was written/hundred year

ago, any letter from some grand parents, a pr-ip- from great grand parents or
which was

some sewing/done in which they iade letters, perhaps a wed- will or something,

and if you look at them and you will find that their w-----------------wi-or
English -were-

-eeehin- writing is quite different as/letters/made one-d=hundrdd years ago

from today's, even fifty years ago is quite different from any letters written

today. The paper, anybody who goes into the addict of a house where no body has

been fifty years will pick up an old newspaper and start reading e- pieces in

your hand. Even comparatively short time papers get yellow. They change the color.
They their so
e changes-its/appearance. To have something/well done that it would fool these

people who would loseby -b-u'- by it. Maybe some may think that they were actually

written-by omething from the time of Moses. It will involve great difficulties

to ... up something like this, and actually an ... And this de-
the view of pious fraud

difficulty affects/Driver, tool just as much as those who hold the/view-that theory,

because Driver says that it was written in the early time of Josiah. Well,

That would not be more than 20 years before. And something written 20 years before,

it would be pretty heard to .. . up something written 1000 years before. It would

be much easier perhaps it was 100 years before, as some would hold. So, there

are great moral problems and physical problems involved in the view of the pious
with

fraud. But number 3. The Difficulties e'/any other critical views of books
fraud

for it Those who held to the pious/theory thought that the difficulties with

any other views were quite insuperable. I think that they have quite a good

argumentl in that direction. One writer says that the Deuteronomy is utterly

insuperable- unsuitable to Menasseh ... reigned. He said, during Menasseh's

reign when the idols were put right in the h temple and all the wicked practices
which

were being carried out. He says, the calm and hopeful spirit/the author displayedl

and the absence of any coverte¬- allusion to the special trouble of Menaessh's

reign makes it pretty hard to_ -se-- think as written during the

time of Menasseh. Kue$nen says, the great and--
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KUenen says that ... in my opinion the fatal objection, he says, is that

it makes the actual reformation the work of those who had not ... ed but a
projector

blind tool in the service of an unknown eêeeee KUenen added that the law of
his

itself is almost equally improbable, for he has made to commit he aspirations

to-write- to writing, urged the realization within ... ferver and leave the

results to chance. Somebody worked out his full plans-b-- of what they are

going to do, and mit make all the worship be done in 3eeam Jerusalem, and

bring all the incomes to the priests, and are going to change so many thingsl
they say

in the land, and ... until discovered by change, and/that is much harder to

believe he- than t-- that it is the results of the pious fraud.

They say that is much harder to believe than that it is the results of the pious

fraud. Well, I think that the pious fraud theory is in some way easier to

believe than the theory of a man like Driver and others who want to maintain

the high moral standards of the Deuteronomy and of the Prophets of the Old

Testament in general, and therefore, they want to say that it is not a fraud

and was found there in the temple... I had thought of stopping right here, but

I think we will go on. We will go on to Capital E. which is Critical arguments

for the Date of Deuteronomy. Under this,__Number one the general background
Monarchy

of the book is said to be late In parenthesis, (a) Monarchy id- is dewcribed

4n-rit in terms which plainly recalls the reign of Solomon That is what the

critics say. Now, there BS no king until the time of Saul, and who how could
these things

Noses say 4bout kings, they say. We------------------- recall the situation under
Solomon

Sa which we will conider tomorrow.
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May 11, 12
This semester ends today... Before this semester ends, could you briefly tie

*n-eeehe together the material of this aeee- semester with the material

we studied last semester in the Old Testament Introduction. I think that is

a very excellent question. Most of you were here in the Old Testament Introduction

during the last semester. And those of you who were ... will get it later one,

but will-get- it won't hurt for you to take the time to tie the two a little

bit. Now, in the Old Testament Introduction last semester aside from our general

examination of revelation and inspiration and textual problems and so on, we

spent a great part of the time examining the critical theory of the canon, and
on

the critical theory of the canon/which me spent a considerable amount of time

last semester ties right in at the point with which we are now dealing/ in the

Introduction of the Pentateuch. That is, the critical theory of the canon is

that the canon, he in other words the idea that there are books which are

authoriative and which are free from error, it is something which did not start

until the time of Josiah, e and of course, now we are looking at the critical

claim that the book of Deuteronomy became canonical in the time of Josiah, and so

the two overlap exactly whvre we are now. Now, the critical theory of the canon

as we noticed in thelast semester is that the first real stage in the canon

came in the time of Ezra, but it had a ppreliminary step in Josiah's making

Deuteronomy canoncal and Ezra made the first part of the Old Testament
at

canonical, the law. So/the time of Ezra you had the first part of the Old

Testament, a large part was canonized in this first stage, that is at the time

of Ezra, i.e., the first stage in the canonieation. And then according to the
they added

critical there was a second stage a few centuries, when he Prophets were-eaneMed,

and there was a third stage of canonication when they added the sacred writings.

It all began with Josiah announcing that this was to be authoritative law for

them, and then with Ezra taking the whole Pentateuch and made it canonized, and

now this semester we are not dealing with the second and the third stages of

the devebopment of the canon. As a matter f fact the prophetical books ... except

where we show the interrelationship between them... now the third stage...
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the sacred writings, but we are dealing with the first stage of our canon

last semester. This Pentateuch. Where did this Pentateuch come from? They

say, The Pentateudh is not authoriative until the time of Ezra, but Deuteronomy

they say was authoritative in the time of Josiah. Now they say, these books

have come into existence by a long process, and that process we have been examining

this semester. And this is taught in all critical circles today, as I have often

mentioned there are some variations, h yet they are comparatively small, and

nine tenths of almost any idea in the critical school would correspond with the

Welihausen theory. And where they deviate yk you will rarely find, two or three
e

of them deviate in the same place. You-will-rarely-de- So, you take any three of
and you will Graf-

them together re/find a place where they agree all in line what the/Wl1hausen

theory teaches. And this view which we have looked at this semester is not how

these books became author4itative, which we have looked at last semester, but how

they came to be written, sc., how they got to be written, how they got the present

from. That is what we are looking at this semester. And e---e-eese---- according

to this view there was a history written by J writers which some most conservative

schoirars recently said that it was the very time of David, but most critics

would place it about the time of Jehoshaphat, a century or two later than that.

And then the brief history of the early days, J account was written, and another

century or so later, E account was written. J accountwas written in the Southern

kingdom, and E in the Northern kingdom, which of course fit with J and E but also

with the Judah. E not only means Elohim, but also Ephraem, and the account

was put gogether with J account. And somebody who did not realize that they

contradicted each other at times, put them together aAd- interstating them, and

thus we have the J and E accounts which-are approximately two thirds, and 3/4

come from Genesis. Maybe a third of Exodus, a little bit of Leviticus, maybe

a fourth of Numbers, practically nothing of Deuteronomy, e maybe a chapter or two.

And some of Joshua, and then Deuteronomy, a separate, they say, was written by,

some say, one man, and wrote it in order to get something across, and others

say, they- it came together by a gradual process with lots of separate sections
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eventually combining together in the Northern Kingdom, and then it was brought

down to the Southerh kingdom, and changed them into the Southern kingdom, and

some-were in some way it was put in the temple and there it was found again.

But they all agree that the Deuteronomy was made authoritative in the time of

Josiah. And then during the exile a certain group takes the early history and

rewrites it from a different viewpoint, the priestly writing, gradually, making

quite changes and much more advanced in the lofty idea e of God, they say.
grand

They say it was J and B. They were brought much without the/content of J and E

having instead the interest of--and in details of sacrifices and all that,

the institution of priesthood and so on. And then eventually this was all

combined with the J and E and B to form whatever was written- read to the people

and they we adopted them. That is how these two were put together. It is
e

very important that we have that very cUrly in mind, or else, the vital details

that we have been looking at you cannot see how they fit in, unless you have

the whole picture in mind, and so I was trying to take a few minutes to give

that rapid survey of the interrelation of this portion with the last semester's

course. Now, we continue with the point which we have been looking at now.

Now, we are looking at what might be the pivot of Gra-Welihausen theory. The

idea of Deuteronomy, when was the Deuteronomy written? We were looking at

the end of the last hour at the moral and physical problems involved in the

critical view, that is, Was this a fraud? Was this a fraud which somebody wrote,

this wonderful book, one of the finest presentation of the lofy morality that

ever was written anywhere with great principles so often quoted by Jesus Christ

and by other writers of the New Testament. People talk about the great lofty

moral principles in the New Testament. In fact, however, the bulk of them are quo
on

tations from the Deuteronomy. Jesus made the law more i binding to/the people,

these high moral principles, but when he presented them, he was actually 4 quoting
as

from the Deuteronomy. It is/lofty a4 moral presentation as you will ever find

anywhere. Was this written by somebody 1S who-pi'es pretended that it had been
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written by a man a century before in order to get adceptance for something, In

other words it was a complete lie in order to do what he thought was a good
a

deed. Would there be such a contradiction in/man's moral nature as to be not only

attempt that but also carry it through and convince people that it was the

case. And how could without going through 1-- a lot of trouble of working.ou his part,
it that it would

how would they make/so/a5-e-fool people se-Jeng- ha-- into thinking that
particular scheme

it was an old book and not something written in order to get his 5eheme-&ifogh

through by doing away without having anything done at the order of Jerusalem.

Now, the great majority of the critics, that is, practically all of the unbelieving

humanistic, antisupernatural critics hold that it was a pious fraud. But those

who hold to a fair amount of the New Testament, those who do believe in the teal

God that works in the world, those who use a great deal of pious terminology

and sometimes preach very uplifting sermons, they cannot believe that this was

a fraud. And so they say that J and E came together by a long process, and E

came together by a long process, and according to their theory it was written

by this long process and then eventually it got lost there somewhere in the
er

temple, and this is actually hard/to believe than the other. Because the

other attributes the tremendous wickedness to a few people and very clever in

carrying through hheir particular scheme through, but attempt to combine them

with a very lofty moral principles and purposes, is rather hard psychologically,

b- to accept, but this ... the people with a big program like this and

to put through wrote the stuff and hoped sometime it-would it would be affected,

and it had a tremendous starting gripping prose of Deuteronomy and just hoped

that sometime it would be affected and wrote quite a time before this particular
kl rehd

thing happened, and some way it got in there and I have/a quotation from some

of the critics who point out the extreme improbability of such a situation to have

occurred. So, we see the great difficulty with the critical view.Why do you

take the view pf a pious fraud? All the books came together by this long process,

written by different ones and they were actually an old book, even though not

way bake back to the time of Moses. And of course heae-wea-- immediately in such
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a case you would ask whether these were not the people who were guilty of

a pious fraud. Why did say that Moses wrote it? Noses gave these pepb--aws

talks. In the end Noses wrote down these laws. Moses ordered that it be put

in the ark of the Lodd in the temple. Why did they say this, if they were not

conitting any ap pious fraud? And some would attempt to answer that by saying

that, Well, any legislation that was the way it was introduced, Noses said.

That is the way you introduce legislations. They say, Moses said. When you

look through the Old Testament, you will not find any such proof of any such
ed his law

-htg-k a view as that. You do not find that Da'id in introducing-ke-law by

saying Moses said. You do not find any later kings of the Old Testament introduced

laws with that terminology. You find that prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel

and others saying, the Lord said unto me, the Lord has given me a message for you.

You do not find them saying Moses said, even where Ezekiel has given in chapters 40

to 48 what the critics say is a program for reestablishment of the temple and

the neucleus out of which, from which the whole legislation eventualjly they say

has developed, you fo not find him saying Noses said. You do not find that

terminology at all. So, the idea that the term Noses said is just a way of

introducing a èegislation is aomething that is without -- foundation. And that,

of course, is true of a great part of the critical theory. It is without foundaticu.

It is largely a matter of +.1atáeu- imagination. And yet, it is so widely

taught that.., they say that you can make anybody , you can make somebody believe,

certain people will believe anything, if you repeat it often enough. Well,

this is repeated so often and so with such great authority , with such great

things ... that leading scholars *id-- in this field are just as afraid of losing

the idea of being considered as a scholar if they do not accept the Peneeha
as

Pentateuchal criticism, just as afraid of that/most of the scientists are afraid

of being considered scientists if they do-net-admit any question about evolution.

Both of them are a sort of ... become established in our , in the scholarly

world today. How long will they last, if the- our Lord tarries, this is

hard to say. The-- But it gives us a tough problem to meet it and for somebody
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get to
to say- simply say, oh, it is just a lot of nonsense. You can/make progress

with ignorant people, but with people who are accustomed to , attached to looking

up to these grant leaders in our universities and in our older theological

seminares and so on, you have to have reasonable arguments and different sort of

presentation. When you get to the bottom of it, I insist that, yen-- when you

get to the bery bottom of it you will find that it is build upon imagination,

upon guess work, upon a theory such as not actually are scientific at all. I was

interested in picking up a copy of Homer's Illiad a couple of years ago translated

by an English man and published about 15 years ago, and a new translation

of Homer's Illiand, and in the Introduction of it, to notice how he said, As he
Homer's

read she- Homer's Illiad and/Odyssey and as he studied them, he was more and

more convinced that there were-great- was a great ma mind who could write this

tremendous literature. Of course, he said, Homer could have borrowed the ideas from
earlier

and-the/material and facts and so on, but he said, each of these books is a 4unit,

whether they were both by the same author or not.

says-lta- He thinks that ... would not say, 4 but at least these-are each

are a unit. He says, I in common with all the Victorian sh school boys was taught
and interpolating and

that it had come together as a result of many different people writing carefd1y/

adding this and that, and he goes on- ahead and names different alleged contradictions

in eke- Homer's Illiand, and then he says, well, the contradictions are the sort

of things which you find anywhere, if you examine carefully. Some of them may be

real contradictins and some of them may be the things, if you know all the facts,

that you can easily explain. He says, they are not today accepted with any new

one as the ground for breaking it up and saying that they came from different

writers. It was interesting to come across that evidence of this change which

has occurred regarding all the ancient literature except the Bible. But regarding
today

the Bible Gra-Wel1hausen theory is more tenaciously held perhaps/than everj

before, much more than it was twenty or thirty years ago. Twenty or thirty years

ago the archaeological evidences proving so many things accurate in the Old

Testament was leading many, many scholars to question the Graf-Welihausen theory.
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And I used to say thirty years ago that it was quite evident that the whole

critical approach was on the way to being broken up. I remember Dr. Aibright
are

told me one time. He said that there is/only orthodox ... and now they are

no longer orthodox. In other words he felt that the GraWellhausen theory

was on the way to disappear then. And it looked as if they- there would be

a new critical consense that would take its place, but no new critical consense

has come forward. No new theory has been advanced that has impressed any

people anywhere nearly as good, and the result is that the critical scholars
swung

had to flung-back again toward it, even though they do recognize point after

point that the archaeological evidences fit with the Bible as it stands; yet,

they tenaciously hold to the Graf-Wellhausen theory, and e d-s -et--e-a]- -

as... said, of the whole theory it is hardly any point that is considered as
ing

more solidly fixed than the dat of Deuteronomy, because after all that was

presented fiftyj years beforel the final form of the Graf-Wellhausen theory

was established, and it was established by De Wette, and it was accepted by
discussion,

others without a great deal of 5eftet, and it had the warrant of enq- antiquity

having been believed for fifty years before ethers the eh- other, and it can

hardly be questioned by any critical scholars today. Now, we look at this matter

of moral critical problems that we call D. So, E would naturally be an examination.

Wouldn't it be? E The Examination of the Critical Arguments for the Date of

Deuteronomy. Now, we have noticed the difficulty with their theory that itw

was a pious fraud, but what about , what are the grounds for thinking that it

was written at this later tie time? Number 1 is naturally its general background.

The general background of the book, it says, to be laid. In Carpenter's book
or the Literature ot

the Composition of the Hexateuch,/Driver, on the Introduction to/the Old Testament

these various arguments are summarized that the general background of the

Deuteronomy is laid- late. Now under that, ().- 1, then, we will make a small

a. that the book pfpeuteronomny describes a monarchy in terms which plainly

recall the reign of Solomon,-tl%at Now, they say, look at Deut. 17:14.
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Deut. 17:14 says the following:
/ "When thou art come unto the land which the Lord thy

Cod giveth thee, and shalt possess it, and shalt dwell therein, and shalt say, I

will set a king over me, like as all the nations that are about me; Thou shalt

in any wise set him king over thee whom the Lord thy God shall choose; one from

among thy brethren shalt thou set king over thee: thou mayest not set a

stranger over thee, which is not thy brother. But he shall not multiply horses

to himself, nor cause the people to return to Egypt, to the end that he should multiply

horses: forasmuch as the Lord hath said unto you, Ye shall hh- henceforth return

no more that way. Neither shall he multiply wives to himself, that his heart turn not

away: neither 4 shall he greatly multiply to himself silver and gold." Now, this

they say plainly recalls the reign of Solomon. We find it described in the I

Kings 10:28 follotlng:'/ how Solomon got a great number of horses from Egypt,

we have found archaeologically Solomon's great stables where he kept his great

number of horses that he had. We read about how Solomon divided up the land into

different sections, each of which would for a month supply the taxes and- for

the maintenance of his household. We read about how Solomon married to the daugher

of a Pharaoh, and how Solomon married many a foreign women and they turned

his heart away from the Lord, just exactly what the Deuteronomy says a- must

not be done is what Solomon did, and so they say that in the time of oseiah

it was evidently a recollection of what has existed in the kingship for many

years, particularly, the time of Solomon, many centuries before the time of Josiah.

Well, they- we, of course would say,in#1 answer to that, the promises in

Genesis say said that there would be a king, descended from Abraham and from

Jacob. It was promised that there would be a king, but Cod showed the desire

that the people should take the leadership he would give them from time to time,
asking for a leader

but the people were constantly eae ng-e-he-eadee like the other nations had

and here he says, when you may get a king, have the king avoid these things.hae

Well, those were the very things Solomon did fall into, but why might not Moses

have been fully aware of those dangers, why might not the Lord have led Moses

to earn against the very dangers into which Solomon fell. We notice, of course,
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that the passage continues:"And it shall be, when he sitteth upon the throne of his-king

his kingdom, that he shall write him a copy of this law in a book, out of that which

is before the pree- priests øhe Levites. And it shall be with him, and he shall

read therein all the days of his life: that ek he may learn to fear the Lord his

God, to keep all the words of this law and these statutes, to do them: That his heart

be not lifted up agove his brethren, and that he turn not aside from the commandment,

to the right hand or to the left: to the end that eli he may prolong his days in his

kingdom, he, and his children, in the midst of t- Israel." That of course is

a command that Solomon should have thought, and we know how Solomon failed, but

to say that this was not written a century after Solomon is purely a guess.
s and what they

There is no reason why Moses knowing about what Pharaoh/did in Egypt, and knowing

about variots lands that eme-- had kings and knowing that Israel was k

going to have kings eva" eventually, there is no reason why he should have

not given such warnings as these, particularly when he believed that God was

definitely leading him, directing him j- in what he should say. Now, that is often

ee4e mentioned as the first thing as the background of the book being late.

We call that small a. Small b. They say that when you read Deuteronomy, you

find that the prophetic order strong and active, but requiring the scrutiny of

its claim. Deuteronomy gives i tie-eyed- the evidence that the prophetic

order was already strong and active, and therefore there must have been a long
to

period of prophetic order- developing and reaching the point at/which the

Deuteronomy would refer. Now, I recall a few passages in the Deuterohomy that

refer directly to the prophets. But these two passages are very important.

One is in Deut. 13:1 to 5. There we read:"If there arise among you a prophet, or a

dreamer of dreams, and giveth thee a sign or a wonder, And the sign or the wonder

come to pass, whereof he spake unto thee, saying, Let us go after other dos, which

thou hast not known, and let us serve them; Thou shalt not hearken unto the words of

that prophet, or that dreamer of dreams: for the Lord your God proveth you, to

know whether ye love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your

soul. Ye shall walk after the Lord your God, and fear him, and keep his commandments,
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and obey his voice, and ye shall serve him, and cleave unto him. And that

prophet, or that dreamer of dreams, shall be put to death; because he hath spoken

to turn you away from the Lord your God, which brought you out of the land of Eyp;-eac

Egypt, and redeemed you out of the house of bondage, to thrust thee out of

the way which the Lord thy God commanded thee to walk in: so shalt thou put the

evil away from the midst of thee." This statement assumes that there will be

a prophets, and says that they son should be carefully scrutinized to be sure

that they are really following God. Then the eh- other referncei in Chapter

18: Dueteronomy 18:20-22. Well, we had better start with verse l8:U_wU_rase_

to get the context. Deuteronomy l$:18-22.

I guess, verse 15. Deuteronomy 18:15-221 we read there:"Tbe Lord thy God will

raise up Unto thee a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren, like unto

me; unto him ye shall hearken; According to all that thou desiredst of the Lord

thy God in Horeb in the day of the assembly, saying, Let me not hear again the

voice of the Lord my God, neither let me see this great fire any more, that I

die not. And the Lord said unto me, They have well spoken that which they have

spoken. I will raise them up a Prophet from eig- among their brethren, like unto

thee, and will put my words in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I

shall command him. And it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto my

words which eh he shall speak in my name, I will require it of him. But the prophet,

which shall presume to speak a word in my name, which I have not commanded him to

speak a-ed-4n-iiy, or that shall speak in the name of other gods, even that

prophet shall die. And if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know the word

which the Lord hath not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the an name of the Lord,

if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing thich the Lord hath not

spoken, but the prophet hath spoiken it presumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of

him." Now, these two passages are all I recall in Deuteronomy dealing with

prophets, and to say that theseé -paa- two passages show when it was written,

the prophetic order was already large and strong, but was having a conflict between
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differelit groups saying-that- which said they were the right prophets, and

the others were false prophets, and required a careful scrutiny of their claimsl

is building up an awful lot on these brief passages, and the prima facie view
had

is, Moses ((980)! read to the people. Moses was a leader. Moses presented God's

truth. What's going to happen when Noses is gone? Noses is here just about

at the end of his life. He is giving his farewell address. He says to the people,

God will raise up prophets and you shall listen to them and obey them, but you

shall watch closely and if the pehe--pehe-preh prophets do not have the

definite evidences that they have come from Cod, you shall not follow. Yei-have--

wRd- And even if they do have wonderful evidence, even if they can work miracles,
and if they say, follow other gods,

if they predict future in the name of other gods,/you shall not follow them.

In other words, he is telling them what is going to happen after he is gone,

and warning them against false leadership. It is entirely natural for Noses to

do that, entirely profitable and as we look at the books of ...the historical

books, we find time and again how God raised up prophets and brought messages

just as the Deuteronomy has predicted. Well, of course, if it is 4 purely a

human development, you can say K how could Noses know these in advance, how

could Noses know this in advance, how would he ever think of such a thing.

After all this happened, somebody makes it up. But j if you beliebe that there

is a God, and sends prophets, it is certainly not at all strange that when
one of

He sent/the greatest of all the prophets, that he would tell Moses what to tell

the people about following the prophets, and about knowing which ones would be

the true prophets. So much for b. then. Then small c is the law of the unity

of the sanctury. This is of course an argument upon which perhaps more stress

is actually lad-- laid than any other. This one we need not take much time
our of

now, because we have already under she-deed- headig-the deveopment, looked at

it. Let us quote. I will just read to you what Driver says about it in his

commentary on Deuteronomy. I have been referring two books by Driver, his

commentary on Deuteronomy, in this connection, and then Driver's Introduction to

the
Literature

of the Old Testament of which I have a number of copies put in the
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(013) library early.., as I mentioned to you two weeks agog you will find

a very fine resume in that book of the nature of the J,E,D, and P documents.

After he discusses Joshua before he takes up the next book, before he takes the

Judge, he has a section on the prophetical a narraitve and the priestly narraitve

and he discusses in brief form but in a very clear form. I do not think

that there is a anything that I have not covred in class, but it will be an

excellent review and gathering together of a very important section of the e

subject. Driver was a grest scholar, and a very able man and it is unfortunate

that he took the view that he did, but Driver says here on page 43 of the

Introduction to his commentary on Deuteronomy, he says, "The law respecting the place

e of sacrifice, as formalt formulated in Deuteronomy, must have arisen at a

much later age than that of Moses. As shown in the notes on chapter 12, while Beefee:

Deuteronomy insists with great emphasis that all sacrifices are to be offered only

at a single sanctuary, the spot chosen by Jehovah "out of all the trives to set

His name there," the law of Exodus 20:24 permits altars to be built, and sacrifice

to be offered upon them, in any part of the land without distinction; and with

the principle thus laid down the practice of the age from Joshua to Solomon (and eveit

even later) conforms: during this period mention is frequently made of altars being b

built, or sacrifice offered, at places other than that at which the Ark was

station,ed, without any indication(and this is the important point), on the part of

either the actors or the narrator, that an irregularity is being committedx

That is a very good summary of the argument on that point. We have
under development

discussed/this rather fully.Aéer- So, we won't have to take further time here.

So, we go on to d. Small d. It is said that Deuteronomy forbids various heathen
is the

p*actices which were common in the reign of Menasseli whoeegrand father of Josiah AND

which would have been unknown in the time of Moses One outstanding one of these on

which the critics lay as much stress as any is the worship of the hosts of the

heavens, which we find in Deuteronomy 17:3-5 where we read,"If there be found
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among you, within any of thy gates which the Lord thy God giveth thee, man or woman,

that hath wrought wickedness in the sight of the Lord thy God, in transgressing

his covenant, And hath gone and served other gods, and worshipped them, either

the sun, or moon, or any of the host of heaven, whe which I have not commanded;

And it be told thee, and thou hast heart of it, and eiqj enquired diligently,

and, behold, it be ture, and the thing certain, that such abomination is wrought in

Israel: Then shalt thou bring forth that man or that woman, which have committed

that wicked thing, unto thy gates, even that man or that woman, and shalt stone

them with stones, till they die." Aye- A,--- A very, very strong concemnation

of worshipping other gods either the sun, moon, or any of the host of he heaven.

Now, I mentioned the reign of Menaessh, Josiah's grand father. I trust that

all of you, certainly any of you who have had the old Testament History are

all fully aware of why we refer to Josiah's grand father. Josiah's father,

the wicked king Amon reigned only two years, but his grand father N.enasseh

reigned about fifty years, and he was a very wicked king who introduced all
21

sorts of abominations into the land, and the second kings/it tells about the
up

wickedness of king Nenesseh, it says in verse 3, he built! again the higher
which

places he-- Hezekiah his father had destroyed; and he reared up altars for

Baal, and made a grove, as did Ahab king of Israel; and worshipped all the

gee- host of heaven, and served them. And he built altars in the house of the

Lord, of which the Lord said, In Jerusalem will I put my name. And he built altars-for

altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts of the house of the Lord."

So, Nenasseh brought the heathen idolatry right into the temple in Jeer- Jerusalem,

and built high places for worship of false gods all over the land. This we

are told in II Kings. Deuteronomy says that this is not to$ be done, and you

shall not worship the host of heaven. Mr. Deedly, did you have a question?
destruction

(Q) II Kings goes up to the time of the deei of h Jerusalem. So, that

would be, they will say, maybe 40 years or 45 years after eke Josiah's time.

So, the II Kings in he this present form could not have been written until

that time. Now, we do not know who writ wrote it, but it would seem mostlikely
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that whoever wrote the Second Kings either had material which he quoted,

which he gathered together and wrote it after that or possibly written during

the different period longer describing the period that they came along, until

finally they were put to an end, but of course the critics say that there are

many things in the second Kings that are inserted by the Deuteronomists,

wherever it has an exhortation. They say that that is a Deuteronomic insertion.

They would not say about a statement like this. (Q) Well, that is a very

excellent question, and is a very important one, and it shows how very, very

dogmatically they are on the subject. Carpenter in his book on the composition of

the Hexateuch says about it. He says that D was not unconcerned with the

abominable rites ... by Nenasseh. His grand father Ahab let one of his sons

go through the fire. Menasseh himseli,however, was the first to introduce a

new cult to-the- of the host of heaven for which he built all these two temple

courts, II Kings 21:5. It seems to hold the imagination of Jerusalem ... came
plain

popular, Jer. 88-- 8:X9-13. It is eamed-that it would not be legally forbidden

deny centuries before it had arrived in Mesopotamia, and it is a

statement indeed that penalty of death by stoning is e fixed as an indication

of the indignation which excited the minds of the prophetic champions of the hour

through the son ... Nenaessh. Carpenter says, it is plain that it could not

be legally forbidden, or it would not be centuries before it had arrived from

Mesopotamia. Now, he has a footnote there. He says that this cult seems to have

been derived from Assyria in the retrospect of the idolatry with the ten tribes.

II Kings 17:16. This worship should also be attributed to them. But the statement

about it is 4 vague. What does II Kings 17:16 say? Let us read it:"And they left all

the commandments of the Lord their Cod, and made them molten images, even two calves,

and made a grove, and worshipped all the host of heaven, and served Baal."

Here he is telling why the Northern kingdom went into exile. And it says in

verse 16;" And they left all the commandments of the Lord their God, and made

them molten maee-images, even two calves, and made a grove, and worshipped
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all the host of heaven, and served Baal." He says, that is very vague. We do

not have much reason to think that it was as early as that. Well, let us just

brush aside. We read the statements of Driver and the others and they will say,

We do not know much about the origin of K the host of heaven, but it would seem

that it must hake- have come from Mesopotamia. Now, the fact is that I do not ,

have not read all the literature from Mesopotamia by any means. There are

thousands, and hundreds of thousand tablets from Mesopotamia. But I have read

a subsantial selection of them from just about every period, Mesopotamian life

and history. I do not e- recall everything.., this particular phrase, the
if

host of heaven in it. Now,/by the host of heaven you do not mean particular

phrases, the worship of the host of heaven. You mean the reference to heavenly

body, the sun, the moon and stars. In Mesopotamia various gods were related to

various thoughts, and that practice was exitent there as early as the time of

Abraham, and in Egypt the great god was the sun God. This great god was constantly
is

referred to in the Egyptian inscriptions, and in the Egyptian worship/the sun

god, except there were some pharaohs who were definitely devoted to the moon

god, and so in the light of our knowledge, it certainly seems just as reasonable

for Noses to have warned them against worshipping of the sun, the moon, and

the host of heaven after they have just come out of Egypt where that way done

on every hand/ as to say that it only comes from Mesopotamian- centuries later.
that

But Carpenter very dogmatically says-that speaks here ... I am glad to-hear Mr.
just

Deedley put his finger on that point of/taking a thing for granted without proof.

How could they have done centuries before its importation $ from Mesopotamia?

Well, he says, the statement in II Kings 17 is rather vague, and this other
makes it

statement is every bit of this about Nenasseh. Neither of them is-clear that
the

there was a special new cult that was to be called the cult of/host of heaven
referring to

from both of them. It is just possible that he is simply/worshipping- of the

sun, and moon and stars, and that, specially, the moon worship was very common

in Egypt before they came out, and the sun, moon and stars were very common
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in Mesopotamia when Abraham came from there. So that, it sounds like a

very strong argument, until you examine the facts about it, and then you examine

the facts, you find that while it fits perfectly with the time of Josiah, and it

is easy to see how easy e these words would impress Josiah and lead him to ek

ae- take the strong measure he did against the heathen worship in the southern
S

kingdom,a8eT and also in the portion/of the Northern kingdom to whihh he had

access. Yet, it is perfectly appropriate for Moses to have said, even

from the Divine directions in the ... so then, d. That various heathen

practices forbidden had very specific counterpart in what happened in Nenassh's

time, I do not find it any more specific than the relationship to the gods of

Egypt which the Israelites just have come, and then here is a very point - as
General

the general background. e. General-warnings of the danger of deportation
in

abroad and captivity in a foreign land There are warnings/ Deuteronomy as

also in Leviticus, of the danger, that is they turn away from God, and God will
in

cause them to-eary-e- be carried off/to captivity, and as Carpenter points

out, these general warnings of the danger of deportation abroad, and captivity

in a foreign land, he says, sufficiently clear in some of the statements,
such as the statements

particularly/in Deuteronomy-2- 4:28-30 to show the familiarity of the writer

with characteristics of the invader4n-eh in the most ghastly scenes of siege

and famine, and the portrayal of the hopZelesse- weariness of the exile,

in Deut. 28:64-67, imply the background of the rea].X experience hardly conceivable

at least before the fall of Samaria in 722 B.C. and the force march of the

prisoners beyond the Tigris. The language of 29 and 28 can alteady describe
25- 27

the -aiiuxof Israel as a present fact. Deut. 29:28. Moses aays that

"And the Lord rooted them out of their land in anger, and in wrath, and in

great d4- indignation, and cast them into another ia land, as it is this day.

"Men shall say, Because they have forsaken the covenant of the Lord God of their

fathers, which he made with them when he brought them forth out of the land of Egypt:

For they went and served other gods, and worshipped them, gods whom they knew not,
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and whom he had not given unto them: And the anger of the Lord was kindled against

this land, to bring upon it all the curses that are written in this book: And the Lord

rooted them out of their land in anger, and in wrath, and in great indignation, and

cast them into another land, as it is this day.

be!'d-e-6ed- That does not necessary assume that k that is already taking

place, but Deut. does show very clearly the familiarity with misery of being

in captivity in a foreign land, and its familiarity with the real experience
less being

of the hope of-the weariness of/she prisoners placed in a foreign land. That

is absèlutely true about the Deuteronomy. 1 And that would not fit at all with

Deuteronomy having been written in the time of David or the time of Solomon.

No body I have ever heard ever thought that it was. Yes, Mr. Smith? (Q)

You have to get into Deuteronomy. These sentences are actually far longer than

there are in any other part of the Bible. This style of long flowing sentences

which are typical oratorical type of sentences, and to get the background of that,

you have to look at the whole chapter. Look 4 back at the verse 10. "Ye stand

this day all of you before the Lord your God; your captains of your tribes, your

elders, and your officers, with all the men of Israel, Your little ones, hen

your wives, and thy stranger that is in thy camp, from the hewer of thy wood into

unto the drawer of thy water: That thou shouldest enter into covenant with the

Lord thy God, and into his oath, which the Lord Thy God maketh with thee

this day: Verse 16, For ye know how we have dwelt in the land of Egypt; and how

we came through the nations which ye )(passed by: And then he tells them,

And ye have seeen their abominations, and their idols, wood and stone, silver and gold,

which were among them: Lest there should be among you man, or woman, or family, or/t

tribe, whose heart turneth away this day from the Lord our God, to go and serve the

gods of these nations; lest there should be among you a root that beareth gall and werw

wormwood;... Verse 24 says Even all nations shall say, Wherefore hath the Lord

done thus unto this land? what meaneth the beat of his wrath: Then men shall

say, Because they have forsaken the covenant of the Lord Cod of their fathers, which

he made with them when he brought them forth out of the land of Egypt: For they

A#. I
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went and served other gods, and worshipped them, gods whom they knew not, and

whom he had not given unto theM:And the anger of the Lord was kindled against b{

this land, to bring upon it all the curses that are written in this book: And the

Lord rooted them out of their land in anger, and in wrath, md in great indignation, and

cast them into another land, as it is this day. In other

words Moses says, as the chapter says as a wh whole, you folks stand here before
here

me/in the wilderness, and now you resoève if you are going to follow the Lord

and stand true to him and carry it on generation after generation.tf you don't,

God will take you into captivity and after you into captivity, people will say,

the reason of their gothng tnto captivity is because they did not follow their God,

and they are often in captivity , put into this condition into which they remain

true to this day. And I am sure that many people will say that even in our

present century. I am sure that many people have said the same thing since that

time just about every century except for the brief time between the return e

Ea- under Ezra, and the destruction of Jerusalem 70 A.D. before ... said, look

at the condition of Israel cast out fugitives in every land, and all over the

world and it was literally fulfilled. And he said, this is ... thing when

that situation will occur. Now, if you take the sentence as it stands, absolutely,

take verse 29- 27 and 28, the anger of the Lord was kindled against this land,

and bring it to pass all the ereme curses written in this book and the
rooted

Lord will be-them out of ehe-lend- their land in anger, and in wrath, and in great

indignation, and cast them into another land, as it is this day. Just take these

two verses alone, and somebody will be say that this was not written atil

after the exile,,till they were way off. Of course, no critics would say that.

The critics believe that 00 it was written at the time of Josiah when the exile
still had been

was/fifty years off. If they were-written at that time, but of course the neeefh

northern kingdom was already in exile, and so they were well aware what the exile meant.

They were well aware of the situation of the sufferings that they had heard from the

refugees from the northern kingdom, and so on. So, somebody could have wriftten
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could have
some$time ... Josiah. Take-for Granted that somebody/had written it sometime...

Josiah, and granted that somebody could have written it sometimes ... Josiah,

but it would be equally possible to write it in the time of Noses when the

people had been prisoners for 4004 years in Egypt, and they had been under
had

bondage. They had been under oppression. They had/no body to describe the

weariness of the condition being under the control of these peojile who would

look down on them and mistreated them, they had been j under that situation.

Noses had delivered them from it, brought them out into the wilderness and Moses

said, if you do not obey the Lord your God, and follow him, hv will again

send you into exile, and he will teach you, and he speaks from experience

that wid--eh- it will hardly be possible in the days of David or Solomon

actually, but would it be possible in the time after the deportation for the

kingdom, but no more possible than in the time of Noses, so that if you take

the critical viewl that J and E were written at the time of Jehoshphat and

later, and if D cannot have been written until after E, then the best time

in the world to select that it had been written would be the time of Josiah,

Menasseh, that is the most appropriate time if it is after the time of David,

but to take it as the Bible says that this is what Moses said and it is the

book of Deuteronomy plain, and Josiah evidently thought to be the case, because

he said, great wrath has come upon our land eeae because we have not folèowed

the words of this book, and we must turn to the Lord, and see if we can B win

back his favor so that all of these curses of this book would come upon us, Let

us promise to obey the book in the future. Josiah ay considers it as the work
the time of would fit with eke- a

of the time of Moses,and it fits with/Noses just as if it/were later time.

You can take ... continue em- from Deuteronomy and say ... there must have been

a special cult of the god of heaven that came from 4esopotamia over here, and the

people hwere worshipped him. Now, that special at that time, and therefore

this book
gwpt

have not been written till hat, . a

special is derived from Deuteronomy and we have Jho




other idence f it, and
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if you mean , if you do not mean the special cult of the host of heaven, but

you mean the worship of the sun and moon and stars, you find that in Mesopotamia

at the time of Moses and long before,and so that if your argument is when in

the time of the Israelite kingdom was Deuteronomy written, yes, Josiah's

time was, but if you question 4!s it, is it written as it claims to be ? Or

was it a fraud?! writtten long after claiming, pretending to be something that it

is not? The answer is it is just as well with the time at which it claims

to be it. Well, we will continue there tomorrow.

May 12

It means to evaluate. It means considering the points which are necessary
of criticism

for proper understanding. efIhe boolç/of Shakespeare does not mean that it is

trying to talk with Shakespearei1 but trying to find out what are the good points
to

and whar are the bad points and what are the matters that are essential 4e understanding.

% So, the term criticism as used in letter ... to it is very different from the term

criticism as used in the ordinary language where we mean finding faults. Now, the

term criticism as used in relation to classical studies came to be divided into

two parts. Lower criticism and Higher criticism. Lower criticism is a study of
In

that which is helpful for interpretation of the text. ,'Vower ciriticism you study

the division of the text. You -type-- study the type of language. You learn something

about the-- the evidences as to how accurately it has been preserved. Textual

criticism is a part of lower criticism. All these matters for the exact understanding

of the text are called Lower criticism. There are tremendous amount of lower criticism
's work is

of Shakespeare. Because Shakespeare worked out to be played and te- tot to be

w ritten, and + some of them were written and some of them were w- written out

by actors in the play and wrote up what they remembered ØV and what they remembered

was wrong. Somebody else remembered in different ways, and only if we can know

how Shakespeare really did it, it would be better for neither of them to be quite

sure.
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Scholars studied lower criticism of Shakespeare's plays to try to determine exactly

what the correct text is, and then higher criticism. Higher criticism is a term

which is used for the study of the question of what is the authorship and origin of

the book. It does not mean that it is better than lower criticism, nor does it mean

that it is more important. It simply is a different area of study. Higher ctiticism
literary

has been used for all -the-studies e- a great deal. Particularly when you have a

book whose authorship you do not ;know. And it is interesting to try to determine
critick

who it is. Now, naturally there have been higher er4t.ieem of Shakespearewho

said that wrote Shakespeare's plays or somebody else did.

This obscure actor named William Shakespeare could not have written those

wonderful plays, and so the term has come quite often to be referred to those

who do not accept the ordinarily received interpretation of who the author is, but

the term does not really mean that. The man defends the authorship is just

a s much as higher criticism as a man who says that % Francis Bacon wrote it. The

term simply means study of question of authorship. Now, we have noticed how

about 1800 there was a school of crltic4m-s in Germany that refused to accept

any ancient writing unless there is an absolute evidence of it. They denied
Home?s

Cicero's a-urhe authorship of Cicero's orations. They denied t-- -the-authorship
up

of Illiad and Odyssey. I picked/this morning ... 's second volume on the

Hextateuch from which I had quoted to you freqnelty, and I have noticed that in

he preface of it, he says, of course, it is true (that the idea that was so widely
is

taught a few years ago that Homer's Illladwa3- made up of 13 different ballads
He says,

which have been combined together is now completely given up./That is no

reason we should abandon Welihausen's discovery about the Pentateuch. But

it recognizes the fact I mentioned to you. This movement of the Higher criticism

regarding the ancient writing was applied to all writings and applied to the Bible
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naturally
later than others, because people/hesitate to touch what is regarded sacred. But then

it came to be apli-plied to the Bible, and about the time of its being given up by

the other writers, it began to be more widespread regarding the Bible, and today

it is not used of other writings to any treat extent, but regarding the Bible

today it is taught in all our universities and InØ every seminary that is over 40

years old as an established fact. So, the term higher criticism , properly speaking, it

is false to say that we are against higher criticism or to speak a deregatory term

of higher critics, but in a popular way the writers on the higher criticism, those

who deny the Mosaic authorship and ti-e4- their teachings have been generally
by term

called/thq/higher criticism. So, in a popular way I do not see great harm in using

it by which we mean the perversion of higher criticism which has become wide

spread. We are all for higher criticism in the sense that we her- favor examinationj
of the evidences that Moses wrote
ofXhe Pentateuch, but when it comes to the book of Malachi, nobody knows.

Whether Malachi was written by a man whose name is Malachi or by some unknown

messenger of God. The word Malachi simply means a messenger. We have no

evidence of any man named Malachi. We do not know which. If you want to study
an There is

it, it is/entirely legitimate higher criticism. But/nothing -is-wrong with studying

it and trying to see evidence about it. Nobody knows who wrote the book of the

Hebrews. Some are absolutely convinced that Paul wrote it, and others are

equally convinced that Paul did not write it. We do not know. If you study the

Hebrews, and try to find whether Paul wrote or Paul did not, that is higher criticism,

a nd that is a valid higher criticism, because there is no inspired statements on

it for one way or the other. But since most of the higher er44e&--- 4-- criticisms

have been devoted to denying the Pima fade position, denying what Jesus Christ

definitely said that Moses spoyke in the first yˆ volurne,Y, since that has been
this

the case, I do not see any harm iry'general popular ( way of the term higher criticism.
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even though for the precise use it is good to have in mind exactly what the proper

use of the term is. Now, we have been,6 looking at the 5 which is the Origin and

Consideration of the origin and date of the book of Deuteronomy. And under this

Consideration of the Deuteronomy. We were looking at e. The examinations of

the evidences against the Mosaic Authorship. Under one there, the Evidence
ed

from the general background. We looljlast time t e. The references to Exile.

The general warning p-- of depoiótation abroad or captivity in a foreign land. That

was e. F. We call, the Conclusion regarding he general background. And for

conclusion, I would say what we have touched on under each of these heads here.

f. the general background involves no greater insight into the future than would be

natural/ to a leader who brought the people out of Egypt It would be possible,_
chose

of course, if the Lord hews- for him to have Moses go apart somewhere and
events

receive a picture of/thousand years after his time and be told exactly what events

are going to happen and give him the material to write a book that would be useful
his

a thousand years after hes-time. God can do that if he chooses. But God does

not ordinarily do that. If someone brings you a book and says, here is a book,

that was written by the apostle Paul which tells what kind of ... we should

have when we ride on a jet plane. You immediately would say, it is entirely 4a1se-r

possible, if God chose, 4e- for Him to inspire the apostle Paul to write such a

book and to hide it so that we would not have it after we have jet planes. It is

entirely possible. But God does not orindarily do that. I am going to have to have

an absolute proof before I ee±l¬i-eeeve- accept that/ as a fact. We-- I would be

possible that God cause Moses to write something that would have no relevance

to his own day, but have relevance only to a day late. But ordinarily God does not

do that sort oa-- -- of a thing. And in this case, one weu- does not have to believe

that God did such a thing. Because the general background per eets]y fits perfectly

with the days of Moses, and while the principles of it are tremendously important,
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this viewpoint in e
in the day f-e-- of Josiah, there is no difficulty e- from/bellying that it was written

by Moses. So much the for number one.. Now, Number 2 naturally the argument

from sty As popularly stated in some books... it is stated something like this:

The style of the Deuteronomy is different from )'( that of the other books of the Pentateuch,

and similar to that of the books of later period. That is the general argument

as many people would think it is held by the critics. However, if you look into the

w ritings of a man like Driver, and see exacti y what he says, you find that he does

not use as positive a language as this/ by any means, because Driver has studied

the material very, very carefully, and he tries to speak precisely, although sometimes

he goes beyond the evidences. He tries to speak precisely. Now, listen to his
the

statement, and see how different it is. He says, on page 47 oVlntroduction to his

commentary to Deuteronomy," The language and style of Deuteronomy, clear and

flowing, free from archaisms, but purer than that of Jeremiah, would suit the same

period. Dillmann remarks justly that the style of Deuteronomy, especially in

its rhetorical fulness and breadth of diction, implies a long development of the art of

public oratory, and is not of a character to belong to the first age of Hebrew literature.

Now, that is very different from the statements

The style is, the style which is very different from the early books and he says

that it implies (838) a long development of public oratory and is not of a character

that belongs to the 1st age of the Hebrew literature. Now, what is the character

to belong to the first age of the Hebrew literatre? Why should plays of Shakespeare
should

have been written 400 years ago? And why/nobody be able to write a play that

is one fifth as great? Why should it be? Is that period more advanced than

man of
c per our period? Or was Shakespeare afemarkable genelus such as Ø' rarely

appears in the history of the world? And if he does, it may appear tha-t--- just about

any particular time. And when it comes to its being the result of showing a long,
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period,
/a history of a long public oratory, P( who is to say that Moses trained in all the

wisdom of the Egyptian did not have abundant experience in public oratory and

abundant opportunity to hear the very fines%t public oratory? Who is to say that

in the little country of Israel in the time of Josiah there-was-- would be training

in public oratory at all comparable to what Moses might have got in Egypt? If we
series

have a long pered&of great orations by men like 1-s-- Cicero and c Demosthenes

you might say, look it reaches the climax in the Deuteronomy. But -hay-- we have

ft-o-evklenee- no other evidence at all of oratory from the time of Josiah. here is

no evidence of that kind from that period. Now, we do not have evidence of

that kind from this period of Egypt either. We have purely... It is purely a

matter of conjecture as to what sort of oratory was used in either case, because

there was no practice of writing up public orations given, and preserving them

in permanent form. They may have written on papyrus. We do not know of either

period, but if they did, the papyrus would disintegrate in a few decades and

would disappear/. It is only if people made efforts in copying and recopying
people

that anything like that would be preserved. )p& used to say that Homer's

great writings Illiai and Odyssey, the finest of all the literature that ever was

written should have come at the very end of the flowery Greek culture. And all

the great m&-- minds of great developments should have reached their climax.

In the tremendous writings of Homer which nobody ever equally'ed in the ancient
only possible

and perhaps nobody in the modern times peso bi--wit1y'exception of Shakespeare.

But the fact is that Homer's writings e--the-e&r4e-st-- are the very

earliest literature that we have nothing else that is as early as Homer's, nothing
at least as early.

else is as early as within two or three centuries/ome would say thatvithin four

or five centuries of ... early as Homer's. Homer sang his poem. He recited them.

He sang his poems, and he recited them. And the people heard them. They are
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down
so wonderful that people memorized them. But they did not write/and copy

them in a form to be passed on in the early Greek days. It was much more primitive

than-E-e-Baylei1en-.- in Israel or Babylonia at the time of Homer/ -than-et-

which is much later than the time of Moses. And the

great est flow of the Greek literature comes at the beginning. Now, there may have

been before Homer a number of other great writers, great literary men who sang

their poems, because Homer refers to all sorts of stuff that he certainly did not

k- make out. He must have been familiar with the poems of other peopbe, and

maybe there was some kind of writing at that time on papyrus which did not

last. We do not know. We do rknow there was in Egypt. Because in Egypt

we have preserved from the time of Moses a few very outstanding literary work.

But these lltera$ry which we have preserved from Egypt before the time of Moses

are preserved simply because some school boy, made a copy of them, and then

was stricken with pneumonia or something and died. I do not think that he was

carrjied on an automobibe, but by a chariot. Something happened and the boy died,

and the parents buried his school book with him, and t-h-re-fe±1- the greatest

works of the ancient Egyptian literature are preserved to us, only because some

child wrote them, and died young and his parents buried it with him, and in the

tomb that papyrus was preserved, whereas had it been out in the air it would have

great works of
been disintegrated long time ago. We do not know how many of theftne.-- ancient

Egyptian literature are completely to it, because no child has copied and happened

to die and he grew up and he kept ;in his addict and they disintegrated, and so we

do not have them, but we have a very few great works. So that, the argument that

the great style of Deuteronomy has to show the- -left- a long development of yb- the ,art

of
ub1ic oratory and therefore must hae-- have come from Israel in its later history/is
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one we have examined and found that it is a poor argument and it would be much
a far

more natural to have come fromØ' Ø greater civilization from the viewpoint of

civilization, of Egypt of 1000 years earlier which was far more advanced in culture

than any culture of the little Israel. And so that as far as the style is concerned,

the broad statements sound tremendously forceful. The difference in style from

other books of the Pentateuch and similarity to later books. But when you take

a statement like Driver)( who writes carefully what he means and examine his

statements, you find that actually they are not forceful at all. So much for snail

a. Driver's statement. Small b. under 2. We should know that there are definite

points of agreement between the style of Deuternomy and that of other portions of

the Pentateuch. Driver in his Introduction, on pages 77-78, refers to the fact

that there are what he calls a parenetic section, a parenetic, that is hortatory section,

sedto- sections urging people to do what is right. In J E and also there is one

chapter in Leviticus 26 which would be in P. And he says these sections in JE

half are the source from which the style of Deuteronomy was developed. Why not

say the same man who in a public oration gave the marvellous hortatory style of

Deuteronomy, in his writing material, he might occasionally drop into a somewhat

similar style. It would be certainly at least reaeonable. And then Driver has c.

Small c Driver's statement about the influence of Deuteronomy on the hstorlcal books

This is a very interesting point, a point for which I am indebted to James Orr,

because as you read it in Driver, it is perfectly ... rewrite ç/ it over .. catch

the force of it, but James Orr points eE,- out in his book a problem of the Old

Testament. And when you read the passage in Driver, it is very easy to see

how Driver actually says exactly what Orr says that Driver says. That is o se-,say,

Driver says that the influence of Deuteronomy is very perceptible, this is on page
the

91, following -he--ntroduction to his commentary on the Deuteronomy. He -is-
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He says that the influence of Deuteronomy is very perceptible y( in the literature

of the Old Testament. He says that in the book of Joshua we have a whole chapters

which are in the Deuteronomic style. He says that when you get on to the books

of Samuel and Kings, you have sections which style is very similar to the Deuteronomy.

But he says that it is interesting to note that as you go through the historical books,

he says on page 92, what is on the*-- whole an increasing accumulation of deviations

from the original Deuteronomic type, till in 2 Kings it is mingled with phrases
from

derived from the Book of Kings itself,/Judges, and from Jeremiah. Now, of course,

Driver's interpretation of these facts he points out is that the redactors of }& JE

were affected/ by the Deuteronomic style, parts written .w- by Deuteronomics were

put into Joshua, that they were put into these early books, but it .s- certainly is

a more natural interpretation of them to say that Moses gave his great oration j-t*s-t

and just he-- as he would expect from any great geneius has a tremendous influence

as Moses did, it would have a tremendous influence on later writers which would

gradually decrease, and so in Joshua you find a tremendous influence of Deuterononic

style. You find some in judges, and you find tome in Samuels and when you get

to Kings, you find them more and more mixed with other types of li- style, and so

it is very interesting that Driver himself makes these statements about the gradual

decline of what he calls the original Deuteronomic style, and e- of course,

the full Deuteronomic style comes back later in the time of Josiah, long after the

original e'-- Deuteronomic type of style has gradually disappeared. It is much

more natural to say that it was actually the book of Deuteronomy that had the
from

tremendous influence. So, Number 2. The arguments of style, -pefhp-- perhaps

we ought to go over ap-- rapidly so that we can get through it and we won't have

to continue classes next week. Laughs. (Q) ... That is, the subjnect matter

01
of Deuteronomy was exhortation to obey God's law and reminthsQt-of that
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part of the law which it is vital that everybody should know. And the subrfrnect matter

does .... Now, we go on to number 3 The alleged contradictions to other books
if

And of course/this can be prove4h proven, it is a very strong argument for the
that

fact -of the Deuteronomy was not written by Moses. Driver goes so far as to say

Deuteronomy could not have been written before Isaiah, must be long after Isaiah,

because, he says, in Deuteronomy 14:1 we have a definite command, Ye are the

children of the Lord your God. Ye shall,thot cut yourselves, nor make any baldness etwe

between your% eyes for the dead. " These are heathen practices Yof shoving

tremendous despair and sorrow over the loss of the loved ones. God says, No,

our loved ones have gone to be with Him. We sorrow, but not as others do.

We sorrow, but our sorrow is tempered by the joy that for them it is better, and

so Moses says, Ye are the children of the Lord '
your God. Ye shall not cut

yourselves, nor make any bladness between yours eyes for the dead," referçéing

to the heathen practices, just pulling their hair out and cutting themselves out

and so on, as if the world had come to an end because a member of their family

died. Now, Driver says, this command is given in Deuteronoa 14:1, this

could not have been written before the time of Isaiah, couldn't possibly have

been, Me- because Isaiah says , in Islah 14:1, in IsaIah 22:, excuse me, Deuteronomy

14:1, Isaiah 22:12, in Iaaiah 22:12, Isaiah says, "In that day did the Lord God

of hosts call to weeping, and to mourning, and to balness, and to girding with

sackcloth:" Driver says, Isaiah says the Lord calls to baldness. Deuteronomy
between

says, you shall not A' make any boldness 4H your eyes. -f-Du'e-- If Deutronomy

was already Fe- written, how could Isaiah say something like this? In Isaiah's

day, they thought the Lord might call to baldness, 100 years later, the Deuteronom'jst

says that it is God's command that you shall not make any -b1a baldness between

your eyes for the dead. Of course, if you examine the statements in Isaiah,
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Isaiah is -hw -&i---shw&- showing how the Lord is going to punish the people

for their sin. It is the day of trouble, and perplexity. He shows the trouble that

is to come/ because of their sin, and he says, in that day the Lord will call
gird1ngFid1itg with

to 1e-i&- baldness, and weeping and mourning, baldness and,t'e-sackcloth. The

Lord is calling upon you to show your s-eo-- sorrow for your sins and to repent.

It is not a trim- tremendous extent of baldness of showing sorrow for the dead

at?( all. It is repenting for your sin/ 'o such an extent that it really pierces to

the very depth of your being, and the fact that Isaiah uses the word baldness

here and says, the Lord calls to baldness, but instead of that you are living a

life, a happy life, not thinking of the Lord, he says that in Deuteronomy, it says,

thou shalt not cut thyself or make baldness between thine4eyes for the dead, that

is a sort of contradiction that you can find anywhere, if you look for, in any &k-
that

book of any body- length/&f-any body has written. But there are many arguments

of this type which are advanced alleged contradictions to other books, and of course,

most of them are much better arguments than this, but as to the alleedA

contradictions there are divisible and / they are in two parts. We call small_a

¬ha.nge&,iw-. -Changes of law. And it is true that in Deuteronomy the law

e- differs at some points from the law in the earlier book, but as we have already

noticed it is to be expected that it will, because the civil law in the wilderness

and the civil law for the settlement in Palestine would naturally have differences in

&tjio-eR- them. You can expect changes in this regard, and so the-changes

of law in the people who are just about to enter into the- Pie Paee-t-ine-an entirely

different sort of life would be natural%arxi would be expected. That was a. Changes

of law,__b The alleged historical contradictions Most of these on examinations

prove to be differences in arguments from silence perhaps. Somebody speaks about

444
sending of the spies and mentions Caleb and Joshua standing true . . and somebody
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tells about it and says, (%064) Caleb... true to the Lord. He says he did not

know qbout Joshua ... There are arguments of that type, alleged historical contra
careful

diction most of which on/examination proves not to be valid. While we have gone

through much of the arguments on this point is similar to what we have already

ciealt with in the alleged contradictions of the parallel passages in Genesis and

elsewhere. So, we move on_number 4 The argument from the special relation to

the reforms of Josiah Carpenter says that if you will take the reforms that

Josiah carried out and go through he book of Deuteronomy you will find -ha-t- one,
which

two, and three and four. There they are. Most of the reforms ef-4'osiah carried out

were exactly what Deuteronomy calls for. In answer to that we say yes. We readily

admit it. Josiah's reform was a result of the discovery of the book of the law in

the temple. And what is going to cause the reform? Is it the reading ci the creation

gang going to give you an idea as to what sort of reform you should carry out? Is

the story of Abraham sending to get a bride for Isaac-s-ho- going to show you what

kind of reform you ought to carry on? Naturally, it would be the presentation of

Moses' exhortations to obey the law and bring to attention those on which the law

is being most seriously disregarded and which will lead to the reform of Josiah.

And so, the relation between Deuteronomy and the reforms of Josiah is readily admitted,

even though we notice as Driver pointed out that it cxuld be related to the 26th chapter

of Leviticus just as well, except that he says that various covenants were made

between king Josiah and the people to obey the Lord. And Deuteronomy talks about

the eevae- covenant and the Leviticus does not. Well, there is no particular reason

that Levlticus should mention covenant. Covenant certainly is a difrent matter

altogether. The fr' reforms and ... in Deuteronomy and there are some also in

Leviticus. Most of these are matters which God has stressed through all the
they est

legal portions of the Pentateuch. But in Deuteronomy -t-ey-f1nd a full/expression,
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because that is what Moses is urging the people to obey the law of God and

carry out his statutes and turn away from false gods and he is stressing the-- those

features of the law that are vital for people after theyenterh_ enter Canaan, and

therefore is apt to include features which would be vital in Josiah's time and which

would not ma-- might not have been no particular occasion to mention while they
from

were going throug the wilderness, and so the arguments e the special relation to

between-the reforms of Josiah end- are excellent arguments toehew-- show that the
our present

books of the law found in the temple included at least the greater portion of the--book

of Deuterohomy. I would say that it certain, y included all of our books of Deuteronomy.

I would say-t-hat-i-- that it probably included all of our Pentateudh-ch, the TORAH,

he book of the law of God, but parts of it which we can be absolutely sure was

Deuteronomy, because the reforms were definitely related to it, but that does not

prove that it was just then written. That does not aft- in any way disprove the

authorship. The only way it could disprove the Mosaic Authorship was if it contained

the law, dealing with things which Moses could not possibly have known about,

and the only point that I can think of where such an argument as that 'might be made

would be a relation to this $' worship of the host of -heet- heave-i. There we notice

that some of the critics say that Moses could not have attacked the worship of

the host of heaven/ before this cult had come from Mesopotamia. Now, if you could

prove that this cult had come from Mesopotamia, and had been g unknown before

and it is referred to in Deuteronomy, Ye shallnot worship the host of heaven.

That might be a / rather strong argument against the Mosaicthe-- authorship.

But when you look at the careful scholar%' ly writing, they say, they -c~ probably

caem from Mesopotamia, and when you look at our book of Mesopotamian evidences, of

wve.-m-W-kir&ds Q -e'- which we have many kinds -o-rr-as-whe-n-we-h-as much as

we have today when Driver wrote, I have never come across anything I would call
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that I have seen called ir t'ose words in Babylonian and Mesopotamian writing

called the cult of the host of heaven. I have seen many evidences to the Babylonian

gods who are considered to be the same as certain particular stars, and of course,

the worship of the sun and moon, but that was far more prevalent in Egypt from Which
in

the Israelites -eanie-eut--- had come out of,'txodus then it was in Mesopotamia as
the

far as/common eners-gr- evidence goes. The Mesopotan ians were particularl%y

interested in stars in order to tell what the future was just as some people are

today. I was sitting beside a man in a street-car one day, and he opened a little
st

book on astrd.ogy and it contained in it the stars say that the January 2l,óqould be a

good day to buy a star. They say that January 22nd eett-- would be a good day

to sells star. T-h-- Because they were written between aist and 22nd and he webt-
from

went on and told him-en--the stars, and told him what he should do about buying and

selling stars. -&- And I am sure that if he followed the book, he would have
before long this.

lost every cent he had for this/ That sort of thing was- is done today7a-nd--- as it

was done then ,$ and it was done in the ancient Egypt P(just as much as in Mesopotamia,

and the idea that the phrase worship the host of heaven a- is a particular cult.

There is no proof of that any way. He says worship of the sun, the moon, and stars

the host of heawen and wherever there have been -tnbe ungodly people who did not

worship the true God there has been a tendency to substitute the natural forces for

the true God, and the most natural one of them they turn to are the sun, moon and

star in countries where you often do not have artificial lights as we do, that causes

you hardly to notice them. Rome, the most cultLØ' vated and most advanced Rome
watching the

were constantly weth-the stars, in order to determine when it would be safe to
S

start a war, and when they had better not start a war. Even in the day'of advanced
a

Roman civilization, an army would not cross the river withthit fro- looking for omen..

They had to see certain numbers of birds flew over, /7f whether it was an odd or
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Even-i-&das-ef- even number and what kind they were. T-he- And the ae

augur would tell them whether it is safe or not to across the river, even in the

days of Julius Caesar, they were subject to that sort of superttition as part of the

dIrection of the government, and certainly there was tremendous amount of it

in the ancient Egypt, and the Bible warns against it and the warnings are just as

applicalbe as in any other in the time feW- of Josiah. Now, we must go over to

F. Positive difficulties with the Critical Views We notice number one. Deuteronomy

contains much that is unsuitable to the origin at the time of Josiah or Menasseh

The criticis tried to point out how much there is that is suitable, ( and I say that

every bit of it is just as suitable as the time of Moses. But we point out that
utterly

there are a great deal that is Minsuitable to the time of Josiah. The law deals a

wide'y- range of subjects which seem to be trivial, and the standpoint is entirely

that of Moses. And I would like to call your attention to some of many things that
In

you might notice, and especially three outstanding ones that .//. small a./Deuteronomy

iS-feal-1y-- Israel is everywhere treated as a unit. There is no suggestion of the divided

kingdom. And now that is a very interesting statement. How would the book of

Deuteronomy ben written in the tine when Israel had been divided into two kingdoms

for some hundreds of years? And there $ is no reference whateoever, no slightest

implication or suggestion of such a thing anywhere in the book. And particularly

when most of the ... would think the book was written in the Northern kingdom.
Before
Because-the Northern kingdom .s-.one-ethe went into exile, it was carried down

on to he Southern kingdom and somewhat . One of the great things that Josiah
in his reformation

did/was to cross the border into the area that had formerly been the northern kingdom,

and is now part of the Assyrian empire and there to destroy the false augurs of

Jeroboam was put out there where they had worshipped the golden calf, and to kill

the priests of these altars, and that had been predicted by the prophets in the 1st

Kings 13:14, 300 years before Josiah's ... the idea of the divided kingdom
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should have been in every Israelite's mind constantly during the period of three or
in that period

four hundred years before the time of Josiah. Could -nay-body- anybody/have written

a book during the time of Deuteronomy &h--- and had not the slightest implication

or suggestion of such a thing? You can read Isaiah, Jeremiah or the teeih-- other

prophets without finding many references to it. They were written during the time/

And then small b The lawful extermination of the Cfianaltes That is stressed

in the book of Deuteronomy. The lawful extermination of the Canaanites.

And there were no Cana1nites in the time of Josiah for centuries. There were the
but

descendants of Lhe Philistines, -bury-they are referred to in Isaiah, but the Canaanltes

had disappeared long before and the law relating tothe Canaanites in the book

published in Isaiah's ptime is just as sensible as the code of law as for a main today

who gives a great talk urging people to vote for him for mayor of-&1-- Philadelphia,

and declaring that if be is elected he will see to it that the place that William Penn

set apart for the camping of the Indians preserved for its original purposes, not

allowed to fall into any other purposes. That might be very appropriate in a'man

running for the governor of Pennsylvania 200 years ago, but today it would be an

utter nonsense, and we have ,6that in Deuty¬ronorny and many other things like that.

Then c The äti- Injunction to destroy the Mule Amalekites The Canaanites

is a big term which covers $' many different people who might conceivably be said,

Yes, there were descendants of the Canaanites and there was much trouble with them,

but the ,tAmalekltes were small people which had been utterly destroyed long time

before Josiah, and the injunction to destroy the Amalekites found there is something
would- could

that is utterly inconceivable that anybody -v-ui4-l v written at the/ time of Josiah.
the criticis would say' made this

And -fe- of course,/the man who/thought -of4-hs put ine- things that would be appropriate

to the time of Moses in order to make e- it look like an old book. And of course

anything that looks like an early time you can say, Well, it was inserted, in order
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fool
to prove-to-people. Well, you do not have any basis on whi h to reason, but we

have toØ look at things as they are and as they are-adwe find that the arguments against

the late date for Deuteronomy are far , far stronger than any other valid argument

for a late date. And yet, this ts taught as a point of the established historical

facts in all the universities today, and they teach anything about the Bible or

about Israel, and I remember a few years ago when a student of a-- University of

Pennsylvania received a special scholarship to take make a special inviestigation

s post-doctoral invetigat1on, a linguistic inve4tigation of the type of language

used at a certtaln period in the ancient Israel, and he took the book of Jeremiah

and the book of Deuteronomy, two bee- books as being written at the same time.

He was inve,taigating linguistically. He did not question the matter when the

Deuteronkmy was written. That was just a fact. He went at it to study the linguistics

of it and anything from Deuteronomy or anything from Jeran iah was equally valid

as to show what the language was at that time. This error has been

accepted for a- decades.., centuries.., that does not make it true. This has been

acdepted fDr many decades and people do not even bother investigating, but if

you do investigate it, it does not stand the investigjafion. That was F the

Positive Difficulties with the Critical View and we have feui1id only a couple of

minutes on G. Maybe 10 m4J4e minutes on G G The Concluslan regarding_
Graf

te-AWellhausen Theory We have examined Number 1 we have examined the four

arguments for partition And the four arguments for development and we have found

that no one of these arguments prove the critical claim. We have examined the

four arguments for partition and four arguments f o argumaits for developments.

We have found none of these arguments prove the critical claims. Neither doØ they

all prove it put together. I remember once when I was with boy scouts, and there

was a little stream, and ... one fellow thought he certainly could make it, and so
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he ran away back and he made it, but he made it in two jumps instead of one.

So, he go across the stream in two jumps. You could not cross a river in two $

jumps. An argument has to extend far enough so as to reach its goal. And two weak

arguments do not equal one strong argument. You have to ... One strong

argument can prove a case, a weak argument cannot. You can( pile up these evidences
that

on these, and you examine the evidences and any bookØ'written Along ago you eernnpt--

dert---.--- will find things that you do not understand. In fact, any book

written today fid--- you find things that you do not understand. And any book

you 14ke4o-- write yourself you go back to it sometime later and you will find

certain statements that you have made, you ask yoursYelf, what was the idea that

I was trying to get across? In that statement? When you had the whole background

and the situation in mind, then you had an idea, but you did not get it clearly expressed,

and specially the Bible is an infin te book. It is God's book. It is a book of all

periods. It is the book which has truths which was needed in Moses' time and the
in

truths that were needed in Josiah's time, and the truth that is needed 4SF- our teda.y-
And

time. reery part of the book is useful for every period, but somehow some are

more useful for certain periods than some parts which have little meaning for our present

generation, if the Lord tarries, it may become tremendously important for the next

generatipn as situations development- in the world. God has all history in i=- mind

as he write the Bible, and therefore there are bound to be things that we do not understand.

There are bound to be problems. We should not sj ump to superficial interpretation.

We should examine carefully, ard get what meaning(.#v'e can and where we cannot

understand fully, let us just say, we cannot understand it. Think of the people

before the Lord's coming who would read the statements 4r- about the Deity of G-r1#st-

Christ in the Old Testament, and the statements about His Virgin Birth, and statements

about his resurrection and no one of these was given in such a form as you could
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tell all the facts exactly how they vvu uld happen. When they happen, -the-people say

look back and say the Deith corresponds exactly. There are some things that you

could figure aeu-- out and there are some things that you could figure and there is

much that you should have figured out that most people did not, because Je su s said

to the disciples, fools, slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spg44'ken
re are

spoken ought not ta-h-- he to have suffered? Ththings that they should have

studied and found and did not. But there are other things it would be just about

impossible to understand until you see what happens exactly as they fit, and the

Bible also predicts the end of this age. It tells us 'wf- wh -Patti... the Lord is

coming back to this earth and how suddenly he is coming back and will take his

own Whir- 3--- .- himself, and he tells us how God is going to put out his wrath

upon this eth after the Lord has taken his own people to be with Christ, and then

Re-- it tells $*iw--hew------------------how they j are going to come back to this earth
that is and

and put out all "evil that-is sicked and set up kiq- the kingdom of the Lord,
peace and

the kingdom of righteousness and ,appiness. These things are told, but many of

the details ace- we do not understand. There are many in the details that we cannot

understand, until the full situation bedomes clear. Some of them we can understand
like

better tow than we could sometime agcy'when Jesus was lying on the mount of

Olivers and every eye shall see Him, and a few years ago like when Jesus would

lie on the mount Olives, and every eye shall see Him, and a few years ago people

used to say, how utterly impossible that even people twenty miles away could not

see Him on the mount of Olives, but many of you the other night I believe saw

Marshall .. Montgomery in London and Elsenhowever somewhere in the United

States and saw them both in the same evening,, one after the other/ back and forth.

Today he would television and we can ew- see how he could come to the mount

of
Slivees

and every eye could see him and there are plenty other ways the Lord could
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confidence in it. That is the third point. We can have confidence in the Scripture.

We find some statements that we may not understand. Let us study first. But we

can confidence that if we find what it really says, it is true, and it corresponds

to the historical facts and it corresponds God's mind for us, and so it is vital vo

for us. Of course, there may be some textual error. We must can pare scripture

with scripture. We must'nt put too much stress on any one statement. (f/ But

clt- comparing scripture with scripture, studying the Bible as a whole whatever
your

we find in it we can trust. And my interest, of course, is not simply iry'saying

that r believe Moses wrote the Pentateuc/h, but 8-- in your saying that the Bible

is_____ yl hat-.--y--i-- but in saying as Paul

did, all scripture, being inspired of God, is profitable, and we need it, and we

need to study it, and we need to apply -e them to our lives and to our heartsQ and

that which we have just st.udy'ied to preach to others, or it won't bring blessings to

others. We must study ourselves, and get blessings for ourselves, and then we

must learn to give to others. The last We won't have any lecture next week.
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